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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

It is with no ordinary feeling of relief and satisfaction that

I am at length able to send forth the second and concluding

volume of this Commentary. And I am confident that the

trifling delay in this year's issues of the Foreign Theological

Library will be readily pardoned, when the tedious toil

involved in carrying such a work through the press amidst

the pressure of other duties is considered. No pains have

been spared to render the work worthy its position ; and the

care bestowed upon the work by myself has been fully

seconded by the attention of the printers.

The duties of translation have been carefully discharged,

and it has been my aim to preserve the complexion of the

original as far as possible, even sometimes at the expense of

an easy flov/ of language. Conscious of imperfection in the

working out of my design, I have nevertheless sought to put

the reader in the position of a student of the original volume.

The task which I imposed upon myself has not been confined

to mere translation ; but close attention has been given to

the accurate reproduction of the critical portions, with the

hope of contributing in some small degree to the diffusion of

sound exegetical knowledge for the elucidation of one of the
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grandest and most practical books of the Old Testament

Scriptures, and from a conviction of the need there is for the

cultivation of the cognate Semitic languages. This latter

branch of study is specially applicable and necessary in the

interpretation of the book of Job, and the established scholar-

ship of Dr Delitzsch eminently qualifies him for the effective

execution of the work.

Further explanation need scarcely be added, except in

reference to the retention of the word Chohna, and the

character of the translation of the text. As to the former,

I regret that I did not append a note to vol. i. p. 5, to the

effect that the word Chohna (p^'^^, Wisdom) was reproduced

because used technically by the author. I presumed that

students of the volume would at once recognise the word

;

but from the consideration that the Commentary may also

be used, so far as the practical parts are concerned, even by

readers unacquainted with Hebrew, this explanation has been

deemed needful.

And it may further suffice, in connection with the second

section of the Introduction, to define Chohna as the one

word for the lofty spirit of wisdom which dwelt in the minds

of the wise men of Israel in the Salomonic age,—a wisdom

taught, inspired, by the Holy Spirit of God—the culmination

of which is found in Solomon himself. In brief, the Chohna

is the divine philosophy of the Jewish church.

With reference to the new rendering of the text : it aims

at a literal and faithful reproduction of Dr Delitzsch's trans-

lation, as representing his " sense and appreciation of the

original," and as the embodiment of the results of the critical

notes. Therefore I have not felt at liberty to use that
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freedom of expression which I regard as most desirable in

adapting the translation of the original text to the require-

ments of the general reader. This portion of my under-

taking has not been free from difficulty; and occasionally

an amount of stiffness has seemed unavoidable, owing to the

different structure of the Hebrew and English languages,

while, from the plastic nature of the German language,

the author is enabled to mould his translation closely after

the original text, and still render it elegant, and at times

rhythmical.

A note on the transcription of Arabic words will be found

at the end of the Appendix. The references have been

verified, so far as the means of verification have been acces-

sible ; and I believe I may speak with confidence of those

that I have not been able to verify, from the general accuracy

I found in the others.

To clear up the misapprehension which has been mani-

fested in many quarters, I would add that this Commentary

forms a part of the Biblical Commentary on the Old Testament

by Drs Keil and Delitzsch. But the name of the latter only

is appended to these volumes, because Dr Delitzsch is the

writer of this portion, just as Dr Keil only is the author of

the Commentary on the Pentateuch, and all the other volumes

that have appeared to this date.

I have still to acknowledge the kind promptitude with

which my esteemed friend Dr Delitzsch has, in more than

one instance, given me an explanation of a difficult point, and

favoured me with an additional amendment of the original

work during the progi'ess of this translation through the

press.

b
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In the hope that the usefulness of Dr Delitzsch's valuable

contribution to Biblical Exegesis may be extended beyond

his original design, I commend it to all earnest students of

the Holy Word, with the prayer that the blessing of the

Spirit of Jehovah may rest upon the labours of our hands.

F. B.

Elland, November 2, 1866.
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2 THE BOOK OF JOB.

in order to furnish a connected thought : although the hand

which is upon me stifles my groaning (Hirz.) ; or, according

to another rendering of the ?ll: et pourtant mes gemissements

negalentpas mes souffrances (Renan, Schlottm.). These inter-

pretations are objectionable on account of the artificial re-

storation of the connection between the two members of the

verse, which they require ; they lead one to expect ^y), (as a

circumstantial clause; LXX., Cod. Vat. kuI rj '^elp avrov).

As the words stand, it is to be supposed that the definition of

time, Qi'n'Oa (even to-day still, as Zech. ix. 12), belongs to

both divisions of the verse. Plow, then, is n?3 to be under-

stood? If we compare ch. vii. 11, x, 1, where "iD, which is

combined with iT'ty, signifies amarum := amaritudo, it is natural

to take ''ID also in the signification amaritudo, acerhitas (Targ.,

Syr., Jer.); and this is also possible, since, as is evident from

Ex. xxiii. 21, comp. Zech. xii. 10, the verbal forms "no and

mo run into one another, as they are really cognates.^ But

it is more satisfactory, and more in accordance with the rela-

tion of the two divisions of the verse, if we keep to the usual

signification of ''y^
; not, however, understanding it of ob-

1 ~nD and HID both spring from the root "IJD Ivid. supra, i, p. 279, note],

with the primary signification stringcre, to beat, rub, draw tight. Hence

j^, to touch lightly, smear upon (to go by, over, or through, to move by,

etc.), but also stringere palatum, of an astringent taste, strong in taste,

to be bitter, opp. ^, soft and mild in taste, to be sweet, as in another

direction n^n, to be loose, weak, sick, both from the root ^\=>- in Jo^

,

solvit, laxavit. From the signification to be tight come amarra, to stretch

tight, istamarra, to stretch one's self tight, to draw one's self out in

tliis state of tension—of things in time, to continue unbroken ; mirreh^

string, cord ; n"IID, to make and hold one's self tight against any one,

i.e. to be obstinate: originally of the body, s&j\^ij\aj, to strengthen

themselves in the contest against one another ; then of the mind, as

(_^Le> i_^UJ> to struggle against anything, both outwardly by contra-

diction and disputing, and inwardly by doubt and unbeUef.

—

Fl. c
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stinacy, revolt, rebellion (viz. in the sense of the friends),

but, like rribj 2 Kings xiv. 26 (which describes the affliction

as stiff-necked, obstinate), of stubbornness, defiance, con-

tinuance in opposition, and explain with Raschi : My com-

plaint is still always defiance, i.e. still maintains itself in

opposition, viz. against God, without yielding (Hahn, Olsh.

:

unsubmitting) ; or rather : against such exhortations to peni-

tence as those which Eliphaz has just addressed to him. In

reply to these. Job considers his complaint to be well justified

even to-day, i.e. even now (for it is not, with Ewald, to be

imagined that, in the mind of the poet, the controversy

extends over several days,—an idea which would only be

indicated by this one word).

In ver. 2b he continues the same thought under a different

form of expression. ^ly hand lies heavy on my groaning,

i.e. I hold it immoveably fast (as Fleischer proposes to take

the words) ; or better : I am driven to a continued utterance

of it.^ By this interpretation "'T' retains its most natural

meaning, manus mea, and the connection of the two members

of the verse without any particle is best explained. On the

other hand, all modern expositors, who do not, as Olsh., at

once correct ''T' into )T, explain the suffix as objective : the

hand, i.e. the destiny to which I have to submit, weighs upon

my sighing, irresistibly forcing it out from me. Then ver. 2b

is related to ver. 2a as a confirmation ; and if, therefore, a

particle is to be supplied, it is ''3 (Olsh.) and no other. Thus,

even the Targ. renders it ''nn^, plaga mea. Job's affliction is

frequently traced back to the hand of God, ch. xix. 21,

comp. i. 11, ii. 5, xiii. 21 ; and on the suffix used objectively

(pass.) we may compare ver. 14, "'ipn ; ch. xx. 29, i"ipX; and

1 The idea might also be : ^fy hand presses my groaning back (because

it would be of no use to me) ;
but ver. 2a is against this, and the Arab.

Icamada, to restrain inward pain, anger, etc. by force (e.g. mat kerned,

he died from suppressed rage or anxiety), has scarcely any etymological

connection with 133.
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especially xxxiv. G, ''V'?. The interpretation : the hand upon

me is heavy above my sighing, i.e. heavier than it (Ramban,

Rosenm., Ges., Schlottm., Renan), also accords with the con-

nection. ?y can indeed be used in this comparative meaning,

Ex. xvi. 5, Eccl. i. 16 ; but bv T* mna is an established

phrase, and commonly used of the burden of the hand upon

any one, Ps. xxxii. 4 (comp. ch. xxxiii. 7, in the division

in which Elihu is introduced; and the connection with ?X,

1 Sam. V. G, and D^, 1 Sam. v. 11); and this usage of the

language renders the comparative rendering very improbable.

But it is also improbable that " my hand" is = the hand [that

is] upon me, since it cannot be shown that T" was directly

used in the sense of plaga; even the Arabic, among the

many turns of meaning which it gives to uV, does not support

this, and least of all would an Arab conceive of ^^uV passively,

plaga quam patior. Explain, therefore : his complaint now,

as before, oifers resistance to the exhortation of the friends,

which is not able to lessen it, his (Job's) hand presses upon

his lamentation so that it is forced to break forth, but —
without its justification being recognised by men. This

thought uriies him on to the wish that he mio-ht be able to

pour forth his complaint directly before God. J?^r''P is at

one time followed by an accusative (ch. xiv. 4, xxix. 2, xxxi.

31, 35, to which belongs also the construction with the inf.,

ch. xi. 5), at another by the fut., with or without Waw (as

here, ver. 3J, ch. vi. 8, xiii. 5, xiv. 13, xix. 23), and at

another by the perf., with or without Waio (as here, ver. 3a ;

utinam noverim, and Deut. v. 2G). And ''^VX is, as in ch.

xxxii. 22, joined with the fut. : scirem (iioverim) et invenirem

instead of j^ossim invenire eum (iNV^7), Ges. § 142, 3, c. If

he but knew [how] to reach Him (God), could attain to His

throne; njiDn (everywhere from p3, not from I^ri) signifies

the setting up, i.e. arrangement (Ezek. xliii. 11) or establish-

ment (Nab. ii. 10) of a dwelling, and the thing itself which is
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set out and established, here of the place where God's throne

is established. Having attained to this, he would lay his

cause (instruere causam, as ch. xiii. 18, comp. xxxiii. 5) before

Him, and fill his mouth with arguments to prove that he has

right on his side (ninain, as Ps. xxxviii. 15, of the grounds of

defence, or proof that he is in the right and his opponent in

the wronff). In ver. 5 we may translate: I would, or: I

should like (to learn) ; in the Hebrew, as in cognoscerem,

both are expressed; the substance of ver. 5a makes the

optative rendering more natural. He would like to know

the words with which He would meet him,-^ and would give

heed to what He would say to him. But will He condescend?

will He have anything to do with the matter?

—

6 Will lie contend loith me with great power ?

No, indeed; He loill only regard me

!

7 Then the upright looidd he disputing icith Him,

A nd I should for ever escape my judge.

8 Yet I go eastward. He is not there,

And loesticard, hut Iperceive Him not;

9 Northivards udiere He loorheth, hut I behold Him

not;

He turneth aside southwards, and I see Him not.

The question which Job, in ver. Qa, puts forth : will He

contend with me in the greatness or fulness of His strength,

i.e. (as ch. xxx. 18) with a calling forth of all His strength ?

he himself answers in ver. Qb, hoping that the contrary may

be the case : no, indeed, He will not do that.^ i6 is here

^ nynx is generally accented with Dechi, D''^D with Munach, according

to which Dachselt interprets : scirem^ qux eloquia responderet milii Deus^

but this is incorrect. The old editions have correctly nj?ni< Munach,

Qi^O Munach (taking the place of Dechi, because the Athnach-^ffovd

which follows has not two syllables before the tone-syllable ; vid. Psalter,

ii. 104, § 4).

2 With this interpretation, j^^ fchould certainly have Reiia mugrasch;
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followed not by the "'3, which is otherwise customary after a

negation in the signification imo, but by the restrictive ex-

ceptive ^>?, which never signifies sed, sometimes veriim tamen

(Ps. xlix. 16; comp. supra, cli. xiii. 15, vol. i. p. 215), but

here, as frequently, tantummodo, and, according to the hyper-

baton which has been mentioned so often (vol. i. pp. 72, 238,

and also 215), is placed at the beginning of the sentence,

and belongs not to the member of the sentence immediately

following it, but to the whole sentence (as in Arabic also

the restrictive force of the \aj\ never falls upon what im-

mediately follows it) : He will do nothing but regard me

(p'^t'l, scil. 3!?j elsewhere with ?V of the object of regard or

reflection, eh. xxxiv. 23, xxxvii. 15, Judg. xix. 30, and with-

out an ellipsis, ch. i. 8 ; also with ?X, ch. ii. 3, or ?, 1 Sam. ix.

20 ; here designedly with 3^ which unites in itself the signi-

fications of the Arab. t__> and ^, of seizing, and of plunging

into anything). Many expositors (Hirz., Ew., and others)

understand ver. Qb as expressing a wish :
" Shall He contend

wath me with overwhelming power ? No, I do not desire that

;

only that He may be a judge attentive to the cause, not a

ruler manifesting His almighty power." But ver. Ga, taken

thus, would be purely rhetorical, since this question (shall

He, etc.) certainly cannot be seriously propounded by Job

;

accordingly, ver. Gb is not intended as expressing a wish, but

a hope. Job certainly wishes the same thing in ch. ix. 34,

xiii. 21 ; but in the course of the discussion he has gradually

acquired new confidence in God, which here once more

breaks through. He knows that God, if He could but be

found, would also condescend to hear his defence of himself,

its accentuation with Merdia proceeds from another interpretation, pro-

bably -non ntlque ponct in me (manitm siiam), according to which the

Targ. translates. Others, following this accentuation, take N? in the

sense of ahn (ru'Z. in Dachselt), or are at pains to obtain some other

meaning from it.
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that He would allow him to speak, and not overwhelm him

with His majesty.

Ver. 7. The question arises here, whether the Dti' which

•C3' -a -»

follows is to be understood locally (J) or temporally (J) ;

it is evident from ch. xxxv. 12, Ps, xiv. 5, Ixvi. 6, Hos. ii.

17, Zeph. i. 14, that it may be used temporally; in many

passages, e.g. Ps. xxxvi. 13, the two significations run into

one another, so that they cannot be distinguished. We here

decide in favour of the temporal signification, against Rosenm.,

Schlottm., and Hahn ; for if Di^ be understood locally, a

" then " must be supplied, and it may therefore be concluded

that this U^ is the expression for it. We assume at the

same time that naiJ is correctly pointed as part, with Kametz

;

accordingly it is to be explained : then, if He would thus pay

attention to me, an upright man would be contending with

Him, i.e. then it would be satisfactorily proved that an vip-

right man may contend with Him. In ver. Ih, ^}.^, like ^^^,

ch. XX. 20 (comp. ni^3, to have open, to stand open), is inten-

sive of Kill : I should for ever escape my judge, i.e. come off

most completely free from unmerited punishment. Thus it

ought to be if God could be found, but He cannot be found.

The l^j which according to the sense may be translated by

"yet" (comp. ch. xxi. 16), introduces this antithetical rela-

tion : Yet I go towards the east (in with Malipach, D^i;^ with

Mimach), and He is not there ; and towards the Avest ("l'i^^|»,

comp. D'':"inx, occidenfales, ch. xviii. 20), and perceive Him not

(expressed as in ch. ix. 11 ; ? P^ elsewhere : to attend to any-

thing, ch. xiv. 21, Deut. xxxii. 29, Ps. Ixxiii. 17 ; here, as

there, to perceive anything, so that i^ is equivalent to inx).

In ver. 9 the left (^IXOt^, Arab, shemdl, or even without

the substantival termination, on wdiich comp. Jesurun, pp.

222-227, sham, sMm) is undoubtedly an appellation of the

north, and the right (PP', Arab, jemhi) an appellation of the
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south; both words are locatives which outwardly are undefined.

And if the usual signification of nby and ^12]} are retained, it is

to be explained thus : northwards or in the north, if He should

be active—I behold not ; if He veil himself southwards or in

the south—I see not. This explanation is also satisfactory

so far as ver. 9a is concerned, so that it is unnecessary to

understand iribyn other than in ch. xxviil. 26, and w-ith

Bluraenfeld to translate according to the phrase i31"l i^^V,

Judg. xvii. 8 : if He makes His way northwards ; or even

with Umbr. to call in the assistance of the Arab. ^^^ (to

cover), which neither here nor ch. ix. 9, xv. 27, is admissible,

since even then inbj?a hsob' cannot signify : if He hath

concealed himself on the left hand (in the north). Ewald's

combination of T\bV with HDJ?, in the assumed signification "to

incline to " of the latter, is to be passed over as useless. On
the other hand, much can be said in favour of Ewald's trans-

lation of ver. 95 :
" if He turn to the right hand—I see

Him not ;" for (1) the Arab. i__ikc, by virtue of the radical

notion,^ which is also traceable in the Heb. fiDy, signifies

both trans, and intrans. to turn up, bend aside
; (2) Saadia

translates: "and if He turns southwards ('ata/a 'gunuban);"

(3) Schultens correctly observes : f]Dy signijicatione operiendi

commodum non ejicit sensimi, nam quid minim si quern occul-

tantem se non conspiciamus. We therefore give the preference

to this Arabic rendering of Plt3y\ If ^^T, in the sense of

ohvelat se, does not call to mind the i^O ''II']? penetralia austri,

ch. ix. 9 (comp. jS:>-, velamen, adijtum), neither will inb'yn

^ The verb ^.jiki signifies trans, to turn, or lay, anything round, so

that it is laid or drawn over something else and covers it ; hence (__ilk.2,

a garment that is cast round one, t_m*j' with l-J of a garment : to cast

it or wrap it about one. Intrans. to turn aside, depart from, of deviating

from a given direction, deJJectei-e, declinare ; also, to turn in a totally

opposite du-ection, to turn one's self round and to go back.

—

Fl.
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point to the nortli as the limit of the divine dominion. Such

conceptions of the extreme north and south are nowhere

found among the Arabs as among the Arian races (vid. Isa.

xiv. 13) ;^ and, moreover, the conception of the north as the

abode of God cannot be shown to be biblical, either from ch.

xxxvii. 22, Ezek. i. 4, or still less from Ps, xlviii. 3. With

regard to the syntax, ^iDy is a hypothetical fut., as ch. xx. 24,

xxii. 27 sq. The use of the fut. apoc. THNj like ^^, ver.

11, without a voluntative or aoristic signification, is poetic.

Towards all quarters of the heavens he turns, i.e. with his

eyes and the longing of his whole nature, if he may by any

means find God. But He evades him, does not reveal Him-

self in any place whatever.

The ''3 which now follows does not give the reason of Job's

earnest search after God, but the reason of His not being

found by him. He does not allow Himself to be seen any-

where ; Pie conceals Himself from him, lest He should be

compelled to acknowledge the right of the sufferer, and to

withdraw His chastenino; hand from him.

10 Fo7' He knoioeth the loay that is with me

:

If He sliould prove me, I shoidd come forth as gold.

11 My foot held firm to His stejjs ;

His loay I kept, and turned "not aside.

12 The command of His lips—I departed not from it;

More than my oimi determination 1 kept the words of His

mouth.

1 3 Yet He remaineth by one thing, and loho can turn Him ?

And He accomplisheth zvhat His soul desireth.

That which is not merely outwardly, but inwardly with

^ In contrast to the extreme north, the abode of the gods, the habitation

of life, the extreme south is among the Arians the abode of the prince

of death and of demons, Jama {vid. vol. i. p. 325) with his attendants,

and therefore the habitation of death.
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(pV) any one, is that wliicli he thinks and knows (his con-

sciousness), cli. ix. 35, XV. 9, or his willing and acting, ch.

X. 13, xxvii. 11 : he is conscious of it, he intends to do it;

here, ver. 10, DJ? is intended in the former sense, in ver. 14 in

the latter. The " way with me" is that which his conscience

(avveiSTjaci) approves (^crvfiinapTvpeT) ; comp. Psychol. S. 134.

This is known to God, so that he who is now set down as a

criminal would come forth as tried gold, in the event of God

allowing him to appear before Him, and subjecting him to

judicial trial, ""^^ns is the |M'a?f. hi/potheticum so often men-

tioned, which is based upon the paratactic character of the

Hebrew style, as Gen. xliv. 22, Ruth ii. 9, Zech. xiii. 6

;

Ges. § 155, 4, a. His foot has held firmly^ to the steps of

God (IVJ'NI, together with ^^ti^X, ch. xxxi. 7, from -^m Piel, to

go on), so that he was always close behind Him as his prede-

cessor (TriNt synon. '^1p^, Ps. xvii. 5, Prov. v. 5). He guarded,

i.e. observed His way, and turned not aside (tDX fut. apoc.

Hlph. in the intransitive sense of dejlectere, as e.g. Ps. cxxv. 5).

In ver. 12a, "'"'JH??' ^IV'? precedes as cas. ahsolutus (as re-

spects the command of His lips) ; and what is said in this

respect follows with Waio apod. (= Arab. ,__;) without the

retrospective pronoun '13130 (which is omitted for poetic

brevity). On this prominence of a separate notion after the

manner of an antecedent, comp. vol. i. p. 91, note 1. The

Hq)h. t'^pn, like nt^Hj ver. 11, and v\r}^ Prov. iv. 21, is not

causative, but simply active in signification. In ver. 12^* the

question arises, whether 10 1?)* is one expression, as in ch.

xvii. 4, in the sense of " hiding from another,'' or whether I'P

is comparative. In the former sense Hirz. explains : I re-

moved the divine wull from the possible ascendancy of my own.

^ On tnx, Carey correctly observes, and it exf)laius the form of the

expression : The oriental foot has a power of grasp and tenacity, because

not shackled with shoes from early childhood, of which we can form but

little idea.
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But since jSy is familiar to the poet in the sense of preserving

and laying by (Q''31SVj treasures, ch. xx. 26), it is more natural

to explain, according to Ps. cxix. 11 : I kept the words

(commands) of Thy mouth, i.e. esteemed them high and

precious, more than my statute, i.e. more than what my own

will prescribed for me.^ The meaning is substantially the

same ; the LXX., which translates iv he koXttm jjlov CiPD?)?

which Olsh. considers to be "perhaps correct," destroys the

significance of the confession. Hirz. rightly refers to the

"law in the members," Kom. vii. 23: ''ipn is the expression

Job uses for the law of the sinful nature which strives against

the law of God, the wilful impulse of selfishness and evil

passion, the law which the apostle describes as erepo? vo[xo<;,

in distinction from the 1/0/^09 tov Qeov {Psychol. S. 379).

Job's conscience can give him this testimony, but He, the

God who so studiously avoids him, remains in one mind, viz.

to treat him as a criminal ; and who can turn Him from His

purpose? (the same question as ch. ix. 12, xi. 10) ; His soul

wills it (stat pro raiione voluntas), and He accomplishes it.

Most expositors explain permanet in uno in this sense ; the

Beth is the usual 3 with verbs of entering upon and persist-

ing in anything. Others, however, take the 3 as Betli essentice

:

He remains one and the same, viz. in His conduct towards

me (Umbr., Vaih.), or : He is one, is alone, viz. in absolute

majesty (Targ. Jer. ; Schult., Ew., Hlgst., Schlottm.), which

is admissible, since this Beth occurs not only in the comple-

^ Wetzstein arranges the significations of |D^» as follows :—1. (Beduin)

intr. fut. t, to contain one's self, to keep still (hence in Hebr. to lie in

wait), to be rapt in thought ; conjug. II. c. ace. pers. to make any one

thoughtful, irresolute. 2. (Hebr.) ti-ans. fut. 0, to keep anything to one's

self, to hold back, to keep to one's self ; Niph. to be held back, i.e. either

concealed or reserved for future use. Thus we see how, on the one hand,

pV is rela<-ed to pL3, eg. ch. xx. 26 (Arab, itmaanna, to be still)
; and,

on the other, can interchange with ns^* in the signification designare

(comp. ch. XV. 22 with xv. 20, xxi. 19), and to spy, lie in wait (comp.

Ps. z. S, Ivi. 7, Prov. i. 11, 18, with Ps. xxxvii. 32).
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ments of a sentence (Ps. xxxix. 7, like a sliaclow ; Isa. xlviii.

10, after the manner of silver; Ps. 1\'. 19, in great number;

Ps. XXXV. 2, as my lielp), but also with the predicate of a

simple sentence, be it verbal (ch. xxiv. 13; Prov. iii. 26) or

substantival (Ex. xviii. 4 ; Ps. cxviii. 7). The same con-

struction is found also in Arabic, where, however, it is more

frequent in simple negative clauses than in affirmative (vid.

Psalter, i. 272). The assertion : lie is one (as in the primary

monotheistic confession, Deut. vi. 4), is, however, an expression

for the absoluteness of God, which is not suited to this con-

nection ; and if nns2 Kin is intended to be understood of the

unchangeable uniformity of Ilis purpose concerning Job, the

explanation : versatur {perstai) in uno, Arab, hua ji icahidin, is

not only equally, but more natural, and we therefore prefer it.

Here again God appears to Job to be his enemy. His

confidence towards God is again overrun by all kinds of

evil, suspicious thoughts. He seems to him to be a God of

absolute caprice, who punishes where there is no ground for

punishment. There is indeed a phase of the abiding fact

which he considers superior to God and himself, both being

conceived of as contending parties; and this phase God

avoids. He will not hear it. Into this vortex of thoughts, as

terrible as they are puerile. Job is hurried forward by the

persuasion that his affliction is a decree of divine justice.

The friends have greatly confirmed him in this persuasion

;

so that his consciousness of innocence, and the idea of God

as inflicting punishment, are become widely opposite extremes,

between which his faith is hardly able to maintain itself.

It is not his affliction in itself, but this persuasion, which pre-

cipitates him into such a depth of conflict, as the following

strophe shows.

14 For lie accomplisheih that which is appointed for me,

And much of a like hind is with Him.
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15 Therefore I am troubled at His presence ;

If I consider it, I am afraid of Him.

16 And God hath caused my heart to he dejected,

And the Almighty hath i^it me to confusion;

17 For I have not been destroyed before darhiess,

And before my countenance, lohich thick darkness coveretli.

Now it is the will of God, the absolute, which has all at

once turned against him, the innocent (ver. 13) ; for wliat He
has decreed against him (''pn) He also brings to a complete

fulfilment (QvtJ'n, as e.g. Isa. xliv. 26) ; and the same troubles

as those which he already suffers, God has still more abun-

dantly decreed for him, in order to torture him gradually,

but surely, to death. Job intends ver. 14J in reference to

himself, not as a general assertion : it is, in general, God's way

of acting. Hahn's objection to the other explanation, that

Job's affliction, according to his own previous assertions, has

already attained its highest degree, does not refute it ; for

Job certainly has a term of life before him, though it be

but short, in which the wondrously inventive (ch. x. 16)

hostility of God can heap up ever new troubles for him.

On the other hand, the interpretation of the expression in a

general sense is opposed by the form of the expression itself,

which is not that God delights to do this, but that He pur-

poses (y^V) to do it. It is a conclusion from the present

concerning the future, such as Job is able to make with

reference to himself ; while he, moreover, abides by the reality

in respect to the mysterious distribution of the fortunes of

men. Therefore, because he is a mark for the enmity of

God, without having merited it, he is confounded before His

countenance, which is so angrily turned upon him (comp.

D^JD, Ps. xxi. 10, Lam. iv. 16) ; if he considers it (accord-

ing to the sense fut. hypothet., as ver. %), he trembles

before Him, who recompenses faithful attachment by such
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torturing pain. The folIo\Ying connection with \ and the

mention of God twice at the beginning of the affirmations,

is intended to mean : (I tremble before Him), and He it is

who has made me faint-hearted {TV2 Iliph. from the Kal,

Deut. XX. 3, and freq., to be tender, soft, disconcerted), and

has troubled me ; which is then supported in ver. 17.

His suffering which draws him on to ruin he perceives,

but it is not the proper ground of his inward destruction ; it

is not the encircling darkness of affliction, not the mysterious

form of his suffering which disconcerts him, but God's hostile

conduct towards him, His angry countenance as he seems

to see it, and which he is nevertheless unable to explain.

Thus also Ew., Hirz., Vaih., Hlgst., and Schlottm. explain

the passage. The only other explanation worthy of mention

is that which finds in ver. 17 the thought already expressed

in ch. iii. 10 : For I was not then destroyed, in order that

I might experience such mysterious suffering ; an interpreta-

tion with which most of the old expositors were satisfied, and

wdiicli has been revived by Rosenm., Stick., and Hahn. We
translate : for I have not been destroyed before darkness (in

order to be taken away from it before it came upon me), and

He has not hidden darkness before my face ; or as an excla-

mation : that I have not been destroyed ! which is to be equi-

valent to : Had I but been . . . ! Apart from this rendering

of the quod non = utinam, which cannot be supported, (1) It is

doubly hazardous thus to carry the NP forward to the second

line in connection with verbs of different persons. (2) The

darkness in ver. lib appears (at least according to the usual

interpret, caliginem) as that which is being covered, whereas

it is naturally that which covers something else ; wherefore

Blumenfeld explains : and darkness has not hidden, viz. such

pain as I must now endure, from my face. (3) The whole

thought which is thus gained is without point, and meaning-

less, in this connection. On the other hand, the antithesis
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between 1''J5)?3 and ''J30, l3Btp and 'il'^'n"\3B»j is at once obvious;

and this antithesis, which forces itself upon the attention,

also furnishes the thought which might be expected from the

context. It is unnecessary to take noVJ in a different signi-

fication from ch. vi. 17 ; in Arabic li^a^ signifies conticescere

;

the idea of the root, however, is in general a constraining de-

priving of free movement. 'H^'n is intended as in the question

of Eliphaz, ch. xxii. 11 : "Or seest thou not the darkness?"

to which it perhaps refers. It is impossible, with Sclilottm.,

to translate ver. 176 : and before that darkness covers my
face ; IP is never other than a prcep.^ not a conjunction with

power over a whole clause. It must be translated : et a facie

mea quam ohtegit caligo. As the absolute D"'J3, ch. ix. 27,

signifies the appearance of the countenance under pain, so

here by it Job means his countenance distorted by pain, his

deformed appearance, which, as the attributive clause affirms,

is thoroughly darkened by suffering (comp. ch. xxx. 30).

But it is not this darkness which stares him in the face, and

threatens to swallow him up (comp. ?lL"'rT''JDO, ch. xvii. 12) ;

not this his miserable form, which the extremest darkness

covers (on ^QN*, vid. ch. x. 22), that destroys his inmost

nature ; but the thought that God stands forth in hostility

against him, which makes his affliction so terrific, and

doubly so in connection w^ith the inalienable consciousness

of his innocence. From the incomprehensible punishment

which, without reason, is passing over him, he now again

comes to speak of the incomprehensible connivance of God,

which permits the godlessuess of the world to go on un-

punished.

Ch. xxiv. 1 Wherefore are not bounds reserved by the A Imighty,

And they loho honour Him see not His days ?

2 They remove the landmarks,

They steal flocks and shepherd them,.
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3 They carry aioay the ass of the orphan,

And distrain the ox of the loidow.

4 They thrust the needy out of the toay,

Tlie poor of the land are obliged to slinh aicay together.

The supposition that the text originally stood ^'^Vfy^ Vy^^?

'''ijVD is natural ; but it is at once destroyed by the fact that

ver. la becomes thereby disproportionately long, and yet

cannot be divided into two lines of comparatively independent

contents. In fact, D'^yti'i? is by no means absolutely necessary.

The usage of the language assumes it, according to which

ny followed by the genitive signifies the point of time at

which any one's fate is decided, Isa. xiii. 22, Jer, xxvii. 7,

Ezek. xxii. 3, xxx. 3 ; the period when reckoning is made, or

even the terminus ad qiieni, Eccl. ix. 12 ; and DV followed by

the gen. of a man, the day of his end, ch. xv. 32, xviii. 20,

Ezek. xxi. 30, and freq.; or with nin"*, the day when God's

judgment is revealed, Joel i. 15, and freq. The boldness of

poetic language goes beyond this usage, by using Q'^iyiy directly

of the period of punishment, as is almost universally acknow-

ledged since Schultens' day, and VJ^^ of God's days of judg-

ment or of vengeance;^ and it is the less ambiguous, since

1?^, in the sense of the divine predetermination of what is

future, ch. xv. 20, especially of God's storing up merited

^ On DTiy, in the sense of times of retribution, Wetzstein compares the

Arab. l1.?1Jlc, which signifies predetermined reward or punishment;

moreover, ny is derived from ^l^y (from *iyi), and DTiy is equivalent to

DTliy, accordhig to the same law of assimilation, by which now-a-days

they say 'TO instead of Tn? (one who is born on the same day with me,

from ijJ, Ma), and im mstead of inil (my drinking-time), since the

assimilation of the 1 takes place everywhere where n is pronoimccd. The

n of the feminine termination in DTiy, as in DinpU' and the like, perhapa

also in DTIQ (hutt'im), is amalgamated with the root.
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punishment, ch. xxi. 10, is an acknowledged word of our

poet. On p with the passive, vid. Ew. § 295, c (where, how-

ever, ch. xxviii. 4 is erroneously cited in its favour) ; it is

never more than equivalent to utto, for to use p directly as

VTTo with the passive is admissible neither in Hebrew nor in

Arabic. IVT' (Keri Vj;"]^, for which the Targ. unsuitably reads

''i?1.') are, as in Ps. xxxvi. 11, Ixxxvii. 4, comp. siij^ra, ch.

xviii. 21, those who know God, not merely superficially, but

from experience of His ways, consequently those who are in

fellowship with Him. irn i6 is to be written with Zumorith

over the i6, and Mercha by the first syllable of irn. The Zin-

norith necessitates the retreat of the tone of "irn to its first

syllable, as in mn-^3, Ps. xviii. 8 (Bar's Psalterium, p. xiii.)
;

for if irn remained Milra, ^ ought to be connected with it

by Mahheph, and consequently remain toneless (Psalter, ii.

507).

Next follovv^s the description of the moral abhorrence which,

while the friends (ch. xxii. 19) maintain a divine retribution

everywhere manifest, is painfully conscious of the absence of

any determination of the periods and days of judicial punish-

ment. Fearlessly and unpunished, the oppression of the help-

lees and defenceless, though deserving of a curse, rao-es in

every form. They remove the landmarks ; comp. Deut. xxvii.

17, "Cursed is he who removeth his neighbour's landmark"
(rD^, here once written with b>, while otherwise ^''b'n from
im signifies asseqid, on the other hand i'^BH from JiD signifies

dimovere). They steal flocks, ^I?T1, U. they are so barefaced,

that after they have stolen them they pasture them openly. The
ass of the orphans, the one that is their whole possession, and
their only beast for labour, they carry away as prey (Jnj, as

e.g. Isa. xx. 4) ; they distrain, i.e. take away with them as a

pledge (on P3n, to bind by a pledge, olstringere, and also to

take as a pledge, vid. on ch. xxii. 6, and Kohler on Zech. xi.

7), the yoke-ox of the widow (this is the exact meaning of
VOL. II. B

°
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-\)\^\ as of the Arab. thor). They turn the needy aside from

the way which tliey are going, so that they are obliged to

wander hither and thither without home or right : the poor

of the land are obliged to hide themselves altogether. The

Iliph. ni^n, with Q''Ji''3X as its obj., is used as in Amos v. 12
;

there it is used of turning away from a right that belongs to

them, here of turning out of the way into trackless regions.

ii^nx (vid. on ch. xxix. 16) here, as frequently, is the parallel

word with 131?, the humble one, the patient sufferer ; instead

of which the Keri is ""Jy, the humbled, bowed down with suffer-

ing {vid. on Ps. ix. 13). P^"\1?y occurs without any Keri in

Ps. Ixxvi. 10, Zeph. ii. 3, and might less suitably appear here,

where it is not so much the moral attribute as the outward

condition that is intended to be described. The Paal IJ^^n

describes that which they are forced to do.

The description of these unfortunate ones is now continued

;

and by a comparison with ch. xxx. 1-8, it is probable that

aborigines who are turned out of their original possessions

and dwellings are intended (comp. ch. xv. 19, according to

which the poet takes his stand in an age in which the original

relations of the races had been already disturbed by the

calamities of war and the incursions of aliens). If the

central point of the narrative lies in Hauran, or, more exactly,

in the Nukra, it is natural, with Wetzstein, to think of the

^jll Jjb^ or .csj^^ '-r^-=?
^'•^' ^lie (perhaps Iturcean) "races of

the caves" in Trachonitis.

5 Behold, as wild asses in the desert,

They go forth in their work seeking for prey,

The steppe is food to them for the children.

6 In the field they reap the fodder for his cattle,

A7id they glean the vineyard of the evil-doer.

7 TJiey pass the night in nakedness without a garment,
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And have no covering in the cold.

8 TJiey are loet icith the torrents of rain upon the moimtains,

And they hug the rocks for xoant of shelter.

The poet could only draw such a picture as this, after

having himself seen the home of his hero, and the calamitous

fate of such as were driven forth from their original abodes

to live a vagrant, poverty-stricken gipsy life. By ver. 5, one

is reminded of Ps. civ. 21-23, especially since in ver. 11 of

this Psalm the Q''^5^2, onagri (Kulans), are mentioned,

—

those beautiful animals^ which, while young, are difficult to

be broken in, and when grown up are difficult to be caught

;

which in their love of freedom are an imaa;e of the Beduin,

Gen. xvi. 12 .: their untractableness an image of that which

cannot be bound, ch. xi. 12; and from their roaming about

in lierds in waste regions, are here an image of a gregarious,

vagrant, and freebooter kind of life. The old expositors, as

also Kosenm., Umbr., Arnh., and Vaih., are mistaken in

thinking that aliud hominum sceleratorum genus is described

in vers. 5 sqq. Ewald and Hirz. were the first to perceive

that vers. 5-8 is the further development of ver. A.h, and
that here, as in ch. xxx. 1 sqq., those who are driven back

into the wastes and caves, and a remnant of the ejected and

oppressed aborigines who drag out a miserable existence, are

described.

The accentuation rightly connects imnn D''K12 ; by the

omission of the Caph similit., as e.g. Isa. li. 12, the compari-

son (like a wild ass) becomes an equalization (as a wild ass).

The 2^erf 'ii)i'^ is a general uncoloured expression of that

which is usual : they go forth D^ysa, in their work (not : to

1 Layard, New Discoveries, p. 270, describes these wild asses' colts. The
Arabic name is Kke the Hebrew", el-fera, or also himur el-ivahsh, i.e.

wild ass, as we have translated, whose home is on the steppe. For fuller

particulars, vid. Wetzstcin's note on ch. xxxix. 5 sc[q.
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their work, as the Psalmist, in Ps. civ. 23, expresses himself,

exchanging 3 for ?). ^"i^? ""lO.^P, searching after prey, i.e. to

satisfy their hunger (Ps. civ. 21), from ^iltp, in the primary

signification decerpere {yid. Hupfeld on Ps. vii. 3), describes

that which in general forms their daily occupation as 'they

roam about ; the constructivus is used here, without any

proper genitive relation, as a form of connection, according

to Ges. § 116, 1. The idea of waylaying is not to be

connected with the expression. Job describes those who are

perishing in want and misery, not so much as those who

themselves are guilty of evil practices, as those who have

been brought down to poverty by the wrongdoing of others.

As is implied in nntJ'D (comp. the morning Psalm, Ixiii. 2,

Isa. xxvi. 9), Job describes their going forth in the early

morning ; the children (0''"!^^, as ch. i. 19, xxix. 5) are those

who first feel the pangs of hunger. \? refers individually to

the father in the company : the steppe (with its scant supply

of roots and herbs) is to him food for the children ; he

snatches it from it, it must furnish it for him. The idea is

not : for himself and his family (Hirz., Hahn, and others)
;

for ver. 6, which has been much misunderstood, describes how

they, particularly the adults, obtain their necessary subsist-

ence. There is no MS. authority for reading i?"v3 instead of

vvll ; the translation " what is not to him " (LXX., Targ.,

and partially also the Syriac version) is therefore to be re-

jected. Raschi correctly interprets IPU'' as a general explana-

tion, and Ralbag ins"i3n : it is, as in ch. vi. 5, mixed fodder

for cattle, farracjo^ consisting of oats or barley sown among

vetches and beans, that is intended. The meaning is not,

however, as most expositors explain it, that they seek to

satisfy their hunger with the food for cattle grown in the

fields of the rich evil-doer ; for "iVi^ does not signify to sweep

together, but to reap in an orderly manner; and if they

meant to steal, why did they not seize the better portion of
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the produce ? It is correct to take tlie suff. as referring to

the V^^l which is mentioned in the next clause, but it is not

to be understood that they plunder his fields j3er nefas ; on

the contrary, that he hires them to cut the fodder for his

cattle, but does not like to entrust the reaping of the better

kinds of corn to them. It is impracticable to press the Hiph.

n^i'p^ of the Chetldb to favour this rendering ; on the contrary,

i^vpn stands to "ivp in like (not causative) signification as

nmn to nm {vid. on ch. xxxi. 18). In like manner, ver. ^oh

is to be understood of hired labour. The rich man pru-

dently hesitates to employ these poor people as vintagers ;
but

he makes use of their labour (whilst his own men are fully

employed at the wine-vats) to gather the straggling grapes

which ripen late, and were therefore left at the vintage

season. The older expositors are reminded of ^P^^ late hay,

and explain ^'^^]>\ as denom. by ^^\h ims^ (Aben-Ezra, Im-

manuel, and others) or IB^p^ ^bs^ (Parchon) ; but how un-

natural to think of the second mowing, or even of eating

the after-growth of grass, where the vineyard is the subject

referred to ! On the contrary, ^^^, signifies, as it were, sero-

tinare, i.e. serotinos fructus colligere (Rosenm.) :^ this is the

work which the rich man assigns to them, because he gains

by it, and even in the worst case can lose but little.

Vers. 7 sq. tell how miserably they are obliged to shift

for themselves during this autumnal season of labour, and

also at other times. Naked (Diiy, whether an adverbial form

or not, is conceived of after the manner of an accusative : in

1 lu the idiom of Hauran, '^ph, fnt- h signifies to be late, to come late
;

in Piel, to delay, e.g. the eveuiug meal, retmu, etc. ; in Hitlipa. telaqqas,

to arrive too late. Hence laqis V^\h and loqsl <^fph, delayed, of any

matter, e.g. '^^pb and ^'^pb yiT, late seed (= t'pb, Amos vii. 1, in connec-

tion with which\he late Vain in April, which often fails, is reckoned on),

^tfph nbl, a child born late (i.e. in old age) ;
bakir n^a2 and bekri ^"laa

are the opposites in every signification.—Wetzst.
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a naked, stripped condition, Arabic 'urjdnan) they pass the

night, without having anything on the body (on ^^^?, vid. on

Ps. xxii. 19), and they have no (J"^ supply On?) covering or

veil (corresponding to the notion of "1^3) in the cold.^ They

become thoroughly drenched by the frequent and continuous

storms that visit the mountains, and for want of other shelter

are obliged to shelter themselves under the overhanging

i-ocks, lying close up to them, and clinging to them,—an idea

which is expressed here by ipsn^ as in Lam. iv, 5, where, of

those who were luxuriously brought up on purple cushions,

it is said that they "embrace dunghills;" for in Palestine

and Syria, the forlorn one, who, being afflicted with some

loathsome disease, is not allowed to enter the habitations of

men, lies on the dunghill (mezdhil), ashing alms by day of the

passers-by, and at night hiding himself among the ashes which

the sun has warmed.^ The usual accentuation, D~iT» with Dechi,

Dnn with Mimach, after which it should be translated ah iii-

1 All the BeduiDS sleep naked at night. I once asked why they do

this, since they are often disturbed by attacks at night, and I was told

that it is a very ancient custom. Their clotlung (kiswe, nipa), both of

the nomads of the steppe (bedu) and of the caves ((ra'r), is the same,

summer and Avinter ; many perish on the pastures when overtaken by

snow-storms, or by cold and want, when their tents and stores are taken

from them in the winter time by an enemy.

—

Wetzst.

^ \Vetzstem observes on this passage : In the mind of the speaker, ncriD

is the house made of stone, from which localities not unfrequcutly derive

their names, as El-hasa, on the east of the Dead Sea ;
the well-known

commercial town Ei-hasd, on the east of the Arabian peninsula, whicli

is generally called Lahsd ; the town of El-hasja (n"'Dnbx), north-east of

Damascus, etc. : so that niv ipnn forms the antithesis to the comfortable

dwellings of the i_^..J^j hadari, i.e. one who is firmly settled. The

roots pan, "I^n, seem, in the desert, to be only dialectically distmct,

and like the root pay, to signify to be pressed close upon one another.

Thus npnn (pronounced hibtsha), a crowd ==• zahme, and asdbV maXxbukc

(nsinno), the closed fingers, etc. The locality, hihikke (Beduin pro-

nunciation for habdka, HDnn with the Beduin Dacj. euphonicum), de-
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undatione monies hiimectantur, is false ; in correct Codd. D"iTD

has also Munacli ; tlie other Munach is, as in ch. xxiii. 5a, 9a,

xxiv. 65, and freq., a substitute for Decht. Having sketched

this special class of the oppressed, and those who are aban-

doned to the bitterest want. Job proceeds with his description

of the many forms of wrong which prevail unpunished on

tlie earth

:

9 The}/ tea?' the fatherless from the breast,

And defraud the poor.

10 JVaJced, tliey slink aivay ivithout clothes,

And hungering they hear the sheaves.

1

1

Bet^oeen their icalls they squeeze out the oil

;

They tread the toine-presses, and suffer thirst.

12 In the city vassals groan,

And the soul of the oppressed crieth out—
And Eloah heedeth not the anomaly.

The accentuation of ver. 9a (ibtP with Dechi, icb with

scribed in my Reisehericht, has its name from this circumstance alone,

that the houses have been attached to (fastened into) the rocks. Hence

pun in this passage signifies to press into the fissure of a rock, to seek

out a corner which may defend one ((//(erwe) against the cold winds and
rain-torrents (which are far heavier among the mountains than on the

plain). The dJicrwe (from \jj, to afi'ord protection, shelter, a word fre-

quently used in the desert) plays a prominent part among the nomads

;

and in the month of March, as it is proverbially said the dherive is better

than the fence (the skin), they seek to place their tents for protection

under the rocks or high banks of the wadys, on account of the cold

strong winds, for the sake of the young of the flocks, to which the cold

storms are often very destructive. When the sudden storms come on, it

is a general thing for the shepherds and flocks to hasten to take shelter

under overhanging rocks, and the caverns (vrnglir -%,<) which belong to

the troglodyte age, and are e.g. common in the mountains of Hauran
;

so that, therefore, ver. 8 can as well refer to concealing themselves only

for a time (from rain and storm) in the clefts as to troglodytes, who
constantly dwell in caverns, or to those dwelliug in tents who, dm-ing

the storms, seek the dkerwe of rock sides.
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Munacli) makes the relation of Qinj ib'genitival. Heidenlielm

(in a MS. annotation to Kimchi's Lex.^ accordingly badly inter-

prets : they plunder from the spoil of the orphan ; Eamban

better : from the ruin, i.e. the shattered patrimony ; both

appeal to the Targum, which translates DID'' nr3D, like the

Syriac version, men hezto de-jatme (comp. Jerome : vim fece-

runt depra-dantes p)Uj)illos). The original reading, however, is

perhaps {vid. Buxtorf, Lex. col. 295) ^5J''?P, airo I3u^lov, from

the mother's breast, as it is also, with LXX. {utto fxaarov),

to be translated contrary to the accentuation. Inhuman

creditors take the fatherless and still tender orphan away

from its mother, in order to bring it up as a slave, and so to

obtain payment. If this is the meaning of the passage, it is

natural to understand ^'PSn^^ ver. 9h, of distraining ; but (1)

the poet would then repeat himself tautological ly, vid. ver. 3,

where the same thing is far more evidently said
; (2) ??n,

to distrain, would be construed with ?y, contrary to the logic

of the word. Certainly the phrase hv bin may be in some

degree explained by the interpretation, "to impose a fine"

(Ew., Hahn), or "to distrain" (Hirz., Welte), or "to oppress

Avith fines" (Schlottm.) ; but violence is thus done to the

usage of the language, which is better satisfied by the ex-

planation of Ealbag (among modern expositors, Ges., Arnh.,

Vaih., Stick., Pllgst.) : and what the unfortunate one pos-

sesses they seize ; but this bv — bv "^^^ directly as object is

impossible. The passage, Deut. vii. 25, cited by Schultens in

its favour, is of a totally different kind.

But throughout the Semitic dialects the verb ??n also

signifies " to destroy, to treat injuriously " (e.g. Arab, el-

chdhil, a by-name of Satan) ; it occurs in this signification in

ch. xxxiv. 31, and according to the analogy of b^ y"]^, 1 Kings

xvii. 20, can be construed with bv as well as with ?. The poet,

therefore, by this construction will have intended to distin-

guish the one bir, from the other, ch. xxii. 6, xxiv. 3 ; and it
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is with Umbreit to be translated: they bring destruction

upon the poor; or better: they take undue advantage of

those who otherwise are placed in trying circumstances.

The subjects of ver. 10 are these D"''':y, who are made serfs,

and become objects of merciless oppression, and the poet here

in ver. 10a indeed repeats what he has already said almost

word for word in ver. 7a (comp, ch. xxxi. 19) ; but there the

nakedness was the general calamity of a race oppressed by

subjugation, here it is the consequence of the sin of merces

retenta laborum, which cries aloud to heaven, practised on

those of their own race : they slink away (^^^j as ch. xxx. 28)

naked (imde), viiihout (v3 = '•pao, as perhaps sine — absque)

clothing, and while suffering hunger they carry the sheaves

(since their masters deny them what, according to Deut. xxv.

4, shall not be withheld even from the beasts). Between

their walls {Trm like nin^', Jer. v. 10, Chaldee i^'^lVJ'), i.e. the

walls of their masters who have made them slaves, therefore

under strict oversight, they press out the oil (1"i''i^V!!, "tt. <y6jp.),

they tread the wine-vats ('^''^i^^, lacus), and suffer thirst withal

(fut. consec. according to Ew. § 342, a), without being

allowed to quench their thirst from the must which runs out

of the presses (^1^3, torcularia, from which the verb ^l"=i is

here transferred to the vats). Bottch. translates: between

their rows of trees, without being able to reach out right or

left ; but that is least of all suitable with the olives. Carey

correctly explains :
" the factories or the garden enclosures

of these cruel slaveholders." This reference of the word to

the wall of the enclosure is more suitable than to walls of the

pi'ess-house in particular. From tyrannical oppression in the

country,^ Job now passes over to the abominations of discord

and war in the cities.

Ver. 12a. It is natural, with Umbr., Ew., Hirz., and others,

^ Brentius here remarks : Quantum igitur judicium in eos futurum est,

qui initomines ejusdem carnis, ejusdem jjcitrix, ejusdemjidei, ejusdem Christi
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to read Cri^ like the Pesclnto ; but as mite in Syriac, so also

DTlJD in Hebrew as a noun everywhere signifies the dead

(Arab, mauta), not the dying, mortals (Arab. ma'Uuna)', where-

fore Ephrem interprets the pnes. " they groan" by the per/.

" they have groaned." The pointing C^P, therefore, is quite

correct; but the accentuation which, by giving Mehupach Zin-

noritJi to T'i^O, and Asia legarmeh to DTlJD, places the two words

in a genitival relation, is hardly correct : in the city of men,

i.e. the inhabited, thickly-populated city, they groan; not: men

(as Rosenm. explains, according to Gen. ix. G, Prov. xi. 6)

groan ; for just because Q"'np appeared to be too inexpressive

as a subject, this accentuation seems to have been preferred.

It is also possible that the signification fierce anger (Hos. xi.

9), or anguish (Jer. xv. 8), was combined with "1"'^, comp.

5_\i, jealousy, fury (='^'^?i?)j of which, however, no trace is

anywhere visible.^ With Jer., Symm., and Theod., we take

DTiQ as the sirrhino; ones themselves; the feebleness of the

subject disappears if we explain the passage according to

such passages as Deut. ii. 34, iii. 6, comp. Judg. xx. 48 : it

committunt quod nee in Iruta anhnalia committfvdtim est, quod malum in

Germania frequentissimum est. Vse igitiir Germanix !

1 Wetzsteiii translates Hos. xi. 9 : I will not come as a raging foe, with

3 of the attributes n>Ax!l iU*i=J (comp. Jer. xv. 8, T'j;, parall. Tib')

after the form Cp, to which, if not this "iiy, certainly the "i"iy, syp-ziyopo;,

occurring in Dan. iv. 10, and freq., corresponds. What we remarked

above, vol. i. p. 440, on the form Cp, is cleared up by the following

observation of Wetzstein-: "The form Qip belongs to the numerous class of

segolate forms of the form );;s, which, as belonging to the earliest period

of the formation of the Semitic languages, take neither plural nor feminine

terminations; they have often a collective meaning, and are not originally

ahstracta, but concreta in the sense of the Arabic part. act. ^\s,-c. This

inflexible primitive formation is frequently found in the present day in the
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is the male inliaLitants that are intended, whom any con-

queror would put to the sword ; we have therefore translated

men (men of war), although " people" (ch. xi. 3) also would

not have been unsuitable accordino- to the ancient use of the

word. PKJ is intended of the groans of the dying, as tier. li.

52, Ezek. XXX. 24, as ver. 12b also shows : the soul of those

that are mortally wounded cries out. ^vPH signifies not

merely the slain and already dead, but, according to its ety-

mon, those who are pierced through, those who have I'eceived

their death-blow ; their soul cries out, since it does not leave

the body without a struggle. Such things happen without

God preventing them, npan D''b^"5'i?, He observeth not the

abomination, either = in^3 D'^b'"' i6, ch. xxii. 22 (He layeth it

not to heart), or, since the phrase occurs nowhere elHptically,

= bv 13^ n'b^ i6, ch. i. 8, xxxiv. 23 (He does not direct His

heart, His attention to it), here as elliptical, as in ch. iv. 20,

Isa. xli. 20. True, the latter phrase is never joined with the

ace. of the object ; but if we translate after 3 Q''t^, ch, iv. 18 :

non impufat, He does not reckon such npsn, i.e. does not

punish it, 03, (Dn3) ought to be supplied, which is still some-

what liable to misconstruction, since the preceding subject

idiom of the steppe, which shows that the Hebrew is essentially of pri-

meval antiquity (uralt). Thus the Beduin says : M qiili (''^lOp t5^n), he

is my opponent in a hand-to-haud combat ; niihi (''ni::?^), my opponent

in the tournament with lances ; cliilfi ('•D^n) and Aiddi (i'n''!»), my ad-

versary ; thus a step-mother is called da- ("l"'''^), as the oppressor of

the step-children, and a concubine diVr ('°i"l'^{)i ^s the oppressor of her

rival. The Kamus also furnishes several words which belong here, as iilb

(ipo), a persecutor." Accordingly, D'»p is derived from Dip, as also "Vj,

a city, from "iiy (whence, according to a prevalent law of the change of

letters, we have -|"'y first of all, pliir. D"'~l''y, Judg. x. 4), and signifies the

rebelling one, i.e. the enemy (who is now in the idiom of the steppe

called qorncmi, from qom, a state of war, a feud), as "i"'y, a keeper,

and •^''V, a messenger; n"iy (nip) is also originally concrete, a wall

(enclosure).
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is uot the oppressors, but those who suffer oppression, n^sn

is properly insipidity (comp. Arab, tafila, to stink), absurdity,

self-contradiction, here the immorality which sets at nought

the moral order of the world, and remains nevertheless

unpunished. The Syriac version reads '"i??^, and translates,

like Louis Bridel (1818) : et Dieu ne fait aucune attention a

leur priere.

13 Others are those that rebel against the light,

They will hiow nothing of its xoays,

And abide not in its paths.

14 The murderer riseth up at daion,

He slayeth the sufferer and the poor,

And in the night he acteth like a thief.

15 And the eye of the adulterer ivatcheth for the twilight

;

He thinks : " no eye shall recognise one,"

And he putteth a veil before his face.

With njiin begins a new turn in the description of the moral

confusion which has escaped God's observation ; it is to be

translated neither as retrospective, " since they" (Ewald), nor

as distinctive, "they even" (Bottch.), i.e. the powerful in dis-

tinction from the oppressed, but "those" (for non corresponds

to our use of "those," npx to "these"), by which Job passes

on to another class of evil-disposed and wicked men. Their

general characteristic is, that they shun the light. Those

who are described in vers. 14 sq. are described according to

their general characteristic in ver. 13 ; accordingly it is not

to be interpreted : those belong to the enemies of the light,

but : those are, according to their very nature, enemies of the

light. The Beth is the so-called Beth essent.; vn (comp. Prov.

iii. 26) affirms what they are become by their own inclination,

or as what they are fashioned, viz. as dTroa-rdrat ^coro'i

(Symm.) ; TI9 (on the root "ID, vid. on ch. xxiii. 2) signifies

properly to push one's self against anything, to lean upon, 'to
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rebel ; ^1^ therefore signifies one who strives against another,

one who is obstinate (Uke the Arabic mdricl, mend, comp.

mitmdri, not conformable to the will of another). The im-

provement liX ""lib (not with Makheph, but with Mahpach of

Mei'cha mahpach. placed between the two words, vid. Bar's

Psalterium, p. x.) assumes the possibility of the construction

with the ace, which occurs at least once, Josh. xxii. 19.

They are hostile to the light, they have no familiarity with

its ways ("'''3'!', as ver. 17, Ps. cxlii. 5, Ruth ii. 19, to take

knowledge of anything, to interest one's self in its favour),

and dc not dwell (^^^^, Jer. reversi sunt, according to the false

reading ^^'^'1) in its paths, i.e. they neither make nor feel

themselves at home there, they have no peace therein. The

light is the light of day, which, however, stands in deeper,

closer relation to the higher light, for the vicious man liateth

TO <p(x)<?, John iii. 20, in every sense ; and the works which

are concealed in the darkness of the night are also epya rov

0-/C0T0U9, Rom. xiii. 12 (comp. Isa. xxix. 15), in the sense in

which light and darkness are two opposite principles of the

spiritual world. It need not seem strange that the more

minute description of the conduct of these enemies of the

light now begins with "lis?. It is impossible that this should

mean : still in the darkness of the night (Stick.), prop,

towards the light, when it is not yet light. Moreover, in

biblical Hebrew, "lix does not signify evening, in which sense

it occurs in Talmudic Hebrew (Pesachim la. Seder olam

rahha, c. 5, ""Vyy "ilX, vespera septima), like NR'iix (= flt^'J) in

Talmudic Aramaic. The meaning, on the contrary, is that

towards daybreak (comp. "i1« npnn, Gen. xliv. 3), therefore

with early morning, the murderer rises up, to go about his

work, which veils itself in darkness (Ps. x. 8-10) by day, viz.

to slay (comp. on ^^^\ . . . D^p;, Ges. § 142, 3, c) the unfor-

tunate and the poor, who pass by defenceless and alone.

One has to supply the idea of the ambush in which the wav-
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layer lies in wait ; and it is certainly inconvenient that it is

not expressed. The antithesis '"'^ji'?'', ver. 14c, shows that

nothing but primo mane is meant by '^S'^b. He who in the

day-time goes forth to murder and plunder, at night commits

petty thefts, where no one whom he could attack passes

by. Stickel translates : to slay the poor and wretched, and

in the night to play the thief ; but then the suhjunctiviis ^^'''l

ought to precede (vid. e.g. ch. xiii. 5), and in general it

cannot be proved without straining it, that the voluntative

form of the future everywhere has a modal signification.

Moreover, here '•n"! does not differ from ch. xviii. 12, xx. 23,

but is only a poetic shorter form for nw ; in the night he

is like a thief, i.e. plays the part of the thief. And the

adulterer's eye observes the darkness of evening (vid. Prov.

vii. 9), i.e. watches closely for its coming on (ipt^, in the

usual signification ohservare, to be on the watch, to take care,

observe anxiously), since he hopes to render himself invisible

;

and that he may not be recognised even if seen, he puts on a

mask. D''32 "inp is something by which his countenance is

rendered unrecognisable (LXX. aTvoKpvjSi] irpoaooTrov), like

the Arab, sitr^ sitdreli, a curtain, veil, therefore a veil for the

face, or, as we say in one word borrowed from the Arabic

isjkUw*, a farce (masquerade): the mask, but not in the

proper sense.^

IG 1)1 the dark they dig through houses,

By day they shut themselves up,

They will know nothing of the light.

1 The mask was perhaps never known in Palestine and Syria ; iriD

D'>J3 is the mend'd or women's veil, which in the present day (in Hauran

exclusively) is called sitr, and is worn over the face by all married women

in the towns, while in the country it is worn hanging down the back, and

is only drawn over the face in the presence of a stranger. If this expla-

nation is correct, the poet means to say that the adulterer, in order t6
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17 For the depth of night is to them even as the daivn of the

mornhig,

For they hioio the terrors of the depth of night.

The handiwork of the thief, which is but slightly referred

to in ver. 14c, is here more particularly described. The

indefinite subj. of inn, as is manifest from what follov^s, is

the band of thieves. The 3, which is elsewhere joined with

"inn (to break into anything), is here followed by the ace.

Criii (to be pronounced hdttim, not hottim)^ as in the Tal-

mudic, i3t^ "inn, to pick one's teeth (and thereby to make

them loose), h. Kidduschin, 24 h. According to the Talmud,

Ralbag, and the ancient Jewish interpretation in general,

ver. 166 is closely connected to D"'n3: houses which they

have marked by day for breaking into, and the mode of its

accomplishment ; but Dnn nowhere signifies designare, always

obsignare, to seal up, to put under lock and key, ch. xiv. 17,

ix. 7, xxxvii. 7 ; according to which the Piel, which occurs

only here, is to be explained : by day they seal up, i.e. shut

themselves up for their safety Q'ob is not to be accented with

Athnach, but with liehia mugrasch) : they know not the light,

i.e. as Schlottm. well explains : they have no fellowship with

it ; for the biblical J^l^, fytvcoarKeiv, mostly signifies a know-

ledge which enters into the subject, and intimately unites

remain undiscovered, wears women's clothes [comp. Dent. xxii. 5] ; and,

in fact, in the Syrian towns (the figure is taken from town-life) women's
clothing is always chosen for that kind of forbidden nocturnal undertak-

ing, i.e. the man disguises himself in an izcir.^ which covers him from head
to foot, takes the mendil, and goes with a lantern (without which at night

every person is seized by the street watchman as a suspicious person) un-
hindered into a strange house.

—

Wetzst.
1 Vid. Aben-Ezra on Ex. xii. 7. The main proof that it is to be pro-

nounced hduim is, that written exactly it is DTlB, and that the Metheg,

according to circumstances, is changed into an accent, as Ex. viii. 7, xii. 7,

Jer. xdii. 22, Ezek. xlv. 4, which can only happen by Kametz, not by
Kometz {K. cliatvpli) ; comp. Kohler on Zech. xiv. 2.
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itself with it. In vcr. 17 one confirmation follows another.

Umbr. and Hirz. explain : for the morning is to them at

once the shadow of death ; but nn^^ in the signification at the

same time, as we have taken in]; in ch. xvii. 16 (nevertheless

of simultaneousness of time), is unsupportable : it signifies

together, ch. ii. 11, ix. 32 ; and the arrangement of the words

)u? . . . "nni (to them together) is like Isa, ix. 20, xxxi. 3,

Jer. xlvi. 12. Also, apart from the erroneous translation of

the nn"', which is easily set aside, Hirzel's rendering of ver.

17 is forced: the morning, i.e. the bright day, is to them all

as the shadow of death, for each and every one of them

knows the terrors of the daylight, which is to them as the

shadow of death, viz. the danger of being discovered and

condemned. The interpretation, which is also preferred by

Olshausen, is far more natural : the depth of night is to them

as the dawn of the morning (on the precedence of the pre-

dicate, comp. Amos iv. 13 and v. 8 : walking in the darkness

of the early morning), for they are acquainted with the terrors

of the depth of night, i.e. they are not surprised by them,

but know how to anticipate and to escape them. Ch. xxxviii.

15 also, where the night, which vanishes before the rising of

the sun, is called the " light " of the evil-doer, favours this

interpretation (not the other, as Olsh. thinks). The accen-

tuation also favours it ; for if npn had been the subj., and

were to be translated : the morning is to them the shadow of

death, it ought to have been accented niD^V irop ipn, JDecJu,

Mercha, Athnacli. It is, however, accented Munacli, Munach,

AtJmach, and the second Munach stands as the deputy of

Declii, whose value in the interpunction it represents ; there-

fore lob -ip3 is the predicate : the shadow of death is morning

to them. From the plur. the description now, with "i''3], passes

into the sing., as individualizing it. nin'^2, constr. of nin?3, is

without a DagesJi in the second consonant. Mercier admir-

ably remarks here : sunt ei familiares et noti nocturni ierrores,,
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neque eos timet aut curat, quasi sihi cum illis necessitudo

et familiaritas intercederet et cum illis ne noceant fcedus aut

paction inierit. Thus by their skill and contrivance they

escape danger, and divine justice allows them to remain un-

discoA^ered and unpunished,—a fact which is most incom-

prehensible.

It is now time that this thought was once again definitely

expressed, that one may not forget what these accumulated

illustrations are designed to prove. But what now follows

in vers. 18-21 seems to express not Job's opinion, but that

of his opponents. Ew., Hirz., and Hlgst. regard vers. 18-21,

22-25, as thesis and antithesis. To the question. What is

the lot that befalls all these evil-doers? Job is thoun;ht to

give a twofold answer: first, to ver. 21, an ironical answer

in the sense of the friends, that those men are overtaken by

the merited punishment ; then from ver. 22 is his own

serious answer, which stands in direct contrast to the former.

But (1) in vers. 18-21 there is not the slightest trace observ-

able that Job does not express his own view : a consideration

which is also against Schlottman, who regards vers. 18-21 as

expressive of the view of an opponent. (2) There is no such

decided contrast between vers. 18-21 and 22-25, for vers.

19 and 24 both affirm substantially the same thing concern-

ing the end of the evil-doer. In like manner, it is also not

to be supposed, with Stick., Lowenth., Bottch., Welte, and

Hahn, that Job, outstripping the friends, as far as ver. 21,

describes how the evil-doer certainly often comes to a terrible

end, and in vers. 22 sqq. how the very opposite of this, how-

ever, is often witnessed; so that this consequently furnishes no

evidence in support of the exclusive assertion of the friends.

Moreover, ver. 24 compared with ver. 19, M'here there is

nothing to indicate a direct contrast, is opposed to it ; and

ver. 22, which has no appearance of referring to a direct

contrast with what has been previously said, is opposed to

VOL. II.
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such an antithetical. rendering of the two final strophes. Ver.

22 might more readily be regarded as a transition to the

antithesis, if vers. 18-21 could, with Eichh., Schnurr., Dathe,

Umbr., and Vaih., after the LXX., Syriac, and Jerome, be

understood as optative :
" Let such an one be light on the

surface of the water, let . . . be cursed, let him not turn

towards," etc., but ver. 18a is not of the optative form ; and

18c, where in that case nj2''"7S would be expected, instead of

n33''"N7, shows that 18^, wdiere, according to the syntax, the

optative rendering is natural, is nevertheless not to be so

rendered. The right interpretation is that which regards

both vers. 18-21 and 22 sqq. as Job's own view, without

allowing him absolutely to contradict himself. Thus it is in-

terpreted, e.g. by Rosenmiiller, who, however, as also Eenan,

errs in connecting ver. 18 with the description of the thieves,

and understands ver. 18a of their slipping away, ISb of their

dwelling in horrible places, and 18c of their avoidance of the

vicinity of towns.

18 For he is light iqjo?! the surface of the ivaier

;

Their heritage is cursed upon the earth ;

He turneth no more in the way of the vineyard.

19 Drought, also heat, snatch away snow loater—
So doth Sheol those loho have sinned.

20 The xoomh forgetteth him, worms shall feast on him,

lie is no more remembered

;

So the desire of the loicked is broken as a tree—
21 ITe icho hath plundered the barren that bare not.

And did no good to the ividow.

The point of comparison in ver. 18a is the swiftness of

the disappearing : he is carried swiftly past, as any light

substance on the surface of the water is hurried along by

the swiftness of the current, and can scarcely be seen ; comp.

ch. ix. 2G: "My days shoot by as ships of reeds, as an eagl§
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which claslieth upon its prey," and Hos. x. 7, " Samaria's

king is destroyed hke a bundle of brushwood (LXX.,
Theod., ^pvyavov) on the face of the water," which is

quickly drawn into the whirlpool, or buried by the approach-

ing wave.^ But here the idea is not that of being swallowed

up by the waters, as in the passage in Ilosea, but, on the

contrary, of vanishing from sight, by being carried rapidly

past by the rush of the waters. If, then, the evil-doer dies

a quick, easy death, his heritage ('^i^?Dj from Pi^, to divide)

is cursed by men, since no one will dwell in it or use it,

because it is appointed by God to desolation on account of

the sin which is connected with it (yid. on ch. xv. 28) ;

even he, the evil-doer, no more turns the way of the vine-

yard (nJS, with '^'}/]., not an ace. of the obj., but as indicating

the direction = T]n'i-7X
; comp. 1 Sam. xiii. 18 with ver. 17 of

the same chapter), proudly to inspect his wide extended do-

main, and overlook the labourers. The curse therefore does

notj come upon him, nor can one any longer lie in wait for

him to take vengeance on him ; it is useless to think of vent-

ing upon him the rage which his conduct during life pro-

voked ; he is long since out of reach in Sheol.

That which Job says figuratively in ver. 18a, and in ch.

xxi. 13 without a figure: "in a moment they £^o down to

Sheol," he expresses in ver. 19 under a new figure, and,

moreover, in the form of an emblematic proverb (yid.

Herzog's Real- Encyhlopddie, xiv. 696), according to the

peculiarity of which, not )3, but either only the copulative

Waio (Prov. XXV. 25) or nothing whatever (Prov. xi. 22), is

^ The translation : like foam (spuma or hdla), is also very suitable here.

Thus Targ., Symm., Jerome, and others ; but the signification to foam
cannot be etymologicallyproved, whereas Cj^'p in the signification confrin-

gere is established by HDVp, breaking, Joel i. 7, and i_iL:j" ; so that conse-

quently ?]Vp, as synon. of S]S', signifies properly the breaking forth, and

is then allied to may.
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to be supplied before ixtDn b^i^'^i}. ^i^tpn is virtually an object

:

eos qui peccarunt. Ver. 19i is a model-example of extreme

brevity of expression, Ges. § 155, 4, h. Sandy ground (n»V,

arid land, without natural moisture), added to it (03^ not

:

likewise) the heat of the sun—these two, working simultane-

ously from beneath and above, snatch away (vH, cogn. ITS,

root TJ, to cut, cut away, tear away; K.v?ih.j\^,fut. i, used

of sinking, decreasing water) ^(^ "'?p^p, water of (melted)

snow (which is fed from no fountain, and therefore is

quickly absorbed), and Sheol snatches away those who have

sinned (= 'iJ^tpn nL"i<"ns W3). The two incidents are alike

:

the death of those whose life has been a life of sin, follows

as a consequence easily and unobserved, without any painful

and protracted struggle. The sinner disappears suddenly
;

the womb, i.e. the mother that bare him, forgets him (Ql??.?

matrix = mater ; according to Ralbag : friendship, from Dn"^,

to love tenderly ; others : relationsliip, in which sense |»>-j =

cn"i. is used), worms suck at him (ipn^ for Wjpnp, according

to Ges. § 147, a, sugit eiim, from which primary notion of

sucking comes the signification to be sweet, chc xxi. 33: Syriac,

metJcat ennun remto ; Ar. tmtasahum, from the synonymous

u-^ Y'i'O, ni'O, nro), he is no more thought of, and thus

then is mischief (abstr. pro concr. as ch. v. 16) broken like a

tree (not : a staff, which VV never, not even in Hos. iv. 12,

directly, like the Arabic 'asa, 'asut, signifies). Since n^ljj is

used personally, 'IJI ny^^ ver. 21, can be connected with it as

an appositional permutative. His want of compassion (as is

still too often seen in the present day in connection with the

tyrannical conduct of the executive in Syria and Palestine,

especially on the part of those who collect the taxes) goes the

length of eating np, i.e. entirely plundering, the barren, child-
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less (Gen. xi. 30; Isa. liv. 1), and therefore helpless woman,

who has no sons to protect and defend her, and never showing

favour to the widow, but, on the contrary, thrusting her away

from him. There is as little need for regarding the verb nyn

here, with Rosenm. after the Targ., in the signification con-

fringere, as cognate with VTl, YT\, as conversely to change dy^Oj

Ps. ii. 9, into ^V?!^ ; it signifies depascere, as in ch. xx. 26, here

in the sense of depopulari. On the form 3"'t3]'1 for 2''L2''''j vid.

Ges. § 70, 2, rem.; and on the transition from i\\Q part, to the

v.jfin., vid. Ges. § 134, rem. 2. Certainly the memory of such

an one is not affectionately cherished ; this is equally true with

what Job maintains in ch. xxi. 32, that the memory of the

evil-doer is immortalized by monuments. Here the allusion

is to the remembrance of a mother's love and sympathetic

feeling. The fundamental thought of the strophe is this,

that neither in life nor in death had he suffered the punish-

ment of his evil-doing. The figure of the broken tree

(broken in its full vigour) also corresponds to this thought

;

comp. on the other hand what Bildad says, ch. xviii. 16 : "his

roots dry up beneath, and above his branch is lopped off"

(or : withered). The severity of his oppression is not manifest

till after his death.

In the next strophe Job goes somewhat further. But

after having, in vers. 22, 23, said that the life of the ungodly

passes away as if they were the favoured of God, he returns

to their death, which the friends, contrary to experience,

have so fearfully described, whilst it is only now and then

distinguished from the death of other men by coming on late

and painlessly.

22 And He preserveth the mighty hy His strength

;

Such an one riseth again, though he despaired of life.

23 He giveth Jam rest, and he is sustained.

And His eyes are over their ways.
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24 Tliey are exalted—a little icJdle,-—then they are no morey

And they are sunken away, snatched away like all others,

And as the top of the stalk they are cut of.—
25 And if it is not so, loho xoill charije me lolth lying,

And make my assertion luoj-thless?

Though it becomes manifest after their death how httle

the ungodly, who were only feared by men, were beloved,

the form of their death itself is by no means such as to reveal

the retributive justice of God. And does it become at all

manifest during their life? The Waw, with which the

strophe begins, is, according to our rendering, not adversative,

but progressive. God is the subject. ^'^''^, to extend in

length, used elsewhere of love, Ps. xxxvi. 11, cix. 12, and

anger, Ps. Ixxxv. 6, is here transferred to persons : to pro-

long, preserve long in life. C:''T3S are the strong, who bid

defiance not only to every danger (Ps. Ixxvi. G), but also to

all divine influences and noble impulses (Isa. xlvi. 12).

These, whose trust in their own strength God mi^ht smite

down by His almighty power. He preserves alive even in

critical positions by that very power : he (the "i''?^?) stands up

(again), whilst he does not trust to life, i.e. whilst he believes

that he must succumb to death (T^^^. as Ps. xxvii. 13, comp.

Genesis, S. 368; T% Aramaic form, like p^O, ch. iv. 2,

xii. 11 ; the whole is a contracted circumstantial clause for

'"IJ1 ah Nini). He (God) grants him ^^^(, in security, viz.

to live, or even directly : a secure peaceful existence, since

nvilb is virtually an object, and the ^ is that of condition

(comp, 3^?, ch. xxvi. 3). Thus Ilahn, who, however, here is

only to be followed in this one particular, takes it correctly

:

and that he can support himself, which would only be possible

if an inf. with ? had preceded. Therefore : and he is sup-

ported, or he can support himself, i.e. be comforted, though

this absolute use of l^V'? cannot be supported ; in this instance
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we miss iniD-^Vj or some such expression (ch. viii. 15). God
sustains him and raises him up again : His eyes (}'^''?y,= ^^''V)

are (rest) on the ways of these men, they stand as it were

beneath His special protection, or, as it is expressed in ch.

X. 3 : He causes light to shine from above upon the doings of

the wicked. " They are risen up, and are conscious of the

height (of prosperity)—a little while, and they are no more."

Thus ver. 24a is to be explained. The accentuation 1»"n

w^ith llahpach, D^K) with Asia kgarmeh (according to which

it would have to be translated : they stand on high a short

time), is erroneous. The verb Dn signifies not merely to be

high, but also to rise up, raise one's self, e.g. Prov. xi. 11,

and to show one's self exalted, here extulerunt se in altum or

exaltati sunt; according to the form of writinsr ^Sil, Dn is

treated as an Ayin Waw verb med. 0, and the Dagesh is a

so-called Dag. affectuosum (Olsh. § 83, h), while ^sn (like ^3%

Gen. xlix. 23) appears to assume the form of a double Ayin
verb med. 0, consequently Dbn (Ges. § 67, rem. 1). l^V^,

followed by Waiu of the conclusion, forms a clause of itself,

as more frequently
]
aVO lii? (yet a little while, then . . . ),

as, e.g. in an exactly similar connection in Ps. xxxvii. 10

;

here, however, not expressive of the sudden judgment of the

ungodly, but of their easy death without a struggle (ev9a-

vaaia) : a little, then he is not (again a transition from the

j)lur. to the distributive or individualizing sing.). They are,

viz. as ver. 24i further describes, bowed down all at once (an

idea which is expressed by the perf.), are snatched off like all

other men. ^3?3.n is an Aramaizing HophaMorm, approaching

the Hojoh. of strong verbs, for ^3?pin (Ges. § 67, rem. 8), from

^30, to bow one's self (Ps. cvi. 43), to be brought low (Eccl.

X. 18) ; comp. cLX^, to cause to vanish, to annul. nVDp'' (for

which it is unnecessary with Olsh. to read I^ivap^, after Ezek.
xxix, 5) signifies, according to the primary signification of
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yZip, comprehendere, constringere, contrahere (cogn. y^p, flip,

t3IDp, comp. supra, i. 437) : they are hurried together, or

snatched off, i.e. deprived of life, Hke the Arabic dill <UixJi

(d\"iSk li'Sp) and passive i^j^, equivalent to, he has died.

There is no reference in the phrase to the comjjonere artus,

Gen. xlix. 33 ; it is rather the figure of housing (gathering

into the barn) that underlies it ; the word, however, only

implies seizing and drawing in. Thus the figure which

follows is also naturally (comp. Y^P, '^^, manipulus) con-

nected with what precedes, and, like the head of an ear of

corn, i.e. the corn-bearing head of the wheat-stalk, they are

cut off (by which one must bear in mind that the ears are

reaped higher up than with us, and the standing stalk is

usually burnt to make dressing for the field ; vid. Ges. Thes.

s.v. ^p ^).

On ^^: (fut. m2yL = 'hl2>'^), vid. on ch. xlv. 2, xviii. 16;

the signification ^^rcectWwn^tw, as observed above, is more

suitable here than marcescunt (in connection with which sig-

nification ch. V. 26 ought to be compared, and the form

regarded as fut. Kcd). Assured of the truth, in conformity

with experience, of that which has been said, he appeals

finally to the friends : if it be not so (on iSS = XiSX in con-

ditional clauses, vid. ch. ix. 24), who (by proving the oppo-

site) is able to charge me with lying and bring to nought

1 Another figure is also presented here. It is a common thing for the

Arabs (Beduins) iu harvest-time to come down upon the fields of standing

corn—especially barley, because during summer and autumn this grain

is indispensable to them as food for their horses—of a district, chiefly at

night, and not unfrequently hundreds of camels are laden at one time.

As they have no sickles, they cut off the upper part of the stalk with the

'aqfe (a knife very similar to the Roman sicci) and with sabres, whence

this theft is called qardi pp, salring off; and that which is cut o£F,

as well as the uneven stubble that is left standing, is called qarid.—
Wetzst.
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Q>iP = T,^^, Ew. § 321, b, perhaps by ?^ being conceived of

as originally wjiji. from 7?^ (comp. ''v??.)? "^ the sense of non-

existence, j*i-V^^l) my assertion?

7^ The bold accusations in the speech of Eliphaz, in Avhich

wl the uncharitableness of the friends attains its height, must

penetrate most deeply into Job's spirit. But Job does not

answer like by like. Even in this speech in opposition to

the friends, he maintains the passionless repose which has

once been gained. Although the misjudgment of his cha-

racter has attained its height in the speech of Eliphaz, his

answer does not contain a single bitter personal word. In

general, he does not address them, not as though he did not

wish to show respect to them, but because he has nothing to

say concerning their unjust and wrong conduct that he would

not already have said, and because he has lost all hope of his

reproof taking effect, all hope of sympathy with his entreaty

that they would spare him, all hope of understanding and

information on their part.

In the first part of the speech (ch. xxiii.) he occupies him-

self with the mystery of his own suffering lot, and in the

second part (ch. xxiv.) with the reverse of this mystery, the

evil-doers' prosperity and immunity from punishment. How
is he to vindicate himself against Eliphaz, since his lament

over his sufferings as unmerited is accounted by the friends

more and moi'e as defiant obstinacy (''ID), and consequently

tends to bring him still deeper into that suspicion which he

is trying to remove? His testimony concerning himself is

of no avail ; for it appears to the friends more self-delusive,

hypocritical, and sinful, the more decidedly he maintains it

;

consequently the judgment of God can alone decide between

him and his accusers. But while the friends accuse him by

word of mouth, God himself is pronouncing sentence against

him by His acts,— his affliction is a de facto accusation of
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God against him. Therefore, before the judgment of God

can become a vhidication of his affliction against the friends,

he must first of all himself have defended and proved his

innocence in opposition to the Author of his affliction. Hence

the accusation of the friends, which in the speech of Eliphaz

is become more direct and cutting than heretofore, must urge

on anew w^ith all its power the desire in Job of being able to

bring his cause before God.

At the outset he is confident of victory, for his conscious-

ness does not deceive him ; and God, although He is both

one party in the cause and judge, is influenced by the irre-

sistible force of the truth. Herein the want of harmony

in Job's conception of God, the elevation of which into a

higher unity is the goal of the development of the drama,

aoain shows itself. He is not able to think of the God who

pursues him, the innocent one, at the present time with suffer-

ing, as the just God; on the other hand, the justice of the

God who will permit him to approach His judgment throne,

is to him indisputably sure : He will attend to him, and for

ever acquit him. Now Job yields to the arbitrary power of

God, but then he will rise by virtue of the justice and truth

of God. His longing is, therefore, that the God who now

afflicts him may condescend to hear him : this seems to him

the only way of convincing God, and indirectly the friends,

of his innocence, and himself of God's justice. The basis of

this longing is the desire of being free from the painful con-

ception of God which he is obliged to give way to. For it is

not the darkness of affliction that enshrouds him which causes

Job the iiitensest suffering, but the darkness in which it has

enshrouded God to him,—the angry countenance of God

which is turned to him. But if this is sin, that he is engaged

in a conflict concerning the justice of the Author of his

affliction, it is still greater that he indulges evil thoughts

respecting the Judge towards whose throne of judgment he
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presses forward. He thinks that God designedly avoids him,

because He is well aware of his innocence ; now, however,

he will admit no other thought but that of suffering him to

endure to the end the affliction decreed. Job's suspicion

against God is as dreadful as it is childish. This is a pi"o-

foundly tragic stroke. It is not to be understood as the

sarcasm of defiance ; on the contrary, as one of the childish

thoughts into which melancholy bordering on madness falls.

From the bright height of faith to which Job soars in ch.

xix. 25 sqq. he is here again drawn down into the most

terrible depth of conflict, in which, like a blind man, he gropes

after God, and because he cannot find Him thinks that He
flees before him lest He should be overcome by him. The

God of the present, Job accounts his enemy ; and the God of

the future, to whom his faith clings, who will and must vin-

dicate him so soon as He only allows himself to be found and

seen—this God is not to be found ! He cannot get free

either from his suffering or from his ignominy. The future

for him is again veiled in a twofold darkness.

Thus Job does not so much answer Eliphaz as himself, con-

cerning the cutting rebukes he has brought against him. He
is not able to put them aside, for his consciousness does not

help him ; and God, whose judgment he desires to have, leaves

him still in difficulty. But the mystery of his lot of affliction,

which thereby becomes constantly more torturing, becomes

still more mysterious from a consideration of the reverse side,

which he is urged by Eliphaz more closely to consider, terrible

as it may be to him. He, the innocent one, is being tortured

to death by an angry God, while for the ungodly there come

no times of punishment, no days of vengeance : greedy con-

querors, merciless rulers, oppress the poor to the last drop of

blood, who are obliged to yield to them, and must serve them,

without wrong being helped by the right; murderers, who

shun the light, thieves, and adulterers, carry on their evil
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courses unpunished; and swiftly and easily, without punish-

ment overtaking them, or being able to overtake them, Sheol

snatches them away, as heat docs the melted snow ; even

God himself preserves the oppressors long in the midst of

extreme danger, and after a long life, free from care and

laden with honour, permits them to die a natural death, as a

ripe ear of corn is cut off. Bold in the certainty of the truth

of his assertion, Job meets the friends : if it is not so, who

will convict me as a liar?! What answer will they give?

They cannot long disown the myster}', for experience out-

strips them. Will they therefore solve it? They might, had

they but the key of the future state to do it wdth ! But

neither they nor Job were in possession of that, and we shall

therefore see how the mystery, without a knowledge of the

future state, struggled through towards solution ; or even if

this were impossible, how the doubts which it excites are

changed to faith, and so are conquered.

Bildacfs Third Speech.—Chap. xxv.

Schema: 10.

[Then began Bildad the Shuhite, and said
:]

2 Dominion and terror are with Him,

He mahetli peace in His high places.

3 Is there any number to His armies,

And whom doth not His light surpass ?

4 How could a mortal he just xoith God,

And how could one born of woman be pure ?

5 Behold, even the moon, it shineth not brightly,

And the stars are not pure in His eyes.

6 Hoio much less mortal man, a worm.

And the son of man, a worm !

Ultimum hocce classicum, observes Schultens, quod a parte'
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triumvirorum sonidt, magis receptui canenlis videhir, qnam

proelium renovantis. Bildad only repeats the two common-

places, that man cannot possibly maintain his supposedly per-

verted right before God, the all-just and all-controlling One,

to whom, even in heaven above, all things cheerfully submit,

and that man cannot possibly be accounted spotlessly pure,

and consequently exalted above all punishment before Him,

the most holy One, before whom even the brightest stars do

not appear absolutely pure. ^'^P<} is an inf. abs. made into a

substantive, like tJipt^'n ; the Hiph. (to cause to rule), which is

otherwise causative, can also, like Kal, signify to rule, or

properly, without destroying the ^^};/^^7-signification, to exer-

cise authority (vid. on ch. xxxi. 18) ; X'bn therefore signifies

sovereign rule. nb'V, with N^n to be supplied, which is not

unfrequently omitted both in participial principal clauses (ch.

xii. 17 sqq., Ps. xxii. 29, Isa. xxvi. 3, xxix. 8, xl. 19, comp.

Zech. ix. 12, where ''3i'5 is to be supplied) and in partic. subor-

dinate clauses (Ps. vii. 10, Iv. 20, Hab. ii. 10), is an expression

of the simple prces., which is represented by the partic. used

thus absolutely (including the personal pronoun) as a proper

tense-form (Ew. § 168, c, 306, d). Schlottman refers nb'y

to insi /L/'cn ; but the analogy of such attributive descriptions

of God is against it. Umbreit and Hahn connect V»hJD2

with the subject: He in His heights, i.e. down from His

throne in the heavens. But most expositors rightly take it

as descriptive of the place and object of the action expressed

:

He establishes peace in His heightSj i.e. among the celestial

beings immediately surrounding Him. This, only assuming

the abstract possibility of discord, might mean : facit majestate

sua lit in summa pace et piromptissima obedientia ipsi ministrent

angeli ipsius in excelsis (Schmid). But although from ch.

iv. 18, XV. 15, nothing more than that even the holy ones

above are neither removed from the possibility of sin nor the

necessity of a judicial authority which is high above them, can
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be inferred; yet, on the other hand, from eh. iii. 8, ix. 13

(comp. xxvi. 12 sq.), it is clear that the poet, in whose con-

ception, as in Scripture generally, the angels and the stars

stand in the closest relation, knows of actual, and not merely

past, but possibly recurring, instances of hostile dissension and

titanic rebellion among the celestial powers ; so that DlPtJ^ nb'V,

therefore, is intended not merely of a harmonizing reconcilia-

tion among creatures which have been contending one against

another, but of an actual restoration of the equilibrium that

had been disturbed through self-will, by an act of mediation

and the exercise of judicial authority on the part of God.

Ver. 3. Instead of the appellation VDilO, which reminds

one of Isa. xxiv. 21,—where a like peacemaking act of judg-

ment on the part of God is promised in reference to the

spirit-host of the heights that have been working seductively

among the nations on earth,—1''']1^?, of similar meaning to

V^^^j used elsewhere, occurs in this verse. The stars, accord-

ing to biblical representation, are like an army arrayed for

battle, but not as after the Persian representation— as an

army divided into troops of the Ahuramazdd and Angra-

mainyus (Ahriman), but a standing army of the children of

light, clad in the armour of light, under the guidance of the

one God the Creator (Isa. xl. 26, comp. the anti-dualistic as-

sertion in Isa. xlv. 7). The one God is the Lord among these

numberless legions, who commands their reverence, and main-

tains unity among them ; and over whom does not His light

arise ? Umbr. explains : who does not His light, which He

communicates to the hosts of heaven, vanquish (^V D^P in the

usual warlike meaning : to rise against any one) ; but this

is a thought that is devoid of purpose in this connection.

imiX with the emphatic suff. chu (as ch. xxiv. 23, ^^V/J/) at

any rate refers directly to God : His light in distinction from

the derived light of the hosts of heaven. This distinction

is better brought out if we interpret (Merc, Ilirz,, Ilahn,
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Sclilottm., and others) : over whom does (would) not His

light arise ? i.e. all receive their light from His, and do but

reflect it back. But Ci^P!^=nnr cannot be justified by ch.

xi. 17. Therefore we interpret with Ew. and Hlgst. thus :

whom does not His light surpass, or, literally, over whom

[i.e. which of these beings of light) does it not rise, leaving

it behind and exceeding it in brightness (D^p^ as synon. of

D^"iJ) ? How then could a mortal be just with God, i.e. at

His side or standing up before Him ; and how could one of

woman born be spotless ! How could he (which is hereby

indirectly said) enter into a controversy with God, who is

infinitely exalted above him, and maintain before Him a

moral character faultless, and therefore absolutely free from

condemnation ! In the heights of heaven God's decision is

revered ; and should man, the feeble one, and born flesh of

flesh (vid. ch. xiv. 1), dare to contend with God ? Behold,

DT/^y C'V) as usually when preceded by a negation, acleo, ne

. . . quidem, e.g. Ex. xiv. 28, comp. Nah. i. 10, where J. H.

Michaelis correctly renders : adeo id sjnnasperplexitate cequent,

and ?X used in the same way, ch. v. 5, Ew. § 219, c), even

as to the moon, it does not (if.?) with Waio apod., Ges. § 145,

2, although there is a reading N7 without 1.) shine bright,

^>n_N^_ = ^>T, from hr^^ = ^'^n} Thus LXX., Targ. Jer., and

Gecatilia translate; whereas Saadia translates: it turns not in

(jj>-i.\> ^}5 or properly, it does not pitch its tent, fix its habita-

tion. But to pitch one's tent is ?^^ or ?nXj whence ?[}l, Isa.

xiii. 20, = ?[l^\ ; and what is still more decisive, one would

naturally expect D^ P'TlS'' in connection with this thought.

We therefore render pnx as a form for once boldly used in

the scriptural language for bhn, as in Isa. xxviii. 28 ^1^^ once

occurs for ti'iT. Even the moon is only a feeble light before

^ It is worthy of observation, that "hildl signifies in Arabic the new
moon (comp. Genesis, S. 307) ; and the Hiphil ahalla, like the Kal Jiallu,

is used of the appearing and shining of the new moon.
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God, and the stars are not clean in His eyes ; there is a vast

distance between Him and His highest and most glorious

creatures—how much more between Him and man, the worm
of the dust

!

2^xM^

The friends, as was to be expected, are unable to furnish *

any solution of the mystery, why the ungodly often live and

die happily ; and yet they ought to be able to give this solu-

tion, if the language which they employ against Job were

authorized. Bildad alone speaks in the above speech, Zophar

is silent. But Bildad does not utter a word that affects the

question. This designed omission shows the inability of the

friends to solve it, as much as the tenacity with which they

firmly maintain their dogma ; and the breach that has been

made in it, either they will not perceive or yet not acknow-

ledge, because they think that thereby they are approaching

too near to the honour of God. Moreover, it must be ob-

served with what delicate tact, and how directly to the pur-

pose in the structure of the whole, this short speech of Bildad's

closes the opposition of the friends. Two things are manifest

from this last speech of the friends : First, that they know

nothing new to bring forward against Job, and nothing just to

Job's advantage; that all their darts bound back fi'om Job; and

that, though not according to their judgment, yet in reality,

they are beaten. This is evident from the fact that Bildad

is unable to give any answer to Job's questions, but can only

take up the one idea in Job's speech, that he confidently and

boldly thinks of being able to approach God's throne of judg-

ment ; he repeats with slight variation what Eliphaz has said

twice already, concerning the infinite distance between man

and God, ch. iv. 17-21, xv. 14-16, and is not even denied by

Job himself, ch. Ix. 2, xiv. 4. But, secondly, the poet cannot

allow us to part from the friends with too great repugnance

;

for they are Job's friends notwithstanding, and at the close

we see them willingly obedient to God's instruction, to go to
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Job that he may pray for them and make sacrifice on tlieir

behalf. For this reason he does not make Bildad at last repeat

those unjust incriminations which were put prominently for-

ward in the speech of Eliphaz, ch. xxii. 5-11. Bildad only

reminds Job of the universal sinfulness of the human race

once again, without direct accusation, in order that Job may

himself derive from it the admonition to humble himself ; and

this admonition Job really needs, for his speeches are in many

ways contrary to that humility which is still the duty of sinful

man, even in connection with the best justified consciousness

of right thoughts and actions towards the holy God.

JoUs Second Ansioer.—Chap. xxvi.

Schema: 6. 6. 6. G. 3.

[Then Job began, and said
:]

2 How hast thou helped him that is ivithoiit poicer,

liaised the arm that hath no strength !

3 Hoio hast thou counselled him that hath no ivisdom.

And fully declared the essence of the matter !

4 To xohom hast thou uttered ivordsj

And whose breath proceeded from thee'?

Bildad is the person addressed, and the exclamations in

vers. 2, 3 are ironical : how thy speech contains nothing

whatever that might help me, the supposedly feeble one, in

conquering my affliction and my temptation ; me, the sup-

posedly ignorant one, in comprehending man's mysterious

lot, and mine ! nb"Nvp, according to the idea, is only equiva-

lent to 1^ na (}''«) v6 "s^vh, and TJJ'i-i^ yn? equivalent to Ty"N*b ynr

(p Ty t??) ; the former is the ahstr. pro concreto, the latter the

genitival connection—the arm of the no-power, i.e. powerless

(Ges. § 152, 1). The powerless one is Job himself, not God

(Merc, Schlottm.), as even the choice of the verbs, vers.

VOL. II. D
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2bj 3a, shows. Respecting n^K^Wj which we have translated

essentiahty, duration, completion, we said, on ch. v. 12, that

it is formed from ^\ (yid. Prov. viii. 21), not directly indeed,

but by means of a verb
''^J ('^F})) "^ the signification suh-

sistere (comp. K*, and Syriac Dlp^) ; it is a iTop/ia^formation

(like 1^5^^), and signifies, so to speak, durability, suhsistentia,

substantia, vTroaraais, so that the comparison of "'iJ'l with U^a

Um\ (whence ^''^^, Arab, asis, asds, etc., fundamentuni) is

forced upon one, and the relationship to the Sanskrit as

(asmi = elfjbl) can remain undecided. The observation of

J. D. Michaelis" to the contrary, Supplem. p. 1167 : non

placent in Unguis ejusmodi etyma metaphysica nimis a vulgari

sensu remota ; pJiilosophi in sclwlis ejusmodi vocahida condunt,

non plehs, is removed by the consideration that iT't^^'in, which

out of Prov. and Job occurs only in Isa. xxviii. 29, Mic. vi. 9,

is a Chokma-word : it signifies here, as frequently, vera et

realis sapientia (J. H. Michaelis). The speech of Bildad is

a proof of poverty of thought, of which he himself gives the

evidence. His words—such is the thought of ver. 4—are

altogether inappropriate, inasmuch as they have no reference

whatever to the chief point of Job's speech ; and they are,

moreover, not his own, but the suggestion of another, and

that not God, but Eliphaz, from whom Bildad has borrowed

the substance of his brief declamation. Since this is the

meaning of ver. Ab, it might seem as though "'P~i^X were

^ Comp. also Spiegel, Grammatik der Huzvarescli-Spraclie, S. 103.

2 Against the comparison of the Arab. ^^\y solari, by Michaelis, Ges.,

and others (who assume the primary significations solatium, auxilium),

Lagarde (^Anmerhungen ziir griech. Utlersetzumj der Proverhicn, 1863,

S. 57 f.) correctly remarks that ^^^j is only a change of letters of the

common language for i^W ; but ^J^J, to finish painting (whence

Lk^i:, decoration), or HB'I as a transposition from nitJ', to be level,

simple (Hitzig on Prov. iii. 21), leads to no suitable sense.
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intended to signify by whose assistance (Arnli., Hahn) ; but

as the poet also, in ch. xxxi. 37, comp. Ezek. xliii. 10, uses

T"!!!} seq. ace, in the sense of explaining anything to any

one, to instruct him concerning anything, it is to be inter-

preted : to whom hast thou divulged the words (LXX., rivi

av/jyyetXa'i prjfiaTa), i.e. thinking and designing thereby to

affect him ?

In what follows, Job now continues the description of

God's exalted rule, which Bildad had attempted, by tracing

it through every department of creation ; and thus proves

by fact, that he is wanting neither in a recognition nor reve-

rence of God the almighty Ruler.

5 — T7ie shades are put to pain

Deep under the loaters and their inhabitants.

6 Sheol is nalced before him,

And the abyss hath no covering.

7 He stretched the northern shy over the emptiness

;

He hung the earth upon nothing.

Bildad has extolled God's majestic, awe-inspiring rule in

the heights of heaven. His immediate surrounding ; Job con-

tinues the strain, and celebrates the extension of this rule,

even to the depths of the lower world. The operation of the

majesty of the heavenly Ruler extends even to the realm of

shades ; the sea with the multitude of its inhabitants forms

no barrier between God and the realm of shades ; the mar-

rowless, bloodless phantoms or shades below writhe like a

woman in travail as often as this majesty is felt by them,

as, perhaps, by the. raging of the sea or the quaking of the

earth. On D''X3"i, which also occurs in Phoenician inscrip-

tions, vid. Psychol. S. 409 ; the book of Job corresponds with

Ps. Ixxxviii. 11 in the use of this appellation. The sing, is

not ''KS'i (whence D"'S2"i, as the name of a people), but Nan

(i^?")), which signifies both giants or heroes of colossal stature
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(from nan = «_i;, to be liigli), and the relaxed (from nsn, to

be loose, like \ij, to soften, to soothe), i.e. those who are bodi-

less in the state after death (comp. npn^ Isa. xiv. 10, to be

weakened, i.e. placed in the condition of a rapha). It is a

question whether win) be Pilel (Ges.) or Puled (Olsh.) ; the

Pal., indeed, signifies elsewhere to be brought forth with

writhing (ch. xv. 7) ; it can, however, just as well signify to

be put in pain. On account of the reference implied in it to

a higher causation here at the commencement of the speech,

the Pul. is more appropriate than the Pil. ; and the pausal a,

which is often found elsewhere with Hithpael {Hithpal,), ver.

14, ch. xxxiii. 5, but never with Piel (PH.), proves that the

form is intended to be regarded as passive.

Ver. Qa. ?i&<5i' is seemingly used as fern., as in Isa. xiv. 9i ;

but in reality the adj. precedes in the primitive form, without

being changed by the gender of 7lSt^". |n35< alternates with

^"iStr, like I?? in Ps. Ixxxviii, 12. As Ps. cxxxix. 8 tes-

tifies to the presence of God in Sheol, so here Job (comp.

ch. xxxviii. 17, and especially Prov. xv. 11) that Sheol is

present to God, that He possesses a knowledge which extends

into the depths of the realm of the dead, before whom all

things are yvfiva koX rerpa'^rfKia-fiiva (Heb, iv. 13). The

following partt., ver. 7, depending logically upon the chief

subject which precedes, are to be determined according to ch.

XXV. 2 ; they are conceived as present, and indeed of God's

primeval act of creation, but intended of the acts which con-

tinue by virtue of His creative power.

Ver. 7. By {is^' many modern expositors understand the

northern part of the earth, where the highest mountains and

rocks rise aloft (accordingly, in Isa. xiv. 13, |1QV "•nan"' are men-

tioned parallel with the starry heights), and consequently the

earth is the heaviest (Hirz., Ew., HIgst., Welte, Schlottm., and

others). But (1) it is not probable that the poet would first
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have mentioned the northern part of the earth, and then in

ver. Ih the earth itself—first the part, and then the whole

;

(2) noi is never said of the earth, always of the heavens,

for the expansion of which it is the stereotype word (nDi,

ch. ix. 8, Isa. xl. 22, xliv. 24, li. 13, Zech. xiv. 1, Ps. civ. 2

;

Dn^J313, Isa. xlii. 5; HDJ, Jer. x. 12, li. 15; 1U3 n;, Isa.

xlv. 12) ; (3) one expects some mention of the sky in con-

nection with the mention of the earth ; and thus is jia^f,^ with

Eosenm., Ges., Umbr., Vaih., Ilahn, and Olsh., to be under-

stood of the northern sky, which is prominently mentioned,

because there is the pole of the vault of heaven, which is

marked by the Pole-star, there the constellation of the Greater

Bear (K'i;, ch. ix. 9) formed by the seven bright stars, there

(in the back of the bull, one of the northern constellations

of the ecliptic) the group of the Pleiades ("9^2), there also,

below the bull and the twins, Orion (^''03). On the deriva-

tion, notion, and synonyms of ^nri, vid. Genesis, S. 93 ; here

(where it may be compared with the Arab. teJuj-un, empty,

and tih, desert) it signifies nothing more than the unmeasur-

able vacuum of space, parall. n^^bj not anything = nothing

(comp. modern Arabic Ictsh, or even mask, compounded of
\J

or U and ^JL, a thing, e.g. bilds, for nothing, ragul mush,

useless men). The sky which vaults the earth from the

arctic pole, and the earth itself, hang free without support in

space. That which is elsewhere {e.g. ch. ix. 6) said of the

pillars and foundations of the earth, is intended of the in-

ternal support of the body of the earth, which is, as it were,

fastened together by the mountains, with their roots extend-

^ The name )12V signifies the northern sky as it appears by clay, from
its beclouded side in contrast with the brighter and more rainless south

;

comp. old Persian apdkhtara, if this name of the north really denotes the
"starless" region, Greek ^oipog, the north-west, from the root skap,
GKewuu, aciTrxvos (Curtius, Griech. Etymologie, ii. 274), aq^idlo, the north
wind, as that which brings black clouds with it.
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ing into the innermost part of the earth ; for the idea that

the earth rests upon the bases of the mountains would be,

indeed, as Lowenthal correctly observes, an absurd inversion.

On the other side, we are also not justified in inferring from

Job's expression the laws of the mechanism of the heavens,

which were unknown to the ancients, especially the law of

attraction or gravitation. The knowledge of nature on the

part of the Israelitish Chokma, expressed in ver. 7, however,

remains still worthy of respect. On the ground of similar

passages of the book of Job, Keppler says of the yet un-

solved problems of astronomy : Ha'c et cetera ImjusmocU

latent in Pandectis cevi sequentis, non antea discenda, quam

librum Imnc Dens arhiter seculorwn recluserit mortalibus.

From the starry heavens and the earth Job turns to the

celestial and sub-celestial waters.

8 He bmdeth up the ivaters in His clouds,

Without the clouds being rent under their burden.

9 He enshroudeth the face of His throne,

Spreading His clouds upon it.

10 He compasseth the face of the ivaters tvith bounds,

To the boundary betioeen light and darkness.

The clouds consist of masses of water rolled together,

which, if they were suddenly set free, would deluge the

ground ; but the omnipotence of God holds the waters to-

gether in the hollow of the clouds ("'"'X Milel, according to a

recognised law, although it is also found in Codd. accented

as Milra, but contrary to the ISIasora), so that they do not

burst asunder under the burden of the waters (Qj^nri) ; by

which nothing more nor less is meant, than that the physical

and meteorological laws of rain are of God's appointment.

Ver, 9 describes the dark and thickly-clouded sky that showers

down the rain in the appointed rainy season, ins signifies to

take hold of, in architecture to hold together by means of
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beams, or to fasten together (vid. Thenius on 1 Kings vi. 10,

comp. 2 Chron. ix. 18, 27!^^?!?, coagmentata), then also, as

usually in Chald. and Syr., to shut (by means of cross-bars,

Neh. vii. 3), here to shut off by surrounding with clouds

:

He shuts off nD3~''J5, the front of God's throne, which is

turned towards the earth, so that it is hidden by storm-clouds

as by a nap^ ch. xxxvi. 29, Ps. xviii. 12. God's throne,

which is here, as in 1 Kings x. 19, written HM instead of

^?E)^ (comp. Arab, cursi, of the throne of God the Judge, in

distinction from (_A?*i^, the throne of God who rules over

the world^), is indeed in other respects invisible, but the

cloudless blue of heaven is His reflected splendour (Ex.

xxiv. 10) which is cast over the earth. God veils this His

radiance which shines forth towards the earth, i33y Ivj? Tt^ns^

by spreading over it the clouds which are led forth by Him.

TK'ia is commonly regarded as a Chaldaism for ttJ'^a (Ges.

§ 56, Olsh. § 276), but without any similar instance in favour

of this vocalization of the 3 pr. Piel {PH.). Although \\V'^_ and

I^^^'j ch. XV. 32, iii. 18, have given up the i of the PH., it

has been under the influence of the following guttural ; and

although, moreover, i before Resh sometimes passes into a,

e.g. N"i||1j it is more reliable to regard TL^'^D as inf. ahsol. (Ew,

§ 141, c) : expandendo. Ges. and others regard this Ttins as

a mixed form, composed from ti'"i2 and PQ ; but the verb tJ'ia

(with Shin) has not the signification to expand, which is

assumed in connection with this derivation ; it signifies to

separate (also Ezek. xxxiv. 12, vid. Hitzig on that passage),

' According to the more recent interpretation, under Aristotelian in-

fluence, /PljOi is the outermost sphere, which God as ttoZtou aivovv

having set in motion, communicates .light, heat, life, and motion to the

other revolving spheres ; for the cansie mediie gradually descend from God
the Author of being (muhejji) from the highest heaven into the sub-

lunary world.
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whereas b'lD certainly signifies to expand (ch. xxxvi. 29, 30)

;

wherefore the reading Tb*"i£i (with Sin), which some Codd.

give, is preferred by Biir, and in agreement witli him by

Lnzzatto (vid. Bar's Leliet zehi, p. 244), and it seems to

iinderHe the interpretation where IvJ? TCia is translated by

Vpy (^Q) ^"iS, He spreadeth over it (e.g. by Aben-Ezra,

Kimchi, Ralbag). But the Talmud, b. Sabhath, 88 b (Bn'2

ri^y 133j;i iru'-ati' inD ne^, the Almighty separated part of the

splendour of Plis Shechina and His cloud, and laid it upon

him, i.e. Moses, as the passage is applied in the Haggada),

follows the reading T!i*"iS! (with Shm), which is to be retained

on account of the want of naturalness in the consonantal

combination Tb; but the word is not to be regarded as a

mixed formation (although we do not deny the possibility of

such forms in themselves, vid. siq^rci, i. 411), but as an inten-

sive form of biD formed by Prosthesis and an Arabic change

of Sin into Sliin, like ..-J;) J, Juiy, k-i .':, which, being formed

from , ^i = i^ISi (l^"'?), to expand, signifies to spread out

(the legs).

Ver. .10 passes from the waters above to the lower waters,

n^^ri signifies, as in ch. xi. 7, xxviii. 3, Neh. iii. 21, the

extremity, the extreme boundary; and the connection of

"lit: riv3n is genitival, as the Tarclia by the first word correctly

indicates, whereas "ilK witli Munach, the substitute for Bebia

mugrasch in this instance (according to Psalter, ii. 503, § 2),

is a mistake. God has marked out (jn, LXX. iiyvpcoaev) a

law, i.e. here according to the sense : a fixed bound (comp.

Prov. viii. 29 with Ps. civ. 9), over the surface of the waters

(i.e. describing a circle over them which defines their circuit)

unto the extreme point of light by darkness, i.e. where the

light is touched by the darkness. Most expositors (Rosenm.,

Hirz., Hahn, Schlottm., and others) take n''!33n"nj; adverbially:

most accurately, and refer Jn to 11X as a second object, which

is contrary to the usno;c of the lano;uage, and doubtful and
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unnecessary. Pareau has correctly interpreted : ad lucis

usque tenehrarumque confinia; DJ? in the local sense, not ceque

ac, although it might also have this meaning, as e.g. EccL

ii. 16. The idea is, that God has appointed a fixed limit to

the waters, as far as to the point at which they wash the

teri'a Jirma of the extreme horizon, and where the boundary

line of the realms of light and darkness is ; and the basis of

the expression, as Bouillier, by reference to Virgil's Georg. i.

240 sq., has shown, is the conception of the ancients, that the

earth is surrounded by the ocean, on the other side of which

the region of darkness begins.

11 The pillars of heaven tremhle

And are astonished at His threatening.

12 Bi/ His poioer He rouseth ujd the sea.

And hy His understanding He hreaheth Rahab in pieces.

13 By His breath the heavens become cheerful;

His hand hath formed the fugitive dragon.

The mountains towering up to the sky, which seem to sup-

port the vault of the sky, are called poetically "the pillars

of heaven." ^^^'r\\ is Pulal, like ^^)^^\, ver. 5 ; the significa-

tion of violent and quick motion backwards and forwards is

secured to the verb ^in by the Targ. ^siinx = K^Qnn^ ch. ix. 6,

and the Talm. ^ISi. of churned milk, blinking eyes (comp.

X'V ni'!?, the twinkling of the eye, and u_J <, fut. i. o. nictare),

flapping wings (comp. i-J^t and i—i/j, movere, motitare alas),

of wavering thinking. rny-i is the divine command which

looses or binds the powers of nature; the astonishment of

the supports of heaven is, according to the radical significa-

tion of i^OT (cogn. 2^^), to be conceived of as a torpidity

which follows the divine impulse^ without offering any resist-

ance whatever. That V^], ver. 12a, is to be understood tran-

sitively, not like ch. vii. 5, intransitively, is proved by the
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dependent (borrowed) passages, Isa. li. 15, Jer. xxxi. 35,

from which it is also evident that y3"i cannot with the LXX.
be translated Kareiravaev. The verb combines in itself the

opposite significations of starting up, i.e. entering into an

excited state, and of being startled, from which the significa-

tions of stilling (Niph., Hiph.), and of standing back or

retreat (•«_r5-,), branch off. The conjecture "iW after the

Syriac version (which translates, goar Ifjamo) is superfluous.

^l!1, which here also is translated by the LXX. ro Krjro'i, has

been discussed already on ch. ix. 13. It is not meant of the

turbulence of the sea, to which KD? is not appropriate, but of

a sea monster, which, like the crocodile and the dragon, are

become an emblem of Pharaoh and his power, as Isa. li. 9 sq.

has applied this primary passage : the writer of the book of

Job purposely abstains from such references to the history of

Israel. Without doubt, 3m denotes a demoniacal monster,

like the demons that shall be destroyed at the end of the

world, one of which is called by tlie Persians akomano, evil

thought, another taromaiti, pride. This view is supported by

ver. 13, where one is not at liberty to determine the meaning

by Isa. li. 9, and to understand n"!3 K'm, like T?^ in that pas-

sage, of Egypt. But this dependent passage is an important

indication for the correct rendering of
'^^f'"'.

One thing is

certain at the outset, that nnati' is not per/. Piel = <^1f^, and

for this reason, that the Dagesh which characterizes Piel

cannot be omitted from any of the six mutce ; the translation

of Jerome, spiritus ejus ornavit coelos, and all similar ones,

are therefore false. But it is possible to translate : "by His

spirit (creative spirit) the heavens are beauty. His hand has

formed the flying dragon." Thus, in the signification to

bring forth (as Prov. xxv. 23, viii. 24 sq.), rhbn is rendered

by Rosenm., Arnh., Vaih., Welte, Kenan, and others, of

whom Vaih. and Renan, however, do not understand ver. 13a

of the creation of the heavens, but of their illumination. By'
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this rendering vers. 13a and 13& are severed, as being without

connection ; in general, however, the course of thought in

the description does not favour the reference of the whole or

half of ver. 13 to the creation. Accordingly, Tthn is not to

be taken as Pilel from b)n {^Ti), but after Isa. Ivii. 9, as Poel

from ij^n, according to which the idea of ver. 13a is deter-

mined, since both lines of the verse are most closely connected.

('n"'i2) n")2i ^n is, to wit, the constellation of the Dragon,^

one of the most straggling constellations, which winds itself

between the Greater and Lesser Bears almost half through

the polar circle.

" Maximus liic plexu sinuoso elabitur Angu'is

Circum perque duas in morem fiuminis Arctos."

Virgil, Georg. i. 244 sq.

Aratus in Cicero, de nat. Deorum, ii. 42, describes it more

graphically, both in general, and in regard to the many stars

of different magnitudes which form its body from head to

tail. Among the Arabs it is called el-hajje, the serpent,

e.g. in Firuzabadi : the hajje is a constellation between the

Lesser Bear (fai^qaddn, the two calves) and the Greater Bear

(bendt en-nasch, the daughters of the bier), " or et-tantn, the

dragon, e.g. in one of the authors quoted by Hyde on Ulugh

Beigh's Tables of the Staj^s, p. 18 : the tanin lies round about

the north pole in the form of a long serpent, with many

bends and windings." Thus far the testimony of the old

expositors is found in Rosenmiiller. The Hebrew name v^

(the quiver) is perhaps to be distinguished from ytp and y"n,

the Zodiac constellations Aries and Aquarius.^ It is ques-

tionable how rn3 is to be understood. The LXX. translates

SpaKovra aTroaTarrjv in this passage, which is certainly in-

1 Ealbag, without any ground for it, understands it of the milky way

("•3?nn biJyn), which, according to Eap.oport, Pref. to Slonimski's Tole-

doth ha-schamajim (1838), was abeady known to the Talmud b. Berachoth,

68&, under the name of TiJT "inj-

2 Vid. WissenscJiaft, Kitnst, JudentJiitm (1838), S. 220 f.
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correct, since n''"il beside ^n: may naturally be assumed

to be an attributive word referring to the motion or form

of the serpent. Accordingly, Isa. xxvii. 1, o^tv (f^evyovra is

more correct, where the Syr. version is
^5J^"!^

i^^Jin, the fierce

serpent, which is devoid of support in the language ; in the

passage before us the Syr. also has PIVI N^irij the fleeing

serpent, but this translation does not satisfy the more neuter

signification of the adjective. Aquila in Isaiah translates

6(f)iv fio^ov, as Jerome translates the same passage serpentem

vec'tem (whereas he translates coluher torluosus in our passage),

as though it were n''"iii ; Symm. is better, and without doubt a

substantially similar thought, 6(piv avyKXelovra, the serpent

that joins by a bolt, which agrees with the traditional Jewish

explanation, for the dragon in Aben-Ezra and Kimchi (in

Lex.)—after the example of the learned Babylonian teacher of

astronomy, Mar-Samuel (died 257), who says of himself that

the paths of the heavens are as familiar to him as the places

of Nehardea^—is called pnbpy OTJ, because it is as though

it were wounded, and nnn, because it forms a bar (nnno)

from one end of the sky to the other ; or as Sabbatai Donolo

(about 940), the Italian astronomer,^ expresses it :
"When God

created the two lights (the sun and moon) and the five stars

(planets) and the twelve n)blD (the constellations of the Zodiac),

He also created the vD (dragon), to unite these heavenly

bodies as by a weaver's beam (D''jn"iN "ilJO), and made it

stretch itself on the firmament from one end to another as a

bar (nnna), like a wounded serpent furnished with head and

tail." By this explanation H''"}^ is either taken directly as

n"''}3j vectis, in which signification it does not, however, occur

elsewhere, or the signification transversus (transversarius) is

^ Vid. Gratz, GescMclite der Jnden, iv. 32-i. On Isa. xxvii. 1 Kimchi

interprets the n''")30 differently : he scares (pushes away).

2 Vid. extracts from his DI^TDH IDD in Joseph Kara's Comm. on Job,

contributed by S. D. I^uzzatto in Kerem Chenied, 7th year, S. 57 ff.
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assigned to the n''nn (=harnah) with an unchangeable Kametz,

—a signification which it miglit have, for mi —y signifies

properly to go through, to go slanting across, of which the

meanings to unite slanting and to slip away are only varia-

tions. n"'")3, notwithstanding, has in the language, so far as

it is preserved to us, everywhere the signification fugilivus,

and we will also keep to this : the dragon in the heavens is

so called, as having the appearance of fleeing and hastening

away. But in what sense is it said of God, that He pierces

or slays it "? In Isa. li. 9, where the pjn is the emblem of

Egypt (Pharaoh), and xxvii. 1, where nnn C'nj is the emblem

of Assyria, the empire of the Tigris, the idea of destruction

by the sword of Jehovah is clear. The present passage is to

be explained according to ch. iii. 8, where in^v is only another

nanie for IT'in C^m (comp. Isa. xxvii. 1). It is the dragon in

the heavens which produces the eclipse of the sun, by wind-

ing itself round about the sun ; and God must continually

wound it anew, and thus weaken it, if the sun is to be set

free again. That it is God who disperses the clouds of

heaven by the breath of His spirit, the representative of

which in the elements is the wind, so that the azure becomes

visible again ; and that it is He who causes the darkening of

the sun to cease, so that the earth can again rejoice in the

full brightness of that great light,—these two contemplations

of the almighty working of God in nature are so expressed

by the poet, that he clothes the second in the mythological

garb of the popular conception.

In the closing words which now follow. Job concludes his

illustrative description : it must indeed, notwithstanding,

come infinitely short of the reality.

14 Behold, these are the edges of His ways,

And how do toe hear only a whisper thereof

!

But the thunder of His might—who comprehendeth it ?
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These (n?N retrospective, as in cli. xviii. 21) are only nivp,

the extremest end-points or outlines of the ways of God,

which Job has depicted ; the wondrous fulness of His might,

which extends through the whole creation, transcends human

comprehension ; it is only 13'^ Y^^ therefrom that becomes

audible to us men. Y^^ (f^^) is translated by Symm. here

ylnOupta/na, ch. iv. 12, y^idvpKTixo'^ ; the Arab, j^^k^ (to speak

very quickly, mutter) confirms this idea of the word ; Jerome's

translation, u/.?; j9arzjam stillam sermonis ejus (comp. ch. iv. 12,

venas, tropical for parts), is doubly erroneous : the rendering

of the Y^^ li^s the antithesis of 0^1 against it, and "i^'n is not

to be understood here otherwise than in 13^ nny Deut. xxiii.
T T - : V '

15, xxiv. 1 : shame of something = something that excites a

feeling of shame, a whisper of something = some whisper.

The notion " somewhat," which the old expositors attribute to

}'0*J', lies therefore in 121. no is exclamatory in a similar

manner as in Ps. Ixxxix. 48 : how we hear (p^^'^, not VOl^o)

only some whisper thereof (i2 partitive, as e.g. Isa. x. 22),

i.e. how little therefrom is audible to us, only as the murmur

of a word, not loud and distinct, which reaches us ! y^iKM/^

As in the speech of Bildad the poet makes the opposition'
'

of the friends to fade away and cease altogether, as incapable

of any further counsel, and hence as conquered, so in Job's

closing speech, which consists of three parts, ch. xxvi., xxvii.-

xxviii., xxix.-xxxi., he shows how Job in every respect, as

victor, maintains the field against the friends. The friends

have neither been able to loose the knot of Job's lot of suf-

fering, nor the universal distribution of prosperity and mis-

fortune. Instead of loosing the knot of Job's lot of suffering,

they have cut it, by adding to Job's heavy affliction the in-

vention of heinous guilt as its ground of explanation ; and

the knot of the contradictions of human life in general with

divine justice they have ignored, in order that they may not
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be compelled to abandon their dogma, that suffering every-

where necessarily presupposes sin, and sin is everywliere

necessarily followed by suffering. Even Job, indeed, is not

at present able to solve either one or other of the mysteries

;

but while the friends' treatment of these mysteries is untrue,

he honours the truth, and keenly perceives that which is

mysterious. Then he proves by testimony and an appeal to

facts, that the mystery may be acknowledged without there-

fore being compelled to abandon the fear of God. Job

firmly holds to the objective reality and the testimony of his

consciousness ; in the fear of God he places himself above

all those contradictions which are unsolvable by and perplex-

ing to human reason ; his faith triumphs over the rational-

ism of the friends, which is devoid of truth, of justice, and

of love.

Job first answers Bildad, ch. xxvi. He characterizes his

poor reply as what it is : as useless, and not pertinent in

regard to the questions before them : it is of no service to

him, it does not affect him, and is, moreover, a borrowed

weapon. For he also is conscious of and can praise God's

exalted and awe-inspiring majesty. He has already shown

this twice, ch. ix. 4-10, xii. 13-25, and shows here for the

third time : its operation is not confined merely to those

creatures that immediately surround God in the heavens

;

it extends, without being restrained by the sea, even down

to the lower world; and as it makes the angels above to

tremble, so there it sets the shades in consternation. From

the lower world. Job's contemplation rises to the earth, as a

body suspended in space without support ; to the clouds above,

which contain the upper waters without bursting, and veil the

divine throne, of which the sapphire blue of heaven is the re-

flection ; and then he speaks of the sea lying between Sheol

and heaven, which is confined within fixed bounds, at the

extreme boundaries of which light passes over into darkness

;
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—he celebrates all this as proof of the creative might of

God. Then he describes the sovereign power of God in the

realm of His creation, how He shakes the pillars of heaven,

rouses the sea, breaks the monster in pieces, lights up the

heavens by chasing away the clouds and piercing the ser-

pent, and thus setting free the sun. But all these—thus he

closes—are only meagre outlines of the divine rule, only a

faint whisper, which is heard by us as coming from the far

distance. Who has the comprehension necessary to take in

and speak exhaustively of all the wonders of His infinite

nature, which extends throughout the whole creation ? From

such a profound recognition and so glorious a description of

the exaltation of God, the infinite distance between God and

man is most clearly proved. Job has adequately shown that

his whole soul is full of . that which Bildad is anxious to

teach him; a soul that only requires a slight impulse to

make it overflow with such praise of God, as is not wanting

in an universal perception of God, nor is it full of wicked

devices. When therefore Bildad maintains against Job that

no man is righteous before such an exalted God, Job ought

indeed to take it as a warning against such unbecoming-

utterances concerning God as those which have escaped him
;

but the universal sinfulness of man is no ground of explana-

tion for his sufferings, for there is a righteousness which

avails before God ; and of this. Job, the suffering servant of

God, has a consciousness that cannot be shaken.
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THIRD PART.—THE TRANSITION TO THE UNRAVELMENT.

Chap, xxvii.-xxxi.

Job's Final Speech to the Friends.—Chap, xxvii. xxviii.

Schema: 12. 10. 12. 10.
|
10. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 10.

[Then Job continued to take up his proverb, and said :]

2 As God liveth, loho hath deprived me of my right,

And the Almighty, toho hath sorely saddened my soid—
3 For still all my breath is in me,

And the breath of Eloah in my nostrils—
4 My lips do not speak ivhat is false.

And my tongue idtereth not deceit!

5 Far be it from me, to grant that you are in the right

:

Till I die 1 will not remove my innocence from me.

6 My righteousness I hold fast, and let it not go :

My heart reproacheth not any of my days.

7 Mine enemy must appear as an evil-doer,

And he tvho riseth up against me as unrighteous.

The friends are silent, Job remains master of the dis-

course, and his continued speech is inti'oduced as a continued

ip^'p DKib' (after the analogy of the phrase ^1p xbj), as in

Num. xxiii. 7 and further on, the oracles of Balaam. ^w'O is
> T T

speech of a more elevated tone and more figurative cha-

racter; here, as frequently, the unaffected outgrowth of an

elevated solemn mood. The introduction of the ultimatum,

as 7'C"0, reminds one of "the proverb (el-methel) seals it" in

the mouth of the Arab, since in common life it is customary

to use a pithy saying as the final proof at the conclusion of a

speech.

Job begins ^Yith an asseveration of his truthfulness (i.e.

VOL. II. E
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the agreement of his confession with his consciousness) by

the life of God. From this oath, which in the form hi-hajdt

alldh has become later on a common formula of assurance,

R. Josua, in his tractate Sola, infers that Job served God

from love to Him, for we only swear by the life of that which

we honour and love ; it Is more natural to conclude that the

God by whom, on the one hand, he believes himself to be so

unjustly treated, still appears to him, on the other hand, to

be the highest manifestation of truth. The interjectional

clause : living is God ! is equivalent to, as true as God liveth.

That which is affirmed is not wdiat immediately follows : He

has set aside my right, and the Almighty has sorely grieved

my soul (Raschi) ; but ''LDS:r» T'DH and ''C'D: "i»n are attributive

clauses, by which what is denied in the form of an oath intro-

duced by Q5< (as Gen. xlii. 15, 1 Sam. xiv. 45, 2 Sam. xi. 11,

Ges. § 155, 2,/) is contained in ver. 4; his special reference

to the false semblance of an evil-doer shows that semblance

which suffering casts upon him, but which he constantlj''

repudiates as surely not lying, as that God liveth. Among
moderns, Schlottm. (comp. Ges. § 150, 3), like most of the

old expositors, translates : so long as my breath is in me, . . .

my lips shall speak no wrong, so that vers. 3 and 4 together

contain what is affirmed. But (1) "'3 indeed sometimes intro-

duces that which shall happen as affirmed by oath, Jer. xxii. 5,

xlix. 13 ; but here that which shall not take place is affirmed,

which would be introduced first in a general form by ""S

explic. s. recitativian, then according to its special negative

contents by Di^?—^ construction which is perhaps possible

according to syntax, but it is nevertheless perplexing
; (2) it

may perhaps be thought that " the whole continuance of my
breath in me" is conceived as accusative and adverbial, and is

equivalent to, so long as my breath may remain in me (Tiy 73,

as long as ever, like the Arab, cullama, as often as ever) ; but

the usage of the language does not favour this explanation,
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for 2 Sam. i. 9, ''2 ''ti'DJ Tiy^Ja, signifies my whole soul (my full

life) is still in me ; and we have a third instance of this pro-

minently placed 73 per liypallagen in Hos. xiv. 3, py ^?b'n"P^,

omnem auferas iniquitatem, Ew. § 289, a (comp. Ges. § 114,

rem. 1). Accordingly, with Ew., Hirz., Plahn, and most

modern expositors, we take ver. 3 as a parenthetical confir-

matory clause, by which Job gives the ground of his solemn

affirmation that he is still in possession of his full conscious-

ness, and cannot help feeling and expressing the contradiction

between his lot of suffering, which brands him as an evil-doer,

and his moral integrity. The ''J^^^'J which precedes the ni")

signifies, according to the prevailing usage of the language,

the intellectual, and therefore self-conscious, soul of man

(Psychol. S. 76f ). This is in man and in his nostrils, inas-

much as the breath which passes in and out by these is the

outward and visible form of its being, which is in every re-

spect the condition of life (ib. S. 82f.). The suff. of TiOC'J

is unaccented; on account of the word which follows being

a monosyllable, the tone has retreated ("iinx J1DJ, to use a

technical grammatical expression), as e.g. also in ch. xix. 25,

XX. 2, Ps. xxii. 20. Because he lives, and, living, cannot

deny his own existence, he swears that his own testimony,

which is suspected by the friends, and on account of which

they charge him with falsehood, is perfect truth.

Ver. 4 is not to be translated :
" my lips shall never speak

what is false ;" for it is not a resolve which Job thus strongly

makes, after the manner of a vow, but the agreement of his

confession, which he has now so frequently made, and which

remains unalterable, with the abiding fact. Far be from me

—he continues in ver. 5—to admit that you are right (v ^7711

with unaccented ah, not of the fern., comp. ch. xxxiv. 10, but

of direction : for a profanation to me, i.e. let it be profane to

me, Ew. § 329, a, Arab, hdshd li, in a like sense) ; until I

expire (pi'op. : sink together), I will not put my innocence
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(HKirij perfection, in the sense of purity of character) away

from me, i.e. I will not cease from asserting it. I will hold

fast (as ever) my righteousness, and leave it not, i.e. let it

not go or fall away ; my heart does not reproach even one of

my days. ""^'O is virtually an obj. in a partitive sense : mon

coeur ne me reproche pas un seul de mes jours (Renan). The

heart is used here as the seat of the conscience, which is the

knowledge possessed by the heart, by which it excuses or ac-

cuses a man {Psychol. S. 134) ;
^"iH (whence K}Pi the season

in which the fruits are gathered) signifies carpere, to pluck =
to pinch, lash, inveigh against. Jos. Kimchi and Kalbag

explain : my heart draws not back (from the confession of

my innocence) my whole life long (as Maimonides explains

riDinj, Lev. xix. 20, of the female slave who Is inclined to,

i.e. stands near to, the position of a free woman), by compari-

/ / / o

son with the Arabic < j^'^, defiectere ; it is not, however,

( ;.=^, but L^.>-, decerpere, that is to be compared in the

tropical sense of the prevailing usage of the Hebrew speci-

fied. The old expositors were all misled by the misunder-

stood partitive "^tyo, which they translated ex (= hide a) diebus

meis. There is in ver. 7 no ground for taking '''}], with

Hahn, as a strong affirmative, as supposed in ch. xviii. 12,

and not as expressive of desire ; but the meaning is not : let

my opponents be evil-doers, I at least am not one (HIrz.).

The voluntative expresses far more emotion : the relation

must be reversed ; he who will brand me as an evil-doer,

must by that very act brand himself as such, inasmuch as

the V^'^^ of a p''1V really shows himself to be a V^, and by

recklessly judging the righteous, is bringing down upon him-

self a like well-merited judgment. The 3 is the so-called

Caph veritatis, since 3, instar, signifies not only similarity, but

also equality. Instead of ''P''!?, the less manageable, primitive

form, which the poet used in ch. xxii. 20 (comp. vol. i. 440),
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and beside wliicli Di^ (Dip, 2 Kings xvi. 7) does not occur in

the book, we here find the more usual form '''P^ip^P (comp.

ch. XX. 27).^

The description of the misfortune of the ungodly which

now follows, beginning with 13, requires no connecting thought,

as for instance : My enemy must be accounted as ungodly, on

account of his hostility ; I abhor ungodliness, for, etc. ; but

that he who regards him as a y^'"i is himself a V^"^, Job shows

from the fact of the l)^") having no hope in death, whilst,

when dying, he can give no confident hope of a divine vindi-

cation of his innocence.

8 F''or lohat is the hope of the godless, xvhen He cutteth off.

When Eloah taketh away his soulf

9 Will God hear his cry

When distress cometh upon him?

10 Or can he delight himself in the Almighty,

Can he call upon Eloah at all times ?

11 I ivill teach you concerning the hand of God,

I will not conceal the dealings of the Almighty.

12 Behold, ye have all seen it,

Why then do ye cherish foolish notions f

In comparing himself with the V^, Job is conscious that

he has a God who does not leave him unheard, in whom he

delights himself, and to whom he can at all times draw near

;

as, in fact. Job's fellowship with God rests upon the freedom

of the most intimate confidence. He is not one of the ffod-

less; for what is the hope of one who is estranged from God,

when he comes to die ? He has no God on whom his hope

^ In Beduin the enemy is called qomcini (yid. supra, on cli. xxiv. 12,

p. 26), a denominative from qom aj^'s, war, feud; but qom has also the

signification of a collective of qomani, and one can also say: entum ica-

ijCina qom, you and we are enemies, and henatna qom, there is war between
us.

—

Wetzst.
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might establish itself, to whom it could cling. The old

expositors err in many ways respecting ver. 8, by taking JJV3,

ahscindere (root Y2), in the sense of (opes) corradere (thus

also more recently Rosenm. after the Targ., Syr., and Jer.),

and referring b^\ to Hpt^" in the signification tranquillum esse

(thus even Blumenfeld after Ralbag and others). iti'SJ is

the object to both verbs, and CJ>Q3 yi*D, ahscindere animam^ to

cut off the thread of life, is to be explained according to ch.

vi. 9, Isa, xxxviii. 12. {:'D3 TOV}, extrahere aiwnam (from

n^^, whence ^j>^ Lo, the after-birth, cogn. 9?^ J-.-, b\^: JvuJ,

J^, J^lj), is of similar signification, according to another

figure, since the body is conceived of as the sheath {>^^']^,

Dan. vii. 15) of the souP (comp. J»^ in the universal signi-

fication evaginare enseni). The fut. apoc. Kal -'t^'.^ (= ?!?'''.) is

therefore in meaning equivalent to the intrans. ?'^\ Deut.

xxviii. 40 (according to Ew. § 235, c, obtained from this by

change of vowel), decidere; and Schnurrer's supposition that

h^'', like the Arab. J.^., is equivalent to bstf*^ (when God

demands it), or such a violent correction as De Lagarde's'

(when he is in distress p!*"", when one demands his soul with a

curse •'ip?? ''^^'1)) is unnecessary.

The ungodly man. Job goes on to say, has no God to hear

his cry when distress comes upon him; he cannot delight

himself {^^^\, pausal form of JU'n"', the primary form of

Jpyri'') in the Almighty; he cannot call upon Eloah at any

^ On the similar idea of the body, as the kosha (sheath) of the soui,

among the Hindus, vid. Psychol. S. 227.

2 Amn. zitr griecli. Uehers. der Proverhkn (18C3), S. VI. f., where the

first reason given for this improvement of the text is this, that the usual

explanation, according to which ^^'^ and yV2^ have the same subj. and

obj. standing after the verb, is altogether contrary to Semitic usage.

But this assertion is groundless, as might be supposed from the very be-

ginning. Thus, e.g. the same obj. is found after two verbs in ch. xy. 19,

and the same subj. and obj. in Nch. iii. 20.
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time (i.e. in the manifold circumstances of life under which

we are called to feel the dependence of our nature). Torn

away from God, he cannot be heard, he cannot indeed pray

and find any consolation in God. It is most clearly manifest

here, since Job compares his condition of suffering with that

of a Fi:n, what comfort, what power of endurance, yea, what

spiritual joy in the midst of suffering (33ynn, as ch. xxii. 26,

Ps. xxxvii. 4, 11, Isa. Iv. 2, Iviii. 13 sq.), which must all

remain unknown to the ungodly, he can draw from his

fellowship with God ; and seizing the very root of the dis-

tinction between the man who fears God and one who is

utterly godless, his view of the outward appearance of the

misfortune of both becomes changed; and after having

allowed himself hitherto to be driven from one extreme to

another by the friends, as the heat of the controversy gradu-

ally cools down, and as, regaining his independence, he stands

before them as their teacher, he now experiences the truth of

docendo discimus in rich abundance. I will instruct you,

says he, in the hand, i.e. the mode of action, of God (? just

as in Ps. xxv. 8, 12, xxxii. 8, Prov. iv. 11, of the province

and subject of instruction) ; I will not conceal ''"nE^'Dy IC'^^

i.e. according to the sense of the passage : what are the prin-

ciples upon which He acts ; for that which is with (Oy) any

one is the matter of his consciousness and volition (yid. on

ch. xxiii. 10, p. 10).

Ver. 12a is of the greatest importance in the right intei*-

pretation of what follows from ver. 13 onwards. The in-

struction which Job desires to impart to the friends has

reference to the lot of the evil-doer ; and when he says :

Behold, ye yourselves have beheld (learnt) it all,—in con-

nection with which it is to be observed that D3p3 Drix does

not signify merely vos omnes, but vosmet ipsi omnes,—he

grants to them what he appeared hitherto to deny, that the

lot of the evil-doer, certainly in the rule, although not with-
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out exceptions, is such as they have said. The application,

however, which they have made of this abiding fact of ex-

perience, is and remains all the more false : Wherefore then

(nr makes the question sharper) are ye vain (blinded) in

vanity (self-delusion), viz. in reference to me, who do not so

completely bear about the characteristic marks of a yj^i'^

The verb ??n signifies to think and act vainly (without

ground or connection), 2 Kings xvii. 15 (comp. i/jiaTaicoOrjaav,

Rom. i. 21) ; the combination ?3n pnn is not to be judged of

according to Ges. § 138, rem. 1, as it is also by Ew. § 281, a,

but ??n may also be taken as the representative of the gerund,

as e.g. J^'!^V, Hab. iii. 9.

In the following strophe Job now begins as Zophar (ch.

XX. 29) concluded. He gives back to the friends the doctrine

they have fully imparted to him. They have held the lot of

the evil-doer before him as a mirror, that he may behold him-

self in it and be astounded; he holds it before them, that

they may perceive how not only his bearing under suffering,

but also the form of his affliction, is of a totally different

kind.

13 This is the lot of the loiched man loith God,

And the heritage of the violent ivhich they receive from the

Almighty

:

14 If his children multiply, it is for the siuord,

And his offspring have not bread enough.

15 His survivors shall he buried by the pestilence,

And his loidows shall not iveep.

16 If he heapeth silver together as dust,

And prepareth garments for himself as mire

:

17 He prepareth it, and the righteous clothe themselves.

And the innocent divide the silver among themselves.

18 He hath built as a moth his house,

And as a hut that a watchman setteth iq).
,
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We have already had the combination Vfl D"]^ for ti'''X

V^l in eh. xx. 29 ; it is a favourite expression in Proverbs,

and reminds one of av9p(07ro<i oStTT^? in Homer, and duOpcoTTo^

(nrelpcov, e-)(6p6<i, e/jbiropo'i, in the parables Matt. xiii. Psik

(Pasek) stands mider ])^i, to separate the wicked man and

God, as in Prov. xv. 29 (Norzi). i^^?, exclusively peculiar to

the book of Job in the Old Testament (here and ch. xxix. 21,

xxxviii. 40, xl. 4), is p rendered capable of an independent

position by means of 1?D = no, U. The sword, famine, and

pestilence are the three punishing powers by which the evil-

doer's posterity, however numerous it may be, is blotted out

;

these three, ^^.D? ^Vl) ^^'^'-^ ^.V?? appear also side by side in

Jer. XV. 2 ; nio^ instead of ''D^'^Pj diris mortibiis, is (as also

Jer. xviii. 21) equivalent to "13T in the same trio, Jer. xiv. 12
;

the plague is personified (as when it is called by an Arabian

poet lanm el-farit, the mother of death), and Vavassor cor-

rectly observes : Mors illos sua sepeliet, nihil fraterea honoris

supremi consecuturos. Buttcher (de inferis, § 72) asserts that

niOS can only signify pestilentio3 tempore, or better, ipso mortis

momento ; but since 3 occurs by the passive elsewhere in the

sense of ah or per, e.g. Num. xxxvi. 2, Hos. xiv. 4, it can also

by "I3pj denote the efficient cause. Olshausen's correction

1"i3p'' n'? niDl, they will not be buried when dead (Jer. xvi. 4),

is still less required; "to be buried by the pestilence" is equi-

valent to, not to be interred with the usual solemnities, but

to be buried as hastily as possible. Ver. 156 (conniiou to

our poet and the psalm of Asaph, Ixxviii. 64, which likewise

belongs to the Salomonic age) is also to be correspondingly

interpreted : the women that he leaves behind do not cele-

brate the usual mourning rites (comp. Gen. xxiii. 2), because

the decreed punishment Avhich, stroke after stroke, deprives

them of husbands and children, prevents all observance of the

customs of mourning, and because the shock stifles the feeling

of pity. The treasure in gold which his avarice has heaped
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up, and in garments which his love of display has gathered

together, come into the possession of the righteous and the

innocent, who are spared when these three powers of judgment

sweep away the evil-doer and his family. Dust and dirt {i.e.

of the streets, ni^'in) are, as in Zech. ix. 3, the emblem of a

great abundance that depreciates even that which is valuable.

The house of the ungodly man, though a palace, is, as the

fate of the fabric shows, as brittle and perishable a thing,

and can be as easily destroyed, as the fine spinning of a

moth, ^V (according to the Jewish proverb, the brother of the

DD), or even the small case which it makes from remnants of

gnawed articles, and drags about with it ; it is like a light

hut, perhaps for the watchman of a vineyard (Isa. i. 8),

which is put together only for the season during which the

grapes are ripening.^

19 lie lietJi down rich, and doeth it not again,

lie openeth his eyes and—is no more.

20 Terrors tahe hold of him as a flood;

By night a tempest stealeth him away.

1 The watchman's hut, for the protection of the viueyarcls and melon

and maize fields against thieves, herds, or wild beasts, is now called

either 'arishe and mantara (mL:30) if it is only slightly put together

from branches of trees, or cMme (nOTl) if it is built up high in order that
T ••

the watcher may see a great distance. The cheme is the more frequent

;

at harvest it stands in the midst of the threshing-floors {hejCuUr) of a

district, and it is constructed in the following manner :—Four poles

{'aicumid) are set up so as to form the corners of a square, the sides of

which are about eight feet in length. Eight feet above the ground, four

cross pieces of wood ('azi-ar/d) are tightly bound to these with cords, on

which planks, if they are to be had, are laid. Here is the watcher's bed,

which consists of a litter. Six or seven feet above this, cross-beams are

again bound to the foiu- poles, on which boughs, or reeds (qasah), or a

mat (hasira, m''^*n) forms a roof (.9ath, npti'), from which the cheme

has its name ; for the Piel-ioTms C'^J?, D*n, and n^\y signify, " to be

stretched over anything after the manner of a roof." Between the roof

and tlie bed, three sides of the cheme are hung round -mth a mat, or with

.
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21 The east wind lifteth Jmn zip, that he departeth,

And hu7'leth him forth from his p)lace.

22 God casteth upon him loithout sparing,

Before His hand he fleeth idterly aioay.

23 They clap their hands at him,

And hiss him aioay from his place.

The pointing of tlie text ^^^l i^^'l is explained by Schnurr.,

Umbr., and Stick. : He goes rich to bed and nothing is taken

as yet, he opens his eyes and nothing more is there; but

if this were the thought intended, it ought at least to have

been ^D^^?. T^\ since t^? signifies non, not nihil ; and Stickel's

translation, " while nothing is carried away," makes the fut.

instead of the prcet., which was to be expected, none the

more tolerable ; also ^DH can indeed signify to gather hastily

together, to take away [e.g. Isa. xxxiii. 4), when the connec-

tion favours it, but not here, where the first impression is

that V^"^ is the subj. both to f^DX'' i6'\ and to IJ^SI. Bottcher's

translation, ''He lieth down rich and cannot be displaced,"

gives the words a meaning that is ridiculed by the usage of the

lancjuaire. On the other hand, ^D5<'' i^b) can simiify : and he

reeds or straw (qashsh, c*p) bound together, in order both to keep off the

cold night-winds, and also to keep the thieves in ignorance as to the num-
ber of the watchers. A small ladder, sullem (D?D), frequently leads to

the bed-chamber. The space between the ground and this chamber is

closed only on the west side to keep off the hot afternoon sun, for through

the day the watcher sits below with his dog, upon the ground. Here is

also his place of reception, if any passers-by visit him ; for, like the vil-

lage shepherd, the field-watcher has the right of showing a humble hos-

pitality to any acquaintances. ^Then the fruits have been gathered in,

the cMme is removed. The field-watchman is now called ndtur ( <<-^^)>

and the verb is natar, "ijpj, "to keep watch," instead of which the quadri-

literal notar, "itDIJ (from the pliir. jAs\y ,
" the watchers "), has also been

formed. In one part of Syria all these forms are written with V (d)

instead of L2, and pronounced accordingly. The "ivj in this passage is

similarly related to the "it^b in Cant. i. 6, viii. 11, 12.

—

Wetzst.
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is not conveyed away (comp. e.g. Jer. viii. 2, Ezek. xxix. 5

;

but not Isa. Ivii. 1, where it signifies to be swept away, and

also not Num. xx. 26, where it simiifies to be gathered to the

fathers), and is probably intended to be explained after the

pointing that we have, as Rosenm. and even Ralbag explain

it :
" he is not conveyed away ; one opens his eyes, and he is

not;" or even as Schlottm. : "he is not conveyed away; in

one moment he still looks about him, in the next he is no

more;" but the relation of the two parts of the verse in this

interpretation is unsatisfactory, and the preceding strophe

has already referred to his not being buried. Since, there-

fore, only an unsuitable, and what is more, a badly-expressed

thought, is gained by this reading, it may be that the expres-

sion should be regarded with Hahn as interrogative : is he

not swept away? This, however, is only a makeshift, and

therefore we must see whether it may not perhaps be sus-

ceptible of another pointing. Jerome transl. : dives cum dor-

mierit, nihil secum aiiferet; the thought is not bad, but nn^sp

is wanting, and ^jp alone does not signify nihil. Better

LXX. (Ital., Syr.) : TrXovcrio^ K0iijLr)6}](T€Tai kol ov irpoa-

Oi'jo-ei. This translation follows the form of reading ^IpN^ =
Pl''pi''j gives a suitable sense, places both parts of the verse in

the right relation, and accords with the style of the poet

{yid. ch. XX. 9, xl. 5) ; and accordingly, with Ew., Hirz., and

Hlgst., we decide in favour of this reading : he lieth down to
j

sleep rich, and he doeth it no more, since in the night he is

removed from life and also from riches by sudden death ; or

'

also : in the morning he openeth his eyes without imagining

it is the last time, for, overwhelmed by sudden death, he

closes them for ever. Vers. 20a and 20i are attached cross-

wise (chiastisch) to this picture of sudden destruction, be it

by night or by day : the terrors of death seize him {sing. fern.

with a plur. subj. following it, according to Ges. § 146, 3)

like a flood (comp. the floods of Belial, Ps. xviii. 5), by night
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a whirlwind (nsiD iri333, as ch. xxi. 18) carrieth him away.

The Syriac and Arabic versions add, as a sort of interpola-

tion : as a fluttering (large white) night-moth,—an addition

which no one can consider beautiful.

Ver. 21 extends the figure of the whirlwind. In Hebrew,

even when the narrative has reference to Egyptian matters

(Gen. xli. 23), the D'''}P which comes from the Arabian desert

is the destructive, devastating, and parching wind Kar

i^o^rjv} '^?!'.'l
signifies j^^ribit (iit ^pereat), as ch. xiv. 20,

xix. 10. iptr' (comp. •^'Ji'.D, O storm-chased one) is connected

with the accus. of the person pursued, as in Ps. Iviii. 10.

The subj. of "^Zi'l], ver. 22, is God, and the verb stands with-

out an obj. : to cast at any one (shoot), as Num. xxxv. 22 (for

the figure, comp. ch. xvi, 13); LXX. correctly: eVtppt-x/rei

(whereas ch. xviii. 7, acpdXat = "in^''y'3ni). The gerundive

with rriT lays stress upon the idea of the exertion of flight :

whithersoever he may flee before the hand of God, every

attempt is in vain. The suff. emo, ver. 2da, both according

to the syntax and the matter, may be taken as the plural

suff. ; but the fact that i'2''S3 can be equivalent to VS3 (comp.

^ In SjTia and Arabia the east wind is no longer called qadtin, but exclu-

sively sharqija, i.e. the wind that blows from the rising of the sun (^sharq).

This wind rarely prevails in summer, occurring then only two or three

days a month on an average ; it is more frequent in the winter and early

spring, when, if it continues long, the tender vegetation is parched up,

and a year of famine follows, whence in the Lebanon it is called semum

(D^Db*), which in the present day denotes the "poisonous wind" (= nesme

musimme), but originally, by alliance with the Hebr. DOJ^, denoted the

" devastating wind." The east wind is dry ; it excites the blood, con-

tracts the chest, causes restlessness and anxiety, and sleepless nights or

evil dreams. Both man and beast feel weak and sickly while it prevails.

Hence that which is unpleasant and revolting in life is compared to the

east wind. Thus a maid in Hauran, at the sight of one of my Damascus
travelling companions, whose excessive ugliness struck her, cried: billdk,

nahdr el-jdm aqshar {JL:\j, loagalietni (ij-^^^j j sharqija^ " by God,

it is an unhealthy day to-day : an east wind blew upon me." And in a

festive dance song of the Merg district, these words occur : wa rudd
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Ps. xi. 7), i»'!'y to vhv (conip. cli. xx. 23, xxii. 2), as i?0^ is

equivalent to )^ (vid. Isa. xliv. 15, liii. 8), is established, and

there is no reason why the same may not be the case here.

The accumulation of the terminations emo and omo gives a

tone of thunder and a gloomy impress to this conclusion of

the description of judgment, as these terminations frequently

occur in the book of Psalms, where moral depravity is

mourned and divine judgment threatened (^e.g. in Ps. xvii.

xlix. Iviii. lix. Ixxiii.). The clapping of hands (D^.S? P?^=

pp^, Lam. ii. 15, comp. Vi^ri, Nah. iii. 19) is a token of

malignant joy, and hissing {PT^, Zeph. ii. 15, Jer. xlix. 17)

a token of scorn. The expression in ver. 2db is a pregnant

one. Clapping of hands and hissing accompany the evil-

doer when merited punishment overtakes him, and chases

him forth from the place which he hitherto occupied (comp.

ch. viii. 18). ^^Vr^

Earlier expositors have thought it exceedingly remarkable

that Job, in ch. xxvii. 13-23, should agree with the assertions

of the three friends concerning the destiny of the ungodly

and his descendants, while he has previously opposed them

li nomet hodenik
|
seh' lejuli hi-'olija

|
wa herd iva sherd wa sJiarqija . . .

" And grant me again to slumber on thy bosom,

Seven nights in an upper chamber,

And (I will then endure) cold, drifting snow, and east wind."

During the harvest, so long as the east wind lasts, the corn that is al-

ready threshed and lying on the threshing-floors cannot be winnowed
;

a gentle, moderate draught is required for this process, such as is only

obtained by a west or south wind. The north wind is much too strong,

and the east wind is characterized by constant gusts, which, as the Hau-

ranites say, ^'jucholu tihn wa-hahb, carries away chaff and corn." "When

the wind shifts from the west to the east, a whirlwind {zuha'a, nj?aiT)

not unfroquently arises, which often in summer does much harm to the

threshing-floors and to the cut corn that is lying in swaths (unless it is

weighted with stones). Storms are rare during an east wind; they

come mostly with a west wind (never with a south or north wind).

But if an east wind does bring a storm, it is generally very destructive,

on account of its strong gusts ; and it will even uproot the largest
^

trees.—Wetzst.
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on this point, ch. xii. 6, xxi. xxiv. Kennicott thinks the con-

fusion is cleared away by regarding ch. xxvi. 2-xxvii. 12 as

Job's answer to the third speech of Bildad, xxvii. 13 sqq. as

the third speech of Zophar, and xxviii. (to which the super-

scription xxvii. 1 belongs) as Job's reply thereto ; but this

reply begins with ''3, and is specially appropriate as a striking

repartee to the speech of Zophar. Stuhlmann (1804) makes

this third speech of Zophar begin with xxvii. 11, and imagines

a gap between xxvii. 10 and xxvii. 11 ; but who then are

the persons whom Zophar addresses by "you"? The three

everywhere address themselves to Job, while here Zophar,

contrary to custom, would address himself not to him, but,

according to Stuhlmann's exposition, to the others with refer-

ence to Job. Ch. xxviii. Stuhlmann removes and places

after ch. xxv. as a continuation of Bildad's speech ; Zophar's

speech therefore remains unanswered, and Zophar may thank

this critic not only for allowing him another opportunity of

speaking, but also for allowing him the last word. Bernstein

(Keil-Tzschirner's AnaleJcten, Bd. i. St. 3) removes the contra-

diction into which Job seems to fall respecting himself in a

more thorough manner, by rejecting the division ch. xxvii. 7-

xxviii. 28, which is certainly indissolubly connected as a

whole, as a later interpolation ; but there is no difference of

language and poetic spirit here betraying an interpolator;

and had there been one, even he ought indeed to have pro-

ceeded on the assumption that such an insertion should be

appropriate to Job's mouth, so that the task of proving its

relative fitness, from his standpoint at least, remains. Hosse

(1849) goes still further : he puts ch. xxvii. 10, xxxi. 35-37,

xxxviii. 1, etc., together, and leaves out all that comes between

these passages. There is then no transition whatever from

the entanglement to the unravelment. Job's final reply, ch.

xxvii. xxviii., with the monologue ch. xxix.-xxxi., in which

even a feeble perception must recognise one of the most
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essential and most beautiful portions of the dramatic whole,

forms this transition.

Eichhorn (in his translation of Job, 1824), who formerly

(Allgem. Bihliotlieh der hihl. Lit. Bd. 2) inclined to Kenni-

cott's view, and Bockel (2d edition, 1804) seek another ex-

planation of the difficulty, by supposing that in ch. xxvii. 13-23

Job reproduces the view of the friends. But in ver. 11 Job

announces the setting forth of his own view ; and the suppo-

sition that witli J?C^"i D'lX P^n nt he does not begin the enun-

ciation of his own view, but that of his opponents, is refuted

by the consideration that there is nothing by which he

indicates this, and that he would not enter so earnestly into

the description if it were not the feeling of his heart. Feel-

ing the worthlessness of these attempted solutions, De Wette

(Einleitung, § 288), with his customary spirit of criticism

with which he depreciates the sacred writers, turns against

the poet himself. Certainly, says he, the division ch.

xxvii. 11-xxviii. 28 is inappropriate and self-contradictory

in the mouth of Job ; but this w-ant of clearness, not to say

inconsistency, must be brought against the poet, who, despite

his utmost endeavour, has not been able to liberate himself

altogether from the influence of the common doctrine of

retribution.

This judgment is erroneous and unjust. Umbreit (2d

edition, S. 2G1 [Clark's edition, 1836, ii. 122]) correctly

remarks, that " without this apparent contradiction in Job's

speeches, the interchange of words would have been endless
;"

in other words : had Job's standpoint been absolutely im-

moveable, the controversy could not possibly have come to a

well-adjusted decision, which the poet must have planned,

and which he also really brings about, by causing his hero

still to retain an imperturbable consciousness of his innocence,

but also allowing his irritation to subside, and his extreme

harshness to become moderated. The latter, in reference to
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tlie final destiny of the godless, is already indicated in ch.

xxiv,, but is still more apparent here in ch. xxvii., and indeed

in the following line of thought: "As truly as God lives,

who afflicts me, the innocent one, I will not incur the guilt of

lying, by allowing myself to be persuaded against my con-

science to regard myself as an evil-doer. I am not an evil-

doer, but my enemy who regards me and treats me as such

must be accounted wicked ; for how unlike the hopelessness

and estrangement from God, in which the evil-doer dies, is

my hope and entreaty in the midst of the heaviest affliction !

Yea, indeed, the fate of the evil-doer is a different one from

mine. I will teach it you ; ye have all, indeed, observed it

for yourselves, and nevertheless ye cherish such vain thoughts

concerning me." What is peculiar in the description that

then follows—a description agreeing in its substance with

that of the three, and similar in its form—is therefore this,

that Job holds up the end of the evil-doer before the friends,

that from it they may infer that he is not an evil-doer, whereas

the friends held it up before Job that he might infer from it

that he is an evil-doer, and only by a penitent acknowledg-

ment of this can he escape the extreme of the punishment he

has merited. Thus in ch. xxvii. Job turns their own weapon

against the friends.

But does he not, by doing so, fall into contradiction with

himself? Yes; and yet not so. The Job who has become

calmer here comes into contradiction with the impassioned

Job who had, without modification, placed the exceptional

cases in opposition to the exclusive assertion that the evil-

doer comes to a fearful end, which the friends advance, as if

it were the rule that the prosperity of the evil-doer continues

uninterrupted to the very end of his days. But Job does

lot come into collision with his true view. For how could

e deny that in the rule the retributive justice of God is

nanifest in the case of the evil-doer ! We can only perceive

VOL. II. jp
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his true opinion when we compare the views he here expresses

with his earlier extreme antitheses : hitherto, in the heat of

the controversy, he has opposed that which the friends one-

sidedly maintained by the direct opposite ; now he has got

upon the right track of thought, in which the fate of the

evil-doer presents itself to him from another and hitherto

mistaken side,—a phase which is also but imperfectly appre-

ciated in cli. xxiv. ; so that now at last he involuntarily does

justice to what truth there is in the assertion of his opponent.

Nevertheless, it is not Job's intention to correct himself here,

and to make an admission to the friends which has hitherto

been refused. Hirzel's explanation of this part inclines too

much to this erroneous standpoint. On the contrary, our

rendering accords with that of Ewald, who observes (S. 252 f.

2d edition, 1854) that Job here maintains in Ids oion favour,

and against them, what the friends directed against him, since

the hope of not experiencing such an evil-doer's fate becomes

strono; in him :
" Job is here on the rioht track for more

confidently anticipating his own rescue, or, what is the same

thing, the impossibility of his perishing just as if he were an

evil-doer." Moreover, how well designed is it that the descrip-

tion vers. 13 sqq. is put into Job's mouth ! While the poet

allows the friends designedly to interweave lines taken from

Job's misfortunes into their descriptions of the evil-doer's

fate, in Job's description not one single line is found which

coincides with his own lot, whether with that which he has

already experienced, or even with that which his faith pre-

sents to him as in prospect. And although the heavy lot

which has befallen him looks like the punitive suffering of

the evil-doer, he cannot acknowledge it as such, and even

denies its bearing the marks of such a character, since even

in the midst of affliction he clings to God, and confidently

hopes for His vindication. With this rendering of ch.

xxvii. 13 sqf[. all doubts of its genuineness, which is indeed
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admitted by all modern expositors, vanish; and, far from

charging the poet with inconsistency, one is led to admire

the nndiminished skill with which he brings the idea of the

drama by concealed ways to its goal.

But the question still comes up, whether ch. xxviii. 1, open-

ing with ''3, does not militate against this genuineness. Hirzel

and others observe, that this ^D introduces the confirmation of

ch. xxvii, 12b :
" But wherefore then do ye cherish such vain

imaginations concerning me ? For human sagacity and perse-

verance can accomplish much, but the depths of divine wisdom

are impenetrable to man." But how is it possible that the ^:3,

ch. xxviii. 1, should introduce the confirmation of ch. xxvii. 12b,

passing over ch. xxvii. 13-23? If it cannot be explained in

any other way, it appears that ch. xxvii. 13-23 must be re-

jected. There is the same difficulty in comprehending it by

supplying some suppressed thought, as e.g.'Ewsdd explains it:

For, as there may also be much in the divine dealings that is

dark, etc. ; and Ilahn : Because evil-doers perish according

to their desert, it does not necessarily follow that every one

who perishes is an evil-doer, and that every prosperous per-

son is godly, /or—the wisdom of God is unsearchable. This

mode of explanation, which supposes, between the close of

ch. xxvii. and the beginning of ch. xxviii., what is not found

there, is manifestly forced ; and in comparison with it, it

would be preferable, with Stickel, to translate ""^ " because,"

and take ch. xxviii. 1, 2 as the antecedent to ver. 3. Then
after ch. xxvii. a dash might be made ; but this dash would in-

dicate an ugly blank, which would be no honour to the poet.

Schlottmann explains it more satisfactorily. He takes ch.

xxvii. 13 sqq. as a warning addressed to the friends, lest they

bring down upon themselves, by their unjust judgment, the evil-

doer's punishment which they have so often proclaimed. If

this rendering of ch. xxvii. 13 sqq. were correct, the description

of the fate of the evil-doer would be influenced by an under-
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lying thought, to which the following statement of the exalted

nature of the divine wisdom would be suitably connected as

a confirmation. We cannot, however, consider this rendering

as correct. The picture ought to have been differently drawn,

if it had been designed to serve as a warning to the friends.

It has a different design. Job depicts the revelation of the

divine justice which is exhibited in the issue of the life of the

evil-doer, to teach the friends that they judge him and his lot

falsely. To this description of punishment, which is intended

thus and not otherwise, ch. xxviii. with its confirmatory "i^

must be rightly connected. If this were not feasible, one would

be disposed, with Pareau, to alter the position of ch. xxviii.,

as if it were removed from its right place, and put it after

ch. xxvi. But we are cautioned against such a violent mea-

sure, by the consideration that it is not evident from ch. xxvi.

why the course of thought in ch. xxviii., which begins with

"•D, should assume the exact form in which we find it; whereas,

on the other hand, it was said in ch. xxvii. that the ungodly

heaps up silver, fjDD, like dust, but that the innocent who live

to see his fall divide this silver, »1D3, among themselves ; so

that when in ch. xxviii. 1 it continues : ^^i*"lQ flD37 U'^ ""a, there

is a connection of thought for which the way has been pre-

viously prepared.

If we further take into consideration the fact of ch. xxviii.

being only an amplification of the one closing thought to

which everything tends, viz. that the fear of God is man's

true wisdom, then ch. xxviii., also in reference to this its

special point, is suitably attached to the description of the

evil-doer's fate, ch. xxvii. 13 sqq. The miserable end of the

ungodly is confirmed by this, that the wisdom of man, which

he has despised, consists in the fear of God ; and Job there-

by at the same time attains the special aim of his teaching,

which is announced at ch. xxvii. 11 by ^X'T'a Dnnx mix:

viz. he has at the same time proved that he who retains the
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fear of God ia the midst of his sufferings, though those suffer-

ings are an insoluble mystery, cannot be a yc>"i. This design

of the confirmation, and that connection of thought, which

should be well noted, prove that ch. xxviii. stands in its original

position. And if we ponder the fact, that Job has depicted

the ungodly as a covetous rich man who is snatched away by

sudden death from his immense possession of silver and other

costly treasures, we see that ch. xxviii. confirms the preceding

picture of punitive judgment in the following manner: silver

and other precious metals come out of the earth, but wisdom,

whose value exceeds all these earthly treasures, is to be found

nowhere within the province of the creature ; God alone pos-

sesses it, and from God alone it comes ; and so as man can

and is to attain to it, it consists in the fear of the Loud, and

the forsaking of evil. This is the close connection of ch.

xxviii. with what immediately precedes, which most expositors

since Schultens have missed, by transferring the central point

to the unsearchableness of the divine wisdom which rules in

the world ; whereas Bouiller correctly observes that the whole

of ch. xxviii. treats not so much of the wisdom of God as of

the wisdom of man, which God, the sole possessor of wisdom,

imparts to him : omnibus divitiis, fluxis et evanidis illis possessio

prceponderat sapientice, quce in pio Dei cultu et fugci mall est

posita. The view of von Hofmann (Schriftbeiceis, I. 96, 2d

edit.) accords with this: "If ch. xxviii. 1, where a confirmatory

or explanatory ""D forms the transition, is taken together with

xxviii. 12, where another part of the speech Is introduced with

a Waiv, and finally with ch. xxviii. 28, where this is rounded

off, as forming the unity of one thought : It thus proves that

the final destruction of the godless, who is happy and prosper-

ous in worldly things, is explained by the fact that^ man can

obtain every kind of hidden riches by his own exertion and

courage, but not the wisdom which Is not Indigenous to this

outward world, but is known to God alone, and is to be learned
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from Him only ; and tlie teaching concerning it is : behold,

the fear of God, that is wisdom, and to depart from evil is

understanding."

Before we now pass on to the detailed exposition of ch.

xxviii., we may perhaps here, without anticipating, put the

question, Whence has the poet obtained the knowledge of

the different modes of mining operations which is displayed

in ch. xxviii. 1 sqq., and which has every appearance of being

the result of personal observation ? Since, as we have often

remarked already, he is well acquainted Avith Egypt, it is most

natural that he derived this his knowledge from Egypt and

the Sinaitic peninsula. The ruins of mines found there show

that the Sinaitic peninsula has been worked as a mining

district from the earliest times. The first of these mining

districts is the Wadi JVash, where Lepsius {Briefe, S. 338)

found traces of old smelting-places, and wdiere also Graul

and his companions, having their attention drawn to it by

Wilkinson's work, searched for the remains of a mine, and

found at least traces of copper slag, but could see nothing

more (^Reise, ii. 202). E. Kiippell explored the spot at the

desire of the Viceroy Mehemed Ali, and Russegger with less

successful result (yid. the particulars in Hitter's JErdkunde,

xiv. 784-788).^ A second mining district is denoted by the

ruins of a temple of Ilathor, on the steep terrace of the rising

1 The valley is not called Wadi nahas (Copper valley), v.'hich is only

a supposition of Rlippell, but Wadi nash, ^_^»2J, which, according to

Reinaud, signifies valley of statues or columns. Thirty hours' journey

from Suez, says a connoisseur in the Historisch-poUtische Blcitter, 1863,

S. 802 f., lies the Wadi nesh [a pronunciation which assumes the form

of writing ^_^vuu3 ] ; it is rare that the ore is so easy to get, and found

in such abundance, for the blocks containing the copper are in many

places 200 feet in diameter, and the ore is almost in a pure state. The

mineral (the black earth containing the copper) abounds in the metal.

.... Besides this, iron-ore, manganese, carbonate of lead, and also the

exceeding precious cinnabar, have been discovered on Sinai.
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ground Sarhut (^Scrdhtt) el-chddim, wliicli stretches out into

a spacious valley. This field of ruins, with its many lofty

columns within the still recognisable area of a temple, and

round about it, gives the impression of a large burying-ground,

and it is described and represented as such by Carsten Niebuhr

(Keise, 235, Tafel xliv.). In February 1854, Graul {Reise,

ii. 203) and Tischendorf spent a short time upon this eminence

of the desert, which is hard to climb, and abounds in monu-

ments. It produced a strong impression upon us—says the

latter (^Aus dem heiligen Lande, S. 35)—as we tarried in the

midst of the grotesque forms of these monuments, while the

setting sun cast its deep red gleam over the wild terrific-

looking copper rocks that lay around in their varied shades,

now light, now dark. That these copper rocks were worked

in ancient days, is proved by the large black heaps of slag

which Lepsius (Briefe, S. 338) discovered to the east and

west of the temple. Moreover, in the inscriptions Hatlior

bears the by-name "Queen of Mafhat" i.e. the copper country

(mafl'a, copper, with the feminine post-positive article t). It

even bears this name on the monuments in the Wadi maghdra,

one of the side-gorges of the Wadi mucatteh (i.e. the Written

Valley, valley full of inscriptions). These signs of another

ancient mining colony belong almost entirely to the earliest

Egyptian antiquity, while those on Sarhut el-chddim extend

back only to Amenemlia ill., consequently to the last dynasty

of the old kino;dom. Even the second kino; of the fifth

dynasty, Snefru, and indeed his predecessor (according to

Lepsius, his successor) Chufu—that Xeo^p^ who built the

largest pyramid—appear here as conquerors of foreign peoples,

and the mountainous district dedicated to Hatlior is also

called Mafka't. The remains of a mine, discovered by J.

Wilson, at the eastern end of the north side of the Wadi

mucatteh, also belongs to this copper country : they lie near

the road, but in back goi'ges ; there is a very high wall of
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rock of granite or porphyry, wliicli is penetrated by dark

seams of metal, which have been worked out from above

downwards, thus forming artificial caverns, pits, and shafts

;

and it may be inferred that the yield of ore was very abun-

dant, and, from the simplicity of the manner of working, that

it is of very great antiquity. This art of mining thus laid

open, as Eitter says,^ furnishes the most important explana-

tion of Job's remarkable description of mining operations.

As to Egypt itself, it has but few places where iron-ore

was obtained, and it was not very plentiful, as Iron occurs

much more rarely than bronze on the tombs, although Wil-

kinson has observed important copper mines almost as exten-

sive as the copper country of Sinai: we only, however, possess

more exact information concerning the gold mines on the

borders of Upper Egypt. Agatharchides mentions them in

his Periplus ; and Diodorus (iii. 11 sqq.) gives a minute

description of them, from which it is evident that mining in

those days was much the same as it was with us about a

hundred years ago : we recognise in it the day and night

relays, the structure of shafts, the crushing and washing

apparatus, and the smelting-place.^ There are the gold mines

of Nubia, the name of which signifies the gold country, for

NO YB is the old Egyptian name for gold. From the time

of SetJiosJd I., the father of Sesostris, we still possess the plan

of a gold mine, which Birch (^Upon a historical tablet of

liameses ii. of the Xix. dynasty, relating to the gold mines

of jEthiopia) has first of all correctly determined. More-

over, on monuments of all ages frequent mention is made of

other metals (silver, iron, lead), as of precious stones, with

which e.g. harps were ornamented ; the diamond can also be

1 In the essay on the Sinaitic peninsula in Piper's Ev. Jahrhuch, 1852.

The minmg district that J. "Wilson saw (1843-44) is not one that was

unknown up to that time, but one of the places of the Wcidl maghCira

recognised as favouring the ancient Egyptian system of excavation.

2 Thus Klcmm, Alhjcm. Cultur-Gcsddchle, v. 304.
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traced. In the Papyrus Prisse, whicli Chabas lias worked

up under the title Le j^lus ancien llvre du monde, Phtha-Jiotcp,

the author of this moral tractate, iv. 14, says :
" Esteem my

good word more highly than the (green) emerald, which is

found by slaves under the pebbles." ^ The emerald-hills

near Berenice produced the emerald.

But if the scene of the book of Job is to be sought in

Idumsea proper ('Gebal) or in Ilauran, there were certainly

mines that were nearer than the Egyptian. In PJiunon

(Phinoji), between Petra and Zoar, there were pits from

which copper {j^akKov fiiraWa, ceris metallci) was obtained

even to the time of Moses, as may be inferred from the fact

of Moses having erected the brazen serpent there (Num.

xxi. 9 sq., comp. xxxiii. 42 sq.), and whither, during the per-

secutions of the Christians in the time of the emperors, many

witnesses for the faith were banished, that they might fall

victims to the destructive labour of pit life (Athanasius ex-

travagantly says : evOa koI (povev<; KaTaSiKa^oixevo<; oXiya^;

Tjfiepa'i fxoyi'i hvvarai ^rjaai)? But Edrisi also knew of gold

and silver mines in the mountains of Edom, the ' Gehel esh-

Sherd (i'L^l^), i.e. '^''Vly "in. According to the Onomasticon,

nriT '''^, Dent. i. 1 (LXX. Kara'x^pvaea), indicates such gold

mines in Arabia Petrtea ; and Jerome (under Cata ta

chrysea ") observes on that passage : sed et metallo ceris

Phceno, quod nostra tempore corruit, monies venarum auri

plenos olim fuisse vicinos existimant. Eupolemus' account

(in Euseb. prcrp. ix. 30) of an island Ovpcj^fj, rich in gold, in

^ According to a contribution from Prof. Lautli of Munich.

2 Vid. Genesis^ S. 512 ; Eitter, Erdkunde, xiv. 125-127
;
as also my

Kirchliches Chronikon des iietraisclien Arahiens in tlie Litth. Zeitschr.

1840, S. 133.

2 0pp. ed. Vallcnsi., iii. 183. Tlie text of Eusebius is to be amended

according to tliat of Jerome ; vid. Ugolini, Thes. vol. v. col. cxix. sq.

What Eitter says, Erdkunde^ xiv. 127, is disfigured by mischievous mis-

takes.
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the Tied Sea, does not belong here ; for by the I'ed sea, ipvOpa

Oakaaaa^ it is not the Arabian Gulf that is meant ; and the

reference of the name of the range of hills Telul ed-dhahab

in ancient Gilead to gold mines rests only on hearsay up to

the present time. But it is all the more worthy of mention

that traces of former copper mines are still found on the

Lebanon (vid. Knobel on Deut. viii. 9); that Edrisi (Syria,

ed. Bosemn. p. 12) was acquainted with the existence of a

rich iron mine near Beirut ; and that, even in the present

day, the Jews who dwell in Deir el-kainar, on the Lebanon,

work the iron on leases, and especially forge horse-shoes from

it, which are sent all over Palestine.^

The poet of the book of Job might therefore have learned

mining in its diversified modes of operation from his own

observation, both in the kingdom of Egypt, which he had

doubtless visited, and also in Arabia Petra?a and in the

Lebanon districts, so as to be able to put a description of

them into the mouth of his hero. It is unnecessary, with

Stickel, to give the preference to the mining of Arabia proper,

where iron and lead are still obtained, and where, according

to ancient testimony, even gold is said to have been worked

at one time. " Since he places his hero in the country east of

Jordan, the poet may in ver. 2 have thought chiefly of the mines

of the Iron mountain (to atSrjpovu KaXovjxevov 6po<i, Jos. Bell.

iv. 8, 2), which is also called the ' cross mountain,' el-mi'rdd,

because it runs from west to east, while the ' Gehel 'Aglun

stretches from north to south. It lies between the gorges of

the Wddi Zerkd and Wddi 'Arahiin, begins at the mouths of

the two Wddis in the Ghor, and ends in the east with a pre-

cipitous descent towards the town of Gerash, which from its

1 On the meaning of tins appellation, vid. Gencmtf, S. 630.

2 Schwarz, Das h. Land (1852), S. 323. The Egyptian monuments

mention a district by the name of /Uj, which paid native iron as tribute

;

vid. Brugsch, Geocjr. der Nachharldndcr JEgijptens, S. 52.
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lielglit, and being seen from afar, is called the Negde ('^"^^'5).

The ancient worked-out iron mines lie on the sonth declivity

of the mountain south-west of the village of Burma, and

about six miles from the level bed of the Wddt ZeA^d. The

material is a brittle, red, brown, and violet sandstone, which

has a strong addition of iron. It also contains here and there

a large number of small shells, where it is then considerably

liarder. Of these ancient mines, some which were known in

Syria under the name of the 'rose mines,' maddin el-ioard,

were Avorked by Ibrahim Pasha from 1835 till 1839; but

when, in 1840, Syria reverted to Turkey, this mining, which

had been carried on with great success, because there was an

abundance of wood for the smelting furnaces, ceased. A
large forest, without a proprietor, covers the back and the

whole north side of this mountain down to the bed of the

Wddt 'Arahun ; and as no tree has been cut down in it for

centuries, the thicket, with the fallen and decaying stems,

gives one an idea of a primeval forest. We passed through

the forest from Kefrengi to Burma in June 1860. Except

North Gilead, in which the Iron mountain is situated, no

other province of Basan admits of a mine ; they are exclu-

sively volcanic, their mountains are slag, lava, and basalt;

and probably the last-mentioned kind of stone owes its name

to the word BacrdXTis;, the secondary form of BaaavTa

(= i5asa»)."—Wetzst.

Ch. xxviii. 1 For there is a mine for the silver,

And a i')lace for gold lohich tliey fine.

2 Iron is tal'en out of the dust.

And he poiireth forth stone as copper.

3 He hath made an end of darkness.

And he searcheth all extremities

For the stone of darhness and of the shadow of

death.
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•1- lie hrealceth aioay a shaft from those icho tarry above :

Tliere, forgotten by every foot.

They hang and sioing far from men}

According to the most natural connection demonstrated by

us, Job desires to show that the final lot of the rich man is

well merited, because the treasures Avhich he made the object

of his avarice and pride, though ever so costly, are still

earthy in their nature and origin. Therefore lie begins with

the most precious metals, with silver, wliich has the preced-

ence in reference to ch. xxvii. 16 sq., and with gold. fr^^'iJ^

without any secondary notion of fulness (Schultens) signifies

the issuing place, i.e. the place from which anything naturally

comes forth (ch. xxxviii. 27), or whence it is obtained (1 Kings

X. 28) ; here in the latter sense of the place where a mineral

is found, or the mine, as the parall. ^ip^^, the place where the

gold comes forth, therefore a gold mine. According to the

accentuation {Rebia mugrasch, Mercha, Silltik), it is not to be

translated : and a place for the gold where they refine it ; but:

a place for the gold which they refine. ppT, to strain, filter,

is the technical expression for purifying the precious metals

from the rock that is mingled with them (ISIal. iii. 3) by

washing. The pure gold or silver thus obtained is called

pi?Tp (Ps. xii. 7 ; 1 Chron. xxviii. 18, xxix. 4). Diodorus, in

his description of mining in Upper Egypt (iii. 11 sqq.), after

having described the operation of crushing the stone to small

^ Among the expositors of this and the two folloAving strophes, are two

acquainted with mining : The director of mines, von Veltheim, whose

observations J. D. Michaehs has contributed in the Orient, u. exerj.

BiUiotJiek, xxiii. 7-17 ; and 'the inspector of mines, Rudolf Nasse, iu

Studien und Krit. 1863, 105-111. Umbreit's Commentary contains some

observations by von Leonhard ; he xinderstands ver. 4c as referring to

the descent upon a cross bar attached to a rope, ver. 5h of the Hghting

up by burning poles, ver. 6 of the lapis lazuli, and ver. 10a of the earliest

mode of " letting off the water."
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fragments,^ proceeds: "Then artificers take tlic cruslied stone

and lay it on a broad table, which is slightly inclined, and

pour water over it ; this washes away the earthy parts, and

the gold remains on the slab. This operation is repeated

several times, the mass being at first gently rubbed with the

hand ; then they press it lightly with thin sponges, and thus

draw off all that is eartiiy and light, so that the gold dust is

left quite clean. And, finally, other artificers take it up in

a mass, shake it in an earthen crucible, and add a proportion-

ate quantity of lead, grains of salt, and a little tin and barley

bran ; they then place a close-fitting cover over tlie crucible,

and cement it with clay, and leave it five days and nights to

seethe constantly in the furnace. After this they allow it to

cool, and then finding nothing of the flux in the crucible,

they take the pure gold out with only slight diminution."

The expression for the first of these operations, the separa-

tion of the gold from the quartz by washing, or indeed sift-

ing (straining, Seihen), is PpT ; and for the other, the separation

by exposure to heat, or smelting, is ^1^.

Ver. 2. From the mention of silver and gold, the descrip-

tion passes on to iron and ore (copper, cuprum = cBS Cyprium).

Iron is called ^p?) not with the noun-ending el like ?D"i3 (thus

Ges., Olsh., and othei's), but probably expanded from T'i|?

(Fiirst), like t^^ant^ from 13^3^ = D2t^, -i^3?pD from "i^3?, l3dX-

aajjLov from D^3, since, as Pliny testifies, the name of basalt

(iron-marble) and iron are related," and copper is called T\''S'n^^

^ Vid. the whole account skilfully translated in Klemm's Allgem.

CuUur-Gescldchte^ v. 503 f.

2 Hist. ncit. xxxvi. 7, 11 : Inveiiit eadem ^Egijptus in ^Ethiopia quern

vacant lasalten (hasaniten) ferrei coloris atque duritise, unde et nomen ei

dedit (vid. von Raumer, Pcdiistina, S. 96, 4th edition). Neither Seetzen

nor Wetzstein has found proper iron-ore in Basan. Basalt is all the more
prevalent there, from which Basan may have its name. For there is no

special Semitic word for basalt ; Bocthor calls in the aid of *l>- 1 c J

(_y.c', "a kind of black marble;" but, as Wetzstein informs me, this is
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for which the book of Job (ch. xx. 24, xxvlii. 2, xh 18, xli. 19;

comp. even Lev. xxvi. 19) always has nc'inj (^ccreum = ces,

Arab. nu\\ds). Of the iron it is said that it is procured from

the "isy, by wliich the bowels of the earth are meant here, as

the surface of the earth in ch. xli. 25 ; and of copper it is

said that they pour out the stone into copper {yid. Ges.

§ 139, 2), i.e. smelt copper from it: P^V^ as ch. xxix. 6, funcUt^

here with a subj. of the most general kind : one pours ; on

the contrary, ch. xli. 15 sq. partic. of p"^]. Ver. 3 distinctly

shows that it is the bowels of the earth from which these

metals are obtained : he (man) has made an end of the dark-

ness, since he turns out and lights up the lightless interior

of the earth; and n73n"?ri7, to every extremity, i.e. to the

remotest depths, he searches out the stone of deep darkness

and of the shadow of death, i.e. hidden in the deepest dark-

ness, far beneath the surface of the earth (vid. on ch. x. 22
;

only a translation of the phrase of a French dictionary which he had, for

the general name of basalt, at least in Syria, is hagar aswad (black stone).

Iron is called hadid in Arabic (literally a pointed instrument, with the

not infrequent transference of the name of the tool to the material from

which it is made), ^pa (/PS) is known in Arabic only in the form

Jirzil, as the name for iron chains and great smith's shears for cutting

iron ; but it is remarkable that in Berber, which is related to Egyptian,

iron is called even in the present day ivazzcd; vid. Lex. geograpliicum ed.

JmjnhoU, torn. iv. (adnot.)-p. 64, 1. 16, and Marcel, Vocahidaire Frangais-

arahe de dialectes vidgaires ofricains, p. 249: '' Fer S.\Ss^, hadyd {en

herhere J)j«, onezzal; J\j_j^,
oo?'~~«0-" l'^^^ Coptic name of iron is

henipi (dialect, penipe), according to Prof. Lauth perhaps, as also harot.,

ore, connected with ha, the hieroglyph name of a very hard mineral ; the

black basalt of an obelisk in the British Museum is called hecJienen in the

inscription. If it really be so, that iron and basalt are homonymous in

Semitic, the reason could only be sought for in the dark iron-black colour

of basalt, in its hardness, and perhaps also its weight (which, however,

is only about half the specific gravity of pure iron), not in the magnetic

iron, which has only in more modern times been discovered to be a sub-

stantial component part of basalt, the grains of which cannot be seen by

the naked eye, and are only detected with the magnetic needle, or by

chemical analysis.
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and comp. Pliny, h. n. xxxili. procem. of mining : imus in

viscera ejus [terrcc] et in sede Manium opes qiicerimus). Most

expositors (Hirz., Ew., Halm, Schlottm., and others) take

TT'bn'b^ adverbially, " to the utmost " or " most closely," but

vid. on eh. xxvi. 10; JT'^^n^ might be used thus adverbial^,

but JT'i'arT^n^ is to be explained according to nxrh'^h, Ezek.

V. 10 (to all the winds).

Ver. 4. Job now describes the operation of mining more

minutely ; and it is worthy of observation that the last-men-

tioned metal, with which the description is closely connected,

is copper, ^n^, which signifies elsewhere a valley, the bed of

a river, and the river itself, like the Arab. d\^ (not from ?ri3

= ?n^, to flow on, as Ges. Tlies. and Fiirst, but from S^^, I'oot

fri to hollow, whence np''n3 = ^pn, a flute, as being a hollowed

musical instrument), signifies here the excavation made in

the earth, and in fact, as what follows shows, in a perpen-

dicular direction, therefore the shaft. Nasse contends for

the signification " valley," by which one might very well con-

ceive of "the working of a surface vein :" "By this mode of

working, a small shaft is made in the vein (consequently in

a perpendicular direction), and the ore is worked from both

sides at once. At a short distance from the first shaft a

second is formed, and worked in the same way. Since thus

the work progresses lengthwise, a cutting becomes formed in

the mountain which may well be compared to a deep valley,

if, as is generally the case where the stone is firm and the

ways are almost perpendicular, the space that is hewn out

remains open (that is, not broken in or filled in)." But if

7113 everywhere else denotes a valley with its w'atercourse, it

has not necessarily a like signification in mining technology.

It signifies, perhaps not without reference to its usual signi-

fication, the shafts open above and surrounded by walls of

rock (in distinction from the more or less horizontal galleries
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or pit-ways, as tliey were cut through the excavated rocks in

the gold mines of Upper Egypt, often so crooked that, as

Diodorus relates, the miners, provided with lights on their

forehead, were always obliged to vary the posture of the body

according to the windings of the galleries) ; and i5"Dy^, away

from him who remains above, shows that one is to imagine these

shafts as being of considerable depth ; but what follows even

more clearly indicates this : there forgotten (Q"'n3!i^i)n with the

demonstrative art. as ch. xxvi. 5, Ps. xviii. 31, xlx. 11, Ges.

§ 109 ad init.) of (every) foot (that walks above), they hang

(comp. Kabb. ^'Y)P, pendulus^) far from men, hang and

swing or are suspended; comp. Pliny, h. n. xxxiii. 4, 21, ac-

cording to Sillig's text: is qui cccdit funibus pendet, ut procul

%7ituenti species ne ferarum qiddeni sed alitum fiat. Pendentes

majori ex jyarte libvant et linias it'incri prceducunt. ^'P'^ has

here the primary signification proper also to the Arab. J J,

deorsiim j^cndcre; and yi3 is related to 113, as nuerc, veveiv, to

nutare. The ""JO of
^.^"J""'?'?,

taken strictly, does not correspond

to the Greek vtto, neither does it form an adverbial secondary

definition standing by itself: far away from the foot; but it

is to be understood, as JD is also used elsewhere after na^^'j,

Deut. xxxi. 21, Ps. xxxi. 13: forgotten out of the mouth,

out of the heart ; here : forgotten away from the foot, so that

this advances without knowing that there is a man beneath

;

therefore: totally vanished from the remembrance of those

who pass by above. ti'iJSio is not to be connected with 1W

(Halm, Schlottm.), but with ^W, for Munach is the represen-

tative of Bchia mugrasch, according to Psalter, ii. 503, § 2 ;

and I^T is regularly Milel, whereas Isa. xxxviii. 14 is Mib^a

1 Vid. Luzzatto on Isa. xviii. 5, where D''^?'??, of the trembling and

quivering twigs, is correctly traced to ^^T = ^^1 ; on the other hand, Isa.

xiv. 19, "in""'J3X is wrongly translated /«)?(/» della fossa, by comparison

with Job xxviii. 3. pj^ does not signify a shaft, still less the lowest

shaft, but stone (rock).
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without any evident reason. The accentuation here follows

no fixed law with equally regulated exceptions (vid. Olsh.

§ 233, c).

Moreover, the perception that ver. 4 speaks of the shaft of

the mine, and the descent of the miners by a rope, is due to

modern exegesis ; even Schultens, who here exclaims : Cim-

merice tenehrcc, quas me exsiqyeraturum vix sperave ausim,

perceived the right thing, but only imperfectly as yet. By
^ru he understands the course or vein of the metal, where it

is embedded; and, since he understands "i3 after the Arab.

'garr, foot of the " mountain, he translates : rumpit (liomo)

alveum de pede montis. Rosenm., on the other hand, cor-

rectly translates : canalem deorsiim actum ex loco quo versatur

homo. Schlottm. understands by IJ the miner himself dwell-

ing as a stranger in his lonehness; and if we imagine to

ourselves the mining districts of the peninsula of Sinai, we

might certainly at once conceive the miners' dwellings them-

selves which are found in the neighbourhood of the shaft in

connection with "irDyo. But in and for itself "IJ signifies

only those settled (above), without the secondary idea of

strangers.

5 The earth—fjvm if cometh forth bread,

And beneath it is turned up like fire.

6 The place of the sapphire are its stones,

And it containeth gold ore.

7 The loay, that no bird of prey knoweth,

And the eye of the hatch hath not gazed at,

8 Which the jyroud beast ofprey hath not trodden.

Over xohich the lion hath not tvalked.

Ver. 5 is not to be construed as Rosenm. ; ad terram quod

attinet, ex qua egreditur panis, quod subtus est subvertitur quasi

igne ; nor with Schlottm. : (they swing) in the earth, out of

which comes bread, which beneath one turns about with fii'e
j

VOL. II. G
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for ver. 5a is not formed so that the Waio of ^''^jinri'i could be

Waw apod., and p.? cannot signify " in the interior of the

earth" as locativus ; on the contrary, it stands in opposition to

n'Tinn, that which is beneath the earth, as denoting the surface

of the earth (the proper name of which is "^91^? from the root

Dl, with the primary notion of a flat covering). They are

two grammatically independent predicates, the first of which

is only the foil of the other : the earth, out of it cometh forth

bread (^n? as Ps. civ. 14), and beneath it (the surface of the

earth) = that which lies beneath it (riTinni only virtually a

subj. in the sense of i^''ni*rinrn, since ""rinri occurs only as a

preposition), is turned about (cornp. the construction of the

sing, of the verb with the piU7\ subj., ch. xxx. 15) as (by) fire

(instar ignis, scil. suhverterdis) ; i.e. the earth above furnishes

nourishment to man, but that not satisfying him, he also digs

out its inward parts (comp. Pliny, Ji. n. xxxiii. proo^m.: in sede

Manium opes quoirimus, tanquam varum henigna fertilique

quaqua calcatur), since this is turned or tossed about (comp.

nsBnPj the special word for the overthrow of Sodom by fire)

by mining work, as when fire breaks out in a house, or even

as when a volcanic fire rumbles within a mountain (Castalio

:

agunt per magna spatia cunicidos et terram subeunt nan sectis

ac ignis facet ut in u^^Jtna et Vesuvio). The reading 1D2

(Schlottm.) instead of 1DD is natural, since fire is really used

to blast the rock, and to separate the ore from the stone ; but,

with the exception of Jerome, who has arbitrarily altered the

text (terra, de qua oriehatur panis in loco sua, igni suLversa

est), all the old translations reproduce "ID3, which even Nasse,

in opposition to von Veltheim, thinks suitable : Man's rest-

less search, which rummages everything through, is compared

to the unrestrainable ravaging fire.

Ver. 6 also consists of two grammatically independent

assertions : the place (bed) of the sapphire is its rock. ^lust

we refer i^ to "i''??, and translate : " and it contains fine dust
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of gold " (Hirz., Umbr., Stick., Nasse) ? It is possible, for

Theoplirastus (p. 692, ed. Schneider') says of the sapphire it

is cocTTrep '^pvaoiraaro'i, as it were covered with gold dust or

grains of gold ; and Pliny, h. n. xxxvii. 9, 38 sq. : Inest ei

(cymio) aliquando et aureus pulvis qualis in sappkiris, in iis

enim aurum punctis conliicet, which nevertheless does not hold

good of the proper sajDphire, but of the azure stone (Icipis

lazuli) which is confounded with it, a variegated species of

which, with gold, or rather with iron pyrites glittering like

gold, is specially valued/ But Scliultens rightly observes

:

vix crediderim, ilium auratilem pidvisculum sapjyhiri pieculiari

mentione dignum ; and Schlottm. : such a collateral definition

to T'2D, expressed in a special clause (not a relative one), has

something awkward about it. On the other hand, 3nT nisyO / TT ;
-

is a perfectly suitable appellation of gold ore. " The earth,

which is in itself black," says Diodorus in the passage quoted

before, " is interspersed with veins of marble, which is of such

pre-eminent wdiiteness, that its brilliance surpasses everything

that glitters, and from it the overseers of the mine prepare

gold with a large number of workmen." And further on, of

the heating of this gold ore he says :
" the hardest auriferous

earth they burn thoroughly in a large fire ; thus they make it

soft, so that it can be worked by the hand." 2nT mDJ? is a

still more suitable expression for such auriferous earth and

ore than for the nuggets of aVi/po? '^pva6<; (i.e. unsmelted)

of the size of a chestnut, which, according to Diodorus, ii. 50,

are obtained in mines in Arabia {fieraWeveTai). But it is

inadmissible to refer V to man, for the clause would then

require to be translated : and gold ore is to him — he has,

while it is the rather intended to be said that the interior of

the earth has gold ore. 1^ is therefore, with Hahn and

Schlottm., to be referred to Dip^ : and this place of the

1 Comp. Quenstedt, Handhuch der Mineralogie (I860), S. 355 and
302.
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sapphire, it contains gold. The poet might have written n^,

but 'h implies that where the sapphire is found, gold is also

found. The following 3''ri3 (with DecJd), together with the

following relative clause, is connected with '^''^^X, or even

with DIpD, which through ver. Gb is become the chief subj.

:

the place of the sapphire and of the gold is the rock of the

bowels of the earth,—a way, which, etc, i.e. such a place is

the interior of the earth, accessible to no living being of the

earth's surface except to man alone. The siglit of the bird

of prey, the ^)V, aero?, and of the i^l^, i.e. the hawk or

kite, reaches from above far and Avide beneath ;
^ the sons of

"J

pride, YD^ (also Talmud, arrogance, /erocw, from T^^= ^jJS.^.^,

to raise one's self, not : fatness, as Meier, after i^^^sJ^i, to be

fat, thick), i.e. the beasts of prey, especially the lion, ?n^ (vid.

on ch. iv. 30, from PntJ'j
J^^j^, to roar, Arab, of the ass, corap.

the Lat. rudere used both of the lion and of the ass), seek

the most secret retreat, and shun no danger ; but the way by

which man presses forward to the treasures of the earth is

imperceptible and inaccessible to them.

9 He layeth Ms hand upon the pehhles

;

He turneth up the mountains from the root.

10 He cutteth canals through the rocJcs

;

And his eye seeth all kinds ofprecious things.

11 That they may not leak, he dammeth up rivers;

And that ivhich is hidden he hringeth to light.

12 But zvisdom, ichence is it obtained ?

A nd xohere is the place of understanding f

Beneath, whither no other being of the upper world pene-

trates, man puts his hand upon the quartz or rock. ti'''ippn

(perhaps from D^n, to be strong, firm ; Arabic, with the re-

^ The rT'N—says the Talmud h. ChulUn, Goh—is in Babylon, and seeth

a carcase in the laud of Israel.
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duplication resolved, chalnubus, like t^''?3J', Arab, 'ancabuth,

vid. Jesurun, p. 229) signifies here the quartz, and in general

the hard stone ; 3 T" HPti^ something like our "to take in hand"
' : T - T O

of an undertaking requiring strong determination and courage,

which here consists in blasting and clearing away the rock

that contains no ore, as Pliny, /^. w. xxxiii. 4, 21, describes it:

Occursant . . . silices; hos hjne et aceto rumpunt, scepiiis vero,

quoniam id cunicidos vapore et fumo strangidat, ccedunt frcic-

tariis CL libras ferri habentibus egeruntque umeris noctibus ac

diebiis per tenebrasproxumis tradentes; lucem novissimi cernunt.

Further: he (man, devoted to mining) overturns (siibvertit

according to the primary signification of IDH, CJJl, l::^U to

turn, twist) mountains from the roots. The accentuation "]Sn

with liebicc mugrasch, ti'TJ'b with Mercha, is false ; it is, ac-

cording to Codd. and old editions, to be accented ^sn with

Tarcha, tJ'lti'D with Munach, and to be translated accordingly

:

subvertit a radice monies (for Munach is the transformation of

a Rebia mugrasch), not a radice montium. Blasting in mining

which lays bare the roots (the lowest parts) of the mountains

is intended, the conclusion of which—the signal for the flight

of the workmen, and the effective crash—is so graphically

described by Pliny in the passage cited above : Peracto ojiere

cervices fornicum ab idtumo cadunt ; dat signum ruina eamqiie

solus intellegit in cacumine ejus montis vigil. Hie voce, nutu

evocari jubet operas j)ariterque ipse devolat. Mons fractus cadit

ab sese longe fragore qui concipi humana mente non possit eque

effl,atu incredibili spectant victores ruinam natures.

The meaning of ver. 10 depends upon the signification of

the I2''"1S';. It is certainly the most natural that it should

signify canals. The word is Egyptian; aur in the language

of the hieroglyphs signifies a river, and especially the Nile

;

wherefore at the close of the Laterculus of Eratosthenes the

name of the king, ^povopco (^^ovopco), is explained by ijroi

NelXa. If water-canals are intended, they may be either
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such as go in or come away. In the first case it may mean

water let in like a cataract over the ruins of the blasted auri-

ferous rock, the corrugi of Pliny: Alius par labor ac vel

majoris impendi: Jlamina ad lavandam hanc ruinam jugis

montlum obiter duxere a centesimo pleriimque lapide ; corrugos

vacant, a corrivatione credo; mille et hie labores. But J^ipli is

not a suitable word for such an extensive and powerful flood-

ing with water for the purpose of washing the gold. It suits

far better to understand the expression of galleries or ways

cut horizontally in the rock to carry the water away. Thus

von Veltheim explains it : " The miner makes Avays through

the hard rock into his section [in which the perpendicular

shaft terminates], guides the water which is found in abun-

dance at that depth through it [i.e. the water at the bottom

of the pit that hinders the progress of the work], and is able

[thus ver. \0h naturally is connected with what precedes] to

judge of the ore and fragments that are at the bottom, and

bring them to the light. This mode of mining by constantly

forming one gallery under the other [so that a new gallery is

made under the pit that is worked out by extending the shaft,

and also freeing this from water by making another outlet

below the previous one] is the oldest of all, of which anything

certain is known in the history of mining, and the most

natural in the days when they had no notion of hydraulics."

This explanation is far more satisfactory than that of Herm.

Sam. Reimarus, of the " Wolfenbiitteler Fragmente " (in his

edition of the Neue Erkl. des B. Hiob, by John Ad. Ploff-

mann, 1734, iv. S. 772) :
" He breaks open watercourses in the

rocks. What the miners call coming upon water, is when

they break into a fissure from which strong streams of water

gush forth. The miner not only knows how to turn such

water to good account, but it is also a sign that there are rich

veins of ore near at hand, as there is the most water by these

courses and fissures. Hence follows : and then his eye sees
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all kinds ofjjrecious tilings." But there is no ground for say-

ing that water indicates rich veins of ore, and Vp3 is much

more appropriate to describe the designed formation of courses

to carry off the Avater than an accidental discovery of water

in course of the work ; moreover, D"'"iS'' is as appropriate to the

former as it is inappropriate to the latter explanation, for it

signifies elsewhere the arms of the Nile, into which the Nile

is artificially divided ; and therefore it may easily be trans-

ferred to the horizontal canals of the mine cut through the

hard rock (or through the upper earth). Nevertheless,

although the water plays an important part in mining opera-

tions, by giving rise to the greatest difficulties, as it frequently

happens that a pit is deluged with water, and must be aban-

doned because no one can get down to it : it is improbable

that ver. 10 as well as ver. 11 refers to this; we therefore

prefer to understand D''"i^<1 as meaning the (horizontal) courses

(galleries or drifts) in which the ore is dug,—a rendering

which is all the more possible, since, on the one hand, in Coptic

jaro (Sahidic jero) signifies the Nile of Egypt (pJiiaro ente

cJiemi) ; on the other, ior (eioor) signifies a ditch, Bicopv^

(comp. Isa. xxxiii. 21, D''nx"', LXX. Bt(t)pv)(^6<i), vid. Ges.

Thes. Thus also ver. 106 is consistently connected with

what precedes, since by cutting these cimicidi the courses

of the ore (veins), and any precious stones that may also be

embedded there, are laid bare.

Ver. 11a. Contrary to the correct indication of the accen-

tuation, Hahn translates : he stops up the droppings of the

watercourses ; ''33'p has Dechi, and is therefore not to be

connected with what follows as a genitive. But Eeimarus'

translation : from the drops he connects the streams, is inad-

missible. " The trickling water," he observes, " is carefully

caught in channels by the miners for use, and is thus brought

together from several parts to the reservoir and the water-

wheel. What Pliny calls comigus, comvatio.^^ On the
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contrary, Sclilottm. remarks that cbn cannot signify such a

connection, i.e. gathering together of watercourses ; it occurs

elsewhere only of uniting, i.e. binding up wounds. Never-

theless, although K^an cannot directly signify '' to collect," the

signification coercere (ch. xxxiv. 17), which is not far from

this idea,—as is evident from the Arab. \j^*.>'^ \w*^h ^ "^^^^^

or sluice for collecting water, and *U]1 ^^.v^sj^:, a reservoir,

cistern,—is easily transferable to water, in the sense of bind-

ing = catching up and accumulating. But it is contrary to

the form of the expression that '•naro, with this use of tJ'in,

should denote the materia ex qua, and that '^i"''^^ should be

referred to the miry ditches in which " the crushed ore is

washed, for the purpose of separating the good from the

worthless."' On the contrary, from the form of the expression,

it is to be translated : a Jletu (not e fletu) fiumina obligat,

whether it be that a Jletu is equivalent to ne Jlent s. stillent

(Simeon Duran : 'bv N?C'), or ohligat equivalent to cohibet

(Ralbag: '^/J['?).
Thus von Veltheim explains the passage,

since he here, as in ver. 10, understands the channels for

carrying off the water. " The miner covers the bottom with

mire, and fills up the crevices so exactly [i.e. he besmears it,

where the channel is broken through, with some water-tight

substance, e.g. clay], that it may entirely carry off the water

that is caught by it out of the pit [in which the shaft termi-

nates], and not let it fall through the fissures [crevices] to

the company of miners below [to the vein that lies farther

down] ; then the miner can descend still deeper [since the

water runs outwards and does not soak through], and bring

forth the ore that lies below the channel." This explanation

overlooks the fact that D"'"iK^ is used in ver. 10, whereas ver. 11

has mini. It is not probable that these are only interchange-

able expressions for the channels that carry off the water.
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D''"iS'' Is an appropriate expression for It, but not niinj, which

as appropriately describes the conflux of water in the mine

itself.

The meaning of ver. 11a is, that he (the miner) binds or

stops the watercourses which his working out of the pit has

Interfered with and injured, so that they may not leak, i.e.

that they may not in the least ooze through, whether by build-

ing up a wall or by collecting the water that streams forth in

reservoirs (Arab, mahbas) or In the channels which carry It

outwards,—all these modes of draining off the water may be

included in ver. 11a, only the channel Itself Is not, with von

Veltheim, to be understood by JTnnj, but the concourse of the

water which. In one way or the other, Is rendered harmless to

the pit-work, so that he (the miner), as ver. lib says, can

bring to light ("iii< = ''^^^) whatever precious things the bowels

of the earth conceals (nppyJii, according to KImchi and others,

with euphonic Mappih, as according to the Masora n"i"i323

Isa. xxviil. 4, H'Oti'J Ezek. xxli. 24, and also ^?i'i Zech. iv. 2,

only "'irn^ ^^ n^i-ipn m«snS, i.e. they have Mappik only for

euphony, not as the expression of the suff.).

With the question In ver. 12 the description of mining

attains the end designed : man can search after and find out

silver, gold, and other metals and precious stones, by making

the foundations of the earth accessible to him ; but wisdom,

whence shall he obtain It, and which (i^r"'^'!? according to

another reading npxi) is the place of understanding? n03nn

has the art. to give prominence to Its transcendency over the

other attainable things. n»3n is the principal name, and n^'^n

Interchanges with it, as njuri, Prov. viii. 1, and other syno-

nyms in which the Chokma literature abounds elsewhere in

Prov. I.-ix. njU is properly the faculty of seeing tlirough

that which is distinguishable, consisting of the possession

of the right criteria; nD3n, however, is the perception, in

general, of things In their true nature and their final causes.
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13 A mortal knoweth not its 2:)rice,

And it is not found in the land of the living.

14 The abyss saith : It is not in me,

And the sea saith : It is not xoith me,

15 Pure gold cannot he given for it,

And silver camiot he weighed as its price

;

16 And it is not outweighed with the fine gold of Ophir,

With the precio7is onyx and the sapphire.

It is self-evident that wisdom is found nowhere directly

present and within a limited space, as at the bottom of the

sea, and cannot be obtained by a direct exchange by means

of earthly treasures. It is, moreover, not this self-evident

fact that is denied here; but the meaning is, that even if a man

should search in every direction through the land of the living,

i.e. (as e.g. Ps. lii. 7) the world—if he should search through

the Dinrij i.e. the subterranean waters that feed the visible

waters (yid. Gen. xlix. 25)—if he should search through the

sea, the largest bounded expanse of this water that wells up

from beneath—yea, even if he would offer all riches and

precious things to put himself in possession of the means and

instruments for the acquirement of wisdom,—wisdom, i.e. the

profoundest perception of the nature of things, would still be

beyond him, and unattainable. '^'^V, ver. 13, an equivalent

(from "niy, to range beside, to place at the side of), inter-

changes with ">''np (from in^j cogn. "in^, 13^, mercari). "liJD

is "IIJD nnr, l Kings vi. 20 and freq., which hardly signifies

gold shut up = carefully preserved, rather : closed = com-

pressed, unmixed ; Targ. pp nn^^ aicrum colatum (^purgatum).

Ewald compares r^sj-^, to seethe, heat ; therefore : heated,

gained by smelting. On the other hand, DHS from 0^3^ J^,

occulere, seems originally to denote that which is precious,

then precious gold in particular, LXX. '^pvaiu) flcf^eip, Cod.
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Vat. and Cod. Sinaitmis, Xwjiip (Egyptized by prefixing the

Egyptian sa, part, district, side, whence e.g. sa-res, the upper

country, and sa-het, the lower country, therefore = sa-ojir,

land of Ophir). DW is translated here by the LXX. ovv^

(elsewhere crapZovv^ or <TupBLO<;), of which Pliny, h. n. xxxvii.

6, 24, appealing to Sudines, says, in gemma esse candorem

unguis liumani similitudinem ; wherefore Knobel, Rodiger,

and others, compare the Arab. ^^, which, however, does not

signify pale, but lean, and parched by the heat, with which,

in hot countries at least, not pallor, but, on the contrary, a

dark brown-black colour, is identified (FL). z*^^-^, striped

(Mich.), would be more appropriate, since the onyx is marked

through by white veins ; but this is a denom. from sahm, a

dart, prop, darted, and is therefore wide of the mark. On
the etymology of "'''20^ vid. Jesuriin, p. 61. Nevertheless

both nn^ and "i"'Bp are perhaps foreign names, as the name

of the emerald (yid. ih. p. 108), which is Indian (Sanskr.

marakata, or even marahtci) ; and, on the other hand, it

is called in hieroglyph (determined by the stone) %iot,

the green stone (in Coptic p. auannese, the green colour)

(Lauth).

The transcendent excellence of wisdom above the most

precious earthly treasures, which the author of the introduc-

tion to the book of Proverbs briefly describes, ch. iii. 14 sq.,

is now drawn out in detail.

17 Gold and glass are not equal to it,

Nor is it exchanged for jeivels of gold.

18 Pearls and crystal are not to he mentioned,

And the acquisition of loisdom is beyond corals.

19 The topaz of Ethiopia is not equal to it.

It is not outweighed by 'pure fine gold.
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20 Whence, then, cometh wisdom,

And ivhich is the place of understandiny ?

Among the separate D''VDn, Prov. iii, 15, which are here

detailed, apart from 3nT, glass has the transparent name
n"'3^3T, or, as it is pointed in Codd., in old editions, and by

Kimchi, ri"'3i3T with Cholem (in the dialects with i instead of

3). Syram. indeed translates crystal, and in fact the ancient

languages have common names for glass and crystal ; but the

crystal is here called ^''^^, which signifies prop., like the Arab.

'gibs, ice ; KpvaTaXKo<i also signifies prop, ice, and this only in

Homer, then crystal, exactly as the cognate rTij]) unites both

significations in itself. The reason of this homonymy lies

deeper than in the outward similarity,—the ancients really

thought the crystal was a product of the cold ; Pliny, xxxvii.

2, 9, says : non alibi certe reperitur quam ubi maxume hibernce

nives rigent, glaciemque esse cerium est, wide nomen Groici

dedere. The Targ. translates K'UJ by Iv^"'"'?? certainly in the

sense of the Arabico-Persic bullur (bulur), which signifies

crystal, or even glass, and moreover is the primary word for

^i]pvWo<;, although the identical Sanskrit word, according to

the laws of sound, vaidurja (Pali, velimja), is, according to

the lexicons, a name of the lapis lazuli (Persic, lagurd).

Of the two words T)V2ii.'] and Q''J''3S, the one appears to mean

pearls and the other corals ; the ancient appellations of these

precious things which belong to the sea are also blended ; the

Persic mergdn (Sanskr. mangara) unites the signification

pearl and coral in itself. The root |S, ^j':, which has the

primary notion of pushing, especially of vegetation (whence ^^>

a branch, shoot, prop, motion ; French, jet), and Lam. iv. 7,

where snow and milk, as figures of whiteness (purity), are

placed in contrast with DT:d as a figure of redness, favour

the signification corals for D'^r^S. The Coptic b'nOui, which
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signifies gemma, favours (so far as it may be compared) corals

rather than pearls. And the fact that n"iDi<"i, Ezek. xxvii. 16,

appear as an Aramaean article of commerce in the market of

Tyre, is more favourable to the signification pearls than

corals ; for the Babylonians sailed far into the Indian Ocean,

and brought pearls from the fisheries of Bahrein, perhaps

even from Ceylon, into the home markets (vid. Layard, JSfew

Discoveries, 536). The name is perhaps, from the Western

Asiatic name of the pearl,^ mutilated and Hebraized.^

The name of the H'ntpQ of Ethiopia appears to be derived

from TOTra^ by transposition ; Pliny says of the topaz, xxxvii.

8, 32, among other passages : Juba Topazum insulam in ruhro

mari a continenti stadiis CCC abesse dicit, nehidosam et idea

qncesitam scepius navigantihus ; ex ea causa nomen accepisse:

^ Vid. Zeitschr. fur d. Kunde des Moi'genlandes, iv. 40f. The recently

attempted explanation of Kop»'h'Kiou from piij (to which x.'hiipo; the rather

belongs), in the primary signification lapillus (Arab. 'garaT), is without

support.

2 Two reasons for cyjD = pearls (in favour of which Bochart com-

pares the name of the pearl-oyster, '^tuux) and niDXI = corals, which

are maintained by Carey, are worthy of remark. (1.) That D''3''3Q does

not signify corals, he infers from Lam. iv. 7, for the redness of corals

cannot be a mark of bodily beauty; " but when I find that there are some

pearls of a slightly reddish tinge, then I can understand and appreciate

the comparison." (2.) That ni?iX"l signifies corals, is shown by the origin

of the word, which properly signifies reem- (wild oxen) horns, which is

favoured by a mention of Pliny, h. n. xiii. 51 : {Tradidere) juncos quoque

lapideos perqiiam similes veris per litora, et in alto quasdam arhusculas

colore huhuli cornus ramosas et cacuminibus rubentes. Although

Pliny there speaks of marine petrified plants of the Indian Ocean (not,

at least in his sense, of corals), this hint of a possible derivation of

nifiSI is certainly surprising. But as to Lam. iv. 7, this passage is to

be understood according to Cant. v. 10 (my friend is DHSI PIV). The

white and red are intended to be conceived of as mixed and overlapping

one another, as our [Germ.] popular poetry speaks of cheeks which

"shine with milk and purple;" and as in Homer, II. iv. 141-146, the

colour of the beautifully formed limbs of Menelaus is represented by the

figure (which appears hideous to us): us B' ots t/j t khi^xuTX -/vv/i (polviKi

ftivii/yi (ebony stained with purple).
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topazin enim Troglodytarum lingua signijicationem habere quce-

rendi. This topaz, however, which is said to be named after

an island of the same name, the Isle of Serpents in Agathar-

chides and Diodorus, is, according to PHny, yellowish green,

and therefore distinct from the otherwise so-called topaz.

To make a candid confession, we grope about everywhere in

the dark here, and the ancient versions are not able to help

us out of our difficulty.^ The poet lays everything under

contribution to illustrate the thought, that the worth of wis-

dom exceeds the w^orth of the most valuable earthly thing;

beside which, in DT3S0 nmn Tj^'O, " the acquisition or posses-

sion (from ^ti'p, cL^c, to draw to one's self, to take hold of)

of wisdom is above corals," there is an indication that,

although not by the precious things of the earth, still in some

way or other, wisdom can be possessed, so that consequently

the question repeated at the end of the strophe will not remain

unanswered. This is its meaning : now if wisdom is not to

be found in any of the places named, and is not to be attained

by any of the means mentioned, whence can man hope to

attain it, and whither must he turn to find it ? for its exist-

ence is certain, and it is an indisputable need of man that he

should partake of it.

'21 It is veiled from the eyes of all living,

And concealed from the fowls of lieaven.

22 Destruction and death say :

With our ears toe heard a report of it.—
23 Elohim understandeth the ivay to it,

1 The Targ. translates DilC' ty p!"n"'3, /S'-joi/AAo.c; T'nD "by Xftntr' (Ja^v

vid. Pott in the Zdtschr.f. K. d. M. iv. 275) ; TD by ppliX, ojlpv^ov
;

niOS"! by p^ijnjD, axulxpoc^ri^ red gold-pigment {vid. Rodiger-Pott, as

just quoted, S. 267) ; ^''ly again by p^n''^ iu the sense of the Arabico-

Persic hullur, Kurd, hellur, crystal ; D'^yjD by pj"lO, /^xpyctphui ; mOD
by Ki5"|^.X^nO (the green pearl); DDD by p^J^a (perhaps {i^tps, 'TriraMv,

in the sense of lamina auri).
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And He— lie knoiceth its place.

24 For He looketh to the ends of the earth,

Under the ivhole heaven He seeth.

No living created being C'D"-'?, as ch. xii. 10, xxx. 23) is

able to answer the question ; even the birds that fly aloft,

that have keener and farther-seeing eyes than man, can give

us no information concerning wisdom ; and the world at least

proclaims its existence in a rich variety of its operations, but

in the realm of Abaddon and of death below (comp. the com-

bination innxi 7lStJ', Prov. XV. 11, aBov koL rov Oavdrou, Apoc.

i. 18) it is known only by an indistinct hearsay, and from

confused impressions. Therefore : no creature, whether in

the realm of the living or the dead, can help us to get wis-

dom. There is but One who possesses a perfect knowledge

concerning wisdom, namely Elohim, whose gaze extends to

the ends of the earth, and who sees under the whole heaven,

i.e. is everywhere present (nnJji, definition of place, not equi-

valent to rinn "it^x ; comp. on ch. xxiv. 9^), who therefore,

after the removal of everything earthly (sub-celestial), alone

remains. And why should He with His knowledge, which

embraces everything, not also know the way and place of

wisdom? Wisdom is indeed the ideal, according to which

He has created the world.

25 When He appointed to the ivind its loeight,

And loeighed the ivater according to a measure,

26 When Fie aptpointed to the rain its law,

And the course to the lightning of the thunder:

27 Then He saio it and declared it,

Took it as a pattern and tested it also,

28 And said to 7nan : Behold, the fear of the Lord is wisdom,

And to depart from evil is understanding.

It is impracticable to attach the inf. T\\^V^^ to ver. 24 as the
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purpose, because it is contrary to tlie meaning; but it is

impossible, according to the syntax, to refer it to ver. 27 as

the purpose placed in advance, or to take it in the sense of

jjerfecturus, because in both instances it ought to have been

jsni instead of Iji^, or at least I3ni with the verb placed first

(vid. ch. xxxvii. 15). But even the temporal use of h in

niJD7 at the turn (of morning, of evening, e.g. Gen. xxiv. 63)

cannot be compared, but nib'y? signifies perjiciendo = quum

perjiceret (as e.<j. 2 Sam. xviii. 29, mittendo = quum mitteret),

it is a gerundival i7if. (Nagelsb. S. 197f, 2d edition) ; and

because it is the past that is spoken of, the modal inf. can be

continued in the per/., Ges. § 132, rem. 2. The thought that

God, when He created the world, appointed fixed laws of

equable and salutary duration, he particularizes by examples

:

He appointed to the wind its weight, i.e. the measure of its

force or feebleness ; distributed the masses of water by mea-

sure ; appointed to the rain its law, i.e. the conditions of its

development and of its beginning ; appointed the way, i.e. origin

and course, to the lightning (ftn from Ttn,jj^, secare). When

He thus created the world, and regulated what was created

by laws, then He perceived Q^^l with He Mappic. according

to the testimony of the Masora) it, wisdom, viz. as the ideal

of all things ; then He declared it, enarravit, viz. by creating

the world, which is the development and realization of its sub-

stance ; then He gave it a place i^3''3n (for which Doderl. and

Ewald unnecessarily read
'^J"'?!?.)>

viz. to create the world after

its pattern, and to commit the arrangement of the world as a

whole to its supreme protection and guidance ; then He also

searched it out or tested it, viz. its demiurgic powers, by

settino; them in motion to realize itself. oixiuA^

If we compare Prov. viii. 22-31 with this passage, we may

say: the n»3n is the divnie ideal-world, the divine imagination

of all tilings before their creation, the complex unity of all
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tlie ideas, which are the essence of created things and the

end of their development. " Wisdom," says one of the old

theologians/ " is a divine imagination, in which the ideas of

the angels and souls and all things were seen from eternity,

not as already actual creatures, but as a man beholds himself

in a mirror." It is not directly one with the Logos, but the

Logos is the demiurg by which God has called the world

into existence according to that ideal which was in the divine

mind. Wisdom is the impersonal model, the Logos the per-

sonal master-builder according to that model. Nevertheless

the notions, here or in the later cognate portion of Scripture,

Prov. viii. 22-31, are not as yet so distinct as the New Testa-

ment revelation of God has first of all rendered possible. Li

those days, when God realized the substance of the no^n, this

eternal mirror of the world, in the creation of the world, He
also gave man the law, corresponding to which iie corre-

sponds to His idea and participates in wisdom. Fearing the

supreme Lord ("p^ only here in the book of Job, one of the

134 ffsTl, i.e. passages, where "'jn« is not merely to be read

instead of nin^, but is actually written^), and renouncing evil

(VI'O I'lDj according to another less authorized mode of writing

yio),—this is man's share of wisdom, this is his relative

wisdom, by which he remains in connection with the absolute.

This is true human ^cXocro^i^, in contrast to all high-flown

and profound speculations ; comp. Prov. iii. 7, where, in like

manner, "fear Jehovah" is placed side by side with " depait

from evil," and Prov. xvi. 6, according to which it is rendered

possible I?"if3 "ilD, to escape the evil of sin and its punishment

by fearing God. " The fear of God is the beginning of wis-

dom" (Prov. i. 7; comp, Ps. cxi. 10) is the symholum, the

motto and uppermost principle, of that Israelitish Chokma,

wdiose greatest achievement is the book of Job, The whole

^ Vid. Jul. Hamberger, Lehre Jak. BUhme's^ S. 55.

- Tid. Buxtorf's Tiberias, p. 215 ; comp. Bar's Psalterium, p. 133,

VOL, II. H
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of ch. xxviii. is a minute panegyric of tins principle, the

materials of which are taken from the far-distant past ; and

it is very characteristic, that, in the structure of the book,

this twenty-eighth chapter is the clasp which unites the half

of the 8ecri9 with the half of the \uc7t9, and that the poet has

inscribed upon this clasp that sentence, "The fear of God
is the beginning of wisdom." But, moreover, Job's closing

speech, which ends in tliis celebration of the praise of the

HD^n, also occupies an important position, which must now

be determined, in the structure of the whole.

After Job has refuted Bildad, and, continuing his descrip-

tion, has celebrated in such lofty strains the majesty of God,

it can hardly be expected that the poet will allow Zophar

to speak for the third time. Bildad is unable to advance

anything new, and Zophar has already tried his utmost to

terrify Job for the second time ; besides. Job's speech fur-

nishes no material for a reply (a motive which is generally

overlooked), unless the controversy were designed to ramble

on into mere personalities. Accordingly the poet allows Job

to address the friends once more, but no longer in the extreme

and excited tone of the previous dialogue, but, since the silence

of the friends must produce a soothing impression on Job,

tempering him to gentleness and forbearance, in a tone of

confession conscious of victory, yet altogether devoid of

haughty triumph,—a confession in which only one single

word of reproach (ch. xxvii. 12b) escapes him. Ch. xxvii.

xxviii. contain this confession—Job's final address to his

friends.

Job once again most solemnly asserts his innocence before

the friends ; all attempts on the part of the friends to entice

or to extort from him a confession which is against his con-

science, have therefore been in vain : joyous and victorious

he raises his head, invincible, even to death, in the conviction

of that which is a fact of his consciousness that cannot be
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got rid of by denial. He is not an evil-doer ; accordingly lie

must stand convicted as an evil-doer who treats him as such.

For although he is not far from death, and is in sore vexation,

he has not manifested the hopelessness and defection from

God in which the evil-doer passes away. Job has indeed

even expressed himself despondingly, and complained of

God's wrath ; but the true essence of his relation to God
came to light in such words as ch. xvi. 19-21, xvii. 9, xix.

25-27. If the friends had not been blind to such brilliant

aspirations of his life in God, how could they regard him as

a godless man, and his affliction as the punishment of such

an one ! His affliction has, indeed, no connection with the

terrible end of the evil-doer. Job here comes before the

friends with the very doctrine they have so frequently ad-

vanced, but infatuated with the foolish notion that it is suited

to his case. He here gives it back to them, to show them

that it is not suited to him. He also does not deny, that in

the rule the evil-doer meets a terrible end, although he has

hitherto disputed the assertion of the friends, because of the

exclusiveness with which it was maintained by them. His

counter-assertion respecting the prosperity of the evil-doer,

which from the beginning was not meant by him so exclu-

sively as the friends meant theirs respecting the misfortune

of the evil-doer, is here indirectly freed from the extreme ap-

pearance of exclusiveness by Job himself, and receives the

necessary modification. Job does not deny, yea, he here

brings it under the notice of the friends, that the sword,

famine, and pestilence carry off the descendants of the evil-

doer, and even himself; that his possessions at length fall

into the hands of the righteous, and contain within themselves

the germ of destruction from the very first ; that God's curse

pursues, and suddenly destroys, the godless rich man himself.

Thus it comes to pass ; for while silver and other precious

things come from the depths of the earth, wisdom, whose
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worth far transcends all earthly treasures, is to be found with

no created being, but is with God alone; and the fear of God,

to avoid evil, is the share of wisdom to which man is directed

according to God's primeval decree.

The object of the section, ch. xxviii., is primarily to confirm

the assertion concerning the judgment that befalls the evil-

doer, ch. xxvii. 13-23 ; the confirmation is, however, at the

same time, according to the delicately laid plan of the poet,

a glorious general confession, in which Job's dialogue with the

friends comes to a close. This panegyric of wisdom (similar

to Paul's panegyric of charity, 1 Cor. xiii.) is the presentation

of Job's predominant principle, and as such, is like a song

of triumph, with which, without vain-glory, he closes the

dialogue in the most appropriate manner. If Job's life has

such a basis, it is not possible that his affliction should be the

punishment of an ungodly man. And if the fear of God is

the wisdom appointed to man, he also teaches himself that,

though unable to see through the mystery of his affliction,

he must still hold on to the fear of God, and teaches the

friends that they must do the same, and not lay themselves

open to the charge of injustice and uncharitableness towards

him, the suffering one, in order to solve the mystery. Job's

conclusion, which is first intended to show that he who does

not fear God is overtaken by the merited fate of a fool who

rebels against God's moral government, shows at the same

time that the afflictive lot of those who fear God must be

judged of in an essentially different manner from that of the

ungodly.

We may imagine what impression these last words of Job

to the friends must have made upon them. Since they wei'e

obliged to be silent, they will not have admitted that they

are vanquished, although the drying up of their thoughts, and

their involuntary silence, is an actual proof of it. But does

Job make them feel this oppressively? Now that they are
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become so insignificant, does lie read them a severe lecture ?

does lie in general act towards them as vanquished? No
indeed, but solemnly, and without vaunting himself over his

accusers, he affirms his innocence; earnestly, but in a winning

manner, he admonishes them, by tempering and modifying

what was vehement and extreme in his previous replies. He
humbly submits himself to the divine wisdom, by setting the

fear of God, as man's true wisdom, before himself and the

friends as their common aim. Thus he utters " the loftiest

words, which must surprise the opponents as they exhibit

liim as the not merely mighty, but also wonderfully calm

and modest conqueror, who here for the first time wears the

crown of true victory, v.hen, in outward victory conquering

himself, he struggles on towards a more exalted clearness of

perception."

JoUs Monologue.—Chap, xxix.-xxxi.

First Part.—Chap. xxix.

Sche7na: 10.8.8.6. G. 11.

[Then Job continued to take up his proverb, and said
:]

2 that I had months like the times of yore,

Like the days ichen Eloali protected me,

3 When He, when His lamp, shone above my head,

By His light I xoent about in the darkness

;

4 As I ivas in the days of my vintage.

When the secret of Eloah was over my tent,

5 When the Almighty loas still loith me.

My children round about me

;

6 When my steps were bathed in cream,

And the rock beside me poured forth streams of oil.

Since the optative ]'!!}T'''9 (comp. on ch. xxiii. 3) is connected

with the ace. of the object desired, ch. xiv. 4, xxxi. 31, or of
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that respecting which anything is desired, ch. xi. 5, it is in

itself possible to explain : who gives (makes) me like the

months of yore ; but since, when ''Jp.'^r"''? occurs elsewhere,

Isa. xxvii. 4, Jer. ix. 1, the suff. is meant as the dative

(= "•?
iri''"''^, ch. xxxi. 35), it is also here to be explained

:

wlio gives me (= O that one would give me, O that I had)

like {instar) the months of yore, i.e. months like those of the

past, and indeed those that lie far back in the past; for

^li?"''D"}! means more than 1"i3y ("lt^'^5) D'^nT. Job begins to

describe the olden times, that he wishes back, with the virtu-

ally genitive relative clause :
" when Eloah protected me

"

(Ges. § 116, 3). It is impossible to take i^'^^ as Iliph.:

when He caused to shine (Targ. n''ril"injS3)
; either i?'"!??

(Olsh.) or even i?n3 (Ew. in his Comm.) ought to be read

then. On the other hand, i^n can be justified as the form

for inf. Kal of ??n (to shiire, vicl. ch. xxv. 5) with a weaken-

ing of the a to ^ (Ew. § 255, a), and the suff. may, according

to the syntax, be taken as an anticipatory statement of the

object : when it, viz. His light, shone above my head ; comp.

Ex. ii. 6 (him, the boy), Isa. xvii. 6 (its, the fruit-tree's,

branches), also xxix. 23 (he, his children) ; and Ew. § 309, c,

also decides in its favour. Nevertheless it commends itself

still more to refer the svff. of vn3 to il'i-'jJ? (comp. Isa. Ix. 2,

Ps. 1. 2), and to take iip as a corrective, explanatory per-

mutative : when He, His lamp, shone above my head, as we

have translated. One is at any rate reminded of Isa. Ix. in

connection with ver. 3 ; for as pnn corresponds to vr\V there,

so TWvh corresponds to T})^. in the 3d ver. of the same : by

His light I walked in darkness ("H^n locative = 'H^'^?), i-e.

rejoicing in His light, which preserved me from its dangers

(straying and falling).

In ver. 4 "itf'?<3 is not a particle of time, but of comparison,

which was obliged here to stand in the place of the 3, which

is used only as a preposition. And "'S'ln (to be written thus,
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not ^=^n with an aspirated s) may not be translated " (ni the

days) of my spring," as Symm. iv vi^epa^^ ^^orvro, fwv, Jer.

dUhus adolescenti. me., and Targ. ^n..nn .O.B, whether .t be

that msnn here signifies the point, a/c/.i) (from ^^n, u_?^,

acuere\ or the early time (spring time, from ^nn, .^^,

carpere). For in reference to agriculture ^T can certamly

signify the early half of the year (on this, vid. Genesis,

8^270), inasmuch as sowing and ploughing time m Pales-

tine and Syria is in November and December; wherefore

^ ^ signifies the early rain or autumn ram; and m ial-

mudic, ^nn, premature (ripe too early), is the opposite of

^.., late, but the derivatives of ^nn only obtam this sigmfi-

cadon connotatvce, for, according to its proper signification,

K(n (^ ^ with other forms) is the gathering time, x.e. the

time of '^e fruit harvest (syn. n^D«), while the Hebr. n^ns

(3X) corresponds to the spring in our sense. If Job meant

his' youth, he would have said >?« ^^^?, or something simdar

;

but as ver. bh shows, he meant his manhood, and this he calls

his autumn as the season of maturity, or rather of the abun-

dance of fruits (Schult. : (Btatem mrilem suis fructihus fmtum

et exuherantum),^ which, according to Olympiodorus, ako with

ore .'^1^ i-m^piecv 6Sov, (perhaps KapTrov,) of the LXX., is

what is intended. Then the blessed fellowship of Eloah (IID,

familiarity, confiding, unreserved intercourse, Ps. Iv. 15, Prov.

iii. 32, comp. Ps. XXV. 14) ruled over his tent; the Almighty

1 The fresh vegetation, indeed, in hotter districts (.,.
'-^^^^f^l^^

the Jordan and Euphrates) begins with the arrjva ofthe - ^^"^^
--^J

bnt the real spring (comp. Cant. ii. 11-13) only
^f-'^'^^'^'Z'';^^

eauinox and still later on the mountains. On the contiary, the late

summer' r^, which passes over into the autumn, ^nh, is the season for

^atherinc^ the fruit. The produce of the fields, garden fruit, and grapes

St belore commencement of the proper autumn; some when

h'eland can be irrigated) summer ^^'^^^^^ .^'O'^^^^^^^ :^^:ilX
melons, in like manner olives and dates, ripen m -"^umn Th rdore th^

translakon, in the days of my autumn ("of my harvest ),
i. the only
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was still with him (protecting and blessing him), His 2''"}y3

were round about him. It certainly does not mean servants

(Raschi : Tnw'D), but children (as ch. i. 19, xxiv. 5) ; for one

expects the mention of the blessing of children first of all

(Ps. cxxvii. 3 sqq., cxxviii. 3). His steps (T?!!?, air Xey.) bathed

then nonn = nsnna, di. xx. 17 (as n^t^^n^N^', 1 Sam. i. 17,

and possibly ni.l = njxa), and the rocks poured forth, close by

him, streams of oil (a figure which reminds one of Deut.

xxxii. 13). A rich blessing surrounded him wherever he

tarried or went, and flowed to him wonderfully beyond

desire and comprehension.

7 When I loent forth to tlie, gate of the citjj,

Prepared my seat in the marlcet,

8 Then the young men hid themselves as soon as they sato me,

And the aged rose vp, remained standing,

9 PAlices refrained from speaking,

Ami laid their hand on their mouth.

10 The voice of the nobles ivas hidden,

And their tongue clave to their palate.

When he left the bounds of his domain, and came into the

city, he was everywhei'e received with the profoundest re-

spect. From the facts of the case, it is inadmissible to trans-

late quuni egrederer j^ortam after Gen. xxxiv. 24, comp.

infra, ch. xxxi. 34, for the district where Job dwelt is to be

correct one. If ''Sin were intended here in a sense not used elsewhere,

it might signify, according to the Arabic with
'J^,

" (in the days) of my

prosperity," or " my power," or even with j;^,
" (in the days) of my youth-

ful vigour ; " for charafat are rash words and deeds, charfdn one who
says or does anything rash from lightness, the feebleness of old age, etc

(according to Wetzst., very common words in Syria) ; S]"in or f]in, there-

fore, the thoughtlessness of youth, J^5^> i-e. the rash desure of domg

something great, which ni^^ C'Djn Plin (Judg. v. 18). But it is most

secure to go back to ?]-in, t—i-:^, carpcre, viz. fructus.
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thought of as being without a gate. True, he did not dwell

with his family in tents, i.e. pavilions of hair, but in houses
;

he was not a nomad (a wandering herdsman), or what Is the

same thing, a Beduin, otherwise his children would not have

been slain in a stone house, eh. i. 19. "The daughter of the

duck," says an Arabian proverb, " is a swimmer," and the son

of a Beduin never dwells in a stone house. Pie was, how-

ever, also, not a citizen, but a hadari Q'^^^), i.e. a permanent

resident, a large landowner and husbandman. Thus there-

fore "ly?^ (for which Ew. after the LXX. reads inc' : " when

1 went up early in the morning to the city") is locative, for

nny'tJ' (comp. nnb'ri «v, go out into the field. Gen. xxvii. 3)

:

when he went forth to the gate above the city ; or even, since

it is natural to imagine the city as situated on an eminence

:

up to the city (so that nXT^' includes in itself by implication

the notion of J^^^V) ; not, however : to the gate near the city

(Stick., Plahn), since the gate of a city is not situated near

the city, but is part of the city itself. The gates of cities

and large houses in Western Asia are vaulted entrances,

with large recesses on either side, where people congregate

for business and negotiations.^ Tlie open space at the gate,

which here, as in Neh. viii. 1, 3, 16, is called ^inn^ i.e. the

open space within the gate and by the gate, was the forum

(ch. v. 4).

Ver. 8. When Job came hither to the meeting of the

tribunal, or the council of the elders of the city, within

which he had a seat and a voice, the young men hid them-

selves, conscious of his presence (which elpofjuivrj Xe^ec, or, is

expressed paratactically instead of as a period), i.e. they

retii'ed into the background, since they feared his look of

salutation;^ and old men (hoary heads) stood up, remained

^ Vid. Layard, New Discoveries^ p. 57.

^ Comp. jer. ScheJcalim ii. 5 (in Pinner's Compendium des Thalmud,

S. 58) :
" R. Jocbanan was walking and leaning upon R, Cliija bar-Abba,
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standing (acrvvSiT(o<i, as ch. xx. 19, xxviii. 4). Dip signifies

to stand up, I^V to advance towards any one and remain

standing (comp. vol. i. 357, note 1). They rose in order not

to seat themselves until he was seated. D''"iti' are majrnates

(proceres) of the city. These D7D3 n^V, coliihehant verba (ni'J?

with Beth of the obj., as ch. iv. 2, xii. 15), and keeping a

respectful silence, they laid their hand on their mouth (comp.

xxi. 5). All stepped back and desisted from speaking before

him: The speech of illustrious men (2'''}''J3 from ^^'^, iX^jj, to

be visible, pleasant to the sight, comp. supra, p. 91) hid itself

(not daring to be heard), and the tongue of the same clave

(motionless) to their palate. We do not translate : as to the

voice illustrious men hid themselves, for it is only the appear-

ance prodaced by the attractional construction [Ges. § 148, 1]

that has led to the rendering of nn''3:i~!51p as an ace. of closer

definition (Schult., Hahn : quod ad vocein eminentium, com-

p)rimehantur'). The verb is construed with the second member

of the genitival expression instead of with the first, as with

"iSDD, ch. XV. 20, xxi. 21, xxxviii. 21, and with C^'^*^, ch.

xxii. 12 ; a construction which occurs with pip not merely in

such exclamatory sentences as Gen. iv. 10, Isa. lii. 8, but

also under other conditions, 1 Kings i. 41, comp. xiv. 6.

This may be best called an attraction of the predicate by the

second member of the compound subject, like the reverse in-

stance, Isa. ii. 11 ; and it is sometimes found even where this

second member is not logically the more important. Thus

Ew. transl. : " the voice of the nobles hides itself
;

" whereas

Olsh., wrongly denying that the partt. in passages like Gen.

iv. 10, 1 Kings i. 41, are to be taken as predicative, wishes to

R. Eliezer perceived him and bid himself from him (""JOpiD n? lODOl)-

Theu said R. Jochanan: This Babylonian insulted him (R. Chija) by

two things ; first that he did not salute him, and then that he hid him-

self. But R. Jakob bar-Idi answered liim, it is the custom with them

for the less not to salute the greater,—a custom which confirms Job's

words : Youui? men saw me and hid themselves."

I
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read X^PIJ, which is the more inadmissible, as even the choice

of the verb is determined by the attractional construction.

The strophe which follows tells how it came to pass that

those in authority among the citizens submitted to him, and

that on all sides the people were zealous to show him tokens

of respect.

11 For an ear heard, and called me happy

;

And an eye saio, and bear loitness to me :

12 For I rescued the sufferer ivho cried for help,

And the orphan, and Mm that had no helper.

13 27te blessing of him that luas ready to perish came upon me,

And I made the toidoios heart rejoice.

14 Iput on justice, and it put me on;

As a robe and turban loas my integrity.

Thus imposing was the impression of his personal appear-

ance wherever he appeared; for (^3 explic.) the fulness of

the blessing of the possession of power and of prosperity whicli

he enjoyed was so extraordinary, that one had only to hear of

it to call him happy, and that, especially if any one saw it

with his own eyes, he was obliged to bear laudatory testimony

to him. T\\Q futt. consec. affirm what was the inevitable con-

sequence of hearing and seeing ; T'^Hj seq. ace, is used like

T'jTn in the signification of laudatory recognition. The ex-

pression is not brachylogical for v IJJni (yid. on ch. xxxi. 18)

;

for from 1 Kings xxi. 10, 13, we perceive that T'yn with the

ace. of the person signifies to make any one the subject of asser-

tion, whether he be lower or higher in rank (comp. the New
Testament word, especially in Luke, ixaprvpeiaOai). It was,

however, not merely the outward manifestation of his unusual

prosperity which called forth such admiration, but his active

benevolence united with the abundant resources at his com-

mand. For where there was a sufferer who cried for help,

he relieved him, especially orphans and those who had no
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helper, v "iT'yt^pl is either a new third object, or a closer

definition of what precedes : the orphan and (in this state of

orphanhood) helpless one. The latter is more probable both

here and in the Salomonic primary passage, Ps. Ixxii. 12; in

the other case 'h "iiyps "itJ'XI might be expected.

Ver. 13. The blessing (n?"!^ with closely closed penult.) of

those who stood on the brink of destruction 0?^'^, interiturus,

as ch. xxxi. 11), Prov. xxxi. 6), and owed their rescue to him,

came upon him ; and the heart of the widow to whom he gave

assistance, compensating for the assistance of her lost husband,

he filled with gladness (T^y} causative, as Ps. Ixv. 9). For the

primary attribute, the fundamental character of his way of

thinking and acting, was P"]^*, a holding fast to the will of God,

which before everything else calls for sympathizing love

(root pTiy jjJuff, to be hard, firm, stiff, e.g. 7m}n\\-un saJq-im,

according to the Kamus : a hard, firm, straight spear), and

tDSt/'Pj judgment and decision in favour of right and equity

against wrong and injustice. Righteousness is here called

the garment which he put on (as Ps. cxxxii. 9, comp. Isa.

xi. 5, lix. 17), and right is the robe and tui'ban with which

he adorns himself (comp. Isa. Ixi. 10) ; as by Arabian poets

noble attributes are also called garments, which God puts on

any one, or which any one puts on himself (albasa).^ Right-

eousness is compared to the C*12^ (corresponding to the thob,

i.e. garment, indusium, of the nomads) which is worn on the

naked body, justice to the
^''^V,

a magnificent turban (corre-

sj)onding to the kefije, consisting of a thick cotton cloth, and

fastened with a cord made of camel's hair), and the magnificent

robe (corresponding to the second principal article of clothing,

the \ibd). The LXX., Jer., Syr., and Arab, wrongly refer

^ In Beidhawi, if I remember rightly, this expression occurs once,

fear of God."

t_>.iCOi (jwUJj c .w\J.l^> i.e. " clothing one's self in the armour of the
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''JK'37*\ to "LJat^'b of tlie second half of the verse, while, on the

contrary, it is said of plV, pe?' antanaclasin, that Job put this

on, and this in turn put Job on, induit; for "'JtJ'a?''!, as the

usage of the language, as we have it, elsewhere shows, does

not signify: it (righteousness) clothed me well (Umbr.),

or : adorned me (Ew., Vaih.), also not : it dressed me out

(Schlottm.), but only: it put me on as a garment, i.e. it made

me so its own, that my wdiole appearance was the representa-

tion of itself, as in Judg. vi. 34 and twice in the Chronicles, of

the Spirit of Jehovah it is said that He puts on any one, induit,

when He makes any one the organ of His own manifestation.

15 I loas eyes to the blind,

And feet was I to the lame.

16 I toas a father to the needy,

And the cause of the unknoivn Ifound out,

17 And broke the teeth of the loicked.

And I cast the spoil forth out of his teeth.

The less it is Job's purpose here to vindicate himself before

the friends, the more forcible is the refutation which the

accusations of the most hard-hearted uncharitableness raised

against him by them, especially by Eliphaz, ch. xxii., find

everywhere here. His charity relieved the bodily and spiri-

tual wants of others—eyes to the blind (1?!?? with Pathach),

feet to the lame. A father was he to the needy, which is

expressed by a beautiful play of words, as if it were : the

carer for the care-full ones ; or what perhaps corresponds to

the primary significations of 2K and li''2Nl:i the protector of

1 There is an old Arabic defective verb, ^^^ whicli signifies " to seek

an asylum for one's self," e.g. ana iaj, I come as one seeking protection,

a suppliant, in the usual language synon. of J»^t.\ and thereby indicat-

ing its relationship to the Hebr. ^12, perhaps the root of n''2 (D''n2), the

n of which would then not be a radical letter, but, as according to Ges.
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those needing (seeking) protection. The unknown he did not

regard as those who Avere nothing to him, but went unselfishly

and impartially into the ground of their cause. "•Jjin^^'' is an

attributive clause, as ch. xviii. 21, Isa. Iv. 5, xli. 3, and freq.,

with a personal obj. {eorum) quos non noveram, for the trans-

lation causam quam nesciebcmi (Jer.) gives a tame, almost

meaningless, thought. With reference to the suff. in in^i^nN,

on the form ehu used seldom by Waio consec. (ch. xii. 4), and

Thes. in n^T, used only in the forming of the word, and the original

meaning would be " a refuge." Traced to a secondary verb, rQX (pro-

perly to take up the fugitive, qahila-l-Uja) springing from this primitive

verb, 3j< would originally signify a guardian, protector ; and from the

fact of this name denoting, according to the form ^sya, properly in general

the protecting power, the ideal femin. in rii2N (Arab, abaicai) and the

Arabic dual ahawain (properly both guardians), which embraces father

and mother, would be explained and justified. Thus the rare phenomenon
that the same nns signifies in Hcbr. " to be willmg," and in Arab. " to

refuse," would be solved. The notion of taking up the fugitive would

have passed over in the Hebrew, taken according to its positive side, into

the notion of being willing, i.e. of receiving and accepting (72p, qahila,

e.g. 1 Kings xx. 8, naXH nb = la taqbal) ; in the Arabic, however,

taken according to its negative side, as refusing the fugitive to his pur-

suer, into that of not being willing ; and the usage of the language favours

this: ahaliu 'alelJd, he protected him against (l^J"-*^) the other (refused

him to the other) ; >\ =
l<;'1<,

protected, inaccessible to liim who

longs for it ; <^y 1, the protection, i.e. the retention of the milk in the
" *

udder. Hence JV2X, from the Hebrew signif. of the verb, signifies one

who desires anything, or a needy person, but originally (inasmuch as

n3X is connected with >) one who needs protection ; from the Arabic

signif. of i^jI, one who restrains himself because he is obliged, one to

whom what he wants is denied. To the Arab, ibja (defence, being

hindered) corresponds in form the Hebr. n3S, according to which

n3S nVJX, ch. ix. 2G, may be understood of ships, which, with all sails

set and in all haste, seek the sheltering harbour before the approaching

storm. We leave this suggestion for further research to sift and prove.

More on ch. xxxiv. 3G.

—

Wktzst.
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by the vnper. (ch. xl. 11 sq.), chiefly with a solemn calm tone

of speech, vid. E\v. § 250, c. Further : He spared not to

render wrong-doers harmless, and snatched from them what

they had taken from others. The cohortative form of the

fut. consec, mzi^'j^l^j has been discussed already on ch. i. 15,

xix. 20. The form riiy^nn is a transposition of fli^Jji^^, to

render it more convenient for pronunciation, for the Arab.

^S?, efferre se, whence a secondary form, «Jj, although used

of the appearing of the teeth, furnishes no such appropriate

primary signification as the Arab, cjj, pungei^e, mordere,

whence a secondary form, k^ ; the ^thiopic maltdht, jaw-

bone (jnaxilla), also favours nyn^D as the primary form. He
shattered the grinders of the roguish, and by moral indigna-

tion against the robber he cast out of his teeth what he had

stolen.

18 Then I thought : With my nest 1 shall expire,

And like the phoenix, have a long life.

19 My root loill he open for loater,

And the dew will lodge in my branches.

20 Mine honour ivill remain ever fresh to me,

And my hoiv loill become young in my hand.

In itself, ver. 18Z> might be translated : " and like to the

sand I shall live many days" (Targ., Syr., Arab., Saad.,

Gecat., Luther, and, among moderns, Umbr,, Stick., Vaih.,

Hahn, and others), so that the abundance of days is compared

to the multitude of the grains of sand. The calculation of

the immense total of grains of sand (atoms) in the world was,

as is known, a favourite problem of antiquity ; and in the

Old Testament Scriptures, the comprehensive knowledge of

Solomon is compared to " the sand upon the sea-shore,"

1 Kings V. 9,—how much more readily a long life reduced to

days! comp. Ovid, J/etom. xiv. 136-138: quot haberet corpora

pulvis, tot mihi natales contingere vana rogavi. We would
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willingly decide ia favour of this rendering, which is admis-

sible in itself, although a closer definition like D^n is wanting

by ^in3, if an e!xtensive Jewish tradition did not secure the sig-

nification of an immortal bird, or rather one rising ever anew

from the dead. The testimony is as follows : (1) h. Sanhedrin

lOSb, according to which 7in is only another name for the

bird N3^K'"i"i«,^ of which the fable is there recorded, that when

Noah fed the beasts in the ark, it sat quite still in its com-

partment, that it might not give more trouble to the patriarch,

who had otherwise plenty to do, and that Noah wished it on

this account the reward of immortality (man i6l Xiyn NH'').

(2) That this bird ijin is none other than the phoenix, is put

beyond all doubt by the Midrashim (collected in the Jalkut on

Job, § 517). There it is said that Eve gave all the beasts to

eat of the fruit of the forbidden tree, and that only one bird,

the f'ln by name, avoided this death-food: "it lives a thousand

years, at the expiration of which time fire springs up in its

nest, and burns it up to about the size of an egg ; " or even :

that of itself it diminishes to that size, from which it then

grows up again and continues to live (nTll D''"I3''S ^njriDI iTini).

(3) The Masora observes, that 7in3 occurs in two different

^ The name is a puzzle, and does not accord with any of the mytliical

birds mentioned in tlie Zendavesta {vid. Windischmann, ZoroastriscJie

Studien^ 1863, S. 93). Wliat Lewysohu, Zoologie des Talmuds^ S. 353,

brings forward from the Greek by way of explanation is untenable. The

name of the bird, Vdreslia, in an obscure passage of the Bundehesch

in "Windischmann, ih. S. 80, is similar in sound. Probably, however,

Krt^'"i1X is one and the same word as Simurj, which is composed of si

(= sui) and 7mirg, a bird (Pehlvi and Parsi mru). This si (s?h) corre-

sponds to the Vedic ^jena, a falcon, and in the Zend form, gaena (gina),

is the name of a miraculous bird ; so that consequently Simurg = Sinmurg,

Parsi Cinamru, signifies the Si- or Ci;/a-bird (comp. Kuhn, Herahkuvft

des Feuers. 1859, S. 125). In i^iii^'TiJ^ the two parts of the composition

seem to be revei-sed, and "iix to be corrupted from -|io. Moreover, the

Simurg is like the phoenix only in the length of its life ; another mytho-

logical bird, Kuknus, on the other hand (vid. the art. Phonix in Ersch u.

Gruber), resembles it also in rising out of its own. ashes.
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significations ("JC'^^ '''^^)) since In the present passage it does

not, as elsewhere, signify sand. (4) Ki^mchl, in his Lex., says:

" in a correct Jerusalem MS. I found the observation : p"ii:ja

\^2"ij;d!5 D^nni •'pmn:^, i.e. ^^n^l according to the Nehardean

(Babylonian) reading, ^insi according to the western (Palestine)

reading;" according to which, therefore, the Babylonian Maso-

retic school distinguished ?in31 in the present passage from

^inm, Gen. xxll. 17, even in the pronunciation. A conclusion

respecting the great antiquity of this lexical tradition may be

drawn (5) from the LXX., which translates waTrep ariXe-

yo? ^oLViico<;, whence the Italic sicut arhor pahnce, Jerome

sicut jjcdma.

If we did not know from the testimonies quoted that bin is

the name of the phoenix, one might suppose that the LXX.
has explained hnai according to the Arab. nacJil, the palm,

as Schultens does ; but by a comparison of those testimonies,

it is more probable that the translation was wairep J)olvl^

originally, and that coairep crreXeT^o? ^olvlko'^ is an interpola-

tion, for (poiVi^ signifies both the immortal miraculous bird

and the inexhaustibly youthful palm.^ We have the reverse

case in TertuUIan, de resw^rectione carnis, c. xlil., which

explains the passage In Psalms, xcli. 13, ScKaio'i &>? ^olvt^

dv6r]aet, according to the translation Justus velut 2y^i-ceniv

florehit, of the cdes orientis or avis Arahice, which symbolizes

^ According to Ovid, Metam. xv. 396, the phoenix makes its nest in

the palm, and according to Plinj, li. n. xiii. 42, it has its name from the

palm : Phcenix putatur ex hiijus palmie argumento nomen accepisse, iterum

mori etc renasci ex se ipsa ; vid. A. Hahmann, Die Dattelpalme, Hire Namen
unci Hire Verehrung in der alien Welt, in the periodical Bonplandia^

1859, Nr. 15, 16. Masius, in his studies of nature, has very beauti-

fully described on what ground " the intelligent Greek gave a like name
to the fabulous immortal bird that rises again out of its own ashes,

and the palm which ever renews its youth." Also comp. (Heimsdbrfer's)

Christliche Kunstsymbolik, S. 26, and Augusti, Beitrage zur cliristl.

Kunst-Geschichte und Liturgik, Bd. i. S. 106-108, but especially Piper,

Myihologie der christl. Kunst (1817), i. 446f.

VOL, ir. I
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man's immortality.^ Both figures, that of the phoenix and

that of the pahn, are equally appropriate and pleasing in the

mouth of Job ; but apart from the fact that the palm every-

where, where it otherwise occurs, is called "i^J^, this would be

the only passage where it occurs in the book of Job, which, in

spite of its richness in figures taken from plants, nowhere men-

tions the palm,—a fact which is perhaps not accidental.^ On
the contrary, we must immediately welcome a reference to the

Arabico-Egyptian myth of the phoenix, that can be proved, in

a book which also otherwise thoroughly blends things Egyptian

with Arabian, and the more so since (6) even the Egyptian

language itself supports bin or P^n as a name of the phoenix;

for AAAflH, AAAOH is explained in the Coptico-Arabic

glossaries by es-semendei (the Arab, name of the phoenix, or

at least a phoenix-like bird, that, like the salamander, semendar,

cannot be burned), and in Kircher by avis Indica, species

Phoenkis.^ h'\n is Hebraized from this Egyptian name of the

^ Not without reference to Clemens Romanus, in his J. Ep. ad Corinth.

c. XXV., according to whicli the phceuix is an Arabian bird, -vvbich lives

five hundred years, then dies in a nest which it builds of incense, myrrh,

and spices, and leaves behind it the larva of a young bird, which, when

grown up, brings the nest with the bones of its father and places it upon

the altar of the sun at the Egyptian Heliopolis. The source of this is

Herodotus ii. 73 (who, however, has an egg of myrrh instead of a nest

of myrrh) ; and Tacitus, Ann. vi. 28, gives a similar narrative. Lactan-

tius gives a different version in his poem on the pho3uix, according to

which this, the only one of its race, " built its nest in a country that

remained untouched by the deluge." The Jewish tragedy writer, Eze-

kielos, agrees more nearly with the statement of Arabia being the home

of the phoenix. In his drama 'Egseywy-^, a spy sent forward before the

pilgrim band of Israel, he states that among other things the phoenix

was also seen ; vid. my Gescli. der jud. Poesie, S. 219.

2 Without attempting thereby to explain the phenomenon observed

above, we nevertheless regard it as worthy of remark, that in general the

palm is not a common tree either in Syria or in Palestine. " At present

there are not in all Syria five hundred palm-trees ; and even in olden

times there was no quantity of palms, except in the valley of the Jordan,

and on the sea-coast."

—

Wetzst.

3 Vid, G. Seyffarth, Die Phoenix-Periode, Deutsclie Morgcnldnd. Zcitschr.
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phoenix ; tlie word signifies rotation (comp. Arab, haul, the

year; haula, round about), and is a suitable designation of

the bird that renews its youth periodically after many centu-

ries of life : qiux reparat seque ipsa reseminat ales (Ovid), not

merely beginning a new life, but also bringing in a new great

year : conversionein anni magni (Pliny) ; in the hieroglyphic

representations it has the circle of the sun as a croAvn. In

the full enjoyment of the divine favour and blessing, and in

the consciousness of having made a right use of his prosperity,

Job hoped (j)OivtKo<; err] j3iovv (Lucian, Hermot. 53), to use a

Greek expression, and to expire or die ''3|?"Dy, as the first half

of the verse, now brought into the right light, says. Looking

to the form of the myth, according to which Ovid sings

:

Quassa cumfulvd suhstravit cinnama myrrhd^

Se super imponit Jinitque in odoribus mvum,

it might be translated : together with my nest (Umbr., Hirz.,

Hlgst.) ; but with the wish that he may not see any of his

dear ones die before himself, there is at the same time con-

nected the wish, that none of them should survive him, which

is in itself unnatural, and diametrically opposed to the cha-

racter of an Arab, who in the presence of death cherishes the

twofold wish, that he may continue to live in his children (a

proverb says : men clialaf el-iveled el-fdlih. ma mat, he who

leaves a noble child behind him is not dead), and that he

may die in the midst of his family. Expressing this latter

wish, ""Jp'Dy signifies : with = in my nest, i.e. in the bosom

of my family, not without reference to the phoenix, which,

according to the form of the myth in Herodotus, Pliny,

Clemens, and others, brings the remains of its father in a

iii. (1849) 63 ff., according to which alloe (Hierogl. Icoli) is the name of

the false phoenis without head-feathers ; hene or heni (Hierogl. hnno) is

the name of the true phoenix with head-feathers, and the name of the

palm also. Alloc, which accords with 7"in, is qiiite secured as a name of

the phoenix.
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nest or egg of myrrh to Heliopolis, into the sacred precincts

of the temple of the sun, and thus pays him the last and

highest tribute of respect. iV different but similar version is

given in Horapollo ii. 57, according to which the young bird

came forth from the blood of its sire, avv rep 'irarpl TTopeverat

€69 TTjv HXiov TToXiv T')]V iv AlyvTrTfp, 09 Kol '7Tapa'-/evo[jbevo<;

eicel ci/xa rfj rj\iov avajoXy reXevra. The father, therefore,

in death receives the highest tribute of filial respect ; and it is

this to which the hope of being able to die with (in) his nest,

expressed by Job, refers.

The following substantival clause, ver. 19a, is to be under-

stood as future, like the similar clause, ver. 16a, as perfect

:

my root—so I hoped—will remain open (unclosed) towards

the water, i.e. it will never be deficient of water in Its vicinity,

that it may plentifully supply the stem and branches with

nourishment, and dew will lodge on my branches, i.e. will

descend nightly, and remain upon them to nourish them.

Y^ (corresponding to the Arab, ila, originally ilai) occurs

only in the book of Job, and here for the fourth and last

time (comp. eh. iii. 22, v. 26, xv. 22). 'T'Vi^ does not signify

harvest here, as the ancient expositors render it, but, like ch.

xiv. 9, xviii. 16, a branch, or the intertwined branches. The

figure of the root and branch, the flow of vitality downwards

and upwards, is the counterpart of ch. xviii. 16. In ver. 20

a substantival clause also comes first, as in vers. 19, 16 (for

the established reading is ^'1^, not '^'1^), and a verbal clause

follows : his honour—so he hoped—should continue fresh by

him, i.e. should abide with him in undiminished value and

splendour. It is his honour before God and men that is

intended, not his soul (Hahn) ;
^i33, So^a, certainly is an

appellation of the ti'Da {Psycliol. S. 98), but t^'"in is not appro-

priate to it as predicate. By the side of honour stands man-

liness, or the capability of self-defence, whose symbol is the

bow : and my bow should become young again In my hand,
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i.e. gain ever new strength and elasticity. It is unnecessary

to supply n"3 (Hirz., Schlottm., and others). The verb ^r\,

t__2L>-, signifies, as the Arab, shows, properly to turn the

back, then to go forth, exchange ; the liiph. to make pro-

gress, to cause something new to come into the place of the

old, to grow young again. These hopes introduced with

"IDXI^ were themselves an element of his former happiness.

Its description can therefore be continued in connection with

the "IDS1 without any fresh indication.

21 They hearkened to me and loaited,

And remained silent at my decision.

22 After my utterance they spake not again,

And my speech distilled upon them.

2'd And they waited for me as for the rain,

And they opened their mouth loide for the latter rain.

24 / smiled to them in their hopelessness,

And the light of my countenance they cast not doicn.

25 I chose the ivay for them, and sat as chief,

And dicelt as a king in the army,

As one that comforteth the mourners.

Attentive, patient, and ready to be instructed, they

hearkened to him (this is the force of b V^?'^'), and waited,

without interrupting, for what he should say. ^^^'^Ii the

pausal pronunciation with a reduplication of the last radical,

as Judg. V. 7, ^^IC (according to correct texts), Ges. § 20, 2, c

;

the reading of Kimchi, ^^^% is the reading of Ben-Naphtali,

the former the reading of Ben-Ascher (vid. Norzi). If he

gave counsel, they waited in strictest silence : this is the

meaning of =iOT^. (fut. Kal of DOT) ; S)2h, poetic for h, refers

the silence to its outward cause {yid. on Hab. iii. 16). After

his words non iterahant, i.e. as Jerome explanatorily translates;

addere nihil audehant, and his speech came down upon them

relieving, rejoicing, and enlivening them. The figure indi-
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cated in ^bn is expanded in ver. 23 after Deut. xxxii. 2: tliey

waited on liis word, wliicli penetrated deeply, even to the

heart, as for rain, "iDO, by which, as ver. 235, the so-called

(autumnal) early rain which moistens the seed is prominently

thought of. They open their mouth for the late rain, V\phip

(vid. on ch. xxiv. 6), i.e. they thirsted after his words, which

were like the March or April rain, which helps to bring to

maturity the corn that is soon to be reaped ; this rain fre-

quently fails, and Is therefore the more longed for. na "lys

is to be understood according to Ps. cxix. 131, comp. Ixxxi. 11;

and one must consider, in connection with it, what raptures

the beginning of the periodical rains produces everywhere,

where, as e.g. in Jerusalem, the people have been obliged

for some time to content themselves with cisterns that are

almost dried to a marsh, and how the old and young dance

for joy at their arrival

!

In ver. 24a a thought as suited to the syntax as to the fact

is gained if we translate :
" I smiled to them—they believed

it not," i.e. they considered such condescension as scarcely

possible (Saad., Raschi, Rosenm., De Wette, Schlottm., and

others) ;
pnb'X is then fut. hypotheticum, as ch. x. 1 6, xx. 24,

xxii. 27 sq., Ew. § 357, h. But it does not succeed in putting

ver. 245 in a consistent relation to this thought; for, with Aben-

Ezra, to explain: they did not esteem my favour the less on that

account, my respect suffered thereby no loss among them, is

not possible in connection with the biblical idea of " the light

of the countenance ;" and with Schlottm. to explain : they let

not the light of my countenance, i.e. token of my favour, fall

away, i.e. be in vain, is contrary to the usage of the language,

accordino; to which CJ^ /"'3n sio;iiifies : to cause the counte-

nance to sink (gloomily. Gen. iv. 5), whether one's own, Jer.

iii. 12, or that of another. Instead of "'^3 we have a more

pictorial and poetical expression here, ''^2 lix : light of my
countenance, i.e. my cheerfulness (as Prov. xvi. 15). More-
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over, the DH^^S pnb\S*, therefore, furnishes the thought that he

laughed, and did not allow anything to dispossess him of his

easy and contented disposition. Thus, therefore, those to

whom Job lausrhed are to be thouo;ht of as in a condition

and mood which his cheerfulness might easily sadden, but

still did not sadden ; and this their condition is described by

^3''0S' N? (a various reading in Codd. and editions is N?"!), a

phrase which occurred before (ch. xxiv. 22) in the significa-

tion of being without faith or hope, despairing (comp. |''pxn^

to gain faith, Ps. cxvi. 10),—a clause which is not to be taken

as attributive (Umbr., Vaih.: who had not confidence), but as

a neutral or circumstantial subordinate clause (Ew. § 341, a).

Therefore translate : I smiled to them, if they believed not,

i.e. despaired; and however despondent their position appeared,

the cheerfulness of my countenance they could not cause to

pass away. However gloomy they were, they could not make

me gloomy and off my guard. Thus also ver. 25a is now

suitably attached to the preceding : I chose their way, i.e. I

made the way plain, which they should take in order to get

out of their hopeless and miserable state, and sat as chief, as

a king who is surrounded by an armed host as a defence and

as a guard of honour, attentive to the motion of his eye ; not,

however, as a sovereign ruler, but as one who condescended to

the mourners, and comforted them (On: Piel, properly to cause

to breathe freely). This peaceful figure of a king brings

to mind the warlike one, ch. xv. 24. "it.''X3 is not a conj.

here, but equivalent to "iD'X ty'''X3, iit (quis) qui; consequently

not : as one comforts, but : as he who comforts ; LXX. cor-

rectly : ov rpoTTOv TraOeivov? irapaKcCkoiV. The accentuation

(it^'XD Tardm, uhl'^ Munach, Dnr Silliik) is erroneous ; l^i^:^

should be marked with JRebia mugrasch, and D"'!'3X with Mer-

cJia-Zinnorith.

From the prosperous and happy past, absolutely passed. Job

now turns to the present, which contrasts so harshly with it.
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The Second Part of the Monologue.—Chap. xxx.

. Schema: 10. 8. 9. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.

1 And now tliey lolio are younger than I have me in derision,

Those whose fathers I disdained

To set with the dogs of my flock.

2 Yea, the strength of their hands, lohat should it profit me ?

They have lost vigour and strength.

3 They are benumbed from want and hunger,

They who gnaw the steppe,

The darkness of the ivilderness and waste

;

4 Tliey toho pluck mallows in the thicket.

And the root of the broom is their bread.

With nnyi, which also elsewhere expresses the turning-

point from the premises to the conclusion, from accusation to

the threat of punishment, and such like, Job here begins to

bewail the sad turn which his former prosperity has taken.

The first line of the verse, which is marked off by Mercha-

Mahpach, is intentionally so disproportionately long, to form

a deep and long breathed beginning to the lamentation which

is now begun. Formerly, as he has related in the first part

of the monologue, an object of reverential fear to the respect-

able youth of the city (ch. xxix, 8), he is now an object of

derision (?V pnb*, to laugh at, distinct from ?X pnb', ch. xxix. 24,

to laugh to, smile upon) to the young good-for-nothing vaga-

bonds of a miserable class of men. They are just the same

pS \'^y, whose sorrowful lot he reckons among the mysteries

of divine providence, so difficult of solution (ch. xxiv. 4Z»-8).

The less he belongs to the merciless ones, who take advan-

tage of the calamities of the poor for their own selfish ends,

instead of relieving their distress as far as is in their power,
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tlie more unjustifiable is the rude treatment wliicli lie now

experiences from tliera, when they who meanly hated him

before because he was rich, now rejoice at the destruction of

his prosperity. Younger than he in days (C^v as ch. xxxii. 4,

with
f of closer definition, instead of which the simple ace.

was inadmissible here, comp. on ch. xi. 9) laugh at him, sons

of those fathers who were so useless and abandoned that lie

scorned (p D^^0, comp. |0 ^^f^, 1 Sam. xv. 26) to entrust to

them even a service so menial as that of the shepherd dogs.

Schult., Eosenm., and Schlottm. take DV JT't^ for pV ^l''L^>J prce-

Jicere, but that ought to be just simply hl^ T\''\y ; Di? JT't^' signi-

fies to range beside, i.e. to place alike, to associate ; moreover,

the oversight of the shepherd dogs is no such menial jjost,

while Job intends to say that he did not once consider them

fit to render such a subordinate service as is that of the doo"s

which help the shepherds. And even the strength of their

(these youths') hands (D2 is referable to the siiff. of Dn"'n''

;

even ; not : now entirely, completely, as Hahn translates), of

what use should it be to him? (ns? not ««*, but ad quid,

quorsum, as Gen. xxv. 32, xxvii. 46.) They are enervated,

good-for-nothing fellows : nps is lost to them (io vV trebly

emphatic : it is placed in a prominent position, has a pathetic

suj^., and is ?y for
f,

1 Sam. ix. 3). The slgnlf. senectus, which

suits ch. V. 26, is here inapplicable, since it is not the aged

that are spoken of, but the young ; for that " old age is lost to

them" would be a forced expression for the thought—which,

moreover, does not accord with the connection—that they die

off early. One does not here expect the idea of senectus or

senectus vegeta, but vigor, as the Syriac (usJiino) and Arabic

also translate it. May not np3 perhaps be related to nb^ as

fiSipir to ]^^^, the latter being a mixed form from |3XJ^ and

ip^, the former from nb and np, fresh juicy vigour, or as we
say : pith and marrow (Saft and Kraft) ? At all events, if

this is somewhat the idea of the word, it may be derived from
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np3 = n73 (LXX. o-wreXeta), or some other way (yuL on cli.

V. 26) : it signifies full strength or maturity.^

With ver. 3a beo;ins a new clause. It is 1^0?3, not D'''Ti»?5,

because the book of Job does not inflect this Hebrseo-Arabic

word, which is peculiar to it (besides only Isa. xlix. 21, iT|'iOr'3).

It is also in Arab, more a substantive (stone, a mass) than

an adj. (hard as stone, massive, e.g. Hist. Tamerlani in

Schnltens : t-V^l^l^jis^n, the hardest rock); and, similar to

the Greek '^epao^ (vid. Passow), it denotes the condition or

attribute of rigidity, i.e. sterility, ch. iii. 7 ; or stiff as death,

ch. XV. 34 ; or, as here, extreme weakness and incapability of

^ From the root ^Ji (on its primary notion, vid. my review of Bern-

stein's edition of Kirsch's Syr. Chrestoinatliie, ErgdnzungsUatt der A.L.Z.

18i3, Nr. 16 and 17) other derivatives, as K, i«^^, L::--vli, t-iJi",

^iij aIjj lo, etc., develop in general the significations to bring, take,

or hold together, enclose, and the like ; bnt ,-i\li in particular the signi-

fication to draw together, distort violently, viz. the mviscles of the face

in grinning and showing the teeth, or even sardonic laughing, and draw-

ing the lips apart. The general signification of drawing together, ,\J^,

resolves itself, however, from that special reference to the muscles of the

face, and is manifest in the IV. form ^O, to show one's self strict and

firm (against any one) ; also more sensuously : to remain firm in one's

place ; of the moon, which remains as though motionless in one of its

twenty-eight halting-places. Hence ^Sli jJ5i>, a hard season, i^\^\

lAJuV-i) and —20j —io (the latter as a kind of n. propr. invariably

ending in z, and always without the article), a hard year, i.e. a year of

failure of the crops, and of scarcity and want. If it is possible to apply

this to np3 without the hazardous comparison of (J^^Jj A'Svij, etc. [so

supra, i. 103], the primary signification might perhaps be that of hard-

ness, unbroken strength; ch. v. 26, "Thou wilt go to the grave with

unbroken strength," i.e. full of days indeed, but without having thyself

experienced the infirmities and burdens of the setas decrepita, as also a

shock brought in "in its season" is at the highest point of ripeness;

XXX. 2 :
" What (should) the strength of their hands profit me? as for

them, their vigour is departed."

—

Fl.
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working. The subj. : such are they, is wanting ; it is ranged

line upon line in the manner of a mere sketch, participles

with the demonstrative article follow the elliptical substantival

clause. The |)ari. D'^ip'^yn is explained by LXX., Targ.,

Saad.
(ij^.j^), and most of the old expositors, after P'^P, Jjj-cj

fut. ^j-'^li fugere, ahh^e, which, however, gives a tame and

—

since the desert is to be thought of as the proper habitation

of these people, be they the Seir remnant of the displaced

Horitcs, or the Hauran "races of the clefts"—even an inap-

propriate sense. On the contrary, j ,::. in Arab, (also Fuel

'arreq in Syriac) signifies to gnaw; and this Arabic significa-

tion of a word exclusively peculiar to the book of Job (here

and ch. xxx. 17) is perfectly suitable. We do not, however,

with Jerome, translate : qui rodehant in solitudine (which is

doubly false), but qui rodunt solitudinem, they gnaw the sun-

burnt parched ground of the steppe, stretched out there more

like beasts than men (what Gecatilia also means by his A,<;p,

adhcpvent), and derive from it their scanty food, n^ic* trox

njsb^pi is added as an explanatory, or rather further descriptive,

permutative to n*V. The same alliterative union of substan-

tives of the same root occurs in ch. xxxviii. 27, Zeph. i. 15,

and a similar one in Nah. ii. 11 (npi3?D"i npn), Ezek. vi. 14,

xxxiii. 29 (riDtybl ^Dt^') ; on this expression of the superlative

by heaping up similar words, comp. Ew. § 313, c. The verb

HNK' has the primary notion of wild confused din {e.g. Isa.

xvii. 12 sq,), which does not pass over to the idea of desola-

tion and destruction by means of the intermediate notion of

ruins that come together with a crash, but by the transfer of

what is confusing to the ear to confusing impressions and

conditions of all kinds ; the desert is accordingly called also

^nn, Deut. xxxii. 10, from nnn = r\^f (vid. Genesis, S. 93).

The noun K'DX signifies elsewhere adverbially, in the past

night, to grow night-like, and in general yesterday, according
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to which it is translated : the yesterday of waste and desola-

tion ; or, retaining the adverbial form : waste and desolation

are of yesterday = long since. It is undeniable that -'^'^nxp

and -"i^O??? Isa« XXX. 33, ^lic. ii. 8, are used in the sense

pi'idem (not only to-day, but even yesterday) ; but our poet

uses ?i?.2^, ch. viii. 9, in the opposite sense, non 2JJ'idem (not

long since, but only of yesterday) ; and it is more natural to

ask whether l^DS then has not here the substantival significa-

tion from which it has become an adverb, in the signification

nightly or yesterday. Since it originally signifies yesterday

evening or night, then yesterday, it must have the primary

signification darkness, as the Arab. (j^-«^ is also traceable

to the primary notion of the sinking of the sun towards the

horizon ; so that, consequently, although the usage of Arabic

does not allow this sense,^ it can be translated (comp. n).9?V,

Jer, ii. 6), " the evening darkness (gloominess) of the waste

and wilderness" (^'^^ as regens, Ew. § 286, a). The Targ.

^ (jM^\ is manifestly connected with \>m^, ^c*"^, first by means of the

IV. form ^jvAjuel ; it lias, however, like this, nothing to do with "darkness."

^ {jM.'C is, according to the original sources of information, properly the

whole afternoon until sunset ; and this time is so called, because in

it the sun »«*aj" or ^^tM^,: , touches, i.e. sinks towards the horizon

•(from the root /u*.^ with the primary notion stringcre, terere., tci-gcrc,

traliere, prehendere, capcre). Just so they say CL)d <Aj ^^^^.u./*.A; i

,
properly

the sun rubs ;
i^xJJ^ connects itself ;

-i/lj, goes to the brink ( r^j

-\i.-i), all in the same signification. Used as a substantive, i^<i\

followed by the genitive is la veille de . . . , the evening before . . .
,

and then generally, the day before . . . , the opposite of tXc with the

Kama construction, le kndcmain de — . It is absolutely impossible that it
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also translates similarly, but takes cbx as a special attri-

bute : N^pii ^'H N2iC'n, « darkness like the late evening."

Olsliausen's conjecture of pN makes it easier, but puts a

word that affirms nothing in the place of an CApressive one.

Ver. 4 tells what the scanty nourishment is which the

chill, desolate, and gloomy desert, with its steppes and gorges,

furnishes them. n^^D (also Talmudic, Syriac, and Arabic) is

the orach, and indeed the tall shrubby orach, the so-called

sea-purslain, the buds and young leaves of which are gathered

and eaten by the poor. That it is not merely a coast plant,

but grows also in the desert, is manifest from the narrative

1). KidduscJdn, GQa : " King Jannai approached JT'^m^ in the

desert, and conquered sixty towns there [Ges. translates

wrongly, captis LX talentis] ; and on his return with great

joy, he called all the orphans of Israel to him, and said : Our

fathers ate D'^m^a in their time when they were engaged with

the building of the temple (according to EascliI : the second

temple ; according to Aruch : the tabernacle in the wllder-

sliould refer to a far distant past. On the contrary, it is always used like

our " yesterday," in a general sense, for a comparatively near past, or

a past time thought of as near, as uVi is used of a comparatively near

future, or a future time thought of as near. Zamachschari in the Kes-

scMf on Sur. xvii. 25 : It is a duty of children to take care of their aged

parents, " because they are so aged, and to-day {el-jaumci) require those

who even yesterday (bi-l-emsi) -were the most dependent on them of all

God's creatures." It never means absolutely evening or night. What

Gesenius, Thes., cites as a proof for it from Vita Timuri, ii. 428—a sup-

posed ^^-w,^^, vespertinus—is falsely read and explained (as in general

Manger's translation of those verses abounds in mistakes) ;—both line 1

and line 9, ^^.^u^^, IV. form of Lu,c, is rhetorically and poetically (as

" sister of ^.A^") of like signification with the general ^{o or jU?. An
Arab would not be able to understand that nsb'Dl nxiiJ' t/'OX other-

wise than :
" on the eve of destruction and rum," i.e. at the breaking in

of destruction and ruin which is just at hand or has actually followed

rapidly upon something else.

—

Fl.
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ness) ; we will also eat DTilPD in remembrance of our fathers

!

And DTilf'n were served up on golden tables, and they ate."

The LXX. translates, uXi/Ma (not : aXtfia) ; as in Athenseus,

poor Pythagoreans are once called akiixa Tpcoyovre'; koX KaKo,

roiavra avWejovT€<i} The place where they seek for and

find this kind of edible plant is indicated by n''b'"7y. n'^b is

a shrub in general, but certainly pre-eminently the ^^jj^,

that perennial, branchy, woody plant of uncultivated ground,

about two-thirds of a yard high, and the same in diameter,

which is one of the greatest blessings of Syria and of the

steppe, since, with the exception of cow and camel's dung, it

is often the only fuel of the peasants and nomads,—the prin-

cipal, and often in a day's journey the only, vegetation of the

steppe, in the shade of which, when everything else is parched,

a scanty vegetation is still preserved." The poor in search of

the purslain surround this ^-^ (s/ah), and as ver. Ah con-

tinues : the broom-root is their bread. Ges. understands Don?
T :

-

according to Isa. xlvii. 14, where it is certainly the pausal

form for D^n^ ("there is not a coal to warm one's self"), and

that because the broom-root is not eatable. But why should

broom-root and not broom brushwood be mentioned as fuel ?

The root of the steppe that serves as fuel, together with the

sJuh, is called gizl (from 7U, to tear out), not retem, which is

the broom (and is extraordinarily frequent in the Belka).

The Arabs, however, not only call Genista monosperma so,

but also Chamcerojys lumiilis, a degenerate kind of which pro-

duces a kind of arrow-root which the Indians in Florida use.^

^ Huldricli Zwingli, in the Greek Aldiue of 1518 (edited by Andrea of

Asola), which he has annotated throughout in the margin, one of the

choicest treasures of the Zurich town hbrary, explains alxt/^/x. by 601.^.0,0010.^

which was natural by the side of the preceding '77spiy..vx.7\ovuTig. We shall

mention these marginal notes of Zwingli now and again.

- Thus "Wetzdtein in his Reise in den heiden Traclionen und iiin das

Haurangebin/e.

^ The description of these eaters of the steppe plants corresponds exactly
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Dpnp in the signification cihus eorum is consequently not

incomprehensible. LXX. (which throws vers. 4-6 into sad

confusion) : o'c koX p[^a<i ^vXcov i/xacrcrcovTo} All the ancient

versions translate similarly. One is here reminded of what

Agatharchides says in Strabo concerning the Egyptio-Ethiopian

eaters of the rush root and herb.^

to the reality, especially if that race, bodily so inferior, is contrasted with

the agricultural peasant, and some allowance is made for the figure of

speech <U]Lv,'C {i.e. a description in colours, strongly brought out), with-

out which poetic diction would be flat and devoid of vividness in the eye

of an Oriental. The peasant is large and strong, with a magnificent

beard and an expressive countenance, while e.g. the Trachonites of the

present day (i.e. the race of the War., "ly), both men and women, are a

small, unpleasant-looking, weakly race. It is certain that bodily perfec-

tion is a plant that only thrives in a comfortable house, and needs good

nourishment, viz. bread, which the Trachonite of the present day very

rarely obtains, although he levies heavy contributions on the harvest of

the villagers. Therefore the roots of plants often serve as food. Two
such plants, the ^ahh (ni) and the ruble hcdile (n?vn n^l), are described

in my Eeisehericht. A Beduin once told me that it should be properly

called rulh. lele (np''? tiyi), " the gain of a supper," inasmuch as it often

takes the place of this, the chief meal of the day. To the genus rubie

belongs also the holeicci (j^VPn) ; in like manner they eat the bulbous

plant, qoten (\'^uip) ; of another, the meslia (]}^d), they eat leaves, stem,
' • t; t t

and root. I often saw the poor villagers (never Beduins) eat the broad

thick fleshy leaves of a kind of thistle (the thistle is called cJ«-ij, sJioJ:),

the name of which is 'aqqub (l^ipy) ; these leaves are a handbreadth and

a half in length, and half a handbreadth in width. They gather them

before the thorns on the innumerable points of the serrated leaves become

strong and woody ; they boil them in salt and water, and serve them up
with a little butter. Whole tribes of the people of the Riiwala live upon

the small brown seed (resembling mustard-seed) of the semh. (n05J>). The

seeds are boiled to a pulp.

—

"Wetzst.

^ Zwingli observes here : Sigma only once. Codd. Alex, and Sinait.

have the reading ifixaus/ro, which he prefers.

2 Vid. Meyer, Botanische Erlciiiteruvc/en zu Strahons Geographie., S.

108 £f.
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5 They are driven forth from society.

They cry after them as after a thief.

G In the most dismal valleys they must dwell,

In holes of the earth and in rocks.

7 Among the hushes they croak,

Under nettles are they j^oured forth,

8 Sojis offools, yea so7is of base men

:

They are driven forth out of the land!—

If, coming forth from their lurking-places, they allow

themselves to he seen in the villages of the plain or in the

towns, they are driven forth from among men, e medio pellun-

tur (to use a Ciceronian phrase). 13 (Syr. gau, Arah. gaiviv,

guioiv) is that which is internal, here the circle of social

life, the organized human community. This expression also

is Hebrseo-Arabic ; for If one contrasts a house or district

with what Is outside, he says in Arabic, \jJj ljr»-, guioiod

iva-herrd, within and without, or ij>]j-^^j lJ'^^^) el-gmoicdni

tea l-berrdni, the inside and the outside. In ver. 5b, 3333^

like the thief, is equivalent to, as after the thief, or since this

generic Art. is not usual with us [Germ, and Engl.] : after

a thief ; French, on crie apres eux comme apres le voleur. In

ver. Qa, py? Is, according to Ges. § 132, rem. 1 (comp. on

Hab. i. 17), equivalent to |3^^ =i'n, "they are to dwell" =
they must dwell ; It might also signify, according to the still

more frequent usage of the language, habitaturi sunt ; it here,

however, signifies habitandum est eis, as Cii^'^p, Ps. xxxii. 9,

obturanda sunt. Instead of n"iJ(3 with Shureh, the reading

J'iiyn with Cholem (after the form "liiD, Hos. xiii. 8) is also

found, but it Is without support. X^'^V, Is either a substantive

after the form ^1^3 (Ges., as Kimchi), or the construct of

yr\V = T)V)., feared = fearful, so that the connection of the

words, which we prefer, Is a superlative one : in horridissima
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vallium, in the most terrible valleys, as cli. xli. 22, acutissimce

festarum (Ew,, according to § 313, c). The further description

of the habitation of this race of men : in holes (''^.n = ''^ns)

of the earth ("1?^, earth with respect to its constituent parts)

and rocks (LXX. rpcoyXac Trerpcov), may seem to indicate

the aborigines of the mountains of the district of Seir, who

are called d'^inn^ rpcoyXoBvTai (vid. Genesis, S. 507) ; but

why not, which is equally natural, T]]^, Ezek. xlvii. 16, 18,

the " district of caverns," the broad country about Bosra,

with the two Trachones (rpd-^wve^), of which the smaller

western, the Legci, is the ancient Trachonitis, and with

Itursea (the mountains of the Druses) ?
^

As ch. vi. 5 shows, there underlies ver. la a comparison of

this people with the wild ass. The N'lS, ferd, goes about iu

herds under the guidance of a so-called leader (yid. on ch.

xxxix. 5), with which the poet in ch. xxiv. 5 compares tlie

bands that go forth for forage ; here the point of comparison,

according to ch. vi. 5, is their bitter want, whicli urges from

them the cry of pain ; for ^?^T,, although not too strong, would

nevertheless be an inadequate expression for their sermo

^ AYetzstein also inclines to refer the description to tlie Iturseans, avIio,

according to Apuleius, were fnujiun patipcres, and according to others,

freebooters, and are perhaps distinguished from the Arades Trachonitse

(if they were not these themselves), as the troglodytes are from the

Arabs who dwell in tents (on the troglodytes in Eastern Hauran, vid.

EeisehericJit, S. 44, 126). " The troglodyte was very often able to go

without nourishment and the necessaries of life. Their habitations are

not unfrequently found where no cultivation of the land was possible,

e.g. in Safa. They were therefore either rearers of cattle or marauders.

The cattle-rearing troglodyte, because he cannot wander about from one

pasture to another like the nomads who dwell in tents, often loses his

lierds by a failure of pasture, heavy falls of snow (which often produce

great devastation, e.g. in Hauran), epidemics, etc. Losses may also arise

from marauding attacks from the nomads. Still less is this marauding,

which is at enmity with all the world, likely to make a race prosperous,

which, like the troglodyte, being bound to a fixed habitation, cannot

escape the revenge of those whom it has injured."

—

Wetzst.

VOL. II. K
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larharus (Pineda), in favour of wliicli Sclilottmann calls to

mind Herodotus' (iv. 183) comparison of the language of

the Troglodyte Ethiopians with the screech of the night-owl

(reTplyaac KaraTrep al vvKrepihe'i). Among bushes (especially

the bushes of the sTd\\, which affords them some nourishment

and shade, and a green resting-place) one hears them, and

hears from their words, although he cannot understand them

more closely, discontent and lamentation over their desperate

condition : there, under nettles y'^'^^, root "in, ^=~, as urtlca

from urere), i.e. useless weeds of the desert, they are poured

forth, i.e. spread about in disorder. Thus most moderns

take nsD = 'i]2L''j ^L^, comp. f^"!?, profasus, Amos vi. 4, 7,

although one might also abide by the usual Hebrew mean-

ing of the verb n2D (hardened from T]^^), adjungere, associare

(yid. Hahak. S. 88), and with Halm explain : under nettles

they are united together, i.e. they huddle together. But

neither the fut. nor the Paal (instead of which one would

expect the Nipli. or Ilithpa.) is favourable to the latter inter-

pretation ; wherefore we decide in favour of the former, and

find sufficient support for a Hebr.-Arabic nSD in the signi-

fication effundere from a comparison of cli. xiv. 19 and the

present passage. Ver. 8, by dividing the hitherto latent sub-

ject, tells what sort of people they are : sons of fools, profane,

insane persons {yid. on Ps. xiv. 1) ; moreover, or of the like

kind (D3, not n^), sons of the nameless, ignohiUum or in-

famium, since C3t|'"vri is here an adj. which stands in depend-

ence, not Jilii infamice = infames (Hirz. and others), by which

the second ""Jl is rendered unlike the first. The assertion

ver. 8b may be taken as an attributive clause : who are

driven forth . . . ; but the shortness of the line and the

prominence of the verb are in favour of the independence

of the clause like an exclamation in its abrupt and halting

form. 1N3J is Niph. of K3J = n33
C^:), root V, to hew, pierce,
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strike.^ On H'?'?? ^^ arable land In opposition to the steppe,

vid. on ch. xviii. 17.

9 And now I am become their sonrf,

And a hy-word to them.

1 21mi avoid me, they flee far from me,

And spare not my face with spitting.

11 For my cord of life He hath loosed, and afiicted me.

Therefore they let loose the bridle recklessly.

12 The rabble j^resses upon my right hand.

They thrust my feet aivay.

And cast up against me their destructive ways.

The men of whom Job complains in this strophe are none

other than those in the preceding strophe, described from the

side of their coarse and degenerate behaviour, as ch. xxiv. 4-8

described them from the side of the wrong which was prac-

tised against them. This rabble, constitutionally as well as

morally degraded, when it comes upon Job's domain in its

marauding expeditions, makes sport of the sufferer, whose

former earnest admonitions, given from sympathizing anxiety

for them, seemed to them as insults for which they revenge

themselves. He is become their songf of derision (Dn^JJ to

be understood according to the dependent passage, Lam.

iii. 14, and Ps. Ixix. 13), and is nppp to them, their OpvWrjiia

^ The root CiX' is developed in Hebr. n33, nSH, in Arab. IxJ' and
T T T •

^S.': , first to the idea of outward injury by striking, hewing, etc. ; but

it is then also transferred to other modes of iuflictiug injury, and in

CJjJi, to being injured in mind. The root shows itself in its most sen-

suous development in the reduplicated form clXa^j , to strike one with

rej)eated blows, fig. for : to press any one hard with claims. According

to another phase, the obscene CJU fut. i, and the decent ^'oJ, signify

properly to pierce.

—

Fl.
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(LXX.), the subject of tlieir foolish talk (n??? = Arab, mille,

not = melle, according to which Schultens inteprets it, sum

us fasticUo). Avoiding him, and standing at a distance from

him, they make their remarks upon him ; and if they come

np to him, it is only for the sake of showing him still deeper

scorn : a facie ejus non coJiibent sputam. The expositors who

explain that, contrary to all decent bearing, they spit in his

presence (Eichh., Justi, Hirz., Vaih., Hlgst.), or with Fie

!

spit out before him (Umbr., Hahn, Schlottm.), overlook the

fact of its being '^sp, not ''JSp. The expression as it stands

can only affirm that they do not spare his face with spitting

(Jer. correctly : conspuere non veruntur\ so that consequently

he is become, as he has complained in ch. xvii. 6, a riDPi, an

object of spitting (comp. also the declaration of the servant

of Jehovah, Isa. 1. 6, which stands in close connection with

this declaration of Job, according to previous explanations).

It now becomes a question, Who is the subj. in ver. Ha?
The Clietldh iiH'; demands an attempt to retain the previous

subj. Accordingly, most moderns explain : solvit unusquis-

que eorum funein suian, i.e. frenum suum, quo continehatur

antea a me (Eosenm., Umbr., Stick., Vaih., Hlgst., and

others), but it is to be doubted whether "in"" can xnewa frenum

;

it signifies a cord, the string of a bow, and of a harp. The

reconciliation of the signification redundantia, ch. xxii. 20,

and funis, is, in the idea of the root, to be stretched tight

and lonsc-^ Hirz. therefore imasrines the loosinf^ of the cord

^ The verb J» sliows its sensuous primary signification in ,I[o, iriV

cord, bow-string, harp-string (Engl, string) : to stretch tight, to extend,

so that the thing contiaucs in one line. Hence \h.QTa.JJy Jjy separate,

So/
unequal, singitlus, inipar, opp. j—a-i, hini, X>ar, just as/ord, single, sepa-

rate, unequal {opp. zaiig, a pair, equal number), is derived from farada,

properly, so to strain or stretch out, that the thing has no bends or folds

;

Greek k^a.'Tr'hwv (as in the Shepherd of Hermas : iTrivso T^n/riov i^n-Ti-'hu-
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round the body, which served them as a girdle, in order to

strike Job with it. But whether one decides in favour of

the Chethih nn^ or of the Keri nn^, the persons who insult

Job cannot in any case be intended. The isolated sing, form

of the assertion, while the rabble is everywhere spoken of in

the plur., is against it ; and also the '3, which introduces it,

and after which Job here allows the reason to come in, why

he is abandoned without any means of defence to such brutal

misconduct. The subj. of ver. 11a is God. If nn^ is read,

it may not be interpreted : He hath opened = taken off the

covering of His string (= bow) (Ew., Hahn, and similarly

even LXX., Jer.), for nn"' does not signify the bow, but the

string (Arab, muivattar, stretched, of a bow) ; and while nns,

Ezek. xxi. 33 (usually ^^'^ or p'"}n), can certainly be said of

drawing a sword from its sheath, nny is the appropriate and

usual word (vid. Hah. S. 164) for making bare the bow and

shield. Used of the bow-string, r\m signifies to loose what is

f^ivou >.ivov xKp-!7Dt.(stvov), an original transitive signification still retained in

low Arabic {vid. Bocthor under ttendre and Dtploijer). Then from J^

spring the secondary roots^AJ" and ,^JJ, -which proceed from the VIII.

form {ittatard). The former (tatara) appears only in the adverb \Jj

and 4_^.JC', sigillatim, alii post alios, singly one after another, so that

several persons or things form a row interrupted by intervals of space or

time ; the latter (tara) and its IV. form (atra) are equivalent to ivdtara,

to be active at intervals, with pauses between, as the Arabs explain

:

" TVe say i^jj\ of a man when he so performs several acts which do not

directly follow one another, that there is always a ^yvi, intermissio, "be-

tween two acts." Hence also pnn, pniri, duals of an assumed sing, "in,

singulus (uvi), n"in singula, therefore prop, duo singuli (a), duse singulse,

altogether parallel to the like meanmg tliindni {itlindni), tJiinaini (ith-

7iaini), n''Jti'; fem. thintdni {ithnatdni), tliintaini (ithnataini), Cri^

instead of DTlitJ', from an assumed sing, tldn-un (ithi-un'), thint-un
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strained, by sending tlie arrow swiftly forth from it, according

to which, e.g. Ehzabeth Smith transhates : Because He hath

let go His bow-string and afflicted me. One cannot, how-

ever, avoid feeling that ''J3y'5 is not a right description of the

effect of shooting with arrows, whereas an idea is easily gained

from the Keri '•in'', to which the description of the effect cor-

responds. It has been interpreted : He has loosed my rein

or bridle, by means of which I hitherto bound them and held

them in check ; but "in"' in the signification rein or bridle is,

as already observed, not practicable. Better Capellus : meta-

pJiora ducta est ah exarmato milite, cujiis arcus sohilur nerviis

sicque inermis redditur ; but it is more secure, and still more

appropriate to the ""J^yi which follows, when it is interpreted

according to ch. iv. 21 : He has untied (loosened) my cord

of life, i.e. the cord which stretched out and held up my tent

(the body) (Targ. similarly : my chain and the threads of my
cord, i.e. surely : my outward and inward stay of life), and

(ithiat-un), from ^'J, n^K', like bin (ibn), hint (ihnat), n, T]2 (= 033,W^ T T
I.. - ....

hence TlS) from ^^aj, nj3-

The significations of toatara which Freytag arranges under 1, 2, 3, 4,

proceed from the transitive application of -in\ as the Italian sopercliiare,
~ T

sovercMare, from srq^ra, to offend, insult ; oltraggiare, outrage!'^ from

ultra; vlipi^nu from vvip. Similarly, i-^Ss. Jjl—J' and ^^^ JILa*..-!

(form VI. and X. from (Jib), to act haughtily towards any one, to make
him feel one's superiority, properly to stretch one's self out over or

against any one.

But in another direction the signif. to be stretched out goes into

:

overhanging, surpassing, projecting, to be superfluous, and to be left over,

"TTspiTTou ihxt, to exceed a number or bulk, superare (comp. Italian soper-

cliiare as intrans.), 'Trepistuxi, vTripihut ; to prove, as result, gain, etc.,

-TTipislvai, etc. Similar is the development of the meaning of ,J^i and

of ^li?, gain, use, from Jib, to be stretched out. In like manner, the

German reich^ reicliUch [rich, abundant], comes from the root reichen^

reckon [to stretch, extend].

—

Fl.
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bowed me doNvn, i.e. deprived me of strength (comp. Ps.

cii. 24) ; or also : humbled me. Even in this his feebleness

he is the butt of unbridled arrogance : and they let go the

bridle before me (not ''JQ^, in my presence, but ^JS^, before

me, before whom previously they had respect ;
^JDD the same

as Lev. xix. 32), they cast or shake it off (n.^^ as ch. xxxix. 3,

synon. of T^ti'H; comp. 1 Kings ix. 7 with 2 Chron. vii. 20).

"

Is it now possible that in this connection nnns can denote

any else but the rabble of these good-for-nothing fellows?

Ewald nevertheless understands by it Job's sufferings, which

as a rank evil swarm rise up out of the ground to seize upon

him ; Hahn follows Ew., and makes these sufferings the subj.,

as even in ver. 11/^. But if we consider how Ew. translates

:

" they hung a bridle from my head ;" and Hahn :
" they have

cast a bit before my face," this might make us tired of all

taste for this allegorical mode of interpretation. The stump

over which they must stumble is ver. 13c, where all climax

must be abandoned in order to make the words VO^ iry N?

intelligible in this allegorical connection. No indeed; nnns

(instead of which nms might be expected, as supra, ch. iii. 5,

nnoa for nnjon) is the offspring or rabble of those fathers

devoid of morals and honour, those nn^y^; of ver. 1, whose

lauc^hinc'--stock Job is now, as the children of priests are

called in Talmudic njnrj ^rns, and in Arabic ^j denotes not

only the young of animals, but also a rascal or vagabond.

This young rabble rises TPr^V, on Job's right hand, which is

the place of an accuser (Ps. cix. 6), and generally one who

follows him up closely and oppresses him ; and they press him

continually further and further, contending one foot's-breadth

after another with him : 'in^y^ ^^p., my feet thrust them forth,

protrudunt {rh^ the same as ch. xiv. 20). By this pressing

from one place to another, a way is prepared for the descrip-

tion of their hostile conduct, which begins in ver. 12c under
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the figure of a siege. The fut. consec. i?b^*1, ver. 12c, Is not

meant retrospectively like ^Jjyi, but places present with pre-

sent in the connection of cause and effect (comp. E\v. 343, a).

We must not be misled by the fact that IPD"'"), ch. xix. 12

(which see), was said of the host of sufferings which come

against Job ; here it is those young people who cast up the

ramparts of misfortune or burdensome suffering (y^) against

Job, which they wisli to make him feel. The tradition, sup-

ported by the LXX., that Job had his seat outside his

domain eVl tt}? KOirpia^, i.e. upon the mezhele, is excellently

suited to this and the following figures. Before each village

in Hauran there is a place where the households heap up the

sweepings of their stalls, and it gradually reaches a great

circumference, and a height which rises above the highest

buildings of the village.^ Notwithstanding, everything is in-

telligible without this thoroughly Hauranitish conception of

the scene of the history. Bereft of the protection of his chil-

dren and servants, become an object of disgust to his wife,

and an abhorrence to his brethren, forsaken by every atten-

tion of true affection, ch. xix. 13-19, Job lies out of doors;

and in this condition, shelterless and defenceless, he is aban-

1 One onglit to have a correct idea of a Hauranitish mezhele. The

dung which is heaped up there is not mixed with straw, because in warm,

dry countries no litter is required for the cattle, and comes mostly from

single-hoofed animals, since small cattle and oxen often pass the nights

on the pastures. It is brought in a dry state in baskets to the place

before the village, and is generally burnt once every month. Moreover,

they choose days on which the wind is favourable, i.e. does not cast the

smoke over the village. The ashes remain. The fertile volcanic ground

does not need manure, for it would make the seed in rainy years too luxu-

riant at the expense of the grain, and when rain fails, burn it up. If

a village has been inhabited for a century, the mezhele reaches a height

which far surpasses it. The winter rains make the ash-heaps into a

compact mass, and gradually change the mezhele into a firm mound of

earth, in the interior of which those remarkable granaries, bidr cl-ghalle,

are laid out, in which the wheat can be completely preserved against

heat and mice, garnered up for years. The mezhele SGwes the inhabitants
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doned to the hideous malignant joy of those gipsy hordes

which wander hither and thither.

13 They tear down my path,

They minister to my overthrow,

They loho themselves are helpless.

14 As through a ivide breach they approach,

Under the crash they roll omoards.

15 Terrors are turned against me,

They pursue my nohility like the ivind.

And like a cloud my prosperity passed aioay.—
They make all freedom of motion and any escape impossible

to him, by pulling down, diruunt, the way which he might go.

Thus is ^Dn3 (cogn. form of ym, ynj, ti'n:) to be translated,

not : they tear open (proscindimt), which is contrary to the

primary signification and the usage of the language. They,

who have no helper, who themselves are so miserable and

despised, and yet so feelingless and overbearing, contribute to

his ruin, ''"'^'''^j to be useful, to do any good, to furnish any-

thing effective (e.g. Isa. xlvii. 12), is here united with ? of

the purpose; comp. ? "ify, to help towards anything, Zech. i. 15.

of the district as a watch-tower, and on close oppressive evenings as a

place of assembly, because there is a current of air on the height. There

the children play about the whole day long ; there the forsaken one lies,

who, having been seized by some horrible malady, is not allowed to enter

the dwellings of men, by day asking alms of the passers-by, and at night

hiding himself among the ashes which the sun has warmed. There the

dogs of the village lie, perhaps gnawing at a decaying carcase that is

frequently thrown there. Many a village of Hauran has lost its original

name, and is called umm el-mezdbil from the greatness and number of

these mounds, which always indicate a primitive and extensive cultiva-

tion for the villages. And many a more modern village is built upon an
ancient vtezbele, because there is then a stronger current of air, which

renders the position more healthy. The Arabic signification of the root

^3T seems to be similarly related to the Hebrew as that of the old Beduiu
seken (p'^), "ashes," to the Hebrew and Arabic piJ'D, "a dwelling."

—

Wetzst.
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n*n (for wliich the Key^i substitutes the primary form
'^'^J)\

as

was ah'eady said on ch. vi. 2, is prop, hiatus, and then bara-

thrum, pernicies, like njn in the signification cujnditas, jyrop.

inhiatio. The verb nin^ ^_^»5i, also signifies delabi, whence it

may be extended (vid. on ch, xxxvii. 6) in hke manner to the

signification abyss (rapid downfall) ; but a suitable medium

for the two significations, strong passion (Arab, hawa) and

abyss (Arab, hdicije, huicive, mahica), is offered only by the

signification of the root Jlare (whence haiod, air), i^^ ify iO

is a genuine Arabic description of these Idumrean or Hauran-

ite pariahs. Schultens compares a passage of the Hamdsa

:

" We behold you ignoble, poor, laisa laJcum niin sdir-in-ndsi

nashnni, i.e. without a helper among the rest of men." The

interpretations of those who take i?^^ for i?, and this again

for V (Eichh., Justi), condemn themselves. It might more

readily be explained, with Stick. : without any one helping

them, i.e. with their own strong hand ; but the thought thus

obtained is not only aimless and tame, but also halting and

even untrue (vid. ch. xix. 13 sqq.).

Ver. 14. The figure of a siege, which is begun with ver.

12c and continued in ver. 13, leaves us in no doubt concern-

ing 3n"i p3 and nxb^. The Targ. translates : like the force

of the far-extending waves of the sea, not as though p3 could

in itself signify a stream of water, but taking it as = ^]^ p3,

2 Sam. V. 20 (synon. diffasio aqiiarum). Hitzig's translation :^

"like a broad forest stream they come, like a rapid brook

they roll on," gives unheard-of significations to the doubtful

words. In ch. xvi. 14 we heard Job complain : He (Eloah)

brake through me p2~''3Q"?y p3, breach upon breach,—by
the divine decrees of sufferings, which are completed in this

ill-treatment which he receives from good-for-nothing fellows,

he is become as a wall with a wide-gaping breach, through

1 Vid. Deutsche Morgenldnd. Zeitsclir. ix. (1855), S. 741, and Proverhs,

S. 11.
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which they rush in upon him (instar rupturce, a concise mode

of comparison instead of tanquam per riipt.\ in order to get

him entirely into their power as a plaything for their coarse

passions, nxlr is the crash of the wall with the wide breaches,

and nxy nnn signifies suh fragore in a local sense : through

the wall which is broken through and crashes above the

assailants. There is no ground in ver. 15a for dividing, with

Umbreit, thus : He hath turned against me ! Terrors drove

away, etc., although this would not be impossible according

to the syntax (comp. Gen. xlix. 22, nnyv HiJn). It is trans-

lated : terrors are turned against me ; so that the predicate

stands first in the most natural, but still indefinite, personal

form, Ges. § 147, a, although ninpa might also be taken as

the accus. of the object after a passive, Ges. § 143, 1. The

subj. of ver. 15& remains the same: they (these terrors) drive

away my dignity like the wind ; the construction is like ch.

xxvii. 20, xiv. 19; on the matter, comp. ch. xviii. 11. Hirz.

makes n^'is the subj. : quasi ventus aufert nohilitatem meam,

in which case the subj. would be not so much ventus as simili-

tudo vend, as when one says in Arabic, 'gdani hazeidin, there

came to me one of Zeid's equals, for in the Semitic languages

3 has the manner of an indeclinable noun in the signification

instar. But the reference to ninpa is more natural ; and

Hahn's objection, that calamity does not first, if it is there,

drive away prosperity, but takes the place of that which is

driven away, is sophisticated and inadequate, since the object

of the driving away here is not Job's prosperity, but Job's

n3''"|3j appearance and dignity, by which he hitherto com-

manded the respect of others (Targ. ''n^32i"i). The storms of

suffering which pass over him take this nobility away to the

last fragment, and his salvation—or rather, since this word

in the mouth of an extra-Israelitish hero has not the meaning

it usually otherwise has, his prosperous condition (from %.-.••,
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amplwn esse)—is as a cloud, so rapidly and witliout trace

(ch. vii. 9 ; Isa. xliv. 22), passed away and vanished. Observe

the music of the expression >^1?}l
2V?, which cannot be repro-

duced in translation.

16 Ajid noiv my soul is poured out ivitJiin me,

Days of suffering Jwld me fast.

17 Tlie night rendeth my hones from me,

And my gnawers sleep not.

18 By great force my garment is distorted,

As the collar of my shirt it encompasseth me.

19 He hath cast me into the mire,

And I am in appearance as dust and ashes.

AVith this third nnyi (vers. 1, 9) the elegiac lament over

the harsh contrast between the present and the past begins

for the third time. The dash after our translation of the

second and fourth strophes will indicate that a division of the

elegy ends there, after which it begins as it were anew. The

soul is poured out within a man (vV as ch. x. 1, Psychol.

S. 152), when, "yielding itself without resistance to sadness,

it is dejected to the very bottom, and all its organization flows

together, and it is dissolved in the one condition of sorrow
"

—a figure which is not, however, come about by water being

regarded as the symbol of the soal (thus Hitzig on Ps. xlii. 5),

but rather by the intimate resemblance of the representation

of a flood of tears (Lam. ii. 19) ; the life of the soul flows in

the blood, and the anguish of the soul in tears and lamenta-

tions ; and since the outward man is as it were dissolved in

the gently flowing tears (Isa. xv. 3), his soul flows away as it

were in itself, for the outward incident is but the manifesta-

tion and result of an inward action. "'?y"''0^ we have translated

days of suffering, for ''JV, with its verb and the rest of its

derivatives, is the proper word for suffering, and especially

the passion of the Servant of Jehovah. Days of suffering
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—Job complains—hold liim fast ; tns unites in itself, like

^''iD.'lj the significations preliendere and prehensum tenere. In

ver. lla we must not, with Arnh. and others, translate : by

night it (affliction) pierces . . • , for ''jj? does not stand suf-

ficiently in the foreground to be the subject of what follows

;

it might sooner be rendered : by night it is pierced through

(Targ., Rosenm., Halm) ; but why is not np^? to be the sub-

ject, and "lip? consequently Piel (not Niph.Y- The night has

been personified already, ch. iii. 2; and in general, as Herder

once said. Job is the brother of Ossian for personifications :

Night (the restless night, ch. vii. 3 sq., in which every malady,

or at least the painful feeling of it, increases) pierces his bones

from him, i.e. roots out his limbs (synon. C'^?, ch, xviii. 13)

so inwardly and completely. The lepra Arahica (^/Cr^l^j

el-haras) terminates, like syphilis, with an eating away of the

limbs, and the disease has its name ^^Sp^ from /tS:>-, trun-

care, mutilare : it feeds on the bones, and destroys the body

in such a manner that single limbs are completely detached.

In ver. 175, LXX. (vevpa), Parchon, Kimchi, and others

translate ''i^^y according to the Targum. ri?"3y {= Ci^T-)); ^^cl

the Arab, v . .£, veins, after which Blumenf. : my veins are

in constant motion. But ''[^"I'y in the sense of ch. xxx. 3 : my
gnawers (Jer. qid me comedunt, Targ. ""ri^ \^V^\ qui me con-

culcant, conterunt), is far more in accordance with the predi-

cate and the parallelism, whether it be gnawing pains that

are thought of—pains are unnatural to man, they come upon

him against his will, he separates them from himself as wild

beasts—or, which we prefer, those worms (i^^l, ch. vii. 5)

which were formed in Job's ulcers (comp. Aruch, ^i^lV, a leech,

2:)lur. ^^\f]V, worms, e.g. in the liver), and which in the extra-

biblical tradition of Job's decease are such a standing feature,

that the pilgrims to Job's monastery even now-a-days take
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away witli them tlience these supposedly petrified worms of

Job.^

Ver. 18a would be closely and naturally connected with

what precedes if ''^'^2? could be understood of the skin and

explained : By omnipotence (viz. divine, as ch. xxiii. 6, Ew.

§ 270a) the covering of my body is distorted, as even Easchi:

T?} "inx 17J njn'C^'o, it is changed, by one skin or crust being

formed after another. But even Schultens rightly thinks it

remarkable that C'UP, ver. 18a, is not meant to signify the

proper upper garment but the covering of the skin, but ri^ri3j

ver. 18b, the under garment in a proper sense. The astonish-

ment is increased by the fact that 5^20^1'? signifies to disguise

one's self, and thereby render one's self unrecognisable, which

leads to the projjer idea of C'U?, to a clothing which looks

like a disguise. It cannot be cited in favour of this unusual

meaning that ^)y? is used in ch. xli. 5 of the scaly skin of the

crocodile : an animal has no other c'n? but its skin. There-

fore, with Ew., Hirz., and Hlgst., we take C'Up strictly : "by

(divine) omnipotence my garment is distorted (becomes unlike

itself), like the collar of my shirt it fits close to me." It is

unnecessary to take ''9? as a compound pray. : according to

^ lu Mugir ed-din's large history of Jerusalem and Hebron (Jdldh

el-ins el-gelil), in an article on Job, we read: God had so visited him in

his body, that he got the disease that devours the limbs (tegedhdhem),

and "worms were produced (dawivad) in the wounds, while he lay on a

dunghill {mezlele'), and except his wife, who tended him, no one ventured

to come too near him. In a beautiful Kurdic ballad "on the basket

dealer" (zembilfrosli)^ which I have obtained from the Kurds in SaZihye,

are these words : Vehi Gergis besliara heri
\ Jusuf veki ahdaii keri

\
hikcsr''

EJub kurmaii deri
\

toTi anin ser snltaneti
\
to men chalaski y zalimeti.

" When they divided Gergis with a saw

And sold Joseph like a slave,

When worms fed themselves in Job's body.

Then Thou didst guide them by a sure way

:

Thou wilt also deliver me from need."

;More concerning these worms of Job in the description of the monastery

of Job.

—

Wetzst.
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(comp. Zecli. ii. 4, Mai. ii. 9 :
" according as"), in the sense of

IDS, as eh. xxxiii. 6, since rijri3 ''B is, according to the nature of

the thing mentioned, a designation of the upper opening, by

means of which the shirt, otherwise only provided with arm-

holes (distinct from the Beduin shirt thob, which has wide and

long sleeves), is put on. Also, Ps. cxxxiii. 2, Vnno ''3 signifies

not the lower edge, but the opening at the head (t>'N"in ifi^ Ex.

xxviii. 32) or the collar of the high priest's vestment (vid. the

passage cited). Thus even LXX. olxjTrep to Trepiarofiiov

Tov '^irb)v6<; jjLov, and Jer. : velut capitlo tunicce jnea'. True,

Schlottm. observes against this rendering of ver. 18, that it is

unnatural according to substance, since on a wasted body it is

not the outer garment that assumes the appearance of a narrow

under one, but on the contrary the under garment assumes the

appearance of a wide outer one. But this objection is not to

the point. If the body is wasted away to a skeleton, there is

an end to the rich appearance and beautiful flow which the

outer garment gains by the full and rounded forms of the

limbs : it falls down straight and in j^erpendicular folds uj)on

the wasted body, and contributes in no small degree to make

him whom one formerly saw in all the fulness of health still

less recognisable than he otherwise is. ''^'}},^l, cingit me, is not

merely the falling together of the outer garment which was

formerly filled out by the members of the body, but its

appearance when the sick man wraps himself in it : then it

girds him, fits close to him like his shirt-collar, lyino- round

about the shrivelled figure like the other about a thin neck.

On the terrible wasting away which is combined with hyper-

trophical formations in elephantiasis, vid. ch. vii. 15, and

especially xix. 20. The subject of ver. 19 is God, whom
ver. 18 also describes as efficient cause : He has cast me into,

or daubed^ me with, mud, and I am become as (3 instead of

the dat, Ew. § 221, a) dust and ashes. This is also intended

1 The reading wavers between ijin and ijin, for the latter form of
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patliologically : the skin of the sufferer with elephantiasis

becomes first an intense red, then assumes a black colour

;

scales like fishes' scales are formed upon it, and the brittle,

dark-coloured surface of the body is like a lump of earth.

20 / cry to Thee for help, and Thou ansioerest not

;

I stand there, and Thou lookest fixedly at me.

21 Thou changest Thyself to a cruel being toicards me.

With the strength of Thy hand Thou makest ivar upon me.

22 Thou raisest me upon the stormy loind, Thou causest me

to drive along

And vanish in the roaring of the storm.

23 For I know : Thou ivilt Orbing me back to death,

Into the house of assembly for all living.

If he cries for help, his cry remains unanswered ; if he

stands there looking up reverentially to God (perhaps noj;,

with J?!i.^9 to ^6 supplied, has the sense of desisting or re-

straining, as Gen. x\ix. 35, xxx. 9), the troubling, fixed look

of God, who looks fixedly and hostilely upon him, anything

but ready to help (comp. ch. vii. 20, xvi. 9), meets his up-

turned eye. ]^^^'}, to look consideringly upon anything, is

elsewhere joined with P^^, ^V, IJ?, or even with the ace. ; here,

where a motionless fixed look is intended, with 3 (= ^). It

is impossible to draw the X?, ver. 20a, over to Ijsnjjil (Jer.,

Saad., Umbr., Welte, and others), both on account of the

Waw consec. (Ew. § 351a), and on account of the separation

by the new antecedent ''^I'^V. On the reading of two Codd.

panni ("Thou settest Thyself against me"), which Ploubigant

and Ew. prefer, Rosenm. has correctly pronounced judg-

ment : est potius pro mendo habenda. Instead of consolingly

answering his prayer, and instead of showing Himself willing

to help, God, who was formerly so kind towards him, changes

writing is sometimes found even out of pause by conjunctive accents,

e.g. 1 Sam. xxviii. 15, Ps. cxviii. o.
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towards him, His creature, into a cruel being, scevum ("ip^ in

the book of Job only here and ch. xli. 2, where it signifies

"foolhardy;" comp. Il."'.^5^p in the dependent passage, Isa.

Ixiii. 10), and makes war upon him (cpb> as ch. xvi. 9) by

causing him to feel the strength of His omnipotent hand

(T D^;'y as Deut. viii. 17, synon. P}p).

It is not necessary in ver. 22a to forsake the accentuation,

and to translate : Thou raisest me up, Thou causest me go in

the wind (Ew., Hirz., and others) ; the accentuation of nn is

indeed not a disjunctive DecJu, but a conjunctive Tarcha, but

preceded by Mimach, which, according to tlie rule, Psalter

ii. 500, § 5, here, where two conjunctives come together, has

a smaller conjunctive value. Therefore : elevas me in veiitum,

equitare facts me, viz. super ventum (Dachselt), for one does

not only say ^V n^ann^ 1 Chron. xiii. 7, or ), Ps. Ixvi. 12, but

also ^^, 2 Sam. vi. 3 ; and accordingly D^"'''^ ""^^'^'^ is also not

to be translated : Thou snatchest me into the wind or storm

(Hahn, Schlottm.), but: Thou raisest me up to the wind or

storm, as upon an animal for riding (Umbr,, Olsh.). Ac-

cording to Oriental tradition, Solomon rode upon the east

wind, and in Arabic they say of one who hurries rapidly

by, oxicah al-gendhai er-rih, he rides upon the wings of the

wind; in the present passage, the point of comparison is the

being absolutely passively hurried forth from the enjoyment

of a healthy and happy life to a dizzy height, whence a sudden

overthrow threatens him who is unwillingly removed (comp.

Ps. cii. 11, Thou hast lifted me up and hurled me forth).

The lot which threatens him from this painful suspense

Job expresses (ver. 22h) in the puzzling words : n^'j-n ''JJJbni.

Thus the Keri, after which LXX. transl. (if it has not read

ny^C'p), Kal aireppi-ylrd^ fie airo acorrjpia'i. The modern ex-

positors who follow the Keri, by taking ""JJiiOni for ''b iiDTW

(according to Ges. § 121, 4), translate : Thou causest counsel

and understanding (Welte), happiness (Blumenf.), and the

VOL. II. L
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like, to vanish from me; continuance, existence, duration would

be better (yid. ch. vl. 13, and especially on ch. xxvi. 3). The

thought is appropriate, but the expression is halting. Jerome,

who translates valide, points to the correct thing, and Buxtorf

(^Lex. col. 2342 sq.) by interpreting the not less puzzling

Targum translation in fundamento =funditus or in essentia =
essentialiter, has, without intending it, hit upon the idea of the

Hebr. Keri; n^K'n is intended as a closer defining, or adverbial,

accusative : Thou causest rae to vanish as to existence, ita

ut tota essentia pereat h.e. totaliter et omnino. Perhaps this

was really the meaning of the poet : most completely, most

thoroughly, altogether, like the Arab. Us-. But it is un-

favourable to this Keri, that IT'Ei'in (from the verb •£?')), as

might be expected, is always written plene elsewhere ; the

correction of the nv^n is violent, and moi'eover this form, cor-

rectly read, gives a sense far more consistent with the figure,

ver. 22a. Ges., Umbr., and Carey falsely read n^^'ri, terres

me; this verb is unknown in Hebr., and even in Chaldee is

only used in Ithpeal, ^'ln?'^5 (= Hebr. T?.?) ; for a similar

reason Bottcher's niB'n (which is intended to mean : in de-

spair) is also not to be used. Even Stuhlmann perceived

that nv^^'n is equivalent to nx^trri ; it is, with Ew. and Olsh.,

to be read n^rn (not with Pareau and Hirz. nili'ri without the

Dag.), and this form signifies, as nKIC'n, ch. xxxvi. 29, from

NitJ' =: HN^, from which it is derived by change of consonants,

the crash of thunder, or even the rumbling or roar as of a

storm or a falling in (^procellm sive ridnai). The meaning is

hardly, that he who rides away upon the stormy wind melts

and trickles down like drops of rain among the pealing of

the thunder, when the thunder-storm, whose harbinger is the

stormy wind, gathers; but that in the storm itself, which

increases in fury to the howling of a tempest, he dissolves*

awav. ni&'n for n^C'na, comp. Ps. cvii. 26 : their soul melted
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away (dissolved) '"ly"]?. The compulsory journey in the air,

therefore, passes into nothing or nearly nothing, as Job is

well aware, ver. 23 : "for I know: (without ""S, as ch. xix. 25,

Ps. ix. 21) Thou wilt bring me back to death" (ace. of the

goal, or locative without any sign). If ''^^''tJ'Vi is taken in its

most natural signification reduces, death is represented as

essentially one with the dust of death (comp. ch. i. 21 with

Gen. iii. 19), or even with non-existence, out of which man
is come into being; nevertheless 2''t^'n can also, by obliteratino-

the notion of return, like recUgere, have only the signification

of the turn of destiny and change of condition that is effected.

The assertion that l^H^ always includes an " again," and retains

it inexorably (vid. Kohler on Zech. xiii. 7, S. 239), is un-

tenable. In post-biblical Hebrew, at least, it is certain that

y\^ signifies not only "to become again," but also "to

become," as jU is used as synon. of ^\p^, devenir} With
JTiO, the designation of the condition, is coupled the designa-

tion of the place : Hades (under the notion of which that of

the grave is included) is the great involuntary rendezvous of

all who live in this world.

24 Doth one not, Jioioever, stretch out the hand in falling.

Doth he not raise a cry for help on that account in his ruin ?

25 Or have I not wept for him that was in trouble,

Hath not my soul grieved for the needy ?—

•

26 For I hoped for good, then evil came

;

I loaited for light, and darkness came.

27 My boioels boiled loithout ceasing.

Days of misery met me.

Most of the ancient versions indulge themselves in strano-e

fancies respecting ver. 24 to make a translatable text, or find

their fancies in the text before them. The translation of the

^ Vid. my Anekdota der mittelalterlicTien Scholastik unter Judm und
Moslemen, S. 3-17.
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Targum follows the fancies of the Midrash, and places itself

beyond the range of criticism. The LXX. reads ""l instead

of ""ya, and finds in ver. 24 a longing for suicide, or death by

the hand of another. The Syriac likewise reads '•3, althongh

it avoids this absurdity. Jerome makes an address of the

assertion, and, moreover, also moulds the text under the influ-

ence of the Midrash. Aq., Symm., and Theod. strive after a

better rendering than the LXX., but (to judge from the

fragments in the Hexapla) without success. Saadia and

Gecatilia wring a sense out of ver. 24a, but at the expense of

the syntax, and by dragging ver. 246 after it, contrary to the

tenor of the words. The old expositors also advance nothing

available. They mostly interpret it as though it were not

p?, but DPI? (a reading which has been forced into the INIid-

rash texts and some Codd. instead of the reading; of the text

that is handed down to us). Even Rosenm. thinks \\}> might,

like the Aram, {inp^ be equivalent to Q^^ ; and Carey explains

the enallage generis from the perhaps existing secondary idea

of womanly fear, as 2 Sam. iv. 6, nsn instead of nan is used

of the two assassins to describe them as cowards. But the

Hebr. jn? is fern. ; and often as the enallage niasc. pro fern.

occurs, the enallage fern, pro masc. is unknown ; ^^'^, 2 Sam.

iv. 6, is an adv. of place (yid., moreover, Tlienius in he).

It is just as absolutely inadmissible when the old expositors

combine Vy^ with VVl (l''^'!!)} or as e.g. Raschi with V^V'^, and

translate, "welfare" or "exhilaration" (refreshing). The

signif. "wealth" would be more readily admissible, so that

VV^, as Aben-Ezra observes, would be the subst. to VS^, ch.

xxxiv. 19; but in ch. xxxvi. 19 (which see), Vy^ (as W^ Isa.

xxii. 5) signifies a cry of distress (= PV^), and an attempt

must be made here with this meaning before every other.

On the other hand comes the question whether ''I?? is not

perhaps to be referred to the verb nyn, whether it be as

subst. after the form ''")P (Ealbag after the Targ.) or as part.
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2jass. (Saad. Alu.*.!! ^^jJ ^j\j-'-^, "only that it is not de-

sired"). The verb does not, indeed, occur elsewhere in the

book of Job, but is very consistent with its style, which so

abounds in Aramaisms, and is at the same time so coloured

with Arabic that we should almost say, its Hauranitish style.^

Thus taking ''yn as one word, Ralbag transl.: prayer stretches

not forth the hand, which is intended to mean : is not able to

do anything, cannot cause the will of God to miscarry. This

meaning is only obtained by great violence ; but when Kenan

(together with Bockel and Carey, after liosenm.) translates

:

Vaines prieres ! . . . il etencl sa main ; a qiioi hon protester

contre ses coups ? the one may be measured with the other.

If ^yn is to be derived from nya, it must be translated either

:

shall He, however, without prayer (sine iiJiploratione), or:

shall He, however, unimplored {no7i imploratus), stretch out

His hand ? The thought remains the same by both render-

ings of ''^3, and suits as a vindication of the cry for help in

the context. But nyn^ in the specific signification implorare,

deprecari, is indeed the usage of the Targum, although strange

to the Hebr., which is here so rich in synonyms ; then, in the

former case, vb for ^72 is harsh, and in the other, ""^2 as 2^art.

2MSS. is too strong an Aramaism. We must therefore con-

sider whether '^V^ as ''S? with the prcep. ? gives a suitable

sense. Since 3 1^ nT^'^ e,g. ch. xxviii. 9 and elsewhere, most

commonly means "to lay the hand on anything, stretch out

the hand to anything," it is most natural to take ""ya in de-

^ The verb \k) is still extensively used in Syria, and that in two forms

:

^AAj) Uj and Uaj U;. In Damascus the /;«<. i is alone used ; where-

as in Hauran and the steppe I have only found fut. a. Thus e.g. the

Hauranite poet "Kashn el-Chinn says : "Tiie gracious God encompass thee

with Ilis favour and whatever thy soul desires {wa-l-nefsu ma tebghci), it

must obtain its desire" (tanulu mundhd, in connection with which it is to

be observed that JU fut. u is used here in the signification adipisci,

comp. Fleischer on ch. xv. 29 [supra i. 270, note]).

—

Wetzst.
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pendence upon il^ '^^'^l, and we really gain an impressive

thought, if we translate : Only may He not stretch out His

hand (to continue His work of destruction) to a heap of

rubbish (which I am already become) ; but by this translation

of ver. 24a, ver. 245 remains a glaring puzzle, insoluble in

itself and in respect of the further course of the thought, for

Schlottmann's interpretation, "Only one does not touch ruins,

or the ruin of one is the salvation of another," which is itself

puzzling, is no solution. The reproach against the friends

which is said to lie in ver. 24a is contrary to the character of

this monologue, which is turned away from his human oppo-

nents; then yi^* does not signify salvation, and there is no "one"

and " another" to be found in the text. We must therefore,

against our inclination, give up this dependent relation of ""yn,

so that 'J?? signifies either, upon a heap of rubbish, or, since this

ought to be ''V'bv : by the falling in ; ''V (from njy = 'iivj) can

mean both : a falling in or overthrow (boideversement) as an

event, and ruins or rubbish as its result. Accordingly Hirz.

translates : Only upon the ruins (more correctly at least : upon

ruins) one will not stretch out his hand, and Ew. : Only

—

does not one stretch out one's hand by one's overthrow? But

this "only" is awkward. Hahn is of opinion that i^? "^i^ may

be taken in the signification not once, and translates : may

one not for once raise one's hand by one's downfall ; but even

this is lame, because then all connection with what precedes

is wanting ; besides, i6 'qs does not signify ne quiclem. The

originally affirmative ^S has certainly for the most part a

restrictive signification, which, as we observed on ch. xviii. 21,

is blended with the affirmative in Hebr., but it is also, as

more frequently 1?^?, used adversatively, e.g. ch. xvi. 7, and

in the combination N^ ^^ this adversative signification coin-

cides with the restrictive, for this double particle signifies

everywhere else : only not, however not. Gen. xx. 12, 1 Kings

xi. 39, 2 Kings xii. 14, xiii. 6, xxiii. 9, 26. It would be more
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natural to translate, as we have stated above : only may he

not, etc., but ver. 24^ puts in its veto against this. If, as

Hirz., Ew., and Halm also suppose, i6, ver. 24a, is equivalent

to ^^[}, so that the sentence is to be spoken with an interro-

gative accent, we must translate '^^ as Jer. has done, by

verumtamen. He knows that he is being hurried forth to meet

death; he knows it, and has also already made himself so

familiar with this thought, that the sooner he sees an end put

to this his sorrowful life the better—nevertheless does one not

stretch out one's hand when one is falling? This involuntary

reaction a<2;ainst destruction is the inevitable result of man's

instinct of self-preservation. It needs no proof that T" rhv)

can signify "to stretch out one's hand for help;" rhv)^ is

used with a general subj. : one stretches out, as ch. xvii. 5,

:sxi. 22. With this determination of the idea of ver. 24a,

245 is now also naturally connected with what precedes. It

is not, however, to be translated, as Ew. and Hirz. : if one is

in distress, is not a cry for help heard on account of it? If

DK were intended hypothetically, a continuation of the power

of the interrogative ^ from ver. 24a would be altogether

impossible. Hahn and Loch-Reischl rightly take QX in the

sense of an. It introduces another turn of the question

:

Does one, however, not stretch out one's hand to hasten the

fall, or in his downfall (raise) a cry for help, or a wail, on

that account? Doderleln's conjecture, in? for \\0 (praying

"for favour"), deserves respectful mention, but it is not

needed : \[0 signifies neutrally : in (under) such circum-

stances (comp. ons, ch. xxii. 21, Isa. Ixiv. 5), or is directly

equivalent to \\0, which (Huth i. 13) signifies 2^'>"opterea, and

even in biblical Chaldee, beside the Chaldee signif. sed, nisi,

retains this Hebrew signif. (Dan. ii. 6, 9, iv. 24). *T'2, which

signifies dying and destruction (Talmud, in the peculiar

signif. : that which is hewn or pecked open), synon. of 1^^,

has been already discussed on ch. xii. 5.
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Yer. 25. The further progress of the thoughts seems to he

well carried out only by our rendering of ver. 24. The mani-

festation of feeling—Job means to say—which he himself

felt at the misfortune of others, will be still permitted to him

in his own misfortune, the seeking of compassion from the

sympathising : or have I not wept for the hard of day ? i.e.

him whose lot in life is hard (comp.
^^f^')

durus, miser) ; did

not my soul grieve for the needy? Here, also, ts^ from

ver. 25a continues its effect (comp. ch. iii. 10, xxviii. 17);

DJy is air. ye<yp., of like signification with ^^^, whence D2S

Isa. xix. 10, noJS (sadness) b. Moed katan 145, Arab, agima,

to feel disgust. If the relation of ver. 25 to ver. 24 is con-

firmatory, ver. 26 and what follows refers directly to ver. 24

:

he who felt sympathy with the sufferings of others will never-

theless dare in his own affliction to stretch out his hand for

help in the face of certain ruin, and pour forth his pain in

lamentation ; for his affliction is in reality inexpressibly great:

he hoped for good (for the future from his prosperous condition,

in which he rejoiced),^ then came evil ; and if I waited for

light, deep darkness came. Ewald (§ 232, h) regards ^'^^'}^!}.

as contracted from ^p^"'^{^, but this shortening of the vowel is

a pure impossibility. The former signifies rather koI i'-jXinLpv

or i^ovko/irjv eXTTL^eiv, the latter koX •/jXTnaa, and that cohor-

tative flit, logically forms a hypothetical antecedent, exactly

like ch. xix. 18, if I desire to rise (n»lps), they speak against

me (vid. Ew. § 357, h). In feverish heat and anxiety his

bowels were set boiling (nnn as ch. xli. 23, comp. Talmud.

inn"i, a hot-headed fellow), and rested not (from this boiling).

The accentuation Tarcha, Mercha, and Athnach is here in-

correct; instead of AtJinach, liehia miigrasch is required.

Days of affliction came upon him (D"7J? as Ps. xviii. 6), viz.

1 LXX. Aldinn: lyu Vi d'Trixuu dyuffcl;, Avliicli Zwingli rightly corrects

iTix''"' i_Codd. F«<., Alex., and Sinait.).
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as a hostile power cutting off the previous way of his pro-

s^ierity.

28 / loandered ahout in mourning loitliout tlie sun

;

I rose in the assembli/, 1 gave free course to my complaint.

29 I am become a brother of the jackals

And a companion of ostriches.

30 3ft/ sJcin having become black, p)eels offfrom me,

And my bones are parched loith dryness.

31 My harp loas turned to mourning,

And my pipe to tones of sorrow.

Several expositors (Umbr., Vaih., Hlgst.) understand "i^.P

of the dirty-black skin of the leper, but contrary to the usage

of the language, according to which, in similar utterances (Ps.

XXXV. 14, xxxviii. 7, xlii. 10, xliii. 2, comp. supra, ch. v. 11),

it rather denotes the dirty-black dress of mourners (comp. i jvj?,

conspurcare vesteni) ; to understand it of the dirty-black skin

as quasi sordida veste (Welte) is inadmissible, since this dis-

tortion of the skin which Job bewails in ver. 30 would hardly

be spoken of thus tautologically. Tip therefore means in the

black of the pl^, or mourning-linen, ch. xvi. 15, by which, how-

ever, also the interpretation of i^f^^ ^^^?, "without sunburn"

(Ew., Hirz.), which has gained ground since Raschi's day {l<b

ti'OC'n ''jnDT^i'C'), is disposed of; for "one can perhaps say of the

blackness of the skin that it does not proceed from the sun,

but not of the blackness of mourning attire" (Hahn). ITp

also refutes the reading nDH KP3 in LXX. Complut. (dvev

Ovjuiov),^ Syi^') Jer. {sine furore), which ought to be understood

of the deposition of the gall-pigment on the skin, and therefore

of jaundice, which turns it (especially in tropical regions) not

merely yellow, but a dark-brown. Halm and a few others

^ Whereas Codd. Alex., Vat., and Shiait., dvcv (pt^uoZ, which is cor-

rectly explained by x,yii.'.ov in Zwingli's Aldine, but gives no sense.
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render nion n^3 correctly in the sense of yc'ra, " without the sun

having shone on him." Bereft of all his possessions, and finally

also of his children, he wanders about in mourning Q\vTi, as ch.

xxiv. 10, Ps. xxxviii. 7), and even the sun had clothed itself

in black to him (which is what K'btJ'n 11]^ means, Joel ii. 10

and freq.); the celestial light, which otherwise brightened his

path, ch. xxix. 3, was become invisible. We must not forget

that Job here reviews the whole chain of afflictions which have

come upon him, so that by ver. 28a we have not to think

exclusively, and also not prominently, of the leprosy, since

TiD^n indeed represents him as still able to move about freely.

In ver. 2Sb the accentuation wavers between Dechi, Munacli^

Sillulc, according to which V^'^^ ?ij}i'^? belong together, which

is favoured by the DagesJi in the Beth, and Tarcha, ManacJi,

Silluk, according to which (because Munach, according to

Psalter ii. 503, § 2, is a transformation of Rehia mugrasch)

7ni5|i '•riDip belong together. The latter mode of accentuation,

according to which ?npn must be written without the Dag.

instead of ''Hpa (yid. Norzi), is the only correct one (because

Dechi cannot come in the last member of the sentence before

Silluk), and is also more pleasing as to matter : I rose (and

stood) in the assembly, crying for help, or more generally

;

wailing. The assembly is not to be thought of as an assembly

of the people, or even tribunal (Ew. :
" before the tribunal

seeking a judge, with lamentations"), but as the public; for

the thought that Job sought help against his unmerited suf-

ferings before a human tribunal is absurd; and, moreover,

the thought that he cried for help before an assembly of the

people called together to take counsel and pronounce decisions

is equally absurd. Welte, however, who interprets : I v/as as

one who, before an assembled tribunal, etc., introduces a

quasi of which there is no trace in the text. ?ni53 must

therefore, without pressing it further, be taken in the sense

of publice, before all the world (Ilirz. : comp. ^[^\^?, ev
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(jjavepS, Prov. xxvi. 26) ; V^^'^, however, is a circumstantial

clause declaring the purpose (Evv. § 337, h ; comp. De Sacy,

Gramm. Arahe ii. § 357), as is frequently the case after Dip,

ch. xvi. 8, Ps. Ixxxviii. 11, cii. 14: surrexi in publico ut

lamentarer, or lamentaturus, or lamentando. In this lament,

extorted by the most intense pain, which he cannot hold back,

however many may surround him, he is become a brother of

those CSJ?, jackals {canes aurei), whose dolorous howling pro-

duces dejection and shuddering in all who hear it, and a com-

panion of i^^V^. ni:3^ whose shrill cry is varied by wailing tones

of deep melancholy.^ The point of comparison is not the

insensibility of the hearers {Sforno), but the fellowship of

wailing and howling together with the accompanying idea of

the desert in which it is heard, which is connected with the

idea itself (comp. Mic. i. 8).

Ver. 30. Now for the first time he speaks of his disfigure-

ment by leprosy in particular : my skin (^"^^V, masc, as it is

also used in ch. xix. 26, only apparently as fern.) is become

black (nigruit) from me, i.e. being become black, has peeled

from me, and my bones C^V^, construed as fern, like ch.

xix. 20, Ps. cii. 6) are consumed, or put in a glow (p"]^, Milel,

^ It is wortli wMle to cite a passage from Shaw's Travels in Barhnry^

ii. 348 (transl.), here: "When the ostriches are running and fighting, they

sometimes make a wild, hideous, hissing noise with their throats distended

and beaks open ; at another time, if they meet with a slight opposition,

they have a glucking or cackling voice like our domestic fowls : they seem

to rejoice and laugh at the terror of their adversary. During the loneli-

ness of the night however, as if their voice had a totally different tone,

they often set up a dolorous, hideous moan, which at one time resembles

the roar of the lion, and at another is more like the hoarser voice of other

quadrupeds, especially the bull and cow. I have often heard them groan

as if they were in the greatest agonies." lu General Doumas' book on the

Horse of the Sahara, I have read that the male ostrich (jMini), when it

is killed, especially if its young ones are near, sends forth a dolorous

note, while the female (remda), on the other hand, does not utter a
sound; and so, when the ostrich digs out its nest, one hears a languishing

and dolorous tone all day long, and when it has laid its egg, its usual

cry is again heard, only about three o'clock in the afternoon.
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from ""in, as Ezek. xxlv. 11) by a parching heat. Thus, then,

his harp became mournful, and his pipe Q^IV\ with 3 raphatwii)

tlie cry of the weepers ; the cheerful music (comp. ch. xxi. 12)

has been turned into gloomy weeping and sobbing (comp.

Lam. V. 15). Tims the second part of the monologue closes.

It is somewhat lengthened and tedious; it is Job's last sorrow-

ful lament before the catastrophe. "What a delicate touch of

the poet is it that he makes this lament, ver. 31, die away so

melodiously ! One hears the prolonged vibration of its elegiac

strains. The festive and joyous music is hushed ; the only

tones are tones of sadness and lament, mesto, Jlehile.

The Third Part of the ]\Ionologue.—Chap. xxxi.

Schema: 8. 9. 8. 6. 6. 10. 10. 4. 4. 5. 7. G.

1 T have made a covenant until mine eyes,

And how shoidd I fix my gaze upon a maiden!

2 What then ivould he the dispensation of Eloah from above,

And the inheritance of the Almighty from the heights—
3 Doth not calamity overtake the loiched,

And misfortune the ivorhers of evil

^

4 Doth He not see my ways

A nd count all my steps ?

After Job has described and bewailed the harsh contrast

between the former days and the present, he gives us a

picture of his moral life and endeavour, in connection with

the character of which the explanation of his present affliction

as a divinely decreed punishment becomes impossible, and the

sudden overthrow of his prosperity into this abyss of suffer-

ing becomes to him, for the same reason, the most painful

mystery. Job is not an Israelite, he is without the pale of

the positive, Sinaitic i;evelation ; his religion is the old patri-

archal religion, which even in the present day is called din

Ibrahim (the religion of Abraham), or din el bedit (the
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religion of the steppe) as the religion of those Arabs wlio are

not Moslem, or at least influenced by the penetrating Islamism,

and is called by Mejanishi el-hamfije (vid. siq^ra, i. p. 21G,

note) as the patriarchally orthodox religion.^ As little as

this religion, even in the present day, is acquainted with the

specific Mohammedan commandments, so little knew Job of

the specifically Israelitish. On the contrary,, his confession,

which he lays down in this third monologue, coincides re-

markably with the ten commandments of piety {el-feld\\)

peculiar to the din IbjxViim, although it differs in this respect,

that it does not give the prominence to submission to the

dispensations of God, that teslhn which, as the whole of this

didactic poem teaches by its issue, is the duty of the per-

fectly pious; also bravery in defence of holy property and

rights is wanting, which among the wandering tribes is

accounted as an essential part of the liehhet er-rVa (inspiration

of the Divine Being), i.e. active piety, and to which it is

similarly related, as to the binding notion of "honour" which

was coined by the western chivalry of the middle ages.

Job begins with the duty of chastity. Consistently with the

prologue, which the drama itself nowhere belies, he is living in

monogamy, as at the present day the orthodox Arabs, averse to

Islamism, are not addicted to ^Moslem polygamy. With the

1 Also in the Merg district east of Damascus, which is peopled by

an ancient unmixed race, because the fever which prevails there kills

strangers, remnants of the din Ibrahim have been preserved despite the

penetrating Islamism. There the imdaqqin (Souffleur), who says the

creed into the grave as a farewell to the buried one, adds the foUowiug

words :
" The nusllm is my brother, the musllma my sister, Abraham is

my father {cdn\ his religion {dhmli) is mine, and his confession {medh-

Jiebuh) mine." It is indisputable that the words muslim (one who is sub-

missive to God) and islam (submission to God) have originally belonged

to the din Ihrfdihn. It is also remarkable that the Moslem salutation

xelam occurs only as a sign in war among the wandering tribes, and that

the guest parts from his host with the words: ddimu besat el-Chalil, la,

maqtu' wala memnu, i.e. mayest thou always have Abraham's table, and
plenty of provisions and guests.

—

Wetzst,
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confession of having maintained this marriage (although, to

infer from the prologue, it was not an over-happy, deeply

sympathetic one) sacred, and restrained himself not only from

every adulterous act, but also from adulterous desires, his

confessions begin. Here, in the middle of the Old Testa-

ment, without the pale of the Old Testament v6fio<;, we meet

just that moral strictness and depth with which the Preacher

on the mount. Matt. v. 27 sq., opposes the spirit to the letter

of the seventh commandment. It is '^^V?, not ''^''^"0^ (comp.

ch. xl. 28), designedly ; Qi? H^IH nia or nx is the usual phrase

where two equals are concerned ; on the contrary, ? n"'"i3 m3
where the superior—Jehovah, or a king, or conqueror—binds

himself to another under prescribed conditions, or the cove-

nant is made not so much by a mutual advance as by the one

taking the initiative. In this latter case, the secondary notions

of a promise given (e.g. Isa. Iv. 3), or even, as here, of a law

prescribed, are combined with nnn ma :
" as lord of my

senses I prescribed this law for my eyes " (Ew.). The eyes,

says a Talmudic proverb, are the procuresses of sin (niDiD

in3''J ns<l2m) ;
" to close his eyes, that they may not feast on

evil," is, in Isa. xxxiii. 15, a clearly defined line in the picture

of him on whom the everlasting burnings can have no hold.

The exclamation, ver. lb, is spoken with self-conscious indig-

nation : Why should I . . . (comp. Joseph's exclamation,

Gen. xxxix. 9) ; Schultens correctly : est indignatio repellens

vehementissime et negans tale quicquam committi j^cir esse; the

transition of the n», U, to the expression of negation, which

is complete in Arabic, is here in its incipient state, Ew.

§ 325, b. ^V ip.i^nn is intended to express a fixed and inspect-

ing (comp. ^^, 1 Kings iii. 21) gaze upon an object, combined

with a lascivious imagination (comp. Sir. ix. 5, Trapdevov fii]

KaraixdvOave, and ix. 8, airoa-rpe'^ov cx^OaX^wv airo 'yvvacKO'i

€v/Jiop(f)ov Kol fMT] KarafMavOave KdX\o<i dXkorpLOp), a /SXeTrecv

which issues in iinOu/jiy^aat amrjv, Matt. v. 28. Adulterium
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reale, and in fact two-sided, is first spoken of in the third

strophe, here it is adulterium mentale and one-sided ; the object

named is not any maiden whatever, but any npina, because

virginity is ever to be revered, a most sacred thing, the holy

purity of which Job acknowledges himself to have guarded

against profanation from any lascivious gaze by keeping a

strict watch over his eyes. The Waio of npi is, as in ver. 14,

copulative : and if I had done it, what punishment might I

have looked for?

Tlie question, ver. 2, is proposed in order that it may be

answered in ver. 3 again in the form of a question : in con-

sideration of the just punishment which the injurer of female

innocence meets. Job disavows every unchaste look. On P?n

and n7m used of allotted, adjudged punishment, comp. ch.

XX. 29, xxvii. 13 ; on ")33, which alternates with T'i? (burden of

suffering, misfortune), comp. Obad. ver. 12, where in its stead

"13!) occurs, as Arab, nulcr, properly id quod patienti paradoxum,

irisuetum, intolerahile videtur, ornne ingratum (Eeiske). Con-

scious of the just punishment of the unchaste, and, as he adds

in ver. 4, of the omniscience of the heavenly Judge, Job has

made dominion over sin, even in its first beginnings and

motions, his principle.

The Kin, which gives prominence to the subject, means

Him who punishes the unchaste. By Him who observes his

walk on every side, and counts ("'iS?''., plene, according to

Ew. § 138, a, on account of the pause, but vid. the similar

form of writing, ch. xxxix. 2, xviii. 15) all his steps. Job has

been kept back from sin, and to Him Job can appeal as a

witness.

5 If I had intercourse xoitli falsehood,

And my foot hastened after deceit:

G Let Him loeigh me in the balances ofjustice,

And let Eloah know my innocence.
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7 If niy steps turned aside from the locnjy

And my heart followed mine eyes^

And any spot hath cleaved to my hands

:

8 May I soio and another eat,

And let my shoots be rooted out.

We have translated NIC' (on the form vid. on ch. xv. 31,

and the idea on ch. xi. 11) falsehood, for it signifies desolate-

ness and hollowness under a concealing mask, therefore the

contradiction between what is without and within, lying and

deceit, parall. <^^']p, deceit, delusion, imposition. The phrase

XIK^'DJ^ 7]7n is based on the personification of deceit, or on

thinking of it in connection with the ^^'ll:^""''nD (ch. xi. 11).

The form C'nni cannot be derived from CTH, from which it

oufrht to be ^nm like "^D'l Judg. iv. 18 and freq., ib'M

(serravit) 1 Chron. xx. 3, J3j;>1 (increpavit) 1 Sam. xxv. 14.

Many grammarians (Ges. § 72, rem. 9 ; Olsh. 257, g) ex-

plain the Pathach instead of Kametz as arising from the

virtual doubling of the guttural (Dagesh forte imjylicitum),

for which, however, no ground exists here ; Ewald (§ 232, b)

explains it by " the hastening of the tone towards the begin-

ning," which explains nothing, since the retreat of the tone

has not this effect anywhere else. We must content ourselves

with the supposition that t^'nni is formed from a nc'n having

a similar meaning to C'ln (C"'n), as also ^V^], 1 Sam. xv. 10,

comp. xiv. 32, is from a nay of similar signification with 0"^.

The hypothetical antecedent, ver. 5, is followed by the con-

clusion, ver. 6 : If he have done this, may God not spare

him. He has, however, not done it ; and if God puts him to

an impartial trial. He will learn his nQri^ integritas, purity of

character. The " balance of justice " is the balance of the

final judgment, which the Arabs call JW^l {jj*}:^-^) "the

balance of actions (works)." ^

"• The manual of ethics by Gbazzuli is entitled mlzan el-dmCd in tlie
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Ver. 7 also begins hypothetically : if my steps (''"[itJ^i^ from

"iit^t^j which is used alternately with l^ti'X without distinction,

contrary to Ew. § 260, h) swerve (p^^, the predicate to the

2)lur. which follows, designating a thing, according to Ges.

§ 146, 3) from the way {i.e. the one right way), and my heart

went after my eyes, i.e. if it followed the drawing of the lust

of the eye, viz. to obtain by deceit or extortion the property

of another, and if a spot (DIXD, macula, as Dan. i. 4, = DW,

ch. xi. 15 ; according to Ew., equivalent to DirtDj what is

blackened and blackens, then a blemish, and accordino; to

Olsh., in n»ix?p . . . N7, like the French ne . . . point) clave

to my hands : I will sow, and let another eat, and let my
shoots be rooted out. The poet uses ^''^^y.^^^* elsewhere of off-

spring of the body or posterity, ch. v. 25, xxi. 8, xxvii. 14

;

here, however, as in Isaiah, with whom he has this word in

common, ch. xxxiv. 2, xlii. 5, the produce of the ground is

meant. Ver. 8a is, according to John iv. 37, a X0709, proverb.

In so far as he may have acted thus. Job calls down upon

himself the curse of Deut. xxviii. 30 sq. : what he sows, let

strangers reap and eat ; and even when that which is sown

does not fall into the hands of strangers, let it be uprooted.

9 // my heart has heen hefooled about a ivoman,

And if I lay in wait at my neighbour s door :

10 Let my ivife grind unto another,

And let others hoiv doion over her.

11 For this is an infamous act,

And this is a crime [to be brought beforel judges

;

12 Yea, it is a fire that consumeth to the abyss,

And should root out all my increase.

As he has guarded himself against defiling virgin innocence

original, p1^' ''3T^;D in Bar-Chisdai's translation, vid. Gosche on Ghazzali's

life and works, S. 261 of the volume of the Berliner Akademie d. Wis-

senscJi. for 1858.

VOL. II. M
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by lascivious glances, so is he also conscious of having made

no attempt to trespass upon the marriage relationship of his

neighbour (Vl as in the Decalogue, Ex. xx. 17) : his heart

was not persuaded, or he did not allows his heart to be per-

suaded ("^i^S^ like nreiOeaOai), i.e. misled, on account of a

woman ip^'^ as ^^^ '"i'^'??, in post-bibl. usage, of another's

wife), and he lay not in wait (according to the manner of

adulterous lovers described at ch. xxiv. 15, which see) at his

neighbour's door. We may here, witli Wetzstein, compare the

like-minded confession in a poem of Muhadi ibn-Muhammel

:

^_^y: t^ Ixc jW^ (»^ii' L_^3 U, i.e. "The neighbour's dog

never barked (33, Beduin equivalent to nn3 in the Syrian

towns and villages) on our account (because we had gone by

night with an evil design to his tent), and it never howled

(being beaten by us, to make it cease its barking lest it should

betray us)." In ver. 10 follows the punishment which he

wishes might overtake him in case he had acted thus :
" may

my wife grind to another," i.e. may she become his " maid

behind the mill," Ex. xi. 5, comp. Isa. xlvii. 2, who must

allow herself to be used for everything ; a\eTpi<i and a

common low woman (comp. Plutarch, no7i posse suav. viv.

c. 21, Kol '7ra'^v(7Keki]<i a\.erp\<i irpo^ [xvXrjv KLVov/jbevrj) are

almost one and the same. On the other hand, the Tars.

(coeat cum alio), LXX. (euphemistically apeaat erepcp, not,

as the Syr. Hexapl. shows, aXeaai), and Jer. {scortum sit

alterius), and in like manner Saad., Gecat., understand jnLDri

directly of carnal surrender ; and, in fact, according to the

traditional opinion, b. Sola 10a : ni'^nj? JID'^ N^iS njTlD px, i.e.

" jnt2 everywhere in Scripture is intended of (carnal) trespass."

AYith reference to Judg. xvi. 21 and Lam. v. 13 (where pntPj

like ^*^^, signifies the upper mill-stone, or in gen. the mill),

this is certainly incorrect; the parallel, as well as Deut.
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xxviii. 30, favours this rendering of the word in the obscene

sense of fxuWeiv, molere, in this passage, which also is seen

under the Arab, synon. of grinding, tlJ.fi)J (frudere); accord-

ing to which it would have to be interpreted : let her grind

to another, i.e. serve him as it were as a nether mill-stone.

The verb IHD, used elsewhere (in Talmud.) of the man, would

here be transferred to the woman, like as it is used of the mill

itself as that which grinds. This rendering is therefore not

refuted by its being JHJpn and not ][}^^. Moreover, the word

thus understood is not unworthy of the poet, since he de-

signedly makes Job seize the strongest expressions. Among
moderns, jntjn is thus tropically explained by Ew., Umbr.,

Hahn, and a few others, but most expositors prefer the proper

sense, in connection with which molat certainly, especially

with respect to ver. 9^*, is also equivalent to fiat pellex. It is

hard to decide ; nevertheless the preponderance of reasons

seems to us to be on the side of the traditional tropical render-

ing, by the side of which ver. 105 is not attached in progressive,

but in synonymous parallelism: et super ea incurvent se alii, V"}^

of the man, as in the phrase J=f-Jl ^\ i'^^H C^s.J> (curvat

se mulier ad virum) of the acquiescence of the woman
; Pinx

is a poetical Aramaism, Evv. § 177, a. The sin of adultery,

in case he had committed it, ought to be punished by another

taking possession of his own wife, for that (x^n a neutral masc,

Keri N\7 in accordance with the fem. of the following pre-

dicate, comp. Lev. xviii. 17) is an infamous act, and that (N''n

referring back to nj3T, Keri N^n in accordance with the masc.

of the following predicate) is a crime for the judges. On
this wavering between Nin and X\T vid. Gesenius, Handv)6rter-

buch, 1863, s. V. sin, S. 225. n!i)T is the usual Thora-word

for the shameless subtle encroachments of sensual desires

{vid. Saalschiitz, Mosaisches Recht, S. 791 f.), and Q''r'v3 flV

(not pJ?), according to the usual view equivalent to crimen et
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crimen quidem judicum (however, on the form of connection

intentionally avoided here, where the genitival relation might

easily give an erroneous sense, vid. Ges. § 11 G, rem.), signifies

a crime which falls within the province of the penal code, for

which in ver. 28 it is less harshly vr? P^: a judicial, i.e.

criminal offence. D vVr' is, moreover, not the pliir. of vvQ

(Kimchi), but of 7vSij an arbitrator (root bii, findere, dirimere).

The confirmatory clause, ver. 12, is co-ordinate with the

preceding: for it (this criminal, adulterous enterprise) is a

fire, a fire consuming him who allows the sparks of sinful

desire to rise up within him (Prov. vi. 27 sq. ; Sir. ix. 8),

which devours even to the bottom of the abyss, not resting

before it has di*agged him whom it has seized down with it

into the deepest depth of ruin, and as it were melted him

away, and which ought to root out all my produce (all the

fruit of my labour).^ The function of 3 is questionable.

Ew. (§ 217,/) explains it as local: in my whole revenue, i.e.

throughout my whole domain. But it can also be Beth ohjecti,

whether it be that the obj. is conceived as the means of the

action (vid. on ch. xvi. 4, 5, 10, xx. 20), or that, " correspond-

ing to the Greek genitive, it does not express an entire full

coincidence, but an action about and upon the object" (Ew.

§ 217, S. 557). We take it as Beth ohj. in the latter sense,

after the analogy of the so-called pleonastic Arab. c__> (^e.g.

qaraa bi-sinoari, he has practised the act of reading upon the

Suras of the Koran) : and which ought to undertake the act

of outrooting upon my whole produce.^

1 It is something characteristically Semitic to express the notion of

destruction by the figure of burning up with fire \^rid. supi-a, i. 377, note],

and it is so much used in the present day as a natural inalienable form of

thought, that in curses and imprecations everything, without distinction

of the object, is to be burned; e.g. juhrik, may (God) burn up, or juhi-at,

ought to burn, Lildduh, bis native country, hedcnuh, his body, 'eiiuh., his

eye, .'ihairdribuh, his moustache (i.e. his honour), nefesuh, his breath,

'omruh, his life, etc.

—

Wetzst.
2 On this pleonastic Btth ohj. (el-Bd el-meuclc) vid. Samachschari's
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13 If I despised the cause of my servant and my maid,

When they contended ivith me

:

14 What shoidd I do, if God should rise up,

And if He should make search, ivhat shoidd I answer Him ?

15 Hath not He who formed 7ne in the loomh formed him also.

And hath not One fashioned us in the belly?

It might happen, as ver. 13 assumes, that his servant or

his maid {^^^, ^\ denotes a maid who is not necessarily a

shive, 'ahde, as eh. xlx. 15, whereas nnst^ does not occur in

the book) contended with him, and in fact so that they on

their part began the dispute (for, as the Talmud correctly

points out, it is not D'Si? 'nna, but ''^}^V 03^3)^ but he did not

then treat them as a despot ; they were not accounted as res

but p)erson(ie by him, he allowed them to maintain their per-

sonal right in opposition to him. Christopher Scultetus ob-

serves here : Gentiles quidem non concedebant jus servo contra

dominum, cui etiam vitce necisque potestas in ipsum erat; sed

lob amore justitice libere se demisit, ut vel per alios judlces aut

arbilros litem talem curaret decidi vel sibi ipsi sit moderatus,

ut juste p)ronuntiareL If he were one who despised (DXjpXj

not ''^i?^?9) ^"^ servants' cause : what should he do if God

arose and entered into judgment ; and if He should appoint

an examination (thus Plahn correctly, for the conclusion

shows that TpD is here a synon. of {ill Ps. xvii. 3, and "ipn Ps.

xliv. 22, dy'i'i, v., VIIL, accurate inspicere), what should he

answer ?

Jlfufassal., ed. Bi'och, pp. 125, 132 (according to which it serves " to give

intensity and speciality"), and Beidhawi's observation on Sur. ii. 191.

The most usual example for it is alqa hi-jedcihi ila et-taliUke, he has

plunged his hands, i.e. himself, into ruin. The Bd el-megaz (the meta-

phorical Beth ol)j.) is similar ; it is used where the verb has not its most
natural signification but a metaphorical one, e.g. ashada bidkihihi, he

has strengthened his memory: comp. De Sacy, Chrestomathie Arahe, i. 397.
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Ycr. 15. The same manner of birtli, by tlie same divine

creative power and the same human agency, makes botli

master and servant substantially brethren w^ith equal claims :

Has not He who brought me forth in my mother's womb
(also) brought forth him (this my servant or my maid), and

has not One fashioned us in our mother's belly? "inx, itmis,

viz. God, is the subj., as Mai. ii. 10, ^ns (3wS) b^ (for the

thought comp. Eph. vi. 9), as it is also translated by the

Targ., Jer., Saad., and Gecat. ; whereas the LXX. (eV rrj

avrfj KOiXia), Syr., Symm. (as it appears from his ti'anslation

iv 6/JbOi(p rpoTro)), construe iriis as the adj. to Qn"i3, which is

also the idea of the accentuation (Rebia miigrasch, Mercha,

Silliik). On the other hand, it has been observed (also

Norzi) that it ought to be ^^^'^ according to this meaning

;

but it was not absolutely necessary, vicL Ges. § 111, 2, b. ^^^s

also would not be unsuitable in this combination ; it would, as

e.g. in inx Dipn, not affirm identity of number, but of character.

But nnx is far more significant, and as the final word of the

strophe more expressive, when referred to God. The form

5i33:i3^"i is to be judged of just like 'i^J^i^li'l, Isa. Ixiv. 6; either

they are forms of an exceptionally transitive (as 2vy, Ps.

Ixxxv. 5, and in ni21J^ 2YS') use of the Kal of these verbs (vid.

e.g. Parchon and Kimchi), or they are syncopated forms of

the Pilel for 'iS^Jb';!, l^JJbrilj syncopated on account of the same

letters coming together, especially in "i333D'''i (Ew. § 81, o, and

most others) ; but this coincidence is sought elsewhere (e.g.

Ps. 1. 23, Prov. i. 28), and not avoided in this manner (e.g.I's.

cxix. 73). Beside this syncope 13313^.1! might also be expected,

while according to express testimony the first JVun is raphatum

:

we therefore prefer to derive these forms from Kal, without

regarding them, with Olsh., as errors in writing. The sujf.

is rightly taken by LXX., Targ., Abulwalid, and almost all

expositors,^ not as singular (ennu = elm), but as plural {ennu

^ Also in the Jerusalem Talmud, where E. Johanan, eatmg nothing
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= e7in) ; the Babylonian school pointed l^p.^^ll, Hke 130D where

it signifies a nobis, 13'?p {Psalter ii. 459, and further informa-

tion in Pinsker's works, Zur Geschichte des Karaismus, and

Ueher das sogen. assyvische Pimldatlonssystem). Therefore

:

One, i.e. one and the same God, has fashioned us in the

womb without our co-operation, in an equally animal way,

which smites down all pride, in like absolute conditionedness.

16 If I held back the poor from what they desired,

And caused the eyes of the loidoio to languish,

17 And ate my morsel alone

Without letting the fatherless eat thereof:—
18 No indeed, from my youth he grew up to me as to a father.

And from my. mothers ivomb I guided her—
Tlie whole strophe is the hypothetical antecedent of the

imprecative conclusion, ver. 22 sq., which closes the following

strophe. Since ^3S?p "in'n yjo^ cohibere aliquid ab aliguo (ch.

xxii. 7), is said as much in accordance with the usage of the

language as '^^'^JP iJ'^'?, cohibere aliquem ab aliqno (Num.

xxiv. 11, Eccl. ii. 10), in the sense of denegare alicui aliquid,

there is no reason for taking D''^'T. j'^HQ together as a geni-

tival clause (a voto teniduni), as the accentuation requires it.

On K^Dj vid. on ch. xxi. 21 ; it signifies solicitude (what is

ardently desired) and business, here the former : what is

ever the interest and want of the poor (the reduced or those

without means). From such like things he does not keep the

poor back, i.e. does not refuse them; and the eyes of the widow

which he did not also share with his slave, refers to these words of Job.

Comp. also the story from the Midrash in Guiseppe Levi's Purahdn
Lef/enden und Ged. am Thalinud iind Midrasch, S. 141 (Germ, trausl.

1863) : The wife of R. Jose began a dispute with her maid. Her husband

came up and asked the cause, and when he saw that his wife was in the

wrong, told her so in the presence of tlie maid. The wife said in a rage:

Thou sayest I am wrong in the presence of iny maid? The liabbi

answered : I do as Job did.
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he did not cause or allow to languish (i^p?, to bring to an end,

i.e. cause to languish, of the eyes, as Lev. xxvi. 16, 1 Sam.

ii. 33) ; he let not their longing for assistance be consumed

of itself, let not the fountain of their tears become dry

without effect. If he had done the opposite, if he had eaten

his bread (ri3 = Dnp na) alone, and not allowed the orphan

to eat of it with him—but no, he had not acted thus ; on

the contrary (""3 as Ps. cxxx. 4 and frequently), he (the

parentless one) grew up to him C^dl-! = r •'l?? Ges. § 121, 4,

according to Ew. § 315, b, " by the interweaving of the

dialects of the people into the ancient form of the declining

language;" perhaps it is more correct to say it is by virtue

of a poetic, forced, and rare brevity of expression) as to a

father (= 2^5p i?.33), and from his mother's womb he guided

her, the helpless and defenceless widow, like a faithful child

leading its sick or aged mother. The hyperbolical expression

^!2N It3n?p dates this sympathizing and active charity back to

the very beginning of Job's life. He means to say that it

is in-born to him, and he has exercised it ever since he was

first able to do so. The brevity of the form ""^Pl?, brief to in-

correctness, might be removed by the pointing ''J?'^? (Olsh.)

:

from my youth up he (the fatherless one) honoured me as

a father; and ''j?'^? instead of ''^133 would be explained by the

consideration, that a veneration is meant that attributed a

dignity which exceeds his age to the "ij;3 who was not yet

old enough to be a father. But /"72 signifies "to cause to

grow" in such a connection elsewhere (parall. Q^ii, to raise),

wherefore LXX. translates e^erpe^oz/ CJiipi?) ; and W.3 has

similar examples of the construction of intransitives with the

ace. instead of the dat. (especially Zech. vii. 5) in its favour

:

they became me great, i.e. became great in respect of me.

Other ways of getting over the difficulty are hardly worth

mentioning : the Syriac version reads ^^?3 (pain) and riin^N
;

Raschi makes ver. 18c(, the idea of benevolence, the subj..
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and ver. ISb (as n^p, attribute) the obj. The siif. of nsmt^

Schlottm. refers to the female orphan ; but Job refers again

to the orphan in the following strophe, and the reference to

the widow, more natural here on account of the gender, has

nothing against it. The choice of the verb (comp. ch.

xxxviii. 32) also corresponds to such a reference, since the

Iliph. has an intensified ^aZ-signification here/ From

earliest youth, so far back as he can remember, he was wont

to behave like a father to the orphan, and hke a child to the

widow.

19 If I saw one perisliing loitliout clothing,

And that the needy had no covering

;

20 If his loins blessed me not,

And he did not warm himselffrom the hide of my lambs

;

21 If I havB lifted up my hand over the orphan,

Because I saio my help in the gate:

22 Let my shoulder fall out of its shoulder-blade,

And mine arm be broken from its bone

;

23 For terror tvoidd come upon me, the destruction of God,

And before His majesty I should not be able to stand.

On "i?ii< comp. on ch. iv. 11, xxix. 13 ; he who is come

down from his right place and is perishing (root 12, to sepa-

rate, still perfectly visible through the Arab, bdda, hciida, to

perish), or also he who is already perished, periens and jjerdi-

tus. The clause, ver. 12b, forms the second obj. to ^NiSl DX^

which otherwise signifies si video, but here, in accordance

1 n3T and "fntn, to remember
; yif and yiTn, to sow, to cover with

seed
; C'ln and C""inn, both in the siginfication silcre and fahricari ; JJ?^

and ry^n, to mock, ch. xxi. 3 ; ^'C'^ and 7''ti>Dn, dominari, ch. xxv. 2
;

n03 and nDH, to extend, to bow; njp and njpn (to obtain by jDurchase)

;

l^s'P and Ti^'pn, to reap, ch. xxiv. 6, are all similar. In Arab, the Kal
nahaituhu signifies I put him aside by going on one side (nahtv or iidhije),

the Hiph. anhaituhu, I put him aside by bringing him to the side (comp.

Dn3% ch. xii. 23).
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with the connection, signifies si videham. The blessing of the

thankful (ch. xxix. 13) is transferred from the person to the

limbs in ver. 20a, which need and are benefited by the warmth

imparted. N?"DJ< here is not an expression of an affirmative

asseveration, but a negative turn to the continuation of the

hypothetical antecedents. The shaking, ^"^n, of the hand,

ver. 21a, is intended, like Isa. xi. 15, xix. 16 (comp. the Pilel,

ch. X. 32), Zech. ii. 13, as a preparation for a crushing stroke.

Job refrained himself from such designs upon the defenceless

orphan, even when he saw his help in the gate, i.e. before the

tribunal (ch. xxix. 7), i.e. even when he had a certain prospect

of powerful assistance there. If he has acted otherwise, his

*iri3, i.e. his upper arm together with the shoulder, must fall

out from its ^^,^, i.e. the back which bears it together with

the shoulder-blades, and his y^JX, upper and lower arm, which

is considered here according to its outward flesh, must be

broken out of its njl?^ tube, i.e. the reed-like hollow bone which

gives support to it, i.e. be broken asunder from its basis (Syr. a

radice sua), this sinning arm, which did not compassionate the

naked, and mercilessly threatened the defenceless and helpless.

The n raphatura which follows in both cases, and the express

testimony of the Masora, show that noaci'p and n^i^O have no

Mcqopik. The He quiescens, however, is in both instances

softened from the He mappic. of the suj"., Ew. § 21,/. ^^3 in

ver. 23 is taken by most expositors as predicate : for terror is

(was) to me evil as God, the righteous judge, decrees it. But

vt> is not favourable to this. It establishes the particular thing

which he imprecates upon himself, and that consequently

which, according to his own conviction and perception, ought

justly to overtake him out of the general mass, viz. that terror

ought to come upon him, a divinely decreed weight of afflic-

tion. ?i^ TN is a permutative of "ina = D"'npJ? nnD, and vN with

Decht equivalent to v5? {^^D ^'!!^\, comp. Jer. ii. 19 (where it

is to be interpreted : and that thou lettest no fear before me
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come over tliee). Thus also ver. 2ob is suitably connected

Avith the preceding : and I should not overcome His majesty,

i.e. I should succumb to it. The I?p corresponds to the pnt^

in prcevalerem; ^^'^^ (LXX. falsely, Xij/x/xa, judgment, de-

cision = Nb'D, Jer. pondus) is not intended otherwise than ch.

xiii. 11 (parall. TilD as here).

24 If I made gold my confidence^

And said to the fine gold : my trust;

25 If I rejoiced that my wealth loas great,

And that my hand had gained much ;
—

26 If I saio the sunlight ivhen it shone,

And the moon loalking in splendour,

27 And my heart loas secretly enticed,

And I threw them a kiss by my hand:

28 This also loould he a punishable crime,

For I should have played the hypocrite to God above.

Not only from covetous extortion of another's goods was he

conscious of being clear, but also from an excessive delight in

earthly possessions. He has not made gold his ?D3, confidence

(vid. on ^^^D3, ch. iv. 6) ; he has not said to Dnii, fine gold

(pure, ch. xxviii. 19, of Ophir, xxviii. 16), ""ntpiip (with Bag.

forte implicitum as ch. viii. 14, xviii. 14) : object (ground) of

my trust ! He has not rejoiced that his wealth is great (21_,

adj.), and that his hand has attained I""??, something great

(neutral masc. Ew. § 172, 6). His joy was the fear of God,

which ennobles man, not earthly things, which are not worthy

to be accounted as man's highest good. He indeed avoided

'jfkeove^ia as elXcoXoXaTpela (Col. iii. 5), how much more

the heathenish deification of the stars ! "lix is here, as ch.

xxxvii. 21 and ^da in Homer, the sun as the great light of

the earth, nn^^ is the moon as a wanderer (from m = mi<),

i.e. night-wanderer (noctivaga), as the Arab, tdrik in a like

sense is the name of the morning-star. The two words
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l\7n "ii5j describe with exceeding beauty tlie solemn majestic

wandering of the moon ; "ip^ is ace. of closer definition, like

D"'Dn, Ps. XV. 2, and this " brilliantly rolling on " is the ace. of

the predicate to nS")S, corresponding to the PD^ ''?? " that (or

how) it shoots forth rays" {Hipli. of 777\^ distinct from h^\

Isa. xiii. 20), or even : that it shot forth rays {fut. in signif.

of an imperf. as Gen. xlviii. 17).

Ver. 27 proceeds with futt. consec. in order to express the

effect which this imposing spectacle of the luminaries of the

day and of the night might have produced on him, but has

not. The Kal Jii?*!! is to be understood as in Deut. xi. 16

(comp. ih. iv. 19, H'lJ) : it was enticed, gave way to the

seducing influence. Kissing is called pt?'J as being a joining

of lip to lip. Accordingly the kiss by hand can be described

by HDp T i^i^rp^; the kiss which the mouth gives the hand is

to a certain extent also a kiss which the hand gives the mouth,

since the hand joins itself to the mouth. Thus to kiss the

hand in the direction of the object of veneration, or also to

turn to it the kissed hand and at the same time the kiss which

fastens on it (as compensation for the direct kiss, 1 Kings

xix. 18, Hos. xiii. 2), is the proper gesture of the irpoaKvvr^ai';

and adoratio mentioned ; comp. Pliny, h. n. xxviii. 2, 5 : Inter

adoranclum dexteram acl osculum referimus et totum corpus

circumagimus. Tacitus, Hist. iii. 24, says that in Syria they

salute the rising sun ; and that this was done by kissing the

hand {ti]v x^lpa Kvaavre^) in Western Asia as in Greece, is

to be inferred from Lucian's Flepl 6p)(_)]a€co<;, c. xvii.^ In the

passage before us E\v. finds an indication of the spread of the

Zoroaster doctrine in the beginning of the seventh century

B.C., at which period he is of opinion the book of Job was

composed, but without any ground. The ancient Persian

1 Vid. Freund's Lat. Worterhiich s. v. adorare, and K. Fr. Hermann's

Gottesdienstliclie Allerth. der Griechen, c. xxi. IG, but especially Excursus

123 in Doii^iseus' Analccla.
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vvorsliip lias no knowledge of the act of adoration by throw-

ing a kiss; and the Avesta recognises in the sun and moon

exalted genii, but created by Ahuramazda, and consequently

not such as are to be worshipped as gods. On the other

hand, star-worship is everywhere the oldest and also com-

paratively the purest form of heathenism. That the ancient

Arabs, especially the Himjarites, adored the sun, K'DCi', and the

moon, pb d''^, whence ''3''D, the mountain dedicated to the

moon), as divine, we know from the ancient testimonies,^ and

many inscriptions^ which confirm and supplement them; and

the general result of Chwolsohn's^ researches is unimpeachable,

that the so-called Sabians (^^^ajI^s with or without Hamza of

the Je), of whom a section bore the name of worshippers

of the sun, shemslje, were the remnant of the ancient

heathenism of Western Asia, which lasted into the middle

ages. This heathenism, which consisted, according to its

basis, in the worship of the stars, was also spread over Syria,

and its name, usually combined with D^Ot^'H NDV (Deut. iv. 1 9),

perhaps is not wholly devoid of connection with the name of

a district of Syria, nnil> D"iX ; certainly our poet found it

already there, where he heard the tradition about Job, and

in his hero presents to us a true adherent of the patriarchal

religion, who had kept himself free from the influence of the

worship of the stars, which was even in his time forcing its

way among the tribes.

It is questionable whether ver. 28 is to be regarded as a con-

clusion, with Umbr. and others, or as a parenthesis, with Ew.,

Hahn, Schlottm., and others. We take it as a conclusion,

against which there is no objection according to the syntax.

1 Vid. the collection in Lud. Krelil's Religion der vorislcunlsclien Araher,

1863.

2 Vid. Osiander in the Deutsche Morgenl. Zeilsclir. xvii. (1863) 795.

^ In his great work, Ueher die Ssalier und den Ssahismus, 2 Bdd.

Petersburg, 1856.
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altliougli strictly it is only a confirmation (vid. vers. 11, 23)

of an implied imprecatory conclusion : therefore it is (would

be) also a judicial misdeed, i.e. one to be severely punished,

for I should have played the hypocrite to God above Q^^
pystp, recalling the universal Arabic expression allah tadla,

God, the Exalted One) by making gold and silver, the sun

and moon my idols. By VV? both the sins belonging to the

judgment-seat of God, as in evo')(o^ rco crvvehpia, Matt. v. 22,

are not referred to a human tribunal, but only described /car

avOpwTTOv as punishable transgressions of the highest grade,

p '^r}3 signifies to play the hypocrite to any one, whereas to

disown any one is expressed by 3 t^na. His worship of God

would have been hypocrisy, if he had disowned in secret the

God whom he acknowledged openly and outwardly.

Now follow strophes to wdiich the conclusion is wanting.

The single imprecatory conclusion which yet follows (ver. 40),

is not so worded that it might avail for all the preceding

hypothetical antecedents. There are therefore in these

strophes no conclusions that correspond to the other clauses.

The inward emotion of the confessor, which constantly in-

creases in fervour the more he feels himself superior to his

accusers in the exemplariness of his life hitherto, struggles

against this rounding off of the periods. A "yea then — !"

is easily supplied in thought to these strophes which p^?'

aposiopesin are devoid of conclusions.

29 If I rejoiced over the destruction of him ivho hated me,

And became excited when evil came upon him—
30 Yet I did not allow my palate to sin

Bij calling down a curse upon his life.

The aposiopesis is here manifest, for ver. 29 is evidently

equal to a solemn denial, to which ver. 30 is then attached as

a simple negative. He did not rejoice at the destruction
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(T'D, Arab, ss'i, fed,^ as cli. xii. 5, xxx. 24) of his enemy who

was full of hatred towards him (''N'^"-"P, elsewhere also ''^>ji^),

and was not excited with delight (l^.ynn, to excite one's self,

a description of emotion, whether it be pleasure, or as eh.

xvii. 8, displeasure, as a not merely passive but moral incident)

if calamity came upon him, and he did not allow his palate

00 as the instrument of speech, like ch. vi. 30) to sin by

askinoc God that he miajht die as a curse. Love towards an

enemy is enjoined by the Thora, Ex. xxiii. 4, but it is more

or less with a national limitation, Lev. xix. 18, because the

Thora is the law of a people shut out from the rest of the

world, and in a state of war against it (according to which

Matt. V. 43 is to be understood) ; the books of the Chokma,

however (comp. Prov. xxiv. 17, xxv. 21), remove every limit

from the love of enemies, and recognise no difference, but

enjoin love towards man as man. With ver. 30 this strophe

closes. Among inodern expositors, only Arnh. takes in ver.

31 as belonging to it :
" Would not the people of my tent

then have said : Would that we had of his flesh ? ! we have

not had enough of it," i.e. we would eat him up both skin

and hair. Of course it does not mean after the manner of

cannibals, but figuratively, as ch. xix. 22 ; but in a figurative

sense "to eat any one's flesh" in Semitic is equivalent to

laceo'are, vellicare, ohtrectare {vid. on ch. xix. 22, and comp.

also Sur. xlix. 12 of the Koran, and Schultens' Erpenius,

pp. 592 sq.), which is not suitable here, as in general this

drawing of ver. 31 to ver. 29 sq. is in every respect, and

^ Gesenius derives the noun Tis from the verb n^a, but the Arabic,

\vliich is the test here, has not only the \e,vh fdda as med. u and as vied, i

in the signification to die, but also in connection with el-feid {fed) the

substantival form el-fld (= el-mot)., which {= fiwd, comp. p. 26, i70te) is

referable to filda, med. u. Thus Neshictin, who in his Lexicon (vol. ii.

fol. 119) even only kr\ows fdda, med. u, in the signif. to die (comp. infra

on ch. xxxix. 18, note).
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especially that of the syntax, inadmissible. It is the duty of

beneficence, which Job acknowledges having practised, in

ver. 31 sq.

ol If the peojjle of my tent were not obliged to say :

Where would there he one who has not been satisfied with

his flesh? !—
32 The stranger did not lodge out of doors,

I opened my door towards the street.

Instead of 1"'P^, it might also be II^S'' (^dicebant) ; the perf,

however, better denotes not merely what happens in a general

way, but what must come to pass. The " people of the tent"

are all who belong to it, like the Arab, ahl (tent, metonym,

dwellers in the tent), here pre-eminently the servants, but

without the expression in itself excluding wife, children, and

relations. The optative 1^^'''?? so often spoken of already, is

here, as in ver. 35, ch. xiv. 4, xxix. 2, followed by the ace.

objecti, for y^b'? is j'^f^'^'t- with the long accented a (quis ex-

hibebit or exhibeat non saturatum), and i"iL"n?p 13 not meant of

the flesh of the person (as even the LXX. in bad taste

renders : that his maids would have willingly eaten him, their

kind master, up from love to him), but of the flesh of the cattle

of the host. Our translation follows the accentuation, which,

however, perhaps proceeds from an interpretation like that of

Arnheim given above. Ilis constant and I'eady hospitality is

connected with the mention of his abundant care and pro-

vision for his own household. It is unnecessary to take n"ii<,

with the ancient versions, for nn j^^ or so to read it ; n"]X7 sig-

nifies towards the street, where travellers are to be expected,

comp. Pirke ahoth i. 5 :
" May thy house be open into the

broad place (nnj"]?), and may the poor be thy guests." The

Arabs pride themselves on the exercise of hospitality. " To

open a guest-chamber" is the same as to establish one's own

household in Arabic. Stories of judgments by which the
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want of hospitality has been visited, form an important ele-

ment of the popular traditions of the Arabs.^

33 If I have hidden my ivickedness like Adcun,

Concealing my guilt in my boso7n,

34 Because Ifeared the great multitude

And the contempt of families affrighted me,

So that I acted secretly, ivent not out of the door.—
Most expositors translate i^"]^'? : after the manner of men

;

but appropriate as this meaning of the expression is in Ps.

Ixxxii. 7, in accordance with the antithesis and the parallelism

(which see), it would be as tame here, and altogether expres-

sionless in the parallel passage Hos. vi. 7^—the passage which

comes mainly under consideration here—since the force of

the prophetic utterance :
" they have DIXS transgressed the

covenant," consists in this, " that Israel is accused of a trans-

1 In tlie spring of 1860—relates Wetzstein—as I came ont of the

forest of Golan., I saw the water of Ram lying before us, that beautiful

round crater in which a brook that runs both summer and winter forms

a clear but Ashless lake, the outflow of which underground is recognised

as the fountain of the Jordan, which breaks forth below in the valley

out of the crater Tell eZ-Kadi; and I remarked to my companion, the

physician Regeh, the unusual form of the crater, when my Beduius, full

of astonishment, turned upon me with the question, " What have you

Franks heard of the origin of this lake ? " On being asked what they

knew about it, they related how that many centuries ago a flourishing

village once stood here, the fields of which were the plain lying between

the water and the village of Alegdel Shcms. One evening a jDoor traveller

came while the men were sitting together in the open place in the middle

of the village, and begged for a supper and a resting-place for the night,

which they refused him. When he assured them that he had eaten nothing

since the day before, an old woman amidst general laughter reached out

a gelle (a cake of dried cow-dung, which is used for fuel), and drove hira

out of the village. Thereupon the man went to the village of Nimra
(still standing, south of the la];e), where he related his misfortune, and

was taken in by them. The next morning, when the inhabitants of Nimra
woke, they found a lake where the neighbouring village had stood.

2 Pusey also (Tlie Minor Prophets with Commentary.! P, i. 1861} im-

proves " like men " by translating " like Adam."

VOL. II. N
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gression which is only to be compared to that of the first

man created : here, as there, a hke transgression of the ex-

pressed will of God" (von Hofmann, ScJiriftbeioeis, i. 412f.);

as also, according to Rom. v. 14, Israel's transgression is that

fact in the historical development of redemption which stands

by the side of Adam's transgression. And the mention of

Adam in Hosea cannot surprise one, since he also shows him-

self in other respects to be familiar with the contents of

Genesis, and to refer back to it (yid. Genesis, S. 11-13).

Still much less surprising is such a reference to primeval

history in a book that belongs to the literature of the Chokma

(vid. Introduction, § 2). The descent of the human race from

a single pair, and the fall of those first created, are, moreover,

elements in all the ancient traditions ; and it is questionable

whether the designation of men by heni Adaitia (children of

Adam), among the Moslems, first sprang from the contact of

Judaism and Christianity, or whether it was not rather an

old Arabic expression. Therefore we translate with Targ.,

Schult., Bouillier, Rosenm., Hitz., Kurtz, and von Plofm.

:

if I have hidden (disowned) like Adam my transgression.

The point of comparison is only the sinner's dread of the

light, which became prominent as the prototype for every

succeeding age in Adam's hiding himself. The Jiotp? which

follows is meant not so much as indicating the aim, as gerun-

dive (ahscondendo) ; on this use of the inf. constr. with p, vid.

Ew. § 280, d. 3n, bosom, is air. yeyp. ; Ges. connects it with

the Arab, habha, to love ; it is, however, to be derived from

the nn, occidere, whence cliablhe, that which is deep within,

a deep valley (comp. N^n^ chahaa, with their derivatives) ; in

Aramaic it is the common word for the Hebr. p^^.

Ver. 34a. With '^2 follows the motive which Job might

have had for hiding himself with his sin : he has been neither

an open sinner, nor from fear of men and a feeling of honour

a secret sinner. He cherished within him no secret accursed
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tiling, and had no need for playing the hypocrite, because he

dreaded (Y']V only here with the ace. of the obj. feared) the

great multitude of the people (n3"i not adv. but adj. ; lion with

Merclia-Zinnorith, consequently fern., as DJ? sometimes, Ew.

§ 174, h), and consequently the moral judgment of the

people ; and because he feared the stigma of the families,

and therefore the loss of honour in the higher circles of

society, so that as a consequence he should have kept himself

quiet and retired, without going out of the door. One might

think of that abhorrence of voluptuousness, with which, in

the consciousness of its condemnatory nature, a man shuts

himself up in deep darkness ; but according to ver. 33 it is

in general deeds that are intended, which Job would have

ground for studiously concealing, because if they had become

known he would have appeared a person to be scouted and

despised : he could frankly and freely meet any person's gaze,

and had no occasion to fear the judgment of men, because he

feared sin. He did nothing which he should have cause for

carefully keeping from the hght of publicity. And yet his

affliction is to be accounted as the punishment of hidden sin !

as proof that he has committed punishable sin, which, how-

ever, he will not confess !

35 that I had one who ivould hear me !

Behold my signature—the Almighty loill ansiver me—
And the writing which my oppoyient hath written !

36 Truly I will carry it upon my shoulder,

J loill loind it about me as a crown.

37 The number of my steps I loill recount to Him,

As a prince will I dravj near to Him.

The wish that he might find a ready willing hearer is put

forth in a general way, but, as is clear in itself, and as it

becomes manifest from what follows, refers to Him who,

because it treats of a contradiction between the outward
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appearance and the true but veiled fact, as searcher of tlie

heai't, is the only competent judge. It may not be trans-

lated : et lihellum (the indictment, or even : the reply to Job's

self-defence) scrihat mens adversarius (Dachselt, Rosenm.,

Welte)—the accentuation seems to proceed from this render-

ing, but it ought to be "ISD 3n3"i ; if 3n3 governed by ''}pV'^. were

intended to be equivalent to 2F13'', and referred to God, the

longing would be, as it runs, an unworthy and foolish one

—

nor : (O that I had one who would hear me . . • ) and had

the indictment, which my adversary has written (Ew., Hirz.,

Schlottm.)—for 1SD1 is too much separated from ]^) ''p by

what intervenes—in addition to which comes the considera-

tion that the wish, as it is expressed, cannot be referred to

God, but only to the human opponent, whose accusations

Job has no occasion to wish to hear, since he has already

heard amply sufficient even in detail. Therefore ][} (instead

of ][} with a conjunctive accent, as otherwise with Makkeph)

will point not merely to '''IJ^, but also to liber quern scripsit

adversarius mens as now lying before them, and the paren-

thetical ''?3J?''_ '•'IK' will express a desire for the divine decision

in the cause now formally prepared for trial, ripe for discus-

sion. By ""li^, my sign, i.e. my signature (comp. Ezek. ix. 4,

and Arab, tiioa, a branded sign in the form of a cross). Job

intends the last word to his defence which he has just spoken,

ch. xxxi. ; it is related to all his former confessions as a con-

firmatory mark set below them; it is his ultimatum, as it were,

the letter and seal to all that he has hitherto said about his

innocence in opposition to the friends and God. Moreover,

he also has the indictment of the triumvirate which has come

forward as his opponent in his hands. Their so frequently

repeated verbal accusations are fixed as if written; both—their

accusation and his defence—lie before him, as it were, in the

documentary form of legal writings. Thus, then, he wishes

an observant impartial hearer for this his defence ; or more
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exactly : he wishes that the Almighty may answer, i.e. decide.

Hahn interprets just as much according to the syntax, but

understanding by ''in the witness which Job carries in his

breast, and by "iJl "13D the testimony to his innocence written

by God in his own consciousness ; which is inadmissible, be-

cause, as we have often remarked already, U"''! c'^N (comp. ch.

xvi. 21) cannot be God himself.

In ver. 36 Job now says how he will appear before Him
with this indictment of his opponent, if God will only con-

descend to speak the decisive word. He will wear it upon

his shoulder as a mark of his dignity (comp. Isa. xxii. 22,

ix. 5), and wind it about him as a magnificent crown of

diadems intertwined and heaped up one above another (Apoc.

xix. 12, comp. Kohler on Zech. vi. 11)—confident of his

victory at the outset; for he will give Him, the heart-searcher,

an account of all his steps, and in the exalted consciousness

of his innocence, he will approach Him as a prince (3"?.i?. in-

tensive of Kal). How totally different from Adam, who was

obliged to be drawn out of his hiding-place, and tremblingly,

because conscious of guilt, underwent the examination of the

omniscient God ! Job is not conscious of cowardly and slyly

hidden sins; no secret accursed thing is cherished in the

inmost recesses of his heart and home.

38 If my field cry out against me,

And all together its furrows weep

;

3d If I have devoured its strength without payment,

And caused the soul of its possessor to expire :

40 May thistles spring tip instead of wheat,

And darnel instead of barley.

The field which he tills has no reason to cry out on account

of violent treatment, nor its furrows to weep over wrong done

to them by their lord.^ "^^l^j according to its radical signifi-

1 In a similar figure a Eabbinic proverb says (with reference to Mai.
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cation, is the covering of earth which fits close upon the body

of the earth as its skin, and is drawn flat over it, and there-

fore especially the arable land ;
D?^ (Arab, telemy not how-

ever directly referable to an Arab, root, but as also other

words used in agriculture, probably borrowed from the North

Semitic, first of all the Aramaic or Nabataic), according to

the explanation of the Turkish Kamus, the " ditch-like crack

which the iron of the ploughman tears in the field," not the

ridge thrown up between every two furrows (vid. on Ps.

Ixv. 11). He has not unlawfully used (which would be the

reason of the crying and weeping) the usufruct of the field

(nb meton., as Gen. iv. 12, of the produce, proportioned to

its capability of production) without having paid its value, by

causing the life to expire from the rightful owner, whether

slowly or all at once (Jer. xv. 9). The wish in ver. 40 is

still stronger than in vers. 8, 12 : there the loss and rooting

out of the produce of the field is desired, here the change of

the nature of the land itself ; the curse shall and must come

upon it, if its present possessor has been guilty of the sin of

unmerciful covetousness, which Eliphaz lays to his charge in

ch.x.™.6-9.
^ . . ^

According to the view of the Capuchin Bolducius (1637), >.

this last strophe, vers. 38-40, stood originally after ver. 8,
^

according to Kennicott and Eichhorn after ver. 25, according

to Stuhlmann after ver. 34. The modern expositors retain it

in its present position. Hirzel maintains the counter argu-

ments : (1) that none of the texts preserved to us favour the

change of position ; (2) that it lay in the plan of the poet not

to allow the speeches of Job to be rounded off, as would be

the case by vers. 35-37 being the concluding strophe, but to

break off suddenly without a rhetorical conclusion. If now

we imagine the speeches of Elihu as removed, God interrupts

ii. 13), that the altar of God weeps over him who separates himself from

the wife of his youth.
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Job, and he must cease without having come to an end with

what lie had to say. But these counter arguments are an

insufficient defence : for (1) there is a number of admitted

misplacements in the Old Testament which exceed the Masora

(e.g. 1 Sam. xiii. 1, Jer. xxvii. 1), and also the LXX. (e.g.

1 Sam.xvii. 12, D'':i'JX3, LXX. iv uvSpdaiv, instead of D''Jt^'3);

(2) Job's speech would gain a rhetorical conclusion by vers.

38-40, if, as Hirzel in contradiction of himself supposes, vers.

35-37 ought to be considered as a parenthesis, and ver. 40

as a grammatical conclusion to the hypothetical clauses from

ver. 24 onwards. But if this strange view is abandoned, it

must be supposed that with ver. 38 Job intends to begin the

assertion of his innocence anew, and is interrupted in this course

of thought now begun, by Jehovah. But it is improbable that

one has to imagine this in the mind of such a careful poet.

Also the first word of Jehovah, " Who is this that darkeneth

counsel with words without knowledge?" ch. xxxviii. 2, is

much more appropriate to follow directly on ch. xxxi. 37 than

ch. xxxi. 40 ; for a new course of thought, which Jehovah's

appearing interrupts, begins with ver. 35; and the rash utter-

ance, ver. 37, is really a " darkening of the divine decree."

For by declaring he will give an account to God, his judge,

concerning each of his steps, and approach Him like a prince,

Job does not merely express the injustice of the accusations

raised by his human opponents, but he casts a reflection of

injustice upon the divine decree itself, inasmuch as it appears

to him to be a de facto accusation of God.

Nevertheless, whether Elihu's speeches are to be put aside

as not forming an original portion of the book, or not, the

impression that vers. 38-40 follow as stragglers, and that

vers. 35-37 would form a more appropriate close, and a more

appropriate connection for the remonstrance that follows,

whether it be Jehovah's or Elihu's, remains. For the assertion

in vers. 38-40 cannot in itself be considered to be a justifiable
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boldness; but in vers. 35-37 the whole condition of Job's

inner nature is once more mirrored forth : his longing after

God, by which Satan's prediction is destroyed ; and his over-

stepping the bounds of humility, on account of which his

affliction, so far as it is of a tentative character, cannot end

before it is also become a refining fire to him. Therefore we

cannot refrain from the supposition that it is with vers. 38-40

just as with Isa. xxxviii. 21 sq. The LXX. also found these

two verses in this position ; they belong, however, after Isa.

xxxviii. 6, as is clear in itself, and as is evident from 2 Kings

XX. 7 sq. There they are accidentally omitted, and are now

added at the close of the narration as a supplement. If the

change of position, which is there an oversight, is considered as

too hazardous here, vers. 35-37 must be put in the special and

close relation to the preceding strophe indicated by us in the

exposition, and vers. 38-40 must be regarded as a final round-

ing off (not as the beginning of a fresh course of thought)

;

for instead of the previous aposiopeses, this concluding strophe

dies away, and with it the whole confession, in a particularly

vigorous, imprecative conclusion.

Let us once more take a review of the contents of the three

sharply-defined monologues. After Job, in ch. xxvii. xxviii.,

has closed the controversy with the friends, in the first part

of this trilogy, ch. xxix., he wishes himself back in the months

of the past, and describes the prosperity, the activity, for the

good of his fellow-men, and the respect in which he at that

time rejoiced, when God was with him. It is to be observed

here, how, among all the good things of the past which he

longs to have back, Job gives the pre-eminence to the fellow-

ship and blessing of God as the highest good, the spring and

fountain of every other. Five times at the beginning of ch.

xxix. in diversified expressions he describes the former days as

a time when God was with him. Look still further from the

beginning of the monologue to its close, to the likewise very
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expressive any Q''^2ii "i*ii'S3. The activity which won every

heart to Job, and toward which he now looks back so long-

ingly, consisted of works of that charity which weeps with

them that weep, and rejoices not in injustice, ch. xxix. 12-17.

The righteousness of life with which Job was enamoured, and

which manifested itself in him, was therefore charity arising

from faith {Liehe aus Glaiiheii). He knev/ and felt himself

to be in fellowship with God; and from the fulness of this

state of being apprehended of God, he practised charity.

He, however, is blessed who knows himself to be in favour

with God, and in return loves his fellow-men, especially the

poor and needy, with the love with which he himself is loved

of God. Therefore does Job wish himself back in that past,

for now God has withdrawn from him ; and the prosperity,

the power, and the important position which were to him the

means for the exercise of his charity, are taken from him.

This contrast of the past and present is described in

ch. XXX., which begins with nn]?1. Men who have become

completely animalized, rough hordes driven into the moun-

tains, with whom he sympathized, but without being able to

help them as he had wished, on account of their degeneracy,

—these mock at him by their words and acts. Now scorn

and persecution for the sake of God is the greatest honour of

which a man can be accounted Avorthy ; but, apart from the

consideration that this idea could not yet attain its rightful

expression in connection with the present, temporal character

of the Old Testament, it was not further from any one than

from him who in the midst of his sufferings for God's sake

regards himself, as Job does now, as rejected of God. That

scorn and his painful and loathsome disease are to him a decree

of divine wrath ; God has, according to his idea, changed to

a tyrant; He will not hear his cry for help. Accordingly,

Job can say that his welfare as a cloud is passed away. He
is conscious of having had pity on those who needed help, and
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5'et he himself finds no pity now, when he implores pity

like one who, seated upon a heap of rubbish, involuntarily

stretches forth his hand for deliverance. In this gloomy

picture of the present there is not even a single gleam of

light; for the mysterious darkness of his affliction has not

been in the slightest degree lighted up for Job by the treat-

ment the friends have adopted. Also he is as little able as the

friends to think of suffering and sin as unconnected, for which

very reason his affliction appears to him as the effect of divine

wrath ; and the sting of his affliction is, that he cannot con-

sider this wrath just. From the demand made by his faith,

which here and there breaks through his conflict, that God
cannot allow him to die the death of a sinner without testify-

ing to his innocence. Job nowhere attains the conscious con-

clusion that the motive of his affliction is love, and not wrath.

In the third part of the speech (ch. xxxi.), which begins

with the words, " I had made a covenant," etc., without every-

where going into the detail of the visible conjunction of the

thought. Job asserts his earnest struggle after sanctification,

by delivering himself up to just divine punishment in case

his conduct had been the opposite. The poet allows us to

gain a clear insight into that state of his hero's heart, and

also of his house, which was well-pleasing to God. Not

merely outward adultery, even the adulterous look; not

merely the unjust acquisition of property and goods, but

even the confidence of the heart in such things ; not merely

the share in an open adoration of idols, but even the side-

glance of the heart after them, is accounted by him as con-

demnatory. He has not merely guarded himself from using

sinful curses against his enemies, but he has also not rejoiced

when misfortune overtook them. As to his servants, even

when he has had a dispute with any of them, he has not for-

gotten that master and servant, without distinction of birth,

are creatures of one God. Towards orphans, from early
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youth onwards, lie has practised such tender love as if he

were their father ; towards widows, as if he were their son.

With the hungry he has shared his bread, with the naked

his clothes; his subordinates had no reason to complain of

niggardly sustenance ; his house always stood open hospitably

to the stranger ; and, as the two final strophes affirm : he

has not hedged in any secret sin, anxious only not to ap-

pear as a sinner openly, and has not drawn forth wailings

and tears from the ground wdiich he cultivated by avarice

and oppressive injustice. Who does not here recognise a

righteousness of life and endeavour, the final aim of which is

purity of heart, and which, in its relation to man, flows forth

in that love which is the fulfilling of the law ? The right-

eousness of which Job (ch. xxix. 14) says, he has put it on

like a garment, and it has put him on, is essentially the same

as that which the New Testament Preacher on the mount

enjoins. As the work of an Israelitish poet, ch. xxxi. is a

most important evidence in favour of the assertion, that a life

well-pleasing to God is not, even in the Old Testament,

absolutely limited to the Israelitish nation, and that it enjoins

a love which includes man as man within itself, and knows

of no distinction.

If, now, Job can lay down the triumphant testimony of

such a genuine righteousness of life concerning himself, in

opposition to men's misconstruction, the contrast of his past

and present becomes for the first time mysterious ; but we

are also standing upon the extreme boundary where the knot

that has been tied must be untied. The injustice done to

Job in the accusations which the friends bring against him

must be laid bare by the appearance of accusation on the

part of God, which his affliction casts upon him, being de-

stroyed. With the highest confidence in a triumphant issue,

even before the trial of his cause, Job longs, in the conclud-

ing words, vers. 35-37, for the judicial decision of God. As
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a prince he will go before the Judge, and bind his indictment

like a costly diadem upon his brow. For he is certain that

he has not merited his affliction, that neither human nor

divine accusation can do anything against him, and that he

will remain conqueror—as over men, so over God Himself.

Thus has the poet, in this threefold monologue of Job,

prepared the way for the catastrophe, the unravelment of the

knot of the drama. But will God enter into a controversy

respecting His cause with Job? This is contrary to the

honour of God ; and that Job desires it, is contrary to the low-

liness which becomes him towards God. On this very account

God will not at once acknowledge Job as His servant : Job

will require first of all to be fi'eed from the sinful presumption

concerning God with which he has handled the problem of

his sufferings. But he has proved himself to be a servant of

God, in spite of the folly into which he has fallen ; the design

of Satan to tear him away from God is completely frustrated.

Thus, therefore, after he has purified himself from his sin

into which, both in word and thought, he has allowed himself

to be drawn by the conflict of temptation. Job must be proved

to be the servant of God in opposition to the friends.

But before God Himself appears in order to bring about

the unravelment, there follow still four speeches, ch. xxxii.-

sxxvii., of a speaker, for whose appearance the former part

of the drama has in no way prepared us. It is also remark-

able that they are marked off from the book of Job, as far as

we have hitherto read, by the formula 3i'N """ilT ^ilSJn, are ended

the loords of Job, Carey is of the opinion that these three

words may possibly be Job's own closing dixi. According to

Hahn, the poet means to imply by them that Job has now

said all that he intended to say, so that it would now have

been the friends' turn to speak. These views involve a per-

plexity like that of those who think that Ps. Ixxii. 20 must be

regarded as a constituent part of the Psalm. As in that posi-
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tion tlie words, " The prayers of David the son of Jesse are

finished," are as a memorial-stone between the original collec-

tion and its later extensions, so this IVX """IST lon, which is

transferred by the LXX. (koI eTravaaro 'laijS pr]fiacnv) to

the historical introduction of the Elihu section, seems to be

an important hint in reference to the origin of the book of

Job in its present form. Since Job has come to an end with

his speeches, and is silent at the four speeches of a new

speaker, although they strongly enough provoke him to reply

;

according to the idea of the poet, Elihu's appearance is to be

regarded as belonging to the catastrophe itself. And since a

hasty glance at the speeches of Jehovah shows that they do

not say anything concerning the motive and object of Job's

affliction, these speeches of Elihu, in so far as they seem to be

an integral part of the whole, as they cast light upon this dark

point, will therefore prove in the midst of the action of the

drama, what we know already from the prologue, that Job's

affliction has not the wrath of God as its motive power, nor

the punishment of Job as ungodly for its object. If the four

speeches really furnish this, it is still not absolutely decisive in

favour of their forming originally a part of the book. For it

would be even possible that a second poet might have added a

part, in harmony with its idea, to the work of the first. What

we expect, moreover, is the mark of the same high poetic

genius which we have hitherto regarded with amazement. But

since we are now passing on to the exposition of these speeches,

it must be with the assumption that they have a like origin

with the whole, and that they also really belong to this whole

with which they are embodied, in the place where they now

stand. We shall only be able to form a conclusive judgment

concerning the character of their form, the solution of their

problem, and the manner of their composition, after the ex-

position is completed, by then taking a comprehensive and cri-

tical review of the impressions produced, and our observations.
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FOURTH PART.—THE UNRAVELMENT.

Chap, xxxii.-xlii.

the speeches of elihu which prepaee the way for

the unravelment. chap. xxxii.-xxxvii.

Historical Introduction to the Section.—Chap, xxxii. 1—6a.

A short introductiou in historical prose, which introduces

the speaker and justifies his appearance, opens the section.

It is not, like the prologue and epilogue, accented as prose

;

but, like the introductions to the speeches and the clause, ch.

xxxi. 40 extra, is taken up in the network of the poetical

mode of accentuation, because a change of the mode of

accentuation in the middle of the book, and especially in a

piece of such small compass, appeared awkward. The oppo-

sition of the three has exhausted itself, so that in that respect

Job seems to have come forth out of the controversy as

conqueror.

Vers. 1-3. So these three men ceased to answer Joh, because

he was righteous in his oion eyes. And the wrath of

Elihu, the son of Barachel the Buzite, of the family of

Ram, ivas kindled: against Job teas his torath kindled,

because he justified himself at the expense of God. And

against his three friends was his wrath kindled, because

they found no answer, and condemned Job.

The name of the speaker is ^^in^X (with Mahpach), son of

h^y]l\ (with Munach) the '•HB (with Zarka). The name Elihu

signifies " my God is He," and occurs also as an Israelitish

name, although it is not specifically Israelitish, like Elijah

(my God is Jehovah). Bdracliel (for which the mode of

writing ^N*3"l? with Dag. implic. is also found) signifies " may
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God bless !" (Olsh. § 277, S. 618) ; for proper names, as the

Arabian grammarians observe, can be formed both into the

form of assertory clauses {ichbdr), and also into the form of

modal (inshd) ; the name ^«313 is in this respect distinguished

from the specifically Israelitish name n^Dnn (Jehovah blesseth).

The accompanying national name defines the scene; for on

the one side n^ and Y% according to Gen. xxii. 21, are the

sons of Nahor, Abraham's brother, who removed with him

(though not at the same time) from Ur Casdim to Haran,

therefore by family Aramaeans ; on the other side, ^3, Jer.

XXV. 23, appears as an Arab race, belonging to the n«3 ^ii^^'p

(comp. Jer. ix. 25, xlix. 32), i.e. to the Arabs proper, who cut

the hair of their heads short all round {irepcrpoxaXa, Hero-

dotus iii. 8), because wearing it long was accounted as dis-

graceful {vid. Tebrizi on the Hamdsa, p. Pc% 1. 10 sqq.).

Within the Buzite race, Elihu sprang from the family of D").

Since m is the name of the family, not the race, it cannot be

equivalent to n")X (like D''?1, 2 Chron. xxii. 5, = D^»-|J«), and

it is therefore useless to derive the Aramaic colouring of

Elihu's speeches from design on the part of the poet. But

by making him a Buzite, he certainly appears to make him

an Aramaean Arab, as Aristeas in Euseb. jproip. ix. 25 calls

him 'EXiovv rov Bapax^V^ tov Zo)^iTr]v (from nniV ms). It

is remarkable that Elihvi's origin is given so exactly, while the

three are described only according to their country, without

any statement of father or family. It would indeed be pos-

sible, as Lightfoot and Rosenm. suppose, for the poet to

conceal his own name in that of Elihu, or to make allusion

to it ; but an instance of this later custom of Oriental poets

is found nowhere else in Old Testament hterature.

The three friends are silenced, because all their attempts

to move Job to a penitent confession that his affliction is the

punishment of his sins, have rebounded against this fact, that

he was righteous in his own eyes, i.e. that he imagined him-
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self riirliteous ; and because they now (^i?^ of persons, in

distinction from hlfi, has the secondary notion of involuntari-

ness) know of nothing more to say. Then Elihu's indigna-

tion breaks forth in two directions. First, concerning Job,

that he justified himself CHp^sO, i.e. not a Deo (so that He

would be obliged to account him righteous, as ch. iv. 17),

but prcs Deo. Elihu rightly does not find it censurable in

Job, that as a more commonly self-righteous man he in

sreneral does not consider himself a sinner, which the three

insinuate of him (ch. xv. 14, xxv. 4), but that, declaring him-

self to be righteous, he brings upon God the appearance of

injustice, or, as Jehovah also says further on, ch. xl. 8, that

he condemns God in order that he may be able to maintain

his own righteousness. Secondly, concerning the three, that

they have found no answer by which they might have been

able to disarm Job in his maintenance of his own righteous-

ness at the expense of the divine justice, and that in con-

sequence of this they have condemned Job. Hahn translates

:

so that they should have represented Job as guilty ; but that

they have not succeeded in stamping the servant of God as a

V^i, would wrongly excite Elihu's displeasure. And Ewald

translates: and that they had nevertheless condemned him

(§ 345, a) ; but even this was not the real main defect of

their opposition. The fut. consec. describes the condemnation

as the result of their inability to hit upon the right answer

;

it was a miserable expedient to which they had recourse.

According to the Jewish view, nvXTiS I^J'^cn*') is one of the

eighteen D'^iaiD ""Jlpri (correctiones scribaruni), since it should

be D\"iSsn"ns lyti'T'l. But it is not the friends who have been

guilty of this sin of T^"}'? against God, but Job, ch. xl. 8, to

whom Elihu opposes the sentence ytJ^l'-'N^ biA, ch. xxxiv. 12.

Our judgment of another such tiqqun, ch. vii. 20, was more

favourable. That Elihu, notwithstanding the inward con-

viction to the contrary by which he is followed during the
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course of the controversial dialogue, now speaks for the first

time, is explained by what follows.

Vers. 4-6. And EUlai had loaited for Joh loiili words, for

they were older than he in days. And Ellhu saio that

there was no ansioer in the mouth of the three, men, then

his lorath xoas hindled. And EUhu the son of Barachel

the Biizite began, and said.

He had waited {perf. in the sense of the plusquamperf.,

Ew. § 135, a) for Job with words (a^'}3'ili as elsewhere D'i'»2,

)7!p3)j i.e. until Job should have spoken his last word in the

controversial dialogue. Thus he considered it becomincr on

his part, for they ("^^Dj "^l^h whereas ri?x according to the

usage of the language is /a') were older (^seniores) than he in

days (2''9x? f^s ver. 6, less harsh here, instead of the ace. of

closer definition, ch. xv. 10, comp. xi. 9). As it now became

manifest that the friends made no reply to Job's last speeches

for want of the right solution of problem, and therefore also

Job had nothing further to say, he believes that he may
venture, without any seeming want of courtesy, to give utter-

ance to his long-restrained indignation ; and Elihu (with

Mahpach) the son of Barach'el (Mercha) the Buzite (with

Itehia parvum) began and spoke ("i??^^1 not with Silluk, but

Mercha mahpach., and in fact with Mercha on the accented

jienidt., as ch. iii. 2, and further).

ElihiCs First Sp>eech.—Chap, xxxii. GZ'-xxxili.

Schema: 5. 6. 10. 6. 10.
|
6. 8. 10. 13. 8. 6. 10. 10.

Ch. xxxii. Qh I am young in days, and ye are hoary,

Therefore I stood hack and loas afraid

To show you my knowledge.

7 / thought : Let age speak.

And the multitude of years teach icisdom.

VOL. II. O
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It becomes manifest even here that the EUhu section has

in part a pecuhar usage of the language. Pni in the signi-

fication of (J>J, cogn. with J.s^l>, ^H'^, to frighten back;^ and

V'n for nJTl (here and vers. 10, 17, ch. xxxvi. 3, xxxvii. 16)

occurs nowhere else in the Old Testament ;
\'^~?^ (comp. 15^,

ch. xlii. 3) is used only by Elihu within the book of Job.

D''^J, days = fulness of days, is equivalent to advanced age,

old age with its rich experience. 21 with its plural genitive

is followed (as 73 usually is) by the predicate in the plur.; it

is the attraction already described by "laDD, ch. xv. 10, xxi. 21,

Ges. § 148, 1.

8 Still the spirit, it is in mortal man,

And the hreath of the Almightrj, that giveth them under-

standing.

9 JVot the great in years are ivise,

And the aged do not understand lohat is right.

10 Therefore I say : hearkert to me,

I loill declare my knowledge, even I.

The originally affirmative and then (like DPIX) adversative

I3N also does not occur elsewhere in the book of Job. In

contradiction to biblical psychology, Rosenm. and others take

ver. 8 as antithetical: Certainly there is spirit In man, but . . .

1 The lexicographers explain the Arab. J^^-J by zala (^it), to stand

away from, back, to retreat, or tanahha, to step aside ; P/eZ, Hiph.^ to

push any one aside, place anything back ; HitJipa., to keep one's self on
one side ; adj. ^nt, ^Tih ^IDT, etc., standing back. Thus the town of

Zahla in the plain of the Lebanon takes its name from the fact that it

does not stand out in the plain, but is built close at the foot of the

mountain in a corner, and consequently retreats. And zuliale (according

to the Kamus) is an animal that creeps backwards into its hole, e.g. the

scorpion
; and hence, imjproperly, a man who, as we say with a similar

figure, never comes out of his hole, always keeps in his hole, i.e. never

leaves his dwelling, as ziihal in general signifies a man who retires or

keeps far from active life ; in connection with which also the planet

Saturn is called Zuhal, the retreating one, on account of its great distance
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The two halves of the verse are, on the contrary, a synonymous
("the spirit, it is in man, viz. that is and acts") or progressive

parallelism (thus according to the accents :
" the spirit, even

that which is in man, and . . ."). It is the Spirit of God to

which man owes his life as a living being, according to ch.

xxxiii. 4 ; the spirit of man is the principle of life creatively

wrought, and indeed breathed into him, by the Spirit of God ;

so that with regard to the author it can be just as much God's
nn or nn^3, ch. xxxiv. 14, as in respect of the possessor:

man's mi or nm:. All man's life, his thinking as well as

his bodily life, is effected by this inwrought principle of life

which he bears within him, and all true understanding, with-

out being confined to any special age of life, comes solely

from this divinely originated and divinely living spirit, so far

as he acts according to his divine origin and basis of life.

D'3"l are here (as the opposite of n^^^])-^, Gen. xxv. 23) gra7ides

= grandcevi (LXX. TroXvxpovLot). bib governs both members
of the verse, as ch. iii. 10, xxviii. 17, xxx. 24 sq. Under-
standing or ability to form a judgment is not limited to old

age, but only by our allowing the Trvev/xa to rule in us in its

connection with the divine. Elihu begs a favourable hearino-

for that of which he is conscious. V% and the Hebr.-Aramaic
njn, which likewise belong to his favourite words, recur here.

from the rest. Slippery (of ground) is ^^^nr, because it draws the foot

backwards (muzhil) by its smoothness, and thus causes the walker to fall.

A further formation is p^nt, to be slippery, and to slip in a slippery place

;

beside which, p^T, a word of similar meaning, is no longer used in Syria.

According to this Arabic pirimary notion of J>-J, it appears px ^^HT,

Mic. vii. 17, is intended to describe the serpents not as creeping upon the
earth, but as creeping into the earth (comp. the name of the serpent,
achhr at el-ard, those that hide themselves in the earth)

; but in Talmud,
and Aram, ^inr used of animals has the general signification to creep,
and of water, to glide (flow gently down). The primary notion, to glide

(to slip, creep, flow gently, labi), is combined both in the derivatives of
the root HT and in those of the root ^1 with the notion of a departing/ and
retreating motion.

—

TVetzst. and Fl.
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11 Behold, I ivaited upon your loordSf

Hearkened to your perceptions,

While ye searched out replies.

12 And I attended closely to you,

Yet behold : there was no one loho refuted Job,

Who ansioered his sentences, from you.

13 Lest ye shoidd say : " We found ivisdom,

God is able to srrdte him, not man /"

14 Noio he hath not arranged his words against me.

And loith your sentences I loill not reply to him.

lie has waited for their words, viz. that they might give

"Utterance to such words as should tend to refute and silence

Job. In what follows, ^V still more emphatically than ?

refers this aim to that to which Elihu had paid great atten-

tion : I hearkened to your understandings, i.e. explanations

of the matter, that, or whether, they came forth, (I hearkened)

to see if you searched or found out words, i.e. appropriate

words. Such abbreviated forms as T?^ = T?^^ (comp. pW =
rr^ for T]^p_, Prov. xvii. 4, Ges. § 68, rem. 1, if it does not

signify nutriens, from p.t) we shall frequently meet with in

this Elihu section. In ver. 12, 12a evidently is related as an

antecedent to what follows : and I paid attention to you

(QS'iny contrary to the analogy of the cognate prcep. instead of

D3''^y, moreover for Ci3"'7X, with the accompanying notion

:

intently, or, according to Aben-Duran : thoroughly, without

allowing a word to escape me), and behold, intently as I paid

attention : no one came forward to refute Job ; there was no

one from or among you who answered (met successfully) his

assertions. Every unbiassed reader will have an impression

of the remarkable expressions and constructions here, similar

to that which one has in passing from the book of the Kings

to the characteristic sections of the Chronicles. The three,

Elihu goes on to say, shall not indeed think that in Job a
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Aviscloin has opposed them—a false wisdom, indeed—which

only God and not any man can drive out of the field (^1^,

( ?u\3, discutere, dispellere, as the wind drives away chaff or

dry leaves) ; while he has not, however {^\ followed directly

\>y 2iv. fill, forming a subordinate clause, as ch. xlii. 3, Ps.

xliv. 18, and freq., Ew. § 341, a), arrayed 0"]^ in a military

sense, ch. xxxiii. 5 ; or forensic, xxiii. 4 ; or even as ch.

xxxvii. 19, in the general sense of proponere) words against

him (Elihu), i.e. utterances before which he would be com-

pelled to confess himself affected and overcome. He will not

then also answer him with such opinions as those so fre-

quently repeated by them, i.e. he will take a totally different

course from theirs in order to refute him.

15 They are amazed, tJiey ansiver no more,

Words have fled from them.

16 And I loaited, for they spalae not,

For they stand still, they ansiver no more.

17 Therefore I also ivill ansioer for my part,

I to ill declare my knowledge, even T.

In order to give a more rapid movement and an emotional

force to the speech, the figure asyndeton is introduced in

ver. 15, as perhaps in Jer. xv. 7, Ew. § 349, a. Most ex-

positors render ^p"'']!!'^ passively, according to the sense : they

have removed from them, i.e. are removed from them; but

why may pTiyn not signify, like Gen. xii. 8, xxvi. 22, to

move away, viz. the tent = to wander on (Schlottm.) ? The

figure : words are moved away (as it were according to an

encampment broken up) from them, i.e. as we say: they

have left them, is quite in accordance with the figurative

style of this section. It is unnecessary to take "•^^PD^'^'!,

ver. IGa, with Ew. (§ 342, c) and Hirz. as perf consec. and

interrogative : and should I wait, because they speak no

more ? Certainly the interrog. part, sometimes disappears
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after the Wcno of consequence, e.g. Ezek. xviii. 13, 24 (and

will he live?) ; but by what would Tipnini be distinguished as

2^67'/. consec. here ? Hahn's interpretation : I have waited,

until they do not speak, for they stand . . ., also does not

commend itself; the poet would have expressed this by ^j?

•niT' ith, while the two ""S, especially with the poet's predilec-

tion for repetition, appear to be co-ordinate. Elihu means to

say that he has waited a long time, surprised that the three

did not speak further, and that they stand still without speak-

ince an;ain. Therefore he thinks the time is come for him

also to answer Job. njyx cannot be fut. Kal, since where

the 1 fut. Kal and Hiph. cannot be distinguished by the

vowel within the word (as in the Ayin Waw and double Ayin

verbs), the former has an inalienable Segol; it is therefore

1 fut. Hiph.j but not as in Eccl. v. 19 in the signification to

employ labour upon anything (LXX. irepiairav), but in an

intensive Kal signification (as P'^V^n for P^T, ch. xxxv. 9, comp.

on ch. xxxi. 18) : to answer, to give any one an answer when

called upon. Ewald's supposedly proverbial : I also plough

my field ! (§ 192, c, Anm. 2) does unnecessary violence to

the usage of the language, which is unacquainted with this

niyn^ to plough. It is perfectly consistent with Elihu's

diction, that ""ppH beside ''J^? as permutative signifies, " I, my
part," although it might also be an ace. of closer definition

(as pro parte mea, for my part), or even—which is, however,

less probable

—

ace. of the obj. (my part). Elihu speaks more

in the scholastic tone of controversy than the three.

18 For I am full of xvords,

The spirit of my inner nature constraineih me.

19 Behold, my interior is like wine which is not opened,

Like new bottles it is ready to hurst.

20 I will speak, that I may gain air,

I will open my lips and reply.
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21 No, indeed, I will accept no mans person,

And I loill flatter no man.

22 For I understand not how to flatter

;

My Maker would easily snatch me away.

The youno- speaker continues still further his declaration,

promising so^nuch. He has a, rich store of D^^n, words, i.e.

for replying, '^rhl^ defective for ^ns^?, like ^T^T for ^n^^V:,

ch i 21; tvhereas ^h^, Ezek. xxviii. 6, is not only written

defectively, but is also conjugated after the manner of a

Lamed He verb, Ges. §§ 23, 3, 74, rem. 4, 75, 21, c. The

spirit of his inner nature constrains him, since, on account ot

its intensity and the fulness of this interior, it struggles to

break through as through a space that is too narrow for it.

tt?3 as ch. XV. 2, 35, not from the curved appearance of the

belly but from the interior of the body with its organs, which

serve' the spirit life as the strings of a harp; comp. Arab, lain,

the middle or interior; hdiin, inwardly (opposite of zahir, out-

wardly). His interior is like wine nn^: ^b, which, or (as an

adverbial dependent clause) when it is not opened, i.e. is kept

closed, so that the accumulated gas has no vent, LXX.

heZefxho, (bound up), Jer. absque spiraculo ; it will burst bke

new bottles. V?:^\ is not a relative clause referring distribu-

tively to each single one of these bottles (Hirz. and others)

and not an adverbial subordinate clause (Hahn
:
when it will

explode), but predicate to ^:^?: his interior is near burstmg

like new bottles (niai< masc. like nilX^, Josh. ix. 13), i.e. not

such as are themselves new {aaKol Kaivol, Matt. ix. 17, for

these do not burst so easily), but like bottles of new wine,

which has to undergo the action of fermentation, LXA.

^a-rrep c^var^T^p {Cod. Sinait} ^var^rr^^) x<^'^>^^^^,
^^' ^^^'^^

(whence it is evident that a bottle and also a pair of bellows

were called n^s). Since he will now yield to his irresistible

impulse, in order that he may obtain air or free space, i.e.
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disburdening and ease (v nn^i)^ he intends to accept no

man's person, i.e. to show partiality to no one (vid. on ch.

xiii. 8), and he will flatter no one. n|3 signifies in all three

dialects to call any one by an honourable name, to give a

surname, here with ?i^, to speak fine words to any one, to

flatter him. This Elihu is determined he will not do ; for N*^

riiSS
''^V'^l, I know not how to flatter (French, je ne sais point

jlatter)^ for ni^? or ^^'^i^ ; comp. the similar constructions, ch.

xxiii. 3 (as Esth. viii. G), x. IG, 1 Sam. ii. 3, Isa. xlii. 21,

lii. 1, Ges. 142, 3, c; also in Arabic similar verbs, as "to be

able" and " to prepare one's self," are thus connected with the

fut. without a particle between (e.g. ansliaa jef'alu, he began

to act). Without partiality he will speak, flattery is not his

forte. If by flattery he should deny the truth, his Maker

would quickly carry him off. t^y'-?3 followed by subjunct.

fut.: for a little (with disjunctive accent, because equivalent

to hand imiltum ahest quin), i.e. very soon indeed, or easily

would or might . . . ; ''^^^] (as ch. xxvii. 21) seems designedly

to harmonize with "'jVI'^'-

Ch. xxxiii. 1 But nevertheless, Job, hear my S2:)eeches,

And hearken to all my words.

2 Behold now, I have opened my mouth,

My tongne spealceth in my palate.

3 Sincere as my heart are iny utterances,

And knoivledge that is pure my lips declare.

The issue of the impartial discussion which Elihu designs

to effect, is subject to this one condition, that Job listens to

it, and observes not merely this or that, but the whole of its.

connected contents; and in this sense DP^^^I, which is used just

as in ch. i. 11, xi. 5, xii. 7, xiii. 4, xiv. 18, xvii. 10, in the

signification verumtamen, stands at the head of this new turn

m his speech. Elihu addresses Job, as none of the previous

speakers have done, by name. With ^^|!"'"'.^.'? (as ch. xiii. 18),
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he directs Job's observation to that which he is about to sav

:

he has ah-eady opened his mouth, his tongue is ah'eady in

motion,—circumstantial statements, which solemnly inaui^u-

rate what follows with a consciousness of its importance.

Job has felt the absence of ii^'''"''^OS*, ch. vi, 25, in the speeches

of the three ; but Elihu can at the outset ensure his word

being " the sincerity of his heart," i.e. altogether heartily

well meant: and—thus it would be to be translated accordino-

to the accentuation—the knowledge of my lips, they (my lips)

utter purely. But " the knowledge of the lips " is a notion

that seems strange with this translation, and "1^"I3 is hardly

intended thus adverbially. ^V1, contrary to tlie accentuation,

is either taken as the accusative of the obj., and "I^13 as the

ace. of the predicate (masc. as Prov. ii. 10, xiv. 6) : knowledo-e

my lips utter pure ; or interpreted, if one is not willing to

depart from the accentuation, with Seb. Schmid : scientiam

laliormn meoynim quod attinet (the knowledge proceeding from

xny^ lips), puram loquentur sc. labia mea. The notions of

purity and choice coincide in inn (comp. Arab, ihtarra, to

separate one's self; as/a, to prove one's self pure, and to

select). The perff., vers. 2 sq., describe what is begun, and

so, as relatively past, extending into the present.

4 Tlie Spirit of God hath made me,

And the hreath of the Almighty hath given me life.

5 If thou canst, answer me,

Prepare in my presence, talce thy stand I

6 Behold, I am like thyself, of God,

Formed out of clay am I also.

7 Behold, my terror shall not affright thee.

And my pressure shall not he heavy upon thee.

He has both in common with Job : the spirituality as well

as the earthliness of man's nature; but by virtue of the

former he does not, indeed, feel himself exalted above Job's
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person, but above the present standpoint taken up by Job ;

and in consideration of this, Job need not fear any unequal

contest, nor as before God, ch. ix. 34, xiii. 21, in order that

he may be able to defend himself against Him, make it a

stipulation that His majesty may not terrify him. It is man's

twofold origin which Elihu, vers. 4, 6, gives utterance to in

harmony with Gen. ii. 7 : the mode of man's origin, which is

exalted above that of all other earthly beings that have life

;

for the life of the animal is only the individualizing of the

breath of the Divine Spirit already existing in matter. The

spirit of man, on the contrary (for which the language has

reserved the name '^'?^''^), is an inspiration directly coming

forth from God the personal being, transferred into the bodily

frame, and therefore forming a person.^ In the exalted con-

sciousness of having been originated by the Spirit of God,

and being endowed with life from the inbreathed breath of

the Almighty, Elihu stands invincible before Job : if thou

canst, refute me (^''tf'n with ace. of the person, as ch. xxxiii. 32)

;

array thyself (i^?"]!? for "^^IV, according to Ges. 63, rem. 1)

before me (here with the additional thought of 'Tpf^f'?, as

ch. xxiii. 4, in a forensic sense with ^f 'f'P),
place thyself in

position, or take thy post (imper. Hitlipa. with the ah less

frequent by longer forms, Ew. § 228, a).

On the other side, he also, like Job, belongs to God, i.e. is

dependent and conditioned. ''^?:?"in is to be WTitten with Segol

(not Ssere) ; bx? is intended like \h, ch. xii. 16 ; and ^''33 signi-

fies properly, according to thine utterance, i.e. standard, in

accordance with, i.e. like thee, and is used even in the Pen-

tateuch (e.g. Ex. xvi. 21) in this sense pro ratione ; ''D3, ch.

XXX. 18, we took differently. He, Elihu, is also nipped from

the clay, i.e. taken from the earth, as when the potter nips off

^ God took a small piece of His own life—says the tradition among the

Karens, a scattered tribe of Eastern India—blew into the nostrils of His

son and daughter, and they became living beings, and were really human.
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a piece of his clay (comp. Aram. )-*"ir?, a piece, Arab, qurs, a

bread-cake, or a dung-cake, vid. supra, vol. i. p. 377, from

qara?,a, to pinch off, take off, cogn. gnmda, to gnaw off, cut

off, ii. p. 40). Thus, therefore, no terribleness in his appear-

ing -will disconcert Job, and his pressure will not be a burden

upon him. By a comparison of ch. xiii. 21a, it might seem

that ''B3X is equivalent to ''23 (LXX. rj '^eip /wou), but 133 is

everywhere connected only with 1J, never with ^3 ; and the

air. yeyp. is explained according to Prov. xvi. 26, where ^l^X

signifies to oppress, drive (Jer. compulit), and from the dialects

differently, for in Syr. ecaf signifies to be anxious about any-

thing {ecaf Ii, it causes me anxiety, ciirce miJii est), and in

Arab, accafa, to saddle, ucdf, Talmud. ^31X, a saddle, so that

consequently the Targ. translation of ""Si^X by ''JltJ, my burden,

and the Syr. by ''3D31X, my pressing forward (Arabic version

ighdli, my touch), are supported, since ^l^S! signifies pressure,

heavy weight, load, and burden ; according to which it

is also translated by Saad. (my constraint), Gecat. (my

might). It is therefore not an opponent who is not on an

equality with him by nature, with whom Job has to do. If

he is not able to answer him, he will have to be considered as

beaten.

8 Verily thou hast said in mine ears,

And 1 heard the sound of thy icords :

9 " / am pwe, xoithout transgression ;

" Spotless am /, and I have no guilt.

10 " Behold, He findetli malicious things against me,

" lie regardeth me as His enemy

;

11 " He putteth my feet in the stocks,

" He observeth all my paths."

12 Behold, therein thou art not right, I xoill ansiver thee,

For Eloah is too exalted for man.

With rinnx -jj^ Elihu establishes the undeniable fact,
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whether it be that tjx is intended as restrictive (only thou hast

said, it is not otherwise than that thou . . .), or as we have

translated, according to its primary meaning, affirmative

(forsooth, it is undeniable). To say anything "'JiSIi of another

is in Hebrew equivalent to not saying it secretly, and so as

to be liable to misconstruction, but aloud and distinctly. In

ver. 9, Elihu falls back on Job's own utterances, as ch. ix. 21,

"•JN on; xvi. 17, Hi? Th^D; xii. 4, where he calls himself

D''»n pnv, comp. X. 7, xiii. 18, 23, xxiii. 10 sqq., xxvii. 5 sq.,

ch. xxix. xxxi. The expression ^i], tersus, did not occur in

the mouth of Job ; Geiger connects ^n with the Arab, hamf
{vid. on ch. xiii. IG) ; it is, however, the adj. of the Semitic

verb ^n^ t—2=-) to rub off, scrape off; Arab, to make smooth by

scraping off the hair; Targ., Talm., Syr., to make smooth by

washing and rubbing (after which Targ. ^Tl*', lotus)} ''^2^^

has here, as an exception, retained its accentuation of the

final syllable in pause. In ver. 10 Elihu also makes use of a

word that does not occur in Job's mouth, viz. ^li^s1;rlJ which,

according to Num. xiv. 34, signifies " alienation," from X^J

('^''?'!]^j to hinder, restrain, turn aside, abalienare, Num. xxxii. 7

;

and according to the Arab, slj (to rise heavily)," III. to lean

one's self upon, to oppose any one; it might also signify directly,

"hostile risino;s ;" but accordina; to the Hebr. it signifies

grounds and occasions for hostile aversion. Moreover, Elihu

here recapitulates what Job has in reality often in meaning

^ Vid. Noldecke in Benfey's Zcitsclirift, 1863, S. 383.

2 Nevertheless Zamacliscbari does not derive 4_>^u, to treat wilh

enmity, from 5J, but from ^}3, so that naica fulcinan signifies "to have

evil designs against any one, to meditate evil against one." The phrases

Huh 'aleji nijdt, he has evil intentions (wicked designs) against me, nijetuh

zerije aleik, he has evil intentions against thee, and similar, are very

common.

—

Wetzst.
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said, e.g. cli. x. 13-17 ; and ver. lOh are his own words, cli.

xiii. 24, i? 2')i6 ^jntynni; xix. 11, n:^'^ 'h ':2m'); xxx. 21,

"•^ "i*3X^ innn. In like manner, ver. 11 is a verbatim quota-

tion from eh. xiii. 27 ; ^]^\ is a poetic contracted fut. for

Cl''i^\ It is a principal trait of Job's speeches which Elihu

here makes prominent : his maintenance of his own righteous-

ness at the expense of the divine justice. In ver. 12 he first

of all refutes this I^'n'^f:^^ V-'Q? P"^.V in general. The verb Pl'i

does not here signify to be righteous, but to be in the right

(as ch. xi. 2, xiii. 18)—the prevailing signification in Arabic

(sadaqa, to speak the truth, be truthful). riNT (with Munach,

not Declit) is ace. adv.: herein, in this case, comp. on ch.

xix. 26. p nn-1 is like Deut. xiv. 24 (of the length of the

way exceeding any one's strength), but used, as nowhere else,

of God's superhuman greatness ; the Arabic version has the

preposition .r. in this instance for 10. God is too exalted to

enter into a defence of Himself against such vainglorying

interwoven with accusations against Him. And for this

reason Elihu will enter the lists for God.

13 TF/iy Jiast thou contended against Him,

That He ansicereth not concerning all His doings ?

14 Yet no—in one loay God speaheth,

And in iioo, only one perceiveth it not.

15 In the dream, in a vision of the night,

When deep sleep falleth upon men.

In slumberings upon the bed:

16 Tlien He openetli the ear of men,

And sealeth admonition for them,

17 That He may ivithdraw man from mischief.

And hide pride from man

;

18 That He may keep bach his soxd from the pit,

And his life from the overthrow of the sivord.
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Knowing himself to be righteous, and still considering

himself treated as an enemy by God, Job has frequently

inquired of God, Why then does He treat him thus with

enmity, ch. vii. 20, and why has He brought him into being

to be the mark of His attack? ch. x. 18. He has lonsed for

God's answer to these questions; and because God has veiled

Himself in silence, he has fallen into complaint against Him,

as a ruler who governs according to His own sovereign

arbitrary will. This is what Elihu has before his mind in

ver. 13. 2"'"i (elsewhere in the book of Job with DV or the

ace. of the person with whom one contends) is here, as Jer.

xii. 1 and freq., joined with ?X and conjugated as a contracted

Hiph. (ninn instead of rin"], Ges. § 73, 1) ; and r\:v with the ace.

signifies here : to answer anything (comp. ch. xxxii. 12, xl. 2,

and especially ix. 3) ; the suff. does not refer back to ^i^X of

the preceding strophe (Hirz., Hahn), but to God. V'jS'n are

the things, i.e. facts and circumstances of His rule ; all those

things which are mysterious in it He answers not, i.e. He
answers concerning nothing in this respect (comp. iO 73, ch.

xxxiv. 27), He gives no kind of account of them (Schnurr.,

Ges., and others). ''3, ver. 14a, in the sense of imo, is

attached to this negative thought, which has become a ground

of contention for Job : yet no, God does really speak with

men, although not as Job desires when challenged and in His

own defence. Many expositors take rins3 and D^^P'? after

LXX., Syr., and Jer., in the signification semel, secundo

(thus also Hahn, Schlottm.) ; but semel is rinx, whereas nnS3

is nowhere equivalent to nnx Dj;23, for in Num. x. 4 it signi-

fies with one, viz. trumpet; Prov. xxviii. 18, on one, viz. of

the many ways ; Jer. x. 8, in one, i.e. in like folly (not

:

altogether, at once, which T^sa, Syr. bachdo, signifies) ; then

further on it is not twice, but two different modes or means

of divine attestation, viz. dreams and sicknesses, that are

spoken of; wherefore it is rightly translated by the Targ.
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una loquela, by Pagn. uno modo, by Vatabl., Merc, ima via.

The form of the declaration : by one—by two, is that of the

so-called number-proverbs, like ch. v. 19. In diverse ways

or by different means God speaks to mortal man—he does

not believe it, it is Ids oivn fault if he docs perceive it. ^^

r\r\^^\ which is correctly denoted as a separate clause by

Rehia mugmsch, is neither with Schlottm. to be regarded as a

circumstantial clause (without one's . . .), nor with Vatabkis

and Hahn as a conditional clause (if one does not attend to

it), nor with Montanus and Piscator as a relative clause (to

him who does not observe it), but with Tremellius as a co-

ordinate second predicative clause without a particle (one

mio^ht expect "H^) : he (mortal man) or one observes it not

("IW with neut. suff. exactly like ch. xxxv. 13).

Vers. 15 sqq. Elihu now describes the first mode in which

God speaks to man : He Himself comes forward as a witness

in man's sleep. He makes use of dreams or dream-like visions,

which come upon one suddenly within the realm of nocturnal

thought {vid. Psyclwl. S. 282 sq.), as a medium of revelation

—a usual form of divine revelation, especially in the heathen

world, to which positive revelation is wanting. The reading

pnnn (Codd., LXX., Syr., Symm., Jer.), as also the accentu-

ation of the Dl^nn with Mehupach Legarme, proceeds from the

correct assumption, that vision of the night and dream are

not coincident notions; moreover, the detailing ver. 15, is

formed according to ch. iv. 13. In this condition of deep or

half sleep, revelat aurem liominum, a phrase used of the pre-

paration of the ear for the purpose of hearing by the removal

of hindrances, and, in general, of confidential communication,

therefore : He opens the ear of men, and seals their admoni-

tion, i.e. the admonition that is wholesome and necessary for

them. Elihu uses 3 Dnn here and ch. xxxvii. 7 as Ij;:^ Dnn

is used in ch. ix. 7 : to seal anything (to seal up), comp. ^,
o-(f)payL^€Lv, in the sense of infallible attestation and confirma-
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tion (John vi. 27), especially (with c_>) of divine revelation or

inspiration, distinct in meaning from f^\s>-, a-cppajl^etv, in the

proper sense. Elihu means that by such dreams and visions,

as rare overpowering facts not to be forgotten, God puts the

seal upon tlie warning directed to them which, sent forth in

any other way, would make no such impression. Most ancient

versions (also Luther) translate as though it were Dnn^ (LXX.
i^e(ji6^i](X£v avTov^). "i^*^ is a secondary form to "iDia^ ch.

xxxvi. 10, which occurs only here. Next comes the fuller

statement of the object of the admonition or warning delivered

in such an impressive manner. According to the text before

ns, it is to be explained: in order that man may remove (put

from himself) mischief from himself (Ges. § 133, 3) ; but

this inconvenient change of subject is avoided, if we supply

a » to the second, and read nb'yon DIX, as LXX. airoaTpiy^ai

dvdpooTTOv airo aSucia'? avrov (which does not necessarily pre-

suppose the reading inb'iJOD), Targ. ah opere malo ; Jer. not so

good : ah Ids qucc fecit. Hi^'y^O signifies facinus, an evil deed, as

1 Sam. XX. 19, and W^, ch. xxxvi. 9, evil-doing. The injin,

constr. now passes into the v. Jin., which would be very liable

to misconstruction with different subjects : and in order that

He (God) may conceal arrogance from man, i.e. altogether

remove from him, nnaccustom him to, render him weary of,

the sin of pride (njli from ni2 — nss, as ch. xxii. 29, according

to Ges,, Ew., Olsh., for nii52 = '^]^.V)' Here everything in

thought and expression is peculiar. Also njn^ ver. ISb (as

vers. 22, 28), for D''^n (yer. 30) does not occur elsewliere in the

book of Job, and the phrase np'u^li "iiy here and ch. xxxvi. 12

(comp. riHu'n "lay, ver. 28) nowhere else in the Old Testament.

r]yy (Arab, sildh, a weapon of offence, opjy. meta, a weapon

of defence) is the engine for shooting, from nptJ'j emittere, to

shoot ; and nSiia '^2V is equivalent to nb^n nj?n ^DJ, Joel ii. 8,

to pass away by (precipitate one's self into) the weapon

for shooting. To deliver man from sin, viz. sins of carnal
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security and imaginary self-importance, and at the same time

from an early death, whether natural or violent, this is the dis-

ciplinary design which God has in view in connection with this

first mode of speaking to him ; but there is also a second mode.

19 He is chastened also loith pain upon Ids bed,

And loith the unceasing conjlict of his limbs ;

20 And his life causeth him to loathe bread,

And his sold dainty meat.

21 His flesh consumeth aivay to uncomeliness,

And his deranged limbs are scarcely to be seen.

22 Then his soul draioeth near to the grave,

And his life to the destroyers.

Another and severer lesson which God teaches man is by

painful sickness : he is chastened with pain (3 of the means)

on his bed, he and the vigorous number of his limbs, i.e. he

with this hitherto vigorous (Raschi), or : while the multitude

of his limbs is still vigorous (Ew.). Thus is the Keri ^ni to

be understood, for the interpretation : and the multitude of

his limbs with unceasing pain (Arnh. after Aben-Ezra), is

unnatural. But tlie Chethib is far more commendable : and

with a constant tumult of his limbs (Hirz. and others). Ver.

19^ might also be taken as a substantival clause: and the

tumult of his limbs is unceasing (Umbr., Welte) ; but that

taking over of ^ from 31X3D3 is simpler and more pleasing. 3"'"i

(opposite of ^^?^, e.g. Ps. xxxviii. 4) is an excellent description

of disease which consists in a disturbance of the equilibrium of

the powers, in the dissolution of their harmony, in the excite-

ment of one against another {Psychol. S. 287). \^^ for J'Tt?

belongs to the many defective forms of writing of this section.

In ver. 20 we again meet a Hebrceo-Arabic hapaxlegomenon,

Di]t from DHT. In Arab, zahuma signifies to stink, like the

Aram. Dn? (whence DH^T, dirt and stench), zahama to thrust

back, restrain, after which Abu Suleiman Daud Alfasi, in his

VOL. II. p
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Arabic Lexicon of the Hebrew, interprets :
" his soul thrusts

back (nODJ nnm) food and eveiy means of life,"^ beside which

tlie suff. of ^^PDIl is taken as an anticipation of the following

object (yid. on ch. xxix. 3) : his life feels disgust at it, at bread,

and his soul at dainty meat. The Plel has then only the

intensive signification of Kal (synon. ^V'^, Ps. cvii. 18), ac-

cording to which it is translated by Ilahn with many before

him. Bat if the poet had wished to be so understood, he

would have made use of a less ambiguous arrangement of the

words, in'^n nrh inonTi. We take dht with Ew. § 122, h, as

causative of Kal, in which signification the Plel, it is true,

occurs but rarely, yet it does sometimes, instead of Hipli.

;

but without translating, with Hirz., n''n by hunger and IJ'DJ by

appetite, which gives a confused thought. Schlottm. appro-

priately remarks : "It is very clearly expressed, as the proper

vital power, the proper -^vxv, when it is inwardly consumed

by disease, gives one a loathing for that which it otherwise

likes as being a necessary condition of its own existence."

Thus it is : health produces an appetite, sickness causes

nausea ; the soul that is in an uninjured normal state longs

for food, that which is severely weakened by sickness turns

tlie desire for dainties into loathing and aversion.

Ver. 21rt. The contracted future form ^y, again, like DtJ'J,

ver. 11a, is poetic instead of the full form : his flesh vanishes

''ts^^, from sight, i.e. so that it is seen no longer ; or from

comeliness, i.e. so that it becomes unsightly ; the latter (comp.

1 Sam. xvi. 12 with Isa. liii. 2, ns"ir2"i^!5l) might be preferred.

In ver. 21^ the Ke7i corrects the text to ^Qw'i, et contrita sunt,

whereas the Chethib is to be read ""ar'S <'^ contritio. The

verb natr, which has been explained by Saadia from the Tal-

mudic," signifies conteret^e, comminuere ; Abulwalid (in Ges.

1 Vid. Pinsker's Likki/te Kadmoniot, p. J?op.

2 He refers to h. Ahoda zara 42« ; If a heathen liave broken an idol to

pieces (nS'J') to derive advantage from the pieces, both the (shattci'cd)
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Thes.) interprets it here by suliifet iva-haradet, they are con-

sumed and wasted away, and explains it by ^riri3. The radical

notion is that of scraping, scratching, rubbing away (not to

be interchanged with \i^, nSD, which, starting from the radical

notion of sweeping away, vanishing, comes to have that of

wasting away; cognate, however, with the above i_i^««:,

whence suhaf, consumption, prop, a rasure of the plumpness

of the body). According to the Keri, ver. 216 runs: and his

bones (limbs) are shattered (fallen away), they are not seen,

i.e. in their wasting away and shrivelling up they have lost

their former pleasing form. Others, taking the bones in their

strict sense, and nsiy in the signification to scrape away = lay

bare, take 1i<"i S? as a relative clause, as Jer. has done : ossa

quce tecta fuerant nudahuntur (rather nudata sunt), but this

ouo;ht with a change of mood to be 1^^1 ^b • ^St^^l. To the

former interpretation corresponds the unexceptionable Chethih:

and the falling away of his limbs are not seen, i.e. {per

attractionem) his wasting limbs are diminished until they are

become invisible. ^^"^ is one of the four Old Testament words

(Gen. xliii. 26, Ezra viii. 18, Lev. xxiii. 17) which have a

Dagesh in the Alepli; in all four the Aleph stands between

two vowels, and the dageshing (probably the remains of a

custom in the system of pointing which has become the pre-

vailing one, which, with these few exceptions, has been suf-

fered to fall away) is intended to indicate that the Alepli is

here to be carefully pronounced as a guttural (to use an

Arabic expression, as Hamza), therefore in this passage ru-u}

Thus, then, the soul (the bearer of the life of the body) of the

idol and the fragments (p''!l•2t^') are permitted (since both are deprived of

their heathenish character).

^ Vid. Luzzatto's Grammatica della Lingua Ehraica (1853), § S-l.

Ewald's (§ 21) view, that in these instances the pointed Aleph is to be

read as j (therefore rujii)^ is unfounded ; moreover, the point over the

Aleph is certainly only improperly called Dagesh, it might at least just as

suitably be called Mappik.
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sick man, at last succumbing to this process of decay, comes

near to the pit, and his Hfe to the C3"'noo, destroying angels

(comp. Pso Ixxviii. 49, 2 Sam. xxiv. 16), i.e. the angels who

are commissioned by God to slay the man, if he does not

anticipate the decree of death by penitence. To understand

the powers of death in general, with Rosenm., or the pains of

death, with Schlottm. and others, does not commend itself,

because the Elihu section has a strong angelological colouring

in common with the book of Job. The following strophe,

indeed, in contrast to the Li"'n''J3D, speaks of an angel that

effects deliverance from death.

23 If there is an angel as mediator for 1dm,

One of a thousand,

To declare to man xchat is for his profit :

24 He is gracious to him, and saith :

Deliver him, that he go not down to the pit—
" I have found a ransom.

The former case, vers. 15-18, was the easier; there a

strengthening of the testimony of man's conscience by a

divine warning, given under remarkable circumstances, suf-

fices. This second case, which the LXX. correctly dis-

tinguishes from the former (it translates ver. 19, iraXiv he

7]\6<y^ev avTov iv fidkaKia iirl koit7]<;), is the more difficult

:

it treats not merely of a warning against sin and its wages of

death, but of a deliverance from the death itself, to which the

man is almost abandoned in consequence of sin. This de-

liverance, as Elihu says, requires a mediator. This course of

thought does not admit of our understanding the "H^?'? of a

human messenger of God, such as Job has before him in

Elihu (Schult., Schnurr., BoulHer, Eichh., Rosenm., Welte),

an " interpreter of the divine will, such as one finds one man

among a thousand to be, a God-commissioned speaker, in one

word: a prophet'' (von Hofmann in Schrifthew. i. 33Gf.). The
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I^^D appears not merely as a declarer of the conditions of

the deliverance, but as a mediator of this deliverance itselt.

Ind if the n^nroro, ver. 226, are angels by whom the man is

threatened with the execution of death, the ^^t, who comes

forward here for him who is upon the brink of the abyss

cannot be a man. We must therefore understand 1^6^ not

as in ch. i. 14, but as in ch. iv. 18 ;
and the more surely so,

since we are within the extra-Israelitish circle of a patriarchal

history. In the extra-Israelitish world a far more developed

doctrine of angels and demons is everywhere found than in

Israel which is to be understood not only subjectively, but

also objectively; and within the patriarclial history after

Gen xvi., that (D^I^S) mn^ IS^'O appears, who is instru-

mental in effecting the progress of the history of redemption,

and has so much the appearance of the God of revelation,

that He even calls himself God, and is called God. He it is

whom Jacob means, when (Gen. xlviii. 15 sq.), blessing Joseph,

he distinguishes God the Invisible, God the Shepherd, z.e.

Leader and Ruler, and "the Angel who delivered (^?>:n) me

from all evil
;"

it is the Angel who, according to Ps. xxxiv. 8,

encampeth round about them that fear God, and delivereth

them- "the Angel of the presence" whom Isaiah m the

ThepiiUa, ch. Ixiii. 7 sqq., places beside Jehovah and His

Holy Spirit as a third hjpostasis. Taking up this perception,

Elihu demands for the deliverance of man from the death

which he has incurred by his sins, a superhuman angelic

mediator. The "Angel of Jehovah" of primeval history is

the oldest prefigurement in the history of redemption of the

future incarnation, without which the Old Testament history

would be a confused quodlihet of premises and radu, without

a conclusion and a centre; and the angelic form is accordingly

the oldest form which gives the hope of a deliverer, and to

which it recurs, in conformity to the law of the circular con-

nection between the beginning and end, in ^Jal. in. 1.
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The stroplie begins without any indication of connection

with the preceding: one would expect Di;?'! or D5;s TX, as we felt

the absence of '^1^? in ver. 14, and 157 in ch. xxxii. 17. We might

take r?? ^'f?^ together as substantive and epitheton; the ac-

centuation, however, which marks both 1^70 and X'h'D with

Rehia magnum (in which case, according to Bar's Psalterium^

p. xiv., the second distinctive has somewhat less value than

the first), takes "j^bjo as subj., and ppa as predicate : If there

is then for him {yhv, pro eo, Ew. § 217, i) an angel as p:??^,

i.e. mediator; for p?0 signifies elsewhere an interpreter. Gen.

xlii. 23; a negotiator, 2 Chron. xxxii. 31 ; a God-commissioned

speaker, i.e. prophet, Isa. xliii. 27 ;—everywhere (if it is not

used as in ch. xvi. 20, in malam parte) the shades of the

notion of this word are summarized under the general notion

of internunchcs, and therefore of mediator (as the Jewish

name of the mediating angel piLDDD, probably equivalent to

mediator', not fxerddpovo'^, which is no usable Greek word).

The Targ. translates by Nt3''7p"iS, irapdKk7}To<; {opp. "iircp,

KaT^jopo<;, Karrj'ywp). Therefore : if an angel undertakes the

mediatorial office for the man, and indeed one of a thousand,

i.e. not any one whatever of the thousands of the angels

(Deut. xxxiii. 2, Ps. Ixviii. 18, Dan. vii. 10, comp. Tobit

xii. 15, eh eic tmv eTrra), but one who soars above the thou-

sands, and has not his equal among them (as Eccl. vii. 28).

Hirz. and Hahn altogether falsely combine : one of the thou-

sands, whose business it is to announce . . . The accentua-

tion is correct, and that forced mode of connection is without

reason or occasion. It is the function of the "it^PO itself as

l"*^©, which the clause which expresses the purpose affirms

:

if an angel appears for the good of the man as a mediator, to

declare to him i"it^'^, his uprightness, i.e. the right, straight

way (comp. Prov. xiv. 2), in one word : the way of salvation,

which he has to take to get free of sin and death, viz. the

way of repentance and of faith (trust in God) : God takes
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pity on the man . . . Here the conclusion begins ; Rosenm.

and others erroneously continue the antecedent here, so that

what follows is the intercession of the angel ; the angel, how-

ever, is just as a mediator who brings about the favour of

God, and therefore not the I.^n himself. He renders pardon

possible, and brings the man into the state for receiving it.

Therefore : then God pardons, and says to His angel : De-

liver him from the descent to the pit, I have found a ransom.

Instead of ^i^J^^^, it would be admissible to read ^i^J?"]?, let him

free (from yiD, c y), if the angel to whom the command is

given were the angel of death. VIS is a cognate form, per-

haps dialectic, with n~i3j root 13 (as ys"", na^, ^„ •,, from

the common root fi"", fjl).^ The verb X^*^ (^9'?) signifies to

come at, ch. xi. 7, to attain something, and has its first signi-

fication here, startin£f from which it si^cnifies the findinjj!; on

the part of the seeker, and then when weakened finding

without seeking. One is here reminded of Heb. ix. 12,

alcovLav XvrpojcrLv evpdfievo'?. "12b (on this word, vid. Hehrder-

brief, S. 385, 740), according to its primary notion, is not a

covering = making good, more readily a covering = cancel-

ling (from "IS3, Talmud, to wipe out, away), but, as the usual

combination with ?V shows, a covering of sin and guilt before

wrath, punishment, or execution on account of guilt, and in

this sense \vrpov, a means of getting free, ransom-money.

The connection is satisfied if the repentance of the chastened

one (thus e.g. also von Hofm.) is understood by this ransom,

or better, his affliction, inasmuch as it has brought him to re-

pentance. But wherefore should the mediatorship of the angel

be excluded from the notion of the "i33 ? Just this mediator-

ship is meant, inasmuch as it puts to right him who by his

^ TVetzstein is inclined to regard y*i3 as a metathesis of J?S"7, «_iJ

.

thrust (tear, hold) him back from the grave. A proper name, fed'cm,

which often occurs among the Beduins, is of uncertain signification
;

perhaps it would serve as an explanation of "inyiD.
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sins had worked death, i.e. places him in a condition in which

no further hindrance stands in the way of the divine pardon.

If we connect the mediating angel, like the angel of Jehovah

of the primeval history, with God Himself, as then the lo^os

of this mediating angel to man can be God's own logos com-

municated by him, and he therefore as p^D, God's speaker

(if we consider Elihu's disclosure in the liglit of the New
Testament), can be the divine Logos himself, we shall here

readily recognise a presage of the mystery which is unveiled

in the New Testament ;
" God was in Christ, and recon-

ciled tlie world unto Himself." A presage of this mystery,

flashing through the darkness, we have already read in ch.

xvii. 3 (comp. ch. xvi. 21 ; and, on the other hand, in order

to see how this anticipation is kindled by the thought of the

opposite, ch. ix. 33). The presage which meets us here is

like another in Ps. cvii.—a psalm which has many points of

coincidence with the book of Job—where in ver. 20 we find,

"He sent His word, and healed them." ^ At any rate, Elihu

expresses it as a postulate, that tlie deliverance of man can

only be effected by a superhuman being, as it is in reality

accomplished by the man who is at the same time God, and

from all eternity the Lord of the angels of light.

The following strophe now describes the results of the

favour wrought out for man by the y'PD lisb^.

25 His flesh sicelleth xclth the freshness of youth,

lie returneth to the days of his youth.

2G If he prayeth to Eloah, He shoiveth him favour,

So that he seeth His face icith joy,

And thus He recotnpenseih to man his upriglitness.

^ In liis introduction, p. 76, Scblottmann says :
" Tlie conceptions of

Wisdom and of the Revealing Angel "were already united in that of the

Eternal Word in the ante-Christian, Jewish theology. Therein the fact

of the divine revelation in Christ found the forms in which it could

accommodate itself to the understanding, and stimulate succeeding ages
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27 He singeth to men and saith :

^'I had sinned and perverted ivhat ivas straight,

" And it ivas not recompensed to me.

28 " He hath delivered my soul from going down into the pit,

'• And my life rejoiceih in the lights

lilisled by the change of the perf. and fut. in ver. 25, Jer.

translates 25a: consumta est caro ejus a suppUciis ; Targ.: His

flesh had been weakened (t^'^5'Q^«), or made thin (t^^^pJ^^),

more than the flesh of a child ; Kascbi : it had become burst

(French «C'1p"i:'i>, in connection with which only ^2 appears

to have been in his mind, in the sense of springing up,

prendre son escousse) from the shaking (of disease). All

these interpretations are worthless ; 1J?3, peculiar to the Elihu

section in the book of Job (here and ch. xxxvi. 14), does not

signify shaking, but is equivalent to D'lyj (ch. xiii. 26,

xxxi. 18) ; and ^^^ is in the perf. only because the passive

quadriliteral would not so easily accommodate itself to in-

flexion (by which all those asserted significations, which suit

only the per/, sense, fall to the ground). The Chateph

instead of the simple Shevd is only in order to give greater

importance to the passive u. But as to the origin of the

quadriliteral (on the four modes of the origin of roots of

more than three radicals, vid. Jesurun, pp. 160-166), there is

no reason for regarding it as a mixed form derived from two

different verbs: it is formed just like Tt;'"? (from ^'[^, by

Arabizing = bns) wath a sibilant termination from ^^1 =

2m, and therefore signifies to be (to have been made) over

moist or juicy. However, there is yet another almost more

commendable explanation possible. In x\rab. i^i^ij:) signifies

to further thought and penetration." Thus it is : between the Chokma

of the canouical books and the post-biblical development of the philosophy

of religion (dogmatism) which culminates in Philo, there is an historical

connection, and, indeed, one that has to do with the development of re-

demption. Vid. LutJi. Zeitsclirift, 1863, S. 219 ff.
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to recover, prop, to grow green, become fresh (perhaps from

tarufa, as in the signification to blink, from iarafa). From

this Arab, tarfasha, or even from a Hebr. ti'S")^),^ pinguefacere

(which may with Fiirst be regarded as springing from ti'?^?

to be flesh}-, like ??"13, DD"!3), t^'?^") might have sprung by

transposition. In a remarkable manner one and the same

idea is attained by all these ways : whether we regard B'SDi

as a mixed form from 2'l5"i and C'DD, or as an extended root-

form from one or other of these verbs, it is always according

to the idea : a superabundance of fresh healthfulness. The

IP of "1^9 is chiefly regarded as comparative : more than

youth, i.e. leaving this behind, or exceeding it, Ew. § 221, a;

but ver. 255, according to which he who was hitherto sick

nnto death actually renews his youth, makes it more natural

to take the jp as causal : it swells from youth or youthfulness.

In this description of the renovation which the man ex-

periences, it is everywhere assumed that he has taken the

right way announced to him by the mediating angel. Ac-

cordingly, ver. 2Ga is not intended of prayer that is heard,

which resulted in pardon, but of prayer that may be heard

continually, which results from the pardon : if he prays to

Eloah {fut. Jivpotheticiim as ch. xxii. 27, vid. on xxix. 24),

He receives him favourably
('"'^"J, ls'^^'j

with 3, 4_^, to have

pleasure in any one, with the ace. ew:i gratum vel acceptum

habere), and he (whose state of favour is now established

anew) sees God's countenance (which has been hitherto veiled

^ The Talmud. XT^'T Xt^'^"lt3 (ChuUin, Adh) signifies, according to the

customary rendering, the pericardium, and X13DT t^C'2"lL2 (ih. 46a) the

diaphragm, or rather the little net {omentum minus). Originally, how-

ever, the former signified the cushion of fat under the pericardium ou

•which the heart rests, especially in the crossing of the furrows ; the latter

the accumulation of fat on the porta (tti/X*)) and between the laminse of

the little net. For c'D"IJ3 is correctly explained by JDIK', fat. It has

nothing to do with t/9«'v£^«4 (an old name for a part of the liver), with

which Ges. after Buxtorf conuects it.
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from lilm, cli. xxxiv. 29) with rejoicing (as Ps. xxxlii. 3 and

freq,), and He (God) recompenses to the man his upright-

ness (in his prolonged course of life), or prop., since it is not

^F^'% hut 3t^''l, He restores on His part his relation in accord-

ance with the order of redemption, for that is the idea of

npTi ; the word has either a legal or a so-to-speak evangeli-

cal meaning, in which latter, used of God (as so frequently

in Isaiah 11. ), it describes His rule in accordance with His

counsel and order of redemption ; the primary notion is strict

observance of a given rule.

In ver. 27a the favoured one is again the subj. This

change of person, without any indication of the same, belongs

to the peculiarities of the Hebrew, and, in general, of the

Oriental style, described in the GescJiicJife der jiid. Poesie,

S. 189 [History of Jewish Poetry] ; the reference of ^"^Hl, as

Hipli., to God, which is preferred by most expositors, is con-

sequently unnecessary. Moreover, the interpretation : He

causes his (the favoured one's) countenance to behold joy

(Umbr., Ew.), is improbable as regards the phrase (ntiij) HK")

'n ''JS, and also syntactically lame ; and the interpretation

:

He causes (him, the favoured one) to behold His (the divine)

countenance with joy (Hirz., Hahn, Schlottm., and others),

halts in like manner, since this would be expressed by 1i^^p.!l

O^Xi^l). By the reference to psalmody which follows in

ver. 27 (comp. ch. xxxvi. 24), it becomes natural that we

should understand ver. 266 according to such passages in the

Psalms as xcv. 2, Ixvii. 2, xvii. 15. "i'^^ is a poetically con-

tracted /itf. after the manner of a jussive, for "iVti*^ ; and per-

haps it is a dialectic form, for the Kal "iv.:' = T'C^ occurs only

besides in 1 Sam. xviii. 6 as Chetldb. With ?y (comp. Prov.

XXV. 20) it signifies to address a song to any one, to sing to

him. Now follows the psalm of the favoured one in outline;

ver. 28 also belongs to it, where the Keri (Targ. Jer.), without

any evident reason whatever, gets rid of the 1 pers. (LXX.,
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Syr.). I liad sinned—he says, as he looks buck ashamed and

thankful—and perverted what was straight (comp. the con-

fession of the penitent, Ps. cvi. G), v '^]^ ^\ et non cequale

factum s. non cequatum est niilii^ i.e. it has not been recom-

pensed to me according to my deserts, favour instead of right

is come upon me. nye^ (u?^~^) is intended neutrally, not so that

God would be the subj. (LXX. koX ovk a^ta iJTaae /j.e oiv

i][xapTov). Now follows, ver. 28, the positive expression of the

favour experienced. The phrase niTja "13^, after the analogy

of Tb\y2. "I2J? above, and also n^"! for 0'''^, are characteristic of

the Elihu section. Beautiful is the close of this psalm in

mice: "and my life refreshes itself (3 HKl as ch. xx. 17 and

freq.) in the light," viz. in the light of the divine counte-

nance, which has again risen upon me, i.e. in the gracious

presence of God, which I am again become fully conscious of.

29 Behold, God doeth all

Tioice, thrice icith man,

30 To bring back his soul from the pit,

That it may become light in the light of life.

31 Listen, Job, hearken to me

;

Be silent and let me speah on.

32 Yet if thou hast words, ansioer me

;

Speak, for I desire thy justification.

33 If not, hearken thou to me

;

Be silent and I loill teach thee ivisdom.

After having described two prominent modes of divine in-

^ In Arabic (_C4mj (saioa) is the most general expression for "to be

worth, to cost," usually with the ace. of price, but also with U, e.g. in the

proverb lial kcilce ma tiswe li-lial dcike, this (wretched) bite of bread (of

subsistence) is not worth this (excessive) prcssm-c after it. Accordingly

"h TW vh\ would signify : it (Avhat I suffered) came not equal to me
(did not balance me), which at any rate is equivalent to " it did not cost

my life " (AVetzst.), but would be indistinctly expressed.
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terposltion for tlie moral restoration and welfare of man, lie

adds, vers. 29 sq., that God undertakes (observe the want of

parallelism in the distich, ver. 29) everything with a man

twice or thrice (asyndeton, as e.g. Isa. xvii. 6, in the sense of Im

terve) in order to bring back his soul from the pit {nm,^ here

for the fifth time in this speech, without being anywhere inter-

changed with ^W or another synonym, which is remarkable),

that it, having hitherto been encompassed by the darkness of

death,'may be, or become, light (nii«h inf. Nipli., syncopated

from y^^'^k, Evv. § 244, h) in the light of life (as it were bask

in the new and restored light of life)—it does not always

happen, for these are experiences of no ordinary kind, which

interrupt the daily course of life ; and it is not even repeated

again and again constantly, for if it is without effect the first

time, it is re^fited a second or third time, but it has an end

if the man 'trifles constantly with the disciplinary work of

grace which designs his good. Finally, Elihu calls upon

Job quietly to ponder this, that he may proceed ;
neverthe-

less, if he has words, i.e. if he thinks he is able to advance

any appropriate objections, he is continually to answer him

(T-e'H with ace. of the person, as ver. 5), for he (Elihu) would

willingly justify him, i.e. he would gladly be in the position

to be\ble to acknowledge Job to be right, and to have the

accusation dispensed with. HIrz. and others render falsely

:

I wish thy justification, i.e. thou shouldst justify thyself
;
in

this case 1^?? ought to be supplied, which is unnecessary

:

VDH, without a change of subject, has the inf. constr. here

without ^, as it has the inf ahsol in ch. xiii. 3, and P^i.V signi-

fies to vindicate (as ch. xxxii. 2), or acknowledge to be in the

right (as the Plel of P1V, ver. 12), both of which are blended

here. The LXX., which translates eekco jap ZiKaL(o6?ivai

ae, has probably read ^p."i>* (Ps. xxxv. 27). If it is not so

(pN-ns as Gen. xxx. 1), viz. that he does not intend to defend

himself w^ith reference to his expostulation with God on
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account of the afliiction decreed for liim, he shall on his part

(nnx) listen, shall be silent and be further taught wisdom. ^;^^^'>^

Quasi hue ratione Heliu sanctum lob convicerit! exclaims ''>-^'*

Beda, after a complete exposition of this speech. He regards

Elihu as the type of the false wisdom of the heathen, which

fails to recognise and persecutes the servant of God : Sunt

alii extra ecclesiamy qui Cliristo ejusque ecclesice similiter

adversantur, quoricm imaginem prcetulit Balaam ille ariolus,

qui et Elieu sicut patrum traditio habet (Balaam and Elihu,

one person—a worthless conceit repeated in the Talmud and

Midrash), qui contra ipsum sanctum lob multa improbe et

injariose locutus est, in tantum ut etiam displiceret in una ejus

et indisciplinata loquacitas} Gregory the Great, in his

Moralia, expresses himself no less unfavourably at the con-

clusion of this speech :" Magna Eliu ac valde fortia protidit,

sed hoc nnusquisque arrogans habere 2^fopriwn solet, quod dura

vera ac mystica loqidtur subito per tumorem cordis quoedam

mania et superba p)ermiscet. He also regards Elihu as an

emblem of confident arrogance, yet not as a type of a heathen

philosopher, but of a believing yet vain and arrogant teacher.

This tone in judging of Elihu, first started by Jerome, has

spread somewhat extensively in the Western Church. In the

age of the Reformation, e.g.j Victorin Strigel takes this side

:

Elihu is regarded by him as exemplum ambitiosi oratoris qui

planus sit ostentatione et audacia inusitata sine mente. Also

in the Greek Eastern Church such views are not wanting.

Elihu says much that is good, and excels the friends in this,

that he does not condemn Job; Olympiodorus adds, 7rX?;y

GVK ivor/ae. tov SiKaiov rrjv Sidvoiav, but he has not under-

stood the true idea of the servant of God !^

^ Lcdse 0pp. ed. Basil, iii. col. 602 sq. 786. The commentary also bears

the false name of Jerome [Hieronymus], and as a writing atti'ibuted to

Lira is contained in torn. v. 0pp. ed. Vallarsi.

^ 0pp. ed. Paris, i. col. 777.

^ Catena in Job. Londin. p. 484, where it is further said, "OSiu Aoy/^o-
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In modern times, Herder entertains the same judgment.

Eliliu's speech, in comparison with the short, majestic, solemn

language of the Creator, he calls " the weak rambling speech

of a boy." " Elihu, a young prophet''—he says further on

in his Geist der Ehr. Poesie, where he expounds the book of

Job as a composition—"arrogant, bold, alone wise, draws fine

])ictures without end or aim ; hence no one answers him, and

he stands there merely as a shadow."^ Among the latest

expositoi's, Umbreit (Edition 2, 1832) considers Elihu's ap-

pearance as " an uncalled-for stumbling in of a conceited

young philosopher into the conflict that is already properly

ended; the silent contempt with which one allows him to

speak is the merited reward of a babbler." In later years

Umbreit gave up this depreciation of Elihu.^ Nevertheless

Hahn, in his Comm. zu lob (1850), has sought anew to prove

that Elihu's speeches are meant indeed to furnish a solution,

but do not really do so : on the contrary, the poet intentionally

represents the character of Elihu as that " of a most conceited

and arrogant young man, boastful and officious in his un-

deniable knowingness." The unfavourable judgments have

been carried still further, inasmuch as an attempt has even

been made to regard Elihu as a disguise for Satan in the

organism of the drama ;^ but it may be more suitable to break

off this unpleasant subject than to continue it.

In fact this dogmatic criticism of Elihu's character and

speeches produces a painful impression. For, granted that

it might be otherwise, and the poet really had designed to

bring forward in these speeches of Elihu respecting God's

fisdot Kxl ro'j dibv i^'/iTi i-7roe.ivi(!oe,t rou EX/ojyj, STrnOvj yy/j vsv6yix,irov' loifi tov;

'hoyov;, fiijrs fi'/ju x.oe.zxotKot.'ja.i^ iTrnZvi y.^ daejoiiccg ainov KctTt/cpivs.

1 Edition 1805, S. 101, 142.

^ Vid. Eielim, Blatter der Erinnerung an F. W. C. Umbreit (1862),

S. 58.

2 Thus the writer of a treatise in the 3d vol. of Bernstein's Analekten,

entitled : Der Satan als Irrgeist und Engel des Lichts.
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own appearing an incontrovei-tlble apology for His holy

love, as a love which is at work even in such dispensations

of affliction as that of Job : what offence against the deep

earnestness of this portion of Holy Scripture would there be

in this degradation of Elihu to an absurd character, in that

depreciation of him to a babbler promising much and per-

forming little ! But that the poet is really in earnest in

everything he puts into Elihu's mouth, is at once shown by

the description, ch. xxxiii. 13-30, which forms the kernel of

the contents of the first speech. This description x)f the

manifold ways of the divine communication to man, upon a

contrite attention to which his rescue from destruction depends,

belongs to the most comprehensive passages of the Old Testa-

ment ; and I know instances of the powerful effect which it

can produce in arousing from the sleep of security and

awakening penitence. If one, further, casts a glance at the

historical introduction of Elihu, ch. xxxii. 1-5, the poet

there mves no indication that he intends in Elihu to brinrr

the odd character of a young poltroon before us. Tlie

motive and aim of his coming forward, as they are there given,

are fully authorized. If one considers, further, that the poet

makes Job keep silence at the speeches of Elihu, it may also

be inferred therefrom that he believes he has put answers

into Elihu's mouth by which he must feel himself most

deeply smitten ; such truths as cli. xxxii. 13-30, drawn

from the depths of moral experience, could not have been

put forth if Job's silence were intended to be the punishment

of contempt.

These counter-considerations also really affect another pos-

sible and milder apprehension of the young speaker, inasmuch

as, with von Hofmann, the gravitating point of the book of Job

is transferred to the fact of the Theophany as the only satis-

factory practical solution of the mystery of affliction : it is

solved by God Himself coming down and acknowledging Job
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as Ills servant. Elilm—thus one can say from tliis point of

view—is not one of Job's friends, whose duty it was to com-

fort him; but the moral judgment of man's perception of

God is made known by this teacher, but without any other

effect than that Job is silent. There is one duty towards

Job which he has not violated, for he has not to fulfil the

duty of friendship : The only art of correct theorizing is to

put an opponent to silence, and to have spoken to the wind is

the one punishment appropriate to it. This milder rendering

also does not satisfy ; for, in the idea of the poet, Elihu's

speeches are not only a thus negative, but the positive pre-

paration for Jehovah's appearing. In the idea of the poet,

Job is silent because he does not know how to answer Elihu,

and therefore feels himself overcome.^ And, in fact, what

answer should he give to this first speech ? Elihu wishes to

dispute Job's self-justification, which places God's justice in

the shade, but not indeed in the friends' judging, condemna-

tory manner: he wishes to dispute Job's notion that his

affliction proceeds from a hostile purpose on the part of God,

and sets himself here, as there, a perfectly correct task, which

he seeks to accomplish by directing Job to regard his afflic-

tion, not indeed as a punishment from the angry God, but as

a chastisement of the God who desires his highest good, as

disciplinary affliction which is intended to secure him against

hurtful temptation to sin, especially to pride, by salutary

humiliation, and will have a glorious issue, as soon as it has

in itself accomplished that at which it aims.

It is true one must listen very closely to discover the dif-

ference between the tone which Elihu takes and the tone in

^ The preparation is negative only so far as Elihu causes Job to be

silent and to cease to murmur ; but Jehovah draws from him a confession

of penitence on account of his murmuriug. This positive relation of the

appearing of Jehovah to that for which Elihu negatively prepares the way,
is rightly emphasized by Schlottm., Eabiger {De I. lobi sententia primariu,

1860, 4), and others, as favourable to the authenticity.

VOL. II. O
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which Eliphaz began his first speech. But there is a dif-

ference notwithstanding : both designate Job's affliction as a

chastisement ("IDID), which will end gloriously, if he receives

it without murmuring ; but Eliphaz at once demands of him

humiliation under the mighty hand of God ; Elihu, on the

contrary, makes this humiliation lighter to him, by setting

over against his longing for God to answer him, the pleasing

teaching that his affliction in itself is already the speech of

God to him,—a speech designed to educate him, and to bring

about his spiritual well-being. What objection could Job,

who has hitherto maintained his own righteousness in oppo-

sition to affliction as a hostile decree, now raise, when it is

represented to him as a wholesome medicine reached forth to

him by the holy God of love ? What objection could Job

now raise, without, in common, offensive self-righteousness,

falling into contradiction with his own confession that he is

a sinful man, ch. xiv. 4, comp. xiii. 26? Therefore Elihu

has not spoken to the wind, and it cannot have been the

design of the poet to represent the feebleness of theory and

rhetoric in contrast with the convincing power which there is

in the fact of Jehovah's appearing.

But would it be possible, that from the earliest times one

could form such a condemnatory, depreciating judgment con-

cerning Elihu's speeches, if it had not been a matter of

certainty with them? If of two such enlightened men as

Augustine and Jerome, the former can say of Elihu : ut

primas partes modestice hahuit, ita et sapientice, while the

latter, and after his example Bede, can consider him as a

type of a heathen philosophy hostile to the faith, or of a

selfishly perverted spii'it of prophecy : they must surely have

two sides which make it possible to form directly opposite

opinions concerning them. Thus is it also in reality. On
the one side, they express great, earnest, humiliating truths,

which even the holiest man in his affliction must suffer him-
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self to be told, especially if he lias fallen into such vain-

glorying and such murmuring against God as Job did ; on

the other side, they do not give such sharply-defined.expres-

sion to that which is intended characteristically to distinguish

them from the speeches of the friends, viz. that they regard

Job not as ]2^^, and his affliction not as just retribution,

but as a wholesome means of discipline, that all misvmder-

standing would be excluded, as all the expositors who acknow-

ledge themselves unable to perceive an essential difference

between Elihu's standpoint and the original standpoint of

the friends, show. But the most surprising thing is, that

the peculiar, true aim of Job's affliction, viz. his being proved

as God's servant, is by no means thoroughly clear in them.

From the prologue we know that Job's affliction is designed

to show that there is a piety which also retains its hold on

God amid the loss of all earthly goods, and even in the face

of death in the midst of the darkest night of affliction ; that

it is designed to justify God's choice before Satan, and bring

the latter to ruin ; that it is a part of the conflict with the

serpent, whose head cannot be crushed without its sting being

felt in the heel of the conqueror; in fine, expressed in New
Testament language, that it falls under the point of view of

the cross (aravpo^), which has its ground not so much in the

sinfulness of the sufferer, as in the share which is assigned to

him in the conflict of good with evil that exists in the world.

It cannot be supposed that the poet would, in the speeches of

Elihu, set another design in opposition to the design of Job's

affliction expressed in the prologue; on the contrary, he

started from the assumption that the one design does not

exclude the other, and in connection with the imperfectness

of the righteousness even of the holiest man, the one is easily

added to the other; but it was not in his power to give

expression to both grounds of explanation of Job's affliction

side by side, and thus to make this intermediate section " the
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beating heart" ^ of tlie whole. The aspect of the affliction as

a chastisement so greatly preponderates, that the other, viz. as

a trial or proving, is as it were swallowed up by it. One of

the old writers^ says, "Elihu proves that it can indeed be

that a man may fear and honour God from the heart, and con-

sequently be in favour with God, and still be heavily visited

by God, either for a trial of faith, hope, and patience, or for

the revelation and improvement of the sinful blemishes which

now and then are also hidden from the pious." According

to this, both aspects are found united in Elihu's speeches;

but in this first speech, at least, we cannot find it.

There is another poet, whose charisma does not come up

to that of the older poet, who in this speech pursues the well-

authorized purpose not only of moderating what is extreme in

Job's speeches, but also of bringing out what is true in the

speeches of the friends.^ While the book of Job, apart from

these speeches, presents in the Old Testament way the great

truth which Paul, Rom. viii. 1, expresses in the words, ovZev

KaraKpifia Tot? iv Xpiarm 'Irjaov, this other poet has given

expression at the same time, in the connection of the drama,

to the great truth, 1 Cor. xi. 32, Kpivofievot, vtto tov Kvplov

irathevofJieOa, Xva firj avv Ta> Koafxw icaraKpLOoifJiev. That it

is another poet, is already manifest from his inferior, or if it

is preferred, different, poetic gift. True, A. B. Davidson has

again recently asserted, that by supporting it by such obser-

vations, the critical question is made " a question of subjective

taste." But if these speeches and the other parts of the book

are said to have been wTitten by 07ie poet, there is an end to

all critical judgment in such questions generally. One cannot

^ Vid. Hengstenberg, Lecture on the Boole of Job.

2 Jacob Hoffmann (of St Gallen), Gedult luhs, Basel, 1663 (a rare little

book wbich I became acquainted -with in the town library of St Gallen).

3 On this subject see my Art. Hioh in Herzog's Real-Encijldopudie,

vi. 116-119, and comp. Kahnis, Dogmatik, i. 306-309, and my Fur und

wider Kalmis (1863), S. 19-21.
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avoid the impression of the distance between them ; and if it

be suppressed for a time, it will nevertheless make itself con-

stantly felt. But do the prophecies of Malachi stand lower

in the scale of the historical development of revelation, be-

cause the Salomonic glory of prophetic speech which we

admire in Isaiah is wanting in them ? Just as little do we

depreciate the spiritual glory of these speeches, when we find

the outward glory of the rest of the book wanting in them.

They occupy a position of the highest worth in the historical

development of revelation and redemption. They are a per-

fecting part of the canonical Scriptures. In their origin,

also, they are not much later;* indeed, I venture to assert

that they are by a cotemporary member even of the Chokma-

fellowship from which the book of Job has its rise. For

they stand in like intimate relation with the rest of the book

to the two Ezrahite Psalms, Ixxxviii., Ixxxix.; they have, as

to their doctrinal contents, the fundamental features of the

Israelitish Chokma in common ; they speak another and

still similar Aramaizing and Arabizing language (liehraicum

arabicumque sermonem et interdum syrum, as Jerome expresses

it in his Prcef. in I. lohi) ; in fact, we shall further on meet

with linguistic signs that the poet who wrote this addition

has lived together with the poet of the book of Job in one

spot beyond the Holy Land, and speaks a Hebrew bearing

traces of a like dialectic influence.

1 Seinecke (Der Grundrjedanlce des B. Hioh, 1863) places it, with
Ewald, 100-200 years later; and, moreover, asserts that the book of

Job has no foundation whatever in oral tradition—Job is the Israel of

the exile, Uz is Judsea, etc.
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ElihiUs Second Speech.—Chap, xxxiv.

Schema: 6. 10. 5. 8. 12. 6. 10. 9. 13.

[Then began Elihu and said
:]

2 Hear, ye loise men, my words,

And ye experienced ones, give ear to me !

3 For the ear trieth words.

As the palate tasteth hy eating.

4 Let us find out what is right,

Let us explore among ourselves ivhat is good.

After his first speech Elihu has made a brief pause ; now

since Job is silent, he begins anew. '10N''1 jyi, LXX. cor-

rectly, here as in all other instances where the phrase occurs

:

vTTo\aj3(bv \eyei, taking up the word he said. The wise and

the knowing (Arab, 'ulamd), whose attention he bespeaks,

are not Job and the three (Umbr., Hahn), who are indeed a

party, and as such a subject for the arbitrative appearance of

Elihu; also not every one capable of forming a judgment

(Hirz.) ; but those in the circle of spectators and listeners

which, as is assumed, has assembled round the disputants

(Schlottm.). In ver. 3 Elihu does not expressly mean his

own ear, but that of the persons addressed : he establishes

his summons to prove what he says by the general thought

brought over from ch. xii. 11, and as there (comp. ch. v. 7,

xi. 12), clothed in the form of the emblematic proverb,—that

as thei'e is a bodily, so there is also a mental organ of sense

which tries its perceptions. ?3X7 is not intended as expressing

a purpose {ad vescendmn), but as gerundive (vescendo). The

phrase tOB'^D "ina^ occurring only here, signifies neither to

institute a search for the purpose of decision (Schult. and

others), since "ini does not signify to decide upon anything,

nor to investigate a cause (Hahn), which would be n3n23,

but to test and choose what is right, SoKifxd^eiv Kal to kuXov
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Karexeiv, 1 Thess. v. 21, after which the parallel runs:

cognoscamus inter nos {i.e. in common) quid honum.

5 For Job hath said : " / am guiltless,

" And God hath put aside my right.

6 " Shall I lie in spite of my right,

" Incurable is mine arroio loithout transgression^*

7 Where is there a man like Job,

Who drinketh scorning like ivater,

^ And heepeth company with the workers of iniquity,

And walketh ivith ivicked men,

9 So that he saith : " A man hath no p)rofit

^^ From entering into fellowship with God" f !

That in relation to God, thinking of Him as a punishing

judge, he is righteous or in the right, i.e. guiltless ('''jipIV

with Pathach in pause, according to Ew. § 93, c, from PIV =
Piy, but perhaps, comp. Prov. xxiv. 30, Ps. cii. 26, because

the Athnach is taken only as of the value of Zakeph), Job

has said verbatim in ch. xiii. 18, and according to meaning,

ch. xxiii. 10, xxvii. 7, and throughout ; that He puts aside his

right (the right of the guiltless, and therefore not of one

coming under punishment) : ch. xxvii. 2. That in spite of

his right (^y, to be interpreted, according to Schultens' ex-

ample, just like ch. x. 7, xvi. 17), i.e. although right is on his

side, yet he must be accounted a liar, since his own testimony

is belied by the wrathful form of his affliction, that therefore

the appearance of wrong remains inalienably attached to him,

we find in idea in ch. ix. 20 and freq. Elihu makes Job call

his affliction ""Sfn, i.e. an arrow sticking in him, viz. the arrow

of the wrath of God (on the objective suff. comp. on ch.

xxiii. 2), after ch. vi. 4, xvi. 9, xix. 11 ; and that this his

arrow, i.e. the pain which it causes him, is incurably bad,

desperately malignant without (v? as ch. viii. 11) yt?'3, i.e.

sins existing as the ground of it, from which he would be
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obliged to suppose they had thrust him out of the condition

of favour, is Job's constant complaint (vid. e.g. ch. xiii. 23 sq.).

Another utterance of Job closely connected with it has so

roused Elihu's indignation, that he prefaces it with the ex-

clamation of astonishment : Who is a man like Job, i.e. where

in all the world CP as 2 Sam. vii. 23) has this Job his equal,

who . . . The attributive clause refers to Job ; " to drink

scorn (here : blasphemy) like water," is, according to ch.

XV. IG, equivalent to to give one's self up to mockery w^ith

delight, and to find satisfaction in it. ^n^np n^Xj to go over

to any one's side, looks like a poeticized prose expression.

ri37p is a continuation of the rnx^ according to Ew. § 351, c,

but not directly in the sense " and he goes," but, as in the

similar examples, Jer. xvii. 10, xliv. 19, 2 Chron. vii. 17, and

freq., in the sense of: "he is in the act of going;" comp. on

ch. xxxvi. 20 and Hab. i. 17. The utterance runs: a man

does not profit, viz. himself (on the use of j^D of persons as

well as of things, vid. on ch. xxii. 2), by his having joyous

and familiar intercourse (in'\'"i3, as little equivalent to n"i3 as

in Ps. 1. 18) with God. Job has nowhere expressly said this,

but certainly the declaration in ch. ix. 22, in connection with

the repeated complaints concerning the anomalous distribution

of human destinies (vid. especially ch. xxi. 7 sqq., xxiv. 1 sqq.),

are the premises for such a conclusion. That Elihu, in vers.

7 sq., is more harsh against Job than the friends ever were

(comp. e.g. the well-measured reproach of Eliphaz, ch. xv. 4),

and that he' puts words into Job's mouth which occur nowhere

verbatim in his speeches, is worked up by the Latin fathers

(Jer., Philippus Pi'esbyter, Beda,^ Gregory) in favour of their

^ Philippus Presbyter was a disciple of Jerome. His Comm. in lohum

is extant iu many forms, partly epitomized, partly interpolated (on this

subject, vid. Ilieronymi 0pp. ed. Vallarsi, iii. 895 sqq.). The commentary
of Beda, dedicated to a certain ^N'ectarius (Yectcrius), is fuudameutally

that of this Philippus.
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unfavourable judgment of Eliliu; the Greek fathers, how-

ever, are deprived of all opportunity of understanding him

by the translation of the LXX. (in which fivKrrjpia-fiov

signifies the scorn of others which Job must swallow down,

comp. Prov. xxvi. 6), which here perverts everything.

10 Therefore, men of understanding, hearken to me!

Far be it from God to do evil,

And the Almighty to act wrongfully.

11 No indeed, manHs loork Fie recompenseth to him.

And according to man's walk lie causeth it to be with him.

" ?'.fen of heart," according to Psychol. S. 249, comp. 254,

is equivalent to voi]/jLov€<i or vorjpol (LXX. a-vveTol Kaphla<i).

The clause which Elihu makes prominent in the following

reply is the very axiom which the three defend, perfectly true

in itself, but falsely applied by them : evil, wrong, are incon-

ceivable on the part of God ; instead of ''"nt^vl it is only ''"i^l

in the second member of the verse, with the omission of the

prcBp.—a frequent form of ellipsis, particularly in Isaiah (ch.

XV. 8, xxviii. 6, xlviii. 14, Ixi. 7, comp. Ezek. xxv. 15). Far

removed from acting wickedly and wrongfully, on the con-

trary He practises recompense exactly apportioned to man's

deeds, and ever according to the walk of each one (n"ix like

^"?."7. or ''^"I'n, e.g. Jer. xxxii. 19, in an ethical sense) He causes

it to overtake him, i.e. to happen to him (^''V'P'? only here

and ch. xxxvii. 13). The general assertion brought forward

against Job is now proved.

12 Yea verily God acteth not wickedly,

And the A Imighty perverteth not the right.

13 Who hath given the earth in charge to Him ?

And who hath disposed the whole globe ?

14 If He only set His heart upon Himself,

If He took back His breath and His inspiration to Himself:
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15 All Jlesh ivoidd expire together,

And man would return to dust.

With D3»S fix (Yea verily, as eh. xix. 4, « and really")

the counter-assertion of ver. 11 is repeated, but negatively

expressed (comp. ch. viii. 3). V^^J} signifies sometimes to

act as y^Hj and at others to be set forth and condemned as a

V^ ; here, as the connection requires, it is the former. Ver.

13 begins the proof. Ewald's interpretation : Avho searcheth,

and Hahn's : who careth for the earth beside Him, are

hazardous and unnecessary. li^S with pV of the person and

the ace. of the thing signifies : to enjoin anything as a duty

on any one, to entrust anything to any one, ch. xxxvi. 23,

Num. iv. 27, 2 Chron. xxxvi. 23; therefore: who has made

the earth, i.e. the care of it, a duty to Him ? nyix (^Milel) is

not to be refined into the meaning " to the earth" (as here

by Schultens and a few others, Isa. viii. 23 by Luzzatto : he

liath smitten down, better : dishonoured, to the earth with a

light stroke), but is poetically equivalent to p.^j as npv (comp.

modern Greek rj vv-^Oa) is in prose equivalent to ^v. Ver.

136 is by no means, with Ew. and Hahn, to be translated

:

who observes (considers) the whole globe, Cb' as ver. 23, ch.

iv. 20, xxiv. 12—the expression would be too contracted to

affirm that no one but God bestowed providential attention

upon the earth ; and if we have understood ver. 13a correctly,

the thought is also inappropriate. A more appropriate thought

is gained, if lyj? is supplied from ver. 13a : who has enjoined

upon Him the whole circle of the earth (Saad., Gecat., Hirz.,

Schlottm.); but this continued force of the IvJ? into the second

independent question is improbable in connection with the re-

petition of Mp. Therefore: who has appointed, i.e. established

(p^ as ch. xxxviii. 5, Isa. xliv. 7),—a still somewhat more

suitable thought, going logically further, since the one giving

the charge ought to be the lord of him who receives the com-
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mission, and therefore the Creator of the world. This is Just

God alone, by whose nn and no^J the animal world as well

as the world of men (vid. xxxii. 8, xxxiii. 4) has its life,

ver. 14 : if He should direct His heart, i.e. His attention {^'''^

7N 37 as eh. ii. 3), to Himself (emphatic : Himself alone),

draw in {^'O^ as Ps. civ. 29 ; comp. for the matter Eccl.

xii. 7, Psychol. S. 406) to Himself His inspiration and breath

(which emanated from Him or was effected by Him), all

flesh would sink together, i.e. die off at once (this, as it

appears, has reference to the taking back of the animal life,

nn), and man would return (this has reference to the taking

back of the human spirit, n^iyi) to dust {bv instead of ^S*,

perhaps with reference to the usual use of the "^^"^'^V, ch.

xvii. 16, XX. 11, xxi. 26).

Only a few modern expositors refer 1 vt?, as Targ. Jer. and

Syr., to man instead of reflexively to God ; the majority

rightly decide in favour of the idea which even Grotius per-

ceived : si sihi ipsi tantum bonus esse {sui unius curam habere)

vellet, ^^ followed by the fut. signifies either si velit (LXX.

el ^ovXoiTo), as here, or as more frequently, si vellet, Ps.

1. 12, cxxxix. 8, Obad. ver. 4, Isa. x. 22, Amos ix. 2-4. It

is worthy of remark that, according to Norzi's statement, the

Babylonian texts presented ypl, ver. 14a, as ChetMb, D''^''' as

Keri (like our Palestine text, Dan. xi. 18), which a MS. of

De Rossi, with a Persian translation, confirms; the reading

gives a fine idea : that God's heart is turned towards the

world, and is unclosed ; its ethical condition of life would then

be like its physical ground of life, that God's spirit dwells in

it; the drawing back of the heart, and the taking back to

Himself of the spirit, would be equivalent to the exclusion of

the world from God's love and life. However, D'^b'"' implies

the same ; for a reference of God's thinking and willing to

Himself, with the exclusion of the world, would be just

a removal of His love. Elihu's proof is this : God does
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not act wrongly, for the government of the world is not a

duty imposed upon Him from without, but a relation Entered

into freely by Him : the world is not the property of another,

but of His free creative appointment ; and how unselfishly,

how devoid of self-seeking He governs it, is clear from the

fact, that by the impartation of His living creative breath He
sustains every living thing, and does not, as He easily might,

allow them to fall away into nothingness. There is therefore

a divine love which has called the world into being and keeps

it in being ; and this love, as the perfect opposite of sovereign

caprice, is a pledge for the absolute righteousness of the

divine rule.

16 And oh understand noiu, hear this

;

Hearken to the sound of my words.

17 Would one ivho hateth right also be able to subdue?

Or ivilt thou condemn the All-just?

18 Is it becoming to say to a king : Worthless One! ?

Thou evil-doer ! to princes f

19 To Him loho accepteth not the person of rulers.

And regardeth not the noble before the poor

:

For they are all the worh of His hands.

20 In a moment they die, and at midnight

The people are overthrown and perish.

And they put aside the mighty—not by the hand of man.

This strophe contains several grammatical rarities. At

first sight it appears that ver. 16a ought to be translated:

" and if there is understanding (viz. to thee = if thou hast),

then hear this." But ni''3 is accented as Milel and with

Mercha, and can therefore not be a substantive (Hirz., Hahn,

and others); for the retreat of the accent would be absolutely

incomprehensible, and instead of a conjunctive, a distinctive,

viz. Dechi, ought to be expected. Several of the old ex-

positors, therefore, interpret with Nolde : quod quiim ita sit,
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intellige ; but this elliptical DK'i, well as it miglit also be used

for ch. xxi. 4, is unsupportable ; the Mahheph between the two

words is also against it, which rather arises from the assump-

tion that nra is the imperat., and QN as an exception, like Gen.

xxiii. 13, is an optative particle joined to the imper. instead

of to the fut: "and if thou shouldst observe" (= rnri'DNI).

To translate ver. 17a with Schultens : num iram osor judicii

frenahit, is impracticable on account of the order of the words,

and gives a thought that is inappropriate here. ^^» is a

particle, and the fut. is potentialis : is it also possible that an

enemy of right should govern ? (^^C") 'i'lnperio coerce7-e, as l^'V

1 Sam. ix. 17, IDX Ps. cv. 22) ; right and government are

indeed mutually conditioned, without right everything would

fall into anarchy and confusion. In ver. lib this is applied

to the Euler of the world : or (DXI, an, as ch. viii. 3, xxi. 4,

xl. 9) wilt thou condemn the mighty just One, i.e. the

All-just? As Elihu calls God nb N^atJ', ch. xxxvii. 23, as

the Almighty, and as the Omniscient One, D^y^l Q'^pj^i, ch.

xxxvii. 16, so here as the All-just One, 1''33 p'^^y. The two

adjectives are put side by side aavvBerox;, as is frequently the

case in Arabic, and form one compound idea, Ew. § 270, d.

Ver. 18a. The interrogative n is joined to the iiif., not,

however, as ch. xl. 2 (num litigare cum Deo castigator, soil,

vult), with the inf. ahsoL, but with the inf. constr. ; the form

"lbs for "ibx occurs also in Prov. xxv. 7, and is also otherwise

not rare, especially in combination with particles, e.g. ''3^?^,

Num. xxvi. 10, Olsh. § 160, h.^ It is unnecessary to suppose

that the inf. constr., which sometimes, although rarely, does

occur (Ges. § 131, rem. 2), is used here instead of the inf.

ahsol. ; it is thus, as after niD, e.g. Judg. ix. 2 (Pb'pn), Prov.

XXV. 7, Ps. cxxxiii. 1, and Ps. xl. 6 after P^n, used as n.

1 Ezek. XXV. 8 is also to be read "ibX according to the Masora and old

editions (as ibx Deut. vii. 20, ^bX xii. 23, tHn 1 Kings vi. 6), for dis-

tinction from the imperatives, -which have Cliatcpli-Segol.
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actionis, since l1 in a pregnant sense is equivalent to nam

licet (^it^i!)? if 0^16 does not prefer, with Olsh., to suppose an

aposiopesis: ^'(dare one be so bold as) to say to a king: Thou

worthless one ! Thou evil-doer ! to princes ? " The reading

"iipN'n is an unnecessary lightening of the difficulty. It were

a crimen Icesce, if one reproached a king with being unjust,

and therefore thereby denied him the most essential requisite

of a ruler; and now even Him (Merc, correctly supplies

tanto minus ei) who does not give the preference to the

person
C".^?

xi^J as ch. xiii. 8, xxxii. 21) of princes, and does

not (with preference) regard (on 13J vid. on ch. xxi. 29, also

here Piel, and according to the statement of the Masora,

Milel, for an acknowledged reason which can be maintained

even in remarkable instances, like Deut. x. 5 in ViT'l, Ezek.

xxxii. 26 in "•^^n», whereas 1 Sam. xxiii. 7 is Milrd) the rich

before C^sp in the sense of prce) the poor ! therefore the King

of kings, who makes no partial distinction, because the king

and the beggar are the work of His hands : they stand equally

near to Him as being His creatures, and He is exalted above

both alike as their Creator, this order and partiality are ex-

cluded;—what a 7iota bene against the doctrine of the decretum

ahsolutuin, which makes the love of the Creator a partial

love, and turns this love, which in its very nature is perfect

love, into caprice ! In ver. 20 Elihu appeals to human his-

tory in favour of this impartiality of the Ruler of the w^orld.

It may there appear as though God with partiality suffered

rulers and peoples in authority in the world to do as they

please ; but suddenly they die away, and in fact in tlie middle

of the night (here Mercha-mahpach), the individuals of a

great people (thus must DV be understood in accordance

with the prominently-placed plur. predicate, Ges. § 146, 1)

tremble and perish ; and they remove (^"'"'P^^'! instead of the

passive, as ch. iv. 20 and frequently) the mighty—T3"N7. It

is not the hand of man which does this, but an invisible
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higher power (which, if it is called T, only bears this name

per anthropomorphismum) ; comp. Dan. ii. 34, in"*? ^7 ' I^an.

viii. 25, "^l
D3N3 ; and also ch. xx. 26, like the New Testament

use of ov )(eipo7roi7]To<i. The subj. of ver. 20a are the pre-

viously mentioned princes. The division according to the

accents may be received with hesitation, since the symmetry

of the sticlis, which it restores, is not unfrequently wanting

in the Elihu section. Ver. 20c refers back to the possessors

of power, and in the interval, ver. 206 describes the fate of

those who belong to the people which has become subservient

to their lust of conquest, for D^ cannot signify " in crowds"

(Ew., Hahn); it is therefore, and especially when mentioned

as here between princes and rulers, the people, and in fact,

in distinction from """iJ, the people together forming a state.

2 1 For His eyes are upon the ways of each one,

And He seeth all his steps.

22 There is no darhiess nor shadow of death

Wherein the workers of iniquity might hide themselves.

23 For He needeth not long to regard a man

That he may enter into judgment ivith God.

As the preceding strophe showed that God's creative order

excludes all partiality, so this strophe shows that His omni-

science qualifies Him to be an impartial judge. He sees

everything, nothing can escape His gaze; He sees through

man without being obliged to wait for the result of a judicial

investigation. DV with ?V does not here signify: to lay upon

(Saad., Gecat.), but as ch. xxxvii. 15, and as with 7N (ver. 14)

or 3 (ch. xxiii. 6) : to direct one's attention (supply 137, ch.

i. 8) towards anything ; the fut. has here a modal significa-

tion ; liy is used as e.g. Gen. xlvi. 29 : again and again, con-

tinuously ; and in the clause expressive of purpose it is 7??"^^

(instead of IvK, a very favourite combination used through-

cut the whole book, ch. v. 8, viii. 5, xiii. 3, and so on) from
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the human standpouit : IIo, the all-seeing One, needs not to

observe him long that he should enter into judgment with

God—He knows him thoroughly before any investigation

takes place, which is not said without allusion to Job's vehe-

ment longing to be able to appear before God's tribunal.

24 He breaJceth the migJity hi pieces ivithout investijation

And setteth othet's in their place.

25 Thus fie seeth through their worhs.

And causeth their overthrow by night, thus theij are crushed.

'2^ He smiteth them after the manner of evil-doers

In the sight of the p>uhlic.

27 For for such purpose are they fallen aimay from Him
And have not considered any of His ivays,

28 To cause the cry of the poor to come up to Him,

And that He shoidd hear the cry of the needy.

He makes short work (IPD"^'' for >^?3, as ch. xii. 24,

xxxviii. 26: without research, viz. into their conduct, which

is at once manifest to Him ; not : in an incomprehensible

manner, which is unsuitable, and still less : innumerahiles, as

Jer., Syr.) with the mighty (D''"!''33, Arab, hibdr, Icubard),

and in consequence of this {fut. consec.) sets up (constituit)

others, i.e. better and worthier rulers (comp. "inN, ch. viii. 19,

Isa. Ixv. 15), in their stead. The following pb is not equi-

valent to "id'x P?, for which no satisfactory instance exists;

on the contrary, p? here, as more frequently, introduces not

the real consequence (ch. xx. 2), but a logical inference,

something that directly follows in and with what precedes

(corresponding to the Greek apa, just so, consequently),

comp. ch. xlii. 3, Isa. xxvi. 14, Ixi. 7, Jer. ii. 33, v. 2, Zech.

xi. 7 (vid. Kohler in loc). Thus, then, as He hereby proves.

He is thoroughly acquainted with their actions C'^V^? nowhere

besides in the book of Job, an Aramaizing expression for

ntJ'yD). This abiding fact of divine omniscience, inferred
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from tlie previously-mentioned facts, then serves again in its

turn, in ver. 25b, as the source of facts by which it is verified.

n?v is by no means an obj. The expositions : et inducit

noctem (Jer.), He walks in the night in which He has veiled

Himself (Umbr.), convertit eos in nocfem (Syr., Arab.), and

such like, all read in the two words what they do not imply.

It is either to be translated : He throws them by night {rh''^

as ch. xxvii. 20) upon the heaps ('n?'^ as Prov. xii. 7), or,

since the verb has no objective siif. : He maketh a reforma-

tion or overthrow during the night, i.e. creates during the

night a new order of things, and they who stood at the head

of the former affairs are crushed by the catastrophe.

Ver. 26. The following 0"'^^'} nnn cannot signify: on the

place of the evil-doers, i.e. in the place where evil-doers are

punished (Hirz., Hahn, and others), for nnn (''flniii) only has

this signification with the siif. (vid. on Hab. iii. 16) ; but not

otherwise than : in the evil-doers' stead, taking them and

treating them as such, as Jer. has correctly translated : quasi

impios (comp. Isa. x. 4, Jerome, cum interfectis). The place

first mentioned afterwards is not exactly the visual place of

judgment, but any place whatever where all can see it.

There He smites those who hitherto held positions of emi-

nence, as of unimpeachable honour, like the common criminal

;

pSD, (j'^'^^ complodere, and then ictu resonante percutere, as

the likewise cognate -b_Lo signifies first to box the ear (as ^i,^

= ipua), then so to strike that it smacks. As little as J3^,

ver. 25a, was = "iti'X p^, just so little is 13"?y "lt^'N*, ver. 27a,

= "iC'S p"^J/ (vid. on the other hand wdiat is said on Gen.

xviii. 5 concerning }3"?y~''3). Elihu wishes to say that they

endure such a destiny of punishment, because they therefore,

i.e. in order to suffer such, have turned aside from following

after God, and have not thought on all His ways, i.e. guidings,

by which He manifested Himself to them ; they have thus

sought to cause the cry of the poor to come (Jer. well renders:

VOL. II. E
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uf pervenire facerent ad eum) before Him (Ivy, perhaps with

the idea of urging forward = VJQp or 1''J|^?), and that He
may hear the cry of the lowly (construction exactly like ch.

xxxiii. 17), i.e. have sought to bring forth His avenging

justice by injustice that cries aloud to heaven.

29 Tf He, however, maketh 2Jeace, who will then condemn'?

And if He hideth His countenance—loho then can behold

Him ?—
Both concerning numbers and individuals together

:

30 That godless men reign not,

That tliey be not nets to the people.

31 For one, indeed, saith to God,

" I have been proud, I will not do evil

;

32 " What I see not, shoio Thou me

;

" If I have done wrong, I ivill do it no more'''' !f—
If God makes peace (p''\>^'!_ as Ps. xciv. 13, comp. Isa.

xiv. 7, pxn-p3 HDipL*', viz. after the overthrow of the tyrant)

in connection with such crying oppression of the poor, who

will then condemn Him without the rather recognising there-

in His comprehensive justice ? The conjecture t^'P.!!^ is not

required either here or 1 Sam. xiv. 47 (where ytyin signi-

fies to punish the guilty) ; y^"!- is also not to be translated

turbabit (Rosenm.), since
y?^'"J (f-~^t, •«—ji) according to its

primitive notion does not signify " to be restless, to rage," but

"to be relaxed, hollow" (opposite of piv, JiA^, to be hard,

firm, tight). Further : If God hides His countenance, i.e. is

angry and punishes, who can then behold Him, i.e. make Him,

the veiled One, visible and claim back the favour withdrawn ?

The Waio of ""P^, if one marks off the periods of the paratactic

expression, is in both cases the Waii) of conclusion after h3'po-

thetical antecedents, and ver. 29Z' refers to Job's impetuous

challenging of God. Thus exalted above human controversy

^ Vid. Gratz iu Fraukers Monatsschrift, 1861, i.
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and defiance, God rules both over the mass and over indivi-

duals alike, in. gives intensity to the equality thus correlatively

{et— et) expressed (Targ., Syr.) ; to refer it to D1X as gene-

ralizing (LXX., Jer. et super omnes homines), is forbidden by

the antithesis of peoples and individuals. To the thought,

that God giveth rest (from oppressors) and hides His counte-

nance (from the oppressors and in general those who act

wrongly), two co-ordinate negative final clauses are attached:

in order that godless men may not rule ('=]'"r'?^^ as e.g. 2 Kings

xxiii. 33, Keri), in order that they may no longer be (p = rivriD^

under the influence of the notion of putting aside contained

in the preceding final clause, therefore like Isa. vii. 8 Dyo,

XXV. 2 'VV'O, Jer. xlviii. 2 ''1JD, and the like) snares of the

people, i.e. those whose evil example and bad government

become the ruin of the community.

In ver. 31a the view of those who by some jugglery con-

cerning the laws of the vowel sounds explain "i^^n as iynper.

Nij^h. {= "^"Q^i}), be it in the sense of I^^Dr', dlcendum est

(Rosenm., Schlottm., and others, after Easclii), or even in

the nnheard-of reflexive signification: expi*ess thyself (Stick.,

Hahn), is to be rejected. The syncopated form of the infin.

J'lnSj Ezek. xxvi. 15, does not serve as a palliation of this

adventurous imperative. It is, on the contrary, "ip^ with

n interrog., as Ezek. xxviii. 9 "iJ^KH^ and probably also "I'lO^?'!

Mic. ii. 7 (vid. Hitz.), A direct exhortation to Job to peni-

tence would also not be in place here, although what Elihu

says is levelled against Job. The ""S is confirmatory. Thus

God acts with that class of unscrupulous men who abuse their

power for the destruction of their subjects : for he (one of

them) says (or: has said, from the standpoint of the execution

of punishment) to God, etc. Ew. differently : "for one says

thus to God even: I expiate what I do not commit," by

understanding the speech quoted of a defiance which reproach-

fully demands an explanation. It is, however, manifestly
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a compendious model confession. And since Elilm with '•3

establishes the execution of punishment from this, that it

never entered the mind of the *l?n DIN thus to humble himself

before God, so ""nsb': here cannot signify : I have repented

(put up with and had to bear what I have deserved); on the

contrary, the confession begins with the avowal : I have

exalted myself (i^^^^, se efferre, in Hos. xiii. 1, Ps. Ixxxix. 10),

which is then followed by the vow : I will not (in the future)

do evil (^?n synon. nw, as Neh. i. 7, and probably also supra,

ch. xxiv. 9), and the entreaty, ver. 32 : beside that which I

behold (elliptical object-clause, Ew. § 333, ^), i.e. what lies

beyond my vision (= niino: or D'O^y, Ps. xix. 13, xc. 8,

unacknowledged sins), teach me ; and the present vow has

reference to acknowledged sins and sins that have still to be

acknowledged: if I have done wrong, I will do it no more.

Thus speaking—Elihu means—those high ones might have

anticipated the punishment of the All-just God, for favour

instead of wrath cannot be extorted, it is only reached by

the way of lowly penitence.

33 Shall He recompense it as thou lollt f For thou hast found

fault,

So that thou hast to determine, not I,

A nd what thou knoxoest speak out

!

34 Men of understanding tcill say to me,

A nd a wise man who listeneth to me :

35 " Joh speaketh icithout knoioledge,

" And his words are without intelligence^^

36 loould that Job icere jyroved to the extreme

On account of his answers after the manner of evil men

;

37 For he addeth transgression to his sin.

Among us he clappeth

And multiplieth his speeches against God.

The question put to Job, whether then from him or accord-
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ing to his idea (DJ? in ^syo as ch. xxiii. 10, xxvii. 11, which

see) shall God recompense it (viz., as this "it" is to be under-

stood according to ver. o2h : man's evil-doing and actions in

general), Elihu proves from this, that Job has despised

(shown himself discontented with it) the divine mode of

recompense, so that tlierefore (this second ^3 signifies also

nam, but is, because extending further on account of the

first, according to the sense equivalent to ita ut) he has to

choose (seek out) another mode of recompense, not EUhu (who

is perfectly satisfied with the mode with which history fur-

nishes us); which is then followed by the challenge (1?'=1 not

infin., but as ch. xxxii. 33) : what (more corresponding to just

retribution) thou knowest, speak out then ! Elihu on his part

knows that he does not stand alone against Job, the censurer

of the divine government of the world, but that men of heart

(understanding) and (every) wise man who listens to him will

coincide with him in the opinion that Job's talk is devoid of

knowledge and intelligence (on the form of writing -'"'3fn as

Jer. iii. 15, vid. Ges. § 53, rem. 2).

In ver. 36 sq. we will for the present leave the meaning of

"•ax undecided ;
|nn;' is certainly intended as optative : let Job

be tried to the extreme or last, i.e. let his trial by affliction

continue until the matter is decided (comp. Hab. i. 4), on

account of the opposition among men of iniquity, i.e. after the

manner of such (on this Beth of association comp. i2'*^'7.ip?5 ch.

xxxvi. 14), for to ri«t^n, by which the purpose of his affliction

is to be cleared up, he adds W^,, viz. the wickedness of blas-

phemous speeches: among us (therefore without fear) he

claps (viz. his hands scornfully together, piSip^ only here thus

absolute instead of VS3 \>m\, ch. xxvii. 23, comp. p^^y^ ch.

xxxvi. 18 with ipSD xx. 22^) and multiplies (2^.)., fat. apoc.

Bipli. as ch. X. 17, and instead of the full fut., as "ib^^, ch.

' The mode of writing with D instead of )i,f is limited in the book of

Job, according to the Masora, to ch. xxxiv. 2G, 37.
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xxxiii. 27) his speeches against God, i.e. exceeds himself in

speeches which irreverently dictate to and challenge God.

But we now ask, what does that ''3Nj ver. 36a, signify ?

According to the accentuation with JRehia, it appears to bo

intended to signify pater mi (Jer.), according to which Saad.

{jd rahhi) and Gecat. (munshit, my Creator) translate it.

This would be the only passage where an Old Testament

saint calls God ""as ; elsewhere God is called the Father of

Israel, and Israel as a people, or the individual comprehend-

ing himself with the nation, calls Him ims. Nevertheless

this pater mi for Elihu would not be inappropriate, for what

the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews, ch. xii. 7, says to

believers on the ground of Prov. iii. 11 : eh TraiBeiav vTrofxeueTe,

ye suffer for the purpose of paternal discipline, is Elihu's

fundamental thouo;ht : he also calls God in ch. xxxii. 22,

xxxvi. 3, with a like reference to himself, ""Jb^y and "hv^—this

ejaculatory "my Father!" especially in conjunction with the

following wish, remains none the less objectionable, and only

in the absence of a more agreeable interpretation should we,

with Hirz., decide in its favour. It would be disproportion-

ately repulsive if ver. 36 sq. still belonged to the assenting lan-

guage of another, and Elihu represented himself as addressed

by ''2N (Wolfson, Maur.). Thus, therefore, ''3^< must be taken

somehow or other interjectionally. It is untenable to compare

it with ''13^5, Prov. xxiii. 29, for """1350 ^1X (Arab, dh xoa-dwdh)

is " ah ! and alas !" The Aramaic ^''''3 ^''''3, voi va (Buxtorf,

col. 294), compared by Ges. to ''3, signifies just the same.

The Targ. translates ^J''?^, I wish; after which Kimchi, among

moderns, Umbr., Schlottm., Carey, and others derive "'3S; from

n3Nj a wish (after the form n^'i?^
'"'.tO)? ^^^^ ^^^ participial sub-

stantival-form badly suits this signification, which is at once

improbable according to the usage of the language so far as

we at present know it. This interpretation also does not well

suit the ""S, which is to be explained at the same time. Ewald,
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§ 358, a, regards ''3« as the fuller form of '3, and tliinks ''3X

is dialectic = ''3^ = ^^^ = 1^, but this is an etymological leger-

demain. The two Schultens (died 1750 and 1793) were on

the right track when they traced back ""au to KH, but their

interpretation : rem eo adducam ut (''3K = K"'3«, as it is cer-

tainly not unfrequently written, e.g. 1 Kings xxi. 29, with

the assumption of a root U cognate with fc<3), is artificial

and without support in the usage of the language and in the

syntax. Korber and Simonis opened up the right way, but

with inadequate means for following it out, by referring {yld.

Ges. Thes. s.v. ''2) to the formula of a wish and of respect,

haiowdk allah, which, however, also is bajjdk. The Kamus

interprets bajjdk, though waveringly, by baioivdk, the meaning

of which (may he give thee a resting-place) is more trans-

parent. In an annotated Codex of Zamachschari hajjdk

allah loa-bajjdk is explained : God preserve thy life and grant

thee to come to a place of rest, baioioaaka (therefore ^y = \tjj

menzilan. That "'3N (as also ''3) is connected with this bajjdk

since the latter is the Pi'e^-form of an old verb bajja (vid. supra,

p. 125), which with the forms sIj (whence iLLu, a sheltering

house) and Uj {(_5>j) has one root similar in signification with

ii.)2, the following contributions of Wetzstein will show.

In elucidation of the present passage he observes : The

expressions ahi, teVi, jebt ; nebt, tebu, jebu, are so frequent in

Damascus, that they very soon struck me, and on my first

inquiry I always received the same answer, that they are a

mutilation of ^Jt^\, abghi, I desire, etc. [yid. supra, p. 165],

until one day a fugitive came into the consulate, and with

these words, abi lodlidek, seized me in that part of the body

where the Arabs wear the girdle (zunndr), a symbolic action

by which one seeks some one's protection. Since the word

here could not be equivalent to abgJu ("I desire" thy parents),

I turned to the person best acquainted with the idiom of
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the country, the scribe Ahclerrahmdn el-Middni, whose father

had been ii wandering minstrel in the camps for twenty years

;

and he explained to me that ahgld only signifies "I desire;"

on the contrary, ahi, " I implore importunately, I pray for

God's sake," and the latter belongs to a defective verb, <,

from which, except the forms mentioned, only the part, and

bdj, " I come as a suppliant," and its plur. nahn bdjin, is used.

The poet 3Iitsa Bard from Kr^je in the south of Hauran, who

lived with me six months in Damascus in order to instruct

me in the dialect of his district, assured me that among the

Beduins also the pei"/. forms bit, bind (I have, we have en-

treated), and the fut. forms tahin (thou, woman . . .), jaben

(they, the women . . .), and taben (ye women . . .), are used.

In the year 1858, in the course of a journey in his native

country, I came to JDimds, whither they had brought two

strange Beduins who had been robbed of their horses in that

desert (Sahra Dlmds), and one of them had at the same time

received a mortal gunshot-wound. As I came to these men,

who were totally forsaken, the wounded man began to express

his importunate desire for a surgeon with the words jd shech

nebt 'arabak, " Sir, w^e claim the protection of thy Arabs," i.e.

we adjure thee by thy family. Naturally abi occurs most

frequently. It generally has its obj. in the ace, often also

with the 2^ra'pos.
^J^,

exactly like J^J (to enter, to flee any-

where and hide), which is its correct synonym and usual

substitute in common life. It is often used without an obj.,

and, indeed, very variously. *With women it is chiefly the

introduction to a question prompted by curiosity, as : abt (ah,

tell me), have you really betrothed your daughter? Or the

word is accompanied by a gesture by the five fingers of the

right hand, with the tips united, being stretched out towards

the hasty or impatient listener, as if one wished to show some

costly object, when abt signifies as much as : I pray thee wait
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till I have shown thee this precious thing, i.e. allow me to

make one more remark to thee in reference to the matter.

Moreover, ''3 (probably not corrupted from ''3X, but a derived

nomen concretiun in the sense of clacldl or mustagtr, one seek-

ing protection, protege, after the form ""N',
''V, from ni2 = ^^n)

still exists unaltered in Hauran and in the steppe. The

Beduin introduces an important request with the words and

hi aJiIak, I am a protege of thy family, or and M 'irdak, I

trust to thine honour, etc. ; while in Damascus they say, a7id

dacMl ahlak, harimak, aidddalc, etc. The Beduin women

make use of this M in a weakened signification, in order to

beg a piece of soap or sugar, and and M lihjetak, I pray by

thy beard, etc., is often heard.

If now we combine that ''?^ of Elihu with abghi (from l-Ls

Hebr. nj?3, Aram. Ni?3, fut. 'V:^\, as ^? with 'V}) or with aht =
i^3N, from the verb hajja = N13 (''3),^ it always remains a re-

markable instance in favour of the Arabic colouring of the

Elihu section similar to the rest of the book,—a colouring, so

to speak, dialectically Hauranitish ; while, on the other hand,

even by this second speech, one cannot avoid the impression

of a great distance between it and the rest of the book : the

language has a lofty tone, without its special harshness, as

there, being the necessary consequence of a carefully concen-

trated fulness of thought ; moreover, here in general the usual

^ We cannOD in any case, with "Wetzst., explain the i2X ""nx, 2 Kiugs

ii. 12, xiii. 14, according to the above, so that the king of Israel adjured

the dying prophet by the national army and army of the faithful not to

forsake him, as an Arab is now and then adjured in most urgent and

straitened circumstances " by the army of Islam ;
" vid. on the other hand,

2 Kings vi. 21, comp. v. 13, viii. 9 ('^33). Here rather, if an Arabian

parallel be needed, the usual death wail, hi-ahi anta (thou wast dear as

a father to me), e.g. in Kosegarten, Chrestom. p. 140, 3, is to be com-

pared, i^x, 1 Sam. xxiv. 12, might more readily, with Ew. § 101, c, be

brought in here and regarded as belonging to the North Palestine pecu-

liarities of the book of Kings ; but by a comparison of the passages cited,

this is also improbable.
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retrularlty of the strophe-lines no longer prevails, and also the

usual symmetrical balance of thought in them.
»i^C^oui^

If we confine our attention to the real substance of the

speech, apart from the emotional and rough accessories, Elihu

casts back the reproach of injustice which Job has raised, first

as being contradictory to the being of God, ch. xxxiv. 10 sq.

;

then he seeks to refute it as contradicting God's government,

and this he does (1) apagogically from the unselfish love with

which God's protecting care preserves the breath of every

living thing, while He who has created all things might bring

back all created things to the former non-existence, ch. xxxiv.

12-15
; (2) by induction from the impartial judgment which

He exercises over princes and peoples, and from which it is

inferred that the Ruler of the world is also all-just, ch. xxxiv.

16-20. From this Elihu proves that God can exercise justice,

and from that, that He is omniscient, and sees into man's in-

most nature without any judicial investigation, ch. xxxiv.

21-28; inaccessible to human accusation and human defiance,

He rules over peoples and individuals, even over kings, and

nothing turns His just punishment aside but lowly penitence

blended with the prayer for the disclosure of unperceived sin,

ch. xxxiv. 29-32. For in Plis retributive rule God does not

follow the discontented demands of men arrogant and yet

devoid of counsel, ch. xxxiv. 33. It is worthy of recognition,

that Elihu does not here coincide with what has been already

said (especially ch. xii. 15 sqq.), without applying it to another

purpose ; and that his theodicy differs essentially from that

proclaimed by the friends. It is not derived from mere

appearance, but lays hold of the very principles. It does not

attempt the explanation of the many apparent contradictions

to retributive justice which outward events manifest, as

agreeing with it ; it does not solve the question by mere

empiricism, but from the idea of the Godhead and its relation

to the world, and by such inner necessity guarantees to the
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mysteries still remaining to human shortsightedness, their

future solution.

EliJms Third Speech.—Chap. xxxv.

Schema : G. 8. 10. 6.

[Then began Elihu, and said
:]

2 Dost thou consider this to he right,

Sayest thou : my righteousness exceedeth God's,

3 That thou sayest, what advantage is it to thee,

What doth it profit me more than my sin ?

4 / will answer thee tvords.

And thy companions loith thee.

The neutral nxr, ver. 2a, refers prospectively to 1?3Nn"''3,

ver. da : this that thou sayest. 3ti'n with ace. of the obj. and

b of the predicate, as eh. xxxiii. 10, comp. xiii. 24, and freq.

The second interrogative clause, ver. 2b, is co-ordinate with

the first, and the collective thought of this ponderous con-

struction, vers. 2, 3, is this : Considerest thou this to be right,

and thinkest thou on this account to be able to put thy

righteousness above the divine, that, as thou maintainest,

no righteousness on the side of God corresponds to this thy

rif^hteousness, because God makes no distinction between

rio-hteousness and the sin of man, and allows the former to

go unrewarded? ''i?1V (for Avhich Olsh. wishes to read ''^i^T^,

as ch. ix. 27 'niDS for ^I^X) forms with ^i>0 a substantival

dsiuse : justitia mea est prce Deo (prce divina); p comparative

as ch. xxxii. 2, comp. on the matter xxxiv. 5, not equivalent

to uTTo as ch. iv. 17. "i»xn"^3 is first followed by the oratio

obliqua: what it (viz. HPl^*) advantageth thee, then by the or.

directa (on this change vid. Ew. § 338, a) : what profit have I

(viz. ''pivn), proi peccato meo ; this t^ is also comparative ; the

constantly ambiguous combination would be allowable from

the fact that, according to the usage of the language, " to
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obtain profit from anything" is expressed by 3 •'''i'in, not by

p P''i"in. Moreover, 2^''^<^^ peccato meo is equivalent to plus

qitam incle quod pecco, comp. Ps. xviii. 24 "'^"U'Dj Hos. iv. 8

Djlj;."''^. We have already on eh. xxxiv. 9 observed that Job

has not directly said (he cites it, ch. xxi. 15, as the saying of

the ungodly) what Elihu in ver. 3 puts into his mouth, but

as an inference it certainly is implied in such utterances as

ch. ix. 22. Elihu's polemic against Job and his companions

{y^~}. are not the three, as LXX. and Jer. translate, but the

i}.? \^'^*?j to whom Job is likened by such words as ch. xxxiv.

8, 30) is therefore not vinauthorized ; especially since he

assails the conclusion together with its premises. In the

second strophe the vindication of the conclusion is now

refuted.

5 Looh toioards heaven and see,

And behold the ethereal heights : they are high above thee.

6 If thou sinnestj what dost thou effect with Him ?

And if thy transgressions are many, ivhat doest thou to Him?

7 If thou art righteous, zvhat dost thou give Him,

Or what doth He take from thy hand ?

8 To man like thee thy godlessness availetJi,

And to thee, a son of man, thy righteousness.

Towards heaven he is to direct his gaze, to obtain from the

height of heaven a notion of the exaltation of God who dwells

above the heavens. The combination HN^I D""!!!! is like Ps.

Ixxx. 15 and freq. D^'?^ti' (PO^'j (J^-^, to rub in pieces, make

thin, therefore the opposite of Q""?^) are the thin transparent

strata of the atmosphere above the hanging clouds. JO after

'^32 denotes the height that is on the opposite side to the

beholder. From the exaltation of God it is then further

inferred that it is impossible to exercise any human influence

upon Him, by which He might suffer. The pointing wavers

here between Pi'sn (the common fut. form) and ^i'Sri (as a con-
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traction of ?i'2n after the form QjJtNj Num. xxiii. 8). Human
wrong or right doing neither diminishes nor increases His

blessedness ; injury or advantage is only on the side of man,

from whom it proceeds. Others, whom his conduct affects,

are not inckided in ver. 8 : righteous or ungodly doing, Elihu

means to say, as such and with its consequences, belongs

solely to the doer himself, the man "like thee" (^''iy with

Munach, "^i^^S with Munacli), the son of man, i.e. man, capable

of evil as of good, and who always, after deciding in favour of

the latter or the former, determines his fortune or misfortune,

in distinction from God, who ever remains unchangeably the

same in His perfect righteousness. What Elihu here says we

have already heard from Eliphaz, ch. xxii. 2 sq., and Job

even expresses himself similarly in ch. vii. 20 ; but to Elihu's

mind it all becomes for Job new and powerful motives to

quiet submission, for what objection should Job raise in justi-

fication of his complaints concerning his affliction against such

sentiments as these, that goodness bears its reward and evil

its punishment in itself, and that God's reward of goodness

is not a work of indebtedness, nor His punishment of evil

a work of necessity ? Before such truth he must really hold

his peace.

9 By reason of the multitude of oppressions they raise a cry,

They call for help by reason of the arm of the great,

10 But none saith : Where is Eloah my Creator,

Who giveth songs ofpraise in the night,

1 1 Who teacheth lis by the beasts of the earth,

And maheth us wise by the foiols of heaven ?

12 Then they cry, yet He ansxoeretli not,

Because of the pride of evil men.

13 Vanity alone God heareth not.

And the Almighty observeth it not.

In ver. 9a the accentuation of ^i"i^ with DechL accordina:
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to vrliicli Dacliselt interprets : prcB multitud'me (pppressionuiii)

oppressi clamahuntj is erroneous; it is to-be written 3^0, as

everywhere else, and tliis (according to Codd. and the editions

of Jabloiiski, ]\Iajus, Michaehs, and others) is to be accented

with Munach, which is followed by Q''i?^k^'y with a vicarious

Munach : p)'''^ multitudine oppressionum (p^pl^V like Eccl.

iv. la, and probably also Amos iii. 9) edimt clamorem (Hiph.

in the intensive Kal signification, as e.g. '^^]'}, to commit forni-

cation, Hos. iv. 10, and freq., comp. p. 185, note). On PiiT,

ver. 9/>, viJ. vol. i. 432 ; D"'3n are the great or lords (Arab.

arhdb). The plur. with a general subj. is followed by the

sing, in ver. 10a ; and no one says (exactly as in l^^i!}, ch.

xxxlv. 31). Ehhu weakens the doubt expressed by Job in

ch. xxiv. 12, that God allows injustice to prevail, and op-

pressed innocence remains without vindication. The failure

of the latter arises from the fact of the sufferers complaining,

but not seeking earnestly the only true helper, God their

maker (^''^i', intensive plur., as Isa. xxii. 11, liv. 5, Ps.

cxlix. 2), who gives (to which may be compared a passage

of the Edda: "Wuodan gives songs to the Scalds") songs

(ninpTj from the onomatopoetic "lOt) in the night, i.e. who in

the night of sorrow puts songs of praise concerning the dawn-

ing light of help into the mouth of the sufferers. The singing

of the glory of the nightly heavens (Stick., Hahn) is to be as

little thought of as the music of the spheres ; the. night is, as

ch. xxxiv. 20, 25, the time of unexpectedly sudden change.

In ver. 11 most expositors (last of all Schlottm.) take the

two iP as comparative. Elihu would then, since he feels the

absence of the asking after this God on the part of the suf-

ferers, mean the conscious relation in which He has placed

us to Himself, and in accordance with wliich the sufferer

should not merely instinctively complain, but humbly bow

himself and earnestly offer up prayer. But according to ch.

xii. 7 (comp. Prov. vi. 6, D3m), it is to be translated : who
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teaches {^:p\^==^ip)>^f2, comp. 2 Sam. xxii. 40, Psalter i. 160)

US from the beasts of the earth (so that from them as a means

of instruction teaching comes to us), and makes us wise from

the birds of heaven. The fat. interchanging with the pa?-^.

better accords with this translation, according to which ver.

]1 is a continuation of the assertion of a divine instruction,

by means of the animal creation ; the thought also suits the

connection better, for of the many things that may be learned

from the animal creation, prayer here comes under considera-

tion,—the lions roar, Ps. civ. 21; the thirsty cattle cry to

God, Joel i. 20; the ravens call upon God, Ps. cxlvii. 9.

If we now determine the collective thought of vers. 10 sq.,

that affliction does not drive most men to God the almighty

Helper, who will be humbly entreated for help : it is more

natural to take 2'^ (vid. on ch. xxiii. 7) in the sense of then

(rare), than, with reference to the scene of oppression, in the

sense of there (LXX., Jer. : ibi). The division of the verse

is correct, and H. B. Starcke has correctly interpreted : Tunc

clamahunt {sed non respondehit) pj^opter sup)erhiam (insolen-

tiain) malorum. "".^Bp is not to be connected with n3yi_ i]i the

sense of non exaudiet et servahit, by which constr. pixegnans

one would expect jp, Ps. xxii. 22, instead of '•iSD, nor in the

sense of iion exaudiet propter (Hirz., Schlottm.), for the arro-

gant n"'i?"i are not those who complain unheard : but, as the

connection shows, those from whom the occasion of complaint

proceeds. Therefore : not allowing themselves to be driven

to God by oppression, they cry then, without, however, being

heard of God, by reason of the arrogance of evil men Avliich

they have to endure. Ver. 13 gives the reason of their obtain-

ing no answer : Only emptiness {i.e. mere motion of the lips

without the true spirit of prayer) God heareth not, and the

Almighty observeth it not. Hahn wrongly denies ^i^ the

significations certo and verumtamen ; but we prefer the re-

strictive signification (sheer emptiness or hollowness) which
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proceeds from the affirmative primary signification^ here, to

the adversative (nevertheless emptiness), since the adversative

thought, verumtamen nou exaudit, has found its expression

already in njyi^ N7"i.

14 A Ithough thou scajest, thou seest Him not

:

21ie cause lieth before Him, and thou mayest icait for Him.

15 Noio, then, if His lorath hath not yet punished,

Should He not be loell acquainted with sullenness ?

16 While Job openeth his mouth without reason,

Without knowledge multiplieth words.

The address is not directed to Job exclusively, for it here

treats first of the acts of injustice which prevail among men

and remain apparently unpunished ; but to Job, however,

also, so far as he has, ch. xxiii. 8-10, comp. xix. 7, xxx. 20,

thus complained concerning his prayer being unanswered.

"*? ^^ signifies elsewhere quanto minus, ch. iv. 19, or also

quanto magis, Prov. xv. 11, but nowhere quanto minus si

(Hirz., Hlgst.) or quanto magis si (Hahn), also not Ezek.

XV. 5, where it signifies etiamne quum. As it can, however,

naturally signify etiam quum, it can also signify etiamsi,

etsi, as here and Neh. ix. 18. This quamvis dicas (^opineris)

is followed by the oratio ohliqua, as ch. xxxv. 3a. The rela-

tion of the matter—says the conclusion, ver. 145—is other

than thou thinkest : the matter to be decided lies before Him,

is therefore well known to Him, and thou mightest only wait

for Him (^.^in instead of ?n^ or yTf\T\ only here, comp. Ps.

xxxvii. 7, 1^ ^^innni) ; the decision, though it pass by, will not

fail. In vers. 15 sq., ver. 15 is taken by most modern com-

mentators as antecedent to ver. IG, in which case, apart from

the distortions introduced, two interpretations are possible:

(1) However now, because His (God's) wrath does not

visit . . . Job opens his mouth
; (2) However now, because

1 Vid. Hupfeld in the Zeitschr. fur Kunde des Morgenl ii. 441 f.
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lie (God) does not visit his (Job's) wrath (comp. on this refer-

ence of the is^« to Job, ch. xviii. 4, xxxvi. 13, 18) . . . Job

opens, etc. That a clause with a confirmatory ''3 is made to

precede its principal clause is not without example. Gen.

iii. 14, 17 ; but in connection with this arrangement the verb

is accustomed always, in the principal clause or in the conclu-

sion, to stand prominent (so that consequently we should

expect QT't; ni*S''"i), although in Arabic this position of the

words, n'j'3'' nv«1, and in fact (^j-^Vt instead of <^j^}^ (in con-

nection with a difference of the subj. in the antecedent and

in the conclusion, vid. De Sacy, Gramm. Arabe, § 1201, 2),

is regular. Therefore for a long time I thought that ver. 15

was to be taken interrogatively : And now {'^^V] as logical

inference and conclusion, which is here its most probable

function, Ew. § 353, h) should His wrath not punish (1i?Si as

absolute as ch. xxxi. 14), and should He not take notice, etc.,

''3 interrogative as 1 Sam. xxiv. 20, xxviii. 13, 1 Kings xi. 22,

as ""^n (is it so that, or : should it be so that), ch. vi. 22, and

freq., in connection with which, Avhat is said on Gen. xxi. 7

concerning the modal use of the prtef. might be compared

on the two prcett. But by this rendering the connection of

ver. 16 with what precedes is awkward. Ewald has given

the correct rendering (apart from the misunderstanding of

t^'B) : Therefore, because His wrath has not yet punished, He

does not know much about foolishness! Ver. 15/* requires

to be taken as the conclusion to ver. 15a, yet not as an ex-

clamation, but as an interrogative. The interrogative use of

\h\ is not unusual, 2 Sam. xix. 44, Ezek. xvi. 43, 47, bQ,

xxxii. 27 ; and just as here, this interrogative N?1 is found

after a hypothetical antecedent clause, 1 Sam. xx. 9, Ex.

viii. 22.

In connection with this interi-ogative rendering of ver. 15,

it still remains questionable whether it refers to Job's sin, or

sin which prevails among men. Tlie theme of this third

VOL. II. S
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speech of Elihu requires the latter reference, although per-

haps not without a side-glance at Job's own arrogant be-

haviour. The translation shows how suitably ver. 16 is

connected with what precedes: ver. 16 is a circumstantial

clause, or, if one is not willing to take it as a subordinate

clause, but prefers to take it as standing on a level with

ver. 15, an adversative clause attached with Waw, as is fre-

quently the case : but (nevertheless) Job . . . ;
nsi nvs of

opening the mouth in derision, as Lam. ii. 16, iii. 46 ; ?^[} is

the ace. of closer definition to it (= ''?[?)? and the ">''3Dri,

Avhich occurs only here and ch. xxxvi. 31, signifies without

distinction magiiijicare and multiplicare : Job multiplies high

emotional words. As this I''??!! is, so to speak, Hebrseo-

Arabic (Arab, ahharci), so is ver. 15 full of Arabisms

:

(1) The combination ^i?3 P.^, which has not its like in the

Hebrew language (whether it be originally intended as re-

lative or not: non est quod visitaverit, Ew. § 321, h), corre-

sponds to the popular Arabic use of i>m..\\ for ^, Ges. Hies.

i. 82, b ; probably T.^ has the value of an intensive negation

(Carey : not at all). (2) The combination 3 Vl], to know

about anything, to take knowledge of anything (differently

ch. xii. 9, but comp. ch. xxiv. 12 on the idea), is like the

Arab, construction of the verb 'alima with hi (concerning)

or Manna (because that) of the obj. ; ixp (on this vid. on Ps.

xxxi. 12) belongs not to UZl (which is indeed possible), but,

according to Ps. cxxxix. 14, to J?n\ (3) ti'3 is especially to

be explained from the Arabic. The signification a multitude

(Jewish expositors, after D'^a, A^ijjJi. se diffandere, Nah. iii. 18)

is not suitable; the signification evil (LXX., Jer., and others :

C^D = Vti*s) presents a forcibly mutilated word, and moreover

one devoid of significance in this connection ; whereas the

Arab.
^Jjj^

(but not in its derivatives, fashshf empty-headed

;

fdshush, empty-headedness, imbecility, with its metaphorical
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sense) indicates a development of signification which leads to

the desired end, especially in the Syro-Arabic usage most

natural here. The verb ^jLi {&C'Z, cogn. ^Ai, jj^j to ex-

tend, expandere) is used originally of water (fashsh el-md)

:

to overflow its dam, to overflow its banks, whence a valley by

the lake of el-Higdne, into which the waters of tlie lake flow

after the winter rains, is called el-mefeshsh ; then of a leathern

bottle : to run out (iarf mefshush, an emptied bottle), of a

tumour (icaram) : to disperse, disappear, and tropically of

anger (el-cJiuIq) : to break forth, vent itself on anything,

hence the phrase : dost thou make me a mefeslishe (an object

for the venting) of thine anger? From this ^J^i (distinct

from ,i[s med. Waw, to swim on the surface, trop. to be

above, not to allow one's self to be kept down, and med. Je,

comp. B'lD, Hab. i. 8, Jer. 1. 11, Mai. iii. 20, signifies to be

proud) is ^B, formed after the forms "i?, no, D?0, a synon. of

int, or even of nnny in the signification of excessive haughti-

ness, pride that bursts forth violently.^

^t-'^ojoua^ Thus, even at the close of this third speech of Ellhu, the

'^''^

Arabic, and in fact Syro-Arabic colouring, common to this

1 The signification expandere also underlies the noun ffthsJie, the lungs

(in Egypt.) ; the signification discutere (especially carminare, to card

wool), which the Talmud. ^'Z\^Q also has, is only a shade of the same

signification ; the origin of the trop. signification fatuum esse is clear

from 'gaus fashiish, empty nuts. The rice from the Palestine valley of

Hule, it is somewhere said, is worse than the Egyptian, because (what is

a fault in the East) in cooking tufeslifisli, i.e. it bursts, breaks in pieces

(comp. on the other hand : if the seed for sowing sinks to the bottom

when put into water, it is good ; if it swims on the surface, jefush, it is

bad). The Piel of this/a.s/ji7ia signifies to cause the water to overflow,

trop. fashshasha qalhahu, he gave air to his heart, i.e. he revealed a secret

which burdened him. A proverb says : the market (with its life aud

changing scenes) is afeshsMsh of cares, i.e. consoles a troubled heart. In

the HijyJi. one says in like manner proverbially, el-bukdjujishsh, weeping-

removes the anguish of the soul.

—

Wetzst.
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section with the rest of the book, is confirmed ; while, on the

other hand, we miss the bold, original figures which up to

ch. xxxi. followed like waves one upon another, and we per-

ceive a deficiency of skill, as now and then between Koheleth

and Solomon. The chief thought of the speech we have also

heard already from the three friends and Job himself. That

the piety of the pious profits himself without involving God
in any obligation to him, Eliphaz has already said, ch.

xxii. 2 sq. ; and that prayer that is heard in time of need

and the unanswered cry of the godly and the ungodly are

distinct. Job said, ch. xxvii. 9 sq. Elihu, however, deprives

these thoughts of their hitherto erroneous application. If

piety gives nothing to God which He ought to reward. Job

dare not regard his afiliction, mysterious as it is to him, as

unjust; and if the godly do not directly experience the

avenging wrath of God on the haughtiness of their oji-

pressors, the question, whether then their prayer for help is

of the right kind, is more natural than the complaint of a

want of justice in God's government of the world. Job is

silent also after this speech. It does not contain the right

consolation ; it contains, however, censure which he ought

humbly to receive. It touches his heart. But whether it

touches the heart of the idea of the book, is another question.

Elihu s Fourth Speech.— Chap, xxxvi. xxxvii.

Schema: 6. 7. 6. 6. 6. 7. G. 8. 8. 8.
|
11. 11. 8. G. 8. 11.

[Then Elihu continued and said :]

2 Suffer me a little, and I loill inform thee,

For there is something still to be said for Eloah.

3 I loill fetch my hnoioledge from afar,

And to my Creator will I ascribe right.

4 For trull/ my words are not lies,

One perfect in knoicledge stands before thee.
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Elihu's preceding three speeches were introduced by ]Vl] ;

this fourtli, in honour of the number three, is introduced only

as a continuation of the others. Job is to wait yet a httle

while, for he still has (= v Hiy), or : there still are, words in

favour of Eloah ; i.e. what may be said in vindication of God

against Job's complaints and accusations is not yet exhausted.

This appears to be the only instance of the Aramaic IJ?? being-

taken up as Hebr. ; whereas nin^ nunciai^e (Arab. ^s-. I. IV.),

is a poetic Aramaism occurring even in Ps. xix. 3 (corap. on

the construction ch. xxxii. 6) ; and "T'^T (a diminutive form,

after the manner of the Arab, ziiair) belongs in Isa. xxviii,

10, 13 to the popular language (of Jerusalem), but is here

used poetically. The verb NK'3, ver. da, is not to be under-

stood according to i'tJ'O i<b2, but according to 1 Kings x. 11

;

and P'iTJpp signifies, as also ch. xxxix. 29, Isa. xxxvii. 26, e

longinquo, viz. out of the wide realm of history and nature.

The expression P'V \T\'\ follows the analogy of (ry) 1123 }n3.

ni?'7. ver. 4^, interchanges with the V^ which belonss exclu-

sively to Elihu, since Elihu styles himself riiy'n D'-prij as ch,

xxxvii. 16 God d^y^ D''ori (comp. 1 Sam. ii. 3, nii;^ b^). n^Dn

in this combination with niJ^T cannot be intended of purity

of character ; but as Elihu there attributes absolute perfection

of knowledge in every direction to God, so here, in reference

to the theodicy which he opposes to Job, he claims faultless-

ness and clearness of perception.

5 Beliold, God is mighty, and yet doth not act scornfully,

Mighty in power of understanding.

6 He preserveth not the life of the ungodly,

And to the afflicted lie giveth right.

7 He loithdraweth not His eyes from the righteous^

But loith kings on the throne

He establisheth them for eve?', and they are exalted.

The obj, that must be mentally supplied to DXrpi ^\ is^ as
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in ell. xlii. G, to be derived from the connection. The idea of

the verb is, as in ch. viii. 20 : He is exalted, without however

looking down disdainfully (^iion despicii) from His height, or

more definitely : without setting Himself above the justice

due to even the meanest of His creatures—great in power of

heart (comp. ch. xxxiv. 33 32^ ''K'JX, Arab, ulu-l-elbdh), i.e.

understanding {vov<i, irvev^a), to see through right and wrong

everywhere and altogether. Vers. 6, 7 describe how His rule

among men evinces this not merely outward but spiritual

superiority coupled with condescension to the lowly. The

notion of the object, ^^B^? D''3^?p"ns;'i (as Isa. ix. 11 the subject),

becomes the more distinctly prominent by virtue of the fut.

consec. which follows like a conclusion, and takes it up again.

Ewald thinks this explanation contrary to the accents and the

structure of the sentence itself ; but it is perfectly consistent

with the former, and indisputably syntactic (Ges. § 129, 2, h,

and Ew. himself, § 344, h). Ps. ix. 5, comp. cxxxii. 12, Isa.

xlvii. 1, shows how XD3^ is intended (He causes them to sit

upon the throne). Ch. v. 11, 1 Sam. ii. 8, Ps. cxiii. 7 sq. are

parallel passages.

8 And if they are hound with chains,

Holden in cords of affliction :

9 Then He declareth to them their doing

And their transgressions, that they have been vainglorious

;

10 Then He openeth their ear to warning,

And commandeth them to turn from iniquity.

The subj. is in no case the W^ (Hahn), but the D''p''^^*j or

those who are as susceptible to discipline as it is needful to

them, just as in Ps. cvii., which in general presents many

instances for an extensive comparison with the speeches of

Elihu. The chains, ver. 8a, are meant literally, and the

bands, ver. 85, figuratively; the Psalmist couples both in

^nni ^jy ^TDS, cvii. 10. The conclusion begins with ver. 9,
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and is repeated in another application, ver. 10. ?VB in the

sense of maleficium, as Arab. -Bje, recalls nb'yD, faciniis, ch.

xxxiii. 17. '3, ver, 96, is, as in ver. 10b, an objective quod.

It is not translated, however, quod invaluerint (Rosenm.),

which is opposed to the most natural sense of the Hithpa., but

accordino- to ch. xv. 25 : quod sese extulerint. ID^?^, TratSe/a,

discipUna, interchanges here with the more rare "^Db used in

ch. xxxiii. 16 ; there we have already also met with the phrase

JUS rhi, to uncover the ear, i.e. to open. '3 ^^N corresponds

to the Arab, amao^a an (hi-an), to command that. The fun-

damental thought of Elihu here once again comes unmistake-

ably to view : the sufferings of the righteous are well-meant

chastisements, which are to wean them from the sins into

Avhich through carnal security they have fallen—a warning

from God to penitence, designed to work their good.

11 // they hear and yield,

They pass their days in prosperity

And their years in pleasure.

12 And if they hear not.

They pass away by the hoio

And expire in lack of knowledge.

Since a declaration of the divine will has preceded in ver.

\0h, it is more natural to take lliiy^.l. in the sense of obsequi,

to do the will of another (as 1 Kings xii. 7, comp. na^D from

"iiy in the generalized sense of facere), than, with Umbr., in

the sense of colere scil. Deum (as Isa. xix. 23, Arab, 'dbid,

one who reveres God, a godly person). Instead of 'b^, Isa.

Ixv. 22 (on which the Masora observes n''^, i.e. "nowhere

else") and ch. xxi. 13 Chethib, it is here without dispute

^))y (Targ. r»'?tJ'^., peragent, as Ezek. xliii. 27). Ci^p^j;3 is, as

Ps. xvi. 6, a neutral masc. : amoena. On rh^l "iny, to pre-

cipitate one's self into the weapon, i.e. to incur peremptory
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punishment, comp. ch. xxxiii. 18. On nj?T ^^^22 comp. xxxv.

16, iv. 21. Impenitence changes affliction, which is intended

to be a means of rescue, into total destruction
; yet there are

some who will not be warned and affriglited by it.

13 Yet the hypocrites in heart cherish icrath,

They cry not tchen He hath chained them.

14 Thus their soul clieth in the vigour of youth

y

And their life is like that of the unclean.

15 Yet He delivereth the sufferer by his affliction,

And openeth their ear hy oppression.

He who is anm-y with God in his affliction, and does not

humbly pray to Him, shows thereby that he is a ^Ipn, one

estranged from God (on the idea of the root, vid. i. 216),

and not a \>^1)i. This connection renders it natural to under-

stand not the divine wrath by ^Nl : OrjaavpL^ovaiv 6p'yi]v

(Rosenm. after Kom. ii. 5), or: they heap up wrath upon

themselves (Wolfson, who supplies Lin^V)^ but the impa-

tience, discontent, and murmuring of man himself: they

cherish or harbour wrath, viz. Q^pn (comp. ch. xxii. 22, where

3^3 W^ly signifies to take to heart, but at the same time to

preserve in the heart). Used thus absolutely, D''b> signifies

elsewhere in the book, to give attention to, ch. iv. 20, xxiv.

12, xxxiv. 23, or (as
f-*5j)

to lay down a pledge; here it

signifies reponunt s. recondunt (with an implied in ipsis), as

also ^Li) fut. i, to conceal with the idea of sinking into

{immittentein), e.g. the sword in the sheath. With ribn, for

ribni (Isa. 1. 2) or rir^ril, the punishment which issues forth

undistinguished from this frustration of the divine purpose

of grace follows acruz^SeVa)?, as e.g. Hos. vii. 16. <^l^
in-

terchanges with tJ'DJ, as ch. xxxiii. 22, 28 ; "1^3 (likewise a

favourite word with Elihu) is intended just as ch. xxxiii. 25,

and in the Ps. Ixxxviii. ver. 16, which resembles both the Elihu

section and the rest of the book. The Beth of D'Hi?? li'^s
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the sense of ccque ac (Targ. 'H'*'!}), as ch. xxxlv. 36, comp. rinrij

cli. xxxiv. 2G. Jer. translates inter effeminatos ; for Q''K''}JP

(lieathenisli, equivalent to D''tJ'inip, as Q''"!^-?? lieathenish, equi-

valent to C^in^) ^I'e the consecrated men, who yielded them-

selves up, like the women in honour of the deity, to passive,

prematurely- enervating incontinence (vid. Keil on Deut.

xxiii. 18), a heathenish abomination prevailing now and

again even in Israel (1 Kings xiv. 24, xv. 12, xxii. 47),

which was connected with the worship of Astarte and Baal

that was transferred from Syria, and to wliich allusion is

here made, in accordance with the scene of the book. For

the sufferer, on the other hand, who suffers not merely of

necessity, but willingly, this his suffering is a means of rescue

and moral purification. Observe the play upon the words

r.?'!''! and fnpa. The Belli in both instances is, in accordance

with Elihu's fundamental thought, the Beth instriim.

16 A7id Tie even bringetli thee out of the jaivs of distress

To a broad ijlace, lohose ground hath no straitness,

And the adorning of thy table shall be full offatness.

17 Yet thou art become full of the judging of the evil-doer

:

Judging and judgment lay hold on one another !

18 For let not anger indeed entice thee to scorning^

And let not the greatness of the ransom mislead thee.

With ver. 16a Elihu passes over to the application to Job

of what he said in the preceding strophe. Since it is usual

to place ^X (like 03 and ^^?) at the beginning of the sentence,

although not belonging to the member of the sentence which

immediately follows, 'in''pn ?i^i for '^^l^^ f]^{ ri^pni cannot be

remarkable. The prcet. irT'Dn is not promissory, but Elihu

says with what design God has decreed the present suffering

for Job. JO n''pn is like 2 Chron. xviii. 31 : out of distress

("I)* for i>* by Rebia magnum), which has him in its jaws,

and threatens to swallow him, God brings him away to great
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prosperity ; a thought which EHhu expresses in the imagery

of the Psalms of a broad place and a bountiful table (comp.

e.g. Ps. iv. 2, xxiii. 5). 3n"i is locative, and •^''^iinn pv^o-N^J

is either a relative clause : whose beneath (ground) is not

straitened, no-straitness (in which case P^'O would not be

constr. from the n. hophal. P^'10, Isa. viii. 23, but ahsol. after

the form piHtt, di. vii. 15, Ew. § 160, c, Anm. 4), Saad.

IfcJ^.* o c^r*"* ^ (cujus in loco nan angustice) ; or it is virtually

an adj. : without (yh = ^73, as ch. xxxiv. 24, comp. on ch.

xii. 24) straitness of what is beneath them, eorum quce sub se

hahet (comp. on ch. xxviii. 5). ^nn is fern., like 2im, Dan.

ix. 25. A special clause takes the place of the locative, ver.

16c : and the settling or spreading, i.e. the provision (from

ni:3, to come down gradually, to seat one's self) of thy table

shall be full of fatness. N.?^ (whether it be adj. or verb) is

treated by attraction, according to the gender of the governed

noun ; and it is unnecessary, with Eosenm. and others, to

derive rin: from riHi (Aram, for T^^).

In ver 17, P. is intended of Job's negative judgment con-

cerning God and Plis dealings (comp. Ps. Ixxvi. 9, where it

signifies a judicial decision, and Prov. xxii. 10, where it sig-

nifies a wrangling refusal of a fair decision). Ver. 17a is not

a conditional clause (Hahn), in which case the prcei. hypothet.

would have a prominent position, but an adversative predica-

tive clause : but (nevertheless) thou art full of the judging of

the evil-doer (evil judging) ; after which, just as ao-ufSeVcw? as

ver. 14a, the sad issue in which this judging after the manner

of evil-doers results is expressed : such judging and judgment

border closely upon one another. Pod., Dietr., and Schlottm.

have wrongly reproduced this idea, discerned by Ges., when

they translate : judgment and sentence (guilt and punish-

ment) shall seize thee. I^^^"!, prehendunt scil. se (Ebr. : put

forth the hand), is used like the Aram. ^^P, to draw nearer,

fasten together (Kabb. ^^^^, near at hand), Arab, tamdsaka
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(from clLu,« = lOD, as e.g. hanash = ^*™). In ver. 18 we

leave the signification thick milk or cream (n^n = ^^^^,

as ch. xxix. G) to those who persuade themselves that

cream can be metaphorically equivalent to superfluity (Evv.,

Hirz., Vaih., Hlgst). Kenan's translation : N^espere pas

cUtourner la colere de Dieu par une amende, we also leave

as a simple puzzle to its discoverer, who, with this one ex-

ception, is destitute of thoughts proper to the book of Job.

In general, the thought, "do not imagine by riches, by a

great ransom, to be able to satisfy the claims of God," is

altogether out of place here. Moreover, n^n^ which, as e.g.

i^J^I, Prov. xii. 25 (Ew. § 174, g), is construed as masc,

cannot be understood of God's wrath, since the poet by H'^Dn

will not at one time have ascribed to God a well-meant

incitation, at another an enticement in malam partem. That

which allures is Job's own ^"f^^, and that not the excitement

of his affliction (Hahn), but of his passion ; comp. ^5^, ver. 13.

pSt?^ is, however, to be explained according to ch. xxxiv. 37,

comp. xxvii. 23 (clapping of hands = derision) ; and 1S3

signifies reconciliation or expiation, as ch. xxxiii. 24. Eliliu

admonishes Job not to allow himself to be drawn by the heat

of passion into derision, or to deride ; nor to be allured from

the right way by the ransom which is required of him as the

price of restoration to happiness, viz. humble submission to

the divine chastisement, as though this ransom were exceed-

ing great. The connection is clear : an adverse verdict

(p.) and condemnation (tost^o) are closely connected; for

C?) hastiness of temper, let it not (jS) lead thee astray . . .

thou wouldst not escape the judgment of God

!

1

9

Shall thy crying place thee beyond distress,

And all the efforts of strength ?

20 Long not for the night to come,

Which shall remove people from their place !
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21 Tahe heed, incline not to evil

;

For this thou hast desired more than ojffiiction.

Those expositors who found in ver. 18Z» the warning, that

Job should not imagine that he would be able to redeem

himself from judgment by a large ransom, go on to explain

:

will He esteem thy riches ? (Farisol, Rosenm., Umbr.,

Carey, Ebr., and others) ; or: will thy riches suffice ? (Hirz.,

Schlottm.) ; or some other way (E\v.). But apart from the

want of connection of this insinuation, which is otherwise

not mentioned in the book, and apart from the violence

wliich must be done to "H^^^Il! to accommodate it to it, yit^,

although it might, as the abstract of Vi^, ch. xxxiv. 19, sig-

nify wealth (comp. tU-;, amplitudo), is, however, according to

the usage of the language (vid. ch. xxx. 24), so far as we

can trace it, a secondary form of VV^
('^J'!^)? a cry for help

;

and ch. xxxv. 9 sq., ver. 13, and other passages, also point

to this signification. What follows is still less appropriate

to this thought of ransom ; Hirz. translates : Oh, not God

and all the treasures of wealth ! But "i^3 is nowhere equi-

valent to "1^3, ch. xxii. 24 ; but "i^, ver. 16, signifies distress;

and the expression "i^*? N-', in a condition devoid of distress,

is like n»3nn «^, ch. iv. 21, and T'a k!?, ch. xxxiv. 20.

Finally, nb pax signifies mighty in physical strength, ch.

ix. 4, 19, and nb"''2!fip«rD strong proofs of strength, not "trea-

sures of wealth." Stick, correctly interprets: "Will thy

wild raging cry, then, and all thine exertions, as a warrior

puts them forth in the tumult of battle to work his way out,

put thee where there is an open space ? " but the figure of a

warrior is, with Hahn, to be rejected ;
^"ly is only a nice

word for D''b', JT'C', to place, set up, ch. xxxvii. 19.

Ver. 20. Elihu calls upon Job to consider the uselessness

of his vehement contending with God, and then warns him
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fi gainst his dreadful provocation of divine judgment : ne

anheles (ch. vii. 2) noctem illam (with the emphatic arl.^

sublaturam jjopulos loco suo. rii-'J?? is equivalent to futurain

(ninn or nTri.yn) ut tollat = sublaturam (vid. on ch. v. 11,

UW?j collocaturus ; xxx. G, P^^, hahitandum est), syncopated

from ni?:Jn7j in the sense of Ps. cii. 25 ; and DrinJi signifies,

as ch. xl. 12 (comp. on Ilab. iii. IG), nothing but that just

where they ai'e, firmly fixed without the possibility of escape,

they are deprived of being. If whole peoples are overtaken

by such a fate, how much less shall the individual be able

to escape it ! And yet Job presses forward on to the tribunal

of the terrible Judge, instead of humbling himself under His

mighty hand. Oh that in time he would shrink back from this

absolute wickedness (I).^;'), for he has given it the preference

before ""^y, quiet, resigned endurance. TJ "inn signifies, 2 Sam.

xix. 39, to choose to lay anything on any one ; here as 3 "113,

elsevv^here to extend one's choice to something, to make some-

thing an object of choice ; perhaps also under the influence

of the phrase ?V ^P.V')^, and similar phrases. Tlie construc-

tion is remarkable, since one would sooner have expected

^j'y~?^ mn3 ntj hanc elegisti prce toleratlone.

22 Behold, God acteth loftilt/ in His strength

;

Who is a teacher like unto Him ?

23 Who hath appointed Him His tcai/,

And ivho dare say : Thou doest iniquity ! ?

24 Rememher that thou magnify His doing,

Which men have sung.

25 All men delight in it,

Jlortal man lookcfh upon it from afar.

Most modern expositors, after the LXX. Svvda-r7]<i, give

rriiD the signification lord, by comparing the Arab, mar-un

(imru-un), Syr. mor (with the art. moro) or more (with the

art. morjo), Chald. N"?.^, Talmud. "iK) (comp. Philo, ii. 522, ed.
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Mangey : ovrco<;, viz. fiuptv, cpaal rov Kvpiov ouofiu^eadai irapa

XvpoL-i), with it ; but Rosenm., Arnh., Lowenthal, Wolfson,

and Schlottm., after the Targ., Syr., and Jer., rightly abide

by the signification : teacher. For (1) nniD (from nnin^ Ps,

XXV. 8, 12, xxxii. 8) has no etymological connection with id

(of
5<"J'f, v-<:j opimum, rohustum esse)

; (2) it is, moreover,

peculiar to Elihu to represent God as a teacher both by

dreams and dispensations of affliction, ch. xxxiii. 14 sqq.,

xxxiv. 32, and by His creatures, xxxv. 11 ; and (3) the

designation of God as an incomparable teacher is also not

inappropriate here, after His rule is described in ver. 22a

as transcendently exalted, which on that veiy account com-

mands to human research a reverence which esteems itself

lightly. Ver. 23a is not to be translated : who overlooketh

Him in His way"? (1i?3 with Py of the personal and ace. of the

neutral obj.), which is without support in the language; but:

who has prescribed to Him (71? *lp2 as ch. xxxiv. 13) His way?

i.e. as Rosenm. correctly interprets : guis ei prcescripsit quce

agere deheret, He is no mandatory, is responsible to no one,

and under obligation to no one, and who should dare to say

{quis dixerit; on the perf. comp. on ch. xxxv. 15): Thou

doest evil?—man shall be a docile learner, not a self-satisfied,

conceited censurer of the absolute One, whose rule is not to

be judged according to the laws of another, but according to

His own laws. Thus, then, shall Job remember {inemento =
cura ut) to extol (X''5C'ri, ch. xii. 23) God's doings, which have

been sung (comp. e.g. Ps. civ. 33) by 2"'^^'^^?, men of the right

order (ch. xxxvii. 24) ; Jer. de quo cecinerunt viri. "I'^.b' no-

where has the simplification intueri (Rosenm., Umbr.) ; on the

other hand, Elihu is fond of direct (ch. xxxiii. 27, xxxv. 10)

and indirect allusions to the Psalms. All men—he continues,

with reference to God's ^V^, working—behold it, viz., as Si

implies, with pleasure and astonishment; mortals gaze upon
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it (reverentially) from afar,—the same thought as that which

has already (ch. xxvi. 14) found the grandest expression in

Job's mouth.

26 Behold, God is exalted—we knoiv ITun not entirely

;

The number of His years, it is unsea7'chahle.

27 For He draioeth down the drops of loater.

They distil as rain in connection ivith its mist,

28 Which the clouds do drop.

Distil upon the midtitude of men.

29 Who can altogether understand the spreadlngs of the clouds.

The crash of His tahernacle ?

The Waio of the quasi-conclusion in ver. 2C)b corresponds

to the Waio of the train of thought in ver. 26a (Ges. § 145, 2).

Vy^ "I3plp is, as the subject-notion, conceived as a nominative

{vid. on ch. iv. 6, vol. i. 91, note 1), not as in similar quasi-

antecedent clauses, e.g. ch. xxiii. 12, as an ace. of relation.

N''2b> here and ch. xxxvii. 23 occurs otherwise only in Old

Testament Chaldee. In what follows Elihu describes the

wondrous origin of rain. " If Job had only come," says a

Midrash (Jalkut, § 518), " to explain to us the matter of the

race of the deluge (vid. especially ch. xxii. 15-18), it had

been sufficient ; and if Elihu had only come to explain to us

the matter of the origin of rain (oVDti'J riT'T' ntryo), it had

been enough." In Gesenius' Handworterhuch, ver. 27 is

translated : when He has drawn up the drops of water to

Himself, then, etc. But it is V']^\, not V^l ; and V^l neither in

Hebr. nor in Arab, signifies attrahere in sublime (Rosenm.), but

only attrahere (root IJ) and detrahere; the latter signification

is the prevailing one in Hebr. (ch. xv. 8, xxxvi. 7). With
•S the transcendent exaltation of the Being who survives all

changes of creation is shown by an example: He draws

away (draws off, as it were) the water-drops, viz. from the

waters that are confined above on the circle of the skv, which
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pass over us as mist and cloud (rid. Genesis, S. 107) ; and

these water-drops distil down (Pi?T, to ooze, distil, here not in

a transitive but an intransitive signification, since the water-

drops are the rain itself) as rain, n^?, with its mist, i.e. since

a mist produced by it (Gen. ii. 6) fills the expanse (^iP'j), the

downfall of which is just this rain, Avhich, as ver. 28 says,

the clouds (called Q''pn*^' on account of its thin strata of air,

in distinction from the next mist-circle) cause to flow gently

down upon the multitude of men, i.e. far and wide over the

mass of men who inhabit the district visited by the rain

;

both verbs are used transitively here, both 7}^ as Isa. xlv. 8,

and ^iH, as evidently Prov. iii. 20. 0^5 ?!«, ver. 29a, com-

mences an intensive question : moreover, could one under-

stand = could one completely understand ; which certainly,

according to the sense, is equivalent to : how much less ^3 ^^}).

C3« is, however, the interrogative an, and 05^ f]!^ corresponds

to ^^>^ in the first member of the double question, ch.

xxxiv. 17, xl. 8 sq. ^'^.^^ are not the burstings, from b"iQ =
D'lS, fmngere, findere, but spreadings, as Ezek. xxvii. 7 shows,

from b'"!©, exjMJidere, Ps. cv. 39, comp. sujjra on ch. xxvi. 9.

It is the growth of the storm-clouds, which collect often from

a beginning "small as a man's hand" (1 Kings xvili. 44), that

is intended ; majestic omnipotence conceals itself behind these

as in a n2p (Ps. xviii. 12) woven out of thick branches ; and

the rollintr thunder is here called the crash (niNCri as ch.

xxxix. 7, is formed from S^t^', to rumble, whence also nxit^^ if

it is not after the form n?i3, migration, exile, from nxD', vid.

on ch. XXX. 3) of this pavilion of clouds in which the Thun-

derer works.

30 Behold, He spreadetli His light over Himself,

And the roots of the sea He covereth.

31 For thereby He judgeth peoples^

He giveth food in ahvndance.
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32 Both hands lie covereth over with lights

And directeth it as one icho hitieth the mark.

83 His noise announceth Ilim,

The cattle even that He is approaching.

A few expositors (Hirz., Halin, Sclilottm.) understand the

celestial ocean, or the sea of the upper waters, by D^, ver. 30^

;

but it is more than questionable {yid. on ch. ix. 8) whether

C is used anywhere in tliis sense. Others as (Unibr., Ew.)

the masses of water drawn up to the sky out of the depths of

the sea, on which a Persian passage cited by Stick, (who,

however, regards the Waw of \^1^1 as Waw ada'quatio7iis) from

Schebisteri may be compared: " an exhalation rises up out of

the sea, and comes down at God's command upon the deserts."

In both cases HDS would be equivalent to IvJ? nD3j ohtegit se,

which in and of itself is possible. But he who has once wit-

nessed a storm in the neighbourhood of the sea, will decide

in favour of one of the three following explanations: (1.)

He covereth the uprooted ground of the sea (comp. Ps. xviii.

15 sq.) with the subsiding waves (Blumenf.) ; but then ver.

30a would require to be understood of the light of the brighten-

ing sky following the darkness of the storm, which is impro-

bable in respect of ver. 32a. (2.) While the sky is brilliantly

lighted up by the lightning, the abysses of the ocean are

veiled in a so much deeper darkness; the observation is correct,

but not less so another, that the lightning by a thunder-storm,

especially when occurring at night, descends into the depths

of the sea like snares that are cast down (Q^HB, Ps. xi. 6), and

the water is momentarily changed as it were into a sea of

flame ; accordingly it may be explained, (3.) Behold, He
spreadeth over Himself His light (viz. the light which inces-

santly illumines the world), and the roots of the sea, i.e. the

sea down to its depths. He covers with it, since He makes it

light through and through (Stuhlm,, Wolfs.). Thus, as it

VOL. II. T
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appears, Jerome also interprets : Et (si voluerlt) fulgurare

lumine suo desuper, cardines quoque maris operiet}

This, that He makes the light of the lightning His mani-

festation (V?y K>1Si)j and that He covers the earth down to the

roots of the sea beneath with this light, is established in ver.

31 from the design, partly judicial, partly beneficial, which

exists in connection with it. D3 refers as neuter (like 0^?}

ch. xxii. 21) to the phenomena of the storm; "f??^ (with the

adverbial h like i^/, ch. xxvi. 3), what makes great = a

making great, abundance (only here), is n. hiphil. after the

form ^''niJ'Oj perdens =perditio. In ver. 32 God is represented

under a military figure as a slinger of lightnings : He covers

light over both hands, i.e. arms both completely with light

(comp. ^?39 ^^^^ C-Lijj totum se operire armis), and directs it

(HvV referring to "liN as /em. like Jer. xiii. 16, and sometimes

in the Talmud). But what is the meaning of y''23J?| ? Hahn
takes J?''JSO as n. hipldl. like "i"'330 : an object of attack ; but

what then becomes of the original HipMl signification ? It

ought to be J^^soa (ch. vii. 20), as Olsh. wishes to read it.

Ew., Hirz., and others, after the example of Theod. (LXX.),

Syr., Jer., translate : against the adversary ; yjDD signifies

indeed the opposite in Isa. lix. 1 6 : intercessor (properly, one

who assails with prayers) ; however, it would be possible for

this word, just as j;:d c. ace. (which signifies usually a hostile

meeting, Ex. v. 3 and freq., but sometimes also a friendly,

Isa. xlvii. 3, L'^iv. 4), to be an ivavrioarjfiov. We prefer to

abide by the usage of the language as we have it, according

^ The Targ. translates "lis, vers. 30, 32, by N"1C05 pluvia, according

to the erroneous opinion of R. Jochanan : I3^x SirivX^ "IDSJty miX ?3

D''0L^'3 riT'lU S^S- Aben-Ezra and Kimchi explain even liS"''!'^, Isa.

xviii. 4, according to this passage. The LXX, translates ver. 30a : loov

SKTSuil Itt' xurou ijou {Cod. Alex, st uvrov ro to^ov ; Cod. Sinait. t^r avrnv

/juo-ii with the corrections -/ioa and to|o>), probably according to the read-

ing ITiX for "nit^. But what connection have iihu and rainbow ?
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to which y'JSn signifies facere ut quid incurset s. petal, Isa.

hii. 6 ; i;''3ao therefore is one who hits, in opposition to one who

misses the marlv. The Beth is the Beth essentice (yid. on ch.

xxiii. 13), used here Hl^e Ex. vi. 3, Ps. Iv. 19, Isa. xl. 10.

With both hands He seizes the substance of the Hghtning, fills

them with it so that they are completely covered by it, and

gives it the command (appoints it its goal), a sure aimer

!

Ver. 33a. Targ., Syr., Symm., Theod. (from which ver.

32 sq. is supplied in the LXX.^), Jer., Luther, and others

destroy the idea, since they translate iy^. = ^^T}., " his friend

(companion)." Among moderns, only Umbr. and Schlottm.

adopt this signification; Bottch. and Welte, after the example

of Cocceius, Tingstad, and others, attempt it with the signi-

fication "thought = determination;" but most expositors, from

Ew. to Hahn, decide in favour of the rendering as simple as

it is consistent with the usage of the language and the con-

nection: His noise (iy"] as Ex. xxxii. 17) gives tidings con-

cerning Him (announces Him). In ver. 33Z> Theod. (LXX.),

Syr., and Jer. point DJpD like our text, but translate possessio,

with which we can do nothius;. It seems that in the three

attempts of the Targ. to translate ver. 33, the translators had

nwip and N3i? before their mind, according to which Hahn
translates : the arousing of anger (announces) the comer,

which assumes T\^pt:i instead of ^}}>1^\ and Schlottm.: fierce

wrath (goes forth) over evil (according to Symm. ^rjkov irepl

aSi,Kla<;), which assumes the reading npij? (y^'^^), dSoKia, adopted

also by Syr., Theod. (LXX.). Schultens even renders simi-

larly : ruhedinem Jlammantem nasi contra elatum, and Ting-

stad : zelum ires in iniquitatem. But it is not probable that the

language was ^acquainted with a subst. '"i;3i?p, exciting, although

in Ezek. viii. 3 ^^j^'^'^ is equivalent to ^''Ji?'?!?, so that one might

^ Vid. Bickel, Be indole ac ratione versionis Alex, in interpretando I.

lohi^-p. 50. Cod. Sinait. has, like Cod. Vat.: tx.voi,y'/iKii ingk avrov (ptXoi/

(corr. (pihoci) avjov x,<j KTr,(7ia kuc inpi aliKuxa.
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more readily be tempted (yid. Hitz. in loc.) to read ^X njpD,

" one who excites anger against evil," if one is not willing to

decide with Berg, and recently Bleek, in favour of (1^31?^) i^3i?p

npiya P]Sj excandescens (zelans) ird contra iniquitatem. But

does the text as it stands really not give an appropriate idea ?

Aben-Ezra and Duran have understood it of the foreboding

of an approaching thunder-storm which is manifested by

cattle, njpD. Accordingly E\v. translates : His thunder an-

nounces Him, the cattle even, that He is approaching ; and

peculiarly new (understanding TT not of a foreboding but of

a thankful lowing) is Ebrard's rendering : also the cattle at

fresh sprouting grass. But such a change of the position of

fji^ is Avithout precedent. Hirz. and Ges. : His rumble (rumble

of thunder) announces Him to the herds. Him, and indeed as

Him who rises up (approaches). But this new interpunction

destroys the division of the verse and the syntax. Better

Rosenm. like Duran : pecus non tantum pluviam proximam,

sed et antequam nidjes in suhlime adscenderint adscensuras

proBsagity according to Virgil, Georg. i. 374 sq.:

ilium (imlreiii) surgentem vallibus iniis

Aerise fugere grues.

But Iv^ refers to God, and therefore npiybj? also, viz. Him who

leads forth the storm-clouds (Jer. x. 13, li. 16, Ps. cxxxv. 7),

and Himself rising up in them ; or, what Hpy frequently sig-

nifies, coming on as to battle. It is to be interpreted : His

thunder-clap announces Him (who is about to reveal Himself

as a merciful judge), the cattle even (announce) Him at His

first rising up, since at the approach of a storm they herd

together affrighted and seek shelter. The speakers are

Arabian, and the scene is laid in the country : Elihu also

refers to the animal world in ch. xxxv. 11 ; this feature of

the picture, therefore, cannot be surprising.
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Cli. xxxvii. 1 Yea, at this my heart trembletk

And tottereth from its place.

2 Hear, hear the roar of His voice,

And the murmur that goeth out of His mouth.

3 He sendeth it forth under the whole heaven,

And His lightning unto the ends of the earth.

4 After it roareth the voice of the thunder,

He thundereth with the voice of His majesty.

And spareth not the lightnings, when His voice is heard.

5 God thundereth ivith His voice marvellously.

Doing great things, incomprehensible to us.

Louis Bridel is perhaps right when he inserts after ch.

xxxvi. the observation : H eclair hrille, la tonnerre gronde.

riKtp does not refer to the phenomenon of the storm which is

represented in the mind, but to that which is now to be per-

ceived by the senses. The combination J?io^ lyip*^ can signify

both hear constantly, Isa. vi. 9, and hear attentively, ch.

xiii. 17; here it is the latter. I'p of thunder corresponds to

the verbs j-»-j and l/^j, v^hich can be similarly used. The

repetition of ?ip five times calls to mind the seven ni^lp (kina

^povral) in Ps. xxix. The parallel is i^i[}, ver. 2b, a mur-

muring, as elsewhere of the roar of the lion and the cooing

of the dove. The suff. of ^i^'}}^\ refers to the thunder which

rolls through the immeasurable breadth under heaven ; it is

not perf. Piel of 1*^'^ (Schlottm.), for " to give definite direc-

tion " (2 Chron. xxxii. 30) is not appropriate to thunder, but

fat. Kal of nn^j to free, to unbind (Ew., Hirz., and most

others). What ver. 3a says of thunder, ver. 36 says of light,

i.e. the lightning : God sends it forth to the edges, Trrepvye^;,

i.e. ends, of the earth. '^''1^.^, ver. 4a, naturally refers to the

lightning, which is followed by the roar of the thunder ; and

D^i^J?'; to the flashes, which, when once its rumble is heard, God

does not restrain (3PV = ^?y of the Targ,, and Arab, 'aqqaha,

to leave behind, postpone), but causes to flash forth in quick
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succession. Ewald's translation : should He not find (prop.

non investigaverit) them (the men that are to be punished),

gives a tliought that has no support in this connection. In

ver. 5a ^11X733, 77iirabilia, is equivalent to onirabiliter, as Dan.

viii. 24, comp. Ps. Ixv. 6, cxxxix. 14. V1}_ ^p] is intended to

say that God's mighty acts, with respect to the connection

between caiise and effect and the employment of means,

transcend our comprehension.

6 For He saith to the snow : Fall towards the earth,

And to the rain-shower

And the showers of His mighty rain.

, 7 He putteth a seal on the hand of every man^

That all men may come to a knowledge of His creative ivork.

8 The wild beast creepeth into a hiding-place,

And in its resting-place it remaineth.

9 Out of the remote p)art cometh the whirlwind,

And cold from the cloud-sweepers.

10 From the breath of God cometh ice,

And the breadth of the waters is straitened.

Like '''y^, ch. xxxiv. 36, and t'?, ch. xxxv. 15, i^.in, ver. Qa

(is falsely translated "be earthwards" by LXX., Targ., and

S}^'.), also belongs to the most striking Arabisms of the EHhu

section: it signifies delabere (Jer. ut descendat), a signification

which the Arab, ^^a does not gain from tlie radical signifi-

cation placed first in Gesenius-Dietrich's Handworterbv^h, to

breathe, blow, but from the radical signification, to gape,

yawn, by means of the development of the meaning which

also decides in favour of the primary notion of the Hebr. ^)\^,

according to which, what was said on ch. vi. 2, xxx. 13 is to

be corrected.^ The ? of Jpti'? influences ver. 6Jc also. The

^ u/j-^ is originally xi^ivuv^ to gape, yawn, Mare., e.g. hawat et-idnatu,

the stab gapes (imperf. tahwi.i inf. hiimjun), " when it opens its mouth "
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Hebr. name for rain, ^fi (cogn. with Chald. Wi, Arab.

'gis7n, a body), denotes the rain collectively. The expression

ver. 6b is exceeded in ver. 6c, vvhere nnop does not signify

rain-drops (Ew.), but, like the Arab, amidr, rain-showers.

The wonders of nature during the rough season {^"^p, ''"D,

Cant. ii. 11, comp. p. 119), between the autumnal and vernal

equinoxes, are meant; the rains after the autumnal equinox

(the early rain), which begin the season, and the rains before

the vernal equinox (the late rain, Zech. x. 1), which close it, with

the falls of snow between, which frequently produce great

desolation, especially the proper winter with its frosty winds

and heavy showers, when the business of the husbandmen as of

the nomads is brought to a stand-still, and every one retreats

to his house or seeks a sheltering corner {vid. p. 23, note).

This is the meaning of ver. 7 : He sealeth up (3 onn as

—the Tiirkish Kamus adds, to complete the picture :
like a tulip. Thence

rext hawijatun, ^oci.ovac., x^-ho,, i-^- X«<^-«« = '*«"'«'"»' nJiivV^ctun,

huwaatun, mahvdtun, a cleft, ya^^•niug deep, chasm, abyss, ^ocp^dpo,,

vorago haivijatun and haulmtun (a reduplicated form), especially a very

deep pit or well. But these same words, Micijatun, Inacatim, uliwijatun,

malwaiun, also signify, like the usual f\.^, the ^uaf.^ between heaven

and earth, i.e. the wide, empty space, the same as '(jauwun. The wider

sio-nifications, or rather applications and references of liaiva: air set in

motion, a current of air, wind, weather, are all secondary, and related to

that primary signification as sama, rain-clouds, rain, grass produced by

the rain to the prim, signification height, heaven, vid. Mehren, Wietonk

d Araber S 107 Z. 14 ff. This Imim, however, also signifies in general:

a* broad, empty space, and by transferrmg the notion of -empty" to

mind and heart, as the reduplicated forms huhatiui and hmliatun: devoid

of understanding and devoid of courage, e.g. 7vora7i xiv. 44 :
ira-a/

1^-

cJatulmn Mwcmn, where Beidhawi first explains hawa directly by cliala,

emptiness, empty space, ^•..., as he adds, dMjeUm and-fahn,^. one says

of one without mind and courage qalhuliu luavawi. Ihence also licmmm

emptiness, a hole, i.e. in a wall or roof, a dormar-wiudow (Jcauwe, kuwe)

but also with the genit. of a person or thing : their hole, ^.e. the space left

emptv by them, the side not taken up by them, e.g. qa ada fi hauivihi,

he set himself beside him. From the signification to be empty then

comes (1) hawat el-mar uta, i.e. vacua fait mulier = orla hberis, as ^c'^po,,
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ch. xxxiii. IG) the hand of all men that they cannot, viz. on

account of the cold out of doors, be opened for work, that all

people of His work (i.e. thanking Ilim for their origin as His

handiwork, ch. xxxiv. 19) may come to the perception (of

Him who doeth all things). The expression is remarkable,

and by the insertion of a D may be as easily cleared up as ch.

xxxiii. 17: ^nb;j;o Q'^^bx-b nvi?, in order that each and every

one may acknowledge His work ; after which even Jer.

translates : ut noverint singuli opera sua. The conjecture

^nb'y CtJOX (Schultens junior, Reiske, Hirz.) is inferior to the

former (Olsh.) by its awkward synecdoche num. The fut.

consec. in ver. 8 continues the description of what happens in

consequence of the cold rainy season ; the expression calls to

mind Ps. civ. 22, as ch. xxxiv. 14 sq. does Ps. civ. 29. The

winter is also the time of the stormy and raw winds. In

ver. 9a Elihu means the storms which come across from the

great wide desert, ch. i. 19, therefore the south (Isa. xxi. 1,

vidua, properly empty, French vide; (2) haicd er-ragidu, i.e. vacuus,

inanis /actus est vir = exanimatus (comp. p J, he became empty, euphe-

mistic for he died).

From this variously applied primary signification is developed the

generally known and usual tJvj-^5 loose and free, without being held or

holding to anything one's self, to pass away, fly, swing, etc., lihere ferii,

lahi, in general in every direction, as the wind, or what is driven hither

and thither by the wind, especially however from above downwards, labi,

dclabi, cadere, deor.mm mere. From this point, like many similar, the

word first passes into the signification of sound (as certainly also nxtJ',

^;C') : as anything falling has a dull noise, and so on, oovTruv, rumorem,

fragorem edere (fragor irom J'rangi), hence liawat udhndiu haicijan of a

singing in the ears.

Finally, the mental i_f »Jb (pcrf. Itaicija, imperf. jaliwd with the ace),

animo ad or in aliquid fei-ri, is attached to the notion of passing and

falling through space (though by no means to hiai-e, or the supposed

meaning " to breathe, blow"). It is used both emotionally of desire,

lust, appetites, passions, and strong love, and intellectually of free opinions

or assertions springing from mere self-M'illed preference, caprices of the

understanding .

—

Fl ,
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Zecli. ix. 14), or ratlier {vid. p. 77, note) south-east winds

(Hos. xiii. 15), increasing in violence to storms. "I'lnp (properly

tlie surrounded, enclosed space, never the storehouse,—so that

Ps. cxxxv. 7 should be compared,—but adytum, penetrale, as

Arab, clddr, e.g. in Vita Timuri ii. 904 : after the removal of

the superincumbent earth, they drew away sitr cliidrihd, the

curtain of its innermost part, i.e. uncovered its lowest depth)

is here the innermost part of the south (south-east),—comp.

ch. ix. 9 pTi mn, and xxiii. 9 pC ^'CiV (so far as titOJ?^ there

signifies si operiat se),—especially of the great desert lying to

the south (south-east), according to which '^TJin P.^, Zech.

ix. 1, is translated by the Targ. SOIIT syiX. In opposition to

the south-east wind, 2''")T?p, ver. 9i, seems to mean the north

winds ; in and of itself, however, the word signifies the

scattering or driving, as also in the Koran the winds are

called the scatterers, dhdrijdt, Sur. li. 1.^ In D''"ifD, Reiske,

without any ground for it, traces the Arab, mirzani (a name

of two stars, from which north wind, rain, and cold are de-

rived); the Targ. also has one of the constellations in view:

DnTQ n^sp (from the window, i.e. the window of the vault of

heaven, of the mezarim) ; Aq., Theod. airo fxa^ovp (= ni"iTO,

ch. xxxviii. 32) ; LXX. airo Se tmv dKpcorrjpLcov, Ave know not

wherefore. Concerning 7X"np^'3?p (with causal JO) with refer-

ence to the wind, vid. on ch. iv. 15. ]^\, it gives, i.e. comes

to light, is used as in Gen. xxxviii. 28, Prov. xiii. 10. The

idea of P^'^iD (not fusum from PV^, but coarctatum from p^'i)

cannot be doubtful in connection with the antithesis of 3nh,

comp. ch. xxxvi. 16, the idea is like ch. xxxviii. 30 (comp.

Mutenebbi: "the flood is bound by bands of ice") ; the 3 of

p)i\'03, is, as ch. xxxvi. 32, the Beth essentlce, used far more

extensively in Hebr. than in Arab, as an exponent of the

^ This dhdrijdt is a]so differently explained ; but the first explanation

in Beidhawi (ii. 183, Fleischer's edition) is, " the winds which scatter

(blow away) the dust and other things."
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predicate : the breadth of the water is (becomes) straitened

(forcibly drawn together).

11 Also He loadetli the clouds with vmier,

lie spreadeth far and ivide the cloud of His light,

12 And these turn themselves round about,

Directed by Him, that they execute

All that He hath commanded them

Over the wide earth.

13 Whether for a scourge, or for the good of His earth,

Or for mercy, He causeth it to discharge itself.

With ^X extending the description, EHhu, in the presence

of the storm that is in the sky, continually returns to this one

marvel of nature. The old versions connect '''}3 partly with

"I?, electus (LXX., Syr., Theod.) or frumentum (Symm.,

Jer.), partly with nnn = nna in the signification puritas,

serenitas (Targ.) ; but ''"}3 is, as Schultens has already per-

ceived, the Hebr.-Arabic ^"i, i_c,, rij-im (from nn = riuj),

abundant irrigation, with 3 ; and n''"ip_'' does not signify, ac-

cording to the Arab, cctraha, "to hurl down," so that what is

spoken of would be the bursting of the clouds (Stick.),^ but,

according to nnb^ a burden (comp. Arab, taraha ala, to load),

"to burden;" with fluidity (E\v., Hirz., Hahn, Schlottm.),

better: fulness of water. He burdens the clouds (comp. raicij-

un as a designation of cloud as the place of rain). i°iix \:v,

His cloud of light, is that that is charged with lightning, and

r?!? has here its Hebr.-Arab. radical signification effundere,

diffundere, with a preponderance of the idea not of scattering,

but of spreading out wide (Arab, /aid, abundance). Ninij ver.

12a, refers to the cloud pregnant with lightning ; this turns

^ This " at7-olirt " is, moreover, a pure invention of our ordinary Arabic

lexicons instead of j'ttoraha (VIII. form) : (1) to throw one's self, (2) to

throw anything from one's self, with an ace. of the thing.—Fl.
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round about (niSDJp^ adv. as 300^ round about, 1 Kings vi. 29)

seeking a place, where it shall unburden itself by virtue of

His (God's) direction or disposing (np^ianrij a word belong-

ing to the book of Proverbs; LXX., Cod. Vat. and ^/e^'.,

untranslated : ev Oee/SovXaOcoO, Cod. Sinait. still more mon-

strous), in order that they (the clouds full of lightning) may

accomplish everything that He commands them over the sur-

face of the earth ; n^"ix as ch. xxxiv. 13, and the combination

nxns bn as Prov. viii. 31, comp. bni px, Ps. xc. 2. The

reference of the pronominal suff. to men is as inadmissible

here as in ver. 4c. In ver. 13 two QN have certainly, as. ch.

xxxiv. 29, two I, the correlative signification sive . . . sive

(Arab, in . . . wa-in), and a third, as appears, a conditional,

but which? According to E\v., Hirz., Hahn, Schlottm., and

others, the middle one : if it (the rod) belongs to His land, i.e.

if it has deserved it. But even the possessive sujf. of i^l^*?

shows that the 7 is to be taken as dat. commodi: be it for a

rod, be it for the good of His land ; which is then followed by

a conditional verbal clause : in case He mercifully causes it

(the storm) to come, i.e. causes this His land to be overtaken

by it ('^''V'?''? here with the ace., the thing coming, whereas in

ch. xxxiv. 11 of the thing to be overtaken). The accentua-

tion, indeed, appears to assume a threefold sive : [whether He
causeth it to discharge itself upon] man for punishment, man

for mercy, or His earth for good with reference to man.

Then Elihu would think of the uninhabited steppe in con-

nection with i^"l^? Q^. Since a conditional Q^^ by the side

of two correlatives is hazardous, we decide finally with the

LXX., Targ., and all the old versions, in favour of the

same rendering of the threefold D5<, especially since it cor-

responds to the circumstances of the case.

14 Hearhen unto this, Job

;

Stand still arid consider the wonderful works of God

!
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15 Dost thou know when God designeth

To cause the light of His clouds to shine f

16 Dost thou understand the balancings of the clouds,

The wondrous things of Him who is perfect in knowledge ?

Job is to stand still, instead of dictating to God, in order

to draw from His wondrous acts in nature a conclusion with

reference to his mystery of suffering. In ver. loa 3 VT^ does

not, as ch. xxxv. 15 (Ew. § 217, S. 557), belong together,

but 3 is the temporal Beth. D^b> is equivalent to i3? ^"''^ (vid.

on ch. xxxiv. 23) ; Qn'»^jr does not refer to nis^s: (Hirz.) or

the phenomena of the storm (Ew.), but is intended as neuter

(as D3 ch. xxxvi. 31, Qi^S xxii. 21), and finds in ver. Ibh its

distinctive development: "the light of His clouds" is their

effulgent splendour. Without further support, ?y Vy^ is to

have knowledge concerning anything, ver. 16a; '''^?3p is also

air. yeyp. It is unnecessary to consider it as wrongly written

from ''^"iSOj ch. xxxvi. 29, or as from it by change of letter (as

nijp^X r::r ni3»n«j Isa. xiii. 22). The verb D^3 signifies to make

level, prepare (viz. a way, also weakened : to take a certain

way, Prov. v. 6), once : to weigh, Ps. Iviii. 3, as denom. from

Dps, a balance (and indeed a steelyard, statera), which is

thus mentioned as the means of adjustment. '''^'^P^ accord-

ingly signifies either, as synon. of vipti'b (thus the Midrash,

vid. Jalkut, § 522), weights (the relations of weight), or even

equipoised balancings (Aben-Ezra, Kimchi, and others), Lat.

quomodo lihrentur nidjes in aere} nispstp is also a word that

does not occur elsewhere ; in like manner V'^. belongs exclu-

^ The word is therefore a metaphor taken from the balance, and it may

be observed that the Syro-Arabic, on account of the most extensive appli-

cation of the balance, is unusually rich in such metaphors. Moreover, the

Arabic has no corresponding noun : the teflh (a balance) brought forward

by Ges. in his Thes. and HandwUrterhuch from Schindler's Pentaglotton,

is a word devoid of all evidence from original sources and from the

modern usage of the language, in this signification.
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sively to Eliliu. God is called Cy^ D''»^l (comp. cli. xxxvl. 4)

as the Omniscient One, whose knowledge is absolute as to

its depth as well as its circumference.

17 Thou ivJiose (jarments become hot,

When the land is sultry from the south

:

18 Dost thou loith Him spread out the shy.

The strong, as it were molten, mirror'?

19 Let us knoio what loe shall say to Him !—
We can arrange nothing by reason of dai-kness.

20 Shall it be told Him that I speaJc,

Or shall one wish to be destroyed?

Most expositors connect ver. 17a with ver. 16 : (Dost

thou know) how it comes to pass that . . . ; but it?'?? after

yT" signifies quod, Ex. xi. 1, not quomodo, as it sometimes

occurs in a comparing antecedent clause, instead of "IK^SO,

Ex. xiv. 13, Jer. xxxiii. 22. We therefore translate : thou

whose . . .,—connecting this, however, not with ver. 16 (yid.

e.g. Carey), but as Bolduc. and Ew., with ver. 18 (where n

before J?^?"!^ is then the less missed) : thou who, when the

land (the part of the earth where thou art) keeps rest, i.e. in

sultriness, when oppressive heat comes (on this Hiph. vid.

Ges. § 53, 2) from the south (i.e. by means of the currents

of air which come thence, without Di"l"^ signifying directly

the south wind),—thou who, when this happens, canst endure

so little, that on the contrary the heat from without becomes

perceptible to thee through thy clothes : dost thou now and

then with Him keep the sky spread out, which for firmness is

like a molten mirror? Elsewhere the hemispheric firma-

ment, which spans *the earth with its sub-celestial waters, is

likened to a clear sapphire Ex. xxiv. 10, a covering Ps. civ. 2,

a gauze Isa. xl. 22 ; the comparison with a metallic mirror

(pV^O here not from pvi, ver. 10, ch. xxxvi. 16, but from PV^)

is therefore to be understood according to Petavius ; Coslum
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aereum crrepicofjia dicitur non a naturcB propria conditione, sed

ah effectu, quod perinde aquas separet, ac si mums esset solid-

issimus. Also in ypin lies the notion both of firmness and

thinness ; the primary notion (root p")) is to beat, make thick,

stipare (j-J^j to stop up in the sense of resarcire, e.g. to mend
stockings), to make thick by pressure. The h joined with

ypin is nota ace. ; we must not comp. ch. viii. 8, xxi. 22, as

well as ch. v. 2, xix. 3.

Therefore : As God is the only Creator (ch. ix. 8), so He
is the all-provident Preserver of the world—make us know
(^jynirij according to the text of the Babylonians, Keri of

"'^V."'1^'"') what we shall say to Him, viz. in order to show that

we can cope with Him ! "We cannot arrange, viz. anything

whatever (to be explained according to r?P Tl'^, ch, xxxii. 14,

comp. "to place," ch. xxxvi. 19), by reason of darkness, viz.

the darkness of our understanding, o-koto^ tt}? Btavota<i ; V.?'?

is much the same as ch. xxiii. 17, but different from ch.

xvii. 12, and ^K-'n different from both passages, viz. as it is

often used in the New Testament, of intellectual darkness

(comp. Eccl. ii. 14, Isa. Ix. 2). The meaning of ver. 20

cannot now be mistaken, if, with Hirz., Hahn, and Schlottm.,

we call to mind ch. xxxvi. 10 in connection with ''2 I^Nl : can

I, a short-sighted man, enshrouded in darkness, wish that

wdiat I have arrogantly said concerning and against Him
may be told to God, or should one earnestly desire ("^P^, a

modal per/., as ch. xxxv. 15^) that (an jusserit s. dixerit quis

ut) he may be swallowed up, i.e. destroyed (comp. 1J/v3?, ch.

ii. 3)? He would, by challenging a recognition of his un-

becoming arguing about God, desire a tribunal that would be

destructive to himself.
*

21 Although one seeth not now the sunlight

Jliat is bright in the ethereal heights

:

A wind passeth hy and cleareth them up.
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22 Gold is brought from the north,—
Above Eloali is terrible majesty.

23 The Almighty, lohom loe cannot find out.

The excellent in strength.

And right and justice He perverteth not.

24 Therefore men regard Him loith reverence,

He hath no regard for all the wise of heart

He who censures God's actions, and murmurs against God,

injures himself—how, on the contrary, would a patiently

submissive waiting on Him be rewarded ! This is the con-

nection of thought, by which this final strophe is attached to

what precedes. If we have drawn the correct conclusion

from ch. xxxvii. 1, that Elihu's description of a storm is

accompanied by a storm which was coming over the sky,

nnyij -with which the speech, as ch. xxxv. 15, draws towards

the close, is not to be understood as purely conclusive, but

temporal : And at present one does not see the light (nix of

the sun, as ch. xxxi. 26) which is bright in the ethereal heights

(^^^3 again a Hebr.-Arab. word, comp. bdhir, outshining, sur-

passing, especially of the moon, when it dazzles with its

brightness)
;
yet it only requires a breath of wind to pass over

it, and it clears it, i.e. brings the ethereal sky with the sun-

light to view. Elihu hereby means to say that the God who

is hidden only for a time, respecting whom one runs the risk

of being in perplexity, can suddenly unveil Himself, to our

surprise and confusion, and that therefore it becomes us to

bow humbly and quietly to His present mysterious visitation.

With respect to the removal of the clouds from the beclouded

sun, to which ver, 21 refers, 3riT, ver. 22a, seems to signify

the gold of the sun ; esh-shemsu bi-tibrin, the sun is gold,

says Abulola. Oriental and Classic literature furnishes a

large number of instances in support of this calling the sun-

shine gold ; and it should not perplex us here, where we have
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an Arablziiig Hebrew poet before us, that not a single

passage can be brought forward from the Old Testament

literature. But pssfD is ao;ainst this fio-urative renderino- of

the 3ni (LXX. ve(f>r) y^pva-avyovvra). In Ezek. i. 4 there

is good reason for the storm-clouds, which unfold from

their midst the glory of the heavenly Judge, who rideth

upon the cherubim, coming from the north ; but wherefore

should Elihu represent the sun's golden light as breaking

through from the north? On the other hand, in the con-

ception of the ancients, the north is the proper region for

gold : there griffins (ypviri'i) guard the gold-pits of the

Arimaspian mountains (Herod, iii. 116); there, from the

narrow pass of the Caucasus along the Gordyajan moun-

tains, gold is dug by barbarous races (Pliny, h. n, vi. 11),

and among the Scythians it is brought to light by the ants

(i^. xxxiii. 4). Egypt could indeed provide itself with gold

from Ethiopia, and the Phoenicians brought the gold of

Ophir, already mentioned in the book of Job, from India

;

but the north was regarded as the fabulously most productive

chief mine of gold ; to speak more definitely : Northern Asia,

with the Altai mountains.^ Thus therefore ch. xxviii. 1, 6

is to be compared here.

What Job describes so grandly and minutely in ch. xxviii.,

viz. that man lays bare the hidden treasures of the earth's

interior, but that the wisdom of God still transcends him, is

here expressed no less grandly and compendiously : From

the north cometh gold, which man wrests from the darkness

of the gloomy unknown region of the north (pa^, ^0(^09, from

]-})i, cogn. |DD, "iDD,^ via. p. 53, note, comp. p. 11, note); upon

^ Vid. the art. Gold, S. 91, 101, iii Ersch and Gruber. The Indian

traditions concerning Uttaraguru (the "High Mountain"), and concern-

ing the northern seat of the god of wealth Kiivera, have no connection

here ; on their origin comp. Lassen, Indische Altcrthumskunde, i. 8-48.

2 The verb nav, ohducere, does not belong here, but to DDi*, and signi-

fies properly to flatten (as yp"), to make thin and thick by striking),
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Eloab, on the contrary, is terrible majesty (not genitival

:

terror of majesty, Ew. § 293, c), i.e. it covers Him like a

garment (Ps. civ. 1), making Him inaccessible (lin, glory as

resounding praise, vid. on cli. xxxix. 20, like 1133 as imposing

dignity). The beclouded sun, ver. 21 said, has lost none of

_''*"' the intensity of its light, although man has to wait for the

• ' removing of the clouds to behold it again. So, when God's

doings are mysterious to us, we have to wait, without murmur-

ing, for His solution of the mystery. While from the north

comes gold—ver. 22 continues—which is obtained by laying-

bare the interior of the northern mountains, God, on the

other hand, is surrounded by inaccessibly terrible glory : the

Almighty—thus ver. 23 completes the thought towards which

ver. 22 tends—we cannot reach, the Great in power, i.e. the

nature of the Absolute One remains beyond us, the counsel

of the Almighty impenetrable ; still we can at all times be

certain of this, that what He does is ria;ht and ffood :
" Rirfit

and the fulness of justice ("3^"! according to the Masora, not

"3ni) He perverteth not." The expression is remarkable

:

L33l/'P n3y is, like the Talmudic p. njy^ equivalent elsewhere

to tas'i^b ntpn ; and that He does not pervert ni^nv"3\ affirms

that justice in its whole compass is not perverted by Him

;

His acts are therefore perfectly and in every way consistent

with it: '^i^*]^*"^'^ is the abstract, to "i^3D pnv, ch. xxxiv. 17,

therefore summa justitia. One may feel tempted to draw

tost^ai to na t^'-r^^, and to read n-]*! according to Prov. xiv. 29

instead of 3ni, but the expression gained by so doing is still

more difficult than the combination nsy K7 . . . t22^D)
; not

merely difficult, however, but putting a false point in place

of a correct one, is the reading n:y|'_ ah (LXX., Syr., Jer.),

comp. «iU^, to strike on something flat (whence el-musdfaha^ the salu-

tation by striking the hand), and j-L?, to strike with the flat hand on

anything, therefore diducendo ohducere.

VOL. II. U
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according: to which Hirz. translates : He answers not, i.e.

gives no account to man. The accentuation rightly divides

ver. 23 into two halves, the second of which begins with

tast^oi—a significant Waw, on which J. H. Michaelis observes

:

Placide invicem in Deo conspirant injinita ejus 'poteiitia et

justitia quce in hominihus scepe disjuncta sunt. ^le^^T'^T^

Elihu closes with the practical inference : Therefore men, y.^>VH

viz. of the right sort, of sound heart, uncorrupted and un-

affected, fear Him (^'^^5^7.''. vercntur eiwiy not ^n^X*]^^ veremini

eum) ; He does not see (regard) the w'ise of heart, i.e. those

who imagine themselves such and are proud of their 3^", their

understanding. The qui sihi videntur (Jer.) does not lie in

2b (comp. Isa. v. 21), but in the antithesis. Stick, and others

render falsely : Whom the aggregate of the over-wise beholds

not, which would be ^3^?"i''. God is the subj. as in ch. xxviii. 24,

xxxiv. 21, comp. xli. 26. The assonance of inisn"' and ntsi"',

which also occurs frequently elsewhere (e.g. ch. vi. 21), we

have sought to reproduce in the translation.

In this last speech also Elihu's chief aim (ch. xxxvi. 2-4)

is to defend God against Job's charge of injustice. He shows

how omnipotence, love, and justice are all found in God.

When judging of God's omnipotence, we are to beware of

censuring Him who is absolutely exalted above us and our

comprehension ; when judging of God's love, v,e are to beware

of interpreting His afflictive dispensations, which are designed

for our well-being, as the persecution of an enemy; when

judging of His justice, we are to beware of maintaining our

own righteousness at the cost of the Divine, and of thus

avoiding the penitent humbling of one's self under His well-

meant chastisement. The twofold peculiarity of Elihu's

speeches comes out in this fourth as prominently as in the

first : (1) They demand of Job penitential submission, not by

accusing him of coarse common sins as the three have done,

but because even the best of men suffer for hidden moral
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defects, which must be perceived by them in order not to

perish on account of them. Elihu here does for Job just

Avliat in Bunyan (Pilgrinis Progress) the man in the Inter-

preter's house does, when he sweeps the room, so that Chris-

tian had been ahnost choked with the dust that flew about.

Then (2) they teach that God makes use of just such suffer-

ings, as Job's now are, in order to bring man to a knowledge

of his hidden defects, and to bless him the more abundantly

if he wdll be saved from them : that thus the sufferings of

those who fear God are a wholesome medicine, disciplinary

chastenings, and saving warnings ; and that therefore true,

not merely feigned, piety must be proved in the school of

affliction by earnest self-examination, remorseful self-accusa-

tion, and humble submission.

Elihu therefore in this agrees with the rest of the book,

that he frees Job's affliction from the view which accounts it

the evil-doer's punishment (vid. ch. xxxii. 3). On the other

hand, however, he nevertheless takes up a position apart from

the rest of the book, by making Job's sin the cause of his

affliction ; while in the idea of the rest of the book Job's afflic-

tion has nothing whatever to do with Job's sin, except in so

far as he allows himself to be drawn into sinful language

concerning God by the conflict of temptation into which the

affliction plunges him. For after Jehovah has brought Job

over this his sin. He acknowledges His servant (ch. xlii. 7)

to be in the right, against the three friends : his affliction is

really not a merited affliction, it is not a result of retributive

justice; it also had not chastisement as its design, it Avas an

enigma, under which Job should have bowed humbly without

striking against it— a decree, into the purpose of which the

prologue permits us an insight, which however remains unex-

plained to Job, or is only explained to him so far as the issue

teaches him that it should be to him the way to a so much the

more glorious testimony on the part of God Himself.
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With tliat criticism of Job, which the speeches of Jehovah

consummate, the criticism which Hes before us in the speeches

of Elihu is irreconcilable. The older poet, in contrast with

the false doctrine of retribution, entirely separates sin and

punishment or chastisement in the affliction of Job, and

teaches that there is an affliction of the righteous, which is

solely designed to prove and te_st them. His thema, not

Elihu's (as Simson^ with Hengstenberg thinks), is the mystery

of the Cross. For the Cross according to its proper notion

is suffering eve/cev SLKaioavvr]^ (or what in New Testament

language is the same, eveKev Xpiarov). Elihu, however,

leaves sin and suffering together as inseparable, and opposes

the false doctrine of retribution by the distinction between dis-

ciplinary chastisement and judicial retribution. The Elihu

section, as I have shown elsewhere,^ has sprung from the

endeavour to moderate the bewildering boldness with which

the older poet puts forth his idea. The writer has felt in

connection with the book of Job what every Christian must

feel. Such a maintaining of his own righteousness in the

face of friendly exhortations to penitence, as we perceive it

in Job's speeches, is certainly not possible where " the dust

of the room has flown about." The friends have only failed

in this, that they made Job more and more an evil-doer de-

servedly undergoing punishment. Elihu points him to vain-

glorying, to carnal security, and in the main to those defects

from which the most godly cannot and dare not claim exemp-

tion. It is not contrary to the spirit of the drama that Job

holds his peace at these exhortations to penitence. The

similarly expressed admonition to penitence with which Eli-

phaz, ch. iv. sq., begins, has not effected it. In the meanwhile,

however. Job is become more softened and composed, and in

remembrance of his unbecoming language concerning God,

1 Zur Kritik des B. Hiob, 1861, S. 34.

2 Vid. Herzog's Real-EncyJdopudie, art. Hiob, S. 119.
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lie must feel that he has forfeited the right of defending

himself. Nevertheless this silent Job is not altogether the

same as the Job who, in ch. xl. and xlii., forces himself to

keep silence, whose former testimony concerning himself, and

whose former refusal of a theodicy which links sin and calamity

together, Jehovah finally sets His seal to.

On the other hand, however, it must be acknowledged, that

what the introduction to Elihu's speeches, ch. xxxii. 1-5, sets

before us, is consistent with the idea of the whole, and that such

a section as the introduction leads one to expect, may be easily

understood really as a member of the whole, which carries

forward the dramatic development of this idea ; for this very

reason one feels urged to constantly new endeavours, if pos-

sible, to understand these speeches as a part of the original

form. But they are without I'esult, and, moreover, many

other considerations stand in our way to the desired goal

;

especially, that Elihu is not mentioned in the epilogue, and

that his speeches are far behind the artistic perfection of the

rest of the book. It is true the writer of these speeches has,

in common with the rest of the book, a like Hebrseo-Arabic,

and indeed Hauranitish style, and like mutual relations to

earlier and later writings ; but this is explained from the

consideration that he has completely blended the older book

with himself (as the points of contact of the fourth speech

with ch. xxviii. and the speeches of Jehovah, show), and that

to all appearance he is a fellow-countryman of the older poet.

There are neither linguistic nor any other valid reasons in

favour of assigning it to a much later period. He is the

second issuer of the book, possibly the first, who brought to

light the hitherto hidden treasure, enriched by his own inser-

tion, which is inestimable in its relation to the history of the

perception of the plan of redemption.

We now call to mind that in the last (according to our
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view) stroplie of Job's last speech, ch. xxxi. 35-37, Job de-

sires, yea challenges, the divine decision between himself and

his opponents. His opponents have explained his affliction

as the punishment of the just God ; he, however, is himself so

certain of his innocence, and of his victory over divine and

human accusation, that he will bind the indictment of his

opponents as a crown upon his brow, and to God, whose hand

of punishment supposedly rests upon him, will he render an

account of all his steps, and ^o forth as a prince to meet

Him. That he considers himself a pn^* is in itself not cen-

surable, for he is such : but that he (is DNI^XD yC2^ p"i^*0, i.e^

considers himself to be righteous in opposition to God, who

is now angry with him and punishes him ; that he maintains

his own righteousness to the prejudice of the Divine ; and

that by maintaining his own right, places the Divine in the

shade,—all this is explainable as the result of the false idea

which he entertains of his affliction, and in which he is

strengthened by the friends ; but there is need of censure and

penitence. For since by His nature God can never do wrong,

all human wrangling before God is a sinful advance against

the mystery of divine guidance, under which he should rather

humbly bow. But we have seen that Job's false idea of God

as his enemy, whose conduct he cannot apknowledge as just,

does not fill his whole soul. The night of temptation in which

he is enshrouded, is broken in upon by gleams of faith, in

connection with which God appears to him as his Vindicator

and Redeemer. Flesh and spirit, nature and grace, delusion

and faith, are at war within hira. These two elements are

constantly more definitely separated in the course of the con-

troversy ; but it is not yet come to the victory of faith over

delusion, the two lines of conception go unreconciled side by

side in Job's soul. The last monologues issue on the one side

in the humble confession that God's wisdom is unsearchable,

and the fear of God is the share of wisdom appointed to man;
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on the other side, in the defiant demand that God may answer

for his defence of himself, and the vaunting offer to give Him
an account of all his steps, and also then to enter His presence

with the high feeling of a prince. If now the issue of the

drama is to be this, that God really reveals Himself as Job's

Vindicator and Redeemer, Job's defiance and boldness must

be previously punished in order that lowliness and submission

may attain the victory over them. God cannot acknowledge

Job as His servant before he penitently acknowledges as such

the sinful weakness under which he has proved himself to be

God's servant, and so exhibits himself anew in his true cha-

racter which cherishes no known sin. This takes place when

Jehovah appears, and in language not of wrath but of loving-

condescension, and yet earnest reproof, He makes the Titan

quite puny in his own eyes, in order then to exalt him who is

outwardly and inwardly humbled.

THE UNRAVELMENT IN THE CONSCIOUSNESS.

—

CHAP. XXXVIII. -XLII. G.

The First Speech of Jehovah, and JoVs Ansiuer.—
Chap, xxxviii.-xl. 5.

Schema : 4. S. 8. 8. 12. 12. 6. G. 10. 7. |
8. 8. 8. 12. 15. 10.

|
2. 4.

[Then Jehovah answered Job out of the storm, and said
:]

2 Who then darl-eneth coimsel

With loords without knoivledge ?

3 Gird up now thy loins as a man :

I loill question thee, and inform thou me !

" May the Almighty answer me!" Job has said, ch. xxxi. 35;

He now really answers, and indeed out of the storm [Chethib,

according to a mode of writing occurring only here and ch.

xl. 6, mj?DnJD, arranged in two words by the Keri), which
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is generally the forerunner of His self-manifestation in the

Avorld, of that at least by which Pie reveals Himself in His

absolute awe-inspiring greatness and judicial grandeur. The

art. is to be understood generically, but, with respect to

Elihu's speeches, refers to the storm which has risen up in

the meanwhile. It is not to be translated : Who is he who

... 5 which ought to be T'^'nrrin, but : Wlio then is darken-

ino;; Ht makes the interroajative ''^ more vivid and demon-

strative, Ges. § 122, 2 ; the part. ^^P'H^ (instead of which it

might also be "^''P^'i"'!) favours the assumption that Job has

uttered such words immediately before, and is interrupted

by Jehovah, without an intervening speaker having come

forward. It is intentionally nyy for 'n^'y (comp. Dy for "'Oy,

Isa. xxvi. 11), to describe that which is spoken of according

to its quality : it is nothing less than a decree or plan full

of purpose and connection which Job darkens, i.e. distorts

by judging it falsely, or, as we say: places in a false light,

and in fact by meaningless words.

^

When now Jehovah condescends to negotiate with Job

by question and answer. He does not do exactly what Job

wished (ch. xiii. 22), but something different, of which Job

never thought. He surprises him with questions which are

intended to bring him indirectly to the consciousness of the

wrong and absurdity of his challenge— questions among

which "there are many which the natural philosophy of the

present day can frame more scientifically, but cannot satis-

factorily solve."^ Instead of I3p3 (the received reading of

Ben-Ascher), Ben-Naphtali's text offered J3 (as Ezek. xvii.

10), in order not to allow two so similar, aspirated mutce to

come too;etlier.

1 The correct accentuation is ']''5i'n^ '"'ith 3IercJia, nvy with Athiach,

\>))^2 with Itehia mugrasch^ i[?3 (without 'Malckepli) with ]\Iunacli.

" Alex. V. Humboldt, Kosmos, ii. 48 (1st edition), comp. Tholuck,

Verminchte Schri/len, i. ooi.
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4 Where toast thou lolien I estallished the earth?

Say, if thou art capable ofjudging !

5 Who hath determined, its measure, if thou Jcnowest it,

Or loho hath stretched the measuring line over it ?

6 Upon ivhat are the bases of its pillars sunk in,

Or ivho hath laid its corner-stone,

7 When the morning stars sang together

And all the sons of God shouted for joy?

The examination begins similarly to ch. xv. 7 sq. In oppo-

sition to the censurer of God as such the friends were right,

although only negatively, since their conduct was based on

self-delusion, as though they were in possession of the key

to the mystery of the divine government of the world. V^l

n3"'3 signifies to understand how to judge, to possess a com-

petent understanding, 1 Chron. xii. 32, 2 Chron. ii. 12, or

(j/T* taken not in the sense of novisse, but cognoscere) to

appropriate to one's self, Prov. iv. 1, Isa. xxix. 24. "'3, ver.

5a, interchanges with Ci5;s (comp. ver. ISb), for VV^ ''3 signi-

fies : suppose that thou knowest it, and this si forte scias is

almost equivalent to an forte scis, Prov. xxx. 4. The found-

ing of the earth is likened altogether to that of a building

constructed by man. The question : upon what are the

bases of its pillars or foundations sunk (y3D, -«_aL;, according

to its radical signification, to press with something flat upon

something, comp. ^j^, to lay two flat things on one another,

then both to form or stamp by pressure, vid. i. 377, note,

and to press into soft pliant stuff, or let down into, immergere,

or to sink into, immergi), points to the fact of the earth

hanging free in space, ch. xxvi. 7. Then no human being

was present, for man was not yet created ; the angels, how-

ever, beheld with rejoicing the founding of the place of the

future human family, and the mighty acts of God in ac-

cordance with the decree of His love (as at the building of
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the temple, the laying of the foundation, Ezra iii. 10, and

the setting of the head-stone, Zech. iv. 7, were celebrated),

for the angels were created before the visible world {Psycliol.

S. 63; Genesis, S. 105), as is indeed not taught here, but

still {vid. on the other hand, Plofnianu, Schrifthew. i. 400)

is assumed. For ^'''^^^, \^? are, as in ch. i. ii., the angels, who

proceeded from God by a mode of creation which is likened

to begetting, and who with Him form one TraTpid (^Genesis,

S. 121). The "morning stars," however, are mentioned in

connection with them, because between the stars and the

angels, which are both comprehended in n''Dtrn Nnv (^Genesis,

S. 128), a mysterious connection exists, which is manifoldly

attested in Holy Scripture (yid. on the other hand, Hofm. ib.

S. 318). li?3 3313 is the morning star which in Isa. xiv. 12

is called ?T\} (as extra-bibl. n^^) from its dazzling light, which

exceeds all other stars in brightness, and "in^'in^ son of the

dawn, because it swims in the dawn as though it were born

from it. It was just the dawn of the world coming into being,

which is the subject spoken of, that gave rise to the mention

of the morning star ; the jj/wr., however, does not mean the

stars which came into being on that morning of the world

collectively (Hofm., Schlottm.), but Lucifer with the stars

his peers, as DY??, Isa. xiii. 10, Orion and the stars his peers.

J-v^-j (Canopus) is used similarly as a generic name for

stars of remarkable brilliancy, and in general sidiel is to the

nomads and the Hauranitcs the symbol of what is brilliant,

glorious, and beautiful;^ so that even the beings of light of

the first rank among the celestial spirits might be understood

by "ipn ""^Sis. But if this ought to be the meaning, ver. la

'^ A man or woman of great beauty is called SuhtU, suheUJe. Thus I

lieaixl a Haviranitisli woman say to lier companion : naliur cl-jom 7ieda,

shift ledscli (ci-l) trahid SuMU, To-day is dew, I saw a Suhell, i.e. a

very handsome man, for tliee.

—

Wetzst.
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and lb would be in an inverted order. They are actual

stars, whether it is intended of the sphere belonging to the

earth or to the higher sphere comprehended in D''DC'n, Gen.

i. 1. Joy and light are reciprocal notions, and the scale of

the tones of joy is likened to the scale of light and colours

;

therefore the fulness of light, in which the morning stars

shone forth all together at the founding of the earth, may

symbolize one grandly harmonious song of joy.

8 And \xv1io\ shut up the sea toith doorsy

When it broke through, issued from the toomb,

9 When Iput clouds round it as a garment,

And thick mist as its swaddling clothes,

10 And J broke for it my bound,

And set bars and doors,

11 Arid said: Hitherto come, and no further,

And here be thy p)'i^oud xoaves stayed! ?

The state of inm inn was the first half, and the state of

Dinn the second half of the primeval condition of the forming

earth. The question does not, however, refer to the Dinn, in

which the waters of the sky and the waters of the earth were

as yet not separated, but, passing over this intermediate con-

dition of the forming earth, to the sea, the waters of which

God shut up as by means of a door and bolt, when, first

enshrouded in thick mist (which has remained from that

time one of its natural peculiarities), and again and again

manifesting its individuality, it broke forth (n''3 of the foetus,

as Ps. xxii. 10) from the bowels of the, as yet, chaotic earth.

That the sea, in spite of tlie flatness of its banks, does not

flow over the land, is a work of omnipotence which broke

over it, i.e. restraining it, a fixed bound (ph as ch. xxvi. 10,

Prov. viii. 29, Jer. v. 22, = ?^3a, Ps. civ. 9), viz. the steep

and rugged walls of the basin of the sea, and which thereby

established a firm barrier behind which it should be kept.
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Instead of nbi, Josh, xviii. 8, ver. 116 has the Chethih Nb^.

'ph is to be understood with JT*:^^, and " one set " is equivalent

to the passive (Ges. § 137*) : let a bound be set (comp. T\'f,

Hos. vi. 11, which is used directly so) against the proud

rising of thy waves.

12 Ilast thou in thy life commanded a morning,

Caused the dawn to hioio its place,

13 That it may take hold of the ends of the earth,

So that the evil-doers are shaken under it ?

14 That it changeth like the clay of a signet-ring,

And everything fashioneth itself as a garment.

15 Their light is removed from the evil-doers,

And the out-stretched arm is broken.

The dawn of the morning, spreading out from one point,

takes hold of the carpet of the earth as it were by the

edges, and shakes off from it the evil-doers, who had laid

themselves to rest upon it the night before, "ip, combining

in itself the significations to thrust and to shake, has the

latter here, as in the Arab, naura, a water-wheel, which fills

its compartments below in the river, to empty them out

above. Instead of in^ nriy'nj; with He otians, the Keri sub-

stitutes inii'n njJT. The earth is the subj. to ver. 14a : the

dawn is like the signet-ring, whicli stamps a definite impress

on the earth as the clay, the forms wdiich floated in the

darkness of the night become visible and distinguishable.

The subj. to ver. lAh are not morning and dawn (Schult.),

still less the ends of the earth (Ew. with the conjecture:

IVTrT", " they become dazzlingly white "), but the single ob-

jects on the earth : the light of morning gives to everything

its peculiar garb of light, so that, hitherto overlaid by a uni-

form darkness, they now come forth independently, they

gradually appear in their variegated diversity of form and

hue. In C'>ab iD3, ^\:^ is conceived as accusative (Arab, kemd
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lihdsan, or tliauban), while in tJ'in^j (Ps. civ. G, insiar vestis)

it would be genitive. To the end of the strophe everythino-

is under the logical government of the 7 of purpose in ver.

13a. The light of the evil-doers is, according to ch. xxiv. 17,

the darkness of the night, which is for them in connection

with their works what the light of day is for other men.

The sunrise deprives them, the enemies of light in the true

sense (ch. xxiv, 13), of this light joer antiphrasin, and the

carrying out of their evil work, already prepared for, is

frustrated. The y of D^yK'-i, vers. 13 and 15, is H'^l^n fy

\_Ayin suspensuin], which is explained accoi'ding to the Mid-

rash thus : the D^yc'i, now D''T'C'y (rich), become at a future

time n''U^ (poor) ; or : God deprives them of the py (light

of the eye), by abandoning them to the darkness which

they loved.

16 Hast tJioii reached the fountains of the sea,

And hast thou gone into the foundation of the deep ?

17 Were the gates of death unveiled to thee,

And didst thou see the gates of the realm of shades ?

18 Hast thou comprehended the breadth of the earth ?

Speak, in so far as thou hioicest all this !

19 Which is the ivay to xvdiere the light dioelleth,

And darkness, ivhere is its place,

20 That thou mightest bring it to its bound,

And that thou mightest know the paths of its house ?

21 Thou hiowest it, for then loast thou born,

And the number of thy days is great!—
The root 33 has the primary notion of obtruding itself

upon the senses {yid. Genesis, S. 635), whence 133 in Arabic

of a rising country that pleases the eye (nabaka, a hill, a hill-

side), and here (cognate in root and meaning yaj, Syr. Tal-

mud. 3?3, ^jj,, Isj^jj scatwire) of gushing and bubbling water.

Hitzig's conjecture, approved by Olsh,, "hi:, sets aside a word
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that is perfectly clear so far as the language is concerned.

On *ipn vid. on ch. xi. 7. The question put to Job in ver. 17,

he must, according to his own confession, cli. xxvi. 6, answer

in the negative. In order to avoid the collision of two

aspirates, the interrogative n is wanting before wyann, E\v.

§ 324, h; "ly pnnn signifies, according to ch. xxxii. 12, to

observe anything carefully ; the meaning of the question

therefore is, whether Job has given special attention to the

breadth of the earth, and whether he consequently has a

comprehensive and thorough knowledge of it. np3 refers

not to the earth (Hahn, Olsh., and others), but, as neuter, to

the preceding points of interrogation. The questions, v^er. 19,

refer to the principles of light and darkness, i.e. their final

causes, whence they come forth as cosmical phenomena.

"iit<"J3:i'^_ is a relative clause, Ges. § 123, 3, c; the noun that

governs (the Regens) this virtual genitive, which ought in

Arabic to be without the art. as being determined by the

regens, is, according to the Hebrew syntax, which is freer in

this respect, X}"^}^ (comp. Ges. § 110, 2). That which is said

of the bound of darkness, i.e. the furthest point at which

darkness passes away, and the paths to its house, applies also

to the light, Avhich the poet perhaps has even prominently

(comp. ch. xxiv. 13) before his mind : light and darkness

have a first cause which is inaccessible to man, and beyond

his power of searching out. The admission in ver. 21 is

ironical : Verily ! thou art as old as the beginning of crea-

tion, when light and darkness, as powers of nature which are

distinguished and bounded the one by the other (yid. ch.

xxvi. 10), Avere introduced into the rising world ; thou art as

old as the world, so that thou hast an exact knowledge of its

and thine own cotemporancous origin {yid. ch. xv. 7). On
the fut. joined with TX regularly in the signification of the

aoiist, vid. Ew. § 134, b. The attraction in connection

with "I5p» is like ch. xv. 20, xxi. 21.
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22 Hast thou reached the treasures of the snoio,

Arid didst thou see the treasures of the hail,

23 Which I have reserved for a time of trouble,

For the day of battle and war ?

24 Which is the loay -where the light is divided,

Where the east ivind is scattered over the earth ?

25 Who divideth a course for the rain-flood

And the loay of the lightning of thunder,

26 Tliat it raineth on the land luhere no one divelleth,

On the tenantless steppe,

27 To satisfy the desolate and the toaste,

And to cause the tender shoot of the grass to spring forth?

The idea in ver. 22 is not that—as for instance the peasants

of Memn, four liours' journey from Damascus, garner up the

winter snow in a cleft of the rock, in order to convey it to

Damascus and the towns of the coast in the hot months—God

treasures up the snow and hail above to cause it to descend

according to opportunity. Hh^k (comp. Ps. cxxxv. 7) are the

final causes of these phenomena which God has created—the

form of the question, the design of which (which must not be

foro-otten) is ethical, not scientific, is regulated according to

the infancy of the perception of natural phenomena among the

ancients ; but at the same time in accordance with the poet's

task, and even, as here, in the choice of the agents of destruc-

tion, not merely hail, but also snow, according to the scene of

the incident. Wetzstein has in his possession a writing of

Muhammed el-Chaifib el-Bosrawi, in which he describes a

fearful fall of snow in Hauran, by which, in February 1860,

innumerable herds of sheep, goats, and camels, and also many

human beings perished.-^ ""V"^^ might, according to ch.

1 Since the Hauranites say of snow as of fire : jahr/k, it bums (hrCdant

in French is also used of extreme cold), cli. i. 16 might also be understood

of a fall of snov/ ; but the tenor of the words there requires it to be

understood of actual fire.
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xxiv. 1, xix. 11, signify a time of judgment for the oppressor,

i.e. adversary ; but it is better to be understood according to

ch. xxxvi. 1 6, xxi. 30, a time of distress : heavy falls of snow

and tempestuous hail-storms bring hard times for men and

cattle, and sometimes decide a war as by a divine decree

(Josh. X. 11, comp. Isa. xxviii. 17, xxx. 30, Ezek. xiii. 13).

In ver. 24a it is not, as in ver. 19a, the place whence light

issues, but the mode of the distribution of light over the

earth, that is intended ; as in ver. 246, the laws according to

which the east wind flows forth, i.e. spreads over the earth.

"liX is not lightning (Schlottm.), but light in general: light

and wind (instead of which the east wind is particularized,

vid. p. 77) stand together as being alike untraceable in their

courses. T??}, se diffundere, as Ex. v. 12, 1 Sam. xiii. 8,

Ges. § 53, 2. In ver. 25a the descent of torrents of rain

inundating certain regions of the earth is intended—this

earthward direction assigned to the water-spouts is likened to

an aqueduct coming downwards from the sky—and it is only

in ver. 25Z/, as in ch. xxviii. 26, that the words have reference

to the lightning, which to man is untraceable, flashing now

here, now there. This guiding of the rain to chosen parts of

the earth extends also to the tenantless steppe. t^''N"N? (for

N?3) is virtually an adj. {vid. on ch. xii. 24). The superlative

combination T\'^'^^'^ 7\\^u (from Ni^ = nxa'j to be desolate, and

to give forth a heavy dull sound, i.e. to sound desolate, vid.

on ch. xxxvii. 6), as ch. xxx. 3 (which see). Not merely for

the purposes of His rule among men does God direct the

changes of the weather contrary to human foresight; His

care extends also to regions where no human habitations are

found.

28 Hath the fain a father,

Or loho hcgetteth the drops of deio ?

29 Out of whose icornb cometh the ice forth.
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And tvho hringetli forth the hoar-frost of heaven ?

30 The loaters become hard like stone,

And the face of the deep is rolled together.

Rain and dew have no created father, ice and hoar-frost

no created mother. The parallelism in both instances shows

that Ivin "•» asks after the one who beo;ets, and i'li'"' "'0 the

one who bears (vid. Hupfeld on Ps. ii. 7). IP? is uterus, and

meton. (at least in Arabic) progenies titeri ; ex utero cujus is

•"p pnDj in distinction from 1^2 nnxp^ ex quo utero. ^^"')>}^

is excellently translated by the LXX., Codd. Vat. and Sin.,

l3o3kov<i (with Oinega) Spocrov', Ges. and Schlottm. correct to

/SoXovi, but ^(x)\o^ signifies not merely a clod, but also a

lump and a ball. It is the particles of the dew holding-

together (LXX., Cod. Alex. : avvo^a^ Kal ^co. Sp.) in a

globular form, from ?^^, which does not belong to ^?|, but to

iJ-:>-\,
retinere, II. colligere (whence agil, standing water,

ma"gal, a pool, pond) ;
vJN is constr., like ''.'?jy from ?}V. The

waters " hide themselves," by vanishing as fluid, therefore

:

freeze. The surface of the deep (LXX. aae^ov^, for which

Zwingli has in marg. a^uaaov) "takes hold of itself," or

presses together (comp. Arab, lekda, crowding, synon. hugum,

a striking against) by forming itself into a firm solid mass

(continuum, ch. xli. 9, comp. xxxvii. 10). Moreover, the

questions all refer not merely to the analysis of the visible

origin of the phenomena, but to their final causes.

31 Canst thou join the tioistings of the Pleiades,

Or loose the bands of Orion?

32 Canst thou bring forth the signs of the Zodiac at the right

time.

And canst thou guide the Bear with its children ?

33 Knoioest thou the laivs of heaven.

Or dost thou define its influence on the earth f

VOL. II. X
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That nisnyD here signifies the bindings or twistings (from

|1V = l^Vy ch. xxxi. 36) is placed beyond question by the

unanimous translations of the LXX. (Beafiov) and the Targ.

CT?^ = o'eipu'i), the testimony of the I^Iasora, according to

which the Avord here has a different signification from 1 Sam.

XV. 32, and the language of the Talmud, in which pij?0,

Kelim, c. 20, signifies the knots at the end of a mat, by

loosing which it comes to pieces, and Succa, V6b, the bands

(formed of rushes) with which willow-branches are fastened

together above in order to form a booth (succa) ; but ""JKID,

Sabbat, 33a, signifies a bunch of myrtle (to smell on the

Sabbath). nD''3 ni^H^D is therefore explained according to

the Persian comparison of the Pleiades with a bouquet of

jewels, mentioned on ch. ix. 9, and according to the compari-

son with a necklace (iqd-eth-thurajja), e.g. in Sadi in his

Gulistan, p. 8 of Graf's translation :
" as though the tops of

the trees were encircled by the necklace of the Pleiades."

The Arabic name thurajja (diminutive feminine of tharwdn)

probably signifies the richly-adorned, clustered constellation.

But i"'D''3 signifies without doubt the clustered group,^ and

Beigel (in Ideler, Sternnamen, S. 147) does not translate

badly : " Canst thou not arrange together the rosette of

^ The verb D13 is still in general use in the Piel (to heap up, form a

heap, part. muJcauwam^ heaped up) and Ilithpa. (to accumulate) in Syria,

and kom is any village desolated in days of yore whose stones form a

desolate heap [comp. Fleischer, De Glossis Hahichlianis, p. 41 sq.]. If,

according to Kamus, in old Jemanic Jdin in the sense of vmkdivim signifies

a confederate (synon. cJillt, gils), the nD"'2 would be a confederation,

or a heap, assemblage (coetus) of confederates. Perhaps the njD"'3 was

regarded as a troop of camels ; the Beduins at least call the star directly

before the seven-starred constellation of the Pleiades the hudi, i.e. the

singer riding before the procession, who cheers the camels by the sound of

the hadwa (nnn), and thereby urges them on.

—

Wetzst.

On TT^e/aBsf, which perhaps also bear this name as a compressed group

(figuratively fiorpv;) of several stars (ort xAs/oy; 6/^ov kcctcc owayuyv^v

tlat), vid. Kubn's Zeitschr, vi. 282-285.
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diamonds (cliain would be better) of the Pleiades'?" As to

7''p3, we firmly hold that it denotes Orion (according to which

the Greek versions translate 'flplcov, the Syriac gaboro, the

Targ. ^p^_ or ^^''?^, the Giant). Orion and the Pleiades are

visible in the Syrian sky longer in the year than with us, and

there they come about 17° higher above the horizon than

with us. Nevertheless the figure of a giant chained to the

heavens cannot be rightly shown to be Semitic, and it is

questionable whether ?''D3 is not rather, with Saad., Gecat.,

Abulwalid, and others, to be regarded as the Suhel, i.e. Cano-

pus, especially as this is placed as a sluggish helper (P''D3,

Hebr. a fool, Arab, the slothful one, ignavus) in mythical

relation to the constellation of the Bear, which here is called

^]V, as ch. ix. 9 ^'V, and is regarded as a bier, K^yj (even in

the present day this is the name in the towns and villages of

Syria), with the sons and daughters forming the attendants

upon the corpse of their father, slain by Gedi, the Pole-star.

Understood of Orion, nbK'D (with which CJvi.ua:, tenere, de-

tinere, is certainly to be compared) are the chains (dCgu<;,

compes), with which he is chained to the sky ; understood of

Suhel, the restraints which prevent his breaking away too

soon and reaching the goal.^ nhjp is not distinct from nv-TD^

^'In June 1860 I witnessed a quarrel in an encampment of Mo'gil-

Beduins, in which one accused the others of having rendered it possible

for the enemy to carry off his camels through their negligence ; and when
the accused assured him they had gone forth in pursuit of the marauders

soon after the raid, and only turned back at sunset, the man exclaimed

:

Ye came indeed to my assistance as Suhel to Gedi (7\TD J^TQ 'h DfiyiD

"'IJ??)- I asked my neighbour what the words meant, and was informed

they are a proverb which is very often used, and has its origin as follows :

The Gedi (i.e. the Pole-star, called inismdr, n^bVO, in Damascus) slew

the Na'sJi (C'p), and is accordingly encompassed every night by the

children of the slain Nash, who are determined to take vengeance on the

murderer. The sous (on which account poets usually say heiii instead of

bendt Nash) go first with the corpse of their father, and the daughters

follow. One of the latter is called walddm, a lying-in woman ; she has
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2 Kings xxiii. 5 (comp. Tl\^, "Thy star of fortune," on

Cilician coins), and denotes not the twenty-eight mendzil

(from Jp, to descend, turn in, lodge) of the moon,^ but the

twelve signs of the Zodiac, which were likewise imagined as

mendzil, i.e. lodging-houses or hurug, strongholds, in which

one after another the sun lodges as it describes the circle of

the year.^ The usage of the language transferred ^T» also to

the planets, which, because they lie in the equatorial plane of

the sun, as the sun (although more irregularly), run through

the constellations of the Zodiac. The question in ver. 32a

therefore means : canst thou bring forth the appointed zodi-

acal sign for each month, so that (of course with the variation

which is limited to about two moon's diameters by the daily

progress of the sun through the Zodiac) it becomes visible

after sunset and is visible before sunset ? On ver. 33 vicl. on

Gen. i. 14-19. "i^l^'O is construed after the analogy of 3 nnn,

ivy, ^^^ ; and Q]^f, as sing. (Ew. § 318, h).

only recently given birth to a child, and carries her cliild in her bosom,

and she is still pale from her lying-in. (The clear atmosphere of the

Syrian sl'.y admits of the child in the bosom of the walddne being distinctly

seen.) In order to give help to the Gedl in this danger, the Siihil appears

in the south, and struggles towards the north with a twinkling brightness,

but he has risen too late ; the night passes away ere he reaches his goal.

Later I frequently heard this story, which is generally known among the

Hauranites.

—

Wetzst.

"We add the following by way of explanation. The Pleiades encircle

the Pole-star as do all stars, since it stands at the axis of the sky, but

they are nearer to it than to Canopus by more than half the distance.

This star of the first magnitude culminates about three hours later than

the Pleiades, and rises, at the highest, only ten moon's diameters above

the horizon of Damascus—a significant figure, therefore, of ineffectual

endeavour.

^ Thus A. "Weber ui his Ahli. ilher die vediscTien NacliricTiten von den

naxatra (halting-places of the moon), 1860 (comp. Lit. CentrcdU. 1859,

col. 665), refuted by Steinschneider, Heir. BiUiographie^ 1861, Nr. 22,

S. 93 f.

2 The names "the Ram, the Bull," etc., are, according to Epiphanius,

0pp. i. p. 34 sq. (eJ. Pctav.)^ transferred from the Greek into the Jewish

astrology, vid. Wissenscliaft Kunst Judenthum, S. 220 f.
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34 Dost thou raise thy voice to the clouds

That an overflow of loaters may cover thee ?

35 Dost thou send forth lightnings, and they go,

And say to thee : Here toe are f

36 Who hath put loisdom in the reins,

Or who hath given understanding to the cock ?

37 Who numhereth the strata of the clouds ivith loisdom,

And the Lotties of heaven, who emptieth them,

38 When the dustfloios together into a mass.

And the clods cleave together ?

As ver. 25b was worded like cli. xxviii. 26, so ver. 346 is

worded like ch. xxii. 11 ; the T of *]D3n is dageshed in both

passages, as ch. xxxvi. 2, 18, Hab. ii. 17. AVhat Jehovah

here denies to the natural power of man is possible to the

power which man has by faith, as the history of Elijah shows

:

this, however, does not come under consideration here. In

proof of divine omnipotence and human feebleness, Elihu con-

stantly recurs to the rain and the thunder-storm with the light-

ning, which is at the bidding of God. Most moderns since

Schultens therefore endeavour, with great violence, to make
niriLD and '']^'^ mean meteors and celestial phenomena. Eichh.

(Hirz., Hahn) compares the Arabic name for the clouds,

tachd (tachiva), Ew. ^J, sunshine, with the former ; the

latter, whose root is nab' (nap), spectare, is meant to be some-

thing that is remarkable in the heavens : an atmospheric

phenomenon, a meteor (Hirz.), or a phenomenon caused by

light (Ew., Hahn), so that e.g. Umbr. translates :
" Who

hath put wisdom in the dark clouds, and given understand-

ing to the meteor'?" But the meaning which is thus extorted

from the words in favour of the connection borders closely

upon absurdity. Why, then, shall niriD, from n^D, i^^S^b,

oblinere, adipe obducere, not signify here, as in Ps. li. 8, the
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reins (embedded in a cushion of fat), and in fact as the seat

of the predictive faculty, like J^i^?, ch. xix. 27, as the seat of

the innermost longing for the future ; and particularly since

here, after the constellations and the influences of the stars

have just been spoken of, the mention of the gift of divina-

tion is not devoid of connection ; and, moreover, as a glance

at the next strophe shows, the connection which has been

hitherto firmly kept to is already in process of being resolved ?

If nino signifies the reins, it is natural to interpret '']^^ also

psychologically, and to translate the intellect (Targ. I., Syr.,

Arab.), or similarly (Saad., Gecat.), as Ges., Carey, Renan,

Schlottm. But there is another rendering handed down

which is worthy of attention, although not once mentioned

by Rosenm,, Hirz., Schlottm., or Halm, according to which

I'l^ti' signifies a cock, gallum. We read in h. Rosch ha-Schana,

26a : " When I came to Techum-Ken-Nishraja, R. Simeon

b. Lakish relates, the bride was there called ''D3"': and the

cock "'13b', according to which Job xxxviii. 36 is to be inter-

preted : ''isiy = ^133~)n." The INIidrash interprets in the same

way, Jalkut, § 905, beginning :
" R. Levi says : In Arabic

the cock is called i^J^D." We comj)are with this, Wajikra

rabba, c. 1: "DID is Arabic; in Arabia a prophet is called

X^3p ;" whence it is to be inferred that ''13b>, as is assumed,

describes the cock as a seer, as a prophet.

As to the formation of the word, it would certainly be

without parallel (Ew., Olsh.) if the word had the tone on

the penult., but Codd. and the best old editions have the

Munach by the final syllable ; Norzi, who has overlooked

this, at least notes ''13^' with the accent on the ult. as a various

reading. It is a secondary noun, Ges. § 86, 5, a so-called

relative noun (De Sacy, Gramm. Arabe, § 768) : "•pb^, specu-

lator, from 13^ (WE', nab*), speculatio, as "'^^bs, Judg. xiii. 18

(comp. Ps. cxxxix. 6), miraculosus, from ^?7^J a cognate form

to the Chald. ''O? (nsj3D)j of similar meaning. In connection
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with this primary signification, speculator. It is intelligible

how ""laD In Samaritan (yid. Lagarde on Proverbs, S. 62) can

signify the eye ; here, however, In a Hebrew poet, the cock,

of which e.g. Gregory says : Speculator semper in altitudine

stat, ut quidquid venturum sit longe prospiciat. That this

signification speculator = gallus^ was generally accepted at

least In the Talmudic age, the BeracJia prescribed to him who

hears the cock crow :
" Blessed be He who giveth the cock

(''13K') knowledge to distinguish between day and night!"

shows. In accordance with this, Targ. II. translates : who

has given understanding
^<"J^

biJJ'iriPj gallo sylvestri (whereas

Targ. I. 5^377^ cordi, scil. Jwminis), to praise his Lord"? and

Jer. : (guis posuit in viscerihus liominis sapientiam) et qiiis

dedit gallo intelligentiam. This traditional rendering, con-

demned as talmudicum commentmn (Ges.), we follow rather

than the "phenomenon" of the moderns who guess at a

meaning. What Is questioned in Cicero, de divin. ii. 26

:

Quid in mentem venit Callistheni dicere, Deos gallis signum

dedisse cantandi, qitum id vel natura vel casus effi^cere poiuisset,

Jehovah here claims for Himself. The weather-prophet kut

i^o^r]v among animals appropriately appears in this astro-

loglco-meteorologlcal connection by the side of the reins as,

according to the Semitic view, a medium of augury (Psi/cJiol.

S. 268 f.). The Koran also makes the cock the watchman

who wakes up the heavenly hosts to their duty ; and Masius,

In his Studies of Nature, has shown how high the cock Is

placed as being prophetically (for divination) gifted. More-

over, the worship of cocks in the Idolatry of the Semites was

a service rendered to the stars : the Sabians offered cocks,

probably (vid. Chwolsohn, ii. 87) as the white cock of Jezldes,

' No Arab, word offers itself here for comparison : tuc7iaj\ a cock, lias

different consonants, and if S^ in the sense of cJLi»,/orfe??i esse, were

to be supposed, i"i3t^ would be a synon. of 13 ji, which is likewise a name

of the cock.
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regarded by them as a symbol of the sun {Deutscli. Morgen-

land. Zeitschr. 1862, S. 365 f.).

In ver. 2>lh Jerome transkites : et concentum ccelorum quis

dormire faciei; v^?, howevei*, does not here signify harps,

but bottles ; and ^"'3?^'? is not : to lay to rest, but to lay down

= to empty, pour out, which the Kal also, like the Arab,

sakaha, directly signifies. np>*? might be taken actively

:

when it pours, but according to 1 Kings xxii. 35 the intran-

sitive rendering is also possible : when the dust pours fortli,

i.e. flows together, P^'^7, to what is poured out, i.e. not : to

the fluid, but in contrast : to a molten mass, i.e. as cast metal

(to be explained not according to ch. xxii. 16, but according

to ch. xxxvii. 18), for the dry, sandy, dusty earth is made

firm by the downfall of the rain (Arab, ci,; Jc^ i, firmata est

terra imhre, comp. u\.v!, pluviarin emisit donee arena coh(£reret\

D"'23"i, glebce, as ch. xxi. 33, from ^i"],
i .^ ,, in the primary

signification, which as it seems must be supposed : to bring

together, from which the significations branch off, to thicken,

become firm (inuraggab, supported), and to be seized with

terror.

39 Dost thou hunt for the prey of the lioness

And still the desire of the young lions,

40 When they couch in the dens,

Sit in the thicket lying in ivait for prey ?

41 Who provideth for the raven its food,

When its young ones cry to God,

They wander about ivithout food ?

On the wealth of the Old Testament language In names

for the lion, vid. on ch. iv. 10 sq. i^''^? can be used of the

lioness ; the more exact name of the lioness is n'3? for N''^?

is = '37, whence ^''^^P, lions, and ^11X37, lionesses. The lioness

is mentioned first, because she has to provide for her young
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ones (Q''']11l)
; then the lions that are still young, but yet are

left to themselves, D''n''33. The phrase n*n ^b'O (comp. n»n

of life that needs nourishment, ch. xxxiii. 20) is equivalent

to ^^l
.S.^rp, Prov. vi. 30 {Psijchol S. 204 adjhu). The book

of Psalms here furnishes parallels to every word : comp. on

ver. 396, Ps. civ. 21; on ^nb'^, Ps. x. 10;^ on niJiyo, lustra,

Ps. civ. 22 (compared on ch. xxxvii. 8 already) ; on n2pj ijb,

Avhich is used just in the same way, Ps. x. 9, Jer. xxv. 38.

The picture of the crying ravens has its parallel in Ps.

cxlvii. 9. ''3, quum, is followed by the fut. in the signif.

of the prces., as Ps. xi. 3. As here, in the Sermon on the

Mount in Luke xii. 24 the ravens, which by their hoarse

croaking make themselves most observed everywhere among

birds that seek their food, are mentioned instead of the fowls

of heaven.

Ch. xxxix. 1 Zfost thou Icnow the hearing time of the wild goats

of the rock ?

Ohservest thou the circles of the hinds ?

2 Dost thou number the months lohich they fulfil,

And Tcnowest thou the time of their bringingforth'?

3 They hoio down, they let their young break through,

They cast off their pains.

4 Their young ones gain strength, groio %ip in the

desert.

They run away and do not return.

The strophe treats of the female chamois or steinbocks,

ibices (perhaps including the certainly different kinds of

chamois), and stags. The former are called D''|^i?^., from hv''_^,

^ The Semitic is rich in such words as describe the couching posture of

beasts of prey lying in -wait for their prey, which then in general signify

to lie in wait, lurk, wait (^^n, p"l, ,^j, S:^, >^^) ', ^ a;u, subsedit

ei, i.e. insidiatus est et, which corresponds to 'iZU*', ver. 40?^, also belongs

here, comp. Psalter, i. 500, note.
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^j£.J
(a secondary formation from npy, Ic), to mount, there-

fore : rock-climbers. <c'^n is inf. P'll. : to oiZlveiv^ comp. the

Pul. eh, XV. 7. I^t', to observe, exactly as Eccl. xi. 4, 1 Sam.

i. 12, Zech. xi. 11. In ver. 2 the question as to the expiration

of the time of bearing is connected with that as to the time of

bringing forth. ^i2p^J plene, as ch. xiv. 16; i^^nnp (Jittdna, like

ny = nny, vid. p. 16, note) with an euphonic termination for

1^1?, as Gen. xlii. 36, xxi. 29, and also out of pause, Ruth

i. 19, Ges. § 91, 1, rem. 2. Instead of njn^sn Olsh. wishes

to read i^^^bpT}^ but this (synon. n^tai'on) would be : they let

slip away ; the former (synon. njypan) : they cause to divide,

i.e. to break through (comp. Arab, feldh, the act of breaking

through, freedom, prosperity). On V}"^, to kneel down as

the posture of one in travail, vid. 1 Sam. iv. 19. "They

cast off their pains " is not meant of an easy working off of

the after-pains (Hirz., Schlottm.), but ?3n signifies in this

phrase, as Schultens has first shown, meton. directly the

foetus, as Arab. ,_\^, plur. ahbdl, and wBlv, even of a child

already grown up, as being the fruit of earlier travail, e.g.

in ^schylus, Agam. 1417 sq. ; even the like phrase, pi-^ai

cdhlva = edere foetum, is found in Euripides, Ion 4:5. Thus

born with ease, the young animals grow rapidly to maturity

{pbUj pinguescere, pubescere, whence Dvn, a dream as the result

of puberty, vid. Psycliol. S. 282), grow in the desert ("i^?,

Targ. = 1*1'^?; vid. i. 329, note), seek the plain, and return

not again if^P^ sihi h. e. sui juris esse volentes (Schult.),

although it might also signify ad eas, for the Hebr. is rather

confused on the question of the distinction of gender, and

even in DiT'^in and DrT'ja the masc. is used eiriKolvw^. We,

however, prefer to interpret according to ch. vi. 19, xxiv. 16.

Moreover, Bochart is right : Non hie agitur de otiosa et mere

specidativa cognitione, sed de ea cognitione, quce Deo propria

est, qua res omnes non solum novit, sed et dirigit atque guhernat.
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5 Who hath sent forth the xoild ass free,

And who loosed the bands of the wild ass,

6 Whose house I made the steppe,

And his dwelling the salt countri/ ?

7 He scorneth the tumult of the city,

He heareth not the noise of the driver.

8 That tohich is seen upon the mountains is his pasture,

And he sniffeth after every green thing.

On the wild ass (not : ass of tlie forest), vid. p. 19, note.^

In Hebr. and Arab, it is K"}S (^ferd or himdr el-ivahsh, i.e.

asinus ferns), and Aram. 'lilJ? ; the former describes it as a

swift-footed animal, the latter as an animal shy and difficult

to be tamed by the hand of man ;
" Kulan " is its Eastern

Asiatic name. LXX. correctly translates : rt? Be iariv 6

acpeh ovov dypiov iXevOepov. ''^'311 is the ace. of the predi-

1 It is a dirty yellow with a white belly, single-hoofed and long-eared
;

its hornless head somewhat resembles that of the gazelle, but is much

larger ; its hair has the dryness of the hair of the deer, and the animal forms

the transition from the stag and deer genus to the ass. It is entirely

distinct from the mahci or baqar el-ivahsh, wild ox, whose large soft eyes

are so much celebrated by the poets of the steppe. This latter is horned

and double-hoofed, and forms the transition from the stag to the ox

[distinct from the ri'm, DS"I, therefore perhaps an antelope of the kind

of the Indian nilgau, blue ox, Portax tragocamelus]. I have not seen

both kinds of animals alive, but I have often seen their skins in the tents

of the Riacald. Both kinds are remarkable for their very swift running,

and it is especially affirmed of the fera that no rider can overtake it.

The poets compare a troop of horsemen that come rushing up and vanish

in the next moment to a herd of ferci. In spite of its difficulty and

hazardousness, the nomads are passionately given to hunting the wild ass,

and the proverb cited by the Kamus : kiill es-sed ligof el-ferd (every

hunt sticks in the belly of the ferd, i.e. compared with that, every other

hunt is nothing), is perfectly correct. When the approach of a herd, which

always consists of several hundred, is betrayed by a cloud of dust which

can be seen many miles off, so many horsemen rise up from all sides in

pursuit that the animals are usually scattered, and single ones are obtained

hy the dogs and by shots. The herd is called gemile, and its leader is

called 'anud (nijy), as with gazelles.—Wetzst.
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cate (comp. Gen. xxxiii. 2, Jer. xxii. 30). Parallel with

nnnj; (according to its etymon perhaps, land of darkness,

terra incognita) is "^i^^P, salt [at//.] or (^c. px) a salt land,

i.e. therefore unfruitful and incapable of culture, as the

country round the Salt Sea of Palestine : that the wild ass

even gladly licks the salt or natron of the desert, is a matter

of fact, and may be assumed, since all wild animals that feed

on plants have a partiality, which is based on chemical laws

of life, for licking salt. On ver. 8a Ew. observes, to render

l^n] as " what is espied " is insecure, " on account of the struc-

ture of the verse" (Grainm. S. 419, Anm.). This reason is

unintelligible; and in general there is no reason for rendering

"iin^, after LXX., Targ., Jer., and others, as an Aramaic

o fut. with a mere half vowel instead of Kametz before the

tone = "I'ln^, which is without example in Old Testament

Hebrew (for t^^n^^ Eccl. xi. 3, follows the analogy of "i}]), but

"i^n^ signifies either ahundantia (after the form P^^'', Dtnp ch.

XX. 23, from "in"",
Jjj, p. 148) or investigahile, what can be

searched out (after the form ^'^'?\ that which exists, from

n^n, .Ij, to go about, look about), whicli, with Olsh. § 212,

and most expositors, we prefer.

9 Will the oryx he loilling to serve thee,

Or will he lodge in thy crib ?

10 Canst thou hind the oryx in the farroio loith a leading rein,

Or will he harrow the valleys, folloiving thee ?

11 Wilt thou trust him because his strength is great,

And leave thy labour to him ?

12 Wilt thou- conjide in him to bring in thy sowing,

And to garner thy threshing-Jloor2

In correct texts D''^. has a Dagesh in the Hesh, and n2X^n

the accent on the penidt., as Prov. xi. 21 V^ nj^^lj and Jer.

xxxix. 12 i'^ HDWD. The tone retreats according to the rule,

Ges. § 29, 3, h ; and the Dagesh is, as also when the second
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word begins with an aspirate/ Dag. forte eonj., which the

JResh also takes, Prov. xv. 1 ^T'"'-?V.'|?, exceptionally, according

to the rule, Ges. § 20, 2, a. In all, it occurs thirteen times

with Dagesh in the Old Testament—a relic of a mode of

pointing which treated the ") (as in Arabic) as a letter capable

of being doubled (Ges. § 22, 5), that has been supplanted in

the system of pointing that gained the ascendency. E^n (Ps.

xxii. 22, 01.) is contracted from Q5?"l (Ps. xcii. 1\, plene, 0''^"!),

o
s-

which (= OKI) is of like form with ^j (Olsh. § 154, a)."

Such, in the present day in Syria, is the name of the gazelle

that is for the most part white with a yellow back and yellow-

stripes in the face {Antilope leucoryx, in distinction from ^Jts.,

'ifrt, the earth-coloured, dirty-yellow Antilope oryx, and i^^ks-,

\\imri, the deer-coloured Antilope dorcas); the Talmud also

{b. Zehachim, 1136; Bathra, lib) combines XD"'Nn and S'^nilK

or N^TIN, a gazelle
(
J^ji), and therefore reckons the reem to

the antelope genus, of which the gazelle is a species ; and

1 The National Grammarians call this exception to the rule, that tlie

raitfa is aspirated when the preceding word ends with a vowel, pTno TlM
(veniens e longinquo), i.e. the case, where the word ending with a vowel

is 3Hlel, whether from the very first, or, when the second word is a

monosyllable or has the tone on the penult., on account of the accent that

has retreated (in order to avoid two syllables witlx the chief tone coming

together) ; in this case the aspirate, and in general the initial letter (if

capable of being doubled) of the second monosyllabic or penultima-

accented word, takes a Dagesh ; but this is not without exceptions that

are quite as regular. Regularly, the second word is not dageshed if it

begins with 1, 3, p, 3, or if the first word is only a bare verb, e.g. n^JJ

i?, or one that has only i before it, e.g. np2 nbyi ; the tone of the first

word in both these examples retreats, but without the initial of the second

being doubled. This is supplementary, and as far as necessary a correc-

tion, to what is said in Psalter, i. 392, Anm.
2 Since ra^ima, inf. rPrndn, has the signification assuescere, DS"I, D"""),

i^JOn (Targ.) might describe the oryx as a gregarious animal, although

all ruminants have this characteristic in common. On DX1, />^' i, vid.

Seetzen's Reise, iii. S. 393, Z 9ff., and also iv. 496.
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the question, ver. 105, shows that an anunal whose home is

on the mountains is intended, viz., as Bochart, and recently

Schlottm. (making use of an academic treatise of Lichtenstein

on the antelopes, 1824), has proved, the oryx, Avhich the LXX.
also probably understands when it translates [xovoKepco'i ; for

the Talmud, tyip, mutilated from it, is, according to Chullin^

5db, a one-horned animal, and is more closely defined as

'i6'V ''21 N''3L], " gazelle (antelope) of Be (Beth)-Illai" (comp.

Lewysohn, Zoologie cles Talmuds, 1858, § 146). The oryx

also appears on Egyptian monuments sometimes with two

horns, but mostly with one variously curled ; and both Aris-

totle^ and Pliny describe it as a one-horned cloven-hoof;

so that one must assent to the supposition of a one-horned

variety of the oryx (although as a fact of natural history it is

not yet fully established), as then there is really tolerably

certain information of a one-horned antelope both in Upper

Asia and in Central Africa ;^ and therefore there is sufficient

ground for seeking the origin of the tradition of the unicorn

in an antelope,—perhaps rather like a horse,—with one horn

rising out of the two points of ossification over the frontal

suture. The proper buffalo. Bos buhalus, cannot therefore

^ Vid. Suudevall, Die Thierarieu des Aristoteles (Stockholm, 1863),

S. 64 f.

^ J. W. vou Muller (Das Elnhorn von gescJi. u. natunviss. Standpnnhte

betrachtet, 1852) believed that in a horn in the Ambras Collection at

Vienna he recognised a horn of the Monoceros (comp. Fechner's Central-

Itlatl, 1854, Nr. 2), but he is hardly right. J. W. von ^Miiller, Francis

Galton {Narrative of an Explorer in Tropical South Africa, 1853), and

other travellers have heard the natives sjjeak ingenuously of the unicorn,

but without seeing it themselves. On the other hand. Hue and Gabet

(Joti7-neyings tJirongh Mongolia and Thibet, Germ, edition) tell us "a horn

of this animal was sent to Calcutta : it was 50 centimetres long and 11

in circumference ; from the root it ran up to a gradually diminishing

point. It was almost straight, black, etc. . . . Hodgson, when English

consul at Nepal, had the good fortune to obtain an unicorn. . . . It is a

kind of antelope, which in southern Thibet, that borders on Nepal, is

called Tschiru. Hodgson sent a skin and horn to Calcutta ; they came

from an unicorn that died in the menagerie of the Raja of Nepal." The
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be intended, because it only came from India to Western

Asia and Europe at a more recent date, but also not any

other species whatever of this animal (Carey and others),

which is recognisable by its flat horns, wdiich are also near

together, and its forbidding, staring, bloodshot eyes ;
for it is

tameable, and is (even in modern Syria) used as a domestic

animal. On the other hand there are antelopes which

somewhat resemble the horse, others the ox (whence ^ov-

l3a\os-, l3ovl3a\L^, is a name for the antelope), others the

deer and the ass. Schultens erroneously considers DXi to be

the buffalo, being misled by a passage in the Divan of the

Hudheilites, which gives the i-im the by-name of dim chadarn,

i.e. oxen-like white-footed, which exactly applies to the A. oryx

or even the A. leucoryx ; for the former has white feet and

leo-s striped lengthwise with black stripes, the latter white

feet and legs. Just as little reason is there for imagining

the rhinoceros after Aquila (and in part Jerome) ;
pcvoKep(o<i

is nothing but an unhappy rendering of the fxovoKepco<i of the

LXX. The question in ver. 106, as already observed, re-

quires an animal that inhabits the mountains.

On ^3^;, to be willing = to take up, receive, vid. p. 125,

detailed description follows, and the suggestion is advanced that this

Antilope Hodgsonii, as it has been proposed to call the TscJdrii, is the

one-horned oryx of the ancients. The existence of one-horned wild sheep

(not antelopes), attested by R. von Schlagintweit (Zoologischer Garten,

1st year, S. 72), the horn of which consists of two parts gradually

growing together, covered by one horn-sheath, does not depreciate the

credibility of the account given by Huc-Gabet (to which Prof. Will has

called my attention as being the most weighty testimony of the time).

Another less minute account is to be found in the Arabic description of

a journey (communicated to me by Prof. Fleischer) by Selim Bisteris

(Beirut, 1856) : In the menagerie of the Viceroy of Egypt he saw an

animal of the colour of a gazelle, but the size and form of an ass, with a

long straight horn between the ears, and (what, as he says, seldom go

together) with hoofs, viz.—and as the expression^.iW, horse's hoof (not

u>i>-, a camel's hoof), also implies— proper, uncloven hoofs,—therefore

an one-horned and at the same time one-hoofed antelope.
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note. Tlie " furrow {^?.^, sulcus, not poo'ca, the ridge between

the furrows, vid. p. 198) of his cord" is that which it is said

to break up by means of the ploughshare, being led by a rein.

^nnx refers to the leader, who goes just before or at the side

;

according to Hahn, to one who has finished the sowing which

precedes the harrowing ; but it is more natural to imagine

the leader of the animal that is harrowing, which is certainly

not left to itself. On ""S, ver. 12a, as an exponent of the obj.,

vid. Ew. § 336, b. The Chethib here uses the Kal 2r^ transi-

tively : to bring back (viz. that which was sown as harvested),

which is possible (vid. ch. xlii. 10). '^^]J, ver. 12b, is either a

locative (into thy threshing-floor) or ace. of the obj. per

synecd. continentis pro contento, as Ruth iii. 2, Matt. iii. 12.

The position of the question from beginning to end assumes

an animal outwardly resembling the yoke-ox, as the DS"i is

also elsewhere put with the ox, Deut. xxxiii. 17, Ps. xxix. 6,

Isa. xxxiv. 7. But the conclusion at length arrived at by

Hahn and in Gesenius' Handioorterbnch, that on this veiy

account the buffalo is to be understood, is a mistake : A. oryx

and leucoryx are both (for this very reason not distinguished by

the ancients) entirely similar to the ox; they are not only rumi-

nants, like the ox, with a like form of the hoof, but also of a

plump form, which makes them appear to be of the ox tribe.

13 Tlie loing of the ostrich vibrates joyously.

Is she pious, wing and feather?

14 No, she leaveth Iter eggs in the earth

And broodeth over the dust,

15 Forgetting that afoot may crush them,

And the beast of thefeld traynple them.

16 She treateth her young ones harshly as if they loere not hers
;

In vain is her labour, xoithout her being distressed.

17 For Eloah hath caused her to forget loisdom,

A nd gave her no share of understanding.
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18 At the time lohen she lasheth herself alofty

She derideth the horse and horseman.

As the wild ass and the ox-like oryx cannot be tamed by

man, and employed in his service hke the domestic ass and

ox, so the ostrich, although resembling the stork in its stilt-

like structure, the colour of its feathers, and its gregarious life,

still has characteristics totally different from those one ought

to look for according to this similarity.
^''^J"!,

a wail, prop,

a tremulous shrill sound (yid. ver. 23), is a name of the female

ostrich, whose peculiar cry (yid. p. 171) is called in Arabic

zimdr ("'^O* ^— - (from Dp^j which in comparison with yhv^

py, rarely occurs) signifies to make gestures of joy. ^^,

ver. 135, is an interrogative an ; "T^^pn^ pia^ is a play upon

the name of the stork, which is so called : pm instar ciconice

(on this figure of speech, comp. Mehren's Hhetorik der Araher,

S. 178). '3, ver. 14a, establishes the negation implied in the

question, as e.g. Isa. xxviii. 28. The idea is not that the hen-

ostrich abandons the hatching of her eggs to the earth (j 2Ti?

as Ps. xvi. 10), and makes them "glow over the dust"

(Schlottm.), for the maturing energy compensating for the

sitting of the parent bird proceeds from the sun's heat, which

ought to have been mentioned ; one would also expect a Hiph.

instead of the P'lel Q'^nJij which can be understood only of hatch-

ing by her own warmth. The hen-ostrich also really broods her-

self, although from time to time she abandons the D'^in to the

sun.^ That which contrasts with the (f)i\oa-Top<yLa of the stork,

which is here made prominent, is that she lays her eggs in a

hole in the ground, and partly, when the nest is full, above

round about it, while nn^ D^C'nn m^on, Ps. civ. 17. D^:jn is

^ It does, however, as it appears, actually occur, that the female leaves

the work of hatching to the sun by day, and to the male at night, and

does not sit at all herself
; vid. Funke's Naturr/escJdcJde. revised by

Taschenberg (186i), S. 243 £.

VOL. II. Y
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construed in accordance with its meaning as fern, sing., E\v.

§ 318, a. Since she acts thus, what next happens consistently

therewith is told by the not aoristic but only consecutive

nac'ril : and so she forgets that the foot may crush ("i^T, to

press together, break by pressure, as nn^tn, Isa. lix. 5 = rnvirij

that which is crushed, comp. n^p = ni7, Zech. v. 4) them (i.e.

the eggs, Ges. § 146, 3), and the beast of the field may

trample them down, crush them (c'^n as ^jwU^, to crush by

treading upon anything, to tread out).

Ver. 16. The difficulty of n^^pn (from n^'i^, ^^, hardened

from i^\y?, l/jj) being used of the hen-ostrich in the masc,

may be removed by the pointing ^''D'pri (E\v.) ; but this

alteration is unnecessary, since the Plebr. also uses the masc.

for the fern, where it might be regarded as impossible (yid.

ver. 35, and comp. e.g. Isa. xxxii. 11 sq.). Jer. translates

correctly according to the sense : quasi non sint sui, but p is

not directly equivalent to 3 (vid. vol. i. pp. 325, 398, note 1)

;

what is meant is, that by the harshness of her conduct she

treats her young as not belonging to her, so that they become

strange to her, Ew. § 217, d. In ver. 165 the accentuation

varies : in vain (y^]> with Rehia mugrasch) is her labour

that is devoid of anxiety; or: in vain is her labour (p''l7 with

Tarcha, ^T^^, with Munach vicariuiii) without anxiety (on her

part) ; or : in vain is her labour (p''"i^ with Merclia, n^T with

Rehia mxigrascli), yet she is without anxiety. The middle of

these renderings (P'''>? in all of them, like Isa. xlix. 4 = P"'l^, Isa.

Ixv. 23 and freq.) seems to us the most pleasing : the labour

of birth and of the brooding undertaken in places where the

eggs are put beyond the danger of being crushed, is without

result, without the want of success distressing her, since she

does not anticipate it, and therefore also takes no measures to

prevent it. The eggs that are only just covered with earth,

or that lie round about the nest, actuall}'' become a prey to

the jackals, wild-cats, and other animals ; and men can get
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them for themselves one bj one, if they only take care to

prevent their footprints being recognised ; for if the ostrich

observes that its nest is discovered, it tramples upon its own

eggs, and makes its nest elsewhere (Schlottm., according to

Lichtenstein's Siidafrik. Reise). That it thus abandons its

eggs to the danger of being crushed and to plunder, arises,

according to ver. 17, from the fact that God has caused it to

forget wisdom, i.e. as ver. llh explains, has extinguished in

it, deprived it of, the share thereof (2 as Isa. liii. 12a, LXX.
eV, as Acts viii. 21) which it might have had. It is only one

of the stupidities of the ostrich that is made prominent here

;

the proverbial a\\maq min en-nadme, " more foolish than the

ostrich," has its origin in more such characteristics. But if

the care with which other animals o;uard their vounw ones is

denied to it, it has in its stead another remarkable character-

istic : at the time when (riy3 here followed by an elliptical

relative clause, which is clearly possible, just as with ^V^, ch.

vi. 17) it stretches (itself) on high, i.e. it starts up with

alacrity from its ease (on the radical signification of i^^yp^ —
rrilpli, vid. p. 2, note), and hurries forth with a powerful flap-

ping of its wings, half running half flying, it derides the

horse and its rider—they do not overtake it, it is the swiftest

of all animals; wherefore ^.dliJl ^<, ^S::\ {zallm, equivalent

to delhn according to a less exact pronunciation, supra, p. 171,

note) and LcU.a!^ ^^ .ij^, fleeter than the ostrich, is Just as

proverbial as the above ^Ua!^ ^c ^JU.*-^ ; and "on ostrich's

wings" is equivalent to driving along with incomparable

swiftness. Moreover, on >^"'"!'p)? and P^OT, which refer to

the female, it is to be observed that she is very anxious, and

deserts everything in her fright, while the male ostrich does

not forsake his young, and flees no danger.^

1 We take this remark from Doumas, Horse of the Sahara. The fol-

lowing contribution from Wetzstein only came to hand after the exposi-

tion was completed: "The female ostriches are called D"'Ji"l not from.
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19 Dost thou give to the horse strength ?

Dost thou clothe his neck with flowing hair?

20 Dost thou cause him to leap about like the grasshopper ?

The noise of his snorting is a terror !

21 He paioeth the ground in the plain, and houndeth about icith

strength.

He advanceth to meet an armed host.

22 He laugheth at fear, and is not affrighted,

And turneth not bach from the sword.

23 The quiver rattleth over him,

The glittering lance and spear.

24 With fierceness and rage he swalloweth the ground,

And standeth not still, when the trumpet soundeth.

the whirring of their wings when flapped about, but from their piercing

screeching cry when defending their eggs against beasts of prey (chiefly

hy£enas), or when searching for the male bird. Now they are called ruhd,

from sing, rubda (instead of rahdCi), from the black colour of their long

wing-feathers ; for only the male, which is called pTl (pronounce hetsh),

has white. The ostrich-tribe has the name of njj?*n DS ('^aj:*!' vJ!^aj j,

'inhabitant of the desert,' because it is only at home in the most lonely

parts of the steppe, in perfectly barren deserts. Neshwdn the Himjarite,

iu his ' Shems el-'olCim^ (mss. in the Eoyal Library at Berlin, sectio

Wetzst. I. No. 149, Bd. i. f. 110b), defines the word el-wdna by: ps
a.'"^ n3Jn iib X^"'3, a white (chalky or sandy) district, which brings

forth nothmg ; and the Kdmus explains it by nn^i pS, a hard (unfruit-

ful) district. In perfect analogy with the Hebr. the Arabic calls the

ostrich abu (and umm) es-sah«ra, ' possessor of the sterile deserts.' The

name D''3y\ Lam. iv. 3, is perfectly correct, and corresponds to the form

Qtbyi (steinbocks) ; the form ^j:?) (J.tJj is frequently the i\"w6e of ^j;3

and n^ys, according to which jy^ = n3j;»ri n3 and ^y^^ = ^^TJ] ri3,

' inhabitant of the inaccessible rocks.' Hence, says Neshirwi (against

the non-Semite Firuzdbadi), wa'l (^j;"« and wdla) is exclusively the high

place of the rocks, and wail (ijy"') exclusively the steinbock. The most

common Arabic name of the ostrich is na'ume, rUDyj, collective nddin,
T T :

from the softness (nuiima, n»^J/j) of its feathers, with which the Arab

women (in Damascus frequently) stuff cushions and pillows. Umm
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25 He saith at every Mast of the trumpet : Ha, ha

!

And from afar he scenteth the battle,

The thundering of the captains and the shout of war.

After the ostrich, which, as the Arabs say, is composed of

tlie nature of a bird and a camel, comes the horse in its

heroic beauty, and impetuous lust for the battle, which is

likewise an evidence of the wisdom of the Ruler of the world

—a wisdom which demands the admiration of men. This

passage of the book of Job, says K. Lojffler, in his Gesch.

des Pferdes (1863), is the oldest and most beautiful descrip-

tion of the horse. It may be compared to the praise of the

horse in Hammer-Purgstall's DufthOrner ; it deserves more

thelcitliin, 'mother of thirty,' is the name of the female ostrich, because as

a rule she lays thirty eggs. The ostrich egg is called in the steppe dahwa,

nin*] (coll. dahu), a word that is certainly very ancient. Nevertheless the

Hauranites prefer the word medha, nmo. A place hollowed out in the

ground serves as a nest, which the ostrich likes best to dig in the hot
sand, on which account they are very common in the sandy tracts of Ard
ed-Dehand (xjni), between the Shemmar mountains and the Saicdd

(Chaldtea). Thence at the end of April come the ostrich hunters with
their spoil, the hides of the birds together with the feathers, to Syria.

Such an unplucked hide is called gizze (nw). The hunters inform us that

the female sits alone on the nest from early in the day until evening, and
from evening until early in the morning with the male, which wanders
about throughout the day. The statement that the ostrich does not sit

on its eggs, is perhaps based on the fact that the female frequently, and
always before the hunters, forsakes the eggs during the first period of

brooding. Even vers. 14 and 15 do not say more than this. But when
the- time of hatching (called el-faqs, yp^) is near, the hen no longer

leaves the eggs. The same observation is also made with regard to the

partridge of Palestine (el-\\agel, isjn), which has many other character-

istics in common with the ostrich. That the ostrich is accounted stupid

(ver. 17) may arise from the fact, that when the female has been
frightened from the eggs she always seeks out the male with a loud cry

;

she then, as the hunters unanimously assert, brings him forcibly back to

the nest (hence its Arabic name iallm, ' the violent one'). Durino- the

interval the hunter has buried himself in the sand, and on their arrival

by a good shot often kills both together in the nest. It may also be
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than tl)is latter the praise of majestic simplicity, which is

the first feature of classic superiority. Jer. falsely renders

ver. 195: aut circumdabis collo ejusJiinnitum; as Schlottm., who

also wishes to be so understood : Dost thou adorn his neck

with the voice of thunder? The neck p^'jV, prop, the twister,

as Persic gerddn, gerdan, from llV,jU, to twist by pressure,

to turn, bend, as Pers. from gerdiden, to turn one's self,

twist) has nothing to do with the voice of neighing. But
no^T also does not signify dignity (Ew. 113, d), but the

mane, and is not from Dy"i = DS"i = D"j, the hair of the mane,

as being above, like Xocptd, but from ^V"], tremere, the mane

as quivering, trembling (Eliz. Smith : the shaking mane)
;

accounted as stupidity, that, when the wind is calm, instead of flying

before the riding hunters, the bird tries to hide itself behind a mound or

in the hollows of the ground. But that, when escape is impossible, it is

said to try to hide its head in the sand, the hunters regard as an absurdity.

If the wind aids it, the fleeing ostrich spreads out the feathers of its tail

like a sail, and by constantly steering itself with its extended wings, it

escapes its pursuers with ease. The word S''10n, ver. 18, appears to be

a hunting expression, and (without an accus. objecil) to describe this

spreading out of the feathers, therefore to be perfectly synonymous with

the ^iiyn \\j^l -^V ^^ ^^^ ostrich hunters of the present day. Thus

sings the poet Rusliid of the hunting race of the Suluhdt :
' And the

head (of the bride with its loosened locks) resembles the (soft and black)

feathers of the ostrich-hen, when she spreads them out {' arraslianna^.
\

They saw the hunter coming upon them where there was no hiding-place,

I

And stretched their legs as they fled.' The prohibition to eat the

ostrich in the Thora (Lev. xi. 16 ; Dent. xiv. 15) is perhaps based upon

the cruelty of the hunt ; for it is with the rarest exceptions always killed

only on its eggs. The female, which, as has been said already, does not

flee towards the end of the time of brooding, stoops on the approach of

the hunter, inclines the head on one side and looks motionless at her

enemy. Several Beduins have said to me, that a man must have a hard

heart to fire under such circumstances. If the bird is killed, the hunter

covers the blood with sand, puts the female again upon the eggs, buries

himself at some distance in the sand, and waits till evening, when the

male comes, which is now shot likewise, beside the female. The Mosaic

law might accordingly have forbidden the hunting of the ostrich from

the same feeling of humanity which unmistakeably regulated it in other

decisions (as Ex. xxiii. 19, Deut. xxii. G sq., Lev. xxii. 28, and freq.).
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like (p6/3r], according to Kulm, cogn. with ao/Sr], the tail,

from (jio/Selv (ao^eLv), to wag, shake, scare, comp. ataaeaBai

of the mane, 11. vi. 510.

Ver. 20a. The motion of the horse, which is intended by

^2ti^^y"iri (pT\^ {j^^jy \J^^j'
tremere, trepidare), is determined

according to the comparison with the grasshopper : what is

intended is a curved motion forwards in leaps, now to the

right, now to the left, which is called the caracol, a word

used in horsemanship, borrowed from the Arab, hargala-l-

farasu (comp. ^^1D), by means of the Moorish Spanish

;

moreover, i^-j is used of the run of the ostrich and the

flight of the dove in such "successive lateral and oblique

motions" (Carey), in?, ver. 20Z>, is not the neighing of the

horse, but its snorting through the nostrils (comp. Arab.

nachir, snoring, a rattling in the throat), Greek (j)pva<y/j.a,

Lat. fremitus (comp. iEschylus, Septem c. Th. 374, according

to the text of Hermann : itttto? -^aXivcop S'ct)? KaraaO[laivoiv

(3pe/x6t) ; nin, however, might signify pomp (his pompous

snorting), but perhaps has its radical signification, according

to which it corresponds to the Arab, hawid, and signifies a

loud strong sound, as the peal of thunder (haivtd er-rad),

the howling of the stormy wind (haivtd er-rijdh), and the

like.^ The substantival clause is intended to affirm that its

dull-toned snort causes or spreads terror. In ver. 21a the

1 A verse of a poem of Ibu-Ducln in honour of DoKui ibu-Gendel runs

:

Before the crowding {lelcdala) of Tfl//ar the horses fled repulsed,
|
And

thou mightest hear the sound of the bell-carriers (Jiawida muhershemdt)

of the warriors (el-mendir, prop, one who thrusts witli the lance). Here

hawid signifies the sound of the bells which those who wish to announce

themselves as warriors hang about their horses, to draw the attention of

the enemy to them. Mulersliemdt are the mares that carry the huresJii-

mdn, i.e. the bells. The meaning therefore is : thou couldst hear this

sound, which ought only to be heard in the fray, in flight, when the

warriors consecrated to death fled as cowards. Taijdr (Tejdr) is Sdlih

the son of Canaan (died about 1815), mentioned in vol. i. p. 390, note 1,

a great warrior of the wandering tribe of the 'Aneze.—Wetzst.
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plur. alternates with the sing., since, as it appears, the repre-

sentation of the many pawing hoofs is blended with that of

the pawing horse, according to the well-known Hue,

Quadrupcdante putrevi sonitu quatit ungula campum
(Virgil, JEn. viii. 596) ;

or, since this Is said of the galloping horse, according to the

likewise Virgllian line,

Cavatque

Tellurem, et soUdo graviter sonat ungula cornu

(^Georg. iii. 87 sq.).

"i2n is, as the Arab. h«/?r, hoof, shows, the proper word for

the horse's impatient pawing of the ground (whence it then,

as in ver. 29, signifies rimari, scrutari). p'OV is the plain as

the place of contest ; for the description, as now becomes still

more evident, refers to the war-horse. The verb '^'^'^ (bib')

has its radical signification exsidtare (com p. j^^Li, a-KcpTav,

of the foetus) here ; and since nbn^ not 033^ is added to it,

it is not to be translated : it rejoices in its strength, but

:

It prances or is joyous with strength, LXX. 'yavpia iu

ia'^vL The difference between the two renderings is, how-

ever, scarcely perceptible, pp?,, armament, ver. 21b, is meton.

the armed host of the enemy ; ns^'N, " the quiver," Is, how-

ever, not used metonymically for the arrows of the enemy

whizzing about the horse (Schult.), but ver. 23 is the con-

cluding description of the horse that rushes on fearlessly,

proudly, and impetuously in pursuit, under the rattle and

glare of the equipment of its rider (Schlottm. and others),

njn (cogn. of l^l), of the rattling of the quiver, as Arab.

ranna, ranima, of the whirring of the bow when the arrow

is despatched ; to point it nanri (Prov. i. 20, viii. 3), instead

of f^}^}^, would be to deprive the language of a word sup-

ported by the dialects (yid. Ges. Tlies.). On ver. 24a we

may compare the Arab. iltaliama-l-farasu-l-ar(\.a, the horse

swallows up the ground, whence laliimm, lahim, a swallowcr
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— swift-runner ; so here : with boisterous fierceness and

angry impatience (TJ'n K'P13) it swallows up the ground, i.e.

passes so swiftly over it that long pieces vanish so rapidly

before it, as though it greedily sucked them up (XB3 inten-

sive of S<^3, whence i^^'^, the water-sucking papyrus) ; a some-

what differently applied figure is naJiah-el-arda, i.e. according

to Silius' expression, rapidt caivpum. The meaning of ver.

246 is, as in Virgil, Georg. iii. 83 sq. :

Turn si qua somim procul arma dcdere,

Stare loco nescit

;

and in ^schylus, Septem, 375 : octti,^ ^07]v craXTnjyo'; opfial-

vec (Hermann, opyalvei) ixevwv (impatiently awaiting the call

of the trumpet), p^p.^n signifies here to show stability (yid.

Genesis, S. 3(37f.) in the first physical sense (Bochart,

Rosenm., and others) : it does not stand still, i.e. will not be

held, when ("3, quum) the sound of the war-trumpet, i.e.

when it sounds. l^iSi' is the signal-trumpet when the army

was called together, e.g. Judg. iii. 27; to gather the army

that is in pursuit of the enemy, 2 Sam. ii. 28 ; when the

people rebelled, 2 Sam. xx. 1 ; when the army was dismissed

at the end of the war, 2 Sam. xx. 22 ; when formino- for

defence and for assault, e.g. Amos iii. 6 ; and in general the

signal of war, Jer. iv. 19. As often as this is heard C^S, in

sufficiency, i.e. happening at any time = quotiescunque), it

makes known its lust of war by a joyous neigh, even from

afar, before the collision has taken place ; it scents (j>rcesagit

according to Pliny's expression) the approaching conflict,

(scents even in anticipation) the thundering command of

the chiefs that may soon be heard, and the cry of battle

giving loose to the assault. " Although," says Layard (A^ew

Discoveries, p. 330), "docile as a lamb, and requiring no

other guide than the halter, when the Arab mare hears the

war-cry of the tribe, and sees the quivering spear of her

rider, her eyes glitter with fire, her blood-red nostrils open
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-wide, licr neck is nobly arched, and lier tail and mane are

raised and spread out to the wind. The Bedouin proverb

says, that a high-bred mare when at full speed should hide

her rider between her neck and her tail."

26 Dotli the liaichfiy hy thy ivisdom,

Doth it spread its icings towards the south ?

27 Or is it at thy command that the eagle soareth aloft,

And huildeth its nest on high?

2S It inhahiteth the roch, and buildeth its nest

Upon the crag of the rock and fastness.

29 From thence it seelceth food,

Its eyes see afar off.

30 And its yoiing ones such tip blood;

And ichere the slain are, tliere is it.

The ancient versions are unanimous in testifying that,

according to the signification of the root, K?. signifies the

hawk (which is significant in the Hieroglyphics) : the soaring

one, the high-flyer (comp. ^^^j, to rise, struggle forwards, and

j^', to raise the wings for flight). The Hiph. """^t;^, (jussive

form in the question, as ch. xiii. 27) might signify t to get

feathers, plumescere (Targ., Jer.), but that gives a tame

question; wherefore Gregory understands the p^iwjesa'i of the

Vulgate of moulting, for which purpose the hawk seeks the

sunny side. But "i''??<il alone, by itself, cannot signify "to

get new feathers;" moreover, an annual moulting is common

to all birds, and prominence is alone given to the new feather-

ins of the eaole in the Old Testament, Ps. ciii. 5, Mic. i. 16,

comp. Isa. xl. 31 (LXX. 7rTepo^v)]aov(nv w? aerot').^ Thus,

then, the point of the question will lie in
\^''\}f

: the hawk is

1 Less unfavourable to this rendering is the following, that ^^3^«

signifies the long feathers, and -|3X the wing that is comiTOScd of them
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a bird of passage, God lias endowed It with instinct to migrate

to the south as the winter season is approaching.

In vers. 27 sqq. the circle of the native figures taken from

animal life, which began with the lion, the king of quadru-

peds, is now closed with the eagle, the king of birds. It is

called "i^J, from "iK'J, .^J, vellere; as also vultiir (by virtue of a

strong power of assimilation = vuUor) is derived from vellere,

—a common name of the golden eagle, the lamb's vulture, the

carrion-kite (^Catliartes percnopterus), and indeed also of other

kinds of kites and falcons. There is nothing to prevent our

understanding the eagle kut e^o^/jp, viz. the golden eagle

(Aqidla chri/saetos), in the present passage ; for even to this,

corpses, though not already putrified, are a welcome prey.

In ver. 27h we must translate either: and is it at thy com-

mand that . . . ? or : is it so that (as in ''^n) at thy command

. . . ? The former is more natural here. iT^^^'P, ver. 28^,

signifies prop, specula (from Ti^*, to spy) ; then, however, as

Arab, masdd (referred by the original lexicons to masada),

the high hill, and the mountain-top. The rare form ^1}?V\ for

which Ges., Olsh., and others wish to read ^H^V^ or ^^^^^1

(from V'^P, deglutire), is to be derived from py, a likewise

secondary form out of ?py (from b^y, to suck, to give suck^),

like ^yy out of "^p-]^ (from ™,^.«;, to make firm), Ew.

§ 118, a, comp. Fiirst, JIandioorterhucJi, sub hy, since instances

(perhaps, since the Tahn. Q''"i3K signifies wings and limbs, cu-tiis, from

~l3X-^ "13n, p«ib, to divide, furnish with joints), although n^'ii (from

n^,*3, to fly) is the more general designation of the feathers of birds.

1 The Arab, 'alia docs not belong here : it gains the signification iterum

hihere from the primary signification of " coming over or upon anything,"

which branches out in various ways : to take a second, third, etc., drink

after the first. More on this point on Isa. iii. 4.

Supplementary note : The quadriliteral ^y^y to be supposed, is not to

be derived from ppy, and is not, as it recently has been, to be compared

with Jj:, "to drink." This Arab, verb does not signify "to drink" at all,
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are wanting in favour of )hv being formed out of "jhlh

(Jesuriin, p. 164). Schult. not inappropriately compares

even J^J = i^J^J in KnsjjJ, To):^/o9a = ^^)^^}. The concluding

words, ver. 30^, are perhaps echoed in Matt. xxiv. 28. Hio-h

up on a mountain-peak the eagle builds its eyrie, and God

has given it a remarkably sharp vision, to see far into the

depth below the food that is there for it and its young ones.

Not merely from the valley in the neighbourhood of its

eyrie, but often from distant plains, which lie deep below on

the other side of the mountain range, it seizes its prey, and

rises with it even to the clouds, and bears it home to its nest.^

Thus does God work exceeding strangely, but wondrously,

apparently by contradictions, but in truth most harmoniously

and wisely, in the natural world.

[Then Jehovah answered Job, and said
:]

Ch. xl. 2 Will noio the censiirer contend loith the Almightt/?

Let the instructor of Eloah answer it

!

With ver. 1, ch. xxxviii. 1 is again taken up, because the

speech of Jehovah has now in some measure attained the end

which was assigned to it as an answer to Job's outburst of

censure, li is inf. abs., as Judg. xi. 25; it is left to the

hearer to give to the simple verbal notion its syntactic rela-

tion in accordance with the connection ; here it stands in the

sense of the fut. (comp. 2 Kings iv. 43) : num litigahit, Ges.

§ 131, 4, Jj. The inf. ahs. is followed by 'liD'' as subj., which

but, among many other branchings out of its general primary significa-

tion, related to n^J?, ^, also signifies: "to take a second, third, etc., drink

after the first," concerning -which more details will be given elsewhere.

h)hv go^s back to ^^y, lactare, with the middle vowel, whence also y)]}^

ch! xvi. 11, xii. 18, ::xi. 11 (which see). The Hauran dialect has 'alCil

(plur. 'aiLmlil), like the Hebr. ^^iy (^^ij? = bb)]}^), in the signification

JHvenis, and especially ywvencMS (comp. infra, p. 359, note 1, "but they are

heifers," Arab, illci 'anmlil).

1 Vid. the beautiful description in Charles Boner's Forest Creatures, 18C1.
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(after the form "ii3'^) signifies a censurer and fault-finder,

fico/jirjTi]^. Tlie question means, will Job persist in this con-

tending with God? He who sets God right, as though he

knew everything better than He, shall answer the questions

put before him.

[Then Job answered Jehovah, and said
:]

4 Behold, I am too mean: what shall I anszcer Thee?

I lay my hand upon my mouth.

5 Once have I spolien, and xoill not begin again ;

And twice—/ loill do it no more.

Pie is small, i.e. not equal to the task imposed, therefore he

keeps his mouth firmly closed (comp. ch. xxi. 5, xxix. 9), for

whatever he might say would still not be to the point. Once

he has dared to criticise God's doings ; a second time (D^rit:^ =
JT'y^, Ges. § 120, 5) he ventures it no more, for God's won-

drous wisdom and all-careful love dazzle him, and he gladly

bows.

"^o But how? Is not the divine speech altogether different

X-K^-iv fi'om what one ought to expect? One expects to hear from

^ the mouth of Jehovah something unheard of in the previous

course of the drama, and in this expectation we find ourselves

disappointed at the outset. For one need only look back and

read ch. ix. 4-10, where Job acknowledges and describes God
as a wise and mighty Lord over the natural world, especially

as an irresistible Ruler over everything great in it ; ch.

xij. 7-10, where he refers to the creatures of the sky and

deep as proofs of God's creative power; ch. xii. 11-25, where

V he sketches the grandest picture of God's terrible doings in

nature and among men ; ch. xxvi. 5-14, where he praises

God as the Creator and Lord of all things, and describes

what he says concerning Him as only a faint echo of the

thunder of His might ; ch. xxviii. 23 sqq,, where he ascribes

absolute wisdom to Him as the Creator and Ruler of the
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world. If one ponders these passages of Job's speeches, lie

will not be able to say that the speech of Jehovah, in the

exhibition of the creative power and wisdom of God, which

is its theme, would make Job conscious of anything which

was previously unknown to him ; and it is accordingly asked,

What, then, is there that is new in the speech of Jehovah

by which the great effect is brought about, that Job humbles

himself in penitence, and becomes ready for the act of

redemption which follows?

It has indeed never occurred to Job to desire to enter into

a controversy with God concernino; the v/orks of creation

:

he is far from the delusion of being able to stand such a test

;

he knows in general, that if God were willing to contend

with him, he would not be able to answer God one in a thou-

sand, ch. ix. 3. And yet God closely questioned him, and

thereby Job comes to the perception of his sin—how comes

it to pass ? Has the j)lot of the drama perhaps failed in this

point? Has the poet made use of means unsuited to the

connection of the whole, to bring about the needful effect,

viz. the repentance of Job,—because, perhaps, the store of

his thoughts was exhausted? But this poet is not so poor,

and we shall therefore be obliged to try and understand the

disposition of the speech of Jehovah before we censure it.

When one of Job's last words before the appearing of

Jehovah was the word ''J3J?"' '•Iti', Job thereby desired God's

decision concerning the testimony of his innocence. This

wish is in itself not sinful
; yea, it is even a fruit of his hidden

faith, when he casts the look of hope away from his affliction

and the accusation of the friends, into the future to God as

his Vindicator and Redeemer. But that wish becomes sinful

when he looks upon his affliction as a de facto accusation on

the part of God, because he cannot think of suffering and

sin as separable, and because he is conscious of his innocence,

looks upon it as a decree of God, his opponent and his enemy.
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wliicli is irreconcilable with the divine justice. This Job's

condition of conflict and temptation is the prevaihng one

;

his faith is beclouded, and breaks through the night which

hangs over hini only in single rays. The result of this con-

dition of conflict is the sinful character which that wish

assumes : it becomes a challenge to God, since Job directs

against God Himself the accusation which the friends have

directed against him, and asserts his ability to carry through

his good cause even if God would enter with him into a

judicial contention ; he becomes a "ilD'' and rwhn n''31», and

raises himself above God, because he thinks he has Him for

an enemy wdio is his best friend. This defiance is, however,

not common godlessness ; on the contrary. Job is really the

innocent servant of God, and his defiant tone is only the

result of a false conception which the tempted one indulges

respecting the Author of his affliction. So, then, this defiance

has not taken full possession of Job's mind ; on the contrary,

the faith which lays firm hold on confidence in the God
whom he does not comprehend, is in conflict against it ; and

this conflict tends in the course of the drama, the nearer it

comes to the catastrophe, still nearer to the victory, which

only awaits a decisive stroke in order to be complete. There-

fore Jehovah yields to Job's longing "'JJi?'' '^11^, in as far as He
really answers Job ; and even that this takes place, and that,

although out of the storm, it nevertheless takes place, not in

a way to crush and destroy, but to instruct and convince, and

displaying a loving condescension, is an indirect manifestation

that Job is not regarded by God as an evil-doer mature for

judgment. But that folly and temerity by which the servant

of God is become unlike himself must notwithstandino- beo
destroyed; and before Job can realize God as his Witness

and Eedeemer, in which character his faith in its brighter

moments has foreseen Him, his sinful censuring and blaming

of God must be blotted out by penitence ; and with it at the
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same time Ins foolish imagination, by which his faith has

been almost overwhelmed, must be destroyed, viz. the ima-

gination that his affliction is a Jiostile dispensation of God.

And by what means is Job brought to the penitent recog-

nition of his gloomy judgment concei'ning the divine decree,

and of his contending with God? Is it, perhaps, by God's

admitting to him what really is the case : that he does not

suffer as a sinner the punishment of his sin, but showing at

the same time that the decree of suffering is not an unjust

one, because its design is not hostile ? No, indeed, for Job

is not worthy that his cause should be acknowledged on the

part of God before he has come to a penitent recognition

of the wrong by which he has sinned against God. God

would be encouraging self-righteousness if He should give

Job the testimony of his innocence, before the sin of vain-

glory, into which Job has fallen in the consciousness of his

innocence, is changed to humility, by which all uprightness

that is acceptable with God is tested. Therefore, contrary

to expectation, God begins to speak with Job about totally

different matters from His justice or injustice in reference

to his affliction. Therein already lies a deep humiliation for

Job. But a still deeper one in God's turning, as it were,

to the ahecedarium naturw, and putting the censurer of His

doings to the blush. That God is the almighty and all-

wise Creator and Ruler of the world, that the natural world

is exalted above human knowledge and power, and is full of

marvellous divine creations and arrangements, full of things

mysterious and incomprehensible to ignorant and feeble man,

Job knows even before God speaks, and yet he must now

hear it, because he does not know it rightly ; for the nature

with which he is acquainted as the herald of the creative and

governing power of God, is also the preacher of humility

;

and exalted as God the Creator and Ruler of the natural

world is above Job's censure, so is He also as the Author of
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his affliction. That which is new, therefore, in the speech of

Jehovah, is not the proof of God's exaltation in itself, but

the relation to the mystery of his affliction, and to his conduct

towards God in this his affliction, in which Job is necessitated

to place perceptions not in themselves strange to him. He
who cannot answer a single one of those questions taken

from the natural kingdom, but, on the contrary, must every-

where admire and adore the power and wisdom of God

—

he must appear as an insignificant fool, if he applies them

to his limited judgment concerning the Author of his

affliction.

The fundamental tone of the divine speech is the thought,

that the divine working in nature is infinitely exalted above

human knowledge and power, and that consequently man

must renounce all claim to better knowledge and right of

contention in the presence of the divine dispensations. But

at the same time, within the range of this general thought,

it is also in particular shown how nature reflects the good-

ness of God as well as His wisdom (He has restrained the

destructive power of the waters. He also sendeth rain upon

the steppe, though untenanted by man) ; how that which

accomplishes the purposes for which it was in itself designed,

serves higher purposes in the moral order of the world (the

dawn of day puts an end to the works of darkness, snow and

hail serve as instruments of divine judgments) ; how divine

providence extends to all creatures, and always according to

"their need (He provides the lion its prey. He satisfies the

ravens that cry to Him) ; and how He has distributed His

manifold gifts in a way often paradoxical to man, but in

truth worthy of admiration (to the steinbock ease in bringing

forth and growth without toil, to the wild ass freedom, to the

antelope untameable fleetness, to the ostrich freedom from

anxiety about its young and swiftness, to the horse heroic

and proud lust for the battle, to the hawk the instinct of

VOL. II. Z
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migration, to the eagle a lofty nest and a piercing siglit).

Everywhere the wonders of God's power and wisdom, and

in fact of His goodness abounding in power, and His provi-

dence abounding in wisdom, infinitely transcend Job's know-

ledge and capacity. Job cannot answer one of all these

questions, but yet he feels to what end they are put to him.

The God who sets bounds to the sea, who refreshes the

desert, who feeds the ravens, who cares for the gazelle in

the wilderness and the eagle in its eyrie, is the same God

who now causes him seemingly thus unjustly to suffer. But

if the former is worthy of adoration, the latter will also be so.

Therefore Job confesses that he will henceforth keep silence,

and solemnly promises that he will now no longer contend

with Him. From the marvellous in nature he divines that

which is marvellous in his affliction. His humiliation under

the mysteries of nature is at the same time humiliation

under the mystery of his affliction ; and only now, when he

penitently reveres the mystery he has hitherto censured, is

it time that its inner glory should be unveiled to him. The

bud is mature, and can now burst forth, in order to disclose

the blended colours of its matured beauty.

The Second Speech of Jehovah, and Job's Second Penitent

Ansicei'.—Chap. xl. 6-xlii. 6.

Schema: 6. 10. 9. 12. 10. 9.
|
4. 6. 6. 8. 8. 8. 10.

|
6. 6.

[Then Jehovah answered Job out of the storm, and said :] \^T^
This second time also Jehovah speaks to Job out of the (f"**

"^

storm ; not, however, in wrath, but in the profound conde-

scension of His majesty, in order to deliver His servant

from dark imaginings, and to bring him to free and joyous

knowledge. He does not demand blind subjection, but free

submission ; He does not extort an acknowledgment of His

greatness, but it is effected by persuasion. It becomes manifest
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that God is much more forbearing and compassionate than

men. Observe the friends, the defenders of the divine

honour, these sticklers for their own orthodoxy, how they

rave against Job ! How much better is it to fall into the

hands of the living God, than into the hands of man ! For

God is truth and love; but men have at one time love with-

out truth, at another truth without love, since they either

connive at one or anathematize him. When a man who,

moreover, like Job, is a servant of God, fails in one point,

or sins, men at once condemn him altogether, and admit

nothing good in him ; God, however, discerns between good

and evil, and makes the good a means of freeing the man

from the evil. He also does not go rashly to w^ork, but waits,

like an instructor, until the time of action arrives. How

long He listens to Job's bold challenging, and keeps silence

!

And then, when He does begin to speak. He does not cast

Job to the ground by His authoritative utterances, but deals

with him as a child ; He examines him from the catechism

of nature, and allows him to say for himself that he fails in

this examination. In this second speech He acts with him

as in the well-known poem of Hans Sachs with St Peter

:

He offers him to take the government of the world for once

instead of Himself. Here also He produces conviction ; here

also His mode of action is a deep lowering of Himself.

It is Jehovah, the God, who at length begets Himself in

humanity, in order to convince men of His love.

7 Gird up thy loins manfully

:

I ivill question thee, and do thou answer me !

8 Wilt thou altogether annul my right.

Condemn me, that thou mayest he righteous f

9 And hast thou then an arm like God,

And canst thou with the voice thunder like Him'?

The question with n&?L! stands to ch. xl. 2 in the relation of
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a climnx : Job contended not alone with God, which is in

itself wrong, let it be vrhatsoever it may ; he went so far as

to lose sight of the divine justice in the government of the

world, and in order not to be obliged to give up his own

righteousness, so far as to doubt the divine. ^^], ver. 9o,

is also interrogative, as ch. viii. 3, xxi. 4, xxxiv. 17, comp.

xxxix. 13, not expressive of a wish, as ch. xxxiv. IG. In the

government of the world, God shows His arm, He raises His

voice of thunder: canst thou perhaps—asks Jehovah—do

the like, thou who seemest to imagine thou couldst govern the

world more justly, if thou liadst to govern it ? inb3 Pipi^ are

to be combined : of like voice to Him ; the translation follows

the accents (^1p31 with Rehia mugrasch).

10 Deck thyself then with pomp and dignitrj,

And in glory and majesty clothe thyself!

11 Let the overfloioings of thy lorath pour forth,

And behold all pride, and abase it!

12 Behold all pride, bring it low.

And cast doion the evil-doers in tJieir place

;

13 Hide them in the dust together,

Bind their faces in secret

:

14 Then I also icill praise thee.

That thy right hand obtaineth thee help.

He is for once to put on the robes of the King of kings

(JTiy, comp. >^W, to wrap round, Ps. civ. 2), and send forth

his wrath over pride and evil-doing, for their complete re-

moval. r?r!j effundere, diffundere, as Arab. afdAa, vid. ch.

xxxvii. 11. ninny, or rather, according to the reading of Ben-

Ascher, rii"i2y, in its prop, signif. overstcppings, i.e. overflow-

ings. In connection with vers. 11-13, one is directly reminded

of the judgment on everything that is high and exalted

in Isa. ii., where 12J?? QpOtp also has its parallel (Isa. ii. 10).

Not less, however, does ver. 146 recall Isa. lix. 16, Ixiii. 5
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(comp. Ps. xcviii. 1) ; Isaiali I. and II. have similar descrip-

tions to the book of Job. The air Xey. V.^ is Hebrseo-Arab.

;

liadaha signifies, hke haclama, to tear, pull to the ground. In

connection with |^0b (from p^; Aram., Arab., loa), the lower

world, including the grave, is thought of (comp. Arab, mat-

murdt, subterranean places) ;
l^'^n signifies, like i^^-}^ IV., to

chain and to imprison. Try it only for once—this is the

collective thought—to act like Me in the execution of penal

justice, I would praise thee. That he cannot' do it, and yet

ventures with his short-sightedness and feebleness to charge

God's rule with injustice, the following pictures of foreign

animals are now further intended to make evident to him :

—

15 Beliold now the hehemotliy

Which I have made with thee

:

He eateth grass like an ox.

16 Behold now, his strength is in his loins.

And his force in the sinews of his belli/.

17 Be hendeth his tail like a cedar branch,

The si^ieivs of his legs are firmly interwoven.

18 Ilis bones are like tubes of brass,

His bones like bars of iron.

niona (after the manner of the intensive plur. niPPirij niD3n,

which play the part of the abstract termination), which sounds

like a p/tM\, but without the numerical plural signification,

considered as Hebrew, denotes the beast Kar i^o'^i]v, or the

giant of beasts, is however Hebraized from the Egyptian p-ehe-

mau, (miiau), i.e. the (p) ox (ehe) of the water (jjiaic as in the

Hebraized proper name !^ti'D). It is, as Bochart has first of all

shown, the so-called river or Nile horse, Hippopotamus am-

yhibias (in Isa. xxx. 6, ^}}. riions^ as emblem of Egypt, which

extends its power, and still is active in the interest of others),

found in the rivers of Africa, but no longer found in the Nile,

which is not inappropriately called a horse ; the Arab, water-
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hog is better, Italian homarino, Engl, sea-cow [?], like the

Egyptian p-ehe-mau. The change of p and h in the exchange

of Egyptian and Semitic words occurs also elsewhere, e.g.

pug and J*^n, harpii and H^n (apirti), Apriu and ^''l^y (ac-

cording to Lauth). Nevertheless jx^^ie-mau (not mau-t, for

what should the post-positive fern. art. do here ?) is first of

all only the mronn translated back again into the Egyptian

by Jablonsky ; an instance in favour of this is still wanting.

In Hieroglyph the Nile-horse is called apet ; it was honoured

as divine. Brugsch dwelt in Thebes in the temple of the

Apet} In ver. 15i "^^V signifies nothing but "with thee," so

that thou hast it before thee. This water-ox eats T'Vn, green

grass, like an ox. That it prefers to plunder the produce of

the fields—in Arab. cJiadir signifies, in particular, green

barley— is accordingly self-evident. Nevertheless, it has

gigantic strength, viz. in its plump loins and in the sinews

0T1^> properly the firm constituent parts,^ therefore : liga-

ments and muscles) of its clumsy belly. The brush of a tail,

short in comparison with the monster itself, is compared to a

cedar (a branch of it), ratione glabritiei, rotunditatis, spissi-

^ In the astronomical repi'esentations the hippopotamus is in the neigh-

bourhood of the North Pole in the place of the dragon of the present

day, and bears the name of lies-mut, in which nmt = t. mau, "the mother."

Hes however is obscure ; Birch explains it by : raging.

^ Starting from its primary signification (made firm, fast), j .«.•,

N"l''"lti' can signify e.g. also things put together from wood : a throne, a

hand-barrow, bedstead and cradle, metaphor, the foundation. Wetzst.

otherwise :
" The |t03n ''T'Tl)' are not the sinews and muscles, still less

' the private parts ' of others, but the four bearers of the animal body

= arkdn el-hatn, viz. the bones of the D'^JflD, ver. 16a, together with the

two shoulder-blades. The Arab, sarir is that on which a thing is sup-

ported or rests, on which it stands firmly, or moves about. NesliwCin

(i. 280) says :
' sarir is the substratum on which a thing rests,' and

the sarir er-7-a''s, says the same, is the place where the head rests upon the

nape of the neck. The Kumus gives the same signification prima loco,

which shows that it is general ; then follows in gen. ^^.^li*i<, " the

support of a thing."
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tudinis et firmitatls (Bocbart) ; since the beast is in general

almost without hair, it looks like a stiff, naked bone, and yet

it can bend it like an elastic cedar branch ;
}*3n is Hcbroeo-

Arab., ^_^=^ ^ is a word used directly of the bending of wood

(el-ud). Since tliis description, like the whole book of Job,

is so strongly Arabized, ins, ver. lib, will also be one word

with the Ai'ab. fachidh, the thigh ; as the Arabic version also

translates: 'uriiku afchddhild (the veins or strings of its thigh).

The Targ., retaining the word of the text here,^ has riH? in

Lev. xxi. 20 for ^t:'X, a testicle, prop, inguina, the gi'oins ; we

interpret: the sinews of its thighs or legs^ are intertwined

after the manner of intertwined vine branches, DTib'.* But

^ Wetzst. otherwise : One may compare the Arab. ^JAS^s>~^ fut. i, to

hold, sit, lie motionless (in any place), from Avhich the signification of

desiring, longing, has been developed, since in the Semitic languages the

figure of fixing {tcialluq) the heart and the eye on any desired object is at

the basis of this notion (wherefore such verbs are joined with ihei^rxp. 2).

According to this, it is to be explained, " his tail is motionless like (the

short and thick stem of) the cedar," for the stunted tail of an animal is a

mark of its strength to a Semite. In 18G0, as I was visiting the neighbour-

ing mountain fortress of cZ-Hosn wilh the octogenarian Fejdd, the sheikh

of Fik in Gvldn, we rode past Fejfid's ploughmen ; and as one of them
was letting his team go slowly along, the sheikh cried out to him from a

distance: Faster! faster! They (the steers, which thou ploughest) are

not oxen weak with age, nor are they the dower of a widow (wdio at her

second marriage receives only a pair of weak wretched oxen from her

father or brother) ; but they are heifers (3-4 year-old steers) witli stiffly

raised tails (ivadhiijilluhln muqashmare, "i?0C'pO an intensive ~\V\^p or ~it^'pD

[comp. p^^pti', ch. xxi. 23]).

2 Another Targ., which translates "'mT13J?C''l IT'inj, penis et testkuli ejua,

vid. Aruch s.v. t3y>i^

^ According to Fleischer, facliidh signifies properly the thick-leg

(= thigh), from the root /ac7(, with the general signification of being

puffed out, swollen, thick.

^ In the choice of the word 1^1^% the mushdgarat ed-daicdU (from

-\i\^ = Jib')? " the interweaving of the vine branches " was undoubtedly

before the poet's eye ; comp. Deutsch. Morgcnl. Zeitschr. xi. 477 : " On
all sides in this delightful corner of the earth (the Ghuta) the vine left

to itself, in diversified ramifications, often a dozen branches resembling

so many huge snakes entangled together, swings to and fro upon the
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wliy is Vnns pointed thus, and not ViriD (as e.g. 1'''^^^) ? It is

either an Aramaizing (with VT^'X it has another relationship)

pointing of the plur.^ or rather, as Kuhler has perceived, a

reguLarly-pointed dual (like I'^^l), from CinnD (like D^Wa),

which is equally suitable in connection with the signification

femora as testicuU. ?''po, ver. 186, is also Hebrseo-Arab.

;

for Jii^ signifies to forge, or properly to extend by forging

(hammering), and to lengthen, undoubtedly a secondary

formation of 7115, \.dla, to be long, as mahina of hdna, madana

of ddna, ^nassara (to found a fortified city) of sdra, chiefly

(if not always) by the intervention of such nouns as makdn,

medine, misr (= "^i^'O), therefore in the present instance by

the intervention of this meiil (= memiul^), whence probably

/MeraXXov (metal), properly iron in bars or rods, therefore

metal in a wrought state, although not yet finished.^ Its

bones are like tubes of brass, its bones (}^^y., the more Aram.

word) like forged rods of iron—what an appropriate descrip-

tion of the comparatively thin but firm as iron skeleton by

which the plump mass of flesh of the gigantic boar-like grass-

eater is carried

!

shining stem of the lofty white poplar." And ib. S. 491: "a twisted

vine almost the thickness of a man, as though formed of rods of iron

(comp. ver. 18)."

1 The noun ^it^o is also found in the Lexicon of Neshwun, i. Go :
" ^"i^O

is equivalent to 7lt3DO, viz. that which is hammered out in length, used of

iron and other metals ; and one says n^''i3?3 mnn of a piece of iron that
T • ; T • -:

has been hammered for the purpose of stretching it." The verb Neslncun

explains: " pDO said of iron signifies to stretch it that it may become

long." Tiie verb pt3J3 can be regarded as a fusion of the root nio (UDD,

D10, comp. niSiD, and !?»^ Beduin : to take long steps) with the root

p^tj, to be long.

—

Wetzst. The above explanation of the origin of the

verb ?oo seems to us more probable.

- Ibn-Koreisch in Pinsker, Likkute, p. H^p, explains it without exact-

ness by sehikat hac/it/, which signifies a smelted and formed piece of

iron.
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19 He is the firstling of the locajs of God;

He, his Maher, reached to him his sioord.

20 For the mountains bring forth food for him,

And all the beasts of the field play beside him.

21 Under the lote-trees he lieth doion,

In covert of reeds and marsh,

22 Lote-trees cover liim as shade,

The loillows of the brook encompass him.

23 Behold, if the stream is strong, he doth not quake

;

He remaineth cheerful, if a Jordan breaketh forth upon his

mouth.

24 Just catch him ivhile he is looking.

With snares let one pierce his nose !

God's ways is the name given to God's operations as the

Creator of the world in ver. 19a (comp. ch. xxvi. 14, where

His acts as the Ruler of the Avorld are included) ; and the

firstling of these ways is called the Behemoth, not as one of

the first in point of time, but one of the liugest creatures, un

chef-d'oeuvre de Dieu (Bochart) ;
jT'^'^st not as Prov. viii. 22,

Num. xxiv. 20, of the priority of time, but as Amos vi. 1, 6,

of rank. The art. in S'^V[} is, without the pronominal suff.

being meant as an accusative (Ew. § 290, d), equal to a

demonstrative pronoun (comp. Ges. § 109, init.) : this its

Creator (but so that " this" does not refer back so much as

forwards). It is not meant that He reached His sword to

behemoth, but (on which account I'p is intentionally wanting)

that He brought forth, i.e. created, its (behemoth's) peculiar

sword, viz. the gigantic incisors ranged opposite one another,

with which it grazes upon the meadow as with a sickle :

apovprjcnv kuktjv iTTi^aWerai apTrrjv (Nicander, Theriac. 566),

apiTT] is exactly the sickle-shaped Egyptian sword (Jiarpu =
^7D)« Vegetable food (to which its teeth are adapted) is

appointed to the behemoth :
" for the mountains produce
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food for him ;" it is the herbage of the hills (which is scanty

in the lower and more abundant in the upper valley of the

Kile) that is intended, after which this uncouth animal climbs

(vld. Schlottm.). bu is neither a contraction of ^"^^ (Ges.),

nor a corruption of it (Ew.), but Hebrseo-Arab. = haul, pro-

duce, from bdla, to beget, comp. aballa, to bear fruit (prop,

seed, bulal), root 7D, to soak, wet, mix.^ Ver. 20b describes

how harmless, and if unmolested, inoffensive, the animal is

;

Dt^ there, viz. while it is £i;razino;.

In ver. 21a Saadia correctly translates: JLdll Ln-v^s^a." ; and

ver. 22a, Abulwalid : ^] l\lL^ J»j!1 ^^^aLo, tegit eum lotus

obumbrans eiim^ by interpreting J>^1, more correctly Jldil,

with es-sidr el-berri, i.e. Rliamnus silvestris {Rliamnus Lotus,

Linn.), in connection with which Schultens' observation is to

be noticed : Cave intelligas lotum ^gyptiam s. plantain Niloti-

cam quam Arabes .j»j. The fact that the wild animals of the

steppe seek the shade of the lote-tree, Schultens has supported

by passages from the poets. The lotus is found not only in

Syria, but also in Egypt, and the whole of Africa.^ The

^ "Whether 7''73, ch. vi. 5, xxiv. 6, signifies mixed provender (fcm-ago),

or perha^DS ripe fruit, i.e. grain, so thai jabol, Judg. xix. 21, in the signi-

fication " he gave dry provender consisting of barley-grain," would be

the opposite of the jahushsh (t^n^) of the present day, " he gives green

l^rovender consisting of green grass or green barley, hashish,^' as Wetzst.

supposes, Vld. on Isa. xxx. 24..

2 The A[ji or DtunAree., which likes hot and damp valleys, and hence

is found much on the northern, and in great numbers on the eastern, shores

of the Sea of Galilee, is called in the present day sidra^ collect, sidr ; and

its fruit, a small yellow apple, duina., collect, dum., perhaps " the not

ending, perennial," because the fruit of the previous year only falls from

the tree when that of the present year is ripe. Around Bagdad, as they

told me, the Dwm-tree bears twice a year. In Egypt its fruit is called

nehq (p2:, uot iiihq as in Freytag), and the tree is there far stronger and

taller than in Syria, where it is seldom more than about four and twenty

feet high. Only in the WCidi ''s-sidr on the mountains of Judaj.i have I

seen several unusually large trunks. The 'Kumus places the signification
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plur. is formed from the primary form ?^^V, as C3''?pipti' from

Dp^, Olsli. § 148, h; the single tree was perhaps called np«!;

(= <aU), as n?3p'^ (Ew. § 189, A). Ammianus Marc. xxii. 15

coincides with ver. 216: Inter arundines celsas et squalentes

nimia dmsitate hcec hellna cuhilia ponit. i^?y, ver. 22a (re-

solved from i?>', as i7p3, ch. xx. 7, from i??^), is in apposition

with the subj. : Lote-trees cover it as its shade (shading

it). The double play of words in ver. 22 is [not] repro-

duced in the [English] translation. ][}, ver. 23a, pointing to

something possible, obtains almost the signification of a con-

ditional particle, as ch. xii. 14, xxiii. 8, Isa. liv. 15. The

Arabic version appropriately translates j^'A\ AL ^^1, for

^1? denotes exactly like pw^V, excessive, insolent behaviour,

and is then, as also JI?, Mz, and other verbs given by

Schultens, transferred from the sphere of ethics to the over-

flow of a river beyond its banks, to the rush of raging waters,

to the rising and bursting forth of swollen streams. It does

" the sweet Dum-tvee" first of all to JL?, and tlien " the wild D." In

hotter regions there may also be a superior kind with fine fruit, in Syria

it is only wild

—

Neshicun (ii. 192) says: "dd^a, collect, dal, is the wild

Dum-tree"—yet I have always found its fruit sweet and pleasant to the

taste.

—

Wetzst.
^ Forms like ppji, ppv, are unknown to the language, because it was more

natural for ease of pronunciation to make the primary form 33D into 3D

than into 22D; 'hhi {vid. i. 377), i^^V, might more readily be referred to ^^j,

hb'i (in which the first a is a helping vowel, and the second a root vowel)

;

but although the form ptSp and the segolate forms completely pass into

one another in inflection, still there does not exist a safe examjJe in favour

of the change of vowels of y^p into "h'dp'i wherefore we have also derived

vJi^, ch. xxxviii. 28, from ?JX, not from ^^k, although, moreover, e fre-

quently enough alternates with i (e.g. ^J?C-*''), and a transition into e of

the I weakened from a (e.g. 031'') also occurs. But there are no forms

like i2tp3 = "'StSJ from P|t33 in reality, although they would be possible

according to the laws of vowels. In Ges. Handicorierb. (18G3) \9?ii

stands under "pPS • (according to the form 23^, which, however, forms

i33p) and ipp^^• under ^_^^; (a rare noun-form, which does not occur at all

form verbs double Ay in).
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not, however, terrify the behemoth, which can live as well in

the water as on the land ; nsin^_ iib^ projierly, it does not spring

vip before it, is not disturbed by it. Instead of the Jordan,

ver. 2ob, especially in connection with n''r, the 'Gaihiai (the

Oxus) or the 'Gaihdn (the Pyramus) might have been men-

tioned, which have their names from the growing force with

which they burst forth from their sources (n''a, ni3j comp.

'gdcha, to wash away). But in order to express the notion

of a powerful and at times deep-swelling stream, the poet

prefers the I'^y. of his fatherland, which, moreover, does not

lie so very far from the scene, according to the conception

at least, since all the wadis in its neighbourhood flow directly

or indirectly (as Wcidi el-Medddn, the boundary river between

the district of Suioet and the jViikra plain) into the Jordan.

For r}y_ (perhaps from T]^^) does not here signify a stream

(rising in the mountain) in general ; the name is not deprived

of its geographical definiteness, but is a particularizing ex-

pression of the notion given above.

The description closes in ver. 24 with the ironical challenge:

in its sight (1''^''^? as Prov. i. 17) let one (for once) catch

it ; let one lay a snare which, when it goes into it, shall

spring together and pierce it in the nose ; i.e. neither the

open force nor the stratagem^ which one employs with effect

with other animals, is sufficient to overpower this monster.

D''P'ipio is generally rendered as equal to ^''^'], Isa. xxxvii. 29,

Ezek. xix. 4, or at least to the cords drawn through them, but

contrary to the uniform usage of the language. The descrip-

tion of the hippopotamus^ is now followed by that of the croco-

dile, which also elsewhere form a pair, e.g. in Achilles Tatius,

1 Certainly one would have expected pii like }p3, while "^y like |'3V\

"liVN appears formed from |*i-| ; nevertheless jTi'' (with changeable Sscre)

can be understood as a change of vowel from '^r^^ (comp. ^^'^ for nt/'O-

2 Vid. Brehm, Aus dem Lehen des Nilpferds, Gartenlauhe 1859, Nr.

48, etc.
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iv. 2, 19. Behemoth and leviathan, says Herder, are the

pillars of Hercnles at the end of the book, the non jylus ultra

of another world [distant from the scene]. What the same

writer says of the poet, that he does not " mean to furnisli

any contributions to Pennant's Zoologie or to Linn^us'

Animal Kingdom^' the expositor also must assent to.

25 Dost thou draio the crocodile hy a hoop-net,

And dost thou sink his tongue into the line ? I

26 Canst thou put a rush-ring into his nose.

And pierce his cheeJcs with a hook ?

27 Will he make many supplications to thee.

Or speak flatteries to thee?

28 Will he make a covenant with thee,

To take him as a perpetual slave ?

29 Wilt thou play ivith him as a little bird,

And bind him for thy maidens?

In ch. iii. 8, ]^l'k signified the celestial dragon, that causes

the eclipses of the sun (according to the Indian mythology,

rdhu the black serpent, and ketu the red serpent) ;
in Ps.

civ. 26 it does not denote some great sea-saurian after the

kind of the hydrarchus of the primeval world,^ but directly

the whale, as in the Talmud (Lewysohn, Zoologie des Talm.

§ 178 sq.). Elsewhere, however, the crocodile is thus named,

and in fact as T^n also, another appellation of this natural

wonder of Egypt, as an emblem of the mightiness of Pharaoh

{vid. on Ps. Ixxiv. 13 sq.), as once again the crocodile itself is

called in Arab, el-fir aunu. The Old Testament language

possesses no proper name for the crocodile; even the Talmudic

makes use of i^npnp = KpoKoheCko^ (Lewysohn, § 271). JiT"!^

is the generic name of twisted, and pjD long-extended mon-

sters. Since the Egyptian name of the crocodile has not

been Hebraized, the poet contents himself in tjb'ipri with

1 Vid. Grasse, Beitrac/e, S. 94 ff.
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making a play upon its Egyptian, and in ^Uu^.", tijnsdh,^

Arabized name (Ew. § 324, a). To wit, it is called in Coptic

temsah, Hierogl. (without tlie art.) msuh (emsuh), as an animal

that creeps "out of the egg (suh)."'^ In ver. 256, Ges. and

others falsely translate : Canst thou press its tongue down

with a cord ; V''\?'^'^ does not signify demergere = deprimere^

but immergere : canst thou sink its tongue into the line, i.e.

make it bite into the hook on the line, and canst thou thus

draw it up? Ver. 25b then refers to what must happen in

order that the ^tyo of the msuh may take place. Herodotus

(and after him Aristotle) says, indeed, ii. 68, the crocodile

has no tongue ; but it has one, only it cannot stretch it out,

because the protruding part has grown to the bottom of the

mouth, while otherwise the saurians have a long tongue, that

can be stretched out to some length. In ver. 26 the order of

thought is the same : for first the Nile fishermen put a ring

through the gills or nose of valuable fish ; then they draw a

cord made of rushes (cr^^olvov) through it, in order to put

them thus bound into the river. "As a perpetual slave,"

ver. 286 is intended to say : like on« of the domestic animals.

^ Herodotus was acquainted witli tbis name (x,x/^-'^cii = x-poKohit^ot)
;

thus is the crocodile called also in Palestine, where (as Tobler and Joh.

Eoth have shown) it occurs, especially in the river Damur near Tantura.

2 Les naturalistes—says Chabas in his Papyr. magique, p. 190

—

comptent

cinq especes de crocodiles vivant dans le Nil, mais les liieroglyplies rapportent

7in plus grand nomhre de noms determines par le signe dii crocodile. Such

is really the case, apart from the so-called laud crocodile or aKiyx.o;

(Arab. isqa7iqili-), the Coptic name of which, ZmjiA.'fZ/' (according to Lauth

ha. n. keif, ruler of the bank), is not as yet indicated on the monuments.

Among the many old Egyptian names for the crocodile, Kircher's charuki

is, however, not found, which reminds one of the Coptic karus, as x,pox,6-

^si'Kog of scpoKos, for xpoxooiAo; is the proper name of the Lacerta viridis

(Herod, ii. 69). Lauth is inclined to regard charuki as a fiction of

Kircher, as also the name of the phoenix, uXMyi (vid. p. 130). The

number of names of the crocodile which remain even without chartdci,

leads one to infer a great variety of species, and crocodiles, which differ

from all living species, have also actually been found in Egyptian tombs

;

vid. Schmarda, Vcrhreitung der Thiere, i. 89.
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By liSV, ver. 29a, can hardly be meant D'P"|3n nn>V, the little

bird of the vineyard, i.e. according to a Talmud, usage of the

language, the golden beetle (Jesurnn, p. 222), or a pretty

eatable grasshopper (Lewysohn, § 374), but, according to the

words of Catullus, Passei' delicioi mecv louellw, the sparrow,

Arab, 'asfur—an example of a harmless living plaything

(3. prib, to play with anything, different from Ps. civ. 26,

where it is not, with E\v., to be translated : to play with it,

but : therein).

30 Do fishermen trade ivlth him.

Do they divide him among the Canaaniies ?

31 Canst thou fill his skin with darts,

And his head icith fish-spears ?

32 Onli/ lay thy hand zqjon him—
Remember the battle, thou loilt not do it again !

Ch. xli. 1 Behold, every hope becometh disappointment :

Is not one cast down even at the sight of him ?

The fishermen form a guild (i i:,*.^?, sunf), the associated

members of which are called C'^^n (distinct from Cl^n).

On bv nnSj vid. on ch. vi. 27. "When I came to the towns

of the coast," says R. Akiba, b. Rosch ha-Schana, 2Gb,

"they called selling, which we call riT^D, mo, there," ac-

cording to which, then, Gen. 1. 5 is understood, as by the

Syriac ; the word is Sanscrito-Semitic, Sanscr. kri, Persic

chiriden (Jesurun, p. 178). LXX. ivairovurat, according to

2 Kings vi. 23, to which, however, VPy is not suitable. D^-V^S

are Phoenicians ; and then, because they were the merchant

race of the ancient world, directly traders or merchants.

The meaning of the question is, whether one sells the croco-

dile among them, perhaps halved, or in general divided up

(vid. i. 409). Further, ver. 31 : whether one can kill it

ni3b'3, with pointed missiles (Arab, shauke, a thorn, sting,
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dart), or with fisli-spears (''VfV, so called from its whizzing,

bh)i, salla). In ver. 32 the accentuation is the right indica-

tion : only seize upon him—remember the battle, i.e. thou

wilt be obliged to remember it, and thou wilt have no wish to

repeat it. 13? is a so-called imperat. consec. : if thou doest it,

thou wilt . . . , Ges. § 130, 2. ^Din is the pausal foi*m of

f]pin (once tosjy, Prov. xxx. G), of which it is the original

form.

Ch. xli. 1. The siiff. of iripHin refers to the assailant, not

objectively to the beast (the hope which he indulges concern-

ing itj. n3T33, ch. xli. 1, is 3 2')r(et., like '^'?^^p., Isa. liii. 7

(where also the participial accenting as Milra, occurs in

Codd.) ; Fiirst's Concord, treats it as part., but the participial

form "^^tpi?^, to be assumed in connection with it, along with

n7L2p3 and ri7t2p3 does not exist. DJn ver. lb, is, according: to

the sense, equivalent to 03 N?n ; vid. on ch. xx. 4. V^5~lp (ac-

cording to Ges., Ew., and Olsh., sing., with the plural swjf.,

without a plur. meaning, which is natural in connection with

the primary form "^i^y? ; or what is more probable, from the

plur. D''t5"iO with a sing, meaning, as ^''^S) refers to the croco-

dile, and Pts^ (according to a more accredited reading, -'tp.^ =
7DV) to the hunter to whom it is visible.

What is said in ver. 30 is perfectly true ; although the

crocodile was held sacred in some parts of Egypt, in Ele-

phantine and Apollonopolis, on the contrary, it was salted

and eaten as food. Moreover, that there is a small species

of crocodile, with which children can play, does not militate

against ver. 29. Everywhere here it is the creature in its

primitive strength and vigour that is spoken of. But if they

also knew how to catch it in very early times, by fastening a

bait, perhaps a duck, on a barb with a line attached, and

drew the animal to land, where they put an end to its life

with a lance-thrust in the neck (Uhlemann, Tliotli, S. 241) :

this was angling on the largest scale, as is not meant in
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ver. 25. If, on the other hand, in very early times they

harpooned the crocodile, this would certainly be more difficult

of reconcilement with ver. 31, than that mode of catching it

by means of a fishing-hook of the greatest calibre with ver. 25.

But harpooning is generally only of use when the animal can

be hit between the neck and head, or in the flank; and it is

very questionable whether, in the ancient times, when the race

was without doubt of an unmanageable size, that has now

died out, the crocodile hunt (ch. vii. 12) was effected with

harpoons. On the whole subject we have too little informa-

tion for distinguishing between the different periods. So far

as the questions of Jehovah have reference to man's relation

to the two monsters, they concern the men of the present,

and are shaped according to the measure of power which

they have attained over nature. The strophe which follows

shows what Jehovah intends by these questions.

2 None is so foolhardy that he dare excite him !

And ivho is it loho could stand before Me ?

3 Who hath given Me anything first of all, that I must requite it?

Whatsoever is under the ivhole heaven is Mine.

One sees from these concluding inferences, thus applied,

what is the design, in the connection of this second speech of

Jehovah, of the reference to behemoth and leviathan, which

somewhat abruptly began in ch. xl. 15. If even the strength

of one of God's creatures admits no thought of being able to

attack it, how much more should the greatness of the Creator

deter man from all resistance ! For no one has any claim on

God, so that he should have the right of appearing before

Him with a rude challenge. Every creature under heaven

is God's; man, therefore, possesses nothing that was not

God's property and gift, and he must humbly yield, whether

God gives or takes away. ^, ver. 2a, is not directly equi-

valent to !>', but the clause is exclamatory, mi:;^ Chethih,

VOL. II. 2 A
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I3"i"'j;' Ken^ is the Palestine reading, the reverse the Baby-

lonian; the authorized text (chiefly without a Keri) is "^^y^V^

from "|!|J? in a transitive signification (ijelpeLv), as niti', ch.

xxxix. 12, comp. xlii. 10. The meaning of V'?''^!?'? is de-

termined according to 2???'^?). : to anticipate, viz. by gifts pre-

sented as a person is approaching the giver (Arab, aqdama).

5:«n, ver. 3^, is neutral, as ch. xiii. 16, xv. 9, xxxi. 11, 28.

nnri is virtually a subj. : that which is under . . . After

these apparently epiphonematic verses (2 and 3), one might

now look for Job's answer. But the description of the

leviathan is again taken up, and in fact hitherto it was only

the invincibility of the animal that was spoken of ; and yet

it is not so described that this picture might form the exact

pendent of the preceding.

4 / xvill not heep silence ahout his members,

The proportion of his poiver and the comeliness of his struc-

ture.

5 Who could raise the front of his coat of mail?

Into his double teeth—ivho cometh therein?

6 The doors of his face—ivho op>eneth them f

Round about his teeth is terror.

• The Keri IP authorized by the Masora assumes an inter-

rogative rendering: as to it, should I be silent about its

members (l7 at the head of the clause, as Lev. vii. 7-9, Isa.

ix. 2),—what perhaps might appear more poetic to many.

^^inp. (once, ch. xi. 3, to cause to keep silence) here, as

usually: to be silent. V'np, as ch. xviii. 13, vol. i. p. 323.

°i2"n signifies the relation of the matter, a matter of fact, as

''']^"^, facts, Ps. Ixv. 4, cv. 27, cxlv. 5. T^ (compared by Ew.

with T^, a measure) signifies grace, p^apt? (as synon. I?!]),

here delicate regularity, and is made easy of pronunciation

from J^Hj just as the more usual I^ ; the language has avoided

the form jjn, as observed above, t^•a7, clothing, we have
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translated "coat of mail," which the Arab, llhds usually

signifies ; iti'inp ""JQ is not its face's covering (Schlottm.),

which ought to be VJB WJP; but V.? is the upper or front

side turned to the observer (comp. Isa. xxv. 7), as Arab. <ij?-j

{loag'h), si rem desuper species, sumrna ejus pars, si ex adverso,

2vima (Fleischer, Glossce, i. 57). That which is the "doubled

of its mouth" (ID"], prop, a bit in the mouth, then the mouth

itself) is its upper and lower jaws armed with powerful teeth.

The "doors of the face" are the jaws; the jaws are divided

back to the ears, the teeth are not covered by lips ; the im-

pression of the teeth is therefore the more terrible, which

the substantival clause, ver. 6b (comp. ch. xxxix. 20), affirms.

V3L^ gen. suhjecti: the circle, epKO'i, which is formed by its

teeth (Hahn).

7 A pride are the farrows of the shields.

Shut by a rigid seal.

8 One joineth on to the other,

And no air entereth between them.

9 One upon another they are arranged.

They hold fast together, inseparably.

Since the writer uses P''3t^ both in the signif. robustus,

ch. xii. 12, and canalis, ch. xl. 18, it is doubtful whether it

must be explained robusta (robora) scutorum (as e.g. Ges.),

or canales scutorum (Hirz., Schlottm., and others). We now

prefer the latter, but so that " furrows of the shields " signi-

fies the square shields themselves bounded by these channels;

for only thus is the "1^3 D, which refers to these shields, con-

sidered, each one for itself, suitably attached to what pre-

cedes. "iy DJ^in is an ace. of closer definition belonging to it

:

closed is (each single one) by a firmly attached, and there-

fore firmly closed, seal. LXX. remarkably coa-irep afMvpiT'r]';

\ldo<;, i.e. emery (vid. Krause's Pyrogeteles, 1859, S. 228).

Six rotvs of knotty scales and four scales of the neck cover
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the upper part of the animal's body, in themselves firm, and

attached to one another in almost impenetrable layers, as is

described in vers. 7 sq. in constantly-varying forms of expres-

sion (where ^c'j'' with Pathach beside AtJmach is the correct

reading),—a niX3, i.e. an equipment of which the animal

may be proud. Umbr. takes msj, with Bochart, = >^]i, the

back ; but although in the language much is possible, yet

not everything.

10 His sneezing sendetli forth light,

And his eyes are like the eyelids of the dawn

;

11 Out of his mouth proceed flames

f

Sparks offire escape from him

;

12 Out of his nostrils goeth forth smoke

Like a seething pot and caldron ;

13 His breath kindleth coals,

And flames go forth out of his mouth.

That the crocodile delights to sun itself on the land, and

then turns its open jaws to the sunny side, most Nile travel-

lers since Herodotus have had an opportunity of observing;^

and in connection therewith the reflex action of sneezing

may occur, since the light of the sun produces an irritation

on the retina, and thence on the vagus ; and since the sun

shines upon the fine particles of watery slime cast forth in

the act of sneezing, a meteoric appearance may be produced.

This delicate observation of nature is here compressed into

three words ; in this concentration of whole, grand thoughts

and pictures, we recognise the older poet. ^^V is the usual

1 Dieterici, Eeisebilder, i. 194: " We very often saw the animal lying

in the sand, its jaws wide open and tm-ned towards the warm sunbeams,

while little birds, like the slender white water-wagtail, march quietly

about in the deadly abyss, and pick out worms from the watery jaws."

Herodotus, ii. GS, tells exactly the same story ; as the special friend of

the crocodile among little birds, he mentions tov rpox^'Xov (the sand-piper,

Pluvianus jEgyptias).
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Semitic word for "sneezing" (synon. iij, 2 Kings iv. 35).

?[)^ shortened from ?[}^, ch. xxxi. 26, Hiph. of ?p.\} (comp.

p. 47). The comparison of the crocodile's eyes with ")nc'"''syD3;

,

(as ch. iii. 9, from ^^.pV, to move with quick vibrations, to

wink, i.e. tremble), or the rendering of the same as eZSo?

€co<;(ji6pov (LXX.), is the more remarkable, as, according to

Horus, i. 68, two crocodile's ej^es are the hieroglyph^ for

dawn, avarok^ : eTreihrjirep (probably to be read eTretS?) irpo)

7ravT0<i acofiaro^; ^aoou ol 6(f>da\/jLol e/c rod j3v6ov avacpaivovraL.

There it is the peculiar brilliancy of the eyes of certain

animals that is intended, which is occasioned either by the

iris being furnished with a so-called lustrous substance, or

there being in the pupil of the eye (as e.g. in the ostrich)

that spot which, shining like metal, is called tapetum lucidum.

For avacpalveadai of the eyes e/c tov Pv9ov, is the lustre of

the pupil in the depth of the eye. The eyes of the crocodile,

which are near together, and slanting, glimmer through the

water, when it is only a few feet under water, with a red glow.

Nevertheless the comparison in ver. 106 might also be

intended differently. The inner (third) eyelid^ of the croco-

^ The eyes of tlie crocodile alone by tliemselves are no hieroglyph : how
could they have been represented by themselves as crocodile''s eyes ? But

in the Ramesseum and elsewhere the crocodile appears with a head point-

ing upwards in company with couching lions, and the eyes of the croco-

dile are rendered specially prominent. Near this group it appears again

in a curved position, and quite small, but this time in company with a

scorpion which bears a disc of the sun. The former {x.pox.ooil'hov "hvo

6/pdcc7^l^oi) seems to me to be a figure of the longest night, the latter

{y.psi>e.6^ii7\.os x,iy.v(pug in Horapollo) of the shortest, so that consequently

dya.To'Kvi and '^vatg do not refer to the rising and setting of the sun, but to

the night as prevailing against or succumbing to the day (communicated

by Lauth from his researches on the astronomical monuments) . But since

the growth of the day begins with the longest night, and vice versa, the

notions dua.ro'h'/i and "hvatg can, as it seems to me, retain their most

natural signification ; and the crocodile's eyes are, notwithstanding, a

figure of the light shining forth from the darkness, as the crocodile's tail

signifies black darkness (and Egypt as the black land).

2 Prof. Will refers the figure not to the third eyelid or the membrana
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clile is itself a rose red ; and therefore, considered in them-

selves, its eyes may also be compared with the "eyelids of

the dawn." AVhat is then said, vers. 11-13, of the crocodile,

Achilles Tatius, iv. 2, says of the hippopotamus : fivKrrjp eVt

/j.iya Ke'^rjvoi'i Koi irvewv TrvpcoSr] Kairvov a)9 airo Trrjyij'i Trvpo'i.

Bartram has observed on the alligator, that as it comes on the

land a tliick smoke issues from its distended nostrils with a

thundering sound. This thick, hot steam, according to the

credible description which is presented here, produces the im-

pression of a fire existing beneath, and bursting forth. The

subjective truth of this impression is faithfully but poetically

reproduced by the poet. On liT'S (root 12, escudere), vid.

i. 408. ^!?^n'? siafnifies no more than to disentangle one's

self, here therefore : to fly out in small particles. P0J5?,

ver. lib, is rendered by Saad., Gecat., and others, by qumqum

(Qlpnip), a caldron ; the modern expositors derive it from D3N

= agama, to glow, and understand it of a " heated caldron."

But the word signifies either heat or caldron ; the latter sig-

nification, however, cannot be linguistically established ; one

would look for ]i^ (Arab, iggdne, a copper [Germ. Wasch-

kesselj). The noun P»J^? signifies, ch. xl. 26, the reed axplvo<i,

and in the Jerusalem Talmud, Sota ix. 12, some menial ser-

vice (comp. Arab, ugwn) ; E\v. rightly retains the former

sitT-nification, like a pot blown upon, i.e. fired, heated, and

beside it (in combination with it) reeds as fuel, which in

themselves, and especially together with the steaming water,

produce a thick smoke. The Waio is to be compared to the

Arabic Waw concomitantlce (which governs the ace).

nictltans, but to that spot on the clwroidea, glistening with a metallic

lustre, which the crocodile has in common with most animals of the night

or the twilight, therefore to the brilliancy of its eye, which shines by

virtue of its lustrous coating ; vid. the magnificent head of a crocodile in

Schlegel's Amphibien-AbUldungen (1837-44).
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14 Great strength resteth upon Ids neclc,

And despair danceth hence before him.

15 Thefianks of his flesh are thichly set,

Fitting tightly to him, immoveable.

16 His heart is Jirni like stone,

And firyn like the nether millstone.

17 The mighty are afraid of his rising up

;

From alarm they miss their aim.

Overpowering strengtli lodges on its neck, i.e. has its

abiding place there, and before it despair, prop, melting away,

dissolution (^3^it•^ from nK^, (^\S = n^n Biph., i^\3 II., to

bring into a loose condition, synon. D^D), dances hence, i.e.

springs up and away (p"!;, Arab, jadisu, to run away), i.e. it

spreads before it a despondency which produces terror, and

deprives of strength. Even the pendulous fleshy parts (?30),

especially of its belly, hang close together, ip?"], i.e. they are

not flabby, but fit to it, like a metal casting, without moving,

for the skin is very thick and covered with thick scales

;

and because the digestive apparatus of the animal occupies

but little space, and the scales of the back are continued

towards the belly, the tender parts appear smaller, narrower,

and closer together than in other animals. P1^'^ here is not,

as ch. xxviii. 2, xxix. 6, the fut. of pvi, but the j^cirf. of PV^,

as also ver. 16ab : its heart is firm and obdurate, as though

it were of cast brass, hard as stone, and in fact as the nether

millstone (n^3 from rhsi, falacha, to split, crush in pieces),

which, because it has to bear the weight and friction of the

upper, must be particularly hard. It is not intended of actual

stone-like hardness, but only of its indomitable spirit and

great tenacity of life : the activity of its heart is not so easily

disturbed, and even fatal wounds do not so quickly bring it

to a stand. inifD (from Hb' = n^b' =
^^'f),

primary form

nxb', is better understood in the active sense : afraid of its

rising, than the passive : of its exaltedness. Dy''N (according
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to another reading ^^)'^) is not, witli E\v., to be derived from

W (Arab, ycd), a ram; but D\^'X Ex. xv. 15, Ezek. xvii. 13

(comp. D^T?. 2 Cliron. ii. 16, ''1^. 2 Sam. xxii. 29), ^'^ii Ezek.

xxxi. 11, xxxii. 21, and Qv^K Cheth. 2 Kings xxiv. 15, are

only alternating forms and modes of writing of the parti-

cipial adject., derived from Sx (/''i^) first of all in the pri-

mary form aivil (as "I2 = gaioir). The signif. assigned to the

verb blX : to be thick = fleshy, which is said then to go

over into the signif. to be stupid and strong (Ges. Ilancl-

tcurterh.), rests upon a misconception : dla is said of fluids

"to become thick," because they are condensed, since they

go back, i.e. sink in or settle (Ges. correctly in Thes. : notio

crasdliei a retrocedendo). The verb dla, jaidu, unites in

itself the significations to go backward, to be forward, and

to rule ; the last two : anteriorem and superiorem esse, pro-

bablv belong together, and ^^ signifies, therefore, a possessor

of power, who is before and over others, ^tpnnn^ ver. lib,

has the signif., which does not otherwise occur, to miss the

mark (from KLSn, U^, to miss, opp. c-jU, to hit the mark),

viz. (which is most natural where D''7"'X is the subject spoken

of) since they had designed the slaughter and capture of the

monster. 2''"i2C^ is intended subjectively, as i^y^^ = "ina Ex.

XV. 16, Targ. II., and also as the Arab, thuhur, employed

more in reference to the mind, can be used of pain.

18 If one reacheth Mm with the sword—it doth not hold;

Neither spear, nor dart, nor harpoon.

19 He esteemeth iron as straw,

Brass as rotten wood.

20 The son of the how doth not cause him to flee,

Sling stones are turned to stuhble ivith him.

21 Cluhs arc counted as stubble,

And he laugheth at the shaking of the spear.
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^nr"p'Oj which stands first as nom. ahs., " one reaching him,"

is equivalent to, if one or whoever reaches him, Ew. § 357, c,

to which D^pn 73, it does not hold fast (v? with v. fin., as

PIos. viii. 7, ix. 16, Chethih), is the conclusion. 2"}}} is in-

strumental, as Ps. xvii. 13. V^^p, from VpJ, cjj, to move on,

hasten on, signifies a missile, as Arab, minza, an arrow,

manza, a sling. The Targ. supports this latter signification

here {funda quce projicit lapidem) ; but since Pi]?, the hand-

sling, is mentioned separately, the word appears to mean

missiles in general, or the catapult. In this combination of

weapons of attack it is very questionable whether ^'^^^ is a

cognate form of p"'"!^ 011^")? a coat of mail ; probably it is

equivalent to Arab, sirwe (s^irive), an arrow with a long

broad edge (comp. senje, a short, round, as it seems, pear-

shaped arrow-head), therefore either a harpoon or a pecu-

liarly formed dart.^ "The son of the bow" (and of the i^^i'J'Xj

pliaretra) is the arrow. That the air. jeyp. nnin signifies a

club (war-club), is supported by the Arab, watacha, to beat.

JIT'S (vid. i. 408), in distinction from JT'Jn (a long lance),

is a short spear, or rather, since ^^V"} implies a whistling

motion, a javelin. Iron the crocodile esteems as pri, tib^i,

chopped straw; sling stones are turned with him into ^p_.

Such is the name here at least, not for stumps of cut stubble

that remain standing, but the straw itself, threshed and

easily driven before the wind (ch. xiii. 25), which is cut up

for provender (Ex. v. 12), generally dried (and for that

reason light) stalks (e.g. of grass), or even any remains of

plants (e.g. splinters of wood).^ The plur. 13t^'^3J ver. 21a,

^ On the various kinds of Egyptian arrows, vid. Klemm. CulturgescMchte,

V. 371 f.

- The Egyptio-Arabic visage has here more faithfully preserved the

ancient signification of the word (vid. Fleischer, Glossai, p, 37) than

the Syro-Arabic ; for in Syria cut but still unthreshed corn, whether

lying in swaths out in the field and weighted with stones to protect it

against the whirlwinds that are frequent about noon, or corn already
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does not seem to be occasioned by nnin being conceived

collectively, but by the fact that, instead of saying \)T2') nnin,

the poet has formed pT^ai into a separate clause. Parchon's

(and Kimchi's) reading nnin is founded upon an error.

22 His under parts are the sharpest shards,

He spreadeth a threshing sledge upon the mire.

23 He maJceth the deep foam like a caldron,

He maketh the sea like a pot of ointment.

24 He lighteth up the path behind him,

One taketh the loater-flood for hoary hair.

25 Upon earth there is not his equal,

That is created loithout fear.

26 He looketh upon everything high,

He is the king over every proud beast.

Under it, or, Vrinri taken like nnn, ch. xli. 3, as a virtual

subject (vid. ch. xxviii. 5, p. 98) : its under parts are the

most pointed or sharpest shards, i.e. it is furnished with

exceedingly pointed scales, "t^'^n is the intensive form of in

(Arab, hadid, sharpened = iron, p. 94, note), as p^^[}, 1 Sam.

xvii. 40, of ?bn (smooth),^ and the combination b'nn ^li-^n

(equal the combination D^b'nnn '•inrij comp. ch. xxx. 6) is

moreover superlative : in the domain of shards standing pro-

minent as sharp ones, as Arab, chairu ummatin, the best

people, prop, ban en fait de peitple (Ew. § 313, c, Gramm.

Arab. § 532). LXX. 97 arpco/xv)] avrov 6/3e\l(TKOL o^ec^, by

drawing *13"!^ to ver. 22a, and so translating as though it

were iOTDi (Arab, rifdde, stratum). The verb 1?"^ (rafada),

brought to the threshing-floors but not yet threshed, is called qashsh.—
Wetzst.

^ In Arabic also this substantival form is intensive, e.g. lehhiai, an

exceedingly large kind of tile, dried in the open air, of which farm-yards

are built, nearly eight times larger than the common tile, which is called

libne (nj2^).
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cogn. 'l?'i, signifies sternere (cli. xvii. 13), and then also

fulcire; what is predicated cannot be referred to the belly of

the crocodile, the scales of which are smooth, but to the tail

with its scales, which more or less strongly protrude, are

edged round by a shallow cavity, and therefore are easily and

sharply separated when pressed ; and the meaning is, that

when it presses its under side in the morass, it appears as

though a threshing-sledge with its iron teeth had been driven

across it.

The pictures in ver. 23 are true to nature ; Bartram, who

saw two alligators fighting, says that their rapid passage was

marked by the surface of the water as it were boiling. With
n^^vp, a whirlpool, abyss, depth (from hxi = 77i*, to hiss, clash ;

to whirl, surge), DJ alternates ; the Nile even in the present

day is called bahr (sea) by the Beduins, and also compared,

when it overflows its banks, to a sea. The observation that

the animal diffuses a strong odour of musk, has perhaps its

share in the figure of the pot of ointment (LXX. wairep

i^dXeiTTTpov, which Zwingli falsely translates spongia) ; a

double gland in the tail furnishes the Egyptians and Ameri-

cans their (pseudo) musk. In ver. 24a the bright white trail

that the crocodile leaves behind it on the surface of the water

is intended ; in ver. 245 the figure is expressed which under-

lies the descriptions of the foaming sea with iroiXio^, canits, in

the classic poets. '^^'''^!, hoary hair, was to the ancients the

most beautiful, most awe-inspiring whiteness,
^-'f^5

^^'^'- ^5*^?

understood by the Targ., Syr., Arab, version, and most

moderns (e.g. Hahn : there is not on earth any mastery over

it), according to Zech. ix. 10, is certainly, with LXX., Jer.,

and Umbr., not to be understood differently fi'om the Arab.

mitlilalm (its equal) ; whether it be an inflexion of ?t^"D, or

what is more probable, of r'b'p (comp. ch. xvii. 6, where this

nomen actionis signifies a proverb = word of derision, and

7tfpnnj to compare one's self, be equal, ch. xxx. 19). "^^^'^V
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is also Ilebr.-Arab. ; the Arabic uses turhe^ formed from

turdh (vid. on ch. xix. 25), of the surface of the earth, and

et-tarbd-u as the name of the earth itself. =iK'yn (for '^b'Vn,

as 13^, eh. XV. 22, ChetJi. = ''^S^, resolved from IVki'V, 'asuw,

1 Sam. XXV. 18, Cheth.) is the confirmatory predicate of the

loo-ical subj. described in vcr. .25a as incomparable; and

nrr'^^nb (from rin, the a of which becomes ^ in inflexion),

absque terrore (comp. ch. xxxviii. 4), is virtually a nom. of the

predicate : the created one (becomes) a terrorless one (a being

that is terrified by nothing). Everything high, as the nn-''b^,

ver. 25a, is more exactly explained, it looketh upon, i.e. re-

mains standing before it, without turning away affrighted ; in

short, it (the leviathan) is king over all the sons of pride, i.e.

every beast of prey that proudly roams about (vid. on ch.

xxviii. 8).

[Then Job answered Jehovah, and said
:]

Ch. xlii. 2 Noiv I knoiv that Thou canst do all things,

And no plan is impracticable to Thee.

3 " Who then hideth counsel—
Without knowledge?''^

Thus have Ijudged tvithoid understanding,

What ivas too xconderf^d for me, loithoiit knowing.

He indeed knew previously what he acknowledges in ver. 2, o/^;

but now this knowledge has risen upon him in a new divinely-

worked clearness, such as he has not hitherto experienced.

Those strange but wondrous monsters are a proof to him that

God is able to put everything into operation, and that the

plans according to which He acts are beyond the reach of

human comprehension. If even that which is apparently

most contradictory, rightly perceived, is so glorious, his

affliction is also no such monstrous injustice as he thinks ;
on

the contrary, it is a profoundly elaborated n^ro, a well-

digested, wise nyy of God. In ver. 3 he repeats to himself the
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chastening word of Jehovah, ch. xxxviii. 2, Avhile he chastens

himself with it ; for he now perceives that his judgment was

wrong, and that he consequently has merited the reproof.

With J?^ he draws a conclusion from this confession which

the chastening word of Jehovah has presented to him : he

has rashly pronounced an opinion upon things that lie beyond

his power of comprehension, without possessing the necessary

capacity of judging and perception. On the mode of writing

^^T,, Chcth., which recalls the Syriac form jed^et (with the

pronominal s^i^f. cast off), vid. Ges. § 44, rem. 4 ; on the ex-

pression ver. 2b, comp. Gen. xi. 6. The repetition of ch.

xxxviii. 2 in ver. 3 is not without some variations according

to the custom of authors noticed in Psalter, i. 330. ''^T?'?,

"I have affirmed," i.e. judged, is, ver. 3c, a closed thought,

which, however, then receives its object, ver. dd, so that the

notion of judging goes over into that of pronouncing a judg-

ment. The clauses with is?) are circumstantial clauses, Ew.

§ 341, a.

4 hear noio, and I ivill sioeak

:

I will ash Thee, and instruct Thou me.

5 I had heard of Thee hy the hearing of the ear,

And noio mine eye hath seen Thee.

6 Therefore I am sorry, and I repent

In dust and ashes.

The words employed after the manner of entreaty, in ver.

li-Ln ' 4, Job also takes from the mouth of Jehovah, ch. xxxviii. 3,

xl. 7. Hitherto Jehovah has interrogated him, in order to

bring him to a knowledge of his ignorance and weakness.

Now, however, after he has thoroughly perceived this, he is

anxious to put questions to Jehovah, in order to penetrate

deeper and deeper into the knowledge of the divine power

and wisdom. Now for the first time with him, the true,

living perception of God has its beginning, being no longer

U--6.
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effected by tradition (^ of the external cause : in conse-

quence of the tidings wliicli came to my ears, comp. Ps.

xviii. 45, comp. Isa. xxiii. 5), but by direct communication

with God. In this new light he can no longer deceive him-

self concerning God and concerning himself; the delusion

of the conflict now yields to the vision of the truth, and only

penitential sorrow for his sin towards God remains to him.

The object to DXDN is his previous conduct. DHJ is the exact

expression for fxeravoeiv) the godly sorrow of repentance not

to be repented of. He repents (sitting) on dust and ashes

after the manner of those in deep grief.

If the second speech of Jehovah no longer has to do with

the exaltation and power of God in general, but is intended

to answer Job's doubt concerning the justice of the divine

government of the world, the long passage about the hippo-

potamus and the crocodile, ch. xl. 15-xli. 26, in this second

speech seems to be devoid of purpose and connection. Even

Eichhorn and Bertholdt on this account suppose that the

separate portions of the two speeches of Jehovah have fallen

into disorder. Stuhlmann, Bernstein, and De Wette, on the

other hand, explained the second half of the description of the

leviathan, ch. xli. 4-26, as a later interpolation ; for this part

is thought to be inflated, and to destroy the connection between

Jehovah's concluding words, ch. xli. 2, 3, and Job's answer,

ch. xlii. 2-6. Ewald forcibly rejected the whole section,

ch. xl. 15-xli. 26, by ascribing it to the writer of Elihu's

speeches,—an opinion which he has again more recently

abandoned. In fact, this section ought to have had a third

poet as its writer. But he would be the double {Doppel-

gdnger) of the first ; for, deducting the somewhat tame n!?

V12 lynnx, ch. xli. 4,—which, however, is introduced by

the interrupted description being resumed, in order now to

begin in real earnest,—this section stands upon an equally

exalted height with the rest of the book as a poetic production
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find lofty description ; and since it lias not only, as also

Elihu's speeches, an Arabizing tinge, but also the poetic

genius, the rich fountain of thought, the perfection of tech-

nical detail, in common with the rest of the book ; and

since the writer of the book of Job also betrays elsewhere

an acquaintance with Egypt, and an especial interest in

things Egyptian, the authenticity of the section is by no

means doubted by us, but we freely adopt the originality of

its present position.

But before one doubts the originality of its position, he

ought, first of all, to make an earnest attempt to comprehend

the portion in its present connection, into which it at any

rate has not fallen from pure thoughtlessness. The first

speech of Jehovah, moreover, was surprisingly different from

what was to have been expected, and yet we recognised in

it a deep consistency with the plan
; perhaps the same thing

is also the case in connection with the second.

After Job has answered the first speech of Jehovah by a

confession of penitence, the second can have no other pur-

pose but that of strengthening the conviction, which urges

to this confession, and of deepening the healthful tone from

which it proceeds. The object of censure here is no longer

Job's contending with Jehovah in general, but Job's con-

tending with Jehovah on account of the prosperity of the

evil-doer, which is irreconcilable with divine justice ; that

contending by which the sufferer, in spite of the shadow

which affliction casts upon him, supported the assertion of his

own righteousness. Here also, as a result, the refutation

follows in the only way consistent with the dignity of Jehovah,

and so that Job must believe in order to perceive, and does

not perceive in order not to be obliged to believe. Without

arguing the matter with Job, as to why many things in the

government of the world are thus and not rather other-

wise, Jehovah challenges Job to take the government of the
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world into his own hand, and to give free course to his

wrath, to cast down everything that is exalted, and to render

the evil-doer for ever harmless. By thus thinking of him-

self as the ruler of the world, Job is oblio;ed to recojxnise the

cutting contrast of his feebleness and the divine rule, with

which he has ventured to find fault ; at the same time, how-

ever, he is taught, that—what he would never be able to do

—God really punishes the ungodly, and must have wise pur-

poses when, which He indeed might do. Pie does not allow

the floods of His wrath to be poured forth immediately.

Thus far also Simson is agreed ; but what is the design

of the description of the two Egyptian monsters, which are

regarded by him as by Ewald as out of place here? To

show Job how little capable he is of governing the world,

and how little he would be in a position to execute judgment

on the evil-doer, two creatures are described to him, two un-

slain monsters of gigantic structure and invincible strength,

which defy all human attack. These two descriptions are,

we think, designed to teach Job how little capable of passing

sentence upon the evil-doer he is, who cannot even draw

a cord through the nose of the behemoth, and who, if he

once attempted to attack the leviathan, would have reason to

remember it so long as he lived, and would henceforth let it

alone. It is perhaps an emblem that is not without connec-

tion with the book of Job, that these nionn and }n'''i^ (P^n), in

the language of the Prophets and the Psalms, are the sym-

bols of a worldly power at enmity with the God of redemp-

tion and His people. And wherefore should Job's confes-

sion, ch. xlii. 2, not be suitably attached to the completed

description of the leviathan, especially as the description is

divided into two parts by the utterances of Jehovah, ch.

xH. 2, 3, which retrospectively and prospectively set it in the

right light for Job ?
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THE UNRAVELMENT IN OUTWARD REALITY.

CHAP. XLII. 7 SQQ.

,
Job's confession and tone of penitence are now perfected.

^TWk^fl He acknowledges the divine omnipotence which acts accord-

ing to a wisely-devised scheme, in opposition to his total

ignorance and feebleness. A world of divine wisdom, of

wondrous thoughts of God, now lies before him, concerning

which he knows nothing of himself, but would gladly learn

a vast amount by the medium of divine instruction. To

these mysteries his affliction also belongs. He perceives it

now to be a wise decree of God, beneath which he adoringly

bows, but it is nevertheless a mystery to him. Sitting in dust

and ashes, he feels a deep contrition for the violence with

which he has roughly handled and shaken the mystery,

—

now will it continue, that he bows beneath the enshrouded

mystery? No, the final teaching of the book is not that

God's rule demands faith before everything else ; the final

' teaching is, that sufferings are for the righteous man the

way to glory, and that his faith is the way to sight. The

most craving desire, for the attainment of which Job hopes

where his faith breaks forth from under the ashes, is this,

that he will once more behold God, even if he should suc-

cumb to his affliction. This desire is granted him ere he

yields. For he who hitherto has only heard of Jehovah, can

now say : *]n^5"i ''J''y nny ; his perception of God has entered

upon an entirely new stage. But first of all God has only

borne witness of Himself to him, to call him to repentance.

Now, however, since the rust of pollution is purged away

from Job's pure soul. He can also appear as his Vindicator

and Redeemer. After all that was sinful in his speeches is

blotted out by repentance, there remains only the truth of

his innocence, which God Himself testifies to him, and the

VOL. II. 2 B
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truth of his holding fast to God in the hot battle of tempta-

tion, by which, without his knowing it, he has frustrated the

design of Satan.

Ver. 7. And it came to pass, after Jehovah had sjyolen these

toords to Job, that Jehovah said to Eliphaz the Temanite,

My wrath is kindled against thee and thy two friends : for

ye have not spoken lohat is correct in reference to Me, as

My servant Job.

In order that they may only maintain the justice of God,

they have condemned Job against their better knowledge

and conscience ; therefore they have abandoned truth in

favour of the justice of God,—a defence which, as Job has

told the friends, God abhors. Nevertheless He is willing to

be gracious.

Ver. 8. And now taKe tinto you seven bidlocks and seven

Q'-ams, and go to My servant Job, and offer an off'ering for

yourselves,*and Job My servant shall pray for you; only

his p)erson ivill I accept, that I recompense not unto you

your folly : for ye have not spoken ichat is correct in

reference to Me, as My servant Job.

Schlottm., like Ew., translates njbJ what is sincere, and

understands it of Job's inward truthfulness, in opposition to

the words of the friends contrary to their better knowledge

and conscience. But p3J has not this signification anywhere

:

it signifies either directum = rectum or erectum = stabile, but

not sincerum. However, objective truth and subjective truth-

fulness are here cei'tainly blended in the notion "correct."

The "correct" in Job's speeches consists of his having denied

that affliction is always a punishment of sin, and in his hold-

ing fast the consciousness of his innocence, without suffering

himself to be persuaded of the opposite. That denial was

correct ; and this truthfulness was more precious to God than
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tlie untruthfulness of the friends, who were zealous for the

honour of God.

«^ After Job has penitently acknowledged his error, God
i

'^^'' decides between him and the friends according to his previous

supplicatory wish, ch. xvi. 21. The heavenly Witness makes

Himself heard on earth, and calls Job by the sweet name of

'•'^^y. And the servant of Jehovah is not only favoured

himself, but he also becomes the instrument of grace to

sinners. As where his faith shone forth he became the

prophet of his own and the friends' future, so now he is the

priestly mediator between the friends and God. The friends

against whom God is angry, but yet not as against DWi, but

only as against those who have erred, must bring an offering

as their atonement, in connection with which Job shall enter

in with a priestly intercession for them, and only him (DN ""S,

won alium sed = non nisi), whom they regarded as one

punished of God, will God accept (comp. Gen. xix. 21)

—

under what deep shame must it have opened their eyes ! L^^v </ •

Here also, as in the introduction of the book, it is the npiy " *

which effects the atonement. It is the oldest and, according

to its meaning, the most comprehensive of all the blood-

offerings. Bullocks and rams are also the animals for the

whole burnt-offerings of the Mosaic ritual; the proper animal

for the sin-offering, however, is the he-goat together with

the she-goat, which do not occur here, because the age and

scene are strange to .the Israelitish branching off of the

"VlJ^OTiirom the npiy. The double seven gives the mark of the

profoundest solemnity to the offering that was to be offered.

The three also obey the divine direction ; for although they

have erred, God's will is above everything in their estimation,

and they cheerfully subordinate themselves as friends to the

friend.^

^ Hence the Talraudic proverb (vid. Furst's PerlenscJiniire, S. 80) : IX

Nn'iri''D IX aVX ''ISn^ X12n, either a friend like Job's friends or death

!
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Ver. 9. Then Eliphaz of Teman, and Bildad of Shuach,

\and'\ Zophar of Naamah, went forth and did as Jehovah

had said to them ; and Jehovah accepted the person of Job.

Jehovah has now risen np as a witness for Job, the spiritual

redemption is ah'eady accomplished ; and all that is wanting

is, that fie who has acknowledged and testified to Job as His

servant should also act outwardly and visibly, and in mercy

show Himself the righteous One.

Yer. 10. And Jehovah turned the captivity of Job, lohen he

prayed for his friends; and Jehovah increased everything

that Job had possessed to the double.

inj?7 is to be understood generally, as ch. xvi. 21, and the ^

signifies not " because," but " when." The moment in which

Job prayed for his friends became, as the climax of a life

that is well-pleasing with God, the turning-point of glory to

him. The Talmud has borrowed from here the true proverb :

rhnn njy: nan nj?n b^snon-^n, i.e. he who prays for his fellow-

men always finds acceptance for himself first of all. The

phrase ('^''?P') nuti' n^C' signifies properly to turn captivity,

then in general to make an end of misery ; also in German,

elend, old High Germ, elilenti, originally signified another,

foreign country (yid. Psalter, ii. 192), since an involuntary

removal from one's native land is regarded as the emblem of

a lamentable condition. This phrase does not exactly stamp

Job as the Mashal of the Israel of the Exile, but it favoured

this interpretation. Now when Job was recovered, and doubly

blessed by God, as is also promised to the Israel of the

Exile, Isa. Ixi, 7 and freq., sympathizing friends also appeared

in abundance.

Ver. 11. Tlien came to him all his brothers, and all his sisters,

and cdl his former acquaintances, and ate bread ivith him
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in his house, and expressed sympathy with him, and com-

forted him concerning all the evil which Jehovah had

brought iqjon him ; and each one gave him a Kesitd, and

each a golden ring.

•^ Prosperity now brought those together again whom calamity

*
^

had frightened away; for the love of men is scarcely anything

but a number of coarse or delicate shades of selfishness. Now
they all come and rejoice at Job's prosperity, viz. in order to

bask therein. He, however, does not thrust them back ; for

the judge concerning the final motives of human love is God,

and love which is shown to us is certainly more worthy of

thanks than hatred. They are his guests again, and he

leaves them to their own shame. And now their tongues,

that were halting thus far, are all at once become eloquent

:

they mingle congratulations and comfort with their expres-

sions of sorrow at his past misfortune. It is now an easy

matter, that no longer demands their faith. They even bring

him each one a present. In everything it is manifest that

Jehovah has restored His servant to honour. Everything is

now subordinated to him, who was accounted as one forsaken

of God. nD''b'ip is a piece of metal weighed out, of greater

value than the shekel, moreover indefinite, since it is nowhere

placed in the order of the Old Testament system of weights

and measures, adapted to the patriarchal age. Gen. xxxiii. 19,

in which Job's history falls.^ '^''PJ? are rings for the nose

and ear ; according to Ex. xxxii. 3, an ornament of the women

and men.

The author now describes the manner of Job's being

blessed.

1 According to h. Rosch Jia-ScJiava, 26a, E. Akiba found the word HD^t^p

in Africa in the signification n^D (coin), as a Targ. (vid. Aruch, s.v.

rit3''b*p) also translates ; the Arab, qiat at least signifies balances and

weight.
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Ver. 12. And Jehovah blessed Job's end more than his begin-

ning ; and he hadfourteen thousand sheep and six thousand

camels, and a thousand yoke of oxen and a thousand she-

asses.

The numbers of the stock of cattle, ch. i. 3/ now appear

doubled, but it is different with the children.

Ver. 13. And he had seven sons and three daughters.

Therefore, instead of the seven sons and three daughters

which he had, he receives just the same again, which is also

so far a doubling, as deceased children also, according to the

Old Testament view, are not absolutely lost, 2 Sam. xii. 23.

The author of this book, in everything to the most minute

thing consistent, here gives us to understand that with men

who die and depart from us the relation is different from

that with things which we have lost. The pausal ^3ynt^'

(instead of "^J??^), with paragogic ana, which otherwise is a

fern, suff' (Ges. § 91, rem. 2), here, however, standing in a

1 Job, like all the wealthier husbandmen in the present day, kept she-

asses, although they are three times dearer than the male, because they

are useful for their foals ; it is not for the sake of their milk, for the

Semites do not milk asses and horses. Moreover, the foals are also only

a collateral gain, which the poor husbandman, who is only able to buy a

he-ass, must forego. What renders this animal indispensable in liusbandry

is, that it is the common and (since camels are extremely rare among the

husbandmen) almost exclusive means of transport. How would the hus-

bandman, e.g., be able to carry his seed for sowing to a field perhaps six

or eight miles distant? Not on the plough, as our farmers do, for the

plough is transported on the back of the oxen in Syria. How would he

be able to get the corn that was to be ground (iachne) to the mill, per-

haps a day's journey distant ; how carry wood and grass, how get the

manure upon the field in districts that require to be manured, if he had

not an ass ? The camels, on the other hand, serve for harvesting (ragdd),

and the transport of grain (ghalle), chopped straw (tibn), fuel (hatah),

and the like, to the large inland towns, and to the seaports. Those

village communities that do not possess camels for this purpose, hire them

of the Arabs (nomads).

—

Wetzst.
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prominent position, is an embellishment somewhat violently

brought over from the style of the primeval histories (Gen.

xxi. 29 ; Ruth i. 19) : a septlad of sons. The names of the

sons are passed over in silence, but those of the daughters are

designedly given.

Ver. 14. And the one was called Jemima, and the second

Kezia, and the third Keren ha-puch.

The subject of ^^'JiP'.'L is each and every one, as Isa. ix. 5

(comp. supra, ch. xli. 25, existimaverit quia). The one was

called nip''^'; (Arab, jemdme, a dove) on account of her dove's

eyes ; the other '^i'''Vi?j cassia, because she seemed to be woven

out of the odour of cinnamon ; and the third "^^3^1 HP, a horn

of paint (LXX. Hellenizing : Kepa<; aiiaXdeiai), which is not

exactly beautiful in itself, but is the principal cosmetic of

female beauty (yid. Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modern

Egyptians, transl.) : the third was altogether the most beauti-

ful, possessing a beauty heightened by artificial means. They

were therefore like three graces. The writer here keeps to

the outward appearance, not disowning his Old Testament

standpoint. That they were what their names implied, he

says in

Ver. 15. And in all the land there were not found loomen so

fair as the daughters of Job : and their father gave them

inheritance among their brothers.

On Ny03, followed by the ace, vid. Ges. § 143, 1, b. DH^,

etc., referring to the daughters, is explained from the de-

ficiency in Hebrew in the distinction of the genders. Ver.

15b sounds more Arabian than Israelitlsh, for the Thora only

reco2;nIses a dauo;hter as heiress where there are no sons,

Num. xxvii. 8 sqq. The writer is conscious that he is writ-

ing an extra-Israelitlsh pre-Mosalc history. The equal dis-

tribution of the property again places before our eyes the
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pleasing picture of family concord in the commencement of

the histoiy ; at the same time it implies that Job will not

have been wanting in sons-in-law for his fair, richly-dowried

dauchters,—a fact wdiich ver. 16 establishes :

And Job lived after this a nundred and forty years, and saw

his children and his children s children to four genera-

tions.

In place of K"i'ij the Keri gives the unusual Aorist form

nXTij which, however, does also occur elsewhere (e.g. 1 Sam.

xvii. 42). The style of the primeval histories, which w'e here

everywhere recognise. Gen. 1. 23 (comp. Isa. liii. 10), is i*e-

tained to the last words.

Ver. 17. And Job died, old, and toeary of life.

In the very same manner Genesis, xxv. 8, xsxv. 29, records

the end of the patriarchs. They died satiated of life; for

long life is a gift of God, but neither His greatest nor His

final gift. ^cxtvj'

A New Testament poet would have closed the book of Job

differently. He would have shown us how, becoming free

from his inward conflict of temptation, and being divinely

comforted, Job succumbs to his disease, but waves his palm

of victory before the throne of God among the innumer-

able hosts of those who have washed their robes and made

them white in the blood of the Lamb. The Old Testament

poet, however, could begin his book with a celestial scene,

but not end it with the same. True, in some passages, which

are like New Testament luminous points in the Old Testa-

ment poem. Job dares to believe and to hope that God will

indeed acknowledge him after death. But this is a purely

individual aspiration of faith—the extreme of hope, which

comes forth against the extreme of fear. The unravelment

does not correspond to this aspiration. The view of heaven
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which a Christian poet would have been able to give at the

close of the book is only rendered possible by the resurrection

and ascension of Christ. So far, what Oehler in his essay

on the Old Testament Wisdom (1854, S. 28) says, in opposi-

tion to those who think the book of Job is directed against

the Mosaic doctrine of retribution, is true : that, on the con-

trary, the issue of the book sanctions tlie present life phase

of this doctrine anew. But the comfort which this theo-

logically and artistically incompai'able book presents to us is

substantially none other than that of the New Testament.

For the final consolation of every sufferer is not dependent

upon the working of good genii in the heavens, but has its

seat in God's love, without which even heaven would become

a very hell. Therefore the book of Job is also a book of

consolation for the New Testament church. From it we

learn that we have not only to fight with flesh and blood, but

with the prince of this world, and to accomplish our part in

the conquest of evil, to which, from Gen. iii. 15 onwards, the

history of the world tends ; that faith and avenging justice

are absolutely distinct opposites ; that the right kind of faith

clings to divine love in the midst of the feeling of wrath; that

the incomprehensible ways of God always lead to a glorious

issue ; and that the suffering of the present time is far out-

weighed by the future glory—a glory not always revealed in

this life and visibly future, but the final glory above. The

nature of faith, the mystery of the cross, the right practice of

the care of souls,—this, and much besides, the church learns

from this book, the whole teaching of which can never be

thoroughly learned and completely exhausted.
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APPENDIX.

THE MONASTEEY OF JOB IN" HATJEAN, AND

THE TRADITION OF JOB.

(with a map of the district.)

By J. G. WETZSTEIN.

The oral tradition of a people is in general only of very

subordinate value from a scientific point of view when it has

reference to an extremely remote past ; but that of the Arabs

especially, which is always combined with traditions and

legends, renders the simplest facts perplexing, and wantonly

clothes the images of prominent persons in the most wonder-

ful garbs, and, in general, so rapidly disfigures every object,

that after a few generations it is no longer recognisable.

So far as it has reference to the personality of Job, whose

historical existence is called in question or denied by some

expositors, it may be considered as altogether worthless, but

one can recognise when it speaks of Job's native country. By

the Y^^ P.^ the writer of the book of Job meant a definite

district, which was well known to the people for whom he

wrote ; but the name has perished, like many others, and all

the efforts of archasologists to assign to the land its place in

the map of Palestine have been fruitless. Under these cir-

cumstances the matter is still open to discussion, and the

tradition respecting Job has some things to authorize it.

895
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True, it cannot of itself make up for the want of an histori-

cal testimony, but it attains a certain value if it is old, i.e. if

it can be traced back about to the time of the destruction of

Jerusalem by the Eomans, when reliable information was

still obtainable respecting that district, although its name was

no lon£i;er in use.

In all the larger works of travel on Palestine and Syria,

we find it recorded that Haurdii is there called Job's father-

land. In Hauran itself the traveller hears this constantly

;

if any one speaks of the fruitfulness of the whole district, or

of the fields around a village, he is always answered : Is it

not the land of Job (hiliicl E/wi) ? Does it not belong to

the villages of Job (dm E/«i) ? Thus to Seetzen^ Bosrd

was pointed out as a city of Job; and to Eli Smith" even the

country lying to the east of the mountains was called the

land of Job. In "Kanaioat^ a very spacious building, be-

longing to the Roman or Byzantine period, situated in the

upper town, was pointed out to me as the summer palace of

Job (the inscription 8799 in Corp. Inscr. Grcec. is taken from

it). The shepherds of Dail, with whom I passed a night on

the Wddi el-Lebwe, called the place of their encampment

Job's pasture-ground. In like manner, the English traveller

Buckingham, when he wandered through the Nitkra, Avas

shown in the distance the village of Gherhi (i.e. Chirbet el-

ghazale, which from its size is called el-chirhe kut i^o')(i]v)

as the birthplace and residence of Job,^ and it seems alto-

gether as though Hauran and the Land of Job are

synonymous. But if one inquires particularly for that part

of the country in which Job himself dwelt, he is directed

to the central point of Hauran, the plain of Hauran (sahl

^ Seetzen, Reisen (lurch Syrie7i, etc., i. 60.

2 Ed. Robinson, Palaslina, iii. 911 [Germ. edit.].

3 C. Ritter, Geogr. von Syr. u. Pal. ii. 842 [= Erdkunde, xv. Pt. 2,

p. 842].
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Haumjz)/ and still more exactly to the district between the

towns of Naivd and JEdreut, which is accounted the most

fertile portion of the country, covered witli the ruins of

villages, monasteries, and single courts, and is even now

comparatively well cultivated. Among the nomads as well

as among the native agricultural population, this district is

called from its formation JViikra or Nitk.rat esh-SIuhn,^ a name

by which this highly-fiivoured plain is known and celebrated

by the poets in the whole Syrian desert, as far as 'Irak and

//igaz.

But even the national writers are acquainted witli and

frequently make mention of the Hauranitish tradition of

Job; yet they do not call Job's home N'likra,— for this

word, which belongs only to the idiom of the steppe, is un-

known to the literature of the language,—but Bethemje

(^Batancvci). It is so called in a detailed statement of the

legends of Job:^ After the death of his father. Job journeyed

into Egypt"* to marry Rahme C^^—) ^^^ daughter of Ephraim,

who had inherited from her grandfather Joseph the robe of

beauty ; and after he had brought her to his own country, he

received from God a mission as prophet to his countrymen,

viz. to the inhabitants of Hauran and Batansea (^LM i.l.xi

'L\.\jJ^\^
^J^J^>- J.i5>^ A,^^ ^'<^ (J^ ^j-^ ^)' The historian of

Jerusalem, Mugir e d-din el-i/ambeli, in the chapter on

the legends of the prophets, says :
" Job came from e/-'Es,

^ Whether the word ~ib'''?0) t^eat. iii. 10, only signifies the plain of

Hiiuran or its southern continuation, the eastern 5eZk«, may be doubtful,

because in that passage both the Amorite kingdoms are spoken of. But

since it is the "cities" of the plain, of which the eastern Bel k a can have had

but few or none, that are spoken of, TC'V^ will surely exclude the latter.

- On this name, which belongs to the modern geography of the country,

comp. my Reisehericht Uber Hauran it, d. Trachonen, S. 87.

^ Catalogue of Arab. Mss. collected in Damascus by J. G. Wetzstein.
Berlin 1863, No. 4G, p. 56.

* [The connection with Egypt, in which these legends place Job, is

worthy of observation.

—

Del.]
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and tlie Damascene province of Batanaea was his property."

In like manner, in the Geography of Jayi;ut el-i^amawi/

under the art. Bethemje, it is said :
" and in this land lived

Job (loakdn ^jub minhd)."

Modern exegetes, as is known, do not take the plain of

Hauran, but the mountain range of Hauran with its eastern

slope, as the Provincia Batancea. I have sought elsewhere^ to

show the error of this view, and may the more readily confine

myself to merely referring to it, as one will be convinced of

the correctness of my position in the course of this article.

One thing, however, is to be observed here, that the supposition

that Basan is so called as being the land of basalt rocks, is an

untenable support of this error. The word basalt may be

derived from BacrdvTL'^, or a secondary formation, BaadXri^,

because Basan is exclusively volcanic;^ but we have no more

right to reverse the question, than to say that Damascus may

have received its name from the manufacture of damask.*

1 Orient. MSS. in the Royal Library in Berlin, Sect. Sprenger, No.

7-10.

2 Reiselericht, S. 83-87.

2 Vid. vol. ii. p. 91, comp. p. 93, note 2, of tlie foregoing Commentary.
* In the fair at Muzmb we again saw the sheikh of the Westje-Bedums,

whose guest we had been a week before at the Springs of Joseph in

western Golan, where he had pitched his tent on a wild spot of ground

that had been traversed by lava-streams. In answer to our question

whether he still sojourned in that district, he said :
" No, indeed ! Nazilln

el-jom hl-ard hethene sJiele (we are now encamped in a district that is

comj)letely hetJiene).^'' I had not heard this expression before, and iu-

quired what it meant. The sheikh replied : IctJiene (^t*>Aj>.\J j is a stone-

less plain covered with rich pasture. I often sought information

respecting this word, since I was interested about it on account of the

Hebrew word JC'3, and always obtained the same definition. It is a

diminutive form, without having exactly a diminutive signification, for

in the language of the nomads it is an acknowledged fact that such a

form takes the place of the usual form. The usual form is either batJine

or hathane. The /vamus gives the former significatiou, "a level country."

That the explanation of the Kamus is too restricted, and that of the

Sheikh of Wesije the more complete, maybe shown from the Kamus
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The home of Job is more definitely described in the follow-

ing passages. Mu/iaramed el-Ma^deshi^ says, p. 81 of his

geography: "And in i^auran and Batansea lie the villages

of Job and his home (dia E/u5 wa-didruh). The chief place

(of the district) is Nawa, rich in wheat and other cereals."

The town of Nawa is still more definitely connected with

Job by JaAut el-^amawi under the article Naiod: "Be-

tween Nawa and Damascus is two days' journey; it belongs

to the district of ^auran,^ and is, according to some, the

itself. In one place it says, The word moreover signifies (a) the thick of

the milk (cream)
; (&) a tender maiden

;
(c) repeated acts of benevolence.

These three significations given are, however, manifestly only figurative

applications, not indeed of the signification which the Kamus places primo

loco^ but of that which the Sheikh of the Wesije gave; for the likening

of a " voluptuously formed maiden," or of repeated acts of benevolence,

to a luxurious meadow, is just as natural to a nomad, as it was to the

shepherd Amos (ch. iv. 1) to liken the licentious women of Samaria to

well -nourished cows of the fat pastures of Basan. Then the Kamus

brings forward a collective form hiitlmn (_ij-Vj perhaps from the sing.

hatlian = \\y-2., like S^\ from asad) in the signification pastures (i^V.J/ '

pastures, however, that are damp and low, with a rich vegetation. That

the word is ancient, may be seen from the following expression of

Chalid ibn el-TVelid, the victor on the Jarmuk :
" 'Omar made me

governor of Damascus ; and when I had made it into a huthene, i.e. a

stoneless fertile plain (easy to govern and profitable), he removed me."

Jatut also mentions this expression under Betliemje. Chalid also uses

the diminutive as the nomads do (he was of the race of Machzum)
;
pro-

bably the whole word belongs only to the steppe, for all the women who
were called huthene., e.g. the beloved of the poet Gemil, and others men-
tioned in the "Dhvau of Love" (Diwdn es-sahabe), were Beduin women.
'After what has been said, we cannot assign to the Hebr. w^. any other

' T T

signification than that of a fertile stoneless plain or low country. This

appellation, which was given, properly and originally, only to the heart

of the country, and its most valuable portion, viz. the NuL'ra, would then

a potion be transferred to the whole, and when the kingdom of

Basan was again destroyed, naturally remained to that province, of

which it was the proper designation.

^ Orient. Mss. in the Royal Library at Berlin ; Sect. Sprenger, No. 5.

2 If writers mention Haiirun alone, they mean thereby, according to

the usage of the language of the Damascenes, and certainly also of the
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chief town of the same. Nawa was the residence (inenzil')

of Job;" and Ibn er-Eabi says, p. 0)2 of his essay on the

excellences of Damascus :

^ "To the prophets buried in the

region of Damascus belongs also Job, and his tomb is near

Nawa, in the district of Hauran." Such passages prove at

the same time the identity of the Nu/tra with Ba tan sea;

for if the latter is said to be recognisable from the fact of

Job's home being found in it, and we find this sign in con-

nection with the Nu/c'ra in which Nawa with its surroundinsr

country is situated, both names must denote one and the

same district.

That, according to the last citation, Job's tomb is also shown

in the Nu/a'a, has been already observed in my Reisehericlit,

S. 121. Jakut, under Der E/r<6, thus expresses himself:

'• The Monastery of Job is a locality in Hauran, a Damascene

province, in which Job dwelt and was tried of God. There

also is the fountain which he made to flow with his foot, and

the block of rock on which he leant. There also is his tomb."

What iTazwini says in his Wonders of Creation (^agdih el-

machliikdt), under Der ^juh, accords with it: "The Monas-

tery of Job lies in one of the Damascene provinces, and was

the place of Job's residence, in which God tried him. There

prophet Ezekiel (ch. xlvii. IG, 18), the plain of Hauran as far as the

borders of the Belka, including the mountains of Hauran, the Lega, and

Gedur ; it is only in the district itself, where special divisions are rendered

necessary, that the three last mentioned parts are excluded. K Avriters

mention Hauran and Bethemje together, the context must determine

whether the former signifies the whole, and the latter the part, as in the

above quotation from Ma/^deshi, or whether both are to be taken as co-

ordinate, as in a passage of IsJachri (edited by Moller, Gotha 1839) :

"And HsiUTan and Bethenije are two provinces of Damascus with

luxuriant corn-fields." Here the words are related to one another as

Auranitis (vatli the chief town Bostra) to Batanjea (with the chief

town Adratum, i.e. Edreut)., or as the iifauran of the Beduins and the

Ku tr a of the same. The boundary between both is the Wddi 'Ira, which

falls into the Ztdi south of Edre at.

^ Catalogue of Aiab. Jiss. collected in Damascus, No. 2Q.
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also is tlie fountain which sprang forth at the stamping of

his foot, when at the end of his trial God commanded him,

and said : Strike with thy foot—(thus a fountain will spring

forth, and) this shall be to thee a cool bath and a draught

(ivoran, xxxviii. 41 sqq.). There is also the rock on which

he sat, and his tomb." Recurring to the passage of the

Koran cited, we shall see that the stone of Job, the fountain

and the tomb, are not situated in the Monastery itself, but at

some little distance from it.

I came with my corUge out of Golan, to see the remark-

able pilgrim fair of MuzSrtb, just when the Mekka caravan

was expected ; and since the Monastery of Job, never visited

by any one now-a-days, could not lie far out of the way, I

determined to seek it out, because I deluded myself with the

hope of finding an inscription of its founder, 'Amr i., and in

fact one with a date, which would have been of the greatest

importance in reference to the history of the Ghassanides,—

a

hope which has remained unfulfilled. In the evening of the

8th of May we came to Tesil. Here the Monastery was for

the first time pointed out to us. It was lighted up by the

rays of the setting sun,—a stately ruin, which lay in the dis-

tance a good hour towards the east. The following morning

we left Tesil. Our way led through luxuriant corn-fields

and fields lying fallow, but decked with a rich variety of

flowers in gayest blosson^, to an isolated volcanic mound, Tell

el-Gumu,^ from which we intended to reconnoitre the surround-

ing'Country. From this point, as far as the eye could reach,

it swept over fields of wheat belonging to the communities of

Scchm, Tell Shihdb, Tesil, Naicd, and SacUje, which covered a

region which tradition calls the home of Job. True, the

volcanic chaos (el-ivar) extended in the west to the distance

1 " Hill of the heaps of riders." The hill is said to have been named

after a great engagement which took place there in ancient days. Among
the'Aneze the geni

, J?03, plur. gumu\ is a division of 400-GOO horsemen.

VOL. II. 2 C
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of some tlirce miles up the hill on which we stood, and on

the north the plain was bounded partly by Tell el-GdhXa and

the "tooth of Nawa" (sinn Naioa), a low ridge with a few

craters; but towards the e. and s. and s.w. the plain was

almost unbounded, for isolated eminences, as Tell 'AsJitarcl,

T. Asliari, T. Shihdh, T. el-Chammdn, and others, rose above

the level of the plain only like mole-hills; and the deep gorges

of the Medddiij Jarmiik, Hit, and Muchehi, were sudden and

almost perpendicular ravines, either not seen at all, or ap-

peared as dark marks. The plain slopes gently and scarcely

perceptibly towards Kufr el-md, Kiifr es-sdmir, Zeziln, and

Bendek; and the Naher el- Owerid, a river abounding in

water in its level bed, resembles a glistening thread of silver.

If this district had trees, as it once had,—for among the ruins

one often discovers traces of vineyards and garden walls,

which it can have no longer, since the insecurity and injustice

of the country do not admit of men remaining long in one

and the same village, therefore not to take hold upon the soil

and establish one's self, and become at home anywhere,—it

would be an earthly paradisg, by reason of its healthy climate

and the fertility of its soil. That even the Komans were

acquainted with the glorious climate of Hauran, is proved by

the name Palcesiina salutaris, which they gave to the district.^

The inhabitants of Damascus say there is no disease whatever

in Hauran ; and as often as the plague or any other infectious

disease shows itself in their city, thousands flee to Hauran,

and to the lava-plateau of the Lega. This healthy condition

may arise from the volcanic formation of the country, and

from the sea-breeze, which it always has in connection with

^ This fippcllation is erroneously given to the province of Petra

(Palxsiina lerLia) in Burckhardt's Travels (Gesenius' edition, S. 67G).

Booking also, Not. dign. or. pp. 139, 345, and 373, is guilty of tins

oversight. Comp. thereon, Mommsen, Verzeichniss tier rijin. Provinzen

anfgesetztum, 297, in the Transactions of the Berlin Acad, der Wissensch.

1862, S. 501 f.
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its position, wliicli is open towards the west. Even during

the hottest days, when e.g. in the GJidta a perfect cahn pre-

vails, so that no breeze is felt, this cool and moist sea-breeze

blows refreshingly and regularly over the plain ; and hence

the Hauranitish poet never speaks of his native country

without calling it the "cool-blowing Nu/;ra" {en-7m\ra el-

'adije). But as to the fertility of the district, there is indeed

much good arable land in the country east of the Jordan, as

in Ivhid and Suioet, of the same kind as between Salt and

'Amman, but nowhere is the farming, in connection with a

small amount of labour (since no manure is used), more pro-

ductive than in Ilauran, or more profitable; for the trans-

parent "Batancean wheat" (hinta hethemje) is always at least

25 per cent, higher in price than other kinds. Hence the

agriculture of that region also, in times of peace and security

(during the first six centuries after Christ), produced that

fondness for building, some of the magnificent memorials of

which are our astonishment in the present day ; and, in fact,

not unfrequently the inscriptions testify that the buildings

themselves owe their origin to the produce of the field. Thus,

in the locality of Nahite in the Nu/;ra, I found the following

fragment of an inscription : . . . Maaa\6fiov Pd^^ov Krca-fia e'f

IBicov KOTTcov yecopyucMV iv ert air, Masalemos son of Rabbos

set up (this memorial) out of the produce of his farming in

the year 280. Of a like kind is the following remains of

two distichs in Murduk: . . . 8po? re aaocfipcov
|

. . . /iceyapov

I

. .. . 1(7 avdiravixa [Me'yiaTov | . . . jecoirovcrj'i. In Sliakkd

the longer inscription of a mausoleum in a state of good pre-

servation begins

:

Baaao<i eP]<; TrdTprji; fie'yaKvBeo'i dyXahv ofifia

Ek acperepov Kajxaroio yecoTrovirj^; re [m eSei/Luev.

Bassos, beaming eye of the honourable city of his birth,

Has built me out of the produce of his own tillage.
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Similar testimonies are to be found in the inscriptions in

Burckliardt.

After a long sojourn on the hill, which was occasioned by

the investigation of some interesting plants in the crater of

the mound, we set out for SacUje, which is built on the slope

of a hill. After a good hour's journey we arrived at the

Ilakdm £/«Z>, "the favoured tomb of Job," situated at the

southern base of the hill, and rendered conspicuous by two

white domes, and there we dismounted. The six attendants

and alumni of the Makam, or, as the Arabs thoughtfully call

them, "the servants of our master Job" (cluulimtn scjidna

E/w5), received us, with some other pilgrims, at the door of

the courtyard, and led us to the basin of the fountain of Job,

by the side of which they spread out their mantles for us to

rest upon under the shade of a walnut tree and a willow.

While the rest were engaged in the duties of hospitality, the

superior of the Makam, the Sheikh Sa'id el-Darfuri (from

Darfiir) did not leave us, and made himself in every way

obliging. Like him, all the rest of the inhabitants of the

place were black, and all unmarried ; their celibacy, however,

I imagine, was only caused by the want of opportunity of

man-ying, and the limited accommodation of the place.

Sheikh Sa'id believed himself to be fifty years of age; he

left his home twenty years before to go on pilgrimage to

Mekka, where he "studied" four years; the same length

of time he sojourned in Medina, and had held his present

office ten years. Besides his mother tongue, he spoke

Arabic and a little Turkish, having been in Constantinople

a few years before. His judgment of the inhabitants of

that city is rather harsh : he charges them with immorality,

drunkenness, and avarice. In one year, said he, I could

hardly save enough to travel by the steamer to Chodscha

Bek (Odessa). How different was my experience of the

inhabitants of this city ! I was there three months, during
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which time I had nothing to provide for, and left with ninety

Mdnot (imperials), which just sufficed to set up these dilapi-

dated relics again. A Russian ship brought me to Smyrna,

whence I travelled by the Nemsdwi (Austrian Lloyd steamer)

to Syria.

According to the account given by the inhabitants of

Sa'dije, the MaHm has been from ancient times a negro

hospice. These Africans, commonly called 'AUd in Damas-

cus, and in the country TeMrine, come chiefly from Tekrur
in Sudan; they first visit Mekka and Medina, then Da-
mascus, and finally the Ma^am of Job. Here they sojourn

from twenty to thirty days, during which time they wash

themselves daily in Job's fountain, and pray upon Job's stone;

and the rest of the day they either read or assist the dwellers

in the MaMm in their tillage of the soil. When they are

about to leave, they receive a testimonial, and often return

home on foot across the Isthmus of Suez, often by water,

chiefly from Jafa, by the Austrian Lloyd ship to Egypt, and

thence to their native country. These pilgrims, so far as the

requirements of their own country are concerned, are literati;

and it appears as though by this journey they obtained their

highest degree. I have frequently met them in my travels.

They are known by their clean white turban, and the white

broad-sleeved shirt, which reaches to the ankles, their only

garment. They carry a small bundle over the shoulder upon

a strong staff, which may serve as a weapon of defence in

case of need. In this bundle they carry a few books and

other effects, and above this their cloak. They are modest,

taciturn men, wdio go nimbly onward on their way, and to

whom one always gladly gives a supper and a night's lodging.

We visited the holy places in the company of the Sheikh

Sa'id. The MaZam, and the reservoir, which lies fifty paces

to the front of it, are surrounded by a wall. This reservoir

is filled by a strong, rapid, and cold stream of water, which
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comes from the fountain of Job, about 400 paces distant.

The fountain itself spi'ings up by the basalt hill on which the

village and the Job's stone are situated ; and it is covered in

as far as the reservoir (called hirke), in oi'der to keep the

water fresh, and to guard against pollution. Between the

fountain and the MaMm stand a half-dozen acacias and a

pomegranate, which were just then in full bloom. The

MaMm itself, on which the wretched habitations for the

attendants and pilgrims adjoin, is a one-storey stone building,

of old material and moderate circumference. The first thinfr

shown us was the stone trough, called guim, in which Job

bathed at the end of his trial. The small space in which this

relic stands, and over which, so far as I remember, one of

the two domes is raised, is called tvadjet sejidnd ^juh, "the

lavatory of our lord Job." Adjoining this is the part with

the tomb, the oblong mound of which is covered with an old

torn green cloth. The tomb of Sad was more carefully

tended. Our Damascene travelling companions were divided

in their opinions as to the person whose tomb was near that

of Job, as in Syria it is hardly possible to find and distin-

guish the ma/,'ams of the many men of God (^rigdl A Ildh) or

favoured ones of God (aulid) who bear the same names ; but

a small white flag standing upon the grave informed us, for

it bore the inscription :
" This is the military emblem {rdje)

of our lord Sad abu Merzuka."

Perhaps the preservation of the Ma/iam of Job is due to

the tomb of Sa'd, as its endowments have long since disap-

peared, while the tomb of Sa'd still has its revenues. From

'Aglun it receives tribute of oil and olives yearly. And

several large vegetable gardens, which lie round about the

MaAam, and are cultivated by its attendants, must also con-

tribute something considerable towards its maintenance. In

these gardens they grow dura (maize), tobacco, turnips,

onions, and other things, for their own use and for sale.
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The plants, wliich can be freely watered from the fountain

of Job, are highly esteemed. The government levies no

taxes on the MaZam, and the Arabs no tribute ; and since,

according to the popular belief, the Beduin horse that is

watered from the hirke dies, the Beduins do not even claim

the rights of hospitality,—a fortunate circumstance, the re-

moval of which would speedily cause the ruin of the hospice.

From nightly thieves, who not unfrequently break throucrh

the walls of the stables in the villages of the plain, and carry

off the smaller cattle, both the MaMm and the village are

secure ; for if the night thieves come, they see, as every one

in Hauran testifies, a surging sea around the place, which

prevents their approach.

From the Ma^am we ascended the hill of the village, on

the highest part of which is the stone of Job {Sachrat 'Ejah).

It is inside a small Mussulman hall of prayer, which in its

present form is of more modern origin, but is undoubtedly

built from the material of a Christian chapel, which stood

here in the pre-Muhammedan age. It is an unartistic struc-

ture, in the usual Hauranitish style, with six or eight arches

and a small dome, which is just above the stone of Job. My
Mussulman attendants, and a Hauranite Christian from the

village of Shemiskin, who had joined us as we were visitino-

the Sachra, trod the sacred spot with bare feet, and kissed

the rock, the basaltic formation of which is unmistakeable.

Against this rock, our guide told us. Job leaned " when he

was afflicted by his Lord" Qun ihteld min rabhuh)} While

these people were offering up their 'Asr (afternoon) prayer

in this place, Said brought me a. handful of small long round

^ As is generally known, the black stone in Mekka and the ASachra

in Jerusalem are more celebrated than the stone of Job; but less revered

are the Mebrak en-na'ka in Bosra, the thievish stone of Moses in the

great mosque at Damascus, the doset en-nebi on the mountain of el-Higane,

and others.
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stones and sing, which the tradition declares to be the worms

that fell to the ground out of Job's sores, petrified. " Take

them with thee," said he, " as a memento of this place ; let

them teach thee not to forget God in prosperity, and in mis-

fortune not to contend with Him." The frequent use of

these words in the mouth of the man might have weakened

them to a set phrase : they were, however, appropriate to the

occasion, and were not without their effect. After my at-

tendants had provided themselves with Job's worms, we left

the iSachra. These worms form a substantial part of the

Hauranitish tradition of Job, and they are known and revered

generally in the country. Our Christian attendant from

Shemiskin bound them carefully in the broad sleeve of his

shirt, and recited to us a few verses from a kaside, in which

they are mentioned. The poem, which a member of our

company, the dervish Regeb, wrote down, is by a Hauranite

Christian, who in it describes his unhappy love in colours as

strong as the bad taste it displays. The lines that are appro-

priate here are as follows :

—

3Iin 'azma ndrivdra jomel-qijdma,

Tufdna Nuha ^dmua 'em 'aniih zdd.

Jd quba min hozni hizdnuh qisdma

Mill belweti Ejuba jertd hike ^d-diid.^

The fire of hell at the last day will kindle itself from the glow of my pain,

And stronger than the flood of Noah are the tear-streams of mine eyes.

The grief of Jacob for his son was but a small part of my grief
;

And, visited with my misery, Job was once the prey of worms.-

The village, which the peasants call Shech Sad, and the

nomads Sadije, is, as the name implies, of later origin, and

perhaps was founded by people who fled hither when op-

pressed elsewhere, for the sake of being able to live more

peacefully under the protection of the two tombs. That the

^ The metre forms two spondeo-iambics and trochseo-spondaics.

2 Comp. vol. ii. p. 158 of the foregoing Commentary.
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place is not called 'EjiWije, is perhaps in order to distinguish

it from the Monastery of Job.

In less than a quarter of an hour we rode up to the Der

'Ejuh, a square building, standing entirely alone, and not sur-

rounded by ruins. When the Arabian geographers call it a

village, they reckon to it the neighbouring Sa'dije with the

Ma/t-am. It is very extensive, and built of fine square blocks

of dolerite. While my fellow-traveller, M. Dorgens, was

engaged in making a ground-plan of the shattered building,

which seemed to us on the whole to have had a very simple

construction, I took some measurements of its sides and

angles, and then searched for inscriptions. Although the

ground-floor is now in part hidden in a mezhele,^ which has

been heaped up directly against the walls, on the east side,

upon the architrave, not of the chief doorway, which is on

the south, but of a door of the church, is found a large Greek

inscription in a remarkable state of preservation. The archi-

trave consists of a single carefully-worked block of dolerite,

and at present rests almost upon the ground, since the rub-

bish has filled the whole doorway. The writing and sculp-

ture are hollowed out.

In the centre is a circle, and the characters inscribed at

each side of this circle are still undeciphered ; the rest of the

inscription is easy to be read : amri y irvkr] K(vpio)v hUaLoi

elaeXevaovre iv avry' tovto to virepOvpov heOr) ev^ XP°^°^'^

'HXiov evKa^eaTia-TOv) 7]'yov/ji{ivov) /J'{v^i) 'lovXicp k6 lv8(t)K-

(TLCOvo'i) t6 rov eVou? irrjVTaKoaLocrTOV rpiKoarov cktov K(vpi)ov

'I{7]a)ov X(pt(7T)ov ^aa-iXevovTO^. The passage of Scripture,

Ps. cxviii. 20, with which this inscription begins, is fre-

quently found in these districts in the inscriptions on church

portals.

This inscription was an interesting discovery ; for, so far

as I know, it is the oldest that we possess which reckons

1 On the word end subject, vid. vol. ii. 152 of the foregoing Commentary.
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accordinor to the Christian era, and in the Iloman indiction

(indictio)^ we have an important authority for determining its

date. Now, since there might be a difference of opinion as

to the beginning of the " kingdom of Christ," I was anxious

to have tlie judgment of an authority in chronology on the

point ; and I referred to Prof. Piper of Berlin, who kindly

furnished me with the following communication :—" . . . The

inscription therefore furnishes the following data : July 25,

indict. XV., year 536, Kvpiov lov Xou jSaaiXevovTo^. To

begin with the last, the Dionysian era, which was only just

introduced into the West, is certainly not to be assumed here.

But it is also by no means the birth of Christ that is in-

tended. Everything turns upon the expression /3acri\evovro<;.

The same expression occurs once in an inscription from

Syria, Corp. Inscr. Grcvc. 8651 : ^acriXevovro'^ lovariviavov

Tfo La eret. The following expression, however, occurs later

concerning Christ on Byzantine coins : Bex regnantiian

and BaaiXev^ QacnXewv (after Apoc. xvli. 14, xix. 16), the

latter under John Zimiszes (died 975), in I)e Saulcy, PL

xxii. 4. But if the /SaatXela of Christ is employed as the

era, we manifestly cannot refer to the epoch of the birth of

Christ, but must take the epoch of His ascension as our

basis : for with this His /SaaiXela first began
;
just as in the

AYest we sometimes find the calculation begins a 2'>ctssione.

Now the fathers of the AYestern Church indeed place the

death (and therefore also the ascension) of Christ in the

consulate of the two Gemini, 29 a.d. Not so with the

Greek fathers. Eusebius takes the year of His death, ac-

cording to one supposition, to be the 18th year of Tiberius,

i.e. 785 A.u.c. = 32 a.d. Supposing we take this as the

first year regnante Jesu Chrisfo, then the year 536, of the

inscription of the Monastery of Job, is reduced to our era,

after the birth of Christ, by adding 31. Thus we have the

1 Vid. Gibbon, ed. Smith, ii. 333.—Tr.
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number of the year 567, to which the accompanying xv.

indictio corresponds, for 567 + o = 570 ; and Yi' li^s no re-

mainder. XV. is therefore tlie indiction of the year 567,

wln'ch more accurately belongs to the year fi-oni 1st Sept.

566 to 31st x\ng. 567. And since the day of the month is

mentioned in the inscription, it is the 25th July 567 that is

indicated. For it appears to me undoubted that the indic-

tions, according to the usual mode of computation among the

Greeks, begin with the 1st Sept. 312. Thus a Sidonian

inscription of Dec. 642 a.d. has the I. indiction {Corp.

Tnscr. (?r. 9153)
"

Thus far Prof. Piper's communication. According to this

satisfactory explanation of its date, this inscription is perhaps

not unqualified to furnish a contribution worth notice, even

for the chronology of the life of Jesus, since the Ghassinides,

under whom not only the inscription, but the Monastery

itself 300 years earlier, had its origin, dwelt in Palestine, the

land of Christ ; and their kings were perhaps the first who

professed Christianity.

The " festival of the Monastery of Job," which, according

to ^azioinVs Syrian Calendar,^ the Christians of the country

celebrated annually on the 23d April, favours the pre-

Muhammedan importance of the Monastery. This festival

in iTazwini's time, appearing only by name in the calendar,

had undoubtedly ceased with the early decline of Christianity

in the plain of Hauran, for the historically remarkable exodus

of a large portion of the Ghassinides out of the cities of

Hauran to the north of Georgia had taken place even under

the chalifate of Omar. The Syrian Christians of the present

day celebrate the festival of Mar Gorgius (St George), who

slew the dragon (tenmn) near Beirut, on the 23d April. A
week later (the 1st May, oriental era) the Jews of Damascus

have the som r^jitb (the fast of Job), which lasts tvventy-

^ (^alendarium Sijriacum Cazwinii, ed. Guil. Volck, Lips. 1859, p. 15.
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four hours. In /lazwini's calendar it is erroneously set clown

to the 3d May.

Moreover, with reference to the ]\lonastery, it must be

mentioned that, according to the history of Ibn Kellilr^ the

great Grcco-Gliassinide army, which, under the leadership of

Theodoric, a brother of the Emperor Heraclius, was to have re-

pulsed the attack of the Mussulmans on Syria, revolted in its

neighbourhood in the loth year of the Hegira (//«r/m), while

the enemy was encamped on the south bank of the Medddn,

and was drawn up near EdredL After several months had

passed came the battle known as the "battle of the Jarmuk,''^

the issue of which cost the Byzantines Syria. The volcanic

hollows of the ground, which for miles form a complex net-

work of gorges, for the most part inaccessible, offer great

advantages in defensive warfare ; and here the battle near

Edrei, in which 'Og king of Bashan lost his kingdom, was

probably fought.

According to the present division of the coantry, the

Monastery of Job and the MaMm are in the southern part of

Gedur, an administrative district, which is bounded on the

north by the Wddi Berid, on the east by the W. el-Horer

and the high road, on the south by the Jarmuk, and on tlie

west by the W. Hit and by a range of volcanic mounds,

which stretch to the south-east corner of the Snow-mountain

(e^-Hermon) ; this district, however, has only a nominal exist-

ence, for it has no administration of its own. Either it is

added to //auran, or its revenues, together with those of

Golan, are let out to the highest bidder for a number of

years. Gediir is the natural north-western continuation of

the plain of //auran ; and the flat bed of the Ilorer, whicli

does not form a gorge until it comes to the bridge of Sira,

forms no boundary proper. Moreover, the word is not found

in ancient geography ; and the Arabian geographers, even

^ Comp. A. V. Kremer, Mittehyricn, etc., Vienna 1853, S. 10.
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the later ones, who recognised the idea of Gcdar, always

so define the position of a locality situated in Gedur, that

they say it is situated in the //auran. Thus JaZ-ut describes

the town of el-Gabia, situated in western Gedur, and in like

manner, as we have seen above, Nawa and the Monastery of

Job, etc.^ There is no doubt that, as the Gedur of the

present day is reckoned in the NuVra, so this country also

in ancient days, at least as far as its nortliern watershed, has

belonged to the tetrarchy of Batancva.

The Monastery of Job is at present inhabited. A certain

sheikh, Ahmed el-Kddirt, has settled down here since the

autumn of 1859, as partner of the senior of the Damascene
' Omarlje (the successors of the Chalif 'Omar), to whose

family endowments (waqf) the Monastery belongs, and with

his family he inhabits a number of rooms in the inner court,

which have escaped destruction. He showed us the decree

of his partner appointing him to his position, in which he is

styled Sheikh of the Der l^jub, Der el-Lehioe, and 'Ashtard.

Dcr el-Lebive, " the monastery of the Hon," ^ was built by the

Gefuide Etliem ihn el-Hdrith ; and we shall have occasion to

refer to 'Ashtaru, in which Newbold,^ in the year 184G,

believed he had found the ancient capital of Basan, 'Ashtarot,

further on. But the possessor of all these grand things was

a very unhappy man. While we were drinking coffee with

him, he related to us how the inhabitants of Nawa had left

1 Jatut says under Gedur^
" It is a Damascene district, it has villages,

and lies in the north of //auran ; according to others, it is reckoned

together with //uiran as one district." The last words do not signify

that Gedur and Kauran are words to be used without any distinction
; on

the contrary, that Gedur is a district belonging to //auran, and compre-

hended in it.

2 The name of this monastery, which is about a mile and a half north-

east of the Der Ejub, is erroneously called D. el-lebu in Burckhardt's

Travels in Si/ria (ed. Gesenius, S. 449). The same may be said of D.

en-nubuwwe in Aimales Hamzie, ed. Gottwaldt, p. il^.

3 C. Eitter, Geogr. v. S>jr. u. Pal. ii. 821 \Erdk. xv. Pt. 2, p. 821].
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him only two yoke (fedddn) of arable land from tlie territory

assigned to him, and taken all the rest to themselves. The

harvest of that year, after the deduction of the hedhdr (the

new seed-corn), would hardly suffice to meet the demands of

his family, and of hospitality ; and for his partner, who had

advanced money to him, there would be nothing left. In

Damascus he found no redress ; and the Sheikh of Nawa,

DJiidb el-Medhjeb, had answered his last representation with

the words, "He who desires Job's inheritance must look for

trials." Here also, as in Arabia generally, I found that

intelligence and energy was on the side of the wife. During

our conversation, his wife, with one of her children, had

drawn near ; and while the child kissed my hand, according

to custom, she said :
" To-morrow thou wilt arrive at Mazerih

;

Dhiab will also be going thither with contributions for the

pilgrims. We put our cause in thy hands, arrange it as

seems thee best ; this old man will accompany thee." And
as we were riding, the Sheikh A/aned was also obliged to

mount, and his knowledge of the places did us good service

on Tell Aslitard and Tell el-AsJtarl. In Muzerib, where the

pilgrim fair and the arriving caravans for Mekka occupied

our attention for five days, we met Dhiab and the Ichtidrije

(elders of the community) of Nawa ; and, after some opposi-

tion, the sheikh of the Monastery of Job obtained four fedddn

of land under letter and seal, and returned home satisfied.

The case of this man is no standard of the state of the

Hauranites, for there are so many desolated villages that

there is no lack of land ; only round about Nawa it is insuf-

ficient, since this place is obliged to take possession of far

outlying fields, by reason of its exceedingly numerous agri-

cultural population.^ The more desolate a land exposed to

^ That the Sheikh x\7<med was permitted to take up his abode in the

Monastery, was owing to a religious dread of his ancestor (gidd), 'Ahdel-

Kudir el-Gildni, and out of courteousuess towards bis partner.
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plunder becomes, the more populous must its separate towns

become, since the inhabitants of the smaller defenceless

villages crowd into them. Thus the inhabitants of the large

town of Kendk'ir at the present time till the fields of twelve

neighbouring deserted villages ; and Sa/t, the only inhabited

place in the Belled, has its corn-fields even at a distance of

fifteen miles away. The poet may also have conceived of

Job's domain similarly, for there were five hundred ploughmen

employed on it ; so that it could not come vmder the category

of ordinary villages, -which in Syria rarely have above, mostly

under, fifty yoke of oxen. According to the tradition, which

speaks of "Job's villages" (dm' '^juli), these ploughmen

would be distributed over several districts ; but the poet, who

makes them to be overwhelmed by one ghazwe, therefore as

ploughing in one district, will have conceived of them only as

dwelling in one locality.

It might not be out of place here to give some illustration

of the picture which the poet draws of Job's circumstances

and position as a wealthy husbandman, //auran, the scene

of the drama (as we here assume), must at that period, as at

present, have been without protection from the government

of the country, and therefore exposed to the marauding

attacks of the tribes of the desert. In such a country there

is no private possession ; but each person is at liberty to take

up his abode in it, and to cultivate the land and rear cattle

at his own riskj where and to what extent he may choose.

Whoever intends doing so must first of all have a family, or

as the Arabs say, "men" (rigdl), i.e. grown-up sons, cousins,

nephews, sons-in-law ; for one who stands alone, " the cut off

one" Qnaktu), as he is called, can attain no position of emi-

nence among the Semites, nor undertake any important enter-

prise.^ Then he has to make treaties with all the nomad

^ In the present day the household is called 'asJtira, and all families of

importance in Hauran are and call themselves 'as/uuV ( jl^r-J ; but the
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tribes from -which he has reason to fear any attack, i.e. to

pledge himself to pay a yearly tribute, which is given in

native produce (in corn and garments). Thus the com-

munity of el-Higdne, ten years since, had compacts with

101 tribes; and that Job also did this, seems evident from

the fact that the poet represents him as surprised not by

neighbouring, but by far distant tribes (Chaldaeans and

Sabseans), with whom he could have no compact.^ Next he

proceeds to erect a cJiirhe, i.e. a village that has been forsaken

(for a longer or shorter period), in connection with which,

excepting the relations, slaves, and servants of the master,

all those whom interest, their calling, and confidence in the

good fortune of the master, have drawn thither, set about

ancient word batn does also occur, and among the Semitic tribes that

have migrated to Mauritania it is still in use instead of the Syrian

'ashira. Batn, collect, huiun, is the fellowship of all those who are traced

back to the JtD3 of one ancestral mother. Thus even in Damascus they

say : nu\\n ferd batn, we belong to one family ; in like manner in the

whole of Syria: this foal is the batn of that mare, i.e. its young one ; or

:

I sold my mare without feat/?, or with one, two, three-fourths of her

batn, i.e. without her descendants, or so that the buyer has only 6 or 12

or 18 kirut right of possession in the foals she will bear. In all these

applications, batn is the pi'ogenies uteri, not the uterus itself; and, accord-

ing to this, i3tp2 ^33, ch. xix. 17, ought to be explained by "all my

relations by blood."

^ These sudden attacks, at any rate, do not say anything in favour of

the more southernly position of Ausitis. If the Beduin is but once on

his horse or delul, it is all the same to him whether a journey is ten days

Ion O'er or shorter, if he can only find water for himself and his beast.

This, however, both bands of marauders found, since the poet distinctly

represents the attacks as having been made in the winter. The general

ploughing of the fallow-lying u-arjiha of a community (it is called shiqciq

el-wu(/iha), ready for the sowing in the following autumn, always takes

jilace during January and February, because at this time of the year the

earth is softened by the winter rains, and easy to plough. While engaged

in this work, the poet represents Job's ploughmen as being surprised and

slain. Hence, for the destruction of 500 armed ploughmen—and they

were armed, because they could only have been slain with their weapons

in their hands in consequence of their resistance—at least 2000 horsemen

were necessary. So large a gliazwe is, however, not possible in the summer,
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the work. Perhaps cli. xv. 28 has reference to Job's

settlement.^

With reference to tlie rehition of the lord of a village

(ustdd heled, or sahib de'a) to his work-people, there are

among the dependants two classes. The one is called zurra,

" sowers." also fellahin kism, " participating husbandmen,"

because they share the produce of the harvest with the ustdd

thus: he receives a fourth while they retain three-fourths,

from which they live, take the seed for the following season,

give their quota towards the demands of the Arabs, the

village shepherds, the field watchmen, and the scribe of the

community (chattb); they have also to provide the farming

implements and the yoke-oxen. On the other hand, the itstdd

has to provide for the dwellings of the people, to pay the

land-tax to the government, and, in the event of a failure

of the crops, murrain, etc., to make the necessary advances,

either in money or in kind at the market price, and without

but only in the -winter, because they could not water at a draw-well,

only at the pools (ghudrdn) formed by the winter rains. For one of

these raids of the Chaldseans, llam-Cui., whither marauding bands come

even now during the winter from the neighbourhood of Babylon in six

or seven days, lay far more convenient than the country around Ma an

and ' AVaha., which is only reached from the Euphrates, even in winter,

by going a long way round, since the NufM (sandy plains) in the east,

and their western continuation the HaMf, suck in the rain without

forming any pools. On the other hand, however, this southern region

lay nearer and more convenient for the incursions of the Sabseans, viz.

the Keturtean (Gen. xxv. 3), i.e. Petrsean tribe of this name. The greater

or less distance, however, is of little consequence here. Thus, as the

Shemmar of Negd from time to time make raids into the neighbourhood

of Damascus, so even the tribes of Wcidi el-Kord might also do the same.

]\Ioreover, as we observed above, the poet represents the sudden attacks

as perpetrated by the Sabseans and Chaldjeans, probably because they

only, as being foreign and distant races which never had anything to do

with Job and his men, and therefore were without any consideration,

could practise such unwonted barbarities as the robbery of ploughing

heifers, which a gliazwe rarely takes, and the murder of the ploughmen.

1 [Verbally, ch. iii. 14&, which we, however, have interpreted differently,

accords with this.

—

Del.]
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any compensation. This relation, which guarantees the main-

tenance of the family, and is according to the practice of a

patriarchal equity, is greatly esteemed in the country; and

one might unhesitatingly consider it therefore to be that

which existed between Job and his ploughmen, because it

may with ease exist between a single ustdd and hundreds,

indeed thousands, of country people, if ch. i. 3 did not neces-

sitate our thinking of another class of country people, viz.

the miirdbiin, the "quarterers." They take their name from

their receiving a fourth part of the harvest for their labour,

while they have to give up the other three-fourths to the

ustdd, who must provide for their shelter and board, and in

like manner everything that is required in agriculture. As

Job, according to ch. i. 3 (comp. on ch. xlii. 12), provided

the yoke-oxen and means of transport (asses and camels), so

he also provided the farming implements, and the seed for

sowing. We must not here think of the paid day-labourer

of the Syrian towns, or the servants of our landed pro-

prietors; they are unknown on the borders of the desert.

The hand that toils has there a direct share in the gain ; the

workers belong to the aiddd, "children of the house," and

are so called ; in the hour of danger they will risk their life

for their lord.

This rustic labour is always undertaken simultaneously by

all the murdhihi (it is so also in the villages of the zurrd')

for the sake of order, since the ustdd, or in his absence the

village sheikh, has the general work of the following day

announced from^ the roof of his house every evening. Thus

it is explained how the 500 ploughmen could be together in

one and the same district, and be slain all together.

The ustdd is the sole judge, or, by deputy, the sheikh. An

appeal to the government of the country would be useless,

because it has no influence in Hauran ; but the servant who

has been treated unjustly by his master, very frequently
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turns as dacMl Ji 'l-liaqq (a supjiliant concerning liis right)

to his powerful neighbour, who is bound, according to the

customs of the country, to obtain redress for him (comp. cli.

xxix. 12-17). If he does not obtain this by persuasion, lie

cries for force, and such a demand lies at the root of many
a bloody feud.

Powerful and respected also as the position, described in

ch. xxix., of such a man is, it must, according to the nature

of its basis, fall in under strokes of misfortune, like those

mentioned in ch. i. 14-19, and change to the very opposite,

as the poet describes it in ch. xxx.

After these observations concerning the agricultural rela-

tions of Hauran, we return to the tradition of Job. As we

pursue the track of this tradition further, we first find it

ao;ain in some of the Christian writers of the middle aires,

viz. in Eugesippus (De distanc. loc. tcrr. sanct.), in William

of Tyre {IIisto7\ rerum a Francis gest.), and in Marino Sanuto

(De secretls fid. cruc). The passages that bear upon the

point are brought together in Reland (Palest, pp. 265 sq.)
;

and we would simply refer to them, if it were possible for the

reader to find his way among the fabulous confusion of the

localities in Eugesippus and Sanuto.

The oldest of these citations is from Eugesippus, and is as

follows : One part of the country is the land of IIus, out of

which Job was ; it is also called Sueta, after which Bildad

the Suhite was named. Sanuto tells us where this locality

is to be sought. "Sueta is the home of Baldad the Suite.

Below this city (cwitas), in the direction of the Kedar-tribes,

the Saracens are accustomed to assemble out of Aram, Meso-

potamia, Ammon, Moab, and the whole Orient, around the

fountain of Fiale ; and, on account of the charms of the

place, to hold a fair there during the whole summer, and to

pitch their coloured tents." In another place he sajs: fontem

Fialen Medan, i.e. aquas Dan, a Saracenis nuncupari.
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Now, since according to an erroneous, but previously preva-

lent etymology, " the water of Dan " (IT ""^ = n "i^l) denoted

the Jordan, and since we further know from Josephus (^Bell.

iii. 10, 7) that the Phiala is the small lake of Ram, whose sub-

terranean outflow the tetrarch Philip is said to have shown

to be the spring of the Jordan, which comes to light deeper

below, we should have thought the country round about the

lake of Etmi, at the south foot of Hermon, to be the home of

Job and Bildad. This discovery would be confirmed by the

following statement of Eugesippus (in Reland, loc. cit.) : "The

river Dan flows under ground from its spring as far as the

plain of Meldan, where it comes to light. This plain is named

after the fair, which is held there, for the Saracens call such an

one Meldan. At the beginning of the summer a large num-

ber of men, with wares to sell, congregate there, and several

Parthian and Arabian soldiers also, in order to guard the people

and their herds, which have a rich pasture there in the summer.

The word meldan is composed of mel and dan^ It is indeed

readily seen that the writer has ignorantly jumbled several

words together in the expression meldan, as me Dan, " water

of Dan," and meddn or middn, "market-place;" perhaps even

also ledddn, the name of the great fountain of the Jordan

in the crater of the Tell gZ-Kadt. In like manner, the state-

ment that the neighbourhood of Phiala, or that of the large

fountain of the Jordan, might formerly have been a fair of

the tribes, is false, for the former is broken up into innumerable

craters, and the latter is poisoned by the swamp-fevers of the

lliile; but as to the rest, both Eugesippus and Sanuto seem

really to speak of a tradition which places Job's or Bildad's

home in that region. And yet it is not so : their tradition

is no other than the Hauranitish ; but ignorance of the lan-

guage and geography of the country, and some accidental

circumstances, so confused their representations, that it is

difficult to find out what is right. The first clue is given us
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by the history of WiUiam of Tyro, in wliich (I. xxii. c. 21)

it is said that the crusaders, on their return from a maraud-

ing expedition in the Nuitra, wished to reconquer a strong

position, the Cavea Rooh, which they had lost a short time

before. "This place," says the historian, "lies in the pro-

vince of Suite, a district distinguished by its pleasantness,

etc. ; and that Baldad, Job's friend, who is on that account

called the Suite, is said to have come from it." This passage

removes us at once into the neighbourhood of Mazerih and the

]\Ionastery of Job, for the province of Suete is nothing but

the district of Suivet (<jl^.\^^),^ the north-western boundary

of which is formed by the gorge of the Wdcli Rahub. The

Cavea Rooh, which was first of all again found out by me on

my journey in 1862, lies in the middle of the steep bank of

that wadi, and is at present called maghdret Rahub, "the

cave of R.," or more commonly mn'alkikat Rahub, " the

swinging cave of R.," and at the time of the Crusades com-

manded the dangerous pass which the traveller, on ascending

from the south end of the Lake of Galilee to Edre'dt by the

nearest way, has to climb on hands and feet. In another

passage (xvi. 9), where the unhealthy march to Bosrd is

spoken of, Will, of Tyre says :
" After we had come through

the gorge of Roob, we reached the plain which is called

Medan, and where every year the Arabs and other oriental

tribes are accustomed to hold a large fair." This plain is

in the vicinity of Muzertb, in which the great pilgrim-fair

is. held annually. We find something similar in xiii. 18 :

"After having passed Decapolis^ we came to the pass of

Roob, and further on into the plain of Medan, wdiich

stretches far and wide in every direction, and is intersected

^ Eeisehericht^ S. 46 ; comp. Ritter, Syr. u. Pal. ii. 1019 [Erdk. xv.

Pt. 2, p. 1019].

2 Here in the more contracted sense, the district of Gadara, Ke/drdt,

and Irbid.
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by the river Dan, which falls into the Jordan between

Tiberias and Scrjtlwpolis (Bhcui)^ This river, the same as

that which Sanuto means by his aquce Dan {Me Dan), is

none other than the Wctdi el-Medddn, called " the overflow-

ing one," because in the month of March it overflows its

banks eastward of the 6^(?^~ar-bridge. It is extremely strange

that the name of this river appears corrupted not only in all

three writers mentioned above, but also in Burckhardt ; for,

deceived by the ear, he calls it Wddi Om el-Dlian} The

Medddn is the boundary river between the '^lavct and Niikra

plains; it loses its name where it runs into the Ma^ran; and

where it falls into the valley of the Jordan, below the lake

of Tiberias, it is called el-Muchehi.

We have little to add to what has been already said. The

Fiale of Sanuto is not the Lake Ram, but the round hegge, the

lake of springs of Muzerib, the rapid outflow of which, over

a depth of sixty to eighty feet, forms a magnificent waterfall,

the only one in Syria, as it falls into the Meddan near the

village of Tell Shihdb.

The unfortunate confusion of the localities was occasioned

by two accidental circumstances : first, that both, the springs

of the Jordan below Bdnids and the lake of Muzerih, have a

village called Rahuh (3im) in their vicinity, of which one is

mentioned in Judg. xviii. 28 sq., and the other, about a mile

below the Cavea Roob, is situated by a fountain of the same

name, from which village, cavern, and wadi derive their

names ; secondly, that there, as here, there is a village Abil

(^ix) : that near Dan is situated in the " meadow-district of

'Ijon" {Merg 'Ijun) ; and that in the Swwet lies between

Ra\\ub and the Makran, and was visited by Seetzen as well

as by myself. Perhaps the circumstance that, just as the

environs of MuzSrtb have their Middn,^ so the environs of

^ Burckhardt, Travels in Syr. and Pal. (ed. Gesenius, S. 392).

2 The word el-middn aud el-meddn signifies originally the hippodrome,
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Bdnidshave their Ard el-Mejddin, "region of battle-fields,"

may also have contributed to the confusion; tlius, for example,

the country sloping to the west from the Phiala towards the

'Hide, between Guhhdtd ez-zet and Zdura, is called, perhaps

on account of the murderous encounters which took place

there, both in the time of the Crusades and also in more

ancient times. It is certainly the ground on which the battle

narrated in the book of Joshua, ch. xl., took place, and also

the battle In which Antiochus the Great slew the Egyptian

army about 200 B.C.

What we have gained for our special purpose from this

information (by which not a few statements of Ritter, K. v.

Raumer, and others, are substantiated), is not merely the fact

that the tradition which places Job's home in the region of

Muzerih existed even in the middle ages (which the quota-

tion given above from MakdesJu, who lived before the time

of the Crusades, also confirms), and even came to the ears of

the foreigners who settled in the country as they then passed

through the land, but also the certainty that this tradition

was then, as now, common to the Christians and the Mussul-

mans, for the three writers previously mentioned Avould hardly

have recorded it on the testimony of the latter only.^

then the arena of the sham-fight, then the place of contest, the battle-

field, and finally a wide level place where a large concourse of men are

accustomed to meet. In this sense the Damascenes have their el-middn^

the Spanish cities their abneiddn, and the Italians their corso.

^ [Estori ha-Parchi, the most renowned Jewish topographer of Pales-

tine, in his work Caftor um-fcracli^ completed in 1322 (newly edited by
Edelmann, published by Asher, Berlin, 1852, S. 49), says aVX "INI lies

one hour south of 133, since he identifies Naivd with the Reubenitish

Neho, Num. xxxii. 38, as Zora with ify, Num. xxxii. 35 ; so that he

explains py ps by ify f>nXi although he at the same time considers

the name, according to Saadia, as one with riDIJ^^X (el-Ghuta). His

statements moreover are exact, as one might expect from a man who
had travelled for seven years in all directions in Palestine ; and his con-

clusion, xn2D nj:3 !?X"lb'"' px!? nip pN «M py yia, perfectly accords

with the above treatise.

—

Del.]
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Tliere can be no doubt as to which of these two religions

must be regarded as the original mother of this tradition.

The Hauranite Christians, who, from their costume, man-

ners, language, and traditions, undoubtedly inherited the

country from the pre-Muhammedan age, venerate the ISIaZam

perhaps even more than the INIuhammedans ; which -svould be

altogether impossible in connection with the hostile position

of the two religious sects towards one another, and in con-

nection with the zealous scorn with which the Syrian Chris-

tians regard the religion of Islam, if the ITauranitish tradition

of Job and the INIaMm were of later, IMuhammedan origin.

It is also possible that, on a closer examination of the IMaMm
and the buildings about the /Sachra, one might find, besides

crosses, Greek inscriptions (since they are nowhere wanting

in the Nu/i'ra), which could only have their origin in the time

before the occupation of Islam (635 a.d.) ; for after this the

Hauranite Christians, who only prolong their existence by

wandering from cldrhe to cJiirbe, have not even built a single

dwelling-house, much less a building for religious worship,

which was forbidden under pain of death in the treaty of

Omar. But in connection with the pre-Islam Monastery of

Job, which owed its origin only to the sacred tradition that

held its ground in that place, are monumental witnesses that

this tradition is pre-Islamic, and has been transferred from

the Christians to the Mussulmans, required? We may go

even further, and assert that jSIuAammed, in the Sur. xxxviii.

41 sqq. of the Kom«, had the Hauranitish tradition of Job

and the localities near Sadije definitely before his mind.

We must regard the merchandise caravans which the

inhabitants of Tehama sent continuously into the "north

country," esh-shdm^ and the return freight of which con-

sisted chiefly of Hauranitish corn, as proof of a regular

^ lu Jemen and 7/igaz, Syria may have been called Sham iu the earliest

times. The name was taken into Syria itself by the immigration of the
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intercourse between the east Jordanic country and the west

of the Arabian peninsula in the period between Christ and

ISIuhammed. Hundreds of men from Mekka and Medina

came every year to Bosrd; indeed, when it has happened

that the wandering tribes of Syria, which were, then also

as now, bound for Hauran with the hel, i.e. their want of

corn, got before them, and had emptied the granaries of

Bosra, or when the harvests of the south of Hauran had

been destroyed by the locusts, which is not unfrequently the

case, they will have come into the Nu\ira^ as far as Nawa,

sometimes even as far as Damascus, in order to obtain their

full cargo.

If commerce often has the difficult task of bringing together

the most heterogeneous peoples, and of effecting a reciprocal

interchange of ideas, it here had the easy work of sustaining

the intercourse among tribes that were originally one people,

spoke one idiom, and regarded themselves as all related ; for

Jemanic tribes of K(<cla'a, aud others, because they brought with them

the name of Syria that was commonly used in their native land.

^ The remarkable fair at Muzerib can be traced back to the earliest

antiquity, although Bosra at times injured it ; but this latter city, from its

more exposed position, has been frequently laid in ruins. It is probable

that the merchants of Damascus pitched their tents for their Kflsa&a,

i.e. their moveable fair, twice a year (in spring and in autumn) by the

picturesque lake of ^Muzerib. If, with the tradition, we take the Ntikra

to be the home of Job, of the different ways of interpreting ch. vi. 19

there is nothing to hinder our deciding upon that whicli considers it as

the greater caravan which came periodically out of southern Arabia to

Hauran (Bosra or Muzerib). Temd with its well, IIcddtKj (comp. Isa.

xxi. 14), celebrated by the poets of the steppe, from which ninety camels

{sduicit) by turns raise a constantly flowing stream of clear and cool

water for irrigating the palms and the seed, was in ancient times, per-

haps, the crossing point of the merchant caravans going from south to

north, and from east to west. Even under the Omajad Cbalifs the

Mekka pilgrim-route went exclusively by way of Temd., just as daring the

Crusades so long as the Franks kept possession of Kerak and Shuhak.

An attempt made in my Iteisehericht (S. 93-95) to substitute the

Hauranitish Temd in the two previously mentioned passages of Scrip-

ture, I have there (S. 131) given up as being scarcely probable.
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the second great Sabsean migration, under 'Amr and his son

Talahe, had taken possession of Mekka, and left one of their

number, Rahia ibn Yidritlia^ with his attendants (the Chuza

-

ites), behind as lord of the city. In the same manner they

had become possessed of JatJirib {el-Medina), and left this

city to their tribes ^?fs and Chazreg : the remainder of the

people passed on to Pergca and took possession of the country',

at that time devastated, as far as Damascus, according to Ibn

Said, even including this city. By the reception of Chris-

tianity, the Syrian Sabaaans appear to have become but slightly

or not at all estranired from their relatives in the Hif^az, for

Christianity spread even here, so that the Caesars once ven-

tured to appoint a Christian governor even to the city of

Mekka. This was durino; the lifetime of the Gefnite kinc*

'Amr ibn Gehele. At the time of Muhammed there were

many Christians in INIekka, who will for the most part have

brought their Christianity with the Syrian caravans, so that

at the commencement of Islam the Hauranitish tradition of

Job might have been very well known in Mekka, since many

men from Mekka may have even visited the ]\Ia/iani and

the /Sachra, and there have heard many a legend of Job like

that intimated in the Kovtn xxxviii. 43. Yea, whoever will

give himself the trouble to investigate minute commentaries

on the Koran, especially such as interpret the Koran from

the tradition (hadith), e.g. the Kitdb ed-durr el-mucldur, may

easily find that not merely ~K.azwini, Ibn el-Wardi, and Jakiit,

whose observations concerning the Monastery of Job have

been given above, but also much older authorities, identify

the Koranish fountain of Job with the Hauranitish.

A statement of Eusebius, of value in connection with this

investigation, brings us at one stride about three hundred

years further on. It is in the Onomastikon, under Kapvael/x,

and is as follows :
" Astaroth Karnaim is at present (about

310 A.D.) a very large village (Kwiir] /xeyiarrj) beyond the
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Jordan, in the province of Arabia, which is also called Bata-

ncea. Here, according to tradition (e'/c TrapaBoaew'^), they fix

the dwelling (ot/co?) of Job." On the small map which

accompanies these pages, the reader will find in the vicinity

of the MaMm the low and somewhat precipitous mound, not

above forty feet in height, of Tell 'Ashtard, the plateau of

which forms an almost round surface, which is 425 paces in

diameter, and shows the unartistic foundations of buildings,

and traces of a ring-wall. Here we have to imagine that

'Asta7'ot l^aimaim. Euseb. here makes no mention what-

ever of the city of Astaroth, the ancient capital of Basan, for

this he does under 'Aa-rapcoO; the hypothesis of its being the

residence of king 'Og, which Newbold ^ set up here, conse-

quently falls to the ground. The Kcofir] fjueyLarr/ of Eusebius

must, in connection with the limited character of the ground,

certainly be somewhat contracted; but the identity of the

localities is not to be doubted in connection with the great

nearness of the olKo<i (the jSIaMm).^ Let us compare another

statement that belongs here ; it stands under ^AcnapaiO

KapvaeLjJb, and is as follows :
" There are at the present time

two villages of this name in Batangea, which lie nine miles

distant from one another, fiera^u AAAPflN koI ABIAHCT
Jerome has duo castdla instead of two villages, by which at

1 C. Eitter, Geogr. v. ^yr. u Pal. ii. 819 sqq. \Erdk. xv. 2,

p. 819 sqq.]. The information of Newbold, which is printed in the

Zeitschr. d. Deutscli. Morgenl. Gesellscliaft, i. 215 sq., is unfortunately

little to be relied on, and is to be corrected according to the topography

of the mound given above.

2 A small, desolated stone village, situated a quarter of an hour's

journey from the mound of 'Ashtara, which however has not a single

house of any importance, has two names among the inhabitants of that

region, either Chirhet ' Ijun en-Nile (the ruins near the Nila-springs) or

CMrhet 'Ashtard, which can signify the ruins of 'Asldard and the ruins

near 'Ashtard. Since it is, however, quite insignificant, it will not be the

village that has given the name to the mound, but the mound with its

buildings, which in ancient days were perhaps a temple to Astarte, sur-

rounded by a wall, has given the name to the village.
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least tlio Koiixt) /xeylarT} is somewhat reduced ; for that it is

one of these two castles^ can be the less doubtful, since they

also regulate the determining of the respective localities. If

the reading ABIAHC is correct, only ALU (J>^^) in the north

of /Suwet can (since, without doubt, the Arabian names of the

places in Hauran existed in Eusebius' day) be intended ; and

AAAPflN ought then to be changed into AAAPflN, in

order to denote the large village of El-\\drd, on the lofty peak

of the same name in the plain of Gedur. El-hdrd lies to the

north, and Abil to the south of ^Aslitard. If, however, as is

most highly probable, instead of ABIAHC (which form

Euseb. does not use elsewhere, for he calls the town of Ahil

'^/3eX, and the inscription in Tlurra has the form TroXeoj?

^A^e\t<;), ABIAHC is to be read, which corresponds to the

^A^oSd of Ptolemy (ed. Wilherg, p. 369) and the modern

'Ahidin near Betirrd, thus the name of the other village is to

be changed from AAAPflN to APAPSIN (for which the

Cod. Vat. erroneously has APAPflN), the modern 'Arar.^

'Abtdin, however, lies nine miles west, and 'Ardr nine miles

east of 'AsJitard.

Now, as to the second village, and its respective castle, which

is mentioned in the second citation from the Onomastihon, I

believe that both Euseb. and Jerome intend to say there are

two villages, of which the one has the byname of the other;

consequently the one is called Astarot (K.arnaim), and the

other Yiarnaim (^Astarot). Twelve miles west of 'Ashtard lies

1 [The meaning of "castle," as defined by Burckhardt, Travels in Syr.

etc. p. 657, should be borne in mind here. " The name of Kala'at or

castle is given on the Hadj route, and over the greater part of the desert,

to any building walled in and covered, and having, like a Khan, a large

courtyard in its enclosure. The Avails are sometimes of stone, but more

commonly of earth, though even the latter are sufficient to withstand an

attack of Arabs."—Tr.]
2 Some, in connection with this word, have erroneously thought of the

city of Edre'at, Avhich Eusebius calls ' Ao,9« in the immediately preceding

article 'ASf«j««, and in the art. 'Eopan'.
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the Golanite village of l^oriuje (i^^^lp), wliicli in old l^aiietra

I have taken up in my trigonometrical measurements.

We find also a third passage in the Onomast. which belongs

here; it is under 'Ia/3caK in Cod. Vat., under ^IBovfiaia in

Cod. Leid. and Vallarsi, and runs :
" According to the view

of a certain one {Kara tlvu-;), this region is the land of Asitis

{Ausitis), the home of Job, while according to others it is

Arabia (i) Apa^i'a) ; and again, according to others, it is the

Land of Si/ion." Whether genuine or not, this passage

possesses a certain value. If it is genuine, Jerome would

have left it accordingly untranslated, because he would not

be responsible for its whole contents, for he not iinfrequently

passes over or alters statements of Eusebius where he believes

himself to be better informed; but, taken exactly, he could

only have rejected the views of those who seek Job's native

country on the Jahhok (if the passage belongs to the art. ^la-

/3(ok) or in Edom (if it belongs to ^loov^aio), or in the Belkd,

the land of SiAon; but not the view of those who make Arabia

(Batancea) to be Ausitis, for the statement of Eusebius with

reference to this point under Kapvael/j, he translates faith-

fully. If the passage is not genuine, it at any rate gives the

very early testimony of an authority distinct from Eusebius

and Jerome in favour of the age of the Ilauranitish tradition

concerning Job, while it has only a single (^/card nvoi) autho-

rity for the view of those who make Edom to be Ausitis, and

even this only when the passage belongs to ""loov/xaLa.

By means of these quotations from the Onomastikon, that

passage of Chrysostom (Homil. V. de Stud. § 1, torn. ii. p.

59), in which it is said that many pilgi'ims from the end of

the earth come to Arabia, in order to seek for the dunghill

on which Job lay, and with rapture to kiss the ground where

he suffered ( citto nrepaTcov tPj'? ryr]<; ew rrjv ^Apa^iav

Tpe'^ovra, Iva t7]v Koirplav I'Scocrt, koI deaad/xevoL Karaf^iXrj-

acoac Trjv <yuv), appears also to obtain its right local refer-
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ence. This Arabia is certainly none other than that which

Eusebius explains by rj koI Baravaia, and that Koirpia or

mezhele to be sought nowhere except near the Mcikdm Ejub.

And should there be any doubts upon the subject, ought

they not to be removed by the consideration that the proud

structure of the Monastery of Job, with its spring festivals

mentioned above, standincr like a Pharos castino; its licht

far and wide in that age, did not allow either the Syrian

Christians or the pilgrims from foreign parts to mistake the

place, wdiich tradition had rendered sacred, as the place of

Job's sufferings?

There is no monastery whose origin, according to an un-

impeachable testimony, belongs to such an early date as that

of the Monastery of Job. According to the chronicles of

the peoples (iarich el-umem), or the annals of }lamze el-

Isfalidni (died about 360 of the Hegira), it was built by

'Amr I., the second Gefnide. Now, since the first Ghassa-

nitish king {Gefne i.) reigned forty-five years and three

months, and ^A'^nr five years, the Monastery would have

been in existence about 200 a.d., if we place the beginning

of the Gefnide dynasty in the time 150 A.D. Objections are

raised against such an early date, because one is accustomed

on good authority to assign the origin of monasteries to

about the year 300 a.d. In the face of more certain lais-

torical dates, these objections must remain unheeded, for

hermit and monastery life (^ralibanija) existed in the country

east of Jordan among the Essenes and other societies and

forms of worship, even before Christianity; so that the latter,

on its appearance in that part, which took place long before

200 A.D., received the monasteries as an inheritance : but

certainly the chronology of the Gefnide dynasty is not re-

liable. Ilamze fixes the duration of the dynasty at 616

years ; Ihn Said^ in his history of the pre-Islamic Arabs, at

' Wetzstein, Catal. Arab. MSS. collected in Damascus, No. 1, p. 89.
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601 years ; and to the same period extends the statement of

Mejdnisld^ who, in his topography of the Kabe^ says that

between the conquest of Mekka by Talehe and the rule of

the Kosi in this city was 500 years. On the contrary,

however, Ihn Jusef' informs us that this dynasty began

" earlier " than 400 years before Islamism. With this state-

ment accord all those numerous accounts, according to which

the " rupture of the dyke " (sel el-arim)^ the supposed cause

of the Jemanic emigration, took place rather more than 400

years before Islamism, If therefore, to content ourselves

with an approximate calculation, we make Islamism to begin

about 615 (the year of the "Mission" was 612 A.D.), and the

Gefnide dynasty, with the addition of the "earlier," 415 years

previous, then the commencement of the reign of Gefne i.

would have been 200 a.d., and the erection of the Monastery

shortly before 250.

When the tribe whose king later on built the Monastery

migrated from Jemen into Syria, the Trachonitis was in the

hands of a powerful race of the l^udaides, which had settled

there in the first century of our era, having likewise come

out of Jemen, and become tributary to the Romans. This

race had embraced Christianity from the natives ; and some

historians maintain that it permitted the Gefnicies to settle

and share in the possession of the country, only on the con-

dition that they likewise should embrace Christianity. In

those early times, these tribes, of course, with the new religion

received the tradition of Job also from the first hand, from

the Jews and the Jewish Christians, who, since the battle of

the Jewish people with the Romans, will have found refuge

and safety to a large extent in Petrgsa, and especially in the

hardly accessible Trachonitis. The NuZ;ra also, as the most

favoured region of Syria and Palestina, will have had its

1 TVetzst. Catal. Arab. mss. collected in Damascus, No. 24, p. 16.

2 Hamzm Isfahan. Annales, ed. GuUwald, Vorrede, p. xi.
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native population, among wliich, in spite of tlie frequent

massacres of Syrians and Jews, there will have been many

Jews. Perhaps, moreover, the protection of the new Jemanic

population of Hauran again attracted Jewish settlers thither;

Nawa^ at least is a place well known in the Talmud and

Midrash, which is mentioned, as a city inhabited by the

Jews among those who are not Jews, and as the birth-place

of several eminent teachers.^ Moreover, in Syria the venera-

tion of a spot consecrated by religious tradition is indepen-

dent of its beins; at the time inhabited or desolate. The

supposed tombs of Aaron near Petra, of Hud near Gerasli,

of Jethro (Sueh) in the valley of Nimrin^ of Ezekiel in

Melihat Hi'slun, of Elisha on the el-Jeshd mountains, and

many other mezdre (tombs of the holy, to which pilgrims

resort), are frequently one or more days' journey distant

from inhabited places, and yet they are carefully tended.

They are preserved from decay and neglect by vows, by the

spring processions, and especially by the piety of the Beduins,

who frequently deposit articles of value near the mezdre, as

property entrusted to the care of the saint. The MaMm of

Job may also have been such a consecrated spot many cen-

turies before the erection of the ^lonastery, and perhaps not

merely to the Jews, but also to the Aramaean and Arab

population. The superstitious veneration of such places is

not confined among the Semites to a particular religious sect,

but is the common heritage of the whole race ; and the tra-

^ If NuwCi is not also of Jewish origin, its name is nevertheless the old

Semitic niJ, "a dwelling" (ch. v. 3, 24, viii. 6, xviii. 15), and not, as

Jcikid supposes, the collective form of nawut^ " the kernel of a date."

2 [No less than three renowned teachers from Naicd appear in the

Talmud and ilidrash: niJT N^"'5^ '"I, Scldla of Naiva (jer. Sahbath cap. ii.,

Wajikra rahha cap. xxxiv., Midrasch Hitth on ii. 19a), miT S^DpD '"I

(Midi: Kolieletli on i. 4&) and ni3T i'ltst^' '") {ib. on xii. 9o). ni3 is men-

tioned as an enemy of the neighbouring town of tJ*''0?n in Wajikra

rahha c. xxiii., Midr. Eclia on i. 17a, and Mldr. Schir on ii. 1.

—

Dkl.]
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dition of Job in particular was, originally, certainly not

Israelitish, but Aramsean.

Job is not mentioned in the writings of Joseplius, but we

do find there a remarkable passage concerning Job's native

country, the land of the Usites, viz. Ant. i. 6 :
" Aram, from

whom come the Aramceans, called by the Greeks Syrians,

had four sons, of whom the first was named Ovarj^, and pos-

sessed Traclionitis and Damascus.''^ The first of these two,

Trachonitis, has usually been overlooked here, and attention

has been fixed only on Damascus. The word el-Ghuta

(J!bJ^\j, the proper name of the garden and orchard district

around Damascus, has been thought to be connected in

sound with ' Us, and they have been treated as identical : this

is, however, impossible even on philological grounds. Ghitta

would certainly be written HdlV in Hebrew, because this lan-

guage has no sign for the sound Gh y^J; but Josephus,

who wrote in Greek, ought then to have said Tovar}'^, not

Ouarj^, just as he, and the LXX. before him and Eusebius

after him, render the city my by Fd^a, the mountain ^2'']} by

ratjSdX, the village ''^ by Pai'j etc. In the same manner the

LXX. ought to have spoken of a TavalTi'i, not Avaln'i, if this

were the case. Proper names, also, always receive too definite

and lasting an impress for their consonants, as y and D, to be

easily interchanged, although this is possible with the roots

of verbs. Moreover, if the word pj? had had the consonant Y

\j^), Josephus must have reproduced it with r or 6, not

with a, in accordance with the pronunciation (especially if

he had intended to identify pj? and Ghiita). And we see

from Ptolemy and Strabo, and likewise from the Greek

mode of transcribing the Semitic proper names in the Hau-

ranite inscriptions of the Roman period, e.g. MddLo<i and

Ndrapo'i for ,c**l^ and »ij, that in the time of Josephus

the sound of f had already been divided into ^ and
^J> ;

comp. Ahhandl. der Berlin. Acad. d. Wissenschaft, 1^63,

VOL. II. 2 E
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S. 356 f. Hence it is that Josepbus manifestly speaks only

of one progenitor Ouat]';, therefore of one tribe ; while the

Avord Ghuta, often as a synonym of hug'a (pV\^2)j denotes a

low well-watered country enclosed by mountains, and in this

appellative signification occurs as the proper name of several

localities in the most ividely separated parts of Arabia (comp.

Jd\iut, sub voce), which could not be the case if it had been

= py px.^ The word Ausitis used by the LXX. also has

no formation corresponding to the word Ghuta, but shows its

connection with Y^V p.X by the termination ; while the word

Ghuta rendered in Greek is TovOaTa (in Theophanes Byzant.

TovOaOd), in analogy e,g. with the form 'Pefi\a6d for Hibla

(Jos. Ant. X. 11).'

But why are we obliged to think only of Damascus, since

Josephus makes Trachonitis also to belong to the land of the

Usites ? If we take this word in its most limited signification,

it is (apart from the eastern Trachon) that lava plateau, about

forty miles long and about twenty-eight broad, which is called

the Legd in the present day. This is so certain, that one is

not obliged first of all to recall the well-known inscription of

the temple of Mismia, which calls this city situated in the

Legd, Mr]TpoKU)iJL7] rov Tpd'^ccvo';. From tlie western border

of this Trachon, however, the JMonastery of Job is not ten

miles distant, therefore by no means outside the radius that

was at all times tributary to the Trachonites {Arab el-war),

a people unassailable in their. habitations in the clefts of the

1 On the name ' Us, as the name of men and people, may be compared

the i^roper names 'As and 'Ans, together with the dhninutive ' Owes, taken

from the genealogies of the Arabs, since the Old Testament is wanting

in words formed from the root j^iy, and none of those so named was a

Hebrew. In Hebr. they might be sounded py, and signify the "strong

one," for the verbal stems j_/i=-) u^^' ij,"^^ (comp. (.^.-v^ajz? y*^'-^'

ft-ns:, and others) have the signif. " to be compressed, firm, to resist."

2 On this word-formation comp. Reisehericht, S. 7G.
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ro'cks.^ According to this, the statement of Joseph us would

at least not stand in open contradiction to the Hauranitish

tradition of Job. But we go further, and maintain that the

]\Ionastery of Job lies exactly in the centre of Traclionitis.

This word has, viz. in Josephus and others, a double signifi-

cation—a more limited and a wider one. It has the more

limited where, together with Auranitis, Batancea, Gamalitica,

and Gaulonitis, it denotes the separate provinces of the ancient

kingdom of Basan. Then it signifies the Traclionitis kut

i^o-^'i^v, i.e. the wildest portion of the volcanic district, viz.

the Legd, the Hcuu^dn mountain range, the Safct and Harra of

the Rdgil. On the other hand, it has the wider signification

when it stands alone ; then it embraces the whole volcanic

region of Middle Syria, therefore with the more limited

Traclionitis the remaining provinces of Basan, but with the

exception, as it seems, of the no longer volcanic Galadine

(North Gilead). In this sense, therefore, as a geographical

notion, Traclionitis is almost synonymous with Basan.

Since it is to the interest of this investigation to make the

assertion advanced sure against every objection, we will not

withhold the passages in support of it. Josephus says, Ant.

XV. 10, 3, the district of lAule {OvkaOd) lies between Galilee

and Traclionitis. He might have said more accurately, " be-

tween Galilee and Gaulonitis," but he wished to express that

the great basaltic region begins on the eastern boundary of

tliB Wide. The word Trachonitis has therefore the wider sio;-

nification. In like manner, in Bell. iii. 10 it is said the lake

of Phiala lies 120 stadia east of Paneion (Bdnids) on the

way to the Trachonitis. True, the Phiala is a crater, and

therefore itself belongs to Trachonitis, but between it and

Banias the lava alternates with the chalk formation of the

jffermon, whereas to the south and east of the Phiala it is

^ Comp. Jos. Ant. xv. 10, 3; Zdtsclir. fiir alhj. Erdkuiule, New Series,

xiii. 213.
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everywhere exclusively volcanic ; Trachonitis lias therefore

here also the loider signification. Ant. xvii. 2, it is said

Herod had the castle of BaOvpa built in Batanaa (here, as

often in Josephus, in the signification of Basan), in order to

protect the Jews who travel from Babylon (via Damascus) to

Jerusalem against the Trachonite robbers. Now, since this

castle and village (the Betirrd mentioned already), which is

situated in the district of Gamalitica on an important ford of

the Muchebi gorge between 'Abidin and Sehbute, could not be

any protection against the robbers of Trachonitis in the more

limited sense, but only against those of Golan, it is manifest

that by the Trachonites are meant the robbers of Trachonitis

in the ivide}' sense. Aurelius Victor {De Hist. Cces. xxvii.)

calls the Emperor M. Julius Philippus, born in Bo&rd, the

metropolis of Auranitis, quite correctly Arabs Trachonites;

because the plain of Plauran, in which Bosra is situated, is

also of a basaltic formation, and therefore is a part of the

Trachonitis. The passage of Luke's Gospel, iii. 1, where it

says Herod tetrarch of Galilee, and Philip tetrarch of Itursea

and Trachonitis, also belongs here. That Philip possessed not

perhaps merely the Trachonitis (similar to a province assigned

to a man as banishment rather than for administration, pro-

ducing little or no revenue) in the more limited sense, but

the whole Basanitis, is shown by Josephus, who informs us,

Ant. xvii. 11, 4 and freq., that he possessed Batansea (in the

more restricted sense, therefore the fruitful, densely popu-

lated, profitable Nu^ra), with Auranitis, Trachonitis, etc. AVe

must therefore suppose that in the words t?}? 'Irovpaia<i Kal

TpaywviTiho'^ X<»pa9 in Luke, one district is meant, which

by 'Irovpaia<i is mentioned according to the marauding por-

tion of its population, and by Tpa-)(wviTiho<; more generally,

according to its trachonitic formation.^ loannes Malalas

1 Eusebius in his Onomast. also correctly identifies the two words, at

one time under '
Irovpccicc, and the other time under Tpuxuvlri;. After
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{Chronogr. ed. Dindorf, p. 236), who, as a Syrian born,

ought to be well acquainted with the native usage of the

language, hence calls Antipas, as a perfectly adequate term,

only toparch of Trachonitis; and if, according to his state-

ment (p. 237), the official title of this Herod was the follow-

ing : ^e/Saaro'i 'Hp(t)Br]<i ro7rdp'^7]<; koI 6€(rfxoS6Trj<i ^lovSaicov

re Kol 'EX\7]vo}v, ySacriXey? t?}9 Tpa')(a>viriho<i, it is self-evident

that "king of Trachonitis" here is synonymous with king

of Basan. In perfect harmony with this, Pliny says (H. N.

V. 18) that the ten cities of Decapolis lay within the extensive

tetrarchies of Trachonitis, which are divided into separate

kingdoms. Undoubtedly Pliny adds to these tetrarchies of

Trachonitis in the wider sense, which are already known to

us, Galadine also, which indeed belonged also to the pre-

Mosaic Basan, but at the time of Josephus is mostly reckoned

to Percea (in the more limited sense).

On the ground of this evidence, therefore, the land of the

Usites of Josephus, with the exception of the Damascene

portion, was Trachonitis in the wider sense ; and since the

MaMm Ejub is in the central point of this countiy, this

statement accords most exactly with the Syrian tradition. It

is clear that the latter remains untouched by the extension of

what we have said elsewhere {Reisebericht, S. 91 ff.) on the subject,

surely no one will again maintain that the peaceful villages of the plain

of Gediir were the abodes of the Iturseans, the wildest of all people (Cic.

Phil. ii. 11 ; Strabo, xvi. 2). Their principal hiding-places will have been

the Trachonitis in the more restricted sense, but one may seek them also

on the wooded mountains of Golan and in the gorges of the Ilakran.

That Ptolemy and Josephus speak only of the Trachonites and never of

the Iturseans (in the passage Ant. xiii. 11, 3,
' loov/xccioi is to be read

instead of ' Irovpetiu), and Strabo, on the other hand, speaks only of the

latter, favours the identity of the two ; of like import is the circumstance,

that Pliny (H. N. v. 23) makes the inhabitants of the region of B^etarra

(Betirra) Iturseans, and Josephus (Ant. xvii. 2) Trachonites. But in

spite of the identity of the words TracJionitis and Iturxa, one must not

at the same time overlook the following distinction. If the Trachonites

are called after the country, it must be the description of all the inhabit-
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the geographical notion in Josephus, for without knowing

anything more of a " land of the Usites," it describes only a

portion of the same as the "native country of Job;" and

again, Josephus had no occasion to speak of Job in his com-

mentary on the genealogies, therefore also none to speak of

his special home within the land of the Usites. Eusebius,

on the other hand, in his De Originihus (ix. 2, 4), refers to

this home, and says, therefore limiting Josephus' definition

:

liuSj Traconitidis conditor, inter Palcestinam et Ccelesyriam

tenuit imperium ; wide fuit lob.

With this evidence of agreement between two totally in-

dependent witnesses, viz. the Syrian tradition and Josephus,

the testimony of the latter in particular has an enhanced

value ; for, although connected with the Bible, it nevertheless

avails as extra-biblical testimony concerning the Usites, it

comes from an age when one might still have the historical

fact from the seat of the race, and from an authority of the

highest order. True, Josephus is not free from disfigure-

ments, where he has the opportunity of magnifying his people,

himself, or his Roman patrons, and of depreciating an enemy

;

but here he had to do with nothing more than the statement

of the residence of a people ; and since the word Ova7]<i also

ants of the country, whereas the Iturseans, if they gave the name to the

country, are not necessarily its exclusive population. The -whole of the

district of which we speak has a twofold population in keeping with

its double character (rugged rock and fruitful plain), viz. cattle-rearing

freebooters in the clefts of the rocks, and peaceful husbandmen in the

plain ; the former dwelling in hair tents (of old also in caves), the latter

in stone houses ; the former forming the large majority, the latter the

minority of the population of the district. If writers speak of the Itu-

rseans, they mean exclusively that marauding race that hates husbandry;

but if they speak of the Trachonites, the connection must determine,

whether they speak of both classes of the population, or only of the

marauding Trachonites (the Iturseans), or of the husbandmen of the

plain (of the provinces of Batanxa and Auranitis). The latter are

rarely intended, since the peaceful peasant rarely furnishes material for

the historian.
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has no similarity in sound with the words Damascus and

TracJionitis, that might nialce a combination with them plaus-

ible, we may surely have before us a reliable historical notice

here, or at least a tradition which was then general (and

therefore also for us important), while we may doubt this in

connection with other parts of the genealogies, where Josephus

seems only to catch at that which is similar in sound as

furnishing an explanation.

But that which might injure the authority of Josephus is

the contradiction in which it seems to stand to a far older

statement concerning Ausitis, viz. the recognised postscript

of the LXX. to the book of Job, which makes Job to be the

Edomitish king Jobab. The identification, it may be said, can

however only have been possible because Ausitis was in or near

Edom. But the necessity of this inference must be disputed.

It is indeed unmistakeable that that postscript is nothing

more than a combination of the Jews beyond Palestine (pro-

bably Egyptio-Hellenistic), formed, perhaps, long before the

LXX.,—such a vagary as many similar ones in the Talmud

and Midrash. From the similarity in sound of "Ico^d/B with

'Ico^, and the similarity in name of Zapd, the father of Jobab,

with a son of Re'uel and grandson of Esau (Gen. xxxvi. 13),

Job's descent from Esau has been inferred. That Esau's

first-born was called Eliphaz and his son Temdn, seemed to

confirm this combination, since (in accordance with the custom^

of naming the grandson as a rule after his grandfather) Eliphaz

the Temanite might be regarded as grandson of that Eliphaz,

therefore like Job as great-grandson of Esau and Tre/iTrro?

diTo 'A^padfx. The apparent and certainly designed advan-

tages of this combination were : that Job, who had no pedi-

1 From this custom, which is called the grandfather's " living again,"

the habit, singular to us, of a father calUng his son ja aU, " my father !_"

or jd Mji, " my little father," as an endearing form of address, is

explained.
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gree, and therefore was to be thought of as a non-Israelite,

Avas brought into the nearest possible blood-relationship to

the people of God, and that, by laying the scene in the time

of the patriarchs, all questions which the want of a Mosaic

colouring to the book of Job mio;ht excite would be met.

Now, even if the abode of Job were transferred from the land

of ' Us to Edom, it would be only the consequence of his com-

bination with Jobah, and, just as worthless as this latter

itself, might lead no one astray. But it does not seem to

have gone so far; it is even worthy of observation, that

mV30 (from Bosra, the Edomite city^), being attached to the

misunderstood VLo<i Zapd eV Boaoppa'?, Gen. xxxvi. 33, is

reproduced in the LXX. by fjLrjrpo'i Bocroppa'i, as also that

Job's wife is not called an Edomitess, but a yvvr] 'Apd^iaaa.

And it appears still far moi'e important, that Ausitis lies iv

Toci; 6pL0L<; tt}? ^I8ovfxaLa<; koX ^Apa/Sla^, so far as the central

point of 'ISovfiaia is removed by the addition koi t?;? ^Apa-

/3/a9, and Job's abode is certainly removed from the heart of

Idumoea. The Cod. Alex, exchanges that statement of the

place, even in a special additional clause, for evrt rwv opicov

rov Eucppdrov, therefore transfers Ausitis to the vicinity of

the Euphrates, and calls the father of Jobab (= Job) ZapeO

e^ dvaToXwv rjXiov (Dip ""JDD). Nevertheless we attach no

importance to this variation of the text, but rather offer the

suggestion that the postscript gives prominence to the ob-

servation : ovTO<i (viz. 'I(o/3) ipfXTjveverac e'/c ri}? XvpLaKrj<i

/SijSXov.'^

^ It need hardly be mentioned that one is not to think of the Hauran-

itish Bosrd \^^.<^JJ, since this name of a city only came into use some

centuries after Christ.

2 [It is indeed possible that the Hebrew text is meant here, for Philo

usually calls the Hebrew XaTiBaiVr/, and the Talmud describes the

Jewish country-dialect as ""DIID ; it is possible, and even more probable,

that it is a Syrian, i.e. Aramseaii Targum—but not less possible that it

is a Syrian original document. According to Malalas (cd. Dindorf,
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If we compare the postscript of the LXX. with the legend

of Islam, we find in both the Esauitish genealogy of Job

;

the genealogy of the legend is : 'Ejtib ihn Zdrih. (n^t) ihn

Reuil ihn el-Ais ibn Is\\dk. ibn Ibrahim; and we may sup-

pose that it is borrowed directly from the LXX., and that it

reached Arabia and Mekka even in the pre-Islamic times by

means of the (Arabian) Christians east of Jordan, who had

the Old Testament only in the Greek translation. Even the

Arabic orthography of the biblical proper names, which can

be explained only on the supposition of their transfer from the

Greek, is in favour of this mode of the transmission of the

Christian religion and its legends to the people of the Higaz.

Certainly there can be no doubt as to an historical connection

between the postscript and the legend, and therefore it would

be strange if they did not accord respecting the home of Job.

The progenitor el-Ais (rV), in the genealogy of the legend, is

also a remarkable counterpart to the Ausitis iv rol^ 6ploL<i rrj<i

'I80V/X. KoX 'Ap., for it is a blending of Vfy and Y^l!, and it has

to solve the difficult problem, as to how Job can be at the

same time an Usite and an Esauite ; for that Job as an Aisite

no longer belongs to Idumgea, but to the district of the more

northern Aramreans, is shown e.g. from the following passage

in Mugir ed-dhis History of Jerusalem :
" Job belonged to

the people of the Komans {i.e. the Aisites^), for he sprang

p: 12), Origen understands U ryj; 'SvpixKyj; fi^iShov elsewhere of a Hebrew
original, but in c. Celsum iii. 6 he describes the Hebrew language in

relation to the Syriac and Phoenician as Iripx Trxp dix(porspxg, and the

Homihes on Job in 0pp. Origenis, ed. Delanie, ii. 851, say : Beati lob
scriptura primiim quidem in Arabia Syriace scripta, ubi et liahitabat.

—Del.]
^ We will spare ourselves the ungrateful task of an inquiry into the

origin of this 'Ai^ and his Protean nature. Biblical passages like Lam.
iv. 21, or those in which the readings D"IX and DHX are doubtful,

or the erroneous supposition (Jos. Ant. viii. 7) that the Ben-Hadad
dynasty in Damascus is of Edomitish origin, may have contributed to his

rise. Moreover, he is altogether one and the same with the Edom of the
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from el-'Ais, and the Damascene, province of Batancca was

liis property."

The Koirpia of the LXX., at ch. ii. 8, leads to the same

result; that it is also found again as mezhele in the later

legend, is a further proof how thoroughly this accords with

the LXX., and how it has understood its statement of the

position of Ausitis. It may also he maintained here, that it

was only possible to translate the words iSxn-Tinn by eVl Tf;?

KOTTpLa'i e^o) Tf]<; TroXeco? when "heap of ashes" and "duntr-

hill" were synonymous notions. This, however, is the case

only in Hauran, where the dung, as being useless for agri-

cultural purposes, is burnt from time to time in an appointed

place before the town (yid. ii. p. 152^), while in every other

part of Syria it is as valuable and as much stored up as

among us. If the LXX. accordingly placed the Koirpia of

Job in Hauran, it could hardly represent Ausitis as Edom.

But how has the Ausitis of the LXX. been transferred

hither? Certainly not as the "land of 'f/s" (in the sense of

the land of Basan, land of Hauran), for without wasting a

word about it, there has never been such an one in the

country east of the Jordan: but as "the land of the Usites"

in the sense of the Arabic didr ' Us (dwelling-place of the

Usites) or ard bent 'Us. A land receives designations of

Jewish tradition : he is called the father of Rum, Asfar, So/ar, Sifim

(pQVn Tj^JD), and Nidi- (Hamz. Ittfali. Ann. p. V^, 1. 18, read -ci) for

-^3, and Zc'itsclir. d. d. m. Gesellsch. ii. 239, 3, 6, read cnnidi-ior ennefer'),

i.e. of the Messiah of the Christians (according to Isa. xi. 1).

^ Comp. ii. p. 158, note, of the foregoing Commentary. [The Arabic

version of Walton's Polyglot translates after the Peschito in accordance

with the Hebr. text: "on the ashes (er-remdd),^^ whereas the Arabic

translation, of which Tischendorf brought back fifteen leaves with him

from the East, and which Fleischer, in the DeutscTi. Morgenl. Zeitschr.

18G4, S. 288 ff., has first described as an important memorial in reference

to the history of MSS., translates after the Ilcxapla in accordance with

the LXX. :
" on the dunghill {mezhele) outside the city."

—

Del.]
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this kind with the settlement of a people in it; they run

parallel with the proper name of the country, and in the rule

vanish again with that people. These designations belong,

indeed, to the geography of the whole earth, but nowhere

have they preserved their natural character of transitoriness

more faithfully than in the lands where the Semitic tongue

is spoken. It is this that makes the geographical knowledge

of these countries so extremely difficult to us, because we

frequently take them to be the names of the countries, which

they are not, and which—so far as they always involve a

geological definition of the regions named—can never be dis-

placed and competently substituted by them. In this sense

the land of the Usites might, at the time of the decay of both

Israelitish kingdoms, when the pb'OT D"i5« possessed the whole

of Persea, very easily extend from the borders of Edom to

the gates of Damascus, and even further northwards, if the

Aramasan race of ' f/s numbered many or populous tribes (as

it appears to be indicated in pj?n pS '•ni'O ^3, Jer. xxv. 20),

in perfect analogy with the tribe of Ghassdn, which during

five hundred years occupied the country from the -liElanitic

Gulf to the region of Tedmor, at one time settling down, at

another leading a nomadic life, and Hauran was the centre

of its power. By such a rendering the ^Apa/Sia of the post-

script would not be different from the later 2^'>"0vmcia Arahice,

of which the capital was the Trachonitish Bostra, while it

was bounded on the south end of the Dead Sea by Edom
(Palcestina tertia).

But should any one feel a difficulty in freeing himself from

the idea that Ausitis is to be sought only in the Ard el-UdlcU

east of Ma an, he must consider that the author of the book

of Job could not, like that legend which places the miraculous

city of Tram in the country of quicksands, transfer the corn-

fields of his hero to the desert ; for there, with the exception

of smaller patches of land capable of culture, which we may
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not bring into account, there is by no means to be found that

husbandman's Eldorado, where a single husbandman might

find tillage for five hundred (ch. i. 3), yea, for a thousand

(ch. xlii. 12) yoke of oxen. Such numbers as these are not

to be depreciated ; for in connection with the primitive agri-

culture in Syria and Palestine,—which renders a four years'

alternation of crops necessary, so that the fields must be

divided into so many portions (called in Hauran wdc/ihdt, and

around Damascus auguh, ^s>-»\), from which only one portion

is used annually, and the rest left fallow (hur)^—Job required

several square miles of tillage for the employment of his

oxen. It is all the same in this respect whether the book of

Job is a history or poem : in no case could the Ausitis be a

country, the notorious sterility of which would make the state-

ment of the poet ridiculous.

Our limited space does not admit of our proving the worth

which we must acknowledge to the tradition, by illustrating

those passages of the Old Testament scriptures which have

reference to pj? and py pN. But to any one, who, following

the hints they give, wishes again to pursue the investigations,

elsewhere useless, concerning the position of the land of the

Usites, we might indicate : (1) that pj? the first-born of

Aram (Gen. x. 23) is the tribe sought, while two others of

this name—a Nahorite, ch. xxii. 21, and a Horite, ch.

xxxvi. 28—may be left out of consideration ; the former

because the twelve sons of Nahor need not be progenitors of

tribes, and the latter because he belongs to a tribe extermi-

nated by the Edomites in accordance with Deut. ii. 12, 22 :

(2) that Y'\vr\ ps, Jer. xxv. 20, is expressly distinguished

from DHX in the 21st verse, and—if one compares the round

of the cup of punishment, Jer. ch. xxv., with the detailed

prophecies which follow in ch. xlvi.-li., to which it is a pro-

oemium that has been removed from its place—corresponds to

pb'Dn (with Hamdt and Arpad)^ ch. xlix. 23 : (3) that there-
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fore Lam. iv. 21, where y)]} pxn riDtJ'l"' would be devoid of pur-

pose if it described the proper habitable land of Edom, must

describe a district extending over that, in which the Edom-

ites had established themselves in consequence of Assyria

having led away captive the Israelitish and Aramsean popu-

lation of the East Jordanic country and Coele-Syria. In

connection with Jer. xxv. 20 one must not avoid the question

whether py is the name of the pb'OT DIK that has been

missed. Here the migration of the Damascene Aramaeans

from K.tr (Am. ix. 7) ought to be considered, the value of

the Armenian accounts concerning the original abode of the

Usites tested, what is erroneous in the combination of "fi?

with the river Kiir shown and well considered, and in what

relations both as to time and events that migration mi^ht

have stood to the overrunning of Middle Syria by the

Aranijean Sobcean tribes (from Mesopotamia) under Hadad-

ezer, and to the seizure and possession of the city of

Damascus by Rezon the /Sobcean? Finally, one more tra-

dition might be compared, to which some value may perhaps

be attached, because it is favoured by the stone monuments,

whose testimony we are not accustomed otherwise to despise

in Palestine and Syria. The eastern portal of the mosque of

Bent UmSja in Damascus, probably of the very temple, the

altar of which king Ahaz caused to be copied (2 Kings

xvi. 10), is called Gerun or the Gerun gate : the portal in

its present form belongs to the Byzantine or Roman period.

And before this gate is the Geruntje, a spacious, vaulted

structure, mostly very old, which has been used since the

Mussulman occupation of the city as a medaa, i.e. a place for

religious ablutions. The topographical writings on Damascus

trace these two names back to a G&run ibn Sad ibn 'Ad ibn

'Aus (py) ibn Irani (Dnx) ibn Sam (Dt^) ibn Nu\\ (nij), who

settled in Damascus in the time of Solomon (one version of

the tradition identifies him with Hadady Jos. Ant. viii. 7),
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and built in the middle of the city a castle named after

him, in which a temple to the planet (kokeb) Mushteri, the

guardian-god of the city, has been erected. That this temple,

which, as is well known, under Theodosius, at the same time

with the temple of the sun at Ba'lbek, passed over to the

Christians, was actually surrounded with a strong, fortified

wall, is capable of proof even in the present day. In this

tradition, which has assumed various forms, a more genuine

counterpart of the biblical pj? appears than that 'Ais which

we have characterized above as an invention of the schools,

viz. an 'Aus {^j:^^), father of the Adite-tribe which is said

to have settled in the Damascene district under that Gerun,

and also ancestor of the prophet Hud, lost to the tradition,

whose makdm on the mountains of Suet rises far above

Gerash the city of pillars, this true Lxim dhdt el-imdd, the

valley of the Jabbo/; and the Saivdd of Gilead.

It is with good reason that we have hitherto omitted to

mention the Alalrau of Ptolemy v. 18 (19). The Codd. have

both Alaelrai and Alalrai ; different Semitic forms {e.g. the

name of the ^j^^ ic-Vj which, according to Ja^ut, once

dwelt in the Harra of the Ragil) may lie at the basis of this

name, only not the form pj?, which ought to be Ovalrat, or

at least Avairca (which no Cod. reads). As to the abodes of

the AlacTai,, Ptolemy distributes them under nine greater

races or groups of races, which in his time inhabited the

Syrian steppe. Three of these had their settlements in the

eastern half of the Syrian steppe towards the Euphrates or

on its western banks : the Kav')(a^7]voi in the north, the

Alahai in the middle, and the 'Op'xrjvoi in the south. Ac-

cording to this the Alalrai would have been about between

Hit and Kdfa, or in that district which is called by the

natives Ar(\. el-Wudjan, and in which just that race of the

Chaldseans might have dwelt that plundered Job's camels.
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There we are certainly not to seek the scene of the drama of

Job; and if the Edomites were dispersed there (Lam. iv. 21),

they were not to be envied on account of their fortune. But
if the Alairac are to be sought there, we may not connect

the Kavxa^V^oi with the village of Cochahe (Ij^^O o" the

Ilermon (Epiphan. Hcer^ x. 18), in order then to remove the

Alcrlrai, dwelling "below them," to Batangea.

And now, in concluding here, I have still to explain, that

in writing these pages I was not actuated by an invincible

desire of increasing the dull literature respecting the py pN
by another tractate, but exclusively by the wish of my
honoured friend that I should furnish him with a contribution

on my visit to the Makdm 'Ejdh, and concerning the tradition

that prevails there, for his commentary on the book of Job.

As to the accompanying map, it is intended to represent

the hitherto unknown position of the MaMm, the Monastery,

and the country immediately around them, by comparing it

with two localities marked on most maps, Nawd and the

castle of Muzertb. The latter, the position of which we
determined in 1860 as 32° 44' north lat. and 35° 51' 45" east

long., (from Greenwich), lies three hours' journey on horse-

back south of the Monastery. The Wddi Jarmuk and Wddi
lilt have the gorge formation in common with all other wadis

that unite in the neighbourhood of Zeziui and form the

Makran, which is remarkable from a geological point of view :

a phenomenon which is connected with the extreme depres-

sion of the valley of the Jordan. For the majority of the

geographical names mentioned in this essay I refer the reader

to Carl Eitter's Geograpliie von Syrien und Pcddstina ;^ others

will be explained in my Itinerarien, which will be published

shortly.

1 Translated by W. L. Gage, and published by T. and T. Clark, Edin-
burgh, 1866, 4 vols.





THE MODE OF TRANSCEIBING THE
ARABIC WORDS.

t =^ r\, c:j ; th = T), t^" ; 'g [soft, the ' over the g has been

generally omitted, as liable to be mistaken for an accent in

connection with vowels], or, in accordance with the predomi-

nant pronunciation, g = ^ ; h or hh = -- ; ch ^ ^ ; dh = ^ :

^ = T, J ; sh or sch = ,^ ; s or ss = )-*, ^^ ; d or dd = ^ ; t

or ^i = D, L ; z = U
;

' = y, c, e.g. 'Ain = \'V, Gumu = V10J

;

gh = c; k (Ic) or q = p, j; k (c) = cJ. The exact trans-

cription is sometimes omitted where the word occurs more

frequently, e.g. TLaurdn, Makdm. Instead of ijj and uiow are

written ij and mo. The vowels a and e correspond to the Fath

(nns), and u and o to the J)amm ; nevertheless the use of o is

limited to the emphatic and guttural consonants, including r,

while a, according to rule, is subject to this limitation only in

nominal forms,—in verbal forms it is also combined with the

rest of the consonants ; a, e (ei, ai), and 6 {aii) are = Fatli

followed by Elif, Jod, or Waw, u = Damm followed by Waio.

The sign for Ilamza is ', e.g. mala a = L< (s??3). The Temvtn

(Nunation) is only expressed exceptionally, e.g. 'gelle = n^a

as it is generally pronounced, especially when the word stands

out of its connection as the root form, not 'gellat-im (the

nunized nominative). Perfect consistency has not been at-

tainable in a book, the printing of wdiich, together with the

working in of constantly accumulating material, has occupied

nearly two years.

VOL. II. 449 2 F
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[The consonantal notation is given above according to the

variation that has been rendered necessary by the want of

casts for printing according to the system adopted by Dr

Delitzsch. We were obliged to have recourse to the old

notation, which is clumsy and confusing, e.g. hh = —, tt = D,

t, and in one or two instances a • has been used in the tt

thus, t't, to represent 1? (with TeshdlJ). This applies to the

first volume; but in the second I have adopted a change,

which occurred to me later, viz. to use Roman letters among

the Italics to represent the stronger consonants, or vice versa,

Italics amonff Roman letters. The advantasje of this will be

seen more especially in the exact reproduction of geographi-

cal names, as by means of it the spelling is not affected, and

at the same time the Arabic letters are fairly distinguished.

Suffice it to remind the student that the j is to be pronounced

as Engl, y, being = ^_^.

ABBREVIATIONS

Have been rarely used in the translation, and those used are

mostly familiar and self-evident. The names of critics are

given in full in the earlier part, and though abbreviated,

as constantly recurring, need no explanation here. "The

Arabic Version referred to is that of the London Polyglot

;

the Syriac, the ancient Syrian version, b. and j. in con-

nection with Talmud citations signify respectively the Baby-

lonian and Jerusalem Talmuds ; b. with the names of persons,

ben (Jxir'), son." The Biblical references are according to

the Hebrew divisions, e.g. Ps. xcii. 11 (10), as also the division

of ch. xl. xli.

ERRATUM.
Vol. i. 72, note, for : Alters, read : early times.

—

Tr.]
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i. 104
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Ps. cxxxii. 18,

cxxxiii. ],

cxxxv. 7,

cxxxvii. 7,

cxxxix. 3,

cxxxix. 11,

cxxxix. 13-1(",

cxxxix. 14,

cxxxix. 15,

cxl. 4,

cxl. 6,

cxl. 10,

cxli. 10,

cxlii. 3,

cxliii. 2,

cxlv. 5,

cxlvii. 9,

cxlviii. 6,

Prov. i. 3,

i- 7,

i. 17,

i. 20,

ii. 6,

ii. 10,

iii. 3, 25,
iii. 7,

iii. 8,

iii. 11-13, i.

iii. 15,

iii. 20,

iii. 26,

iv. 1,

iv. 11,

iv. 12,

iv. 21,

V. 2,

V. 5,

V. 6,

V. 23,

vi. 1,

vi. 6,

vi. 11,

vi. 12,
"

vi. 16,

vi. 26,

vi. 27,

vi. 30,

vii. 4,

vii. 9,

\aii. 1,

viii. 3,

viii. 12,

viii. 13,

viii. 21,

viii. 22,

viii. 22, 31,

viii. 24,

viii. 20,

viii. 29,

vol. i.
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Isa. Ixv. 3,

Ixv. 15,

Ixv. 22,

Ixvi. 2,

Jer. ii. 6,

ii. 19,

ii. 33,

iii. 12,

iii. 15,

iv. 19,

V. 2,

V. 22,

vi. 7,

vi. 16,

vi. 19,

viii. 2,

viii. 4,

ix. 1,

ix. 25,

X. 8,

X. 12,

X. 13,

X. 24,

xii. 1-3,

xiii. 16,

xiii. 17,

xiv. 12,

XV. 2,

XV. 7,

XV. 8,

XV. 9,

xvii. 1,

xvii. 10,

xviii. 14,

xviii. 15,

xviii. 16,

xviii. 21,

XX. 10,

XX. 14, IS,

XX. 17,

xxi. 13,

xxii. 5,

xxii. 30,

xxiii. 29,

xxiv. 6,

XXV. 20, i.

XXV. 23,

XXV. 38,

xxvi. 11,

xxvii. 1,

xxvii. 7,

xxix. 11,

XXX. 3,

xxxi. 29,

xxxi. 35,

xxxii. 19,

xxxiii. 7,

xxxiii. 22,

xxxviii. 2,

vol. i.
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Ezek. XX. 26,

xxi. 26,

xxi. 30,

xxi. 33,

xxii. 3,

xxii. 24,

xxiii. 14,

xxiii. 20,

xxiii. 46,

xxiv. 7,

xxiv. 11,

XXV. 14,

XXV. 15,

xxvi. 15,

xxvi. 20,

xxvii. 7,

xxvii. 16,

xxviii. 6,

xxviii. 9,

xxix. 5,

XXX. 3,

XXX. 24,

xxxi. 11,

xxxii. 21,

xxxii. 27,
xxxiv. 12,

xxxvii.

xli. 7,

xliii. 10,

xliii. 11,

xliii. 27,

xlvii. 16, 18,

Dan. i. 4,

ii. 5,

ii. 6, 9,

ii. 25,

ii. 34,

iv. 24,

V. 12,

vii. 10,

vii. 15,

viii. 24,

viii. 25,

ix. 24,

. X. 1,

xi. 18,

xii. 2,

Hos. ii. 17,

ii. 20,

iv. 8,

iv. 10,

iv. 11,

iv. 12,

V. 14,

vi. 1,

vi. 2,

vi. 7,

vi. 11,

vii. 16,

• \-
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Now complete, in Six Volumes, demy 8vo, price £1, 15s. (Subscription price),

THE LIFE OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST;
X COMPLETE CKITICAL EXAMINATION OP THE OKIGIN, CONTENTS,

AND CONNECTION OP THE GOSPELS.

'^EratTiSlatcTi from tftz (Kcrman of

J. P. LANGE, D. D.,

PROFESSOE OF DIVINITY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF BONN.

Edited, with additional Notes, uy the Rev. Marcus Dods, A.M.

Extract from ' Churcli and State Review,' edited by Archdeacon Denison.

' It is most refreshing to turn to this -work of Dr Lange's. Messrs Clark have done no
greater service to English readers of translations from the German than by the naturaliza-
tion of the able work of Dr Lange. We know not of any work which treats with such
fulness and ability the various subjects which are brought together in Dr Lange's book.
It is learned and profound. The author has brought much reading and meditation to bear
upon his subject ; and he has entered upon it with a religious and devout spirit, which
can least of all be dispensed with in an author who writes on such a subject. We have
often turned to his work before its appearance in English, and hardly ever in vain ; and
we venture to say that no one who reads it with attention and discrimination will regret
the time bestowed on its perusal. The editing is excellent. Mr Dods has done his work
with competent learning and ability, and with excellent taste. We cannot give higher
praise than this. And the book, in six handsome volumes, with its thick paper and clear
large type, forms a favourable contrast to the shabby original in five dingy little volumes,
of which it is the English representative.'

CHEAP RE-ISSUE
of the whole

WORKS OF DR JOHN OWEN.
Edited by Eev. ¥. H. GOOLD, D.D., Edinburgli.

WITH LIFE BY REV. ANDREW THOMSON, D.D.
In 24 Volumes, demy 8vo, handsomely bound in cloth, lettered.

With Two Portraits of Dr Owen.

Several years have now elapsed since the first publication of this Edition of the Works
of the greatest of Puritan Divines. Time has tested its merits ; and it is now admitted
on all hands to be the only correct and complete edition.

At the time of publication it was considered—as it really was—a mii-acle of cheapness
having been issued, by Subscription, for Five Guineas.

'

In consequence of the abolition of the Paper Duty, the Publishers now re-issue the
Twenty-four Volumes for

POUR GUINEAS.
As there are above Fourteen Thousand Pages in all, each Volume therefore averages

Five Hundred and Ninety Pages.

'Tou will find that in John Owen the learning of Lightfoot, the strength of Chamock
the analysis of Howe, the savour of Leighton, the raciness of Heywood, the glow of
Baxter, the copiousness of Barrow, the splendour of Bates, are all combined. We should
quickly restore the race of great divines if our candidates were disciplined in such lore

'— The late Dr Hamilton of Leeds.
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JOHN ALBERT BENGEL'S

GNOMON OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
Boto iFirsit 'Cranslatcti into iJEngligl).

' WITH ORIGINAL NOTES, EXPLANATORY AND ILLUSTRATIVE.

The Translation is comprised in Five Large Volumes, demy 8vo, of (on an average)
fully 550 pages each.

Subscription, 31s. 6d.; or free by Post, 35s.

The very large demand for Bengel's Gnomon enables the Publishers still to

supply it at the Subscription Price.

The whole work is issued under the Editorship of the Rev. AxDRmv R. Fausset, M.A.,
Rector of St Guthbert's, York, late University and Queen's Scholar, and Senior
Classical and Gold Medalist, T.C.D.

' There are few devout students of the Bible who have not long held Bengel in the
highest estimation,—nay, revered and loved him. It was not, however, without some
apprehension for his reputation with English readers, that we saw the announcement of

a translation of his work. We feared that his sentences, terse and condensed as they are,

would necessarily lose much of their pointedness and force by being clothed in another
garb. But we confess gladly to a surprise at the success the translators have achieved

in preserving so much of the spirit of the original. We are bound to say that it is

executed in the most scholarlike and able manner. The translation has the merit of

being faithful and perspicuous. Its publication will, we are confident, do much to bring

back readers to the devout study of the Bible, and at the same time prove one of the

most valuable of exegetical aids. The " getting up " of those volumes, combined with
their marvellous cheapness, cannot fail, we should hopie, to command for them a large

sale.'

—

Eclectic Review.

In crown 8vo, price 5s.,

THE SINLESSNESS OF JESUS:
AN EVIDENCE FOR CHRISTIANITY.

BY DR C. U LLMANN.
' We warmly recommend this beautiful work as eminently fitted to diffuse, among those

who peruse it, a higher appreciation of the sinlessness and moral eminence of Christ.'

—

British and Foreign Evangelical Review.

In demy 8vo, price 9s.,

GERMAN RATIONALISM
IN ITS RISE, PROGRESS, AND DECLINE. A CONTRIBUTION TO THE

CHURCH HISTORY OF THE ISxii AND 19th CENTURIES.

BY DR K. HAGENBACH.
* This is a volume we have long wished to see in our language. Hagenbach is a

veteran in this field, and this volume is the ablest, and is likely to be the most useful, of

his works.'

—

British Quarterly Review.
' There is not a work more seasonable, not one more likely to be productive of the best

effects, not one more entitled to the study and solemn consideration of Christian people.'

—Christian Witness.

'This volume can liardly be surpassed for the brevity and clearness, and for the skill

with which the main points in the great works of the Augustan age of German literature

are brought out by way of illustrating their relation, direct or indii'ect, to Chi-istianity.'

—

London Review.

'A most valuable and attractive volume, and a really useful addition to our too scanty

histories of the growth of religious ideas and the progress of thought.'

—

Churchman.



MESSRS CLARK dro- to offer a Selection of Eight Volumes

from the follozoing List of Works (chiefly forming the

Biblical Cabinet, the first series of translations published

' by them),

For ONE GUINEA, remitted with order.

The price affixed is that at which they can be had separately,

tvhich is also much reduced.

Eki^iesti's PniNCirLES of Biblical Interpretation of New Testament. Trans-

liited by Bishop Terrot. 2 vols., 8s.

PiULOLOGiCAL Teacts. 3 vols., 4s. eacli.

Vol. I.—Eossi and Pfannkuclie ou the Language of Palestine in the Age of Christ

;

rianck on the Nature and Genius of the Diction of New Testament; Tholuck on the

Importance of the Stndy of Old Testament; Beckhaus on the Interpretation of the

Tropical Language of New Testament. Vol. II.—Storr on the Meaning of ' The
Kingdom of Heaven;' Storr on the Pai-ables; Storr on the woi-d 'IIAHPnMA;'
Hengstenberg ou Isaiah liii. Vol. III.—Ullmann on Christ's Sinlessness ; Kiickert

on the Kesurrection of the Dead; Lange on the Resurrection of tlie Body; M. Stuart

on Future Punishment.

Tiioluck's Cojdientary on the Epistle to the Romans. 2 vols., 8s.

Fareau on the Interpretation of Old Testament. 2 vols., 8s.

Stuart's Syntax of the New Testament. 4s.

Ujibreit's Exposition of the Book of Job. 2 vols., 8s.

Steiger's Commentary on First Peter. 2 vols., 8s.

BiLLROTii's Commentary on the Corinthians. 2 vols., 83.

Krummacher's Cornelius the Centurion. 3s.

Witsius' Exposition of the Lord's Prayer. 4s.

Eosenmuller's Biblical Geography of Central Asia. 2 vols., 8s.

Posenmuller's Biblical Geography of Asia Minor, Phoenicia, & Arabia. 4s.

Eosenmuller's Biblical Mineralogy and Botany. 4s.

Wemyss' Clayis Symbolica; or, Key to Symbolical Language of Scripture. 4s.

CiVLViN on the Epistles to Galatians and Epiiesians. 4s.

Gess on the Eevelation of God in His "Word. Ss.

EOSENMULLER ON THE MeSSIANIC PsALMS. 4s.

Covard's Life of Christians during first Three Centuries. 4s.

Tholuck's Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, with Dissertations on

Citations from Old Testament in New Testament, and on the Idea of Sacrifice

and Priest in Old and New Testaments. 2 vols., 83.

CaLvin and Storr on the Philippians and Colossians. 4s.

Semisch's Life, Writings, and Opinions of Justin Martyr. 2 vols., 83.

Rohr's Historico- Geographical Account of Palestine in the Time of

Christ. 4s.

Tittmann's Exegetical, Critical, and Doctrinal Commentary on St John's

Gospel. 2 vols., 83.

Barbacovis' Literary History of Modern Italy. 23. Gd.

J»Iy Old House ; or. The Doctrine of Changes. 4s.

Negris' Edition of Herodotus, v/ith English Notes. 4s. 6d.

,, ,,
Pindar,

,, „ 4s. 6d.

„ „ Xenophon,
,, „ 2s.

Welsh's Elements of Church History. 5s.

Neander on the Epistle to the Philippians and on the Epistle of Sx
James. 3s.

Edersheim's History of the Jewish Nation after the Destruction of Jeru-
salem UNDER Titus. 4s.

\Conlinucd.
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Worksfrom the Biblical Cabinet, etc., continued.

Hoffmann's Christianity in the First Century. 4s. Gd.

Kahnis' Internal History of Gerjian Protest^vntism. 4s. jCcI.

Ulrich von Hutten, his Life and Times. 4s.

Nettleton and his Labours. Edited by Rev. A. Bonar. 4s. 6d.

Patterson's Illustrations, Expository and Practical, of the Farewell
Discourse of our Lord. 6s.

Wilson's Kingdoji of our Lord Jesus Christ. 7s. Cd.

Thornley's Skeleton Themes. 3s.

Thornley's True End of Education, antd the Means ad.u'ted to it. 3s. 6d.

Anderson's Chronicles of the Kiisk. 3s. Gd.

Thefollowing Tj-acts, issued in the Student's Cabinet Library

OF Useful Tracts, are also offered as wider

:

—•

LowjtAN's Akgument a priori for the
Being of a God. Gd.

JOUFFKOY ox THE METHOD OF PHILOSO-
PHICAL Study. Is.

Jouffkoy's Essays on History of riiiLO-

sophy; Philosophy of Histohy; Influ-
ence OF Greece on the Dea'elopjient
of Hu.^ianity ; ^vnd Pp>esent State of
Humj^-ity. 9cI.

JouFFROY on Scepticism of Present Age
;

Faculties of Human Soul ; Good ^vnd

Evil; Eclecticism in Morals ; and on
Philosophy and Cosljion Sense. Is.

Cousin on the Destiny of Modekx Phi-
losophy. 6d.

Cousin's Exposition of Eclecticism.
Is. 6d.

Murdock's Sketches of Modern Philo-
sophy, especiallyamong the Germans. Is.

Edwards' State of Slavery in Ancient
Greece. 4d.

Edwards' State of Sla\T£ry in theEarly
AND Middle Ages of the Christlvn
Era. 6d.

Hitchcock on the Connection between
Geology and Natural Eeligion. 4d.

Hitchcock's Historical and Geological
Delugks Co:mpared. 2 Parts, 9d. each.

Eichhorn's Life and Writings of Mi-
CHAELIS. 6d.

Staudlin's History of Theological
Knowledge and Literature. 4d.

VeRPLANCK on THE ElGIIT MORAL INFLU-
ENCE & Use of Liberal Studies. 4d

Ware on the Character ^vnd Duties of
a Physician. 4d.

Story on the Progress of Literature,
Science, and Government. 2 Parts,

4d. and 9d.

Life of Niebuhr. By his Son. 6d.

Life of Madasie de Stael. 9d.
SAM"i'ER's Popular Treatise on Biblical
Interpretation. 6d.

Stuart's Philological View of Modern
Doctrines of Geology. 6d.

Life of Lady Kussell. 9c1.

Channing on Slavery. 6d.

Ware on Extemporaneous PRiLVcniNG.
9d.

Channing on Fenelon. 4d.

Channing on Napoleon Bonaparte. Cd.
Everett on the Importance of Scien-

tific Knowledge. 9d.

Sir Joshua Reynolds' Discourses to the
Students of Royal Academy. Is. 6<1.

Channing on Self-Culture. Cd.

Channing on the Importance of a Na-
tional Literature. 4d.

Negris' Literary History of Modern
Greece. 4d.

Reynolds on the Necessity of Physical
Culture to Literary Men. 4d.

Hitchcock on the Connection BEm-EEN
Geology and the JIosaic Account of
Creation. Is.

Story's History of the Law. 9d.

Lord Stowell's Judgment in case of
Dalrymple v. Dalrymple. Is. Cd.

Lord Stowell's Judgjient in cases of
THE 'Maria' AND 'Gratitudine.' Is. 6d.

Lord Liverpool on the Conduct of
Great Britain in respect of Neutral
Nations. Is. 6d.

Controversy relative to Prussia's At-
tachment OF Bihtish Funds in Reprisal
FOR Captures. Is. Cd.

Burke's Letter to a Noble Lord. 6d.

Warnkonig's Analysis of SA\aGNY on
THE Law of Possession. Cd.

STORIES FOR CHILDREN.
The Flower Basket. BySchmid. Is. Cd.

Easter Eggs, and Robin Redbrk.vst. By
Schmid. Gd.

The Little Lamb. By Schmid. Cd.

The Little Dove. By Krummachcr. 4d.

The Minister of Andouse. By Mowes.
Is. Gd.



38, 6fovgc Street, (l£lJinl)urgIj.

WORKS OF JOHN CALVIN,
IN 51 VOLTJMES, DEMY 8vo.

Messrs CLAEK beg respectfully to announce that the whole Stock and Copyrights of
the "WORKS OF CALVIN, published by the Calvin Translation Society, are now their
property, and that this valuable Series will be issued by them on the following very
favourable terms :

—

1. Complete Sets in 51 Vohimes, Nine Guineas. (Original Subscription price about
£13.) The ' Letters,' edited by Dr Bonnet, 2 vols., 10s. Gd. additional.

2. Complete Sets of Commentaries, 45 vols., £7, 17s. 6d.

3. A Selection of Six Volumes (or more at the same proportion) for 2l3., with the
exception of the Institutes, 3 vols.

4. Any Separate Volume (except Institutes), 6s.

The Contents of the Series are as follow:

—

Institutes of the Christian Eeligion, 3 vols.

Tracts on the Reformation, 3 vols.

Commentary on Genesis, 2 vols.

Harmony of the last Four Books of the
Pentateuch, 4 vols.

Commentary on Joshua, 1 vol.
/' on the Psalms, 5 vols.

jr on Isaiah, 4 vols.

/r on Jeremiah and Lamentations, 5 vols.

^ on Ezekiel, 2 vols.

-!• on Daniel, 2 vols.

^ on Hosea, 1 voL
^ on Joel, Amos, and Obadiah, 1 vol.

yr on Jonah, Micah, and Nahum, 1 vol.

^ on Habaklaik, Zephaniah, and Haggai,
1 voL

Commentary on Zechariah and Malachi, 1

vol.

Ilai-mony of the Synoptical Evangelists,
3 vols.

Commentary on John's Gospel, 2 vols.
-!• on Acts of the Apostles, 2 vols.
r on Romans, 1 vol.
r on Corinthians, 2 vols.
>» Galatians and Ephesians, 1 vol.
^ on Philippians, Colossians, and Thes-

salonians, 1 vol.
-»• on Timothy, Titus, and Philemon, 1

vol.

/•' on Hebrews, 1 vol.
r on Peter, John, James, and Jude, 1 vol.

In Two Volumes, 8vo, jorice 14s. (1300 pages),

THE INSTITUTES OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION.

By JOHN CALVIN.
Translated by HENRY BEVERIDGE.

This translation of Calvin's Institutes was originally executed for the Calvin Transla-
tion Society, and is universally acknowledged to be the best English version of the work.
The Publishers have reprinted it in an elegant form, and have at the same time fixed a
price so low as to bring it within the reach of all.

In One Volume, 8vo, price 8s. 6d.,

CALVIN:
HIS LIFE, LABOURS, AND \VRITINGS.

By FELIX BUNGENER,
AUTHOR OF THE ' HISTORY OF THE COUNCIL OF TRENT,' ETC.

' M. Bungener's French vivacity has admirably combined with critical care and with
admiring reverence, to furnish what we venture to think the best portrait of Calvin
hitherto drawn. He tells us all that wo need to know; and instead of overlaying his
work with minute details and needless disquisitions, he simply presents the disencumbered
features, and preserves the true proportions of the great Reformer's character. We
heartily commend the work.'

—

Patriot.

'Few will sit down to this volume .without resolving to read it to the close.'

—

Clerical
Jonrnal.
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JOHN ALBERT BENGEL'S

GNOMON OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
Boil) jTirsit '•EransIatcH into €ngltifi^.

WITH ORIGINAL NOTES, EXPLANATORY AND ILLUSTRATIVE.

Tbc Translation is comprised in Five Large Volumes, demy 8vo, of (on an average)
fully 550 pages each.

SuBSCRimox, ols. 6d.; orfree hy Post, 35s.

The very large demand for Bengel's Gnomon enables the Publishers still to

supply it at the Subscription Price.

The whole work is issued under the Editorship of the Rev. Andrew R. Facsset, M.A.,

Rector of St Outhbert's, York, late University and Queen's Scholar, and Senior

Classical and Gold Medalist, T.C.D.

' There are few devout students of the Bible who have not long held Bengel in the

highest estimation,—nay, revered and loved him. It was not, however, without some
ajiprehension for his reputation with English readers, that we saw the announcement of

a translation of his work. We feared that his sentences, terse and condensed as they are,

would necessarily lose much of their joointedness and force by being clothed in another

garb. But we confess gladly to a surprise at the success the translators have achieved

in preserving so much of the spirit of the original. We are bound to say that it is

executed in the most scholarlike and able manner. The translation has the merit of

being faithful and perspicuous. Its publication will, we are confident, do much to bring

back readers to the devout study of the Bible, and at the same time prove one of the

most valuable of exegetical aids. The " getting up " of those volumes, combined with

their marvellous cheapness, cannot fail, we should hope, to command for them a largo

sale.'

—

Eclectic Review.

In crown 8vo, price 5s.,

THE 8iNLES8NE88 OF JESUS:
. AN EVIDENCE FOR CHRISTIANITY.

BY DR C. ULLMANN.
' We warmly recommend this beautiful work as eminently fitted to diffuse, among those

who peruse it, a higher appreciation of the sinlessness and moral eminence of Christ.'

—

British and Foreign Evangelical Revieic.

In demy 8vo, price 9s.,

GERMAN RATIONALISM
IN ITS RISE, PROGRESS, AND DECLINE. A CONTRIBUTION TO THE

CHURCH HISTORY OF THE ISth AND 19th CENTURIES.

BY DR K. HAGENBACH.
* This is a volume we have long wished to see in our language. Hagenbach is a

veteran in this field, and this volume is the ablest, and is likely to be the most useful, of

his works.'

—

British Quarterly Revieiv.
' There is not a work more seasonable, not one more likely to be in'oductive of the best

effects, not one more entitled to the study and solemn consideration of Christian* people.'—Christian Witness.
' This volume can hardly be sui-passed for the brevity and clearness, and for the skill

with which the main points in the great works of the Augustan age of Gennan literature

are brought out by way of illustrating their relation, direct or indirect, to Christianity.'

—

London Review.
' A most valuable and attractive volume, and a really useful addition to our too scanty

histories of the growth of religious ideas and the pi-ogross of thought.'

—

Churchman.
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lu demy 8vo, price lOs. Gd.,

INSPIRATION:
THE INFALLIBLE TRUTH AND DIVINE AUTHOEITY OF THE

HOLY SCRirTURES.

BY JAMES BANNERMAN, D.D.,

rROFIiSSOU OF THEOLOGY, KEW COLLEGE, EDIXUURGH.

' It is a volume whicli we commend earnestly to such of our readers as wisk to look at

the topic in all its bearings.'

—

British Quarterbj Review.
' We look upon it as a most important and valuable contribution to our theological

literature; most sound in its principles, and able in its enunciation of them.'

—

Chuixh

and State Review,
' We regard the -work of Dr Banuerman as one of much merit. It is lucid and instruc-

tive, while it defends the more rigid doctrine of Inspiration.'

—

Bihliotheai Sacra.
' We welcome this treatise witli peculiar pleasure, as pre-eminently a book for the times,

possessing just those qualities, and distinguished by just those characteristics, which will

make it of essential use in guiding the controversy to a wise and righteous issue

There is no doubt it is by far the most consistent, clear, well-ordered (with the excei^-

tions noted), comprehensive book on the subject which has yet appeared.'

—

Literary

Churchman.
' This volume contains incomparably the most systematic and complete discussion of

this great question which has yet appeared. The various topics are treated in a very

worthy manner, and most of them with a fulness, accuracy, and satisfactoriness which
leave little to be desired, and go far towai-ds raising it to the honourable position of a

standard work on the question, or even the standard work demanded by the present state

of things in the theological world.'

—

British and Forei<jn Evangelical Review.

In dcniy 8vo, price 9s.,

THE SCRIPTURE TESTIMONY TO THE HOLY SPIRIT.

BY JAryiES MORGAN, D. D.,

BELFAST.

' Controversy and criticism are avoided. Scripture ideas are unfolded in a clear and
popular way, so as not only to inform the judgment, but also to purify the heart.'

—

Evan-
(jelical Magazine.

'Dr Morgan's book is one of the best works on the subject of the Holy Spirit which
has appeared since the days of Dr Owen, and may well become a standard work of

reference on our book-shelves.'

—

Christian Advocate.
' It is thorough in its scope, and so exhaustive that there is not a passage of importance

which has not come under cousideratiou.'— Weslcgan Times.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
In demy 8vo, price 9s.,

AN EXPOSITION OF THE FIRST EPISTLE OF ST JOHN,

In Two Volumes, crown 8vo, price 12s.,

BIBLICAL STUDIES ON ST JOHN'S GOSPEL
BY DR BESSER.

' This book is full of warm and devout exposition. Luther's own i-ugged words start

out, boulder-like, in almost every page.'

—

News of the Churches.

'We now call attention to the great merit of this volume. The character of this com-
mentary is practical and devotional. There are often very exquisite devotional passages,

and a vein of earnest piety runs through the whole work. We recommend the book most
warmly to all.'

—

Literary Churchman.
' There is a quiet, simple, penetrating good sense in what Dr Besscr says, and withal

a spirit of truly Christian devoutn'ess, which the reader must feel to be in beautiful accord-

ance with the inspired teachings which awaken it.'

—

British Quarterly Review.
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lu demy 8vo, price 9s.,

A CRITICAL AND EXEGETICAL

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF EXODUS.
BY JAMES G. MURPHY, LL.D., T.C.D.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
In demy 8vo, price 10s. 6d.,

A CRITICAL AND EXEGETICAL

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF GENESIS.
WITH A NEW TEANSLATION.

' Dr MurpLy Las conferred a great service on a difficult department of scriptural learn-

ing.'

—

Clerical Journal.
'A work of most massive scholarship, abounding in rich and noble thought, and

remarkably fresh and suggestive.'

—

Evangelical Magazine.
' This is emphatically a great work ; the subject is great, and so is the management.'—Christian Witness.

In demy 8vo, j)rice 10s. 6d.,

THE EARLY SCOTTISH CHURCH;
THE ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY OF SCOTLAND FEOM THE FIRST TO

THE MIDDLE OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY.

BY THOMAS M'LAUCHLAN, LL.D., F.S.A.S.

' The author has given it an air of thoroughness and originality, which will justify its

claim to a j)ermaueut place iu literature. We do not now undertake to analyse the work,

but we are able to bear witness to its genuine character.'

—

Journal oj" Sacred Literature.
' To those who delight to trace in tlie distant past the germs of the present, " The

Early Scottish Church " will afford gratification and instruction.'

—

Header.
' We regard the work before us as the most important contribution which has been

made for many j-ears towards the illustration of Early Scottish Chm-ch Histoiy.'

—

United

Presbyterian Magazine.
' An able, honest work, conscientiously executed, after extensive reading, with a

thorough knowledge of the ancient language and history of Scotland.'

—

Inverness Courier.

'A work marked by sound judgment, great candour, and extensive reading.'

—

Noncon-
formist.

In Two Volumes, demy 8vo, price 21s.,

A HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
BY WILLIAM G. SHEDD, D.D.,

PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY, UXION COLLEGE, NEW YORK.

' The high reputation of Dr Sliedd will be increased by this remarkable work. The
style is lucid and penetrating. No one can master these volumes without being quick-

ened and strengthened.'

—

American Theological I'evieic.

'We do not hesitate to pronounce the work a great improvement on anything we have
had before. To the young student it will- be valuable as a guide to his critical reading,

and to the literary man it will be indispensable as a book of reference.'

—

Bibliotheca Sacra.
' We hail the appearance of the volumes as being much wanted at the present time in

our own country.'

—

Clerical Journal.

In foolscap 8vo, price 5s.,

THE PARABLES OF CHRIST ILLUSTRATED & EXPOUNDED.

BY DR F. G. LI SCO.
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In Two Volumes, crown 8yo, price 10s. Gd.,

IVIODERN PANTHEISM:
ESSAY ON EELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHY.

BY M. EMILE SAISSET,
PROFESSOR OF THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY IN THE FACULTY OF LETTERS IN PARIS.

Cranjslatea from t^e jTrencJ.

With Marginal Analysis, Notes, Critical Essay, and Philosophical Appendix.

The original draft of this work obtained ilie i^rize offered by tbe Academy of Moral and
Political Sciences on the following subject: Examen Critique des Principaux Systimes
Jlodernes de Theodicee. The second edition carried off the first of the great Mouthyon
Prizes of the French Academy.

' As a handbook to tlie theological side of modern speculation, it is a most valuable
addition to philosoijhical literature. The translation is clear and idiomatic; it is English
in its language, French in the transparency of its expression.'

—

Saturday Review.

In crown octavo, jirice Gs.,

THE REDEEMER:
DISCOURSES BY E. DE PRESSENSE, D.D.

WITH INTRODUCTION BY W. LIXDSAY ALEXANDER, D.D.

' The whole volume is marked by a rare richness of thought and illustration, and by
a high and fervid eloquence.'

—

Evangelical Magazine.
' De Pressens^ stands forth as one of the most zealous, feai'less, and eloquent defenders

of evangelical truth and the claims of the Bible. A man of high culture and large intellec-
tual resources, gifted with remarkable jDowers of clear, pointed, and eloquent discourse,
he has ever shown himself ready to consecrate his best energies to the defence and pro-
pagation of the Gospel of Christ.'

—

Dr Lindsay Alexander.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
In demy 8vo, price 7s. 6d.,

THE RELIGIONS BEFORE CHRIST:
BEING AN INTEODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF THE FIKST THREE

CENTURIES OF THE CHURCH.
' Stamped with the true genius of a historian, and imbued with the devoutness of a

Christian.'

—

Patriot.

In crown 8vo, Fifth Edition, price 7s. Gd.,

CHRIST'S SECOND COMING;
WIEL IT BE PRE-MILEENNIALP

BY DAVID BROWN, D.D.
' This is, in our judgment, one of the most able, comprehensive, and conclusive of

the numerous works which the milleuarian controversy has called forth.'

—

Watchman.

In Two Volumes, demy octavo, price 21s.,

MEDIATORIAL SOVEREIGNTY:
THE MYSTERY OF CHRIST AND THE REVELATION OF THE OLD AND

NEW TESTAMENTS.
BY GEORGE STEWARD.

' A large and exhaustive work, with great fulness of argument.'

—

Christian Remem-
brancer.

' Certainly one of the books of the age,—we might say of the century. Anything moi-e
massive, comprehensive, and thorouglily theological we cannot name. The author has
achieved a noble triumph on behalf of the cause he loves.'

—

Christian Witness.
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WORKS OF PATRICK FAIRBAIRN, D.D.,

PEINCIP^U. AND riiOl'ESSOr. OF THEOLOGY IX THE FREE CIILIICII COLLEGE, GLASGOW.

In Two Volumes, demy 8vo, price 21s., Fourth Edition,

THE TYPOLOGY OF SCRIPTURE,
VIEWED IN CONNECTION WITH THE WHOLE SEPJES OF THE

DIVINE DISPENSATIONS.

' One of the most sober, profound, and thorough treatises which we possess on a snl>-

ject of great importance in its bearing on Christian doctrine.'^^j-c/ic/eacon Deuison's

Church and State Review.

' As the product of the labours of an original thinker and of a sound theologian, wlio

•has at the same time scarcely left unexamined one previous writer on the subject, anciout

or modern, this work will be a most valuable accession to the library of the theological

student. As a whole, we believe it may, with the strictest truth, be pronounced the best

•work on the subject that has yet been published.'

—

Record.

'A work fresh and comprehensive, learned and sensible, and full of practical religious

feeling.'

—

British and Foreign Evangelical Revleio.

In demy 8vo, price 10s. GJ., Third Edition,.

EZEKIEL, AND THE BOOK OF HiS PROPHECY;
AN EXPOSITION; WITH A NEW TPvANSLATION.

In demy 8vo, price lOs. Cd., Second Edition,

PROPHECY,
VIEWED IN ITS DISTINCTIVE NATUEE, ITS SPECIAL FUNCTIONS,^

AND PEOPER INTEEPEETATION.

' We would express our conviction that if ever this state of things is to end, and the

church is blest with the dawn of a purer and brighter day, it will be through the sober

and well-considered efforts of such a man as Dr Fairbairn, and through the general
acceptance of some such principles as are laid down for our guidance in this book.'

—

Christian Advocate.

In demy 8vo, price 10s. Cd.,

HERMENEUTICAL MANUAL;
OE, INTEODUCTION TO THE EXEGETICAL STUDY OF THE SCEIPTUEES

OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Part I. Discussion of Facts and Pi-inciples bcai-ing on the Language and Interpi-etation

of the New Testament.

Part II. Dissertations on particidar subjects connected with the Exegesis of the New
Testament.

Part III. On the Use made of Old Testament Scripture in the Writings of the New
Testament.

' Dr Fairbairn has precisely the training which woidd enable him to give a fresh and
suggestive book on Hermeneutics. Without going into any tedious detail, it presents the

points that are important to a student. Thcn-e is a breadth of view, a clearness and
manliness of thought, and a ripeness of learning, which make the work one of peculiar

freshness and interest. I consider it a very valuable addition to every studtmt's library.'

—Reo. Dr Moore, Author of the able Commentarij on ' The Prophets of the Restoration.^



WORKS BY THE LATE WILLIAM CUNNINGHAM, D.D.,
TEtN^CIPAL AND PROFESSOK OF CHURCH IIISTOUY, NEW COLLEGE, EDINBUUGII.

Complete in Four Volumes 8vo, Price £2, 2s.

In Two Vohunes, demy 8vo, price 21s., Secoud Edition,

HISTORICAL THEOLOGY:
A EEVIEW OF THE PEINCIPAL DOCTKINAL DISCUSSIONS IN THE

CHRISTIAN CHURCH SINCE THE ArOSTOLIC AGE.

Chapter 1. Tlio Cliurcli ; 2. The Council of Jerusalem ; 3. Tlie Apostles' Creed ; 4. The
Apostolical Fatliers ; 5. Heresies of the Ai^ostolical Age; fi. The Fathers of the
Secoud and Third Centuries , 7. The Church of the Second and Third Centuries

;

8. The Constitution of the Church ; 9. The Doctrine of the Trinity ; 10. The Person
of Christ ; 11. The Pelagian Controversy ; 12. "Worship of Saints and Images

;

13. The Civil and Ecclesiastical Authorities ; 14. The Scliolastic Theology ; 15. The
Canon Law ; 16. Witnesses for the Truth during Middle Ages ; 17. The Clnu-ch
at the Reformation ; 18. The Council of Trent ; 19. The Doctrine of the Fall

;

20. Doctrine of the Will ; 21. Justification ; 22. The Sacramental Principle ; 23. The
Socinian Controversy ; 24. Doctrine of the Atonement ; 25. The Arminian Con-
troversy ; 20. Church Government ; 27. The Erastian Controversy.

In demy 8vo (G24 pages), price 10s. 6d., Second Edition,

THE REFORMERS AND THE THEOLOGY
OF THE REFORMATION.

Chapiter 1. Leaders of the Reformation ; 2. Luther ; 3. Tlie Refonners and the Doctrine
of Assiu-ance ; 4. Mclancthon and the Theology of the Church of England ; 5. Zwiugle
and the Doctrine of the Sacraments ; 6. John Calvin ; 7. Calvin and Pcza ; 8. Calvin-
ism and Arminianism ; 9. Calvinism and the Doctrine of Philosophical Necessity

;

10. Calvinism and its Practical Application ; 11. The Reformers and the Lessons
from their History.

' This volume is a most magnificent vindication of the Reformation, in both its men
and its doctrines, suited to the present tiuie and to the present state of the controversy,'— Witness.

In One Vohmie, demy Svo, price 10s. Gd.,

DISCUSSIONS ON CHURCH PRINCIPLES:
POPISH, ERASTIAN, AND PRESBYTERIAN.

Chapter 1. The Errors of Romanism; 2. Romanist Theory of Development; 3. The
Temporal Sovereignty of the Pope ; 4. The Temporal Supremacy of the Pope ; 5. The
Liberties of the Gallican Church ; 6. Eoj'al Supremacy in Church of England

;

7. Relation between Church and State ; 8. The Westminster Confession on Relation
between Church and State; 9. Church Power; 10. Principles of the Free Church;

^ 11. The Rights of the Christian People ; 12. The Principle of Non-Intrusion
;

13. Patronage and Popular Election.

In Two Volumes, demy Svo, price 21s.,

INTRODUCTION TO THE PENTATEUCH:
AN INQUIRY, CRITICAL AND DOCTRINAL, INTO THE GENUINENESS,

AUTHORITY, AND DESIGN OF THE MOSAIC WRITINGS.
BY REV. D. MACDONALD.

'The object of this work is very opportune at the present time. It contains a full

review of the evidences, external and internal, for the genuineness, authenticity, and
divine character of the Pentateuch. While it gives full space and weight to the purely
critical and historical portions of the inquirj', its special attention is devoted to the cer-
tainly more profound and more conclusive considerations derived from the connection
between the Pentateuch and the great scheme of revelation, of which it forms the basis;
and this portion of the work is that upon which the author lays most stress. We entirely
agree with him in his view of its importance. The work is singularly complete also in
its view of the literature of the subject, as well as in the outline of its plan.'— Guardian.
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DR LANGE'S COMMENTARIES,
*jii* For Dr Laxge's Life of the Lokd Jesus Cueist, see separate Prospectus.

In Three Volumes, 8vo, £1, lis. 6d.,

Tlieological and Eomiletical Commentary
ox

THE GOSPELS OF ST MATTHEW AND MARK.
Br J. P. LANGE, D.D.,

PROFESSOE OF DIVINITY IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CONN. "

111 Two Volumes, Svo, price 18s.,

. Theological and Eomiletical

COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPEL OF ST LUKE.
By Dr J. VAN OOSTERZEE. Edited by J. P. LANGE, D.D.

In Two Volumes, Svo, price 21s.,

Theological and Eomiletical

COMMENTARY ON THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.
By Drs LECHLER akd GEROK.

Edited by J. P. L.\nge, D.D. Translated by Rev. P. J. Gloag.

' The method which Professor Lange pursues in his Commentary, makes it exceed-
ingly valuable both in an exegetical and practical point of view. Having portioned out
the original narrative of the Evangelist into sections, according to the contents and con-
nection of the passage, he subjects it to a threefold handling, in order to bring out the

meaning and applications of the text. First of all we have a series of critical notes, in-

tended to deal with the difficulties in the interpretation of the passage, and bringing all

the aids which exegesis supj^lies to elucidate and exhibit its proper meaning. Next we
have a series of doctrinal reflections, suggested by the passage interpreted, and intended
to exhibit the substance of the scriptural truths which it contains. And lastly, we have
a series of homiletical hints, founded on the passage elucidated.'

—

Daily Review.

In Four Volumes, crown Svo, f)rice 24s., Cheap Edition,

Biblical Commentary on the Gospels and Acts.

By Dr H. OLSHAUSEN.
' Olshausen is one of those persons whom the pious hearts of Germany will long

remember with affection and veneration. . . On the great and fundamental doctrines

of Christianity, Olshausen is as fixed and as stable as the Kock on which the Church is

built. The consciousness of sin is, as his translator well remarks, " the pivot in Olshausen's
luiud which moves all the rest;" deep inward experiences, and the jiressing need of a
liedeemcr, make him ever feel and ever avow that we are not following cunningly devised
fables, but real, substantial, and vital truths, which breathe and bum through every page
of the blessed Gospels.'

—

Christian Obsercer.

In One thick Volume, Svo, price 9s.,

Greek and EngEsh Lexicon of the lew Testament.

By EDWARD ROBINSON, D.D.,
LATE FEOF. EXTRAOED. OF SAC. LIT. IN THE THEOL. SEM., AND0'\':EK.

A Now and Improved Edition, Eevised by Alexander Negris, Professor of Greek

Literature, and by the Rev. John Duncan, D.D., Professor of Oriental Languages

in the New College, Edinburgh.
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WORKS BY OR E. W. HENGSTENBERQ.

lu Two Volumes, 8vo, price 21s.,

COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPEL OF ST JOHN.
' The author has brought to bear upon his work all the resources of his long experience,

his rare mental i^owers, his great learning, and his deep religiousness.'

—

Journal of Sacred
Literature.

' We can have little hesitation in saying that the student is scarcely likely to find any
other helps in reading this priceless and precious Gospel so useful as this.'

—

Eclectic
Revieio.

' The peculiarity of this Commentary is a thorough persuasive and striking appeal, not
only to Old Testament doctrine and prophecy, but also to Old Testament phraseologj- in
the elucidation of the text ; and for this the venerable author's studies have rendered him
singularly competent.'

In Four Volumes, price £2, 2s., Second Edition,

CHRISTOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT,
AND A COMMENTAEY ON THE MESSIANIC PKEDICTIONS.

' A noble specimen of exegetical theology and critical analysis.'

—

Clerical Journal.
' The well-matured production of a great and learned man. It is thoroughly ripe in

the spirit of Okristian philosophy and true biblical scholarship.'

—

llomilist.

In Three Volumes, 8vo, price o3s.,

COMMENTARY ON THE PSALMS.
' We have met with no commentator who displays higher powers or sounder qualifi-

cations ; and we feel persuaded, to quote the words of a very competent judge with refer-

ence to his work on the Prophecies of Daniel, that "it will leave nothing to desire."'—
Churchman's Monthly Review.

In One Volume, 8vo, price 9s.,

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES.
TO WHICH ARE APPENDED

TREATISES ON THE SONG OF SOLOMON; ON THE BOOK OF JOB; ON
THE PEOPHET ISAIAH; ON THE SAOEIFICES OP HOLY SCRIPTUEE

;

AND ON THE JEWS AND THE CHRISTIAN CHUECH.

' A Commentar'y on this difficult book by one who has so long and so successfully
devoted himself to biblical subjects, will awaken new interest in its study. As an expo-
sition of the language and the general current of the writer's views, the work is full and
rich.'

—

Bibliotheca Sacra.

In 8vo, j)rice 7s. 6d.,

EGYPT AND THE BOOKS OF MOSES;
OE^ THE BOOKS OF MOSES ILLUSTEATED BY THE MONUMENTS

OF EGYPT.

In 8vo, price 12s.,

DISSERTATIONS ON THE GENUINENESS OF DANIEL
AND THE INTEGRITY OF ZECHARIAH.

WITH A DISSERTATION ON THE HISTOEY AND PEOPHECIES OF BALAAM.
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In Five Volumes, demy 8vo, £2, 12s. Gd.,

HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPiAIENT OF

THE DOCTRINE OF THE PERSON OF CHRIST.
By Dr J. A. DOENER,

PKOli-ESSOR OF THEOLOGY, GOTTINGEJJ.

TO WHICH IS ADDED, A
HISTORICAL AND CEITICAL EEVIEW OF THE CONTEOVEESIES ON THE

SUBJECT WHICH HAVE BEEN AGITATED IN BRITAIN SINCE TEE
MIDDLE OP THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY TO THE PRESENT TIME.

By tlie Rev. Dr Faiebaien, Author of ' The Typology of Scripture,' etc.

'We earnestly recommend this most vahiable and important work to the attention of
all tlieological students. So great a mass of learning and thought, so ably set forth, has
never before been presented to English readers, at least on this subject.'

—

Journal (if'

Sacred Literature.

In crown 8vo, price 7s. 6d.,

T "FT l-*^

PROPHECIES OF DANIEL AND THE REVELATION OF ST JOHN

IN THEIR MUTUAL RELATION.
By Peofessor AUBERLEN.

' One of the latest contributions to the study of Apocalj-ptic prophecy. It is one of a
veiy high order, and which must command attention. The author appeara to us to

possess, in no ordinary degree, those faculties of head and heart so absolutely necessary
for the prosecution of this most difficult branch of sacred exegesis.'

—

Ecclesiastic.

In demy 8vo, price 10s. 6d.,

CO^^IE^TARY ON THE PENTATEUCH.
By otto VON GERLACH.

' This work possesses a high character among the Evangelical parties in Germany. It

is decidedly orthodox and conservative in its statements ; and its spirit and its publication

here will confer a great service on sacred literature.'

—

Clerical Journal.

WORKS BY PRO^E^SSOR THOLUOK.
In 8vo, price 10s. Gd.,

COMMENTARY ON THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT.
' Its learning is exhaustive, it avoids no difficulties, and in its exegesis it seizes always

the kei-nel of a passag-p, and thoroughly and soundly builds \ip a fair and complete expo-

sition.'

—

London (Juurdkiiu

In One Volume, price 9s.,

COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPEL OF ST JOHN.

In crovrn Svo, price 5s., Second Edition,

LIGHT FROM THE CROSS.
SERMONS ON THE PASSION OF OUR LORD.

' "With no ordinary confidonco and pleasure we commend these most noble, solemniz-

ing, and touching discourses.'

—

British and Foreign Evangelical Review.
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lu EigLt Volumes, demy 8vo, £4, 4s.,

THE WORDS OF THE LORD JESUS.
BY RUDOLPH STIER, D.D.,

DOCTOR OF THEOLOGr, AND SUPEKINTENDENT OF SCHKEUDITZ.

' Wo know no work lliat coutains, within anything like the same compass, so many
Iircgnaut instances of what true genius under chastened submission to the control of a
sound philology, and gratefully accepting the seasonable and suitable helps of a whole-
some erudition, is capable of doing in the spiritual exegesis of the sacred volume. Every
p.ige is fretted and studded with linos and forms of the most alluring beauty. At every
step the reader is constrained to pause and ponder, lest ho should overlook one or other
of the many precious blossoms that, in the most dazzling profusion, are scattered around
his path. We venture to pi-edict that his " Words of Jesus " are destined to produce a
great and happy revolution in the interpretation of the New Testament in this country.'
—British and Foreign Evangelical Review.

' One of the most precious books for the spiritual interpretation of the Gospels.'

—

Arch-
deacon Hare.

' Dr Stier brings to the exposition of our Lord's discourses sound learning, a vigorous
understanding, and a quick discernment; but what is better, he brings also a devout mind,
and a habit of thought spiritual and deferential to the truth.'

—

Evangelical Christendom.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
In One Volume, demy 8vo, 10s. Gd.,

THE WORDS OF THE RISEN SAVIOUR^
AND

COI^IMENTAKY ON THE EPISTLE OF ST JMIES.
' This volume is in all respects alike remarkable and valuable. We are unable to

name any exposition so novel, so striking, so instructive, and so edifying. It cannot fail

to bring forward those portions of Scripture—portions of infinite moment—which have
hitherto, in a great degree, been neglected. The exposition is everywhere most excellent,

and adapted to be helpful to the public instructor as well as to the private student. . .

'J'he latter half of this volume consists of thirty-two discourses expounding the Epistle of

James. By these sermons we set gi-eat store. Nothing can be more full, clear, scrip-
tural, and practical.'

—

Christian Witness.

In One Thick Volume, 12s., Fifth Edition,

A GRAMMAR OF THE NEW TESTAMENT DICTION.
INTENDED AS AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITICAL STUDY

OF THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT.

BY DR G. B. WINER.
Extract from letter from the late Archdeacon Hardwick, Christian Advocate:—

' It is a subject of sincere pleasure to all critics of the sacred text that this elaborate and
exhaustive treatise is at length in a fair way of becoming familiar to England as it has
long been to Germany. 1 have great pleasure in commending it to my divinity class.'

' This is the standard classical work on the Grammar of the New Testament, and it is

of coui'se indispensable to every one who would prosecute intelligently the critical study
of the most important portion of the inspired recoixl. It is a great service to render such
a work accessible to the English reader.'

—

British and Foreign Evangelical Revieto.
' We gladly welcome the appearance of Winer's great work in an English translation,

and most strongly recommend it to all who wish to attain to a sound and acciirate know-
ledge of the language of the New Testament. We need not say it is the Grammar of the
New Testament. It is not only superior to all others, but so superior as to be by common
consent the one work of reference on the subject. No other could be mentioned with it.'—Literary Churchman.



WORKS BY PROFESSOR J. H. KURTZ, D.D.

In Three Volumes, price £1, lis. 6d.,

HISTORY OF THE OLD COVENANT:
THE PENTATEUCH.

' It is intended to fonn a full and complete History of tte Old Covenant, embracing
every subject that comes M'ithin that range, shirking no difficulty, ignoring no disputed
point. The object of the author is to describe the several links in the chain of develop-
ments by which God prepared the way, by successive revelations, for the great end of all

—the manifestation of himself in a human form. The work is thus essentially a history.

Not only are there full critical and philological investigations into the meaning of difficult

words and phrases,—not only are the geographical and historical notices most valuable,

as giving a resvme of the most recent investigations and conclusions,—but the tone and
spirit of the narrative is eminently manly and Christian.'

—

Church of England Monthly
Revieiu.

In demy 8vo, price 10s. 6d.,

SACRIFICIAL WORSHIP OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
EoOK I. General Basis of the Sacrificial "Worship of the Old Testament : The Persons

Sacrificing ; The Place of Sacrifice ; The Various Kinds of Sacrifice.

EooK II. The Bleeding Sacrifice : Part 1st, The Eitual of the Sacrifice ; Part 2d, Varieties
of the Bleeding Sacrifice.

Book III. The Bloodless Sacrifice.

Book IV. Modification of the Sacrificial Worship in connection with Special Seasons
and Circumstances.

In Two Volumes, demy 8vo, price 15s.,

HANDBOOK OF CHURCH HISTORY TO THE
PRESENT TIME.

Either Volume may be had separately, price 7s. 6d.

The first volume includes the period iirior, and the second that subsequent, to the Eeforma-
tion. Tliis work is now very generally used as a text-book in colleges and higher schools.

' This work of Dr Kurtz is executed with great diligence and care, exhibiting an accurate

collection of facts, and a succinct though full account of the histoiy and progress of the

CliTirch, both external and internal The work is distinguished for the moderation and
charity of its expressions, and for a spirit which is tiiily Chi'istian.'

—

English Churchman.

In Three Volumes, 8vo, price 27s.,

THE APOSTOLIC HISTORY:
BEING AN ACCOUNT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EAELY CHUECH,

IN THE FOEM OF A COMMENTAEY ON THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

BY PROFESSOR BAUMGARTEN.
' TVo have felt devoutly thankful to the great Head of the Church, who has raised up

a champion able to meet, by an exposition of the Acts at once so profoundly scientific and
siiblimcly Clu-istian as that before us, one of the most pressing wants of oiu- times.^ We
have not the smallest hesitation in expressing our modest conviction, that in no previously
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